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TRANSLATOR’S INTRODUCTORY NOTE

During all the time that Marshal Foch commanded tlie

Allied Armies I served at his Headquarters, having been

appointed by General Pershing as liaison officer between

him and the Marshal. General Weygand was Chief of

Staff, Captain Boutal was Aide-de-Camp and Captain

Pupicr attended to the non-military matters in the

Marshal’s ever-increasing correspondence. These and

a few other officers took their meals with the Marshal,

while the rest of the Staff, about a dozen in number, had

a Mess of their own, to wliich were invited the Italian,

Belgian and American liaison officers. The British mis-

sion, headed by that admirable soldier, Lieutenant-

General Sir John Du Cane, being quite numerous,

messed in their own house.

Headquarters were first established during April, 1918,

in the tiny village of Sarcus, north of Beauvais ; from

there we moved to the Chateau de Mouchy and then to

Bombon, not far from Provins, the Headquarters of

General Petain. Bombon was also within easy reach of

Chaumont, where General Pershing was installed. In

October we were at Senlis, thirty miles north of Paris,

and here the Armistice found us. All of these changes

were dictated by the necessities or conveniences of the

operations
; but the first two relieved us ofthe annoyance

of incessant bombardment by German aeroplanes.

A peculiar requirement always dictated the choice of
the house in which to establish the Marshal, steam heat.
He lived and tvorked in an atmosphere that was stifling



translator’s introductory note

even to an American, and ifwe saw M^or Bontemps in
a pai ticularly bad humour we knew that the temperature
ofHeadquarters had fallen below eighty and the Marshal

. had told him in vigorous terms of his feelings on the
subject.

It can well be imagined that I have no thought of
making an estimate of Marshal Foch’s powers or of
describing his processes

; but as the characteristics of
his person are less known in English-speaking countries

than in France, it may not be out of place to indicate

some of them.

A good deal has been said about the ties which united

the Marshal and General Weygand. The two men
constituted the most efficient team for the conduct of a

great war that history has reported
; moreover, confi-

dence and affection bound them as closely together as

did community of ideas. It was not so much that Foch

conceived and Weygand executed, as was the case with

Lee and Stonewall Jackson, but rather that the two

minds seemed to constitute a single entity whose capacity

was double that which any man working alone could

furnish.

General Weygand once said to me :
“ The Marshal

is the locomotive ;
I am the tender that furnishes him

with coal and water.” I do not think this image gives

a true idea of their relationship. It was more like a

chemical union, whereby two distinct elements produce

a substance having characteristic qualities of its own.

I doubt if General Weygand ever paid the Marshal a

compliment, and probably the Marshal at no time ever

expressed in words to the General what he thought

about him. It would have been like saying handsome

things to oneself.

The Marshal certainly felt a profound satisfaction

xiv
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when success crowned one of his plans, but if at any time

he spoke of such matters to one of us, we seemed to be

listening to some impersonal force expressing itself rather

than to a man telling about what he had done.

He was instinctively distrustful of three categories of

men : orators, politicians and journalists, for he believed

that they all did more harm in the world than good.

He listened attentively if one spoke to the point, but he

stopped you if you left it. He was brief in matters of

business and he liked others to be so. It was not so

much that he was silent by nature as that he preferred

to talk in images or complete his thought by gestures

significandy his own.. Those about him learned to

interpret this peculiarity with ready accuracy.

During the perilous events that succeeded each other

so rapidly in the spring of 1918, at moments when we
at the mess table were green with apprehension, no
external sign of anxiety was ever seen to mark his coun-

tenance or his gait ; but he wore his cap set squarely

on his head. In August and September, when nearly

every day brought some piece of good news, you would
sec him swinging down the deserted litde street of

Bombon, stick over shoulder and his cap settled well

over toward his right car. No need to ask him how the

battle was going.

I met liim almost every morning that summer, I on
my way from Headquarters, he returning from the vil-

lage church where he had been to say liis prayers. One
day as I saluted him, he paused as though inviting me
to speak, and I ventured the remark that the Germans
seemed to be getting more than they could stand. He
came up close to me, took a firm hold on my belt svith

his left hand and with his right fist delivered a punch at

my chin, a hook under my ribs and another drive at
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my ear
;

he then shouldered his stick and without a
single word marched on to the chateau, his straight back
and horseman’s legs presenting as gallant a sight as one
would wish to look upon.

M. Clemenceau came to Bombon unexpectedly one
morning and asked to be shown to the Marshal Captain

Boutal told him that he was at church, adding, “ I will

go at once and tell him you are here.” “ Do not inter-

rupt him for anything in the world—it agrees with him
too well,” answered the witty old heathen, quite willing

to take a chance even with the Almighty if France could

be benefited.

On another occasion, in the midst of our Argonne
offensive, I had been directed by General Pershing to

present certain matters of a grave and rather delicate

nature to the Marshal. He listened to all I had to say

and then beckoned me over to the billiard table on

which he always kept spread out a huge map of the

Western Front. Look at this,” he said, waving his hand
along the marked positions

;
“ I am the leader of an

orchestra. Here are the English basses, here the

American baritones, and there the French tenors. When
I raise my baton, every man must play or else he must

not come to my concert.”

This might seem a strange way of answering the pre-

sentation of a serious question
; but I knew exactly what

he meant and also that no amount ofconversation would

elicit a more definite reply.

The Marshal was a kindly man but he was not gentle.

He had no pose of any kind, and in all the intimate

chatter which naturally marked a year’s close association

with his Staff and other Staffs, I never heard a phrase

which suggested some little evidence of personal vanity

or anything implying favouritism or injustice on his
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part. Those who served immediately around him
admired, respected and loved him, but he made no effort

to induce their enthusiastic personal attachment. During

the war he represented to them a sort of prodigious

impersonal force, but in the years succeeding its close,

when immense responsibilities no longer intensified

relationships, he became more like a father in his attitude

toward all of us who had been with him.

I once asked the Marshal how he accounted for the

fact that so many of the professors at the Ecole de Guerre

had won distinction as great leaders in the War.
“ To teach a doctrine successfully,” he answered, “ you

have got to be absolutely sure it is right. This means

profound study and a long meditation upon all the

objections advanced against it. Once sure, you can

proceed with confidence and you carry conviction with

your pupils. The men who had taught at the Ecole

de Guerre went through this process. The early disasters

of the conflict could not shake their faith in our doctrine.

They continued to apply it and we finally won.”
As Marshal Foch’s memoirs will undoubtedly reach a

wide circle of non-military readers, I have used as few
technical military terms as possible in the translation,

always giving preference to a rendering which will make
the meaning clear to those unacquainted with nulitary

terminology.

T. Bentley Mott.
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NOTE

In the course of the year 1920, Marshal Foch, yielding

to the insistence of those about him, decided to write

his reminiscences of the war. He directed his Staff

officers to collect the necessary documents and to draw
up a strictly objective recital of the events in which he

had taken part during the hostilities. This recital was
used by the Marshal as a frame-work which he con-

siderably altered and enlarged, and into which he built

his personal judgments, recollections and reflections.

The Marshal pursued this task during his spare

moments between 1921 and 1928, but without devoting

himself to it with any continuity. It was above all in

the summer, when he was at his country-place in Brit-

tany, that he did his writing, and he would constantly

go over pages that he had already finished and introduce

new reflections that had occurred to liim.

This habit left its mark upon some of the chapters,

where certain repetitions will be observed ;
and while

they do no injury to the value of the work—^indeed they

often serve to accentuate its sincerity—such a method

certainly delayed its completion. Indeed, the Marshal

was able to finish only the account of events in which he

participated during 1914 and 1918. This forms the

subject of the present work.

Before being handed to the publishers, the Memoirs

were gone over by the Marshal’s family and by his

immediate collaborators. The accounts of military

operations appeared in certain places to be too long
;
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cuts were therefore made in them, but these apply only

to the relation, more or less anonymous, which the

Marshal’s staff officers had prepared to facilitate his

work. Everything which came direct from his pen, his

personal recollections, his reflections, his judgments, his

teachings, have been scrupulously respected, both in

form and substance : they go to the public exactly as

he wrote them.

The Memoirs were intended to appear only after the

lapse of several years ; certain recent and painful con-

troversies have brought about their earlier publication.

During his lifetime. Marshal Foch was in the habit of

saying that he accepted the responsibility for only what

he had signed. He would certainly have disavowed the

polemics which were stirred up after his death, just as

he disavowed, when alive, words and intentions which

were gratuitously ascribed to him.

Faced by posthumous quarrels and desiring to con-

tinue this line ofconduct faithfully, the Marshal’s family

very justly decided that it was best to let him speak for

himself. In the pages which follow, the reader will have

before him the thoughts of the War’s great victor exactly

as he set them down.

XIX



FOREWORD

In the course of the recent war I was appointed succes-

sively to various posts in the French Army. First, as

Commander of the XX Corps, I took part in the opera-

tions in Lorraine up to the end of August, 1914. I then

commanded the Ninth Army during the battle of the

Marne. Subsequently, as assistant to the Commander-
in-Chief, I was entrusted with the task of co-ordinating

the action of French troops with that of our Allies,

British and Belgian, in the north of France. This period

comprised the Battles of the Yser and of Ypres, the

Artois attacks and the Battle of the Somme. This

brings us up to the end of 1916.

In 1917, as Chief of the General Staff, I performed

the duties of military adviser to the French Government.

For the Government had decided to participate in the

conduct of the war. Amongst other tasks entrusted to

me at this time was that of French co-operation in Italy,

beginning in the month of April. I personally directed

this work during the last part of October and all of

November. Finally, I assisted in establishing the

American Army in France.

In 1918, first as president of the Versailles Military -

Executive Committee and afterwards as Commander-in-

Chiefof the Allied Armies, I prepared and led the Allied

forces on the Western Front.

I am now in all sincerity writing my memoirs. They
do not form a history of the War ; they merely give the

story of the events in which I took part. From what

XX
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has just been said it follows that only during the last

year of the confliet will this narration bear upon the

operations on the western front taken as a whole. What
I have written is based upon the impressions felt at the

moment of action and also upon the informadon we
had or the hypotheses we made concerning the enemy ;

these at the time were necessarily full of uncertainty.

To enable the reader better to understand the way
I saw and interpreted the events to be described, it may
be useful to turn back to the past and tell sometliing of

the person who is wridng. Indeed, the way a man of

middle age looks upon events, and what he does under

their influence, depends upon how his intellect and

character have been formed ; when this is known his

reacdons are easily understood. They are also the

result of certain special circumstances which have so

stamped themselves upon his life as to have guided its

course and constantly fixed its conduct.

I was born at Tarbes, at the foot of the Pyrenees, in

October, 1851, of a family coming endrely from that

region. I went to school successively at Tarbes, at

Rodez, at the little seminary of Polignan in the depart-

ment of the Haute-Garonne, and then at the College of

the Jesuits of St. Michael at Saint-Edenne. My father

was a civil servant of the Government and his dudes

successively led him, and with him his family, to these

places. My preparatory studies for the degree of

Bachelor ofArts were concluded at Saint-Edenne, where
one ofmy school-mates was the future Marshal Fayolle.

Although I had early conceived the idea of going to the

Polytechnic, as had my illustrious fellow-student whom
I have just mendoned, our families and our masters did

not think it advisable for us to omit these literary studies,

in spite of the fact diat they were bound to delay our
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preparation for that school.* Thus it was that after the

course in philosophy we took our degree of B.A. before

beginning our scientific studies.

If the object of the latter, and of mathematics especi-

ally, is to accustom the mind to consider objects and
forms as materially defined, fix with precision one’s

ideas upon those subjects, link them up by inexorable

processes and so mould the brain to a method of the

strictest reasoning, it is the essential ofletters, philosophy

and history—above all of history—to quit the domain
of abstract observation and direct our thoughts towards

the world in which we live. This renders the intelligence

broad and supple
;

it keeps it awake, active and creative

in the presence of that land of the indefinite which life

opens up to us. Standing in the midst of this vast

horizon, which, indeed, is a reality, one must, in order

to advance, first attentively survey the whole, then,

choosing a goal, march resolutely toward it, seizing each

point of vantage, surmounting or turning every diffi-

culty. It is at this moment that the dual preparation

furnished by general knowledge and special studies

brings its aid to those who wish not only to learn a trade,

but also, if need be, to develop and apply it successively

to new purposes.

In what concerns especially the army officer, the

future probably will merely accentuate this need of

general culture combined with professional knowledge.

As the sphere of war extends, so should the minds of

those waging it broaden out. An officer of first-rate

ability can no longer be satisfied with mere professional

attainments, such as the technique of leading troops and

supplying their material wants
;
nor must he be content

* The Ecole Polytechnique is a Government military school in Paris whose
graduates enter the Engineers, Artillery and certain Civil Services.—^T. B. M.
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to live in a little world of his own. Soldiers in time of

peace form the young and manly element ofthe country
;

in dme ofwar they constitute the nation in arms. How
then, can an officer who is not in constant touch with

the spirit of his people hope to turn such resources to

good account ? How can he comprehend and direct

the social phenomena which characterise great national

wars unless he has some acquaintance with moral and

political sciences and possesses that knowledge of history

which alone can explain to him the life ofnations in the

past and in the present ? Here again technical acquire-

ments are no longer sufficient
;
he must complete them

with a large addition furnished by other faculties.

Moreover, as any officer can readily perceive, his mind
and character will be far better prepared for a coming

war, and even his career will be advanced in time of

peace, if he keeps himself—always with a loyal sense of

discipline—constantly abreast of the events and prob-

lems of his time, instead of confining his interest solely

to garrison life, obsessed by thoughts of promotion and

careless of developing his higher capacities.

Without this conception, the regular officer, when war
arrives, runs the risk of seeing himself outdistanced by
the reserve officer, who can bring to his work—in addi-

tion to an indispensable military equipment—faculties

and knowledge which a wider life has maintained in

fruitful activity.

In 1869, having completed my literary studies at

Saint-Michael’s College, I went to Saint-Clement’s, at

Metz, where I continued my preparation for the Poly-

technic School. Saint-Clement’s was a very well-

managed college, then at the height of its development.

Its students came mainly from Alsace and Lorraine, and
many of them took advantage of its excellent courses to
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prepare themselves for state schools such as the Poly-

technic, Saint-Cyr and the School of Forestry. Two of

the professors stood out most prominently by reason of

their ability and their whole-hearted devotion to the

instruction of their pupils : Father Saussie and Father

Gausson. Living on the borders of that ever-threatened

eastern frontier, their patriotism was constantly stimu-

lated to a burning glow, and they easily communicated

this sentiment to their disciples, receiving in return a

lively satisfaction from the successes obtained by the

latter in the competitive examinations for admission to

the state schools.

It was while engaged in this absorbing work that the

events of 1870 found us
;

they were to leave us with

imperishable memories.

In July of that year a large part of the French Army
was assembled around Metz. Its spirit was excellent

but organization was almost wholly lacking. Late one

evening we saw the Emperor Napoleon III arrive to

assume his duties as Commander-in-Chief. As he drove

up the Rue Serpenoise in an open carriage accompanied

by the Prince Imperial, gazing about him curiously and
uneasily, he produced the impression of a man utterly

worn out. The magnificent “ Cent Gardes ” escorted

them through a crowd ofanxious townspeople, who were

in no way reassured by this picture of lassitude.

The Emperor’s Headquarters were established in the

Prefecture, and here we caught glimpses of magnificent

uniforms and the bearers of many great names. Then
came the decisive days of August 4th, 5th and 6th, and

while France was tottering to her ruin on the battlefields

we were busy with our examinations for entrance into

the Polytechnic School. The windows ofthe High School

of Metz were wide open and we wrote to the sound of
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the distant cannon. The last paper was on French

composition, and the prophetic nature of its title might

have given the candidates pause. It was ;
“ Develop

this thought of Kleber’s : ‘The young must train their

faculties.’
”

On the morning of August 7th the Emperor intended

to go by rail to Forbach ; he arrived at the station of

Metz only to be told by the station master that, following

the loss of a battle, Forbach had been evacuated the

night before, and that trains no longer went to that

place. The Emperor returned to the Prefecture, which

was immediately closed, taking on the aspect of a head-

quarters overwhelmed by disaster.

The Metz population now became excited, saw spies

on every corner and wanted to fling them into the

Moselle. Then came the Emperor’s first proclamation,

telling France of her defeat in three battles. Even here

the truth was distorted by his punctuation :
“ Marshal

MacMahon telegraphs me that he has lost a big battle

on the Sarre. Frossard attacked by superior numbers,”

etc.
;

instead of
—“ Marshal MacMahon telegraphs me

that he has lost a big battle. On the Sarre, Frossard,

attacked by superior numbers. . . .” etc.

Dismay was everywhere. During the afternoon, the

inhabitants of the invaded and threatened districts

flocked toward the town, giving us our first vision of the

consequences of defeat, with its sorrowful exodus of

families driven from their homes and marching wearily

into the unknown ; old men, women and children,

carrying off some few belongings, cattle or furniture,

despair in tlieir hearts and misery staring them in the

face.

The students of St. Clement’s left Metz a few days

later to rejoin their families. All along the line to
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Paris wc saw troop trains moving in every direction
;

these were carr)'ing the VI Corps which had been
started from Chalons for Metz only to be returned to

tile place of departure because it was feared that the

railway line had been cut near the latter place. On the

outskirts of Paris we passed the troops of the VII Corps

which had been recalled from Belfort
;
then those of the

I Corps, brought up from Charmes after Froeschwillcr

and directed on the entrenched camp of ChMons. Later

we met train loads of village firemen v/earing their

traditional helmets and armed with flint-lock muskets.

These had been called by the Government to the defence

of the Capital
;

but their ill-assorted and antiquated

organization soon convinced the authorities of their un-

suitability for the task in view, and these willing citizens,

in no way prepared for war, were sent back to their

villages. Everywhere there reigned that spirit of “ error

and confusion, dire precursor of the fall of kings.’*

The State was crumbling. For its Government, having

lulled the country to sleep during a long period of

peace, prosperity and luxury, which diverted the eyes of

all from the approaching danger, had not only itself

neglected to take the elementaiy precautions suggested

by the situation but had also failed to ensure the moral

and material efiiciency of its army. Had this force been

carefully and intelligently administered, it might at least

have delayed and diminished the disaster.

This journey to Paris, through such evidences of a

general breakdown, following as it did upon the spectacle

of the first effects of defeat, naturally made an indelible

impression upon our youthful minds. Shortly after-

wards, I enlisted in the 4th Infantry for the duration of

the War, but before I could take any active part, in it,

the struggle came to an end. On being demobilized in
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March, 1871, I returned to Metz for the purpose of

resuming with my old professor, Father Saussie, my
interrupted course in higher mathematics

;
for in spite of

the fact that the normal period of study had been so

seriously shortened, I had determined to try for the Poly-

technic that same year.

At St. Clement’s tve had to share quarters ivith German
troops passing through Metz and also with a battalion

of the 37th Pomeranian Regiment that was permanently

garrisoned in the college buildings. From this propin-

quity many incidents inevitably resulted, for the Germans

were quite determined to make us feel the weight of their

victory. By their violence and brutality, without even the

smallest pretext, they showed us that they considered it

as giving them the right to do whatever they pleased.

Three times in the summer of 1871 I went to Nancy
to take my qualifying examinations for the Polytechnic.

First came the written exams, and then the final oral

tests for admission. General von Manteuflel was the

governor of Lorraine, and commanded the army of

occupation of that province. He resided in the govern-

ment palace on the Place Carriere, the very house where

the year 1914 found me in command of the XX Army
Corps. Many distinguished German princes, generals

and high officials were received there while on their way
through Nancy. Each arrival was greeted by the same
noisy outbursts of enthusiasm, the same military parades

and ceremonies, in honour of generals who had led the

'

German armies to victory or of statesmen who, in spite

of tile unanimous protests of the populations concerned,

had tom Alsace and Lorraine from France. Many a

time did I witness these scenes, and it was with the

memory of all tliey meant fresh in my mind tliat I left

Nancy in October, 1871, to enter the Polytechnic School,
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in a Paris whose ruins were still smoking from the fires

lit by the Commune. Here, indeed, there was re-

building to be done.

When the question ofmy going to the Polytechnic had
first been discussed, my family had in view my adoption

of one of the civil careers to which this school gives

access. The disastrous w'ar from which we had just

emerged, however, imposed upon all of us, and especially

upon the youth of the nation, the sacred task of building

up our countr>’, now dismembered and constantly

menaced with complete destruction. Accordingly,

without hesitation, I joined those students who were

volunteering for the artillery, known by the sobriquet of
“ the little hats.” After spending fifteen months at the

Polytechnic, we entered the School of Application at

Fontainebleau, from which, in September, 1874, we
proceeded to join our regiments as officers.

Following her defeat, and as a result of the compulsory

surrender of her war material, France had found herself

completely disarmed. Nevertheless, in spite of the large

indemnity she had to pay, she succeeded in not only

rapidly reforming her military institutions but also in

replenishing her armament. She made haste to put

herself in a position to resist, if need should arise, the

constant threats of an adversary who was strangely sur-

prised to see this quick recovery and who, more than

once, notably in 1875, was on the point of reopening the

•war in order to consummate his rival’s destruction.

It was during this period of hasty reorganization with

gravely insufficient means that I began my career in the

24th Regiment of Artillery at Tarbes. Fortunately,

everybody was imbued with a wonderful spirit of enthu-

siasm and activity. No praise can ever be too high

for the noble work of the vanquished officers of 1870,
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and their successors, in re-creating our army and pre-

paring it for war. They have this merit also, that they

set themselves the task of studying and comprehending

the great operations of war on a Continental scale, the

notion of which had been completely lost by the army
of the Second Empire, absorbed as it had been by small

expeditions outside of Europe and an easy campaign

in Italy, having limited objectives and pursued with very

restricted means of action.

At each of the military schools wliich I attended, the

Polytechnic, the Artillery School of Application and die

Cavalry School, we were given an excellent instruedon
;

our faculdes were developed logically and we were fur-

nished with real food for reflecdon. But the Ernie de

Guerre, which I entered in 1885, was an absolute reve-

lation to me. The natural gifts and knowledge already

possessed by an officer of average capacity were here

improved by a more or less theoretical instruction based

on the lessons of history, while his mind was trained to

approach the problems ofwar on a great scale, to study

and discuss them and to search intclligendy for their

soludon.

A remarkable body of instructors consdtuted the staff

ofthe school at this dme
;
men such as Cardot, Maillard,

Millet, Langlois and Cherfils, all characterised by wide

experience, sound judgment and an impassioned con-

scientiousness. Their painstaking studies in history had
enabled them to comprehend and define War’s far-

reaching moral aspects and, by deduction, to arrive at

the material factors upon which its success depended.

In tliis way, they not only gave us solid instruction along

normal lines, but diey showed us how ive ourselves

should approach die problems of the future.

One of these instructors. Major Millet, was good
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invasion iic anticipated would spend itself. He brought
great energy and undoubted ability to this task, but, as

is the case in all solely defensive strategy, this employ-
ment of the terrain for parrying or delaying enemy
attacks did not include any provision for counter-strokes.

Moreover, during this period our army was proceeding

on the theory that the choice of the time and place for

launching a counter-offensive was the function of the

Commandcr-in-Chief of the French armies; as if chang-

ing in the face of the enemy from the defensive to the

offensive was not one of the most delicate of all decisions,

presendng, in view of the vast effectives ofmodern armies,

a most exceptional difficulty of execution. Such a

change, if it is to be successfully initiated and then

followed by that forward movement without which there

can be no victory, requires minute preparation. Before

he reached the problem of the counter-offensive and the

best method of employing the troops which such action

involved, General de Miribel died. It was at this very

moment, it may be remarked in passing, that the German
General Staff was strengthening its field armies by the

addition of a heavy artillery which, up to that time, had

been used solely in siege warfare.

Towards the end of 1895 I was assigned to duty at the

War College as instructor in general tactics, for which

work my chief equipment consisted of the fundamental

ideas taught me by General Millet. During six years of

intense labour I strove to extend my comprehension of

them and to complete their application.

Nothing could be more stimulating to a man who has

consecrated himself to the search for the essential truth

of war than this task of instructing those who will be

called upon to apply it on the battlefield, where the lives

of their soldiers and the fate of their country are at stake.
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But if, when found, he expects to instil that trudi into

minds, open indeed, but which the influences ofpractical

military life have rendered somewhat sceptical toward

school studies, the search must never be relaxed until at

last he has seized it and made it his very own.

The obligation placed upon a man through having to

instruct officers in tire higher precepts of military science

leads him to ask himselfmany questions concerning war,

its causes as well as its purposes, and to examine the

phenomena which accompany all great conflicts. In

this way, with his mind no longer limited to the domain

of mere military pedagogy, he is free to study the

philosophy of war, seek what wants it fulfils and to what

hopes it corresponds in the life of a nation, and estimate

the sacrifices it will entail. The development of civiliza-

tion in times of peace, notably in the domain of education

and of industry, places ever new resources at the com-

mand ofa nation making war, and it is the essential func-

tion of a professor to estimate at their true value the

profound transformations which these may induce in the

practice of the military art.

Napoleon declared that an army should alter its tactics

every ten years. How important, then, were the changes

to be anticipated thirty or forty years after 1870, on the

part of an adversary who, since the days of Frederick II,

had never ceased his search for more efficient methods

of conducting war. During this period, Germany’s in-

dustrial development had been altogether extraordinary,

while the national pride of her people had been raised

to the highest pitch. Her military writers, notably

Falkcnhausen and Bemhardi, to mention only tsvo, had
left no doubts as to the huge proportions which her newly
modelled military organizations would attain or the tvide

interpretation which she would give to the latvs ot war
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the French Army is intelligent, active and devoted
;

for

the colonel, because of the influence he exerts on a body

ofofficers imbued with the noblest sendments, competent

in their trade and of proved devodon. It is through his

officers that a colonel moulds his regiment so that it

becomes in dme the very image of its commander.

But a colonel must also give his officers a clear picture

of the tasks which will confront them in acdon, their

duty toward subordinates, equals and superiors, at the

moment when communicadon between all ranks be-

comes more and more difficult and decisions are ham-
pered by the fog of batde. In modern war, all ranks

have their allotted part to play, for which something

more than bravery and discipline are required. Leaders

must not only know their business thoroughly, they must

be capable of exercising inidadve. Those years in com-

mand of a regiment left me with the feeling that our

young army was capable ofany effort, and that it would

be victorious if properly directed and adequately armed.

This was the affair of the High Command, a matter of

organizadon.

Since i8go our neighbours beyond the Rliine had been

increasing in a marked degree die number and calibres

of the guns they desdned for field operations, and they

were working diligendy to improve their instruments of

communicadon and observadon. There was danger of

our finding ourselves left behind.

It was during tliis period of my career that I served

as Chief of Staff of an army corps and later as com-
mander of die ardllery of diis same corps ; here the ideas

Ihad pondered so deeply at thcEcoledeCume continued,
widi litde change, to guide my concepdons ofwhat the

next war would hold in store.

In 1908,

1

was appointed to die command of the Ecole
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military services. Ac the same time the construction of

defensive works around Nancy was being started and

pressed forward.

It will be seen that my successive changes of station

during the years immediately preceding the \Var im-

posed upon me the need of an ever-increasing activity,

if I was to be fully equal to the situation. Not only did
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the training of troops have to be intensified, but many
other matters had to be attended to without delay, for

the adversary was becoming each day both more

threatening and more powerful. Far from being able

to think of taking a rest, though well past my sixtieth

year, I was obliged to redouble all my energies
;
for war

was approaching.

While I was in command of the Ernie de Guerre, I came
into relations with officers of note belonging to several

foreign armies. Amongst the British the one I knew

best was the Commandant of the Staff College at Cam-
bcrley, a Brigadier-General who later was to prove him-

selfone of the most active minds of the Imperial General

Staffand become the chiefofthat staff. This was Field-

Marshal Sir Henry Wilson. For many a long year,

especially during the war, we worked together. His

remarkable intelligence, tireless activity and perfect up-

rightness destined him to become one of the moving
spirits of the British Army, and one of the most faithful

servants of the common cause.

I had also on several occasions received Russian mis-

sions sent from the Nicholas Academy, headed by
General Tcherbatcheff. This fact led to my being

invited by the Emperor Nicholas to attend the Russian

manoeuvres of igio. Aside from the cordial relations

which these visits established between the two armies,

they afforded me an excellent opportunity to estimate

the e.\tent of the support which our future allies might

furnish in a war against Germany, supposing that our

respective governments were in agreement.

At the time ofmy visit to that country in 1910, Russia

seemed a gigantic empire with a social code still crude

and a government wholly concentrated, even as regards

spiritual matters, in the hands of one man, the Czar,
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Disquieting thoughts naturally arose when I viewed at

close range this sovereign's task and the extraordinary

capacities required of him if he was to keep his people

in the path of progress. Such an undertaking would

have required a Peter the Great. And if to the natural

difficulties resulting from the existing system there should

come to be added the shock which a great war always

brings to test the solidity of any state, what resistance

would such a government be capable of offering, what
help could be expected from a people that had been so

systemadcally prevented from sharing in the manage-

ment of their own affairs as to be utterly unprepared to

take charge of them ? Was it not possible that Russia,

deprived of the moral and social principles which ford-

fied the nadons of western and central Europe, would,

in the face of a great conflict, crash to earth, a veritable

colossus made with feet of clay ?

In any case, and most happily for us, his French

Allies, the Emperor Nicholas II was a sovereign of un-

shakable integrity. There could be no doubt as to the

use he would make of the army at his disposal, and

fortunately it was very large. Such was the clear im-

pression left in my mind by the numerous conversations

I had with him. Throughout the entire period of the

manoeuvres he kept me constantly at his side, and as

field exercises are always very long for those who like

myself were only spectators, we had ample opportunity

for talk. I could not help being struck by the anxiety

with which he regarded the future, conscious as he

seemed to be even then of the perils which lay in wait

for his vast Empire. I left Russia feeling that it was

only prudent for us to base our calculations, upon the

things we could be sure of rather than the intentions he

affirmed.
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Fully launched upon her Weltpolitik, the Germany of

1914 would never have resorted to war if she had

properly estimated her own interests. No appeal to arms

was necessary
;

she had only to continue an economic

development that already was penetrating every country

in the world. Who would have dared to oppose her ?

The power of her army and navy was acknowledged

by all
;

her commercial travellers and engineers, sup-

ported by a formidable propaganda, in their search for

business or concessiohs, wereassured ofa favourable recep-

tion all over the globe, thus opening the way to unusual

facilities for penetration and acquisition. Her trade and
commerce were moving fonvard with steady strides that

left otlier nations far behind. In 1914 there was no need

for Germany to have recourse to the instrument of war
in order to conquer the world. If a day should come
when, awaking from their old habits, peoples sought to

measure the diminution of their liberties and all the

possibilities which tliis involved, they would find them-

selves confronted with men ofGerman origin, established

in every country and in every form of activity, remaining

always German (tiianks to their dual nationality) and
taking orders from Berlin.

In the face of this German hegemony marching ever

onward, no government, above all no democratic govern-

ment, would have dared to take effective measures of

protection, lest it incur the ultimate disaster of domina-

tion by its own German population. Before the dis-
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cussion and the struggle that would have been precipi-

tated with a state as powerfully armed as was Germany,
such a government would inevitably have recoiled,

dreading lest its actions might provoke hostilities, and
appalled by the horrors which a modern conflict between

great nations would surely involve. With twenty more
years of peace, the world would have found itself

Germanized and humanity in shacldes.

But the Berlin Government, drunk with power and

driven for^vard by the blind pan-German party, fully

confident, moreover, in the superiority of its army over

any other, did not hesitate to have recourse to arms and

open an era of perilous adventures leading over moun-

tains of dead, in order to hasten that domination of the

world which, to its mind, was Germany’s heritage.

Indeed, the German people of iQ'14. rushed to arms in

support of their government’s vast and crazy aspirations

with genuine enthusiasm, never stopping to measure the

immensity of the crimes for which they were assuming

responsibility before the eyes of a startled humanity;

for Germany had become one vast Prussia.

Home of the Junker and cradle of a militarism and of

a philosophy both marked by rabid positivism, Prussia,

from the earliest times, had cultivated war as a national

industry. Directed by a conception of politics especially

dear to the Hohenzollerns, this industry had fashioned

the German Empire out of the Electorate of Branden-

burg.

After excluding Austria, because she represented

different ideals and might have opposed her, Prussia

united Germany for her own profit. In this amalgama-

tion were to be found many populations which were

peaceful by nature and purely Christian in their moral

conceptions. But the iron hand of Prussia, working in

xl
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the spiritual domaia as well as in the material, tlnough

government offidals, school teachers and army officers,

all directed by an admhnstration that was Prussian by

necessity when not by conviction, gradually bent these

people to her own ideas and institudons. Moreover, the

Government of Berlin, through its world-wide military

prestige, had brought them an economic development

and a material prosperity they had never known before.

By 1914, all Germany had become completely Prussified

and every German held that might makes right.

The foundation of the national edifice rested on the

army. It had been carefully organized and lavishly

supported, while its development had been kept fully

abreast of the economic advance of the country. Thus

Germany had at her disposal a military force superior to

any other in numbers, armament and instruction, upon
which she could count for realizing and justifying that

dominant r61e in the world to which the German race,

by reason of its superiority, considered itself entitled.

The idea of an appeal to force was also supported fcv

the argument that it would inevitably facilitate the
rcaUzation of Germany’s world-hegemony. This -Jaa
presented the advantage ofhastening the courseofevesis
as well as of extending and consolidating thdr
Once Germany had defeated thegreat pojvers of
she would be the uncontcsted mistress of the
conunent

;
and strongly established along the co^^'of

the Nortlr Sea and the English Channel, she v.-ould holdin her grasp the great naval power of En'danrl a 1
thereby become the ruler of the s<r

possibility of doubt? Who
benefits for Germany the seas of blo^Hy I c seas oi blood which they might
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entail ? It was with blood that Prussia had cemented
Germany and widened her boundaries

; with blood,

therefore, let her still further enlarge this dominion.

Such was the philosopliy of the conquering Junker,
adopted now by eveiy true German. What mattered

the rights of other nations or the lives of their citizens ?

Victoiy was certain, and victory made all things legiti-

mate. To allow moral considerations to upset the plans

of those who had force on their side would be prepos-

terous weakness.

And so, driven by the rod of Prussia, a blinded Ger-

many started off to war in the midst of general enthu-

siasm. Deutschland uber Alles !

^

The France of 1914, far from desiring war and still

farther from seeking it, did everything possible to avoid

it ;
and toward the end of July, ^vhen the struggle

seemed imminent, the French Government made ever}^

possible effort to stave it off. But if her Allies were

attacked, France, resolved to honour her signature,

would come to their aid.

Such was the policy which the Government of the

Republic had consistendy practised for more than forty

years. While never forgetting her lost provinces and

trying by every means to heal the wounds dieir amputa-

tion had caused her, France had replied with dignity

and resignation to the virulent provocations that accom-

panied the successive incidents of Schnoebele, Tangier,

Agadir and Saverne. She had reduced the term of

military service first from five to three years, then from

three to two years, and it was only in face of the menace

presented by the continual reinforcement of the German

Army and under the force of most legitimate anxiety
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and evident danger, that she hurriedly returned, in 1913,

to the three years service plan. It was high time.

France was fully determined not to resort to force

unless her existence and her liberty were put in peril

by some German aggression ; nothing short of such a

danger could have driven a democratic government into

war, fully alive to the immensity of the sacrifices and the

stupendousness of the cataclysm which a European con-

flict would bring upon the peoples involved.

Although the month ofJuly, 1914, found the Franco-

German sky still charged with clouds, France, full of

confidence in her sagacity, so little believed a storm to

be imminent, that the President of the Republic and the

Prime Minister, immediately after the national holiday

ofJuly 14th, set out for a stay of several weeks in Russia.

The vacadon season for Members of Parliament and

government officials had begun, and I myself left Nancy
on July 1 8th with the intendon of spending a fortnight’s

leave in Brittany.

Suddenly, on July 23rd, Austria’s uldmatum to

Serbia came like a stroke of lightning in the political

sky. In spite of Serbia’s acceptance of Austria’s de-

mands, subject to two unimportant reservadons sug-

gesting that the issue be submitted to the judgment of

the Great Powers and of the Hague Tribunal, Austria’s

representadve at Belgrade, declaring die reply unsatis-

factory, broke off rcladons and quit die capital. Tliis

act made evident Austria’s clear intendon to go to war
widiout more discussion. Furthermore, the close alli-

ance cxisdng between the two Central Empires gave rise

to the fear diat the action of die “ faithful second ” was

simply the prelude to the carefully prepared entrance of

Gennany upon the scene, and that the conflict deli-

berately precipitated in the East was merely the pre-
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curser of one to be pursued in the West. The rapid

development of events soon proved that such was the

case.

On July 28th Austria declared war against Serbia
;

on the 29th she bombarded Belgrade, the Serbian

capital
;
on the 31st she ordered the general mobiliza-

tion of her army. In vain the British Government pro-

posed that the quarrel be submitted to the arbitration

of four disinterested great powers, France, England,

Germany and Italy
;

in vain Russia agreed to this sug-

gestion. Germany refused to support any effort to

arrange the difficulty. Already, on July 26th, she had

menaced Russia with the threat of mobilizing her army,
“ and,” added the German ambassador at Petrograd,

“ mobilization means war.” Russia, in fact, had replied

to the Austrian mobilization ofJuly 31st by a measure

of the same order, whereupon the German Emperor

proclaimed the “ kriegsgefahrzustand,” which consists

in making the more important dispositions for putting

the German Army on a war footing. At the same time

he demanded of the French Government a declaration

of neutrality, to be guaranteed by the surrender of the

fortresses of Toul and Verdun to German troops for the

duration of the war.

While on this same day Austria was manifesting some

desire to bring about an arrangement, Germany ad-

dressed an ultimatum to Russia, and on August ist she

decreed the remaining measures of mobilization which

were intended to group her forces on the eastern and

western fronts. She then declared war on Russia.

France replied by ordering the general mobilization of

her army.

It may be here pointed out that the starting of this

conflict by the Central Empires against a Slavonic
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nation liad tlie effect of bringing all tlie Russian forces

into action at the earliest possible moment. Had these

Powers raised the dispute over some question affecting

the West, Russia might not have acted with such

resolution, and the aid which she brought to France

might have been appreciably delayed. But the German
Government did not look at matters too closely when it

came to the details of its policy. It felt not the shadow

of a doubt as to the triumph of its arms, as long as it

acted with boldness and despatch. It had an absolute

confidence in its military machine, so vastly superior as

it tvas to anything of the kind ever seen before by reason

of the number of its mobilized units, the degree of their

instruction, the power of their armament, the care with

which their operations had been prepared, the spirit

which animated them, and the science which directed

them.

With no less overwhelming confidence and in con-

tempt of the most elementary notions of right, an ulti-

matum was addressed on the and of August to Belgium,

demanding free passage across her territory for the

German Armies. These had already and with even less

formality violated the neutrality of Luxemburg. Such

actions overcame the last lingering hesitations ofLondon
and brought into the allied ranks the armies of Great

Britain and Belgium.

Whether tlie Germans had here made a mistake or

met ivitli a surprise seemed to make little difference to

them. They believed that a wide offensive movement
rapidly executed in accordance witli a carefully laid plan

would overcome any resistance that could be offered by

a coalition that was onlyjust being organized and which,

besides, was showing itself curiously restrained by senti-

ments of honour and scruples ofconscience. Hampered
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by such weaknesses, delayed by such niceties, how
could it hope to arrest the movement of the most
formidable war machine the world had ever seen, and
which at that very moment was already launched in

full operation ?

Moreover, in case the Allied Governments attempted

to resist the designs of Germany, was not her army strong

enough to crush the opposition of any invaded people by
sowing terror amongst them on a scale and by methods

which the necessities of the conflict would be invoked to

justify ? Would not the expression “ We are at war,”

whether spoken by general or private, serve as the

excuse for utterly unnecessary atrocities and the most

blatant violations of the rights of humanity ? No, in

the eyes of the German Government, victory would

justify every excess, decide every dispute; and victory

was certain to reward an immediate and audacious

offensive. No foolish scruples must be allowed to delay

it ! What difference did it make if the rigours of war
were to fall with unheard-of violence upon inoffensive

populations ? One course alone ensured success, and
that was for the German Armies to march forward reso-

lutely and rapidly, spreading devastation and terror in

front of them.

The struggle that was about to begin found the French

Army animated by the same spirit as that of the entire

nation. This Army of the Republic had been carefully

reconstituted after our disasters of 1870 and was now
recruited for the first time under the regime of obligatory

military service. It gave many evidences of an extra-.

ordinary regeneration. If, during the period which

followed 1870, our people by their many sacrifices had

affirmed their determination to survive as a nation and

maintain their country’s rank amongst the European
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powers, the army had no less shown that by admirable

endeavour it was preparing itself successfully to resist

any new aggression on the part ofits powerful neighbour.

To that end our officers had been studying and the army

had been diligently trained in military operations on a

grand scale, the notion of which had been lost by the

Army of tlie Second Empire, as the two incomparable

disasters of Metz and Sedan had fully proved.

The next step was to make sure that our troops

possessed those qualities which form the elements of

victory : high morale, physical endurance and pro-

fessional knowledge. With tliese provided, the army
could be counted upon for the successful prosecution of

a European war.

Manccuvrcs of all sorts, repeated and prolonged under

every condition of fatigue, had brought out not only the

excellent spirit that animated all ranks, but their ardent

desire to learn. The men also displayed an endurance

and discipline such as the armies of the Second Empire
had never known. Large units such as divisions, army
corps and armies, had been assembled for autumn
exercises and operations had been conducted with

perfect order and precision. Certain classes of reservists

took part in this training. The ready handling of these

forces and of the numerous auxiliary services they in-

volve, combined with a wide utilization of railways, had
become familiar to commanders and their staffs, and the

case displayed in tiicir manipulation had spread confi-

dence throughout all ranks. Reservists, momentarily

taken from the occupations of civil life, came regularly

to resume their places in the regiment and imbibe anew
its spirit. Officers, whether complementary, or belong-

ing to tlic Rcscrs’cs or the Territorials, were carefully

selected and tested, thus insuring to us the most
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precious resources for the future.'*'

With their eyes turned ever in the direction of the

frontier, yet never allowing themselves to become dis-

tracted from their patriotic task, our regular officers

had passed through the numerous crises which marked
our political life in silent dignity, though not without

experiencing serious loss. Periods of diminished pat-

riotism, wilful pacifism or official sectarianism, various

forms of a sort of national abdication which were taken

advantage of by certain parties for the advancement of

personal interests (and not the most legitimate), all these

had at times served to reduce the military value of the

corps of officers. But in spite of such vicissitudes, they

had preserved to France her army. For those of us

especially who had known the military system of the

Second Empire, the army of Republican France was

seen to have become, through the unremitting work of

all, a superior instrument of war, animated by a fine

sense of duty, and resolved at all costs to protect the life

of the nation. Its final test came on the battlefields of

,

1914.

As regards the moral qualities it would there display,

no one had any doubts. The existence of the country

was in the balance and to save it the Army recoiled

before no effort or sacrifice. From the highest leader to

the humblest, there was one continual rivalry of abnega-

tion and devotion, and merit alone opened the way to

advancement. Nevertheless, it was fair to ask would

these virtues alone suffice in the face of modern

weapons ?

* Note.—^The French Army, before the war, was composed of three cate-

gories : the Active or Regular army, the Reserve and the Territorial forces.

Each of these had its own cadres of officers. In addition to these, a fourth

group of officers, such as regular officers who had resigned, retired from the

service before their time, or who were on indefinite leave, constituted the
" officiers de complement.”

—

^Translator.
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Tlic Army Commands, with their staffs and services,

had long been methodically organized. At their head

were many chiefs of the highest military reputation,

aided by subordinates perfectly trained for their func-

tions. In tlie lesser units, such as army corps, divisions

and brigades, the command still suffered from the part

that politics had played, under certain ministries, in the

advancement of officers. The presence at the head of

the army since igii of a Commandcr-in-Cliief, higlily

endowed and enjoying the full confidence of the Govern-

ment, had made it possible to reduce, but not entirely

eliminate, tlie number of inefficient general officers

whose political opinions had won them their commands.

The harm had not been fully repaired.

It may be remarked in passing that the very position

of an officer should prohibit him, whether in time of

peace or of war, from mixing up in the struggles and
quarrels of politics. His professional value can reveal

itself only on the field of action before men of the same
trade, his peers or his superiors ; it cannot be estimated

by political men. Whenever these find themselves the

object of solicitation on the part of soldiers, they have

only to display a little discernment and sincerity to be

convinced that they generally have before them officers

tvho have utterly failed on the manoeuvre ground. Such
officers flatter those in power and, discarding the dictates

of uprightness and liigh character, bring fortli their

quasi-philosophical ideas and their temporary political

opinions for the purpose ofjustifying military ambitions

which arc unsupported by military virtues. Politics

bring to tlie choice of Army officers nothing but error

and injustice, two causes which more than anything else

tend to enfeeble tliat body of public servants.

Taken as a whole, our Army of 191.5. had the defects
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of its qualities. Above all, the doctrine of the offensive,

through having been so greatly accentuated and general-

ized, tended to impose an invariable rule leading too

often to tactics that were blind and brutal, and for that

very reason dangerous. It also induced a strategy that

was bare and uniform, easily sterile, unproductive of

results and costly. A doctrine as restricted as this was

sure to bring surprises during the first contacts with the

enemy.

Our army had emerged from an unbroken peace of

forty years. During that period the field exercises in

which it had taken pent had naturally furnished no

picture of the rigours of a modern battlefield nor of the

violence of the fire action that sweeps it. A study based

especially upon what took place in 1870, and consecrated

in Field Service Regulations, might have given the Army
some notion of the destructive power ofmodem weapons

and the consequences to be deduced from it. But as a

matter of fact, the recommendations contained in our

service regulations of 1875 were already of ancient date

and had been largely lost to view. Many of our officers

since then had taken part in colonial wars in which they

had never faced any such weapons, wielded by an

adversary capable of making full use of them.

In this way there had been deduced from our Autumn
Manoeuvres and Colonial wars a single formula for

success, a single combative doctrine, namely the decisive

power of offensive action undertaken with the resolute

determination to march on the enemy, reach and destroy

him. To carry out this idea, formations of attack had

been devised that would constantly enable reinforce-

ments to reach the line. Nothing had been so persist-

ently preached to General and Regimental officers as

well as to private soldiers as the power of morale, and
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above all, ofthe will to conquer ;
and this had been done

with a total absence ofeitherqualificationor discernment.

From this teaching it was found, when the time of appli-

cation arrived, that the battle developed rapidly and in

force, but often blindly, without sufficient preparation

by fire action and notably by the artillery, since the latter

took more dme to get into position. .In this way too

many troops were put into action at once ; they were

feebly supported by artillery fire, and being preoccupied

chiefly with the idea of getting fonvard quickly and

together, they soon found themselves exposed and im-

potent in the face ofa fire poured upon them from every

direction by invisible weapons, so that, in spite of all

their efforts, they could not reach the enemy.

The attack now had to be recommenced by fire action.

Thus the troops, already tired and suffering from severe

losses, had to be halted while the still distant artillery

was given time to break down the obstacles, or silence

the guns that had checked the infantry. Being well

forward and often too closely grouped, casualties multi-

plied, and finally, checked and powerless, the enterprise

came to an end because it was insufficiendy prepared.

And yet, it had been undertaken witli ample forces and
prosecuted tvitli admirable dash by infantrymen who
thought their valour alone could overcome tiie obstacle

wliich die enemy’s artillery and macliine-guns suddenly

erected in front of them.

If the idea of offensive action, first, last and all the

time, might be sufficient for die private soldier’s cate-

chism, it could hardly suffice, as we have seen, for a
general leading a considerable body of troops to battle.

He must precede and accompany their advance by every

aid and prccaudon. Without disregarding the indis-

paisablc principle of movement, he must be sure to
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apply it only in the light of information carefully sought

and under cover of liaisons previously established. His

forces should be pushed forward and engaged pro-

gressively, never reassembling in attack formation until

the right moment arrives. This only occurs when the

objective can be clearly indicated and when ardllery

fire has broken down the opposing obstacles.

If the engagement of more important forces is being

considered, turn to our “ Provisional Instructions ” and

the subsequent “ Regulations for the Conduct of Large

Units,’* dated 1912 and 1913. These, it will be seen,

flatly proclaim the dogma of the offensive as apphcable

to such cases.

“ The teachings of the past have borne their fruit,”

we read. “ The French Army, reviving its old tradi-

tions, no longer admits for the conduct of operations any

other law than that of the offensive.”

1 In 1870, our High Command perished through its

1 attachment to the defensive, and a passive defensive at

Ithat. In 1914 it was destined to meet with useless

repulses and cruel losses as a consequence of its exclusive

I
passion for the offensive and its ignorance of all save its

[usual methods, which were applied to every situation.

What is really essential is that for each case, the respective

advantages and weaknesses of the offensive and defensive

be thoroughly studied, and the possibility of their em-

ployment decided upon. As a rule it is only by judi-

ciously combining and applying the two systems that a

powerful offensive can be brought to bear upon the

desired point. The necessity of making this combina-

tion increases with the number of troops engaged.

The commander of a large unit must be the last

to content himself with being merely “ a gallant

soldier,” satisfied with ordering the attack and rigidly
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following the rules prescribed for lesser organizations.

He can prepare an offensive with a good chance ofreach-

ing tlic enemy onlywhen theground is practicable for the

action of a strong infantry force and favourable for the

use of a powerful ardllcry. On any ground that docs

not fulfil tlicsc conditions, the terrain itself makes it

imperative that demonstration or even the defensive be

resorted to. In such a case a commander must reduce

the scope of his plans.

A Divisional Commander, still more a Corps Com-
mander, and above all a Commander-in-Chief, must be

governed by the nature of the ground in deciding upon
the use he is going to make of his forces, the tasks he

assigns to each unit, and the metliod of action each

should employ. He should prescribe tlie offensive at

certain points, demonstration or the defensive at others,

and constantly combine all three, realizing tliat the

spirit of the offensive becomes blind and therefore

dangerous when systematically generalized.

On many occasions during the war we suffered from

tliis abuse of a correct idea, that of the offensive, because

it was applied without discernment.

During the years when our officers were thus absorbed

in the study of the offensive, and were indeed getting

over-excited about it, and convincing themselves that it

dominated every other consideration, forgetting for the

moment the prodigious power which fire action had
recently developed, they were giving too little attention

to the matter ofarmament, and in this tvay it came about

that fewer macliine-guns were assigned to the service of

our infantry than was the case in Germany.

Our army corps had only 120 guns, all of 75-millimetrc

calibre, while the German corps, though less strong in

infantry, had 160 pieces, some of them 150-mm. and
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105-mm. howitzers. The same situation was presented

by the heavy artillery allotted to our armies, which, both

in number and calibre, was inferior to the German. In

spite of all its virtues, our excellent soixants-quinze could

not compensate, especially on the offensive, for these

deficiencies in number and calibre
;

moreover, it was

not adapted to high-angle fire. On the defensive, the

powerful barrage it was able to lay down rendered us the

greatest service by implacably breaking up the formid-

able attacks of the enemy. But in order to carry out

these tactics advantageously, our guns ought to have

been furnished with a large supply of ammunition.

Unfortunately there were only 1,500 rounds per piece,

and the manufacture ofcartridges had not been prepared

on a sufficient scale.

In the matter of aviation, field telephones and tele-

graphs we were notably deficient. The speech made' in

the summer of 1914 by M. Charles Humbert aroused the

country to these dangers, but it arrived too late to be

followed by any improvement, and it doubtless gave the

enemy precious information.

In reality our Government was so fully decided on a

policy of peace and was so little impressed by the possi-

bility of having to defend the country that for years it

had refused to appropriate sufficient money for military

preparation. In this way we greatly lacked those

material means for successfully carrying on a battle

which had become more and more necessary with the

rising importance of armament in modern war.

This was another reason why the offensive, as the in-

variable form ofour action, was bound to meet with grave

difficulties in execution. Politics and the conduct ofwar

are so closely united that the latter may be said to be

only the continuation of the former. However ardent
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he may be, however anxious to achieve victory by tlie

only route that leads to it—vigorous offensive action

—

the man who is placed at the head of a nation’s army in

war is often obliged to begin by the defensive, owing to

the situation which politics have created for him.

The more his machinery for attack has been reduced,

the more his strategy is forced to prescribe a defensive

r61e along a large part of his front, in order that he may
concentrate the limited offensive means at his disposal

in other places, and attack under good conditions. Let

us point out once more tliat the idea, the technique and

the practise of the defensive should all be familiar to

every commanding officer. Has it not held true in. all

wars, that in order to get the better of a capable adver-

sary one must know how to parry as well as to strike ?

The uniform doctrine of the offensive, which during this

war led our soldiers into so many blind and sterile

attacks, was no less insufficient as a guiding principle for

the High Command. It was bound to lead, as we have

seen, to an ineffectual strategy unless there were avail-

able superior forces strong enough and mobile enough

to envelop the enemy on at least one of his wings, after

having parried his blows directed elsewhere. The
strength of the French Army in 1914, even augmented

by the British forces (which at tlie beginning were very

small) could not justify any such enterprise.

Our war doctrine was thus too summary, limited as it

w-is for all ranks to one magnilicent formula : the

offensive.

To compensate for our doctrinal weakness, we had a

first class General Staff whose officers thoroughly under-

stood their business. It comprised, moreover, some men
of remarkable intelligence. The EcoU de Guerre and tlie

Course in Higher Military Studies had developed in our
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officers a passion for work while at the same time training

and widening their faculties. Those whom nature had
endowed with a good mental equipment were destined

to prove the extent to which they had profited by what
they had learned at these schools, and the degree to

which their intelligence had been broadened and
sharpened there. During the war they rendered most
eminent service by quicidy adapting themselves to

circumstances, however new they might be.

But they had to be commanded and guided, for the

majority were young and not yet mentally mature
;

that

is, they lacked experience which alone can developjudg-

ment, and the habit of authority which alone can ensure

to an officer the calm confidence that leads to wise as

well as vigorous decisions.

In any case, from the very start the operations of

requisition and mobilization, the transport of troops and

supplies, as well as the enormous expansion of the

services behind the battle area, were all carried out with

perfect precision.

^

The outbreak of war found me commanding the XX
Corps at Nancy. The inhabitants of this town, like

those of all Lorraine, manifested in a particularly high

degree the patriotic sentiments which animated every-

body in France. For more than forty years their hands

'

had been stretched across the frontier to captive Metz

and their brothers in annexed Lorraine, and now they

asked themselves whether at last the day might not be

dawning which would see their destinies once more

blended. The reports that arrived in the town recount-

ing the successive steps which the Germans on the

frontier were taking, such as stoppage of all communi-
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cation, trains and travellers, was received in perfect

calm. Then came tlic announcement of the Frencit

Government’s decisions ;
finally mobilization began,

and the requisition of horses and vcliicles got under way.

There was no sign of disorder or alarm, but everywhere

evidence of a quiet resolution to be ready for any

eventuality. In a fetv days, perhaps, battle would be

raging at tlie city’s gates, but no one thought of leaving.

All were confident in the justice of their cause and the

valour of their soldiers.

The XX Corps consisted ofthe i ith and 39th Infantiy

Divisions and the and Cavalry Division. Its artillery

was a model of ctcellcnce. No finer troops could be

imagined, and their natural ardour had been intensified

by service along tltis eastern frontier that cut like a scar

across the breast of their country.

Tltis intensity of patriotic sentiment had greatly aided

in the training and instruction of the men, and they

stood ever impatient for the final trial. Every regiment

was fortified by an esprit-de-corps and stirred by emu-
lation of its fellows that gave rich promise for the day
of battle. Indeed, so strong were the traditions tvhich

had been created, and which were maintained through-

out all tlie ^Var’s cruel c-xperienccs, that in 1918 these

regiments were still amongst die very best in the French

Army, although they had lost nearly every man that had

started out uith them in 191.P To command such

troops was an intense satisfaction, and our most indus-

trious and energetic officers, especially amongst the Field

Officers, considered it a high privilege to be assigned to

them.

It was in this way that a geographical influence and

the attractions of the soldiers’ career combined to give

to the officers and men of the XX Corps an c.'clra-
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CHAPTER I

THE XX AJlilY CORPS AS PART OF THE COVERING FORCES

(July ^^th—August 13M, 1914.)

Early (li&postlioiis, July aOth-^ist—Gcoeral mobilization, August ist^Tbc
XX Army Corps covers the concentratioa of the Second Army, August xst

to loth—^The G.O.C. Second Army assumes command. August 6th—The
Second Army Assembles : the XV and XVI Corps move into line August

loth; the IX Corps. August 12th.

By July a6th events had assumed so serious an aspect,

that I was recalled from leave in Brittany, and on the

morning of July 27th I arrived at my Headquarters at

Nancy. Tlie same day orders were sent out by the

Minister ofWar directing all officers and men on leave to

rejoin their units, and the precautionary measures of

security affecting the civil population were put into

effect.

The dispositions prescribed for the surveillance of the

fronu'er came into force on the 28th, and on the 29th we
began to construct the field works cast of Nancy tvhich

had been planned for its protection. The object of these

works was to complete the defences at La Rochettc, tlie

Grand Mont d’Amance and Rambctant* which had
been begun during the winter of 1913— but which in

July, 1914, were still unfinished.

Tlie first task which devolved upon tlie XX Corps ivas

to establish itself where it could play the part of sentinel

* North of Dombzlcs ; key to the cattera dcfesces of the Crasd Courocn^
de Nancy.
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and watch the enemy during the period of political

tension
; the next was to provide a screen in front of the

Basse Meurthe sector behind which the French Second
Army could complete its mobilization and concentra-

tion, should subsequent events require these preliminary

dispositions for war to be taken.

On the evening of the 30th the covering troops of the

XX Corps moved out by route march and took up
positions intended for guarding against any surprise

attack. It was ordered, however, that no patrols were

to advance beyond a line running six miles inside the

frontier. The exact trace of this line had been furnished

by the War Department. It can thus be seen that the

protective measures prescribed by the Government were

restricted both in extent and importance, since the

advance of our troops was definitely limited to the line

laid down and no reservists were to be called up until

further orders.

These steps were fully justified by the Intelligence

reports telling of the activity reigning on the other side

of the frontier. At Nancy, especially, it was known that

the entrenched camp of Metz had been partly mobilized

and put in a state of defence and that the forts were

heavily occupied.

Although none of the classes of German reservists had

yet been mobilized, the strength of all units had been

increased by the arrival of men called individually to

the colours. Measures had been taken to screen the

whole frontier ofAlsace and Lorraine
;
all roads crossing

it had been closed and were guarded by the military
;

troops were detraining north of Metz. A sudden attack

in considerable force was therefore to be feared at any

moment. The XX Corps was ready to meet it.

In the plan drawn up by our General Staff, the XX
4
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Corps was not expected to employ more than the

equivalent of a division for carrying out the measures

of protection assigned to it. By bringing up the leading

troops of the 39th Division (which would othenvise have

remained far in rear) and by forming the advanced line

from regiments of tliis division and of the 1 1 th Division,

I would not be exceeding this limit, wliilc at the same

time the main body of the 1 1 th Division would continue

to garrison Nancy, which would thus retain its normal

aspect. The remainder of the two Divisions would con-

stitute the second line at and to the soutli of Nancy.

Tliis would concentrate the whole corps in the hands of

its commander.*

In order to carry out this plan, the 39th Division left

Toul at 5 A.M. on the 31st and took up its quarters the

same afternoon south of Nancy. The nth Division

occupied the heights to the nortli and north-cast of the

Grand Couronne, and began work at once on the

defences which had been studied and sketched out

during die preceding days.

Political developments soon brought about an exten-

sion of these preparatory dispositions. On July 31st

orders were received from Paris to “ send forward the

covering troops,” but the requirement that they were

not to advance beyond the line laid down in tlic telegram

of the previous day was maintained. When an hour

later dicsc instructions were transmitted to die iidi and
39th Divisions, they were already in posidon and prac-

dcally ready to begin operadons. All diat remained was

for their reservists to join and for die Corps Commander
to issue his detailed instrucuons rcladve to covering

operadons to these Divisions and to die and Cavalry

* Cea»al DaatJoit comiuu34«l Uie 39th Divuioa at Toul : Ccaeral Bal-
(ouricr tlic iltb Dtvuioa at Nancy ; Gcscial Letcot the Ptvuion of Cavalry.
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Division, v/hich had been placed under his orders.

The order for general mobilization was despatched

from Paris on August ist and arrived at Nancy on the

same day at 3.55 p.m. Shortly afterwards I received a

telegram from the Minister of War repeating the order

not to advance beyond the line fixed on July 30th, except

in the case of a definite attack. On July 31st, however,

I had already given instructions to the Divisional Com-
manders to push their advanced units beyond that line,

so as to secure positions of the highest importance, such

as Mont d’Amance, Mont St. Jean and the heights of

La Rochette, the real keys to Nancy. If we had taken

up a line more in rear, we could not have secured these

heights which, undefended, would have been easily

seized by the enemy. There could be no question as to

that. Therefore, on August ist I obtained authority to

maintain my troops on the line I had fixed. However,

by the afternoon of August 2nd the frontier had been

several times violated by the Germans, and the French

Government decided to cancel the provisional order

regarding the six mile line, thus leaving the Gommander-

in-Ghief of its Armies entire freedom of action.

At 5.30 P.M., August 2nd, General Joffre telephoned

this news to the officers responsible for the covering

movement. He added that “ for national reasons of a

moral nature and for urgent reasons of diplomacy ” it

was indispensable that “ the entire responsibility for

hostilities should be left to the Germans.” Conse-

quently, we were to avoid crossing the frontier at all

costs and we were to limit ourselves to resisting enemy

attacks vigorously without in any way provoking

them.

Shordy after receiving this message, a cipher telegram

arrived from the Commander-in-Ghief conveying his
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“ secret instructions for covering troops.” It informed

us amongst other things that

;

“ The Commandcr-in-Chicf does not propose to

launch any general offensive movement until all his

forces are concentrated. The covering troops, in addi-

don to their task of screening the mobilization and con-

centration, will conform to what follows. . . .

" The XX Army Corps—to press forward the prepara-

don of defences now in course of organization to the east

of Nancy so as to ensure the passage of the Meurthe.
“ General Headquarters will be established at Vitry-

le-Fran5oi3 as from 6 a.m., August 5th.”

The instruedons of the Commander-in-Chief were

fully covered by tlic orders I had already issued. The
mobilizadon of die XX Corps proceeded rapidly and in

ejccellent order. The front-line troops were working

strenuously, and the rain which fell on the afternoon of

August snd did not succeed in damping their ardour.

The efforts of all were directed to ensuring the occupa-

tion of the prescribed front with the minimum of forces.

The troops were in excellent spirits, full of confidence

and eager to advance.

Our orders, however, were formal ; moreover, they

were repeated at 10.30 a.m. on August 3rd in a telephone

message from the Commander-in-Chief, saying :
“ It is

of die utmost importance not to cross the frontier.”

Nevertheless, authority was obtained for the front line

troops to make a reconnaissance a mile in front of their

posidons.

Intelligence reports showed diat heavy German con-

centrations were taking place around and to the nordi

of -Metz, and that large numbers of troops were de-
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training aJong the Metz-Sarrebourg railway. The line

of the frontier was occupied in force and the construction

of field \vorIcs was in aedve progress.

Bodies of enemy cavaliy continued their incursions on
to French ground and some of our customs posts were
forced to withdraw. These patrols provoked several

skirmishes with our cavalry, after which they would
retire across the frontier in the evening. On the night

of August 3rd-4th a more serious alarm occurred in the

neighbourhood of Nomeny
; according to one source of

information worthy ofreliance, an attack was threatened

along the whole front.

Contact with the enemy was thus becoming closer and

closer and our troops, continually on the alert, getting

little sleep and exposed to frequent downpours of rain,

rvere beginning to feel the strain. It was now learned

that the Germans had invaded the Grand Duchy of

Luxemburg on August 2nd and had violated Belgian

neutrality on the 4th. This last news was received only

a short time before that of Germany’s declaration ofwar

against France, which was immediately published to the

troops of the XX Corps.

On August 5th the G.O.C. the Second Army* in-

formed me from his Headquarters at Neufehateau that

he would assume command of his Army and of the Basse

Meurthe covering sector the following day
;
meantime,

and until further instructions, I was to keep under my
orders all the units, and especially the 2nd Cavalry

Division, which had been detailed to the sector. War
being now declared, all restrictions were withdrawn from

covering operations, “ which will be executed in such

manner as best to fulfil the mission assigned to the

various sectors.”

* General de Castelnau.
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The XX Corps at once took advantage of this freedom

of action by sending tlie cavalry fonvard to the river

Scillc and executing air reconnaissances on the line

Dclmc-Chatcau-Salins-Dicuzc. No important concen-

tration was reported and we gathered that the enemy
on the XX Corps front was waiting upon events and that

only comparatively weak bodies of infantry, widely dis-

persed, were in the front line facing us.

However, on August 6th, I decided to send troops of

all arms as far as the Scillc. These met with only small

detachments of cavalry and cyclists, which they easily

drove back. On the contrary, at Vic and Moycnvic

they ran against German infantry and artillery and were

obliged to redre. The following day a false alarm indi-

cated tile necessity of reinforcing the flanks of the cover-

ing troops. With tliis object in view I sent a strong

detachment of all arms to the region of Mont St. Jean,

witli instruedons to cover the left of die corps, while on
the right wing I supported the end Cavalry Division by
the loth,* which had just been placed under my com-
mand. Very litdc aedvity, however, tvas manifested on
the part of the enemy. Informadon coming in tended

to show that he was occupied in organizing his troops

which, after a hurried mobilizadon, had been rapidly

distributed along the frondcr. In order to gain the

necessary time for Uiis work he strengthened his defences

by cutting the dam which held the Lake of Lindre, thus

flooding die valley of the Scille as far as Moyenvic. He
did not destroy the bridges over the river, however, as

he would need diem in case he decided to take the

ofiensis-e. It looked as though our rapid mobilizadon

.and concentradon had forestalled him.

The troops of the XX Corps had been condnually on
* CcserAl Coos&iu.
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the alert for ten days, when the arrival, on August 8th,

of the XVI’'*' and XVf Army Corps in Lorraine made
it possible to give them some rest.

The G.O.G. Second Army now ordered the Basse

Meurthe covering sector to be divided into three zones ;

the XX Corps on the left, the XVI Corps in the centre,

and the XV Corps on the right. Then, on August 12th,

the IX CorpsJ began to arrive, enabling a still larger

reduction to be made in the front held by the XX Corps,

which now settled down comfortably into its positions.

It was in this situation that our period ofwaiting came
to an end. The XX Corps had covered the assembling

of the Second Army. This meant that, until that Army
was fully formed, we were to prevent any hostile opera-

tions on our territory, while at the same time taking care

neither to be drawn into an action nor to force one, even

for the purpose of gaining intelligence of the enemy’s

movements. During these two weeks the nearness of

two opposing masses and frequent contact with hostile

detachments created an excitement amongst the men
which might have led to serious and annoying incidents.

Any engagement would have been premature and con-

trary to the intentions of the Commander-in-Chief

Every effort was therefore made to prevent being taken

unawares and to confine all fighting within the strictest

limits. These preliminary results obtained, the XX
Corps thenceforward constituted one of the units of the

Second Army and operated under its orders on the same

footing as the other corps of that army, the IX, XV,
XVI and XVIII.

This Army was preparing to take the offensive. We
will now indicate its objectives.

* General Tavema. f General Esplnasse. J General Dubois.
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CHAPTER II

THE XX CORPS JN THE LORRAINE OFFENSIVE

CATTLE OP MORHANGE

(August 14/A—20///, 1914)

Conditions governing in offensive In I-orniint^Attark nf n>»it of

» • •
. o%

• • ‘ of
• . ... , -on,

August 1711: and t8th«-The Battle of Morbange. August 19th and aoth.

A French oflensive on a large scale in Lorraine might

be justified as a demonstration having for its object the

retention in that region of the important German forces

known to be assembled there. The invasion of Belgium

and Luxemburg, now in full swing, indicated that by far

the strongest portion of the hostile armies would be

drawn to and retained in tlic North ; tlierefore an

offensive in Lorraine, pursued in a divergent direction

and far removed from the principal theatre of operations

could not hope to achieve any success important enough

to affect tlie main issue seriously. This would be fought

out in a separate and distant region betsveen the bulk

of our forces and those of the enemy. Such an enter-

prise, moreover, would be attended by great difliculties

and grave risks.

Lorraine, considered as a tlicatrc of operations, was
isolated and accessible only tlirough one door, while iu

peculiar physical features had been greatly strengthened

It
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by artificial means. In shape it \vas a triangle whose
base, constituted by the common frontier, was open.

Its sides ^vere closed by two serious obstacles, the Moselle

on the west and the Sane on the east. It was separated

from the main theatre of operations by the Moselle,

whose banks were commanded and protected for a con-

siderable distance by the fortified region of Metz-

Tliionville. This greatly increased the importance of

the river as an obstacle, strengthened the barrier which

already divided Lorraine from the northern theatre of

operations and provided an excellent base for a counter-

attack by the strong reseiwes \vhich the enemy could at

any moment detach from his other armies. These re-

sciwes could be easily and rapidly brought up by the

numerous railways converging on Metz and Thionvillc.

Under tlie protection of the ardlleiy of these forti'esses

they could be concentrated in a -well-sheltered area and

from there, if it became advantageous, tliey could easily

be thrown into a batde engaged in Lorraine.

On the east a.nd north, the Sarre likewise formed a

strong line of resistance, supported in rear and to the

soutli by the fortress of Strasbourg, the line of the Bruche

and the defences ofIMolsheim. Reserves from almost any

region of Germany could be assembled here in perfect

safety. The Sarre, therefore, constituted yet another

base of manceuvre for launching counter-attacks. To-

wards the centre of tire triangle, between the two rivers,

the line of the Rotte-Albe, prolonging tliat of the German

Nied, had been organized for several years past and its

defences joined up to Thionville. Tliis constituted a

strong transversal position between tiie line of resistance

and tlie manoeuvre base -^vhich could be easily used in

combination ^vith tliem.

The only ground favourable to a French offensive
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extended for thirty miles from the Delme hill (which

marked the limit of the advanced fortifications of Metz)

to the Sarre at Sarrebourg. A large portion of this

ground (Sarrcbourg-Dicuze, ten miles) was extensively

wooded and much cut up by canals and large ponds.

Its defence, therefore, presented little dilficulty to the

enemy. On another portion, which was comparatively

open (Dieuzc-Delmc, about f^cen miles) numerous arti-

ficial aiming points had been erected in the last few

years. These extended many miles back from the

frontier, showing that this ground had been specially

prepared for tlic action of artillery.

The Lorraine tlieatre, as can be seen, was not only a

mass ofnatural obstacles, but its already limited breadth

had been further contracted by fortification. With its

flank posidons and lateral lines of defence resting on tlic

great fortresses of Strasbourg and Metz-Thionville, and

provided as it was with a complete network of railways,

it furnished the Germans with a field of battle admirably

suited for stopping the adversary with small numbers and
then, as occasion arose, infiicUng upon him a severe

defeat by containing him in front and counter-attacking

from die flanks. At the same dme, it provided a strong

pivotal posidon for an extensive manoeuvre of German
armies seeking to bring on a great battle in the compara-

dvely open plains of norUiem France. This region did

not seem indicated as the starting point of an important

offensive, for it would have to be undertaken over ex-

tremely difficult ground with no prospect of attaining a
decisive objeedve.

Therefore a French advance in Lorraine with the

purpose of bringing the enemy to battle svas an idea to

be approached witii the utmost reserve. About die only

ground favourable for it was that lying between Delme
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and Dicuze, about twelve miles in extent, and there the

mysterious aiming points would have to be taken into

account. The country to the east of Dieuze, as far as the

Sarre, was wooded and intersected by ponds and canals.

Consequently the right flank would be threatened

by the possibility of the enemy debouching from the

upper Sarre and the Bruchc.

A further advance of a French offensive in Lorraine

would bring its left flank into contact with the enemy
forces of the Metz and Moselle regions. Having only a

very narrow front at its disposal, many obstacles would

be certain to delay its progress. Such a movement, with

both flanks constantly threatened, would present small

prospects of success, especially as the further it advanced

the more serious would become the danger. Then
again, there would be no means ofestimating beforehand

at what moment or at what place this growing danger

might be definitely averted by a tactical victory, for

the position of the Germans was strategically sound and

well organized in depth and they were capable of nulli-

fying at any moment such initial tactical successes as we
might have obtained.

Indeed, with this German snare spread before us as it

was in August 1914, how could we hope that even the

most vigorous thrust would succeed in penetrating an

organized defensive position, forty miles in depth, and

in obtaining decisive results before the enemy had time

to reply ? It was more than hazardous to count upon

such a possibility. On the other hand, by making re-

peated demonstrations in force against the trap, we could

keep it set, maintain in front ofus the hostile forces which

constituted it, and thus bring our help to the great battle

which was to be fought elsewhere.

On August 1 2th the General commanding the Second
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Amiy issued his orders for tlic operations to be effected

on the i-itli. TIicsc prescribed that the Second Army,

while covering itself on the north, was to extend its line

eastwards in the direction of Avricourt
;

then, after

affccung a junction with the First Army, it was to attack

in a north-easterly direction on tltc left of that army.

The operation was to be carried out by the XV and XVI
Corps and tlie main body of the XX Corps, die whole

disposed in echelon from the right. The remainder of

the army was to support the attack.

The special task of the XX Corps was to advance

against the ridge Donnclay-Juvelize. On its right the

XV Corps was to move in the direction of Avricourt,

tvhile on its left the IX Corps would cover tlie attack

from Monccl up to the Moselle. In rear, the units of

the and Group of Reserve Divisions (59th and 68th)*

tlien detraining, were to occupy, as tlicy arrived, the

posidons prepared cast of Nancy.

To comply tvidi these instructions, I issued orders to

my command to move at 7 a.m., die u th Division on the

right, the 39th on the left. A detachment under the

command of General Wirbcl was to cover the advance,

operating on both sides of die Monccl road and keeping

in touch with the IX Corps. Informadon gadiercd by
our aviadon showed that the Germans were aedvely

building defensive works in the immediate neighbourhood

of the frondcr between Dclme and Maiziercs, on die

Mctz-Strasbouig road.

i\s a matter of fact, the G.O.C. Second i\rmy ivas

fully aware of the difticuldes accompanying an offensive

operadon in this area, and which I have described above.

He therefore impressed upon Ids corps commanders die

necessity of methodically organizing their attacks by

• Oc-scta] Uca DtiTxs4.
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preceding and strongly supporting each advance of the

infantry with artillery fire. In addition, he fixed a line

beyond which the advance was not to go that day.

At the outset, no serious difficulties attended the

carrying out of this programme for August 14th. During
the morning the divisions of the XX Corps had no
trouble in occupying the heights which dominated the

fronder ridge, the enemy outposts on this front falling

back without resistance. But in the afternoon the ad-

vance became as hard as in the morning it had been

easy. Upon nearing the ridge, our men met with little

opposition on the part of infantry, but came under

intense artillery fire, including that of heavy pieces accu-

rately ranged on the conspicuous points which stand out

along the frontier. Thanks to their long range, these

guns were able to select emplacements which our field

artillery could not reach. However, in spite of this fire

and the losses it caused, the Corps succeeded in reaching

its objectives. The front-line troops, although bom-

barded all day long, dug in on their positions, as much
to protect themselves against counter-attack as to be

ready to resume the advance the following morning.

Headquarters of the XX Corps were established at

Serres.

The superiority of the enemy’s armament had already -

been demonstrated, likewise the advantage he derived

from having previously prepared the ground on his side

of the frontier. In addition to being numerous, his

heavy guns had a longer range than our artillery and

could therefore support his troops at a distance im-

possible for us
;
moreover, their fire having been ranged

beforehand on selected aiming points was extremely

accurate. From this moment on it was evident that

artillery was to be the dominant factor in the opening
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pliasc of any battle, and long before tlic infantry could

take any part in it. Only small detachments could move
across this shell-swept area, and however determined the

infantry might be, the hostile artillery would, from the

outset, hold up its advance and prevent it from approach-

ing near enough to overwhelm the opposing line by its

fire and tlien take it by assault. The hosdle artillery

had to be silenced or neutralized by our own guns before

these could be employed to support the infantry attack.

This meeting of two great armies after forty years of

peace was bringing to light astonishing ehanges in the

pracdcc of war. As time went on our tactics became

adapted to the new conditions, but even now our General

Olliccrs could not fail to be impressed by the necessity

of restraining tlie impetuosity of their troops and of

organizing their operations with tlic greatest care.

The attack was to be resumed the nc.vt day, August

15th, at .1 A.si. The task of the XX Corps was to hold

fast at all costs along its northern front and support the

advance of the XV Corps toward Maizicrcs by attacking

Donnelay with its remaining troops. We were not to

move out until the XV Corps had come up in line with

us. As a matter of fact, the XV Corps was unable to

advance all day. During tlic morning it reported that,

by reason of its losses die day before and the necessity of

relieving its front-line division, it would not be able to

renew the attack before the ifitli.

The XX Corps, thcrelbrc, had to remain stationary

for the entire day, which was all tlic more unpleasant as

it lay exposed to a persistent and uell regulated fire from
the German hc.avy artillcr>'. Notwithstanding this pain-
ful experience and the losses resulting from it, the Cores
was ready to renew the attack ordered for the whole cf

the Second .Army the following day, .August i6th.
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The first repo ciFragcniciits of August 14th

and 15th had Ic ^<-‘Hcra! Oniccr Commanding the

Second Army W’ a memorandum to Iiis Corps

Commanders mctliods to be adopted in the

attack of defens positions/’ I he advance v/as to

be carried out n ethodicaily “ up to the moment -when

combined infantJ / artillery attacks on the objectives

selected for assau^^ would be rendered possible by a solid

organization of t/^'o^nd already won and by careful

artillery prepara I impressed on my

subordinates th<‘ 'vhal importance of artillery action,

urging special a tendon to this point during the opera-

tions of August '6th. However, that day was going to

develop quite from the previous ones.

The right of Corps moved forward shortly

before 7 am, ^ rifle or cannon was fired

at us. The inhabitants reported that the Germans had

begun the previc/^^ morning to withdraw in the direction

ofDieuze and tr^^ ^bis movement had continued during

the whole of the ^^ght of August 15th- 1 6th. Eveiy one

of the few prisoners v/e captured acknowledged the

demoralizing our field artillery (75’s). Stranger

still in places signs of a hasty retreat, and an

officer’s patrol ^be 5th Hussars reported the discovery

of quantities of abandoned equipment and shells.

I accordingly oi'dered my troops to push forward along

the whole front S^bi contact with the enemy and seize

Donnclay-Juvelf^^ quickly as possible. At the end

of the day the Corps was firmly established on this

line with its lef ' holding the Seille in the neighbourhood

of Ghateau-Sali'^^-

On August i7^b the Second Army started to effect a

change of frod^ toward the north with the view of

attacking in tl:^^
direction. The XX Corps had only
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to establish itself facing north, closing in on its left, its

right resting on the heights south of Marsal.

These movements were carried out during the 17th,

although they were greatly hampered by the rain which

had been falling without pause since the morning before.

By nightfall the leading troops of tlie XX Corps, which

had closed in to the left, were established facing north

on the heights south of tlie Seillc, between Marsal and
Chambrey. The 5th Hussars had occupied Morville-

les-Vic and Chdteau-Salins during the day, after a skir-

mish with a body of Gennans. By the evening of the

1 8th, the Second Army had completed its change of

front and was getting ready to advance in a northerly

direction. Once these preliminaries were completed, the

offensive was to be resumed on August 19th and vigor-

ously pushed as prescribed for a pursuit, instruedon

No. 3 from H.Q.. Second Army, dated August i8th, read

as follows :

“ The enemy is retiring on our front and has aban-

doned Sarrebourg and Chateau-Salins.
“ He must be pursued with the utmost vigour and

rapidity.

“ The G.O.C. Second Army relies on the energy of

all to achieve this result.

" He c-Npects Corps Commanders to insul into their

troops the necessary dash, which differs from that re-

quired for a methodical advance against prepared

posiuons.

“ \Vith die same end in view, all heavy units likely to

slow down the .advance will march at the rear of the

columns undl required for action.”

The follo\>ing operauon orders sverc issued on tJie

same day :
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‘‘ The Army will continue its advance to-morrow,
August rgth, with the object of reaching the line Sarre-

bourg—Pont-a-Mousson.
“ Leading units of main bodies will cross the line

Seille—Salines Canal at 8 A.M. and will not advance
beyond the line marked by the River Albe below Lening
and continued by the line Virmingen—Morhange

—

Baronviile.

“ The XVI Corps, covering the eastern flank of the

army, will move in the general direction Lening—St.

Avoid. . . .

“ The XV Corps will attack in the general direction

Rodalbe—Pont Pierre.

“ The XX Corps, moving to the west of Marsal, in-

clusive, will have as its general direction the line Chateau

—Salins—Faulquemont. . . .

“ The Group of Reserve Divisions will cover the left

flank of the army from the direction of Metz. It will

take up successive positions facing north-west, in order

to resist any attack from that quarter.

“ The XVIII Corps, as from the 17th, has ceased to

form part of the Second Army.
“ The IX Corps has been placed at the disposal of the

Commander-in-Chief. ^ ’

The departure of the IX and XVIII Corps greatly

reduced the strength of the army, and consequendy its

striking power. To protect the left flank, in pardcular,

only the Group of Reserve Divisions would be available,

and these, as the army advanced, would become

stretched out over more than thirty miles. The pro-

tection afforded would be so precarious as to be virtually

negligible.

On reading these instructions, my first thought was
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that the General in command must have received some

very reliable intelligence which caused him to feel

justified in ordering this rapid advance with objectives

assigned as far off as the road from Pont-a-Mousson to

Sarrebriick. As I saw it, the operations thus far carried

out by the Second Army had not constituted an en-

counter with the enemy so serious in its nature as to have

compelled his retreat and much less to have created dis-

organization in his ranks. What had taken place had

been little more titan artillery engagements. Neverthe-

less, on die very day that it had been deprived of tsvo

ofits corps and was therefore more weakly protected from

the direction of Metz than ever before, this army was

ordered to undertake an advance on distant objectives

through a country whose dangers have already been

described. I presumed that special information from

very high sources justifying the enterprise must have

been received.

However that might be, following my instructions,

I issued orders to die XX Corps to advance on the line

Baronville—Morhange, the iidi Division on the line

Morhange—Signal de Baronville, and the 39th Division

on the line Baronville—Signal de Martini. General

\Virbcl’s detachment was to conunue to cover the left

flank of the Corps and to maintain touch with die 68th

Reserve Division.

Shortly after 8 a.m. on the igth, I established my ad-

vanced headquarters on die road from Vic to Chutcau-

Salins. In the course of die morning, on the right, die

wooded country considerably delayed the advance of

die 1 1 ill Division, but it encountered no odicr difliculdcs.

On the left, die gglh Division and General Wirbel’s de-

tachment made much easier progress. Reports from die

inhabitants indicated the withdrawal of the enemy from
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the country around Delme and the presence of strong

hostile forces in the neighbourhood of Baronville.

At 2 P.M., as it debouched on the far side of the' Petite

Seille, the nth Division came under heavy and accurate

artillery and machine-gun fire and suffered considerable

loss. Taking advantage ofthe hollow ground on its left,

the division pushed forward to Revange, where at night-

fall it dug itself in. It did not advance any further that

day.

In the meantime, the 39th Division had directed one

regiment on Baronville and another on Marthil and the

Signal de Marthil. Although these regiments soon be-

came the target for heavy artillery fire, they pushed

forward and, by 4.30 p.m., the i6oth had reached the

ground to the south of Baronville, while the 153rd had

occupied Marthil and the Signal de Marthil. General

Wirbel’s detachment had advanced considerably beyond

the Chateau-Salins forest.

I did not consider it possible for the XX Corps to

reach all of its allotted objectives that day. Before

launching an attack on the strong position ofMorhange

—

Baronville, it would be necessary to reorganize the

infantry, which had suffered heavily from the enemy’s

bombardment, and also to precede the assault by a

serious artillery preparation. The remaining daylight

did not give sufficient time for these operations. More-

over, the nth Division, which would have to make the

main attack, had been obliged to detach some of its

troops to guard its unprotected flank, a situation which

resulted from the XV Corps not having advanced nearly

as far as the XX Corps ;
its left in particular had not

succeeded in debouching from Koking and the Forest

of Bride. It was necessary, therefore, for me to order

the nth Division to occupy the Haut-de-Koking in
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Strength in order to safeguard its right flank, wliicli I

did at .J..30 P.M.

Tliis move anticipated tiic special order which I re-

ceived at 5.20 P.M. from the G.O.C. Second Army :

“ The G.O.C. Second Army desires the G.O.C. XX
Corps to support the troops of the 30th Division which

arc trying to debouch to the north from Koking and

the Forest of Bride.

“ Tile XX Corps will to-night hold the road from

Conthil to Dicuze.”

It was under these conditions that the day came to an

end. Before leaving my command post at Bcrlioncourt,

I indicated the positions to be taken up during tlic

evening and the attitude to be assumed until the follow-

ing day. I then returned to my Headquarters at

Clidtcau-Salins, while the troops reorganized on Uie

captured ground.

To sum up, the Corps had executed without difficulty

the greater part of the prescribed advance and had

pushed forward some twelve miles from its starting point,

the Scillc. It had come under heavy artillery and
machine-gun fire from the heights ofMarthil, Baronvillc

and ilorhangc, but in spite of serious losses it had, with

unshaken determination, proceeded to occupy Martliil

and the Signal de Marthil.

At the end of the day it still had she battalions in re-

serve and was in a position for attacking with every

chance of success the heights which remained to be con-

quered. Strong artillciy su)>port would, of course, be

necessary for this purpose. It was also essential that die

right flank of the Corps be covered by a parallel advance

of the XV Corps and Unit its left flank be fully protected.
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The latter task had been entrusted to the Group of

Reserve Divisions, which did not come under my orders.

The most advanced Division of this Group was far in

rear of the left wing of the XX Corps.

As I received neither orders nor information from the

Second Army during the evening of August 19th—20th,

I confined myself to carrying out the spirit of the instruc-

tions sent me on the i8th. Accordingly, late in the

night, I issued orders from Ghateau-Salins for my Corps

to renew its attack at 6 o’clock the following morning.

However, when this hour arrived the situation had so

changed that the operation was not undertaken.

As a matter of fact, the movements of August 19th,

instead of being merely the pursuit
,
of a retiring enemy,

had developed into a general battle along the whole

front of the Second Army and against a well-posted

enemy.

The advance on the right had been less pronounced

than that of the XX Corps. The XVI Corps had been

unable to debouch north of the Salines Canal and the

left of the XV Corps, as has been seen, had been held up

in the southern part of the Forest of Koking. These two

corps were therefore a long way short of the line which

the orders of the i8th contemplated they would reach

by the evening of the 19th.

The General Officer Commanding the Second Army
had in consequence issued fresh orders* for August 20th,

instructing the XV and XVI Corps, closely co-ordinating

their action, to advance at 5 a.m. with the object of

forcing the enemy back from the Bensdorff—Sarrebourg

* These orders did not reach either the XX Corps or the 68th Reserve
Division. It ivas only during the morning of the 20th, at my advanced head-
quarters at Berlioncourt, that I was informed of these new instructions, and
even then I did not receive the actual text. By that time, the initiative had
passed to the enemy, bringing about a radical change in the general situation

of the army.
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railway. The XX Corjis was to take position on the

ground won and the Group of Reser\’e Divisions was to

guard against any movement coming from the direction

of Metz. There could be no doubt that these divisions,

weak as they were and particularly so in artillery, would

find it c.\trcmely difficult to carry out such a task.

The dangers attending an advance in the neighbour-

hood of the fortified region of Nfetz now began to be

manifest ;
for not only was the area thoroughly organized

for defence and perfectly equipped with facilities in the

matter of railways and detraining platforms, but every

inch of it was familiar ground to the Germans.

At 5.15 A.M. on the 20th, I informed Second .Army

Headquarters that the XX Corps had passed the night

on its positions and would renew the attack at 6 a.m.

I was continually preoccupied by my right flank and

the support we were c.\pectcd to give the XV' Corps.

I therefore at 6 A.si. ordered the 1 1 th Division to rein-

force the detachment holding the Koking heights, so as

to ensure their possession. I added :
“ One of the

essential tasks of the XX Corps is to support the left of

the XV Corps. If your detachment can make itself felt

at once, as it should do, this task can be most effectively

carried out by opening fire in the direction of Bour-

galtroff.”

But by this time the action decided upon by the enemy
was beginning to have its effect. .All night long the

movement of trains in the direction of Han-sur-Xied had

been heard, a sure sign that large enemy reinforcements

were arriving. A general attack on our front and flanks

was to be the outcome. Before dawn on the eotli.

General Wirbel’s outposts had been driven in and his

position attacked by strong forces. A heavy bombard-

ment of the front and fl.anks of the sgth Division was
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added to that already coming from the heights ofMarthil

and Baronvilic, and General Wirbel’s detachment was
forced to fall back to the edge ofthe Chateau-Salins forest.

The German attack, preceded by intense artillery fire,

was not long in developing along the whole front of

the 39th Division. Powerful assaults launched about

5.30 A.M. drove this division from Marthil and the Signal.

Two groups of its artillery were put out of action and the

division was obliged to withdraw to the line Ghateau-

Brchain—Brchain.

This made it impossible for the nth Division to carry

out the intended attack on Morhange. Moreover, this

Division since daybreak had been subjected to severe

assaults in the course of which Conthil was lost. How-
ever, our troops stood their ground and the advance of

the enemy’s infantry was stopped by our artillery fire.

Further to the right the detachment on the Haut-de-

Koking likewise had been attacked by a force of all arms

which advanced about 5 a.m. from the east as well as

from tlie northern edges of the Forests of Bride and

Koking. Some ground was lost, but the detachment

held fast.

To sum up . By 7 a.m. the enemy had forced the 39th

Division to fkll back and take up new positions
;
but the

nth Division had held its ground along the whole of its

front and stood ready to support the XV Corps with its

right.

This Corps had been heavily attacked all along its

front and its position had become critical. At 7.15 a.m.

I received the following order from the General Officer

Commanding the Second Army

“ A strong enemy offensive is debouching from Koking

and the Forest of Bride against the flank of the 30th
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Division. Attack at once in the direction of Lidrezing

in order to break up tliis ofTcnsivc and c.xtricatc the XV
Corps.”

To cope with the general situation and at the same
time carry out tliis order, I directed my troops to hold

fast to tlicir present defensive positions. Meamvliile I

prepared a line of resistance in rear along the front

Chateau Brcliain—Dalhaiii—Haboudangc wood—Haut-

dc-Koking, to tvhich I directed my reserves. At the

same time, I ordered die Haut-de-Koking detachment,

whicli I had reinforced, to attack at once in aid of the

XV Corps.

Meanwhile important events were happening on my
left. The enemy had outflanked General Wirbcl’s de-

tachment and penetrated into the Viviers wood. To-

wards to A.st. the C8th Reserve Division in its turn was

forced to abandon Fa.\c and Viviers and to withdraw on
Lancuvcvillc-cn-Saulnois. The attack soon spread to

the Dcime—Chateau-Salins road, having Chatcau-Salins

.as its objeedve. This threatened not only the flank but

the communications of the XX Corps.

Events even more critical were taking place on the

front oftheXV and XVI Corps as the result ofa general

attack by the enemy in that part of the field. These led

the General Officer Commanding the Second Army to

order, at 7.15 a.m., the rear Division of the XVI Corps

to fall back. The left of the XV Corps, assailed by a

pou erful offensive debouching from die Forests of Bride

and Kbking, was noiv driven in, carrying with it tlie

right of diat corps and die left of the XVI, already badly

cut up. Under these conditioiu, at lo.io a.m., the

commander of the Second iVnny ordered a general

retreat as follows :

—
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“ XV Corps to establish itself on the line Marsal

—

rvfarimont.

“ XVI Corps to retire in the direction of Maizieres and
Reciiicourt-ie-Chateau.

“ XX Corps to refuse its right flank so as to rest it on

the Seille at Marsal, and to hold the line Marsal

—

Hampoiit— Amelecourt— Fresnes-en-Saulnois — Jalla-

court.”

This order on reaching me caused me the greatest

surprise, as I was unaware at that time of the extent of

the difficulties whicli the XVI and XV Corps on my
right had encountered, as also of the progress of the

enemy attack on my left, on the Delme road. I knew
that at the end of the morning my XX Corps was firmly

established on the northern edge ofthe Forest of Chateau-

Salins, that it was successfully holding its own north of

the line of resistance occupied by its reserves and that its

right was preparing an attack for the purpose of ex-

tricating the XV Corps. Along the whole of its front

the increased ranges at which they were now firing had

caused the enemy guns, both field and heavy, posted on

the heights of Morhange, Baronville and Marthil, to lose

much of their effect. This artillery could only move
down from its positions with great difficulty and the

enemy’s attack was making no further progress. I felt

no doubts as to my Corps being able to maintain its

present positions, in spite of the ten miles of front it

occupied.

My intention was to hold on firmly to the present

line, then to bring the enemy to a halt in front of the

positions which were being methodically organized in.

rear, and finally renew the attack, after having assured

my contact with the XV Corps on my right and provided
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for the security ofmy left flank. It was in tiic midst of

tliesc preparations tliat the order just quoted arrived.

It was dated from Maizicrcs ; anotJicr order dated from

Arracourt at 11.45 A'*'- followed. This prescribed :

“ If the Second Army is forced to retreat, it will retire

along the following lines ;

“ XVI Corps in the general direction of Luncville,

rcstingon the Alanonvillcrfort and the Forest of Parroy

;

“ XV Corps in the general direction of Dombaslc ;

“ XX Corps in the general direction of St. Nicohis

—

Lancuvcvillc
;

“ The Group of Reserve Divisions will occupy the

fortified tvorks of the Couronne dc Nancy. All trans-

port, parks and convoys will move by the left bank of

the Mcurthc.”

It was evident that a more complete knowledge of the

general situation of the array than I possessed (and

especially in what concerned the other Corps) had in-

spired these two orders. Both of the other Corps had

been very heavily attacked and forced to fall back a con-

siderable distance sou lit of the lake region. At 11.45

A.M., in compliance with the order of lo.io a.m., I

directed my divisions to take up their march toward tlic

line indicated. At the moment these instructions

reached tliem a new order from Army Headquarters was

brought to me. It read ;

“ The Lisk ofthe XX Corps is, in general, to cover tlic

retirement of the Second /Vrmy by holding the CliSteau-

Salins bridgcliead as long as possible. The 68tJi Reserve

Division is placed at the disposal of the XX Corps."
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The orders I had already issued to my Corps, and
which were in course of being carried out, required no
change. I merely supplemented them by the despatch

of a special order to the 68th Reserve Division.*

Thanks to the detailed measures prescribed by their

commanders, the successive redrement of the nth and

39th Divisions was carried out in good order and without

difficulty, covered as it was on the left by General

Wirbel’s detachment.

At 4.50 p.M. the Army Commander ordered the 68th

Reserve Division to rejoin the Group ofReserve Divisions

in order to aid in the defence of the fordfied area, of

Nancy.

About 2 P.M. I moved my advanced headquarters to

the west of the Geline Wood, where I had already posted

the heavy ardllery of the Corps. I remained there until

nightfall. Before leaving for my headquarters at

Moyenvic, I issued the following orders :

I. The XX Corps by the end of the day should be

established on the line Marsal—Herraucourt-sur-Seille

—

northern edge of the Geline Wood—Chateau-Salins

—

Amelecourt, maintaining contact on its right with the

XV Corps w^hich holds Moncey, and on its left with the

68th Reserve Division which holds Fresnes-en-Saulnois

and Jallaucourt.

“2. As from this evening, the above line will be

strongly occupied and held against any counter-attack

which may be pronounced to-night or to-morrow.”

These orders had hardly been written and sent out

when I received the following from Army Headquarters

dated Arraucourt, 4 p.m. :

* General Brun d'Antignosc.
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“ Tlic Second Army will withdraw during the niglit

under cover ofrear-guards established on the general line

hlaizicrcs—Domielay—Juvciize— Marsal—Hampont

—

Fresnes-en-Saulnois, in order to reorganize the units

which have suflered most.

Each Corps will take up the positions indicated for it

in Army Order No. 28. Preparations will be made for

receiving the rear-guards, when withdrawn, on the line

Moussay—Garcnne AVood—Haut de la Crobc Wood

—

Juvrccourt Hill—northern edge of the Bezangc Forest

—

left bank of the Seillc.

“ The XX Corps will blow up the bridges over the

Seille as soon as its last troops have passed.

“ Main bodies will move to the following areas :

“ XVI Corps—Manouviller Fort—Crion—Sionvillcr.

“ XV Corps—Harraucourt.
“ XX Corps—Cercueil—Pulnoy.”

The XX Corps andcipated no dilHculty in maintaining

its rear-guards and outposts in their existing positions.

The case with which die withdrawal had been carried

out and the feebleness of the pursuit proved that it was

possible to hold on that night and ifnecessary the follow-

ing day. The troops proceeded to take up positions (or

the night which would conform to the mission assigned

to the Corps, namely, to hold the Chatcau-Salins bridge-

head as long as possible and cover the retreat of the

Second Army. Hotvever, at 9.-^5 imi., I received from

.Army Headquarters, svliich had been established at

Nancy, die following message :

“ It appears that the XV Corps, which has suffered

very heavily, will not be able to maintain its positions

on your right. I consider it advisable, therefore, that

you profit by the darkness and fall back to-night.”
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Evidently, as time passed and information regarding

the situation of certain regiments reached the Army
Commander, he was confirmed in his determination to

effect a general withdrawal. Indeed, the dangers and
difficulties of a French offensive in Lorraine were made
only too evident to him when, on the morning ofAugust

20th, he saw that the Second Army could not advance

and he learned that the First Army had been halted at

Sarrebourg. He then realized the necessity of changing

his attitude and acting on the defensive
;

therefore he

abruptly broke off the action and proceeded to establish

his reorganized army behind a strong defensive line.

From this position he was later on to undertake a task

which the means at his disposal justified.

I now made my arrangements for moving my Corps

to the south of the Seille. My instructions reached the

troops just as they were installing themselves in the

billets which had been allotted to them during the

afternoon of the 20th. They immediately resumed their

march and despite a long and exhausting night march,

following on two days of heavy fighting, the main bodies

arrived south of the Forest ofBezange about 4 A.M. on the

2 1 St, and by 5 a.m. the outposts were in position and

ready to defend the front assigned to the Corps.

The history of these operations since published by the

Germans shows that their attack of August 20th was

carried out in the following manner :

Attack on the XX Corps and Group of Reserve Divisions.

By the Metz garrison (33rd Reserve Division and 53rd

Landwehr Brigade) in the direction of Nomeny.

By the loth Ersatz Division, moving from Romilly on

the Delme ridge.

By the III Bavarian Corps, moving from Han-sur-
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Nicd—Vatimont—Lcsse (covered by the 8th Cavalry

Division and tlie Bavarian Cavalry Division) on Hanno-

court—Oron—Chitcau-Brehain.

By the II Bavarian Corps, moving from Baronville

and Morhangc on Hampont—Wuisse.

Attack on the XV and XVI Corps.

By the XXI Corps, moving from NcsdorlTon Dieuze

—

Rohrbach.

By the Bavarian I Reserve Corps on Bisping.

By the Bavarian I Corps on Langatte.

Tiie shock could not be other than very severe on the

Second Army, which had launched its three corps upon
a very difficult and strongly defended country. Facing

Metz, this army was protected only by a flank guard

composed of units from Uiree reserve divisions, partly

immobilized and in any case very widely extended.

By the morning of August 20th the General Officer

Commanding the Second Army had correctly appre-

ciated the situation and estimated all its dangers. There
was nothing for him to do but to halt his offensive.
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CHAPTER III

THE XX CORPS DURING THE RETREAT FROM THE
MEURTHE AND THE GOUNTER-A'TrAGK

{August 2ist—28//t, 1914)

The retreat behind the i^Ieurthe, August 21st to 23rd—The attack of the XX
Corps to tlie north and south of the Sanon, August 24th and 25th—The attack
of the whole Second Army on the enemy’s communications, August 26th—

I

leave the XX Corps to take over another command, August 28th—Comments
on the operations in Lorraine.

The excellent behaviour of the XX Corps during the

battle and the retreat which followed had left me quite

confident ofbeing able to carry out the mission entrusted

to me. Moreover, not only did the enemy undertake

no pursuit on the 20th, but our rear-guards had lost all

contact with him during the morning of the 2 ist. How-
ever, on that morning the General Officer Commanding
the Second Army decided to withdraw the main portion

of his forces behind the Meurthe, the XV and XVI
Corps holding the front line, with outposts on the east

bank of the river ;
the XX Corps in reserve in the region

of Saint Nicolas. The left ofthe Army would be covered

by the Grand Couronne position, held by the 59th and

70th Reserve Divisions, reinforced by a part of the IX
Corps.

These movements were made in perfect order and

without being interfered with in any way by the

Germans.

During the evening I went to see the Army Gom-
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mander at liis Headquarters in Nancy and after having

reported to him the excellent morale of my Corps, I

returned to Saint Nicolas.

On the morning of August 22nd tlie XX Corps was

concentrated in the vicinity of the Meurthe, the nth
Division at Saint Nicolas—Varangcvillc and the 3gth

Division at Art-sur-Meurthc—Lenoncourt. No move
was anticipated for the 22nd but, as we constituted the

reserve of the army, arrangements had to be made to

carry out any order which might be received.

As it happened, the XV Corps reported at 5.30 a.m.

that its troops were so exhausted that they could not be

counted upon to resist an attack which the enemy might

make on the right bank of the Meurthe. The General

Ofticcr Commanding the Second Army therefore in-

structed me to send outposts from the XX Corps to

Flainval and Anthelupt to replace those of die XV
Corps. I accordingly ordered the nth Division to

detaeh immediately one infantry brigade supported by

artillery for that purpose.

This brigade took up its position shortly before mid-

day. In the evening it was attacked from the dircetion

of Crcvic by a Bavarian brigade, svhich four times

attempted to seize the Flainval heights ; but our brigade

stood firm and enabled the XV Corps to withdraw its

troops. At n p.m. his task having been completed,

orders were given to the Brigade Commander* to svitli-

draw and blow up the bridges over the Meurthe. This

action sv-as taken as a result ofthe decision of tlic General

Officer Commanding the Second Anny to retire all his

troops to the left bank of the Meurtlie and prolong in

that region the line of resistance of the Grand Couronne
of Nancy.

• TcxT)’.
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I’y ; A.M., August
C.oqji had crossed to

Headquarters vrcrc

\*crnois.

23rd, ail die units of the XX
the west bank of the river. Corps

established at xVIanoncourt-en-

I lie retreat ol the Second Army stopped at the
Mciuthe iUid the position of the Grand Couronne of
Nancy. Beliind this e.xceedingly strong line the troops
were able to rest and reorganize

;
at the same time the

Army v.'as reinforced by two new reserve divisions. As
a consequence of our abruptly breaking off the fight on
the morning ol the soih, and of the adversary’s failure

to push the pursuit on that or the following day, no
decisive result had been achieved by the enemy and we
had suffered no disorganization. Our check had there-

fore not entailed anything irreparable and we could look

forward to renewing under more favourable conditions

our interrupted operations. The moment for under-

taking these, as well as their nature, would be mainly

determined by the movements of the enemy.

Opposite the XX Corps, he had reached the high

p-.T -;->d on the right bank of the Meurthe. He spent the

^--stablishing his batteries and digging himself in.

e on y c.

showed on that day was to launch
two small attc which crumpled up under the fire of
the XX Corps <.

n-u ^ r A
'artillery.

Ihe 23rd ofAugc.jgj. a wasted day for the
Second Army, All able to reorganize
and establish themselvw their new positions. General
de Castelnau now^h^j at his disposal a mass of

manoeuvre whose employ^e.^t was soon to be determined
by events, t

On the evening of the 23rd, he issued orders for the

left of his army to be ready to attack if necessary.

About noon on the 24th he learnt that a hostile force,
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estimated at not less titan two army corps, was passing

from nortit to soutli toward Luneviile, tiius exposing its

right flank in tlic direction of Nancy, He tlicrcfore

ordered the XX Corps and the Group of Reserve

Divisions to attack this flank. Tlie movement of tlie

XX Corps was well supported by artillery and, by

6 P.M., progressing tvithout difficulty, it had reached the

ridges of Flainval and the Crevic Wood, where I

halted it.

These movements during August a.jtli elearly indi-

cated the enemy's intention. His main body having

been directed on Luneviile, he was now evidently push-

ing towards the gap at Charmes. In order to frustrate

this plan, the General Officer Commanding the Second

Army decided that on the 25th he would vigorously

attack with his left while maintaining his actual front,

the object being to seize die Arracourt—Einville

—

Luneviile road, ivhich seemed to be the enemy’s line of

communication. The right of the army was to act in

conjunction with the First Army ; the attack on the left

was to be carried out by die XX Corps and the Group
of Reserve Divisions.

Early in the moniing, the ggtli Division, in touch with

tlie 70th Reserve Division, attacked to the north of the

Sanon and forced the enemy back from the high ground
west of the Einville Wood. Towards midday I ordered

the I till Division in its turn to attack to the south of the

Sanon, .as the XV Corps had by then made considerable

progress. The four regiments ofthe lllhDivisioiLaftcra

violent action, gained possession of the Anthclupt and
Vitriniom ridges.

During this time die enemy stiffened his resistance to

the north of the Sanon, where his communications were

directly threatened, by concentrating strong forces in
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this vicinity. To the west of the EinvilleWood, the 39th
Division was heavily engaged. Its right was forced back
on the GrevieWood which, after a succession of desperate

fights, was captured by the enemy about 5 p.m. Its left

found itself in a still more critical situation owing to the

losses suffered by the 70th Reserve Division. With its

right flank exposed by the loss of the Crevic Wood and
its left by the forcing back of the 70th Reserve Division,

at 6 P.M. it retired, though slightly and in good order.

August 25th had been a very hard day for the XX
Corps. With vaiying fortunes it had fought a long and

serious battle
;

but it had given the death blow to the

enemy’s projects. Although it had not accomplished

any great advance on the whole of its front, it had drawn

against itself a large part of the enemy’s forces and had

held them in check. Their absence may have prevented

his succeeding in his main design, which was to break

through on the road to Charmes. Although my Corps

had obtained no decisive result, its action might lead to

important developments for the operations of the Second

Army, “ provided its troops hold the enemy under the

threat of a fresh attack and stand constantly ready to

take up the pursuit now begun on the right of the army
and the Cavalry Corps.”

It was in these terms that I expressed my ideas on the

evening of August 25th, after I learned what had been

accomplished along the whole front of the Second Army,

whose right wing had effected so important an advance.

The orders of the Army for the 26th were drawn up

with a view to exploiting the success gained by the right

wing the day before. General de Gastelnau prescribed

that the pursuit be pushed ** to the extreme limit of

endurance.” The general line of direction for the XX
Corps was Valhey—^Bezange-la-Petite. “ In spite of the
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violent ciTort already sustained and the losses suffered,

the General commanding counts upon his men to strike

a final blow which will ensure victory.”

At 5.30 A.M. on the 26th, I issued orders from my
advanced headquarters for the two infantry divisions to

move forward “ as soon as the enemy makes it possible,”

the II th Division toward Einville and the 39th Division

on the Crcvic Woods—Valhey.

At 7 A.M. the Division Commanders gave the order to

attack. The nth Division was to operate between the

Nancy road and the river Sanon, directing its principal

effort on the Friscati heights which command Luncville.

Owing to delay in the artillery preparations, the attack

could not be launched until 12.15 p.m. It made good

progress at first and passed Vitrimont. The 69th Regi-

ment advanced steadily towards the Signal dc Friscati

and obtained a footing on its slopes. But at this moment,
1 .45 P.M., when tlie regiment tried to gain ground beyond
the Signal, it tvas met by heavy infantry and ardllery

fire tvhich the guns of the nth Division could not

silence. For three hours tile troops of tlie division were
subjected to a bombardment by the German heavy
batteries and no progress was possible.

The situation of the 69th Regiment on the Signal de
Friscati became, in consequence, critical, but itsuccccded
in holding on.

While the nth Division was fighting these actions to

tlie south of the Sanon, the sgtli Division, whose troops

had been greatly fatigued by die work of the previous
da)-s, advanced only very slowly. By nightfall, it had
not been able to do more than establish itself to the
east of the Crcvic Woods, its right resting on the Sanon.
The XV and XVI Corps, also, owing to fatigue and

previous losses, were not in a condition to take up a
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vigorous pursuit. Indeed, the effects of incessant effort

and loss of sleep were being seriously felt. In spite of

this fatigue, the morale of the XX Corps remained high,

and its conduct under fire during the whole of the 26th

of August had been exemplary from every point of view.

The battle had now lasted several days along the whole

front of the Second Army and the culminating point of

the German advance from Charmes to the Moselle had

been reached. The enemy’s thrust toward the south-

east had been stopped and he had been forced to fight

a serious action to protect his communications—and

particularly those formed by . the Luneville—Einville

road—from the attacks of the XX Corps. This turn of

fortune must be seized, notwithstanding the fatigue of

our troops. That was to be the work of the following

days.

|| The Second Army had now advanced beyond the left

ofthe First Army, and this enabled General de Castelnau

to make a halt of twenty-four hours to give his troops

some rest. He therefore issued orders for the 27th to be

spent in consolidating the ground won and in reor-

ganizing the units, with a view to making a fresh effort

during the following days.

The Second Army was to resume its offensive in a

northerly direction on August 28th. The task of the

XX Corps was to support the attack of the XV Corps

on Luneville and to ensure its being able to debouch to

the north of that town. Accordingly, the right of the

iith Division was ordered to advance at 8 a.m. on the

Friscati heights and throw the enemy back to the north.

Some delay occurred at the crossing of the Meurthe, so

that it was only at noon that the attack could be started.

Before the day closed the Signal de Friscati was captured,

but when that happened I had already left the XX
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Corps, as orders had come from the Commandcr-in-

Chiefdirecting me to report at General Headquarters in

order to reeeivc a new command. At midday I left my
advanced post at Hudivillcr, turning over the command
of the Corps to General Balfourier, whowas at the head

of the nth Division.

I took with me Lieutenant-Colonel W'eygand, 5th

Hussars. During the whole of the war, in the various

commands which I was called upon to fill, he was to

serve as my Chief of Staff.

It was not without considerable emotion that I left

tlic gallant regiments of the XX Corps. In my farewell

order I recalled to them the glorious achievements of the

preceding days, during which they had never once given

ground except in obedience to forma! instructions from

higher authority. I arrived at Vitry-le-Francois at

6 p.M. Here I found General Joffre.

The impressions left upon me by this first month of

fighting in Lorraine were quite definite.

The flood of invasion had been checked and even

forced back, in spite of an undeniable superiority in

numbers and maliriel, especially heavy artillery, pos-

sessed by the enemy. The impetus of the German
offensive had been broken. It was solely due to the high

moral qualities of our men and our officers that we had
evetyavlierc met the enemy witli calm resolution and
handled him severely. Ifourcfforts had not been crowned
witli a Saalfcld or a Jena, ivc had at lc.ast escaped a

Wissembourg or a Frocscliwiller. And we were begin-

ning to forge ahead. Although we had not defeated the

left wing of the German armies we had broken tlicir

force and obliged them to retire.

Our adversary was dangerously .superior to us in the

modem war material witich he had been preparing for
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many years and was now using with great effect. In
spite of that and of the exceptional nature of the ground
here in Lorraine, his first dash had been checked and he
had failed to obtain a decisive result. He had not been
able to bring about that rapid and victorious march of

events which his undoubted superiority in men and
armament had led him to expect. He had seen his

undertakings fail and a retreat imposed upon him. He
realized that the victory he had counted upon must be

postponed to another day.

The question which arose in my mind was this : Could

we, by judiciously exploiting the undoubted qualities

possessed by our army, now undertake first to halt the

enemy along the whole of our front, and then prevent

his achieving immediate victory through his temporary

superiority in weapons and men, by ourselves assuming

a rapid and vigorous offensive ?

Was it possible for us even now to anticipate the day

when fortune would turn definitely in our favour, through

the accession of strength which not only our own
reserves and our industries but also our powerful allies

would bring us ?

For the German Command had evinced an un-

doubted hesitancy in the conduct of the war in Lorraine.

If he had let us penetrate deeply into the country and

had then counter-attacked us with all his forces united,

he might have engaged a defensive battle having decisive

results. He did not attempt this, notwithstanding the

thorough preparation of this whole theatre of operations

and his superior numbers.

Our rapid break-off on August 20th was followed by

only a feeble pursuit. When the enemy did decide to

undertake a vigorous offensive, it was confined to the sole

idea offorcing the gap ofCharmes ;
and this operation was
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pursued in total disregard of our forces on the Meurthe
and the Grand Couronne. Our flank attacks made it

impossible for him to condnue his advance, much less to

penetrate. He retired. ^Vhat had happened to us at

Morhange had fallen upon him in double measure at the

Couronne.

Generally speaking, it seemed proved tliat the new ;>

means of acdon furnished by automatic tveapons and
i

long-range guns enabled die defence to hold up any
j

attempt at breaking through long enough for a counter-
]

attack to be launched with saving circct. The “ pockets,”
'

which resulted from pardal attacks which ivcrc successful

and seemingly even decisive, could not be maintamed,

in spite of very costly losses, long enough to ensure a

definite rupture of the advenary’s line. They could be

too quickly rendered uninhabitable and useless for the

assailant.

When a defensive front has been forced by superior

numbers to fall back, it has not thereby been broken.

Counter-attacks on the assailant’s flank have often con-

sumed the latter’s reserves and threatened his communi-
cations, to the extent of eventually stopping his partial

advance and causing him to retire.

Many new subjects for reflection are oflered when we
ctamine the limitations and tlic weaknesses of an

offensive which, while tactically successful at first, is

continued in violation of the principles tvhich modcni

tveapons have now imposed ; we see tliat it is more than

ever necessary to study the situation created by the

circumstances of tlie moment and to make sure of the

possibilities to which they may give rise.

Bcc.ause he had checked us at Morhange without

having defeated us or even disorganized our forces, the

German Command, discounting a success svhicli svas
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purely uegative, launched his army soiitlnvard to'ward

the Moselle, heedless ofthe resistance Mdiich Nancy could

offer on the \vest and tlie Vosges on the east. He was

obliged to retire witliout having reached the Moselle at

Charines.

His superior strength had inspired him witli contempt

for his advcrsai'y and had given Iiim a confidence '^vliicli

could not be long enough sustained for victoiy to ciwra

it. This debut ^\as a lit harbinger of the battle of tlie

i^larne.



PART II

IN COl\I^L\ND OF THE NINTH ARMY

{August a^th—October .ph, 1914)





CHAPTER I

THE RETREtVT

Arrival at General Head^juarters—The situation from the Somme to the
Vosges—Tlic Commander-In-Chief assigns me to my new post, August aSlh
to :5ih—I take command of the " Army Detachment,” August r<>ih to
30th—Retreat and re-grouping of forces on the Rctoume. on the Suippe,

tnd—-The troops of the—Thercmforc^ *' Anny
_.j * jrd—The About Turn;

orders and plans for the Dattle of the Marne, September 3th—The Field of
Battle.

When I gave up command of the XX Corps I took

Licutcnant-Coloncl Weygand witli me, and on my way
tlirough Second Army headquarters at Neuves-Maisons

I picked up Lieutenant-Colonel Devaux. A special

countersign being in use in the entrenched camp of

Toul, we had some difiiculty in passing certain of the

posts. Tills caused considerable delay.

That matters tvcrc progressing favourably in Lorraine,

we, of course, knew, but our journey to General Head-

quarters was made in entire ignorance of what had

Iiappcncd to the other armies.

Wiicn we arrived at Vitry, Iiowcvcr, and read die

morning convmniqui, we had a rude awakening. This

said :
“ Tlic front of die invasion now reaches from the

Somme to the Vosges,” which meant that Belgium and
^11 the norUi of France up to the River Somme were in

die hands ofthe enemy. He was advancing on Paris, the

heart of the country, at furious speed. Our general

offensive on the frondcr had been thrown back and our

tniiics in the centre and on the left wing, (the Third,
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I'ourth, I'ifili and the British), were in full retreat,

closely pursued and constantly threatened by envelop-
ment on the west. Moreover, the touch between these

armies had been endangered.

The country on our line of retreat did not lend itself

to defence. The river valleys, such as the Oise and the

Aisne on the west and the Meuse on the east, led straight

to the region of Paris. In consequence, it was difficult

to see where there could be found a condnuous line of

defence facing north, behind which our vast front

might be re-established, thus giving us at least a few

days in which to reorganize our forces and put them in

order. Where could the retreat be definitely halted and

the offensive resumed with a fair chance of success ?

Fortunately, during this dme of danger and un-

certainty, the Commander-in-Chief never for a moment
lost his wonderful calm.

The magnitude and impetuosity of the German sweep

through Belgium had impelled his decision to withdraw

his forces beliind the following line :

Third Army : Verdun.

Fourth Army : The Aisne, from Vouziers to

Guignicourt.

Fifth Army : Craonne—Laon—La Fere.

British Army : Behind the Somme from Ham to Bray.

At the same dme, he had ordered the formation of the

Sixth Army, in the neighbourhood of Amiens, for the

purpose of checking the enemy’s advance by operadng

well out beyond the western flank of the French

formadon.

Once our front had been re-formed behind the above-

described general line, the offensive was to be resumed.

The attack was to be executed by the Fifth Army

concentrated behind the Oise in the area Moy—Saint
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Quentin—Vcrmand, by the British Army assembled

behind the Somme bettveen Ham and Bray, and by the

Sbith Army, which tvas to be formed in the Amiens area

not later tlian September and.

The Commander-in-Chiefcounted on gaining the time

necessary to put this plan into operation by the action

ofrear-guards ;
these, taking advantage of every obstacle

on the enemy’s march, would deliver short and violent

counter-attacks, using artillery fire for this purpose

whenever possible.

I arrived at General Headquarters on August aSth,

just after these instructions had been sent out. The
rapid pursuit of our forces by the enemy, however, \vas

making it difficult to put the plan into execution.

On August 25th the Fifth Army had begun to retire

from the general line Rocroi—Chimay—Avesnes, towards

the upper waters of the Oise, where it arrived on August

281I1. In spite of a brilliant success at Guise on the

morning of tlie 2gth, in the course of which the e.x-

hausted Bridsh Army on its left was extricated, the Fifth

Army was not quite able to restore die situadon.

The British Army had already fallen back from the

Somme, and its retreat behind the Oise, between
Noyon and La Fere, had caused a gap in the Allied

front. Fardicr to the west, the enemy had already

crossed the Somme, so tliat it remained to be seen

whether it would be possible to form the Sixth Aimy as

planned. Some of its units were sdll detraining near

.'Vmiens, while others had already been severely engaged
between Amiens and Peronne.

Towards the right, the Third and Fourth .-Vnoics had
redred on August 26U1 to the left bank of the Meuse.
On die 27th and aSdi the Third iVrmy continued its

redrcnicnt unmolested, and on die morning of the agth

•}9
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the mainbody of the FourthArmy also fell back, pursuant
to the general plan to the high ground south-west of the

Meuse, although its brilliant counter-attacks on the 27th
and 28th had effectively held the enemy to the line of

that river.

From the outset, an essentially offensive role had been
assigned to the Fourth Army, for the fulfilment of

which it had been given unusual strength. For the

operations that were now in view its size and the wide

extent of its front made it too unwieldy to be manoeuvred

efficiently by one man. Moreover, the chief danger at

present threatening this army lay on its left, where

contact with the Fifth Army had been lost The
formation of some of its units into a separate command,

therefore, would have the double advantage of reducing

its size and of providing a strong detachment whose

mission would be to cover it on the west and to regain

contact with the Fifth Army.

By the evening of the 28th the Commander-in-Chief

had not yet defined my future task, but since my arrival

I had been gathering full information as to the general

situation, and I had formed the beginnings of a staff by

adding Major Naulin and Interpreter-Officer Tardieu

to the two lieutenant-colonels and the aide-de-camp I

had brought from Lorraine.

In spite of the bad news that continued to reach

Generffi Headquarters, especially since August 20th, no

signs of agitation or confusion, much less of panic, were

to be observed there. The new minister of war, M.

Millerand, who arrived on the 27th, was struck by this

atmosphere of cairn, order and decision, and upon taking

his departure the following morning, he announced his

approval of the attitude and line of conduct adopted

by the Gommander-in-Ghief. When I arrived that night
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(August aBtli) I was assigned the quarters lie had just

vacated. Tlic Commandcr-in-Ciu'cf departed the nc-xt

morning to visit the Fifth Army, wliich tvas about

to engage the Battle of Guise. Before leaving he directed

me to lake command of an “ Army Detachment ”

which he had constituted on the left of the Fourth Army.

He called my attention especially to movements of

the enemy that might start from the direction Rocroy-

Philippcvillc. For the axccution of my task, I was to

come to an understanding with General dc Langlc de

Cary, then commanding the Fourth Army, with head-

quarters at Machault.

hly command consisted of the following troops :

The IX Corps* (Moroccan and 17th Infantry

Divisions).

The XI Corpsf (21st and 22nd Infantry Divisions).

The 52nd and 60th Reserve Divisions and the 9th

Cavalry Division} taken from the Fourth Army.

The 42nd Infantry Division,§ taken from the Third

Army and at that moment detraining near Guignicourt.

I was to act under the orders of the General com-

manding the Fourth Army. My mission was to protect

llic operations of that anny .against hostile movements

from the direction ofRocroy. I was .assigned Saint Erme

-Guignicourt as my general direction in c.asc of retreat.

Being clear as to my mission and tlic extent of my

powen, and svith full infonnalion touching p-ast events .as

well as regarding die plan of operations for the Allied

iraiics, I left die Headquarters of the Founli Army at

Machault in order to supenase the formauon of my

command. The Chief of Staff was to be Lieutenant-

‘if

5 *

• Ccacral Dubob.
t Ctocral Ejiloux.
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Colonel Weygand
;

the Assistant Chief, Lieutenant-
Colonel Devaux, while M^or Naulin and Interpreter-
Officer Tardieu were to form the nucleus of a staff that
would gradually be completed.

When I arrived at Machault, about 2.0 p.m., General
de Langle de Cary was in the midst ofan interview with
the Prefect of the Department of the Ardennes, who was
explaining the needs of the crowd of refugees whom the

enemy’s advance had driven down from that Department
and from Belgium. The General’s greeting to me was

:

‘‘You have been sent by Providence.”

I found that communications between Fourth Army’s

Headquarters and the units that were to come under my
command were not good, so that nothing definite as to

their situation was known. I learned, however, that

they had been greatly tried during the preceding days

;

order was lacking, and if they were to be counted upon

for effective action, it was essential that they be taken

closely in hand and a new spirit infused into them.

Furthermore, the General Officer Commanding the

Fourth Army informed me that on the next day, August

30th, he purposed to interrupt his retreat, so as to be in a

position to support the Third Army in an attack that it

intended to carry out on his right. A delaying action of

this description agreed entirely with the general plan

laid down for the centre armies. The rear-guards of the

Fourth Army therefore were to maintain their positions

during the day of the 30th and I was instructed to cover

that Army’s left.

During the 29th, however, the enemy had forced back

the IX Corps, forming the left ofmy army detachment,

to the south-west of the Mezieres—Rethel road. Its

retreat uncovered the bridges at Rethel and left them at

the enemy’s mercy; worse still, the 42nd Infantry
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Division was not yet capable of intervening in this

direction. If llic situation was not quickly re-established

the safety of the whole Fourtli Army would be imperilled.

I accordingly gave orders at once for my detachment to

retake the heights north of tlic Aisne between Attigny

and RctlicI and to hold them so as to deny to the enemy

during tile day of the 30th the Mcziercs—Rcthel and tlic

Mczicrcs—Atugny roads.

On the morning of tlic 30th news reached my advanced

headquarters, established at the Mairic of Attigny, that

these orders had not been carried out, owing either to

dekay in their transmission or to the closeness of the

enemy’s pursuit. In any case, two things were evident,

namely, that there was confusion in our channels of

command and that the enemy was following us

vigorously. Moreover, violent enveloping attacks on

botli my flanks forced me at 4.30 p.m. to withdrawal! my
troops soutli of the Aisne between Rcthel and Attigny.

In spite of the men’s c.'diaustion the retreat was carried

out with comparative case.

The French Fourth Army, during its passage through

the Ardennes, had been opposed by the German Fourth

Army and forced to retreat to the Meuse, where it

halted in an cflbrt to dispute the crossing of tlic river.

Now it found itself outflanked by anotlicr German army,

the Third, that had crossed the Meuse at Dinant and, on
August aSth, had delivered an attack against the French
left at Signy I’.Vbbayc.

Moreover, during die past few days, the space between
die French Fourth Anny and die Fifth Army, which was
manccuvring on its left as it fell back on the Oise, had
become greater and greater ; by August agdi, it

amounted to about twenty-five miles. In consequence
ofdiis gap, the German Tliird Army had encountered no
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opposition during its march forward and it was seriously

beginning to outflank our Fourth Army’s left.

This was the danger which my detachment was called

upon to guard against. But the right of the German
Fourth Army was pressing us from the direction of

Mezieres -where it had debouched, while at the same
time strong bodies of the German Third Army had
out-distanced us at Novion Porcien. We were

thus in danger of being cut off from the Aisne at

RetheL

It was in the midst of these difficulties that I took

command of the Army Detachment which had been

formed on August 30th under the very guns ofthe enemy.

That evening, very tired but in good order, it crossed the

Aisne, and ^vas now well placed to cover the left of the

Fourth Army. As the Fifth Army had reached the Oise

many miles away, there still existed the danger of being

outflanked and turned on our left.

I now had to see about re-establishing order and

cohesion in my force. The regiments had lost a large

number of their officers and a re-assignment of.those

remaining, especially of the company commanders, was

most urgent. Some of the bravest of these troops, such

as the Bretons of the XI Corps, were wandering about,

incapable of accomplishing any useful result from lack of

proper direction.

The Reserve Divisions had showm a lack of steadiness,

owing no doubt to their having been but recently

formed and thrown so abruptly into action. I decided

therefore to withdraw them from the front line and to

place them in reserve. They could there be taken in

hand and shaken down into organizations capable of

looking after themselves; with discipline and order

restored and material wants regularly supplied, cohesion
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ami confidence would rclum to the mat and the

liabit of authority to the officers.

At tlie same time, I took steps to regulate the move-

ments of supply trains and convoys for all tlie troops.

On the 30th 1 instructed Commanders of Army Corps

and Reserve Divisions to send out detachments of

gendarmes, cavalry or other reliable troops, to round up

stragglers and return them to their units.

The General Officer Commanding the Fourth Anny
intended to resume his ofTensivc toward tlie north on

August 31st, with the object of assailing the hostile

forces that had crossed the Meuse above Stenay. He
was to be supported on his right by the Third Army.

For my part, informed by the events of tltc previous day,

I decided to withdraw my detachment south of the

Rctourtie. By so doing, I would still be in a position to

cover the left flank of the Fourtli Army, I would avoid

being too closely pressed by the enemy, and I would

escape the danger of having him outflank me. My left

would be extended by the early entrance into line of the

•land Infantry Division, svhich, in its turn, would be

covered in the direction of the Abne by the gth Cavalry

Division.

On the moniing of the gtst my advanced headquarters

were established at Bcthcniville. Here I learned that

during the night a comidcrable amount of disorder had
been caused in the gand and 60th Reserve Divisions by
returning stragglers. I at once decided, therefore, to

withdraw these divisions beliind the Suippe in order to

get them firmly in hand.

llie citemy showed little activity during tlie morning,

and I counted upon this respite and the imminent
concentration of my detachmait in the valley of the
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Retourne for organizing a line of resistance along that
river. In the afternoon, three German Divisions

crossed to the south bank of the Aisne but they did not
trouble our line of defence. In spite of this calm on our
front, the detachment remained continually threatened

by envelopment on its left flank, as contact with the

Fifth Army had not yet been established. It also risked

being separated from the Fourth Army on its right, if that

army should delay too long on the cast bank of the Aisne.

The Commander-in-Chief appreciated the dangerous

situation which this might precipitate, and, at 6.15 p.m.,

he telephoned as follows to the G.O.G. Fourth Army :

“ I wish to have General Foch’s personal estimate of

the situation arising from the enemy’s dispositions on his

front. Can he hold on and hope for a successful issue ?

Forward this message to him and request him to reply at

once.”

I received this note about 7.30 p.m., and immediately

proceeded to Fourth Army Headquarters at Monthois,

so thatmy answer might be forwarded to the Commander-

in-Chief. It was given in the following terms ;

“ The Army Detachment will have trouble in holding

on for two, let alone three days, in the face of hostile

forces already identified as two corps, and which may be

increased. I base my reasons upon :

“ I. The nature of the ground in the Champagne area,

which facilitates the enemy’s advance. There are no

strong supporting positions for the defence, the woods are

easily penetrated and no important streams afford us

lines of resistance.

“ 2. The weakness of the IX Corps in artillery.

“3. The fatigue of the men.
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“ The only way the dctachnicnt could hold out would

be by maiKcuvring in retreat, and Uiis over a depth

which, without doubt, would endanger the Fourth

Anny."

The Coinntandcr-in-Chicf agreed with iny view and

ordered the Fourth Army to fall back, covered by the

detachment. He added :

“ All ranks must be made to understand that this

retirement is being cfTccted with a view to future

operations, and that it is not being forced upon us by the

enemy."

In order to carry out my task of covering the w'ith-

drawal of the Fourth Anny, I decided to hold on firmly

to the line of the Ketoume during September ist, and at

the same time to make the reserve divisions prepare a

second position on the line Arnes—Suippe.

The moniing of September ist wiis comparatively

(piict. The enemy had not yet made any serious

attack when I received infonnalion from the Fourth

Army that, in confonnity with instructions from General

Headtiuartcrs, it would continue its retirement after

passing to the south of the Aisne. .Accordingly, I

issued orders for all my forces to reach the soutli bank of

the rivers .Ames and Suippe by evening, with the reserve

divisioiu south ofthelineUeine—.Moroiwillicrs. Thegtli

Cavahy Division was to continue to cover my left and
to delay as much as possible any hostile forces that might
cross the .Aisne in the neighbourhood ofA'eufchatel.

When the front line units reedved this order, thc>-

weie lighting on the Retourr.e. \r.erthclcss, the
withdrawal from action was effected under the cover of
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Strong rear-guards without too much difficulty, and the

detachment reached its new positions during the night.

Tile hostile forces on my front were identified from
captured prisoners as being the Prussian XI and VIII
Corps and the Saxon XIX and XII Reserve Corps

;
the

whole forming the German Third Army under General

von Hausen.

I now established my PIcadquarters at Sillery. The
Fourth Army spent September 2nd in establishing its

troops in good order behind the line Sechaut—Somme Py,

while my force executed only the slight movements

necessary to bring the main body soutli of the line

Moronvilliers—Rheims. Touch was regained on the left

with the Fifth Army and Fort St-Thierry. It was also in

communication with the Commandants of the forts

north ofRheims, Berry, Fresnes and Brimont
; we would

consequently be able to make use of these forts for our

infantry and field artillery if occasion arose. The 9th

Cavalry Division being no longer required on the west, I

moved it over to the east to assure our touch with the

Fourth Army.

As the days went by I got to know my troops better.

I had not been with them during the battles they had

fought in Belgium, but I now began to comprehend

the impression this severe experience had left on the

men.

The Moroccan Division'^ of the IX Corps had been

engaged in violent fighting for several days and had

suffered heavily. It remained full of spirit but needed

reinforcements. The 17th Divisionf of that Corps had

been less tried.

The severe ordeals experienced by the XI Corps,

General Humbert.

f General Guignabaudet.
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especially at Maissin, had left their mark on die men.

Many ofiiccrs had been killed, especially in the Breton

regiments. The men were constantly asking for officers

to be sent to lead them against the enemy once more.

The -land Division was in e.\ccllcnt shape. It had

only recently arrived, was very well commanded and had

not been dirough any costly c.\pcricnccs. The Reserve

Divisions, immediately upon their arrival, had been

]>hmgcd into a battle lasting several days, and thb had

considerably shaken them. Many of their officers were

inexperienced or too old. The consequence was that die

men of these Divisions needed encouragement and their

officers new blood.

Our methodical retreat of the last few days had

enabled us not only to elude the enemy’s grasp, but also

to tighten up discipline and rc'infusc order in the ranks.

The arrival ofreinforcements had also made it possible to

re-group and reorganize the Reserve Divisions, keeping

them during this process removed from the excitement of

the forward line. Our front was now firmly and
conunuously established, and contact with the Fifth and
Fourth Annies on the left and right had been regained.

The result was a considerable improvement in the

tactical situation, and this in its turn engendered a

feeling of confidence. The severity of the fighting, the

sleepless nights and c.xli3usting marches, intensified the

inevitable depression tliat accompanies a retreat, and all

ranks were in a state of serious fatigue. But it ivas

already possible to predict Uiat, witli a few more days of

test and reorganization, the troops would be ready to

turn about and attack again witli fair clianccs of success.

Tiic hope, however, at one time entertained, of being

able to resume a general ofTemive on or about Scptcnibcr

end had now to be definitely abandoned.
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Sucli was the situation when September opened.

•i*‘ -i' :*!
.-i;

On September ist, the Commander-in-Chiefissued the

foilowing instructions to Army Commandci-s :

*’ In spite of the tactical victories gained by the

Third, Fourth and Fifth Armies on the Meuse and at

Gui.se, the enemy’s attempt to envelop the left flank of the

Fifth Army has been insufliciently blocked by the

Sixlii Army and the British, thus making it necessary

for the Allied forces to effect a change of front, pivoting

on their right.

The whole of the Third, Fourih andFifth Annies will renew

the ojfcnsive as soon as the Fifth Army isfreedfrom the danger of

being onfjlanhed.

This movement may oblige tire armies to continue

falling back in a general north-south direction for some

little time.

‘‘The Fifth Army, on the marching ^ving, must, at

any cost, prevent the enemy from outflanking it on its

left. The other armies, not faced by a similar danger and

less pressed in their movements, must seize every

favourable occasion to halt, attack and delay the

enemy.”

The instructions tlien proceeded to define tlie limit

that the retirement might attain, rvitliout in any way

presupposing that such a limit would be reached. The

limit indicated for the Fourth Army was the rivers

Ornain and Aube, in the region ofArcis-sur-Aube.

As can be seen, tlie Gommander-in-Ghief still drought

it advisable, on September ist, to continue die retreat.
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\Vc, of course, had only to comply with hU views,

profiliin; meanwhile by the brcatliing spell allorved us, to

prepare our troops for the coming battle. During tire

next few days the retreat southwards continued without

any interference on the part of tire enemy.

By the evening of September 3rd the forces of the

Army Detachment were in echelon between the Marne
and the Vcslc, with Headquarters at Toun-sur-Mame.

On the .(th the main body was on the general line of the

Clulons—Bergeres—Eloges highw.ay, with Headquarters

at I'cre-Champenoise.

That morning, crowds of refugees, whieh were being

continually augmented by the inhabitants of the

abandoned districts, had gready impeded the movements

of troops and supply trains. On p.assing through

Vertus, about noon, I gave orders that, except between

die hours of 3.0 P.st. and midnight, the refugees on our

line ofmarch were to be kept clear of the roads, so as to

prevent airy reeurrence of this trouble and to ensure the

movement of our trains.

On September 5th the normal services of supply etc.

appropriate to an army were assigned to my detachment,

thus enabling it to function independently of the Fourth

Army, and rny force was then formally constiurted as the

Ninth Anny, It w;i5 reinforced by the i8th Infantry

Division* (IX Corps), which after August 20th, had
beeit tcm[>or.rrily left in Ixirrainc.

The movements prescribed for the day of September

5th anticipated that the advanced guards of the Ninth

Army would reach the line Sommesous—Ferc-Cham-

jscnoisc—Scaanne, but early in the morning of drat day
nesv inslruciioits arrived from General Headquarters

which S'crc to bring our retreat to art end.
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I'hcsc were as follows :

“ The time has come to take advantage of the hazard-
ous situation in which the German First Army now finds

itself and bring to bear upon it the concentrated efforts

of the Allied Armies on our extreme left.

“ The ncccssaiy dispositions will be taken during

September 5th for launching an attack on the 6th. By
die evening of the 5ih, the following movements must
have been effected :

• * • •

“ (c) The Fifth Army, closing slightly on its left, will be

established on the general front Coiirtagon—Esternay

—

Sezanne, ready to attack in a general south-north

direction.

“ (d) The Ninth Army (General Foch) will cover the

right of the Fiftli Army, holding the southern exits of the

Saint-Gond Marshes and moving a portion ©fits forces on

to the plateau north of Sezanne.

“ The various armies will take the offensive on the

morning of September 6th.”

This order I received during the night of the 4th and

5th. To prevent my troops from marching too far

south and thus finding themselves too far from the field

of battle now prescribed for them, it was urgent to stop

their retirement. I therefore issued, at 5 a.m. on

September 5th, the following orders :

“ The main body ofthe XI Corps will halt south ofthe

Somme. Contact will be maintained on its left with the

IX Corps, whose advanced guards will be established on

the line AuInay-aux-Planches—Morains-le-Petit—Ecury.

“ No fighting unit of the IX Corps will move south of
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ihc line Connan'rc—Iiu\7. Its rear-guards will be

established on the line Aulnay-aux-Planches—Morains-

Ic-Pctit—Peury.
“ The .jind Infantry Division svill hold the exits of the

Sainl-Gond Marshes between Bannes and Oyes. No
lighting unit of this Division must move south of the line

Allcniant—Fere-Champenoise.
“ The 5and and Goth Reserve Divisions, attached

respectively to the IX and XI Corps will be disposed in

rear.

“ The gth Cavalry Division will cover the right of the

army, the front of which will extend .along the general

lines marked by the Saint-Gond Marshes and the river

Somme, between Ecury and Sommesous.”

If the continuation of the retreat originally planned

for September 5th had been carried out, the Ninth Army
would h.Tvc found itself, on the Gth, in an unfavourable

position for engaging in the battle, since it svould have

had at Sommesous, Fcrc-Chanipcnoise and Sezanne,

only its advanced guards, and it svould have lost the

advantages offered by the infrequent obstacles presented

by the terrain in Champagne, namely the Somme, tlie

S.Tim-Gond Marshes and the svoods that prolong them.

It was of prime importance for die Ninth Army, even at

the risk of finding itself in advance of the Fourth and
Fifth Armies (on its right and left), to be in a posiuon to

use these obstacles during the eoming battle, and it svas

with this object in view that I issued the above orders.

Tlicy were at once conveyed by liaison oflicers to the

coqjs and divisional commanders.
.My next t;isk w;\s to complete preparauous for the

following day’s battle, keeping particularly in view the

Coinmandcr-in-ChicTs prescription for support of die

Gj
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I'ifih Auny s attack. lo this end it was important to

sei'/.e ti^e lidi^cs north ot the Saint-Gond Ivlarshes in
orcktr lo deny them to the enemy’s artillery. For that

artillery, once in possession of these ridges, would be in a
position to prevent the Fifth Army’s advance north of
Sexanne.

Accordingly at 9.30 a.m., I gave the following order :

“
'The I'ilih Army (X Corps) is to attack to-morrow in

the general direction Sezanne—iMoiitmirail and to the

west. ’Fo cover the right of tliis attack, die 42nd
Division will establish a strong advanced guard this

evening on the line Villeneuvc-Iez-Charleville—Soizy-

aux-iiois. The Division will take up posidons that will

enable it to operate to-morrow in the general direcdon

Vilieneuve-iez-Charleville—Vauxchamps (the X Corps

advanced guards will reach Fssarts-les-Sezannc in the

evening). The IX Corps will similarly occupy Congy

and Toulon-Ia-Montagne, being ready to operate to-

morrow in the direction of Bayc and Etoges.”

After giving these orders in the morning at Fere-

Champenoise, where I also saw the General Officer

Commanding the IX Corps, I moved my Fleadquarters

to Plancy.

My army was to cover the right of the Fifth Army in its

attack the next day ; to do this I was to hold the southern

exits of the Saint-Gond Marshes and establish a part of

my forces on the Sezanne plateau. These being my
instructions I now proceeded to see how best I could

carry them out.

The ground on which the Ninth Army was about to

fight presents special features. The most noteworthy are

the Saint-Gond Marshes, running from east to west,
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some lea miles loiifj, aiul varj-iiig from half a mile to

three or four in width. These marshes, c.'tccpt for the

four roads which tnaverse them from north to south, are

practically imp.tssahlc. On the north bank the ground

rises sharply to Congy (altitude 500 feet) and Toulon-!a-

.Montagne (altitude 330 feet), tvhich dominate the

marshes.

On the southern bank it slopes up much more gradu-

.ally, except for the isolated hill of Mont-Aout, and to the

west, in the vicinity of Mondement and Allcmant.

Here rise the cliffs ofSezanne, 250 feet high, dominating

the plain and closing the western e.\trcmity ofthe marshes.

The only stream flowing from the manihes in this

direction is the Petit kforin. The country is rugged,

demely wooded and with very' limited fields of view,

except at Mondement, which constitutes a strong point

for defence and .an excellent obscrx'alion station.

The country to the cast of the marshes, on the other

hand, possesses all the wcll*known characteristics of

the Champagnc-Pouilly region ; that is to say, vast

chalky plains, slightly undulating and covered with thin

Clops of oats or seattcred copses of pine trees, streams

almost dry, and wooden villages, the houses of which
were destined soon to be set ablaze by artillery fire. A
country of c.asy passage, without obstacles, having no
shelter or points for offering resistance

; in short, one
totally unsuited to defence.

The line of the Somme—Soude, on which ourdefemive

o)«:ralions were in the first place to be based, offers no
vaiialion fiom the weaknesses above described, while the

town of I'crc-Cllumpcnoisc, though superior in extent

and solidity of construction to the other villages in

tlicse isails, is of c.asy apptoach for an enemy. In the

absence of anything better, s\c had to content ourselves
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with the little help that such ground afforded.

In the centre ol the Ninth Army’s front, however,
the Saint-Gond Marshes provided ground favourable for

defence. Here I assigned as small a portion of my
forces as possible, namely a fraction only of the IX Corps
for a line nine miles long between Oyes and Bannes.

Since my left was expected to support vigorously the

attack of the Bifth Army, I assigned to this task the 42nd
Infantry Hivision, the advanced guards of the IX Corps

{which, at 9.30 a.m., I directed to be pushed as rapidly as

possible to tile higli ground north of the marshes) and the

reserves which this Corps was to prepare with a view to

operating along the Champaubert road.

To the eastern portion ofmy front, on the other hand,

where, as ha.s been seen, the terrain has no defensive

value, I was obliged to detail a large number of troops.

I therefore assigned the whole of the XI Corps to the line

from Morains-le-Petit to Lenharree, with instructions to

take up at the beginning a defensive position along the

Somme.
Such were the general arrangements for my Army.

Its front covered something more than twenty-two miles.

After they had been decided upon, I was still a prey to

grave anxiety concerning my right, which extended only

to Lenharree, leaving between it and the left of the

Fourth Army at Vitry-le-Frangois, a gap of easily-

traversed country, twenty-three miles wide. To fill this,

I had available only the 9th Cavalry Division. Evidently

this force could do nothing more than keep watch over

such a wide stretch of country, possibly delaying any

strong hostile bodies that might present themselves, but

incapable of stopping them. This comparatively un-

protected space exposed my right to being outflanked

and enveloped.
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That- same evening, moreover, llie Fourth Army
informed me llial il “ would be unable to support the

right of the Ninth Army against enemy attacks coming

from Chalons in the direction of Arcis, as it had to

co-ordinate its action with that of the Third Army.” A
yatvning breach would therefore remain between the

Ninth and the Fourth Armies.

Under these circumstances, it w.as impossible to shut

my eyes to the gravity of the conditions under whieh we
were about to engage a battle upon the outcome of

which depended the Cite of our country. If in tlic end

we emerged victorious, it was due to the c-Ktraordinary

individual skill of all, soldiers and ofTicers alike, working

in perfect harmony and rising in every emergency to a

pl.mc of magnificent heroism.

<i7



CHAPTER II

'I'lIE BATl'LE OF THE MARNE

Scpicmbcr 6lh : TheJBattlc develops along the whole front of the Ninth Army,
which maintains its positions.

Scple»:ber jih : Conlimialion of tho enemy attacks—The left and centre stand
firm, the XI Corps gives way on the right.

Septc»ibcr Slh : The attacks become more violent—Serious repulse of the
Xi Corps—The remainder of the line holds fast—The left gains some ground.
Sepiember c)ih Tlie .jend Division is relieved by the Fifth Army—Repeated
and violent German attacks—The Moroccan Division loses and retakes
Mondemeut—Movements of the .}2nd Division—The Battle ends in our

victory.

After having spent the night at Plancy, I established my
Advanced Headquarters on the morning of the 6th at

Fleurs.

My orders of the previous forenoon for placing posts at

Toulon-la-Montagne and Vert-la-Gravelle, north of the

Saint-Gond marshes, had been satisfactorily carried out

by the 1 7th Division. The Moroccan Division, however,

which should have occupied Gongy, was not able to do

so, as this place was already in the enemy’s possession.

When, at 3 a.m., General Blondlat’s Brigade delivered an

attack on the village, it found the enemy strongly

entrenched and could make no headway. As a matter

of fact, troops of another German army, in addition to

the one that had been following me directly, had

appeared on the scene. This was the Second Army,

which, following closely on the heels of our Fifth Army,

had reached by noon on the previous day, the line

Montmirail-Vertus. In this forward movement, the

enemy in passing had seized certain points, in particular
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Coiigy, which I had ordered to be occupied. Moreover,

lliis Gcniinii Second Army, on the morning of tlie 6tli,

look tile olfcmive and, supported by powerful ardllery

fire, launclicd a violent attack against the Ninth Army.

After its repulse at Congy, General Blondlat’s Brigade

tried to hold on to the northern edge of the marshes, but

w;i$ soon forced to fall back and finally withdrew to the

south bank.

The 135th Infiintry Hegiment of tlie 17th Division was

more fortunate, and succeeded in occupying Toulon-la-

Montagne. Its left flank, however, was soon axposed by

the retirement of General Blondlat’s Brigade, and, being

violently attacked, it was in its turn forced back south

of the marshes. A counter-attack launched by tlie yyih

Hegiment on Toulon had no success, being first met by a

Itowerful artillery barrage and then assailed by its

adversary from strongly held positions. Its situation

soon became critical and it svas forced to retire on
Bauncs.

By the end of the morning it svas quite clear that

the IX Corps would not be able to gain a footing north

of the marshes. At midday, therefore, I issued the

following instructions, recalling to that Corps the

essential part of its task :

“ It is imperative that the IX Corps take up by
evening defensive ixuidons ofsuch indisputable strength

.as to prevent the enemy on iu front from advancing

ftiithcr south.
“ It must also maintain close and certain contact wiili

the 42nd Division and the XI Corps.
“ The location and distribution of troops of the IX

Coips must be such as to obtain the above result stithoui

possibility of failure.
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I ills Corps is also rcniiiidcd that a bombardment
from the high ground near Toulon and Congy is to be
anticipated this evening

; measures must be taken to

hold on in spite of this bombardment to the south bank of
the Saint-Gond Marshes.”

In e.'cecution of these instructions, the IX Corps
established itself south of the marshes, but being sub-

jected the whole afternoon to violent and repeated

attacks, it was unable to prevent the enemy from

reaching Banucs. Tlie Germans pushed considerable

forces, including the Guard, through the marshes, but

the artillery of the I7tli Division prevented them from

debouching. For several days, in fact up to the end of

the battle, all enemy attacks in this direction were

broken up by the well-directed fire of our 75’s.

Nightfall found the Germans on the south bank of the

marshes with the 17 th Division and the Moroccan

Division entrenched in front of them. The French

52nd Reserve Division'*' in second line on the front Mont
Aout—Fere-Champenoise, kept the southern exits of the

marshes under its fire.

While this was happening in the centre, the left and

right of the Ninth Army were no less seriously engaged.

On the left, the 42nd Division on the afternoon of the

5th had taken up its position around Mondemont
;

its

advanced guards were pushed out to La Villeneuve-lez-

Charleville—Soisy-aux-Bois—Saint-Prix, which line was

occupied only after heavy fighting.

Early on the 6th, reconnaissances showed that Baye

Saint-Prix and Corfelix were being held in strength by

the enemy, who shortly after opened artillery fire on the

Villeneuve plateau and the Bois des Grandes Garennes,

* General Battesti.
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occupied since about 8 a.m., by the 162nd Regiment.
The Germans then launched a general attack along the

entire front of the 42nd Division.

Throughout the whole day desperate fighting took

place around tlie Bois dc la Branlc and the village of

Villeneuve, which was three times taken and retaken.

In the evening, however, the X Corps, operating on the

right of the Fifth Army, took Charlcville, disengaged the

left of the 42nd Division and ensured its possession of

Villeneuve.

The struggle on the right of this Division went on
with equal violence. After repulsing several German
attacks on the Bois des Grandcs Garennes, the i6and

Regiment about it a.m. was forced back witli heavy

losses
;

it withdrew to the northern edge of the Saint-

Gond woods, which it set about to defend. In order to

restore the situation in this direction. General Dubois,

Commanding the IX Corps, ordered the Moroccan
Division to deliver an immediate attack directed on
Saint-Prix. Two battalions of Moroccans carried this

out in conjunction with the 162nd. In the face of heavy

artillery fire, they captured Montalard farm, but could

advance no farther.

Towards 6.30 p.m., the lighting on the 42nd Division’s

front came to an end. This Division had suffered heavy

losses, but by its stubborn resistance it had repulsed the

repeated and violent attacks of tlic enemy and at night-

fall was still holding its line.

On the right of the Army, the XI Corps had also been

heavily engaged. Posted on the Somme, between

Morains-lc-Petit and Lcnharree (later on as far as

Ilaussimont), it had tlic important task of covering the

army’s right flank, particularly against any Gcnnan
advance from the region of Clialons.
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ihc tnst^ tUicl2'2nclf Divisions had taken up positions
on the river, the fornicr between Morains-ie-Petit and
iS'oniieCj the latter above iVonnee. Xhe Goth Reserve
DivisioiC. was held in the region of Montepreux,
Semoine and Herbisse in support.

Early in the morning the enemy made contact with our
line of defence along the Somme and was evidently

[>repanng to attack. At lo a.m., the bombardment had
become particularly violent in the direction of Morains
and Ecury and it gradually spread south until, at 1 1 a.m.,

it embraced the whole front of the XI Corps. About
midday the Germans launched their infantry attack.

Tliey succeeded in capturing Normec and Ecury, and

our troops who were defending Morains, finding them-

selves isolated and in danger of being surrounded, were

forced to retreat from that village.

On the right, the Germans captui'ed Vassimont and

Plaussimont, so that at 5 p.m., with the exception of

Lcnharree which still held, the whole line of the Somme
was lost to us. The commander of the XI Corps

ordered a general offensive to re-capture it. Vassimont

and Plaussimont were retaken, but on the left the 21st

Division was so exhausted that it could not resume the

attack. Normee, Ecury and Morains remained in the

hands of the enemy, and all efforts were then directed to

prevent his debouching from these villages.

We may sum up the events of the first day of the battle

as follows :

The Ninth Army had been violently attacked on the

whole of its front, the open ground to the east having

favoured the enemy’s advance. In spite of this, contact

with the Fifth Army on the left had been fully maintained

and the 42nd Division had held the enemy for the most

* General Eadiguet. f General Pambet. J General Jopp6.
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part in check. In llic centre, the IX Corps liad been

forced back from ils forward positions north of the

Marshes, but soutli of them it had established a strong

line of resistance.

On the right, while the XI Corps had given way only

slightly, its situation was disquieting, since tlie ground

here did not lend itself to defence and tlic right flank of

the Corps was entirely in the air. To relieve this

situation, the i8th Division, which upon detraining had

been concentrated in the area Semoinc—Villcrs—Her-

bissc, was placed at the disposition of the G.O.C. XI
Corps. This was an important reinforcement and might

enable this Corps not only to restore the situation, but

also to fulfil an oflensive mission wliich I contemplated

assigning to it the following day.

As for the gth Cavalry Division, it had been obliged to

fall back during die evening towards Mailly.

The day’s fighting had been very severe, but the

Ninth Army had fulfilled its mission. It had witlistood

violent attacks from the greater portion of the German
Second Army, in particular those of die German X
Corps in the region of Saint-Prbe and of die Guard
Corps at Bannes, Morains-lc-Petit and Normec. In

addition, the German Third Army had brought die

whole weight of its right wing against die line of the

Somme from Nomice to Lcnharrcc and Somincsous,

ivhilst threatening with its left our junedon with the

Fraicli Fourth Army.
To ofiset this, the news from other parts of the front

was fortunately reassuring. At 1.30 p.u., the X Corps
(Fifdi Army) reported that die front of diis Army was
clear ofthe enemy, who was redring on Montmirail. In
the evening we learned that die other corps of the Fifth

Aniiy were pushing forward widi success, and that die
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battle engaged by tiic Sixth Army on the Ourcq was so
far going in our favour.

For September 7th, I had in view for the Ninth Army
the following tasks :

On the left, to support the forward movement of the

Fifth Army by an offensive west of the Marshes
;

to cover
the right flank of the attack now being made by our
armies to the west by checking the enemy forces operat-

ing in Champagne on the plains of Fere-Champenoise,

Sommesous and Sompuis at any cost.

On the right, to keep touch with our armies to the

cast, whose nearest element, the Fourth Army, rested its

left flank on Vitry-Ic-Fran^ois.

Upon returning to my Headquarters at Plancy, I

accordingly gave orders that the posidons then held were

to be maintained on the 7 th at all hazard. The IX Corps

was to cover the south of the Saint-Gond Marshes, the

XI Corps, Morains-le-Pedt and the valley of the Somme
between Ecury-lc-Repos and Haussimont. On the left

of the Army, the 42nd Division, in conjunedon with the

X Corps, was to attack under the same condidons as on

the previous day.

On the right, the XI Corps, after seizing Clamanges and

the high ground south of that village, was to advance in

the direction of Pierre-Morains—Colligny—Mont-Aime.

The IX Corps was to be ready to support the XI Corps

in the direcdon of Aulnizeux and Vert-la-Gravelie.

The 1 8th Division was to be held as army reserve in the

vicinity of Euvy. The 9th Cavalry Division was to

cover the right of the army, keeping watch in the

direction of Vitry and Chalons and sending a detach-

ment to endeavour to gain touch with the left of the

Fourth Army at Camp Mailly.

Evidently, it was on this side that danger was most to
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be expected. The Fourth i\xmy was fighting fiercely on

the defensive and a gap of twenty miles still c-xisted

between its left and tlic right of the Ninth Army.

Moreover, dc Langic de Cary informed me that only on

September 8th could this space be partially filled by a

new corps, the XXI* wliich would then come into

line. We had to be ready therefore to meet unaided any

blow coming from tliis direction.

Under these circumstances, I felt that the positions

now held by the Ninth Army, however threatening the

immediate outlook might be, must be maintained at all

costs. The only tvay this could be accomplished was by
the display of c.\ccptional energy and activity on the

part of every man, and I made a pressing appeal to

my Army, “ to maintain and extend tire successes it

had already gained over an enemy who had sufTcred

heavy losses and whose situation was now extremely

hazardous."

r\s the battle might last several days, I gave instructions

for the attacks to be carried out methodically : infantry

was to be economised, artillery freely used and every foot

ofground gained was to be at once organized for defence.

These were the tactics prescribed for commanders of all

units.

The enemy, on his side, realized that liis advance as

a whole had been checked. His right wing being in

difiiculties on the Ourcq and his left indefinitely held up
in Lorraine, he resolved to strike a decisive blow in the

centre. Tliis was his sole remaining chance of winning
the victory on which he had counted, but tlic probability

of which had been so singularly diminished during the

last forty-eight hours. For this final effort he intended

to put in every man he had left in tlic sector.

* OcciU
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The main weight of his attack was to fall on the
French Fourth and Ninth Armies. The plan was to put
these Armies definitely out of action, or, failing this, to

force them apart and dash through the resulting breach.

'Fhe execution of the plan, in what concerned the front of

the Ninth Army, was to be eficcted by launching violent

attack.s east and west of the Saint-Gond Marshes, that is

to .say in the very directions I had fixed for the attacks of

my 4cnd Division and XI Corps.

The lighting of September 7th, 8th and gth was

destined to be furious on both sides, but it was to end in

the defeat of the German forces.

Early in the morning of the 7th the combat was

renewed along the whole line. On the left, heavy

attacks were pronounced against the Moroccan Division

and the 42nd, the latter as it was in the act of advancing.

La Villeneuve was lost but was retaken shortly after-

wards by the 151st Regiment. By 10.15

162nd had been forced back from Soisy and the Saint-

Gond Woods, as far as the Montgivroux road. The

Moroccan Division having lost Oyes and Montalard

Farm, fell back to tlie ridge north of Mondement.

The situation was serious and I felt it necessary to

repeat my warnings to the XI Corps that its essential

mission in tliis quarter, which was to maintain contact

with the 42nd Division and at all costs prevent the

enemy from debouching by Saint-Prix, remained un-

changed. I also called its attention to the fact that the

long ridge behind Mondement should by this time

already be occupied by the division in reserve.

The G.O.C. Fifth Army, who had reported that

the enemy was retiring on his front, ordered the X Corps

to take measures to break up any attack the Germans

might make on the left of,the Ninth Army.
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At about 5 F.M. the 42nd and the Moroccan Divisions,

reinforced hy tlic reserves of tlie IX Corps, launclicd a

counter-attack witli the object of recapturing Soisy, the

Saint-Gond Wood and Saint-Prix. Tliis attack was met

hy very licavy rifle-fire from trenches that the enemy had

constructed between the Saint-Gond Woods and Mont-

givroux. Desperate fighting ensued, particularly in the

Bois de la Branlc, and Uiough the situation was not

cnurcly restored, the enemy’s advance in this direction

was in any ease broken up.

Fighting came to an end about 6 F.si., tvith our troops

holding the Montgivroux road and the soutliem portion

of the Bois de la Branle. Small parties had even

penetrated into the Saint-Gond Wood. As against this,

the enemy, towards tlie end of the day, had once more

retaken La Villencuve.

In the centre of the army, on the southern bank of the

Marshes, both sides had remained on the defensive, the

action here having been confined to artillery fire.

On die right, the morning had started with heavy

fighting. At 8 a.m. tlie XI Corps was attacked along

the whole front, notably in the direction of Lcnharrcc.

Shortly aftenvards, strong forces debouching from

Morauts-lc-Petit and Ecury-lc-Rcpos fell on the 21st

Division which, although well supported by the artillery

of the 17th Division, only held its ground witli difficulty.

The situation was already critical and might quickly

become worse, for it was evident that the troops were on
the verge of giving way. The consequences of any
break at Utis point might be disastrous, for at this very

moment the right wing of the Gennan armies was
yielding under the successful blows of our armies to die

west.

Just as the attacks ofdie .jand and Moroccan Divisions
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had iicutrali'/.cd the enemy’s efforts in the direction of
Mondcinent, so it seemed that the only chance of stop-
ping his advance on the XI Corps was by ourselves

attacking liim along the Somme. Convinced of this, and
feeling sure that only a change of attitude on the part of
the XI Corps could restore the situation, I issued tlie

hjiiuwing orders :

On tile left u'irig of the Army, the enemy appears to

l)e giving way. The XI Corps will ensure the defence of

the Somme at Kcury, Norniec and Lenharree. A
Brigade of'thc thtii Division is placed at its disposal. It

will use tills Brigade for delivering an immediate

attack on Clainanges, from the direction of Normee.

The eand Division will attack Pierre-Morains and the

hill south-east of Pierre-Morains.”

The necessity I felt for maintaining tliis situation

at all costs, and also for blocking the enemy’s advance

into the gap between us and the Fourth Army, was

entirely in accord with the Commander-in-Chief’s

views, which tvcrc telephoned to us at 5.15 p.m. It was

deemed essential that we hold on until the right of the

Ninth Army could be disengaged by the Fourth Army.

General de Langle de Cary had been requested to ensure

this as soon as a tactical success on his own front had

been obtained.

The XI Corps meanwhile, had not been able to carry

out the attack ordered, for the enemy, after severe

fighting, had taken both Lenharree and
.
Vassimont.

The XI Corps confined itself, therefore, to maintaining

the 2 1 St and 22nd Divisions on a line roughly following

the woods south of Morains-le-Petit and the Sommesous

—

Fere-Champenoise railway.
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If the enemy had continued lus advance, this failure of

the XI Corps to make the prescribed attack might have

had very serious results. Fortunately, he was checked by
the opportune action of the IX Corps, which arrived just

in time to disengage the left of the XI Corps. This

occurred about 4.30 p.m., when the gotli Regiment of the

17th Division delivered a counter-attack in the direction

of Aulnay-aux-PIanchcs and Aulnizeux. It succeeded

in gaining possession of the latter village, without

however being able to hold it, for tlie Germans shordy

afterwards retook it.

On my extreme right the gth Cavalry Division, after

having recaptured Sommesous which for a while had

fallen into the possession of tlic enemy, succeeded in

establishing its main body in the area Mailly—Villicrs

—

Herbissc.

The 1 8th Division, including the Brigade placed at the

disposition of the XI Corps, was still available in the

second line. It occupied the woods on either side of the

Normcc—Ferc-Champenoise highway.

The Goth Reserve Division was established in a

defensive position on the Montepreux plateau.

The task ofSeptember ytlr greatly resembled that ofthe

previous day. The left of tlie Ninth /Vrmy, fighdng with

great obsdnacy, had broken up die enemy’s advance ;

the centre had held its ground ; the riglit had again

given way and definitely lost die defensive line of the

Somme. It was in diis state of uncertainly dial we had

to resume die batdc the nc.\t morning, hoping dial with

die advance of the Fourdi /krmy a decisive result rvould

be obtained. That iVrmy’s left sving, however, was sdll a

score of miles from our right.

The mission of the Ninth Army for September 8th
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therefore remained unchanged. I merely repeated the

tmnructiou;; already givci», but I added, “ at dawn
rccQiinai:a5ai!Cc:a .'ire to be pirshcd out along the whole
front to a/icertaiu dcfniiiely what points arc still occupied

For incoming Intelligence reports had
shown that on the front of the left wing of the Allied

Annies, including the greater portion of the Fifth Army’s
Iront, the Germans were in full retreat. It was now
cisenlial to ascertain whether this movement was

spreading eastwards, in point of fact it was not, and

.Septeiuher dth and pth were to mark the farthest

limits of the enemy's drive against the NintJi Army.

Before daybreak on the Bth, he made an extremely

violent attack against the XI Corps. Advancing under

cover of darkness so as to approach our lines without

coming under our artillery fire, he liad succeeded in

massing his infantiy only a few hundred yards from our

positions. Suddenly, at 4.30 a..m., while it was still dark

imd without any artillci'y preparation, these masses were

launched to the attack, south of Morains-le-Pedt and

Ecury-lc-Repos. The 21st Division on the left of the

XI Corps was driven back on Fere-Champenoise,

carrying with it in its disordered movement the i8th

Division and a part of the 52nd Reserve Division. The

22nd Division also gave way in the neighbourhood of

Lenharree.

Notwithstanding all his efforts, the G.O.G. XI Corps

succeeded in halting and rallying liis troops only on the

liigh ground south of Fere-Champenoise. The i8th

Division reformed south of Connantray.

When news of these serious events reached me at my
Advanced Headquarters at Fleurs, I ordered the XI

Corps to re-occupy Fere-Champenoise and to hold on at

all costs. It was the only point of resistance in this
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region, and widi tlic idea of making sure of it, I placed

the whole of the i8th Division at tlic disposal of die XI
Corps.

On condition tliat tlie enemy be given no time to

consolidate his position or organiac it methodically,

and provided that a body of unshaken reserves be

employed for the operation, the place could be taken

and used as a rallying point on which to reorganize

the broken front of the XI Corps. I also directed

the IX Corps to join hands w'itli the XI Corps in

this direction and then immediately make a common
elTort to drive back tlic enemy offensive coming from

Morains-le-Pctit.

In addition I asked for aid from the armies on
my flanks. I hoped that the Fourth Army could come to

die assistance of my left by putdng in the XXI Corps,

whose arrival on the battlefield had been announced for

September 8th. General dc Langle de Cary replied to this

suggesdon by saying that dm corps was already attacking

in a northerly direcdon, and that die interval between

our annlcs w.ts too great for liim to be able to render any
assistance.

I then turned to die Fifth Army, to whose commander
I telephoned as follows :

“ The right of the Nindi Army (XI Corps) is being

heavily attacked by both die Guard Corps and die

Saxon XII Corps* and I am unable to give it support,

as my eentre (IX Corps) is also heavily engaged. It is

also impossible for the Fourdi Army to render any
direct assistance.

“ In order to relieve the pressure on my right, the

* iLt CeiiJ Xll Cevpa (Soxoa) h&J bera tirUebeJ fivs tla (knua
S<v-»Sk} Aray ta fena a ca %-oa lUu»ca‘» ngLt.
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Fifth Army is requested, if possible, to renew the attack
on the plateau west of Champaubert, in conjunction with
the 42nd Division and the left of the IX Corps.”

General d’Espcrcy replied at once :

“ The primary mission of the X Corps, as defined in

operation orders, remains unchanged. This task is to

support the left of the Ninth Army in driving back north

of the Saint-Gond Marshes any enemy forces attempting

to debouch from Saint-Prix and Soisy-aux-Bois.”

I accordingly ordered the 42nd Division to continue

its attacks vigorously, and to combine them closely with

those of the IX and X Corps.

Having thus arranged for concerted and intensified

action on the left, I turned my attention again to the

right, where the situation, although appearing to be

relieved, was still exceedingly serious. In addition to

having sustained a heavy blow, my front here was

threatened with envelopment. For the gth Cavalry

Division had been forced to abandon Sommesous, and

in so doing had uncovered the approaches to Montepreux.

The enemy was therefore in a position to outflank the

XI Corps before the latter could launch the attack on

Fere-Champenoise.

To meet this danger, I instructed the XI Corps to

cover the retirement of the gth Cavalry Division, if this

had not already been done, by occupying Semoine with

several Companies and thus close the gap at Montepreux.

I also ordered the gth Cavalry Division to operate along

the Sommesous-Mailly road, so as to furnish a support on

the flank of our Montepreux attack as well as to discover

and delay the turning movement which I feared the
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enemy would make in that direction.

In addition to tliis, and with tlic object, if need be, of

gaining sufficient time for the attack on Ferc-Cliam-

pcnoisc to be prepared, I ordered die 6otIi Reserve

Division, whicli had withdrawn towards Semoinc and

Mailiy, to be ready to launch counter-attacks against any

hostile advance from the line ofthe Somme.
Finally, I appealed once more to the Fourth Army for

the assistance of the XXI Corps ;

“ It is earnestly hoped that the Fourdi /krmy will be

able to order the XXI Corps to intervene to-day in die

direction of Sonimcsous.”

Unfortunately this hope could not be realized, for

contrary to arrangements made by the Fourth Army, and

due to unforeseen delays, the XXI Corps was not able to

send any troops toward Sommesous before the gth.

The enemy’s success appeared to have cost him very

dear, for while the XI Corps during the morning was

proceeding to establish itselfon die high ground south of

Fcrc-Chaiiipcnoise it met widi litdc opposidon.

The IX Corps took steps to strcngdicn its right, wliicli

had become exposed by die redrement of the XI Corps

in die early hours of die morning. This was effected by

sending the 52nd Reserve Division to Connontre, where

it gained touch widi the left of die XI Corps, and by

posthig the 17th Division on die line Mont-.Aoiit—Sainte

Sophie farm, with orders to hold it at all costs.

On the left of die IX Corps, the .Moroccan Division,

operadng in close toucli widi the 42nd Division, had

renewed its attacks c.irly in the morning. It took die

I’oiricr ridge, and drove the Germans out of Oyes about

7 A.ii. .'kt the same time the .jand Division advanced on
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Saiiu-Prix, but was iiclcl up by heavy artillery fire from
the high ground near Bayc. News now came that the
enemy was massing troops in the vicinity of Coizard,

Courjeunnet and Villevenard.

In spite of all these difiiculties and tlie menace of an
attack on the west end of the Marshes, to meet ^vhich all

the available troops of the IX Corps had been kept ready,

I sent the Officer Commanding this Corps repeated

warnings to the following effect

:

The vital point for your Corps to-day is its right,

where you must give the XI Corps your full support.
“ You will therefore move all your available troops in

this direction, including those in the centre which are not

at present engaged.”

Thanks to tlie disposidons made in compliance with

these instructions, both the right and centre of the Ninth

Army found themselves towards noon standing on the

defensive and preparing in comparadve quiet their

concerted attack on Fcrc-Ghampenoise.

During this time, the 42nd Division, which at dawn
had begun an attack along its whole front, gained

considerable ground. By ii a.m. it had captured the

wood Soizy-aux-Bois and the plateau north ofVilleneuve.

Keeping in touch with the X Corps, which advanced on

Corfelix and Boissy, it had captured by eleven o’clock

the wood of Soizy-au-Bois and the plateau north of

Villeneuve. About midday, its left, supported by the

51st Reserve Division of the X Corps, reached Les

Gulets-Corfdix,- but its right was now able to advance

only with great difficulty.

At 2 P.M. the Germans opened a violent bombardment

on the front Broussy-le-Petit—Menii-Broussy—Reuves
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Oycs—Saint-Prix, following it half an hour later by an

infantry attack along tlic whole of that front.

Debouching from the Saint-Gond ilarshcs, tlie enemy
seized Droussy-lc-Pctit and Mcnil-Broussy, and in spite of

the heavy losses inflicted by our artillery', he forced the

Moroccan Division to fall back to the line marked by the

eastern edge of tlic Saint-Gond Wood—Montgivrou.x

—

Mondement—Allcmant NS’ood and ridge. Here, at night-

fall, it entrenched.

While this was taking place on tlic left, I was busy

getting the attack on Fcrc-Champcnoisc launched as

rapidly .as possible. This action was essential, not only

to check the envelopment witli which the XI Corps was

threatened, but also to bring relief to the hard-pressed

Moroccan Division.

It svas evident tliat die only way we could hope to

frustrate the plans, wliich since die early hours of

September 8di die enemy had been methodically

c.\ccudng, was to take the offensive ourselves. Favoured

as he was by the wide stretches of open country, he

might very well reach our weakest spot, die gap fifteen or

twenty miles wide dial lay between die right of the

Ninth Army and die left of die Fourdi, unless he were

delayed by aggressive acdon on our part.

I therefore, at 3.30 p.m., urged the XI and IX Corps to

deliver the attack on Fcrc-Champcnoisc without delay.

Five groups of ardllcry prepared this operauon. It was
executed by two regiments of the 52nd Reserve Division,

supported on die right by units of die 21st and i8di

Divisions.*

Progress, aldiough slosv, wax appreciable along die

whole front. It was brought to a halt by darkness.

* A ta Frracb utiZery cc:u»U u a rsit ol
ci l*fiJ AxXi^trj, ct two hxtten.f* e! llwry .Vftulerjr oc

Artwtry.—TmssI* Iz-t.
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Some small parties ofthe 52nd Reserve Division managed
to get into Fere-Ghampenoise, but they could not remain
there. The attack had not reached all its objectives, but

by forcing the enemy to halt and even to fall back, it had
fulfilled its purpose.

September 8th had been a particularly severe day for

the Ninth Army. From dawn until dusk it had been

called upon to sustain repeated and heavy assaults. It

had lost some ground, but its front remained unbroken,

and the threat of envelopment, that for many long hours

had been hanging over
.
us, appeared by evening less

menacing. This was of prime importance.

Meanwhile the heads of columns of the XXI Corps

were reported five miles south of Sompuis, and the 9th

Cavalry Division, established near Mailly, was in

contact with them.

After following the progress of our attack on Fere-

Champenoise, I returned to my Headquarters at

Plancy. From here I gave orders for the XI and IX
Corps to entrench in the positions they had won. These

preliminary arrangements made, I examined the general

situation of my Army, and I could not disguise from

myself the fact that it was still very serious, especially as

regards my right wing.

The XI Corps had been repeatedly and heavily

engaged, it was holding weak positions with worn-out

troops. Touch with the Fourth Army, due to the

enemy’s having occupied Sompuis during the day, was

most uncertain. It could only be definitely assured ifthe

XXI Corps arrived in time. And that Corps was still

far away.

The situation of the Fifth Army on our left was more

favourable. Throughout the day, it had continued to

make excellent progress, and in these results my 42nd
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Division had had its share. Here at least we possessed

some troops stimulated by victory ; but above all it was

the advantages alTorded by the Champagne ridges upon

whieh we could count to ensure our resistance in this

quarter. It even seemed possible that, by using this

high ground as a pivot and advancing in close touch with

the X Corps, we might undertake to re-cstablisli the

situaUon. My right wing, broken as it was by repeated

attacks as it advanced across an unsheltered plain, had

to be reinforced immediately
;
perhaps this aid could be

furnished by withdrawing reinforcements from the bluffs

which its great strength might make it possible to spare.

Despite the fifteen miles separating these forces

from the locality of Fcrc-Champenoisc, where they

had to march in order to restore the battle, no hesitation

was possible. My left was now well placed ;
it must help

my riglit in distress. The only question was whether it

could arrive in time.

In any case, at 9 P.st. I telephoned General D’Espcrcy,

G.O.C. Fifth Army, asking him to be good enough to

order the X Corps on the gth to relieve my 42nd Division,

as I wished to move this Division to Linthes and Fleurs

for employment on the right of the Ninth Army. In

reply, he not only agreed to do tliis, but he placed the

two Divisions and the Corps artillery of the X Corps at

my disposal. Accordingly, on the evening of tlie 8th, I

was able to issue the following orders for September gth ;

“ The right of the NinUi Army is heavily engaged in

tile direction of Sommesous. The X Corps has been

placed under the orders of die NinUi Army. The
following operations will be carried out as early as

possible on September gdi

:

“ The X Corps will relieve the 42nd Division about
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5 A.M., and will continue the attacks begun by that

Division on the line Bannay-Baye and especially along

the road from Soizy-aux-Bois to Baye. Touch will be
established at Baye with the Moroccan Division, which is

holding the line Saint-Gond Wood—Montgivroux

—

Mondement. The X Corps will make sure beyond any
possibility of miscarriage that the enemy does not get a

footing on the plateau running from La Villeneuve-les-

Gharleville to Montgivroux, or on the northern ap-

proaches to this plateau.

“ Units of the 42nd Division, as they are relieved by the

X Corps, will move via Broyes—Saint-Loup to the line

Linthes-Pleurs, where the Division will be formed in

General Reserve. The 42nd Division will keep the

Moroccan Division informed of its movements.

My Command Post will be at Plancy.”

Starting at daybreak on the 9th, the enemy’s attacks,

precisely as ifhe had divined my intentions, became more

and more violent. First of all, advancing in force on our

left, he overran the outposts of the Moroccan Division

and pushed straight on to the village and the Chateau of

Mondement, which he captured about 6 a.m. The
Commander of the IX Corps at once placed his only

remaining reserve, the 77th Infantry Regiment, at

General Humbert’s disposal ;
but this regiment was five

miles away, at Saint-Loup, and it would be a long

while before it could make itself felt.

To gain time for it to come up. General Humbert

obtained from General Grossetti, whose troops had

already been partly relieved by the X Corps, two

battalions of chasseurs and part of the 42nd Division’s

artillery.

The aid of these comparatively fresh troops, small in
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number though tlicy were, was of great assistance to the

Moroccan Division, which continued to put up a stout

fight in the woods south ofMondement. The men Iield

on under a terrific fire until tlic 77th Infantry Regiment

was able to arrive.

Tills regiment reached the scene at about i r a.h., and

the danger was averted. At 2 p..m., aided by the

remnants of a Regiment of Zouaves, it delivered an

attack at Mondement. This attack withered under

heavy machine-gun fire coming from the gate and

windows ofthe Chateau. A 75 millimetre gun was run up
to within 500 yards of tlic gate and a scetion of artillery

pushed fonvard close to the southern end of the park.

Then, at 6.30 p.m., in a dasliing attack, the 77th Regiment

drove out the enemy and, at 7 p..\i., Colonel Lcstoquoi,

commanding the regiment, sent the following laconic

report :
“ I hold the village and Chateau ofMondement

and am establishing myself there for the night.”

The gallant resistance of the Moroccan Division

during die gth had been essential to die success of our

armies. It had enabled die .J2nd Division to carry out

that most delicate operauon, a flank march in the face of

the enemy and, when every moment counted, to arrive

in the nick oftime. Again, ifwe.iiad lost the high ground

about Mondement, we could not have held die spur

of Allemant. This ground in die hands of the enemy
would have opened up to him that pordon of the plain of

Champagne to whieh the Nindi /Vrmy had been clinging

for dear life for four long days. And finally, this

rcsbtance on the part of die Moroccan Division was all

the more precious in tliat the centre and right of the

Army had continued to give way under the enemy’s

heavy blows.

Let us return now to the XI Corps, wliieh on the
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evening of September 8th was occupying the high

ground south of Fere-Ghampenoise. Early on the gth

the Germans opened a heavy bombardment on our

positions there
;

then, pursuing their plan of the day
before, they launched infantry assaults against the centre

and right of this Corps. The i8th and 22nd Divisions

holding the line here were driven southwards, and by
10 A.M., they had retired to the left bank of the Maur-
ienne, where they reformed. The 21st Division, placed

on the left of the XI Corps, at first withstood the heavy

bombardment, but being far in advance and isolated, it,

too, was forced back to the other side of the Maurienne.
• The situation on the right and centre of the IX Corps

was not much better. At daybreak the 103rd Brigade

(52nd Reserve Division), which- had advanced the

evening before half-way between Connantre and Fere-

Champenoise, renewed its attack on the railway station

at Fere. It could make no appreciable progress, and

after a violent aitillery duel, the enemy made a counter-

attack and drove us back. We retreated under a

murderous fire towards Connantre.

General Dubois had ordered the 17th Division to

maintain itself at all costs along the front running from

Mont-Aout to Nozet farm and Sainte-Sophie farm,

keeping touch on its right with the 52nd Reserve

Division. But here also the enemy’s pressure was

increasing in its intensity. His artillery swept the

whole plain, and unless the expected reinforcements

arrived soon, the situation would become critical. With

the object of encouraging our troops, I announced the

imminent approach of the 42nd Division and the

resumption of our offensive :

“ The 42nd Division is coming up on the fi-ont
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Linthcs—Plcurs. The fact that the XI Corps has been

obh'gcd to yield ground will in no way prevent us from

resuming the offensive with tliis Division, which will

attack toward Connantre and Euvy. The IX Corps will

co-operate by attacking thcMorains—Fere-Champenoise

road.

“ The 42nd Division started at 8.30 a.m. It will be

ready to attack about noon.
“ The X Corps has relieved the 42nd Division and it is

now at tile disposal of the Ninth Army. This Corps has

been ordered to support tlic Moroccan Division and at

any price prevent the enemy from penetrating to the

west of the Saint-Gond Marshes.”

In their violent, repeated and—so far—not very

profitable attacks, the Germans must certainly have used

up a large number of their troops. Was it not likely that

these losses would be felt at some other point ofthe front?

As has been seen, they had been attacking heavily ever

since daybreak in the region of Saint-Prix and Monde-
ment, and still more heavily in the direction of Fere-

Champenoise. Meanwhile reports from French General

Headquarters showed that our armies in the rvest were
making notable progress. It was therefore essendal for

the issue of the batde that the Ninth Army hold out, at

no matter what cost, until the advance made by our left

wing became decisive.

The task of the Ninth Army was tlius perfectly clear.

However hard it might prove, this Army must contain

tlic hostile forces on its front, prevent them from breaking

through, and stop them where they were until victory

was assured. I therefore once again called upon all

ranks to put fortli their best efforts and by informing

them of the enemy’s situation along the rest of the battle
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front, I tried to communicate to them my complete
confidence in our ultimate success :

“ Reports received at Ninth Army Headquarters show
that the German Army, having been in movement
without halt since the opening of the campaign, has

reached the extreme limit of its endurance. In most of

the units, officers and non-commissioned officers no
longer exist. Regiments are marching mixed up to-

gether and General Officers have lost control.

“ Convinced as he was that we were incapable of

offering liim any further resistance, our vigorous offensive

has taken the enemy by surprise.

“ It is impossible to exaggerate the importance oftaking

advantage of this situation, and I ask each one ofyou to

draw upon that last spark ofenergy which in its moments

ofsupreme trial has never been denied our race.

“ The disorder in the enemy’s ranks is the herald of

our victory.

“If you fight on with undiminished spirit, you will

stop him to-day, and to-morrow we will begin to drive

him out of our country.

“Remember that success will come to the side that

holds out longest. The honour and safety of France are

in the balance. One more effort and you are certain to

win. Reports from the entire front, moreover, are

good.”

Meanwhile, the attacks against the centre of the

Ninth Army continued with redoubled intensity and our

losses became heavier and heavier, until finally the

G.O.G. the IX Corps had only one company left in

reserve.

At 1.30 p.M. the troops of the 52nd Reserve Division
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holding Mont-Aout fell back, causing a withdrawal of

the whole front of the 1 7th Division, which retired to a

fresh position running from hill 344 (two miles from

Linthes) to Sainte-Sophie farm. . Here it stood fast and

stopped the hostile advance.

On the front of the XI Corps the enemy’s attacks

extended beyond the Vaure, spread toward the Corroy

rivulet and ended in gaining possession of Corroy and

Ognes. Part of the i8th Division was driven back into

the woods south of Gourgan^on. Only the aand

Division escaped assault, artillery fire alone being

directed against it.

On the extreme right, the gth Cavalry Division,

finding itself threatened by the continued infiltration of

hostile cavalry into the valley of the Huitrelle, fell back

behind the Dosnon-Allibaudiferes road.

On the extreme left, fortunately, the Moroccan
Division continued its gallant resistance on the high

ground about Mondement. Beyond this division, the

X Corps, stoutly supported by the I Corps (constituting

the right of the Fifth Army), drove the enemy back and
p' captured the Vannay-Baye position.

This situation on the left enabled us at Ninth Army
Headquarters to devote our whole attention to Fte-
Champenoise. After withstanding the heavy assaults

launched by the enemy against this angle, the moment
had now come for us to take decisive action. The
arrival of the 42nd Division would give the signal.

This Division, after being relieved in the morning

by the X Corps, had at once begun its march towards

Linthes and Linthelles. Having been somewhat
delayed by going to the aid of the Moroccan Division, it

was only at 11.30 a.m., that it reached the main road

leading to S&anne
; then, crossing the Champagne
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bluffs and descending into the plain, it marched across

country, deployed in perfect order and at a good
pace.

At 1,45 p.M,, I again informed this Division what I

expected of it :

“ Starting from the general line Pleurs—Linthes, you
will attack the spur running from Pleurs to the north of

Euvy.
“ You will be flanked on the north by the IX Corps,

which will attack against the road running from Fere to

Morains-le-Pctit, and on the south by the XI Corps,

which will attack the spur south of Euvy, hills 136 and

160, and along its whole front.

“ Your attack will commence about 4 p.m.”

I then repeated my previous orders to the other units.

These orders embraced the following, which were to be

carried out under any and all circumstances :

XI Corps—to attack the front Connantray—Monte-

preux in conjunction with the 42nd Division
;

IX Corps—to make ready to execute the order quoted

above, attacking to the north of and in liaison with the

42nd Division
;

51st Reserve Division—to attack on the general line

Saint-Prix—Baye
;

X Corps—to co-operate in the offensive prescribed for

the 51st Reserve Division by attacking to the north of

the Saint-Gond Marshes in a west-east direction.

I did not content myself with sending these orders.

The action against Fere-Champenoise was so important

and involved such a mass of detail that I sent Colonel

Weygand to Linthelles to give decisions on the spot. At
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4 p.M. a meeting took place in this village between the

Chief of Staff of the Ninth Army and Generals Dubois

and Grossetti, who settled between them the zones of

action and the final details of the attack.

The objectives assigned to all the available troops of

the 1 7th and 52nd Divisions of the IX Corps were, in the

first place, Fere-Champenoise, then the line Morains-le-

Petit—Normee. The 42nd Division was to take the

Connantre ridge and Connantray, then the line Normee
—Lenharree. The XI Corps was to reach the line

Lenharree—Haussimont. The attack was to start at

5.15 p.M.

As it was of first importance that the right flank of the

42nd Division be firmly supported, and as the XI Corps

seemed disposed to subordinate its action to that of this

Division, Colonel Weygand, at 5 o’clock, dispatched the

following order direct to the 21st Division at Linthelles

:

" The 42nd Division is attacking at 5.15 p.m. from the

line Linthes—Pleurs against Connantre—Connantre

mill (north of Corroy).

“ The XI Corps has been ordered to support the right

of this advance by itself attacking along its whole front.

“The 2 1st Division will move at once against the

ridge north-west of Euvy.”

For my part I made a last appeal to the troops, urging

them to put into this offensive all the strength they had
left in them. Thus we were launching, on the evening

of September gth, from west to east, against Fere-

Champenoise and its approaches, a vast counter-attack.

It is true that the men were nearly worn out, but by
now resuming a general offensive we were showing our
determination to win, and by timing it for the e.\act
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moment when the 42nd Division would bring its weight
into the battle there was an excellent chance that we
would succeed against an enemy undoubtedly exhausted
by his violent efforts of the previous days. Moreover,
his very success had carried him southwards so rapidly

that the forces opposing us now found themselves in a

precarious position at the exact moment when the

German system to the west of the Saint-Gond Marshes

was broken, indeed falling apart. For in that region the

X Corps had gained ground rapidly, while farther to the

north the I Corps had reached the road running from

La Chapelle to Ghampaubert.

It was now 6 o’clock and the artillery bombardment

was raging along our entire front. Every gun had been

put into action. Night was approaching and the

moment had come when, by spending the very last drop

of our energy, we might break the unstable nervous

equilibrium and incline the balance in our favour. For

the nerves of all were worn to their extreme limit,

Germans and French alike, officers and men.

The troops of the IX Corps moved to the attack on

the left of the 42nd Division, advancing slowly and with

difficulty through clumps of woods and bushes which

had to be cleared with the bayonet. Large numbers of

dead and wounded of the Prussian Guard testified to the

efficiency of our fire, especially our 75’s. Night soon

fell, but the advance kept on. Small parties of the

enemy continued to fire as they fell back from one bunch

of woods to another. The 42nd Division, starting from

Linthes-Linthelles, advanced astride of the high road

from Gonnantre to Fere-Champenoise.

At midnight the G.O.G. the IX Gorps reported that

he had captured Nozet farm and the approaches of

Sainte-Sophie farm, that his men were in marvellous
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spirits, and that his advance would be continued into

the night. After a short halt, the troops pushed on and,

by 5 o’clock on the morning of September loth, the IX
Corps was holding Morains-le-Petit and Fere-Cham-

penoise.

By this time the 42nd Division had reached the

Connantre ridge at Connantray. Further to the south,

the XI Corps had followed the movement. On the

Army’s right, the gth Cavalry Division had advanced

toward Mailly and the XXI Corps of the Fourth Army
was within less than three miles of Sompuls.

From this moment the whole of the Ninth Army
was in march towards the Marne in the vicinity of

Chalons.

The region around F^e-Champenoise and all the

roads leading to it gave manifest proofofthe heavy losses

inflicted on the enemy. Large numbers of prisoners

were captured and quantities of stores were gathered

in. Signs of a precipitate retreat abounded.



CHAPTER III

THE END OF THE BATTLE, AND THE PURSUIT

{September loth—12th)

Arrival of General Foch at Fere-Champenoise—^The enemy's rear-guards make
some resistance, September loth.—The march to the Marne and the passage
of that river, September nth and 12th—^Men and officers are worn out

—

General Foch enters Chalons, September 12th—Summing up of the Battle of
the Marne—General Foch learns that members of his family have been killed

in the battle.

Full information as to the results of our attacks of

September 9th, hidden as they were by the darkness, did

not reach my Headquarters at Plancy during the even-

ing
;

however, without waiting for details, I ordered

that the offensive we had begun be pushed forward the

next morning with the utmost vigour.

The units were to move as follows :

XI Corps—against the front Sommesous—^Lenharree
;

9th Cavalry Division—on Mailly
;

42nd Division—against the front Lenharree—Normee
;

IX Corps—against the front Normee—Ecury

—

Morains-le-Petit

;

X Corps—to block the issues from Mont|brt and attack oy

towards Etoges and Villevenard in the general direction

of Colligny and Bergeres-les-Vertus.

By 5 A.M. on the loth, the hour ordered for these

attacks to commence, the IX Corps had already reached

most of its objectives. The XI Corps, the 42nd Division

and the X Corps had also resumed their advance.
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Their progress encountered few diiRculties other than

those presented by the mass of stores the enemy had

abandoned and the obstacles that at some points he had

constructed. The few German cavalry patrols which

were met retired without offering resistance.

When at daybreak I was informed of the situation,

and particularly as to the advance made in the region

of Fere-Champenoise, I took steps to ensure that our

success be exploited. To the X Corps I repeated my
orders of the previous day ;

“ The X Corps, with the 51st Reserve Division

attached, is directed to carry out as rapidly and as

vigorously as possible the prescribed attacks on Etoges

and CoUigny, in order that the Ninth Army thus relieved

of all anxiety concerning its left at the Saint-Gond

Marshes, may be free to take the offensive with its centre

and right, an operation wliich promises the most fruitful

results.”

The IX Corps I ordered “ to gain touch with the X
Corps, which is attacking north of the Marshes of Saint-

Gond in the direction of Etoges and CoUigny
;
and as

the X Corps advances, to withdraw from the southern

exits of the marshes, in order to employ all its available

forces in the attack which is to be pushed with the utmost

violence along the whole front.”

The entire Ninth Army, in execution of these orders,

was thus launched in a march toward the north-east, its

left following along the Champagne bluffs. The un-

broken plain stretched before it for twenty-two miles,

right up to the Marne, and it was imperative to push
forsvard without halting and reach the river as soon as

possible.
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As I had no definite reports of the situation on the
right of my army or the state of our liaison with the

Fourth Army, I instructed the 9th Cavalry Division to

send me immediate information as to the enemy,
especially in the direction of Chalons and Sompuis. In
addition, I ordered the Commander of this Division to

unite his own unit with the 6th Cavalry Division* which
had just arrived, forming the whole into a cavalry corps.

My idea was thus to create a more efficient instrument

of pursuit. The new formation was to be effected on
the ArcHis—ChMons road.

At niidday I moved my Headquarters to Fere-

Champenoise.l The Germans had completely sacked

the town and a characteristic sight was offered by the

numberless broken bottles that littered the streets. It

was difficult to pass on foot, on horseback, or even in a

car. The Germans had taken care to empty all the

cellars of this prosperous little champagne town. Num-
bers of their soldiers who had delayed too long were

captured in the houses. At the still burning railway

station, where I found the G.O.C. the IX Corps, I issued

orders for the heads of columns to push during the day

to the Soude.

The advance continued on the whole front, but

towards the end of the afternoon actions here and there

* General de Mitry.

f During the five previous daysmy Headquarters had remained at Plancy,

where the inhabitants were in a great state of excitement. They listened with

anguish to the battle, the thunder of which they heard coming closer every

day, fearing that it would end in a French defeat and they be swept away
on the flood of the invasion. Although Plancy was not more than six miles

from the battlefield, I spent every day at my advanced Headquarters at

Pleurs or with the troops, tlrus leaving the village a prey to the greatest

anxiety. The family in whose house I was quartered shared in aU this

emotion. Each day they made ready for their departure, and it was only

when I returned in the evening and cahnly went to bed, that the trunks were

unpacked. But the following morning, as soon as I left, everything was
packed up again. On September loth joy reigned in Plancy—Headquarters

had departed for Fire-Champenoise I
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against enemy rear-guards slowed down our rate of pro-

gress from what it had been in the morning. For the

enemy had been allotting to his rear-guard a high pro-

portion of artillery, and this began to delay our pursuit.

At nightfall the Army had attained the general line

Ecury-le-Repos— Lenharree—Poivres—Sainte-Suzanne.

On my left, the right of the Fifth Army had reached the

Marne at Dormans, but had not yet gained contact with

the Ninth Army. The left of the Fourth Army (XXI
Corps) was sdll in the vicinity of Sompuis.

Instructions received from General Headquarters

directed that on the following day the pursuit would be

continued, the Ninth Army being assigned the zone west

of the Sommesous—ChMons road inclusive.

We had now to arrange for crossing the Marne. This

meant marching to it as quickly as possible, seizing such

bridges as were still intact, reconnoitering those de-

stroyed and a.Tanging for their repair—in other words,

to get over the river with the least delay, follow closely

on the heels of the disorganized enemy and give him no

time to pause and recuperate. These were the ideas I

had in mind when I issued my orders on the evening of

the loth.

I added that time could be gained by trying to out-

flank and turn the enemy’s rear-guards, rather than by
attacking them in front. This was to be accomplished

by using ividely deployed formations and by the co-

operation of adjacent columns, close contact between

which should be maintained.

At 5 P.M. all the columns resumed the pursuit. The
I Corps (Fifth Army) was to cross the Marne at Dormans,
die X Corps, which had been retained for the day of

September nth under the orders of the Ninth Army,
was to march on Epemay, keeping in close touch with
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the I Corps. The object was to explore and, by turning

it, to clear up the wooded high ground which lay be-

tween the two armies
;

likewise to reconnoitre and seize

immediately the important crossing at Epernay. I also

had in view the effect on the general course of the battle

which might be obtained by the action of my army
against the enemy corps facing the Fourth Army.
On the evening of the loth, we again encountered the

German rear-guards
;
during the night those holding

Clamanges and Trecon were driven back. On the

morning of the irth the road was at last clear and the

Ninth Army was able to continue its advance with

hardly any opposition. I urged the units under my
orders to push on to the Marne as rapidly as possible

and seize before night all points of crossing in their

respective zones. The directions of march assigned

were :

IX Corps—^Aulnay-sur-Marne and downstream from

that point

;

42nd Division—Matougues
;

XI Corps and the Cavalry Corps—Mairy, Sognyy

ChMons.

Meanwhile, I collected at Fere-Champenoise all the

lorries that were available, in order to rush infantry to

such bridges as might be reported as still intact
;

but

no news came to enable us to profit by the precaution.

In fact, the march of our columns, notwithstanding

the absence of any enemy reaction, had become rather

slow ;
the men were worn out, and their fatigue was

further augmented by an unceasing rain that rendered

the Champagne country almost impassable.

At the end of the day, the X Corps, on the left of the

Army, got as far as Epernay and pushed small bodies

north of the Marne ;
the IX Corps reached the river
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valley at Plivot and Athis. The 42nd Division was in

the wooded country north ofGerminon and Velye, with

advanced guards at Thibie. The XI Corps was on the

line Thibie—Ecury-sur-Goole ; its i8th Division having

thrown small parties back as far as Chalons. These,

however, fell back to the main body of the division at

nightfall.

The Cavalry Corps had sent detachments to the

bridges over the Marne at and above Chalons. Recon-

naissances had found that the bridge at Chalons was

intact and barricaded. The bridges at Sogny and Sarry

were also found undamaged ; these were each seized and

occupied by a squadron. Along the remainder of the

Ninth Army’s front the bridges over the Marne had been

destroyed.

Not until the following day did any reports reach my
Headquarters, although the Cavalry Corps was in the

region of Saint-Quendn-sur-Coole, while I myself, in my
anxiety to have early news ofthe situation on the Marne,

had spent the night in the Town Hall at F6re-Cham-

penoise. I wanted to be as close as possible to all

sources of information, in order to take immediate de-

cisions. But nothing came in during the night.

Under these conditions, the passage of the Marne by
the right of my Army could only be effected very slowly

the ne.xt morning, September 12th.

During tire day of September nth, the enemy had
retreated along the whole front of the Fourth Army,
and die XXI Corps, on its left, had succeeded by night-

fall in moving its advanced guards to the Marne near

Mairy. The Fifth Army had continued its advance

north of the Marne.

Meanwhile fresh instructions came from the Com-
mander-in-Cliief. He had received news on September
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1 0th from the G.O.C. the Fifth Army that the Germans
were in full retreat, a portion of their forces moving
northward in the direction of Soissons, and a portion

towards Epernay and to the east. The Fifth Army was
therefore driving a wedge into the German front by
forcing apart the two groups that seemed to be in process

of formation, one to the east of Epemay and the other

to the north-west of Soissons.

Seizing the idea. General Headquarters proposed for

September i ith a combined action by our Ninth, Fourth

and Third Armies against the eastern group ofthe enemy
and by the Sixth and British armies against the north-

western group, while the Fifth Army was to pursue its

advance due north, holding itselfready to support either

one or the other of our groups of armies. The opera-

tions of the Third, Fourth, Ninth and Fifth Armies were

defined as follows :

“
, . . The Ninth and Fourth Armies will concen-

trate their efforts against the centre and left wing of the

enemy, seeking to force him back to the north-west.

The Third Army, continuing its advance north, will

make every effort to cut his communications. The
Fifth Army will maintain a detachment on the right of

the British Army and another on the left of the Ninth

Army
;

it will so dispose its main body that it can act

against either the enemy’s north-western group or

against his north-eastern group, in accordance with the

situation.

“ The advance of the Allied Armies will be in a

general north, north-easterly direction.”

In addition, the Commander-in-Ghief instructed

General d’Esperey to use the X Corps for maintaining
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constant touch ivith the Ninth Army, and for assuring

to that Army any needed support. Consequently the

Fifth Army Commander on September 12th took the

X Corps under his orders. In writing to me of this

decision, General d’Esperey added :
“ You can count

upon me, as I have already proved you could on

September 8th and gth.”

In accordance with these instructions, the pursuit was

resumed on the iQth at 5 a.m. along the entire Ninth

Army front. The Army reached the Marne between

Sarry and Conde.

With the idea of intercepting the enemy columns in

retreat towards the Argonne, I had instructed the

Cavalry Corps to move rapidly towards Auve. It was

to be supported by an Infantry Division of the XI Corps

heading towards L’Epine and Tilloy. I added to my
orders ;

“ The day’s programme remains unchanged

;

attack everywhere, push forward everywhere.”

At 9 A.M. my Command Post was established at

Chaintrix-Bierges.* During the whole of the night the

IX Corps had been repairing the bridges over the Marne
at Conde, Tours and Bisseuil, and at 9 a.m. it began to

cross the river.

The 42nd Division threw an infantry footbridge

across the stream at Matougues, and used it for one

Brigade. The other brigade and all wheeled traffic had
to go to the bridge at Chalons, held by the left of the XI
Corps. This considerably delayed this Division’s

advance.

• It was while I was at breakfast in this village that our sentries on the
road stopped an American motor-car whose occupants bore a pass from the
Military uovemor of Paris. They wished to proceed up to the front-line

troops ; but of course I could not permit that. They turned out to be two
American officers, and both fought along side of us later on. One of them,
General Allen, commanded the American Army of Occupation at Coblenz

;

the other. General Frank Parker, tn 1918 commanded the American ist
Division.
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front, came to Chalons whore the bridge was intact,

I ho Gormans iiad swept the town of everything to eat,

as \vcll as ol all the accessories to cleanliness, and for

several days the Army had to supply such necessities to

the inhabitants. Many of these had remained during

the German occupation, others soon returned.

The Hotel Haute-Mere-Dieu, where we dined that

evening (providing, by the way, our own food and
cooks), had, on the previous night, .served a sumptuous

meal to a number of distinguished personages of the

Saxon Army, headed by the Crown Prince of Saxony.

We were certainly on the enemy’s heels.

The Battle of the Marne was drawing to a close. It

was undoubtedly a great victory. It was the work of

the man \vlio, as early as August 24th, had begun to

plan it and \v'ho liad carried it through to the end,

the Cornmandcr-in-Chicf, General Joffre. Immediately

after our repulses on the frontier, he had clearly per-

ceived wherein the game had been poorly played. He
therefore broke off the action, with the idea of resuming

it energetically as soon as he had repaired the weaknesses

discovered. Clear as to the enemy’s intentions, fully

unveiled as they now were by his powerful manoeuvre

across Belgium, he did not hesitate to undertake a new
distribution of his forces, as well as a reassignment of

General Officers, made necessary by several proofs of

incapacity. He created an army of manoeuvre on the

west and then continued his retreat until a favourable

moment for halting his forces should present itself.

When this moment arrived, he judiciously combined the

offensive with the defensive, after executing an energetic

“ about turn.” By a magnificently planned stroke he

dealt the invasion a mortal blow.

From the Ourcq to Lorraine, all the armies had moved
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to battle in perfect cohesion and with ferocious energy,

knowing full well that the country could not survive the

disaster which would follow defeat in such a vast en-

counter. The higher' commanders and their staffs had
vied with one another in carrying out their tasks, giving

mutual help in the finest spirit ofcomradeship and disci-

pline. The men had fought until they fell exhausted in

their tracks, only to rise and fight more fiercely than

before.

This battle proved once more that the spirit of an

army in war is the reflection of the profoundest senti-

ments of the nation, and when these unseen forces are

wisely directed by a capable Commander-in-Chief, a

great historical event results. Such was the meaning of

the Marne.

Paris, the heart of the country, had been saved by a

victory in which her own immediate defenders had done

their share. They had been sent to the battle by her

Military Governor, who realized that by so doing he was

deciding the fate of the capital.

The German plan had failed, the prestige of the

German Army was broken. The swift and violent in-

vasion wliich was to put France out of action had not

only been stopped, but it had been driven back and
partly disorganized.

Under these circumstances, it remained to be seen how
the enemy was going to rearrange his forces and what
new plan of operations he was going to adopt on the

Western Front. During this time—and here were ques-

tions wlrich concerned us deeply—would not the great

Russian masses in the eastern tlieatre be able to make
themselves felt ? Again, was the High Command of the

Central Powers equal to conducting upon trvo fronts an
action henceforth sure to be separated, and which had
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already failed when concentrated upon only one?
On August 28th, when I took command of the Ninth

Army, the communique ran, “ from the Somme to the

Vosges ”... the invasion is triumphant. That of

September roth read, “ the victory of the French is con-

firmed. ...” I was happy that it had fallen to me to

play a not unimportant part in this reversal of fortune

for our arms.

The German forces that had attacked the Ninth Army
with the object of breaking through the centre of the

French front, were as follows :

German Second Army—X Corps (whose attack bore

also in part against the French X Corps), X Reserve

Corps and Guard Corps.

German Third Army—XIII Corps (32nd and 23rd

Divisions) and XII Reserve Corps (23rd and 24th

Reserve Divisions)

.

While engaged at Chalons in clearing up all sorts of

matters, there arrived, at the same time as the happy

confirmation of the greatness of our victory, news of the

sad losses which my family had suffered at the front,

beginning on August 22nd. This information was sent

me by General Sarrail, commanding the Third Army.

Engrossed as I was in pressing matters which concerned

my country’s interests, I had no time even to mourn for

my dead. But I did feel that if these willing sacrifices

were not to remain sterile, it was imperative to exploit

with the greatest rapidity the success that had been

gained.

While at Chalons, also, various notabilities of the dis-

trict came to see me. First was Monsieur Chapron,

Prefect of the Department of the Marne. I made him
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my apologies for having taken possession ofhis Prefecture

and led him to hope that we would only have need of it

for a short time. As a matter of fact, it was destined for

many long months to house an Army Headquarters.

Monsieur Chapron was followed by Monseigneur

Tissier, Bishop of Chalons, who had remained at his post

during the German invasion. He was recounting the

events of the brief occupation. By his personal appeal

to the Crown Prince of Saxony he had been able to save

the town from certain heavy contributions. There also

arrived Monsieur Bourgeois, a Senator of the Depart-

ment, together with Monsieur Monfeuillard and Doctor

Pechandre, two of its deputies. We all took a moment
from our preoccupadons to celebrate the greatness and
the strength ofour beloved France, which in utter forget-

fulness of all party quarrels had united all of her sons

to drive back the invader.
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CHAPTER IV

THE HALT

Tho Niiitli Army on the Suippe—Its movement towards theAisne runs into
strong resistance, September 13th and i.jth—Methodical attacks, September
r5tii—Tlic Germans iiold fast; fruitless attempts to break through their
fortilied front, September rdth

—

J:3th—A violent enemy offensive is checked,
September JOth—Tiie dearth of munitions—End of the offensive operations
ill Champagne—General Focli is charged with a new mission. October 4th.

On September 13th the Ninth Army continued the pur-

suit towards the line of the Py and the Suippe. The
Cavalry Corps, in the van, reached the river Suippe

about 9 A.M. It found Suippes and Somme-Suippe still

occupied by the Germans.

At 2 P.M. the advanced guards of the 22nd Division

(the right column of the Ninth Army) and the left

column of the XXI Corps (Fourth Army) arrived and

went into action. Suippes and Somme-Suippe were

taken and the Cavalry Corps resumed its advance to-

wards Souain. But it soon encountered fresh opposition

on the edge of the woods between the Suippe and the

Ain.

Resistance so frequent and so close showed that there

was no room for the employment of a mass of cavalry on

the front ofthe Army. I therefore broke up the Cavalry

Corps, placing one brigade at the disposal of each Corps

and holding the remainder of the 6th Cavalry Division

on the east; and of the 9th Cavalry Division on the west

;

my object being to outflank points of resistance and

maintain contact with the neighbouring armies.
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Reconnaissances soon disclosed enemy entrenchments

on the other side of the Suippe, along the Roman road

which followed the high ground north of the river.

After heavy fighting by the XI Corps along the Suippe

and the IX Corps in the region of Prosnes and Les

Marquises, the Ninth Army, on the evening of the 13th,

found itself halted on the line Sillery—Suippes, abreast

ofthe armies on its right and left, but without being able

to determine whether the resistance encountered came
from rear-guards or from the main body of the enemy
forces. This could be ascertained only by further opera-

tions. Accordingly, the Commander-in-Chief, in his

instructions for September 13th, ordered the pursuit to

be vigorously continued in a general northerly direc-

tion. He also decided to assign the XXI Corps,* as

from September 14th, to the Ninth Army, whose zone of

action had been widened.

In obedience to these instructions and pursuant to my
own orders, the Ninth Army resumed the pursuit on the

14th, with the object ofgaining if possible the line of the

Aisne. But barrage fire from the hostile artillery in

position prevented any appreciable advance.

As a matter of fact, the Germans were strongly en-

trenched on a line marked approximately by the Roman
Road—Souaih—Pertes-les-Hurlus, and there was no
longer any doubt that we were everywhere confronted

by a powerfully organized defensive position. The
question to determine was whether this position was
taken up by the rnmn body of the German Army with

the intention of renewing the battle there, or only by
strong rear-guards, whose mission was to put up a pro-

tracted resistance behind which tlie general retreat

might be safely continued or preparations made for a

• General Maistre.
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manccuvre in some other region.

In view of this uncertainty, the Gommander-in-Chief
issued the following orders ;

“ If the enemy continues to retire, the Fourth and
Ninth Armies are to drive him back to the Meuse and
into the diflicult region of the Ardennes. Ifhe attempts

to stand fast, they are to contain him and prevent him
from sending liclp to his right wing.

“ The practical result may be that these two armies

will find themselves effecting a movement of conversion

toward the north-cast which might carry them to the

line Stenay—Rocroy . . . the Ninth Army being below

Sedan,”

At the same time the Gommander-in-Chiefemphasized

the importance of not making frontal attacks on the

prepared positions of the enemy rear-guards
;
they should

be turned. He also directed that the artillery of our

advanced guards be strengthened. This would save the

troops much fatigue, as the main bodies would be able

to move more rapidly and in greater security. Finally,

he prescribed that ammunition be husbanded, especially

high-explosive shell. Shrapnel was to be used in pre-

ference, as in many cases it was more effective than high

explosive.

In order to break through the entrenched line which

had held up my troops the day before, I ordered metho-

dical attacks to be carried out on the 15th. The enemy’s

strong points were to be captured one by one and all

conquered ground was to be well consolidated, “ whilst

all the time maintaining a most aggressive attitude.”

In compliance with these orders, the XXI Corps at-

tacked the Souain position after a long artillery prepara-
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tion. By the end of the day it had gained possession of

the village and ridge to the north-east
;
further towards

the east it took the woods south of the road from Souain

to Perthes-les-Hurlus.

The remainder ofthe Army had not been able to make
any progress on the whole of our front. The same was
the case with the Fifth and Fourth Armies. We had
come up against strong positions, defended by machine-

guns and well concealed artillery ; in several places they

were protected by barbed wire.

It was now quite clear that we were confronted by an

adversary who was determined to resist. In conse-

quence, the Commander-in-Chief telegraphed ;

“The enemy seems to be disposed to accept a new
battle on positions he has prepared north of the Aisne,

the Vesle and the Suippe, where his rear-guards appear

to have been strengthened.
“ Consequently, measures applicable to a pursuit are

no longer sufficient. Methodical attacks must be

organized and all ground consolidated as it is won.”

The pursuit had come to an end. The following days

were to witness, first on one side and then on the other,

attempts to break through the opposing lines. When
all of these efforts had ended in failure, the front was to

become stabilized for many long months.
In accordance with the Commander-in-Chief’s in-

structions, the Ninth Army proceeded to prepare metho-
dical attacks with the object of seizing the strong points

of the enemy’s line along its front. By making these

ivithout delay there was a possibility of finding him not

yet corapletelyorganized and established and thus ofover-

coming him more easily. In any case, an aggressive and
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sustained activity would serve to keep him continually

under the threat of penetration and prevent him from
moving- his reserves elsewhere. In this way, the French
Commander-in-Chief would have time to prepare an
operation in some new direction. By retaining the

initiative and, with it, the mastery ofevents, he could com-
bine anew and powerful manoeuvre in some other theatre.

For it would be an error to suppose that a victory such

as that of the Marne, however important it might be,

would suffice to disorganize completely an Army as

powerful as was that of Germany in 1914. The only

way to achieve this end would be to strike one blow after

another, and that without delay ; then, taking advan-

tage of the derangement of the enemy’s plans and his

resulting perturbation, surprise him by swift and unex-

pected movements which he was not yet ready to meet.

Tactics of this description seemed no longer possible in

Champagne, where the arrival of reinforcements and the

time given them to fortify the ground, now enabled the

Germans to put up a solid resistance and stop the ex-

ploitation of our victory in that region. But it was

possible for our High Command to resume and pursue

this exploitation by rapidly changing the point of our

attacks into another and less defended region, that on

the left of our armies. If, in this new theatre, we should

take a strong initiative, the moral ascendancy which our

success had brought us would give our Army the driving

power necessary to push it home.

The determining factor was time, and it was essential

to cut this down to the utmost.

In order to hold the hostile forces on its front, the

Ninth Army, on September i6th and 17th, concentrated

its efforts in an endeavour to seize the ridges of Moron-

villiers. The attack was held up along our whole front
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by well-made trenches, the approaches to which were

swept by artillery flanking fire and by heavy batteries

posted in rear and well beyond the range of our guns.

Under these conditions, our progress was almost nil.

As a matter of fact, the enemy had for several days

been organizing the defence of this position with all the

resources of modern science, and it now presented a

resistance far superior, not only to the material means we
had at our disposal, but to our conceptions of attack,

based as the latter were solely upon the open warfare of

the past.

Sheltered in trenches that grew deeper day by day, the

Germans could defy our field artillery. Then, on the

approach of our infantry, whose advance naturally

caused this artillery to cease firing, they brought well-

sheltered machine-guns into action. Against these, our

infantry, however gallant and well-led they might be,

could make no headway with rifle-fire alone. It was

already evident that the defences of the German posi-

tions, dug-outs and machine-guns, would have to be

demolished by heavy artillery fire before they could be

taken by assault. We had no heavy artillery with our

Army Corps as yet, and not much field artillery ammu-
nition remained on hand.

On the afternoon ofSeptember 17th, the Commander-
in-Chief instructed the Ninth Army to extend its front

to the west, relieving the X Corps, which formed the

right of the Fifth Army. The object of this move was to

permit the eventual employment ofthat corps on General

d’Esperey’s left, where he seemed threatened by an

enemy concentration in the direction of Laon. To
compensate for this, I was given the XII Corps* from

the Fourth Army.

• General Roques.
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I at once issued the necessary orders, and September
1 8th was taken up in carrying out the exchange. During
the process a heavy bombardment was directed upon us

and strong attacks delivered on two of our divisions.

On the 19th,. while my army was getting ready to

resume its attack north with the idea of capturing the

strong point of Moronvilliers, the enemy forestalled us.

In the morning he seized Souain, which we counter-

attacked and retook. On the IX Corps front a recon-

naissance pushed out by the Moroccan Division north of

Les Marquises, meeting only weak parties of the enemy,

advanced about half a mile. Here a strongly organized

second position was encountered and the reconnoitering

detachment retired at nightfall to its point of departure.

The 52nd Reserve Division was obliged to withdraw

from Betheny, which artillery fire had made untenable.

The enemy continued to bombard Rheims, and the

Cathedral was in flames. In the meantime, violent

attacks had been launched north and south of the Aisne

against the Fifth Army. The Commander-in-Chief

having instructed me to support this Army in every

possible manner, I at once sent the following order to

the XI Corps :

“ -While maintaining at all costs the line in front ofand

to the south-east of Rheims, where its action must be

sharply aggressive, the XI Corps will make preparations

to deliver an attack north-west of Rheims in support of

the right of the Fifth Army. . . . Execution will be as

rapid as possible.’’

In accordance with this order, the XI Corps organized

an attack with three Brigades, but it could not be

launched, as the zone of action assigned to it had not
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yet been vacated by the X Corps.

The Commander-in-Ghiefnow emphasized once more
the need of strict economy in the use of ammunition.
He added that “ neglect of this injunction might lead

to very grave consequences.”

The retirement of the enemy in front of the Moroccan
Division, which had first been noticed on the igth, in-

duced me to clear up the situation
; I therefore ordered

the IX Corps to resume its attacks early on the 20th in

the direction of Nauroy and Beine.

The Moroccan Division succeeded in advancing about

1,300 yards north ofLes Marquises, traversing the ground

which the reconnaissance had covered the day before.

The Division established itself there and held firm in

spite of a sharp counter-attack, but it was unable to

make any impression on the new German lines.

The attempts of the Ninth Army since September

1 6th to penetrate the enemy’s front, and especially those

made by the IX Corps against Moronvilliers, had demon-

strated the strength of the German entrenchments which

faced us. It was now evident that the only way to break

through would be to launch an attack in force, power-

fully supported by heavy artillery and directed against

some vital point of the enemy’s defence. A study both
of the terrain and of the tactical situation indicated that

tlie high ground between Nogent I’Abbesse and Berru

best lent itself to tliis acdon. It was here therefore that

I decided to make the attempt. In the meanwhile work
on our defences would be pursued along the whole fron^

while the troops not employed in the fct line could he

rested and reorganized.

This was tlie situation when, at ii a.m. on Septemhs'
2 1 St, a telephone message from the Commander-in-C==
reached Chalons, ordering the XI Corps to be tnre^
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ferred to the Sixth Army. It was to march that evening

to the area south of Soissons. Upon receipt of this order,

I at once constituted a new body of troops composed as

follows :

The 23rd Division (XII Corps), which was in army
reserve near Mourmelon

;

One brigade of the 42nd Division
;

The Moroccan Division
;

The 52nd Reserve Division
;

The gth Cavalry Division.

This group, which I called the Combined Corps, was

placed under the orders ofGeneral Humbert, command-
ing the Moroccan Division. Its mission was to ensure

the defence ofthe front between Neuvillette and Prunay.

It was also to make arrangements for the attack I con-

templated for a later date on the Berru massif.

The reliefof the XI Corps troops, then in the front line,

was effected without difficulty during the night of the

2 1 St—22nd, and about 7 a.m. on the 22nd the last units

of that Corps left the Rheims area. By the morning of

the 23rd the Combined Corps was entirely formed and

was making preparations for the attack east of Rheims.

However, a movement of German forces toward the

north-east was now reported by the Fifth Army. To
oppose it, that Army attacked to the north and north-

east on the morning of the 23rd. I therefore instructed

General Humbert to support this attack with his artillery

and then, towards 3 p.m., I directed him to act with all

his available forces.

In execution of this last order, the Moroccan Divi-

sion advanced against the line La Pompelle—Bois du

/ Desert. Progress was slow and the ground gained was

soon lost as the result of a heavy counter-attack. Our

object, however, had been achieved, as General Humbert
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had drawn against himself all the hostile forces in his

zone of attack. Indeed, air reconnaissances showed that

German troops reported that very morning in close

formation behind the line facing the Combined Corps had

been brought up into the line.

During the four following days, September 24th, 25th,

26th and 27th, the Ninth Army concentrated all its

efforts tvith a view to capturing the entrenched heights

of Cemay-les-Rheims—Nogent TAbbesse—Berru. The
main operation was carried out by the Combined Corps,

supported by the corps on its right. I established my
Command Post on the 24th at Verzenay, and at 7 o’clock

that morning the attack started.

On the left, the 52nd Reserve Division advanced for

about half a mile in the direction of Cernay-les-Rheims

;

the 42nd Division captured the Fort de laPompelleand

the Alger farm, while the Moroccan Division gained a

little ground towards the Bois du Dwert and to the north

of Les Marquises. In the centre, the IX Corps could

make no progress. On the right, the XII Corps ad-

vanced about a quarter ofa mile towards Auberive and
the Vedegrange spur, while the XXI Corps gained a
footing on hill 155 (west of Souain).

On the whole, fair progress had been made, and the

situation seemed especially promising on the front of the

Combined Corps. Consequently, at midday, I gave

orders to accentuate the offensive and, after a careful

artillery preparation, to resume the attack and continue

it till nightfall. To the IX Corps, which was in an
exceptionally good position to assist the Combined Corps,

I gave the following instructions :

“ ... In order to support tire attack now being made
by General Humbert’s forces, the infantry of the IX
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Corps (in particular the 17th Division) mil renew its

attacks punctually at 4 p.m. Ground won during the

day will be held and consolidated. Artillery will push
batteries forward toward the front line.”

In the afternoon, however, the enemy put up a strong

resistance, and our troops, finding themselves faced by
trenches defended with barbed-wire and flanked by
artillery and machine-guns, made only insignificant

progress. When fighting ended at nightfall, the 42nd
Division alone could claim an advance, effected north

and east of the Alger farm.

On the 25th, the attack was renewed on the left ofthe

Army ; the right was not to move without further

orders. The Combined Corps progressed to the east of

Rheims for about half a mile between the Linguet and

the Jouissance. Nothing was reported from the rest of

the front.

On the 26th, the Ninth Army was to continue the

operations of the previous day, but its plans were upset

by a serious offensive on the part of the enemy. Warning

of this coming attack was received some hours before it

took place, through an intercepted radio dispatch. I

made this known to my troops in the following terms :

“ It appears from an intercepted wireless message that

the Kaiser has ordered the German Armies to attack

to-day along the whole front.

“ This order arrives at the very moment when the

Allied Armies have completed their preparations for

launching an offensive with their left wing. The circum-

stances, therefore, are greatly in our favour, and if we

act energetically the enemy is certain to be defeated.

“ The G.O.C. Ninth Army counts upon the exertions

of all to maintain their positions intact and to seize every
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opportunity for taking the offensive.”

The Germans began with an extremely violent artillery

preparation and then delivered an attack along the whole

front. Their efforts were first directed on Saint-Leonard,

east of Rheims, where a Guards division succeeded in

forcing our 23rd Division back to the bridge over the

Canal.

General Humbert at once took the necessary measures,

but his reserves were soon expended. He therefore

asked that, “ in view of the extent of the German attack,

all available troops, if there are any remaining, be

directed to my area.”

Accordingly, I ordered the IX Corps to send at once

one Brigade of its reserves to the Combined Corps.

Four Battalions, the only troops available, were imme-
diately dispatched from Thuisy towards the region south

of Puisieubc. To replace these Battalions, a Brigade of

the XXI Corps, not then in the line, was ordered to

report to the IX Corps.

However, the IX Corps itself soon became heavily

engaged about Prosnes, being attacked by a Saxon

infantry division. The left of this attack completely

failed, but north of Prosnes the enemy reached the

Roman Road, and fighting there continued throughout

the whole of the evening and well into the night.

In the direcdon of Saint-Hilaire and Souain, all the

German efforts were blocked by the stubborn resistance

of the XII and XXI Corps.

To sum up, it could be said, on the evening of the

26th, that the great German offensive on the Ninth

Army’s front had failed. And the litde ground we had
lost we recaptured the next day.

On the 27th, the IX Corps entirely re-established its
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line. On its side, the Combined Corps, in conjunction

with the 23rd and 42nd Divisions, carried out an attack

on the enemy trenches north of the Saint-Leonard

bridge. This action was skilfully supported by the few

heavy guns we had, and it succeeded completely. By the

evening ofthe 27th the situation on the whole front ofthe

Ninth Army had been restored. This powerful offensive

undertaken by the Germans was' definitely arrested.

Such was not the case as regards the Fifth Army.

Reports had come to me that the III Corps, on the right

of that army, was heavily attacked, and I was directed

to hold myself in readiness to intervene, if necessary, in

order to disengage it.

At this moment, however, there arrived from the

Commander-in-Chief an important dispatch which

definitely prescribed the attitude we were to assume from

now on. He informed his subordinates that the shortage

in artillery ammunition had brought about a situation

which, from being critical, might “ even become tragic.”

I learned that I would receive no more 75 mm. shells for

two or three weeks, and I was directed to regulate my
operations accordingly. Moreover, the Commander-in-

Chief’s plans now contemplated a manoeuvre north of

the Oise which aimed at turning the German right. As

a consequence, the Allied Armies from the Oise to the

Swiss frontier would be obliged to stand on the defensive.

I immediately directed my Corps Commanders to or-

ganize their fronts defensively, to improve their positions,

and seize this opportunity ofgiving the troops some rest.

The reasons for our change ofattitude i>jaS=to be carefully

explained to the men. In addition, I gave orders to

restrict the expenditure of ammunition.

The period of big operations for the Ninth Army thus

came to an end, since along its front the enemy also
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now assumed a defensive attitude. From September

28th to October 4th nothing ofany importance affecting

the general situation took place in this sector.

On October ist the XXI Corps was relieved from the

Ninth Army and transported to die north.

To meet the situadon thus created, I drew up instruc-

dons prescribing the methods to be pursued in the

defensive organizadon of an extended front. The basis

of this organizadon was the establishment of a system of

defence in depth which “ would ensure both increased

resistance and economy of force.”

After October 4th, the operations on the front of the

Ninth Army entered upon a period of stagnadon that

lasted some dme. The enemy was established in com-

manding posidons armed with powerful artillery oflarge

calibre. He had constructed condnuous lines of deep

trenches protected by machine-guns and flanked by

artillery, generally well concealed. It was not the

moment to try to drive him out. On the other hand,

his big offensive of September 26th had completely

failed. Moreover, our oivn defences were getdng

stronger every day and gave us greater security against

any attacks he might deliver. Under these condidons

nothing decisive could be expected for a long dme in

the Champagne region.

What was happening on die rest ofthe front, and more
especially in our armies consdtudng the left wing, I knew
only vaguely through the daily communiques. It was

in this state of ignorance that on the afternoon of

October 4th I received a message from the Commander-
in-Chief calling me to his Headquarters at Romilly-sur-

Seine. I reported there about 4 p.m.

General Joffre informed me that the primary object of

the operadons then being pursued on the western iving
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of the Allied Armies was to envelop the German Army’s
opposing wing. If this should prove impossible, the

manoeuvre would serve to prevent any corresponding

attempt on the part of the enemy to envelop our left.

With this object in view he had transported to the left

of the Sixth Army, north of the Oise and Somme,
General de Gastelnau’s Second Army, whose Head-

quarters were at Breteuil. An army detachment under

the command of General de Maud’huy, with Head-

quarters at Saint-Pol, had also been constituted for the

same purpose and was now moving on Arras. This de-

tachment was being constantly reinforced and given a

more and more independent role. On October 5th it

would be transformed into the Tenth Army.

Liaison between these two Armies (the Second and the

Tenth) was maintained by a group of Territorial Divi-

sions under the command of General Brygere, with

headquarters at Doullens.

In addition to this, the British Army had asked to be

transferred from the Aisne to our left flank. This request

had been granted, and the move would shortly take

place. British Headquarters was to be established at

Saint-Omer. Finally, arrangements would have to be

made, sooner or later, for co-operation with the Belgian

Army, now grouped in the vicinity of Antwerp.

In the presence of certain hesitance or lack of

decision manifested by some of our commanders in this

sector, and with a view to coming to satisfactory agree-

ments with our Allies, the Commander-in-Chief had

decided to send me immediately to the north, where

I would take charge of our affairs and co-ordinate our

operations with those of the Allied Armies. I was to

have the title ofAssistant to the Commander-in-Chief.

I returned at once to my Headquarters at Chalons,
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arriving there at 7 p.m. I formed a staff, sent for General

Humbert, then at the head of the Combined Corps,

and handed over to him the command of the Ninth

Army. Ever since the outbreak of the War, this young

General had given the highest proofs of calmness and

good judgment, coupled with energy and decision. I

setded with him all outstanding matters, said good-bye

with considerable emotion to good Monsieur Chapron,

the Prefect of the Marne, and at 10 p.m. I left the town
which had witnessed our victorious entry of September

I2th, and started off to face new fortunes. The re-

mainder of my staff was to rejoin me in the course of a

few days.

The long night journey by motor-car lay along roads

torn to pieces by artillery fire and still encumbered with

convoys, across rivers where bridges had been destroyed

and only summarily repaired, through villages dis-

figured by batUe.

Our route took us at first across the battlefield of

the Marne, through Montmirail and Meaux. Here we
passed over the river and traversed the field of battle of

the Ourcq, then through Senlis and then Creil, where we
crossed the Oise. Next came Clermont, Saint-Just-en-

Chaussee, and finally Breteuil, which place we reached

on October 5th at half-past four in the morning.

I immediately sent word to General de Castelnau that

I had arrived, and wliile waiting for him I lay doivn on
a bench in the school house. He came in shortly after-

wards, and I took over the direction of our affairs in

the north.
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CHAPTER I

THE MOVEMENT NORTH

What the “ race to the sea " really was—The situatioa o{ the French Second
and Tenth Armies and their operations from October 5th to 7th—First dis-

positions north of the Lys—Fall of Antwerp. October 8th—^The British Army
enters the hne—Its operations up to Octo^r 15th—Arrival of the Belgian
Army on the Yser ; the meeting at Fumes, October 16th—Forecast of the

Battle of Flanders.

The second period of theWar which followed the Battle

of the Marne was baptized “ the Race to the Sea.” The
phrase sounds well, but it does not give a true conception

of the operations
;
nor does it really reflect the idea on

which they were based. The race was towards the

enemy. It was his right wing that we attempted to

outflank and envelop. When he outstripped us, it was
his effort to outflank us that we warded off. For he was
trying by increased speed to envelop us in a manoeuvre

similar to our own. This produced on each side a race

towards the northern wing of the opposing army. At
the same time, we had to check the enemy’s advance and
immobilize him on the remainder of the front

;
and this

front was getting longer and longer. As a result of this

symmetrical manoeuvre, the northern wing moved at an
ever-increasing speed through the lie de France, Picardy,

Artois and Flanders, up to the North Sea. In this way,

the sea marked the end of the manoeuvre, though it had

never been its aim.

All along the road traversed, the efforts of each to

outflank the other had ended in impacts of front against
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front, bringing no decisive result. When finally the sea

put an end to further progress, there ensued the Battle

of Ypres. Here both sides sought a decision in a

supreme effort to break through hastily improvised

defences.

After a race lasting a full month, the Allied forces

wliich had shattered the enemy’s invasion at the Marne
again checked his march on the banks of the Yser, and

by saving the Channel ports, strengthened the Coalidon,

and consolidated the Franco-British union. If they

failed to overthrow the German Army in a decisive

victory, they at least demolished all its plans by closing

in its face the last possible door by which it could break

through.

jjc ^ •i*

On arriving at Breteuil, my task was to co-ordinate

the operations in the north, and I began with our Second

Army.'*' Its Commander proceeded to explain to me
the situation of our troops in that region. They

stretched from the north of Arras to Ribecourt on the

Oise, where the XIII Corpsf, right wing of the Second

Army, had been held up in its advance on Noyon. They

faced the enemy on the line Lassigny—Roye—Ghaulnes

—Feuilleres-sur-la Somme— Contalmaison—^Beaucourt.

Farther north. General Brugere’s group of Territorial

Divisions, falling back from the Bapaume region, were

defending the approaches to the road from Amiens to

Arras and were keeping up a most precarious connection

with the Tenth Army,{ in process of formation around

Arras. For several days past, the Second Army had been

engaged in heavy fighting, made all the more arduous

* General de Castelnau. t General Alix. J General de Maud’huy.
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by the length offront it had to defend. On the previous

day alarming news from the Tentli Army had created

fears of an envelopment of the Second Army. In the

report which General de Castelnau made me, he had
been led to consider the eventuality of having to with-

draw part of his forces (especially those in action north

of the Somme), in order to bring them south of that

river, on the left bank.

Whatever might be the reasons for such a decision, it

seemed to me that the results would have a most serious

effect upon the whole conduct of the war
;
for a move

would be inidated in a direction exactly contrary to our

interests. In the first place, the outflanking operation

which the French Commander-in-Chief had embarked

upon would be held up ;
secondly, the road would be

left open for the German enveloping movement against

the left of our Second Army
;

finally, the Tenth Army
would have to be abandoned to its fate, and this might

very well mean its destruction. In any case, the with-

drawal of the Second Army and its establishment in a

stronger position, well protected by the Somme, would

compromise the fate of our northern provinces and risk

the loss of the Channel ports and our communications

rvith Great Britain and Belgium.

In spite of the difficulties facing us at the present

moment and the darkness of the picture as painted for

me at Second Army Headquarters, it seemed to me
imperative to avoid any such grave possibilities ; to do
so, we must stiffen our resolution, contend against the

march of events, and in any case make no voluntary

movement in retreat, especially as the pressure of the

enemy did not as yet render this imperative. Instead

of preparing for such a step, it could best be prevented

by vigorously maintaining the troops in their positions
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and thus giving time for the development of the decisive

operations then being pursued farther north. These

operations, which were to be carried out by the British

troops now coming up and those being sent forward

daily by the French Commander-in-Chief, would in the

end bring relief to the Second Army itself. It was in

accordance with these ideas that I decided upon the line

of conduct which the Second Army was to follow and

that I demanded of it to hold on at all costs to the

positions it was occupying.

\ Great wars, especially those in which several allied

• nations are engaged, as well as the important battles they

i involve, cannot be considered merely from the viewpoint

‘ of one particular participant in the fight. They con-

stitute a whole, a combination of joint actions, which,

although extending over large spaces and long periods

of time, must necessarily be harmonized, if a favourable

result is finally to be attained.

Even if one of these actions should come to a standstill,

or one group of these forces be particularly tried, the

commander of the whole must unflinchingly stand by
his general plan, at the same time stimulating or sus-

taining the failing action
; but without ever admitting

that it can be wholly renounced or that its weakness

cause the relinquishment or change of that plan.

Losses suffered at any given moment by a group of

forces even so great as an army cannot justify any such

disturbance- in the combined operations of the other

armies, or in actions being pursued for the defence of

the allied interests as a whole.

The moral to be drawn from this idea—and it is

applicable to all degrees in the hierarchy of command

—

is that the more anxious and disquieting the situation

of his own troops may be, and the more critical the
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moment then facing liim appears, the more urgent it is

for any commander to push fonvard with unshaken

energy his share in the general operations. He must

not let himself be influenced by the uncertainties and

dangers of his own particular situation ; this will always

be restored by a general success. On the contrary, it

is his duty to search his mind and call upon his imagina-

tion for means which will enable his troops to hold out

until the crisis is over. In my opinion, the victory of the

Marne had fully justified this doctrine ;
the moment had

come to apply it once more.

On the morning of October 5th, it was agreed upon

between me and the G.O.C. the Second Army that his

troops would hold on to their present front, no matter

what might be the difficulties encountered or the sacri-

fices entailed.

At 7 A.M, I left for Tenth Army Headquarters at

Saint-Pol, after infonning General de Castelnau that I

would return to Bretcuil in the evening. About 10 a.m.

I met General dc Maud’huy at his Command Post at

Aubigny, not far from Arras, but a good sixty miles from

Bretcuil.

On the road we once more encountered the sad spec-

tacle presented by dense columns of inhabitants fleeing

before the enemy. At Aubigny I found General de

Maud’huy in excellent spirits—the perfect type of a

soldier in the full tide of battle. He had been dispatched

ivith a strong force ofcavalry in an endeavour to envelop

die German northern wing, but he had been attacked

by several army corps marching on Arras, and by
October 5th, when I met him. Ids troops had been forced

back to the approaches ofthat town. In lact, these corps

had outstripped him, and their attacks forced him to

close his forces in as soon as possible; Sbr they were sfiH
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Spread out from the Lys, Mervilic and Armentieres to

the south of Arras.

In the meantime and while this junction was being

efFectedj General de Maud’huy had to improvise a series

of disposidons for opposing the enemy as well as to put

an end to the state of doubt which existed in the minds of

some of his commanders as to the attitude to be assumed.

I arri\'cd in the midst of this situation, and with him
drew up the following plan of action :

I

—

Check forthwith die enemy’s advance on Arras.

II

—

Maintain solidly in their positions the front line

troops already engaged.

III

—

Concentrate as soon as possible the remaining

troops in rear, seizing at the same time certain points

of special tactical importance, such as Notre-Dame-de-

Lorette.

IV

—

Continue the effort to envelop the enemy’s flank

by pursuing the offensive on our left wing with the XXI
Corps.* The 43rd Division of tliis Corps was to advance

from Aubigny on Carengy and the 13 th Division from

La Bassee to Loos and Lens.

Of the cavahy, a part would keep touch with the two

Divisions just mentioned, wiiile another fraction would

cover them on the east.

The troops available were the X Corps, f the Pro-

visional Corps} (70th and 77th Division), the XXI
Corps, the 45th Division, General Gonneau’s Cavalry

Corps (ist, 3rd and loth Cavalry Divisions), and

General de Mitry’s Cavalry Corps (4th, 5th and 6th

Cavalry Divisions).

Having made these decisions with General de

Maud’hiiy, I left for Amiens in the afternoon and

* General Maistre.

I General Desforges. + Geireral d’Urbal.
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arrived that evening at Breteuil. Here reports 1

received from the Second Army indicated that the day

had been devoid of any particular incident. I passed

the evening with General de Castelnau and spent the

night at Breteuil, not far from liis headquarters. I left

him the next morning, October 6th, after arranging

with him that the line of action decided upon the

previous day should remain unchanged. The enemy

was to-be vigorously opposed on the front of the Second

Army and of the„Territorial Divisions, while we pushed

an outflanHng offensive movement to the north of

tlte Tenth Army. I then proceeded to join this

Army.
Upon arriving at Aubigny on the morning ofthe 6th, I

learned from General de Maud’huy that, in the face of

the strong resistence it had encountered, the XXI
Corps was making but slow progress in the direction of

Lens. The cavalry however had occupied the plateau

ofNotre-Dame-de-Lorettc. They were relieved there the

next day by the XXI Corps, whose two Divisions,

working in close conjunction, had pushed an advanced

guard to Pont i Vendin.

Although tlic day had produced no important

results, tire operations of the Tenth Army on the whole

had been well inaugurated. This was the situation

when I returned to my Headquarters, which I had
moved to Doullens, half-way betrvecn Aubigny and
Breteuil. Immediately I arrived, the Cliief of Staff of

the Second Army telephoned me that liis Army was

being heavily attacked and it was greatly desired that I

come to Breteuil that same evening. It appeared that

in the face of attacks against the Santerre plateau, the

IV Corps* had given way, losing Parvilliers, Damery,

* General Bodle.

/"
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Anclcchy and Lc Qiicsnoy. The G.O.G. the Second
Army had the impression that his line was on the point of

breaking somewhere.

This was the situation when I started off for Breteuil.

Here, \vith General dc Castclnau, I calculated the

reserves remaining in his own hands, the reinforcements

placed at his disposition by the Sixth Army, and the help

which might be provided by the two Divisions of

British Cavalry which, under General Allcnby’s com-
mand, were then passing through jMontdidier bound for

Flanders. Together ^ve decided that if necessary the

reinforcements would be employed, but that there was

to be no alteration in the line of action laid do^vn for the

Second Army. It was to oppose a strong resistance to

the enemy everywhere and check liis advance. For tliis

purpose a defensive front was to be organised as soon as

possible and the men were to dig themselves in. It so

turned out that October 6th was desdned to be the last

day of serious trouble for the Second Army for some

time.

After having arranged matters at Breteuil, I returned

at once to my Fleadquarters at Doullens where I

arrived late at night. Since the evening of October 4th,

tliat is to say, in fifty-seven hours, I had driven more than

five hundred and thirty miles, hurrying fi'om Chalons to

the two battles that had just been fought, the one of the

Second Army on the Somme and tlie one of tlie Tenth

Army at Arras. Our quarters at Doullens lacked

nothing in simplicity, for the to\vn \vas already occupied,

not to say filled to its limit, by tire Headquarters of

Gerreral Brugere’s group of Territorial Divisions, ’^vith

its two hundred comfortable rnotor-cai's and numerous

persorrs of note.

On October' 761, tlie fighting on tlie front of tlie Tenth
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Army was continued under the same conditions as on

the 6th.

« 4: # 4:

Meanwhile, other operations requiredmy attention in a

quarter where the enemy was multiplying lus attempts to

break through. We had pushed our cavalry (two

divisions) up to the Lys, which it was watclung. But

farther north, in that portion of Flanders which stretches

to the sea, it was possible that the enemy might outflank

our manoeuvre in Artois, gain the Channel ports and cut

us off from the Belgian Army, which was still con-

centrated around Antwerp. It was essential then to

secure possession of this region as soon as possible.

Accordingly, orders were at once given to put Dunkirk

in a state of defence, start the fresh water inundations

and make ready those from the sea.

Farther to the south of the Lys there was the city of

Lille which had long since ceased to be classed as a

fortified place, but which was a most important and

thickly populated industrial centre. The town had been

abandoned by our troops when our armies retired to the

Marne. I got into telephonic communication with the

Prefect, who confirmed the fact that no French troops

were there and that the place would be an easy prey for

enemy patrols ; I therefore decided on the evening ofthe

gtlt to re-occupy it. This was effected by a detachment

consisting ofthree Territorial Battalions, one battery and

three squadrons. This force was attacked on the 1 1 th

and defended itself in the citadel. My e.\pectation was

that our enveloping movement would extend to Lille and

thus join hands with tliis detachment.*

* As a matter of fact, were unable to come to its aid, and the liUe
gamsen capitulated oa October 13th.
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Tlic Eritish Army, arriving from the Aisne front, was
now ready to come into the line. The idea of the

French' Commandcr-in-Chicf was that this Army should

prolong the turning movement which he was cariying

out on the northern wing of our armies. On the night

of October 5th and 6th, two Cavalry Divisions arrived by
road and two army corps began to detrain in the

neighbourhood of Abbeville and Etuples. The British

Army was to move as rapidly as possible to the left of the

French, \vhere it would regain contact with the British

and Belgian forces operating in Belgium. To cover the

debarkation, I sent a Territorial Brigade with some

artillery from Dunkirk, ^vith orders to take up a position

on the line Watten Canal—St. Omer—^Aire and defend

the exits from the Clairmarais Forest.

At the same time I moved another Territorial Brigade

from Dunkirk to Poperinghe, so diat pordons of the

British Army could also detrain at Bethune and Saint-Pol.

;i:
.-is

On October 8th, after establishing his Headquarters at

Abbeville, Field-Marshal Sir John French came to see

me at Doullens. It was the first dme I had met him

since the beginning of the campaign. I was especially

glad to see him once more. We had known each other

for a long dme, and the cordial reception he had

always given me in former years, both in France and in

England, left no doubt in my mind as to the frankness

which would mark our reladons now that we were both

engaged in a great war.

Among other news he brought was that of the

capitulation ofAntwerp. To his question as to what we

could do to counter an event which had made the
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Germans masters of all Belgium, I replied dial we were

still far from having effected junction- with the Belgian

Army, and that our troops were a long way from the

coast of the North Sea. To my mind the question was

whether we would arrive in time to achieve this ttvo-fold

object. All that could be said at the present moment
was that every effort must be directed to attaining it,

supposing that, in the meantime, we did not succeed in

turning the enemy’s northern wing.

My old friend. Sir Henry Wilson (subsequently to

become a Field-Marshal himself), was witli Sir John
French. I told him with a certain amount of emotion of

the happiness I felt at seeing him again, and I added that

I was convinced that the rapid and effective entry of the

British Army into the war was due to the preparatory

measures which he, as Director of Military Operations on

the Imperial General Staff, hadmade for that contingency.

General Wilson had already given evidence ofpossessing

those qualities ofpatriotic vigilanceand far-sighted intelli-

gence which his later career was brilliantly to confirm.

For my part, I did not find the general situation bad,

and I was full of confidence. I had seen the enemy fail

in Lorraine and we had beaten him on the Marne.

He was now attempting to restore his fortunes in the

north, but we were holding our own. The lightning

stroke by which he had expected to encompass France’s

destruction had been parried in victorious fashion, and
Russia’s weight could not now be long in making itself

felt. Furthermore, the results already obtained by our

Second and Tenth Armies and tlie imminent entry ofthe

British forces into action justified the hope that we
would be able to make our manoeuvre to the north.

Accordingly, on October lotli, I wrote to the Cora-

mander-in-Chief as follows

:
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“ General :

“ I consider our situation very satisfactory. Castelnau
is not budging nor, barring some incidents, arc his

Territorials. Maud’huy is attacking around Arras.

His success is slow but continued. Further north, our

cavalry has just been driven back on to the line La
Bassec—Beilume, but 1 do not attacli great importance

to that, because :

“ At midday to-day the Britisli 11 Corps will be at

Bclhime and Lillers, and the British Cavalry Corps at

iVirc and Guarbecque. More British are detraining

to-day at and in the neighbourhood of St. Omer (w'hich

we hold)
;
under these conditions, there seems little to

fear from a German attack.

“ The Second Army is recovering its confidence.

Duchesne’s arrival will have an excellent effect. There

is no more talk of a retreat, which, in any case, I have

expressly forbidden. The cavalry has not yet sufficient

audacity.
“

I will return to Romilly whenever you desire, but I

think that I am needed here, inasmuch as our forces are

still not lined up, the advance has not yet been resumed,

and we have to consider a very extended territory,

stretching as it does from Dunkirk through Lille to

Noyon, and anything might happen.

“ Please receive. General, the assurance ofmy respect-

ful devotion.
‘‘ (Signed) Foch.

P.S.—Ifyou approve and if Sir John French agrees,

I propose to advance our left (Tenth Army) by Lille to

the Scheldt at Tournai or at Orchies, the British Army

moving in the direction of Lille and to the north of that

town, and forming line from Tournai through Gourtrai.
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In this way all the French, British and Belgian detach-

ments would be united on the left banks of either the

Scheldt or the Lys. After that we can see.”

Since Sir John French expected to have, on October

loth, the II Corps and two Cavalry Divisions ready to

come into action between Bethune and Aire, and on

October 12th tlie HI Corps and two Cavalry Divisions

between Bethune and Saint-Omer, we made disposidons

on the loth for resuming tlie attack and clearing up the

situation as soon as possible. These arrangements were

set down in the following note :

“ In the existing situation of the Allied Armies, the

first thing to be done is, while acting with every pre-

caution, to effect the union of the Belgian, British and

French forces which, as a result of recent events, have

become scattered.

“ The area nortli and east of Lille, behveen the Scheldt

and tlie Lys, seems to afford favourable ground

for tills operation.
“ If to-morrow, the iitli, and tiie day after, the rath,

the left of the French Tenth Army is supported by tlie

British Army (II Corps and Cavalry Corps) operating on

the front Bethune—Merville, it is anticipated that the

road to Lille will be cleared.

“ On the other hand, tlie area north of the line

Merville—Hazebrouck—Cassel (which we hold) appears

to be occupied only by weak forces.

“ Under tliese conditions, it is believed that on tlie

morning of the r3th tlie left of the French Army could

march towards Lille and, later on, towards Tournai, the

right of the British Army towards tlie area north of

Lille and, later on, towards Templencuve, and the
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centre of the British Army, on Courtrai.

With the Scheldt thus held at Tournai and the Lys
held at Courtrai, the British, French and Belgian forces

could be assembled behind those rivers.

'' If the Field-Marshal Commanding-in-Chief the

British Army is in agreement with these views, the

French Army would be allotted for its movements the

road Outrevillc—Floudain—Vcrquigneul—La Bassee

—

Lille—Tournai, and the roads to the south
;
the British

Army would use all roads to the north of these.

“ I have the honour to ask if the above is approved.

(Signed) Foch."’

Sir John undertook to support the operations of the

French troops as fully and as prompdy as possible.

Owing, however, to delays in detraining, the first

Division of the British III Corps was not available till the

afternoon of the 13th, and was not ready to move as a

whole before the evening of the 15th.

In the meanwhile, the Second Army held fast to its

positions, but the northern wing of the Tenth Army and

the advanced troops of the British Army found their

advance in the direction of Lille held up by repeated

attacks which the enemy was developing in ever-

increasing strength south of the Lys.

The arrival on the 15th of the British forces and their

advance on the northern bank of the Lys marked our

start in outflanking and enveloping the northern wing of

the German armies operating in France. But a fresh

storm was about to break.

Hj * ^

The hostile forces that had been operating in Belgium,

having been freed by the surrender ofAntwerp, were now
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moving to this same northern bank of the Lys. A new
channel had been opened for the invasion we had

managed to dam in Picardy, in Artois and in French

Flanders, and which we were trying to encircle on the

Lys, from Armenticres to Menin. A new theatre of

operations, namely in Belgium, henceforth had to be

considered, and steps must be immediately taken to

meet a military situadon which revived the menace to

the Channel ports and touch between the Allies.

It was now a question of blocking the march “ nach

Calais ” and of saving at least a portion of Belgium,

whose very existence was tlircatencd. Where could we
effect that junction of the scattered Allied forces which

was forecast in the note of October loth ? The Lys and

the Scheldt could no longer cover it. What was the real

fighting value of these forces ? To what extent could

their co-operation be counted upon ? Behind what
barrier could they be united so as to form at least an

obstacle to the enemy’s advance ?

Antwerp was occupied by the German Army on

October gth, and the Belgian Army began its retreat in

tlie direction ofEcloo and Bruges. The British Admiralty

had despatched the 7 th Division and the 3rd Cavalry

Division under General Rawlinson, and France a

brigade of Marines under Admiral Ronarc’h, toward

Antwerp for the purpose of supporting the Belgians.

But tlicse forces had been unable to proceed beyond

Ghent, and were now falling back covering the right of

the Belgian Army.
That Army first gained the region Ostend

—
^Thourout

—Dixmude—Fumes. Here General Pau, attached to the

Belgians as representative of the French Supreme
Command, joined it on tire loth. He found the troops

worn out by the siege of Antwerp and tire subsequent
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retreat. Their retirement was continuing on Calais and
Saint-Omer, when General JoflVc endeavoured (but
without success) to divert tliem towards Ypres and
Poperinghe, so that they might join the Allied Armies in

the enveloping movement then in process.

When I learned of the J3eigians’ intentions, I asked

General Pan to prevail upon them to fix Dunkirk as their

base of operations I'ather than Calais, as tliis would
place them nearer to Belgium at the very moment when
the Allied Armies were about to advance into that

country. It was decided, iherelbrc, on the nth at

Ostend, that all the personnel of depots and untrained

men should be sent to Dunkirk, and that the six divisions

constituting the Belgian Army would be assembled in

the region Nieuport—Fumes—Dixmude, They would
still be covered on the east by General Rawlinson’s

British Divdsions and Admiral Ronarc’h’s brigade of

French Marines. The Belgians were not to redre unless

attacked. In the event of being obliged to retreat, they

were to take ujj a final defensive position behind the

Yser and the canal from DLxmude to Ypres, keeping

touch always with that last named town.

This retention of the Belgian Army along the coast

isolated it to such a degree as might very well have

proved fatal to it. Moreover, Ypres, that important

centre of communications, would have to be abandoned,

and this might deal a mortal blow to the entire Allied

plan. Accordingly, on the 12 th, I instructed General

Bidon, the Military Governor of Dunkirk, to take under

his orders the 87th and 89th Territorial Divisions.

Then, having established himself in position on the

Poperinghe—Ypres road, he was to endeavour to make

contact in the direction of Zonnebeke and Roulers with

the Allied forces to the east (Belgian, British and the
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French Marines). He was to manoeuvre so as to keep in

touch with the British forces arriving that day on his

right at Lecke
;

in addition he was to organise a strong

defensive position at Ypres, so as to check any hostile

advance from the direction of Armentieres, Comines or

Menin.

Out of these heterogeneous, changing and unstable

Allied elements, it was hoped and intended to create, at

once, starting on October 14th, a safe place of contact

and a centre of resistance upon which the Allies could

base their future action.

• The state ofthe Belgian Army also had to be taken into

account. For two months it had been subjected to a

succession of the hardest blows, {Liege, Namur and

Antwerp), not to mention prolonged bombardments.

For such trials this army was less prepared than any of

the others. Up to 1914, it had known nothing but

peace. The neutrality of Belgium, guaranteed by the

Great Powers of Europe, had become an article of faith

which not only removed all menace of serious war from

her army, but brought about a limitation of its functions.

From the point of view of home affairs, the Army was

merely the guardian of public order. From the point of

view offoreign affairs, its duty consisted in protecting the

country from invasion until such time as the Guarantee-

ing Powers could come to her defence and take under the

protection of their armies the maintenance of her

independence. But the lofty sense of honour which

animated the King and the nation caused the Belgians

to throw themselves into a tremendous struggle which a

formidable neighbour had carefully prepared. It was
this reality, so different from anything it had ever had
reason to c-xpcct, that the Belgian Army now had to face.

And the nervous force of its soldiers was all that remained
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to replace the dcricicncies of tlieir equipment.

The uncertainty I felt regarding the situation on the

North Sea coast, and the amount of resistance we could

ofier there to the progress of the invasion, decided me on
the 1

6

th to make a rapid visit to that region, with which
as yet I was imacquaintcd. Accompanied by Major
Destickcr and Lieutenant Tardieu, I proceeded on the

morning of the i6th first of all to Saint-Omer, whither

Sir John French’s Fleadquarters had been moved. I

asked him to ensure the co-operation of the British Navy
against the German right in the direction of Ostend

;

also to divert the enemy attacks from the Belgian Army
by advancing General Rawlinson’s corps from Ypres in

the direction of Roulcrs.

I then went on to Dunkirk. A large stock of supplies

had been collected there which it was essential to protect

from a sudden raid, so I ordered up a Brigade of

Territorials and, in conjunction with General Plantey,

the new Military Governor, I assured myself that the

defences were malting good progress and that eveiything

was in readiness for effecting the inundations. The
fresh-water sluices had already been opened and the

water was now spreading, wliilst the salt-water

inundations could be started whenever desired, as the

canals had been filled to high water level.

At Dunkirk I met Monsieur de Brocqueville, the

Belgian Prime Minister. After discussing with him the

local military situation and the general political outlook,

we decided to go together to the Belgian Army Head-

quarters at Fumes in order to see the King.

For it was now necessaiy to take a decision of

paramount importance, namely, prevent the Belgian

Army from entirely abandoning Belgium. Its retreat

must be stopped and it must hold on to a portion of its
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native soil, however small the strip might be. Monsieur

de Brocqueville was an able, far-seeing statesman, full of

decision. He agreed with these views and undertook to

support them.

On the road from Dunkirk to Fumes, once more we
had to pass through a pitiful throng of inhabitants

fleeing before the invasion. A dense mass, composed of

women, children and young girls, ofnuns, priests and old

men, filled the roads, pressing onward in the confusion

of a hurried flight, worn out by the fatigues of a ceaseless

march and ofnights passed in the open fields under a cold

October rain. Fumes was crowded with Belgian troops,

exhausted by the terrible bombardment ofAntwerp and

eight days of retreat. The King, Commander-in-Chief

ofthe Belgian Army, had established his Headquarters in

thcTownHall, a building of period architecture, situated

in one corner of an artistic square, now the scene of a

busy movement that contrasted strangely with its

habitual solitude.

Accompanied by Lieutenant-Colonel Brecard, the

head ofour mission with the Belgian Army, and preceded

by M. de Brocqueville, I made my way to Headquarters.

Here I found General Hanotaux, the Belgian Chief of

Staff, and General Wielcmans, the Deputy-Chief.

They were still suffering from the disturbing effects of

tlie long and painful retreat.

I explained to them tlie reasons which justified the

halting of this retreat and the means which could be

employed to oppose the enemy. The German units on

the Belgian front consisted of non-regular troops, army
corps composed of reservists. The infantry undoubtedly

was not as good as that which had just been stopped and

driven back in France, but tlicrc could be no doubt that

it would be accompanied by a large force of artillery.
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By digging in, the Belgian Army could parry the enemy’s
blows and provide a barrier which French troops would
soon reinforce. Dixmude was already held by a Brigade
of French Marines, first class troops. This gave us a

strong point on which to anchor the defence ofthe line.

A few moments later the King received me. He was
in the Salle des Echevins, a large, finely decorated room,

with a huge fireplace, whose heaped-up logs gave out a

warmth most welcome on that cold, penetrating day.

This was the first time I had met this illustrious personage,

the very embodiment of honour and duty. I found a

certain amount of embarrassment in approaching- him,

determined as I was to defend with all my might the

common cause in which were bound up the safety of

Belgium and the fate ofthe Allied battle then in progress.

His response to my sentiments was not long in coming.

Belgium was now but a shred of territory to which its

government and its army were clinging. If they

retreated another twelve miles, their country would be

lost completely. The enemy would have it entirely in

his power to dispose of as he wished
;
the country might

even disappear from the map of Europe. For was it

sure that it could be given a new birth in the treaty of

peace ?

The King recognised that the Belgian Army was much

exhausted, but he believed that, at the call of their

Commander-in-Chief, the troops would find new energy

with which to defend what remained of their native soil.

They could be counted upon to hang on to the Yser and

thus give time to the Allied forces to come to their aid.

Ample proof of the soundness of this reasoning was

soon to come. Fresh decisions were taken, new dis-

positions made,' and the reorganized Belgian Army

proceeded to defend the Yser from Nieuport to Dixmude
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and Boesinghc and it was tliere that the French troops

found them when they came up in support.

On the day following this interview, the King visited

all his Divisions. He reminded them that the Belgian

Army was now disputing the last parcel of their country’s

land and that they must die rather than give way. He
informed the Divisional Commanders that if any one of

them retreated without a formal order, he would be

relieved of liis command on the spot.

Thanks to these dispositions it now seemed possible to

check the invasion whieh was moving down the coast.

To this end we would defend the Yser from the North Sea

to Dixmude with the reconstituted Belgian Army
;
hold

the position of Dbemude with the Brigade of Marines ;

and farther south, on the Yperlc and up to Ypres, we
could use the French Territorial troops which were

already tliere, and which I was rapidly reinforcing with

cavalry divisions. This would enable us to await the

arrival of the French reinforcements which the Com-
mander-in-Cliicfhad promised.

In pursuance of these ideas, before leaving Fumes on

the evening of the 1

6

th, 1 dispatched a hurried message to

Admiral Ronarc’h defining his role at Dixmude :

“ Under the present circumstances, any idea of

manoeuvring is out of llie question and your tactics

must be confined purely and simply to resisting on your

actual positions.

“ With this end in view, every possible means should be

used for providing shelter and defences for your troops.

“As to the line ofconduct to be pursued, your mission

is to stop the enemy in his tracks and above all by fire

action. In view of the strength of your forces and the

means at your disposal, which enable you to occupy a
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wide extent of front, you should find no difficulty in

holding your ground.

Nothing short of a formal order from your superiors

or the capture of the whole ofyour position by the enemy
will justify you in evacuating your position.

“ Needless to say that I count upon you absolutely to

fulfil this mission.”

Let me add here that the Admiral and his sailors

performed their task in a most glorious manner.

Finally, in order to provide for eveiy contingency, I

caused the defences of Dunkirk to be supplemented by
inundations wliich stretched for seven or eight miles in

front of the town, thus forming an obstacle along the

coast behind which fresh resistance could be organized,

should the Belgian line be broken.

Such was the defensive system we were able to throw

rapidly together for the purpose of stopping the enemy’s

march “ nach Calais, and fi'ustrate his new plan, wliich

no longer aimed at Paris, but at the Channel ports.

This outcome was due to the Edng’s quick understanding

and his determination, as he himself affii'med on the i6th

of October, to consecrate his entire Army to the task.

The hesitations of some of his subordinates were in

marked contrast to this resolute attitude of the King, for

at the very moment when our decisions ^vere being made

at Fumes, Monsieur Augagneur, then Secretary of the

Navy, while returning to Belgian Headquarters, which

he had left the evening before, stopped at Doullens and

asked my Chief of Staff, Colonel Weygand, to have

billets prepared in the neighbourhood of Calais where

the Belgian Army might be housed and re-formed.

For, according to its leaders, there was nothing it could

do but retire from the struggle.
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I returned in the evening to my Headquarters at

Doullens, seventy-five miles from Fumes. Here I wrote

a report of tlie day’s doings to tlic Commander-in-Chief

:

“ I havejust come from Fumes, General Headquarters

of the Belgian Army. On my way there tliis morning, I

stopped at Saint-Omer, Headquarters of Sir John
French, and I have asked him :

“ (i) To urge his government to order a naval squadron

to operate off the coast at Ostend agahist the German
right.

“ (a) To advance Rawlinson’s corps fromYpres in the

direction of Roulers, in order to divert the German
attack from the Belgian Army.

“ I dien proceeded to Dunkirk and satv the Governor.

He informed me, and I believe it, that the place is in a

good' state of defence. The fresh-tvater inundations

have been effected and the salt-water ones are ready.

“ Belgian refugees of every description are notv being

taken care of without difficulty. The same conditions

obtain at Calais.

“ I then went to Fumes. The Belgian Army is

established along the line of the Yser. It has been

ordered to reorganise there, and to defend itself tvith the

utmost energy. The King and the Prime Minister seem

determined to adopt these tactics and to sec that they

are carried out. . . .

“ The British Anny is continuing its advance on
Courtrai. To-day it has again made some progress.

“ P.S.—^.Ml the same, whenever you have some really

reliable troops available to send to tlie left of the Belgian
Army, it would be well from every point of vietv to

do so.”
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My day’s journey in Flanders had made it clear to me
that although our left, resting on the sea, was com-
paratively secure, there was still an open space some
fifteen miles wide stretching from Boesinghe to the Lys,

held only by a few regiments of territorials, some cavalry,

and scattered British troops in the vicinity of Ypres.

Fortunately, on my arrival at Doullens, I heard from

General Joffre that the British I Corps would complete

detraining at Hazebrouck on the 19th. It would be

followed by the Lahore Division, sent to the same region,

then by the French 42nd Division, directed on Dunkirk,

and finally by the French IX Corps, which would

proceed to a point not yet determined. It was my task

to make the best use possible of these reinforcements, see

that they arrived under the protection of troops already

in the Ypres area and then co-ordinate their action.

As the battle in Picardy and Artois became more and

more stabilised, a new era of events opened north of the

Lys. Here was to be found the only ground now left

where the Germans could seek to outstrip us, surprise us

in the midst of our preparations and crush us with the

weight of their powerfully armed masses. It was their

last chance of winning the battle on the Western Front,

which so far had gone against them, and of carrying out

their original plan of bringing the war to a victorious

conclusion in the west before proceeding to end it in the

east. It was to be anticipated that, ifleft unhampered in

their movements, the Germans would put forth an

exceptionally powerful effort
;

accordingly, we once

more tried to forestall them by seizing the initiative

ourselves. As it turned out, we did not succeed, but we

broke their plan completely and definitely, and thereby

inflicted upon them a serious repulse.

On October 17th, I went to the Headquarters of the
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Tenth Army at Saint-Pol to settle various details and

more especially to meet Mr. Lloyd George, British

Chancellor of the Exchequer, who was making a tour of

our front with his friend Lord Reading. This occasion

was my first meeting with this statesman, destined later

on to become one of the leading actors in the war. The
first impression he gave was that of a man of rare

vivacity and a most uncommon quickness ofmind ; this

impression was strengthened and prolonged by the

breadth of his views, the diversity of the subjects he

discussed and the fertility of the solutions he advanced.

The French officer charged with accompanying him had

lost sight of him that morning during a halt at Mont-

didicr. When he found him, he was standing in front of

the statue of Parmenticr, and, as the officer approached,

he exclaimed :
“ There was what you would call a

great man !

”

Our talk at Saint-Pol naturally dealt with the situation

of the Allied armies and ths barrier to tlie invasion

which we had established up to the Lys and which we
were trying to extend to the sea. I told him that I had
decided to dig the troops in and by that means hold fast

against the enemy’s superior armament until such time

as we ourselves should become just as powerfully

equipped
; then we would take the offensive, for in no

other way could victory be won. On many occasions

since that day Mr. Lloyd George has reminded me of

this conversation, which he dubbed “ The Saint-Pol

programme,” and of wliich he saw the fulfilment.

It was under these conditions that one of the most

important encounters of the war was to take place.

The Allies were still seeking to profit by tire initiative and
tire freedom of action which their victory on tlie Marne
had given them, to forestall the enemy’s offensive and
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attack him before he could exploit his success at Antwerp
by adding the forces there liberated to powerful reserves

coming from Germany, thus preparing a gigantic

offensive on the only ground where it remained possible

to decide the war on the Western Front by manoeuvre.

The question I had to ask myself was this : Would we
have time to assemble the scattered and heterogeneous

forces of three Allied Powers in sufficient numbers and

well enough organized to make a combined effort to

block the enemy’s plan and retain that direction of

events to which our victory entitled us ? Ifwe could not

expect this much, could we not at least arrest the full

development of his plans ? This question would be

answered by the terrific encounter known as the Battle of

Flanders. \

It comprised two dis't^inct periods :

(1) The attack alon^ the coast, or the battle of the

Yser ;
October 17th to November ist.

(2) The Battle of Ypres, the principal centre of

communications of the Flanders region
;
October 21st to

November 12th.



CHAPTER II

THE BATTLE OF THE YSER

The theatre o{ oDcratioii»->Thc first German attacks on the Belgian Army
and the French ^larines, October iSth to 23rd—Arrival of the ^2nd Division—
The crisis of October 24th—The forcing of the Yscr—Rcorganuahon along

the railway—The inundations—Final failure of the Germans.

Since October t7th, the Belgian Army had been

established behind tlic Yser, covering a front of some

twenty miles between Nieuport and the north of Boe-

singhc
; it had four Divisions in line, two others in

reserve or in coune of reorganisation. Our Brigade of

Marines was occupying Dixmude, on the right bank of

the river in advance of the centre
;
a Territorial Brigade

(lyytli) was on its right at Boesinghe. To the south of

Dkmude and still farther advanced, the Belgian

Cavalry Division and the French II Cavalry Corps were

holding the northern and eastern exits of the Forest of

Houthulst and reconnoitcring in the direction of

Roulers.

The tlicatre of operations consisted of low-lying

country, in large part reclaimed from the sea. Passage

cverysvhere was easy, there being no natural obstacles or

high ground ofany importance. From time immemorial

the invasions from Central Europe westwards have

passed across this country. It was the battlefield where

the destinies of tlic Old World, down to tlie time of

Waterloo, had been fought out. Once more it was to

serve as tlie arena where the fateand future ofciviliaation

would be decided.
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In the part that we now occupied, the Yser had small

value as an obstacle, being narrow and sluggish, with
very low banks. The tides reached up to and above
Dixmude. The river flowed through a country almost

entirely flat, being mostly reclaimed land whose elevation

was below sea-level at high tide.

A foot or two beneath the surface one comes to water,

so that it was most difficult to construct trenches or

provide any shelter for troops. Nevertheless this ground

had to be held under powerful artillery fire.

^

On October i8th the German advanced guards

delivered attacks on the Belgian outpost positions along

the Yser, and against the Marine Brigade at Dixmude.

These efforts failed everywhere, except at Keyem,

which fell into the enemy’s hands.

On the 19th the attacks were renewed between Nieu-

port and Dixmude, with no greater success. The

British monitors and French destroyers at my request

were operating off Nieuport, and they considerably

hampered the development of the hostile manoeuvre.

On the 20th, the enemy’s attacks became particularly

violent
;
they extended south to the region ofBoesinghe.

Again they failed everywhere. On the 21st, they met

with no greater success. The Belgian Army, however,

in order to hold its own, had been obliged to reduce its

frontage by closing in its right on Saint-Jacques-Capeile.

It had also been obliged to employ all its reserves.

Fortunately the French 42nd Division, commanded by

General Grossetti, now arrived in the vicinity of Fumes.

Here were troops and a leader whose great qualities I

had seen tested in the Battle of the Marne. This
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Division helped to parry the violent blows which fell

upon us during the following days.

On die 22nd, the Marines and die 8gth Territorial

Division, at and to the south ofDixmude, were subjected

to an e-xccptionally heavy bombardment, ivhile the

Belgians, attacked in the vicinity of Schorbake, were

forced to give up the Tervaete bend, thus providing the

enemy with a place of assembly on the left bank of the

river. On the 23rd the Marines, the Belgians and the

42nd Division, conforming to the offensive movement
undertaken farther south, moved out to the attack.

The 42nd Division succeeded in advancing between

Lombartzyde and Westende, but our efforts on the Yscr

were checked, and the enemy condnued to pass troops

across the river and assemble diem in the Tervaete bend.

» * « *

On the 24th, while General Grossetd, retaining one

Brigade to occupy Nieuport, attempted with the other to

retake the Tervaete bend, die enemy launched 3 violent

attack along the whole line of die Yser, pushing fonvard

at the same time on die Saint-Georges bridge and road.

The line of the Yscr was now definitely forced and was

being crossed on a front of more than three miles.

Between Nieuport and Dbtmude, the river as an obstacle

no longer e.\istcd. The question was where and how the

Belgian Army could halt in order to organize and offer

fresh resistance. It was in the midst of these tragic

circumstances that I hurried again to Fumes.

The violence of the assaults shoived clearly the

importance the Germans attached to obtaining a decisive

success immediately. They employed a most powerful

artillery, reinforced by the heavy guns which had been
used before i\ntwcrp and by a large number of trench
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mortars. The latter were easy to transport and place in

position, and at short range their effect was equal to

heavy guns. This bombardment was directed against

troops who were precluded by the nature of the ground
from finding shelter in trenches.

And now behind this line of guns a new hostile army,
the Fourth, was making its appearance. It was com-
posed of Army Corps of recent formation, still entirely

intact, trained by two months of instruction and re-

cruited chiefly from the youth of the universities.

They felt absolutely certain of victory, for the German
spirit reigned supreme among them and they were

supported by a most powerful equipment. How could

it be possible for the remnants of the Belgian Army to

halt these troops on their march to Calais, where the

victory ofGermany was to be proclaimed ?

On arriving at Fumes I again saw the King, and then

examined with the Belgian Staff the extremely serious

situation facing their Army. The effect of the terrible

experience it had been through was evinced in the

announcement of its retirement. Now that the Yser had

been forced, it was first of all essential to find an obstacle

which could be opposed to the invasion
;

for the troops

had come to the end of their tether. Their numbers

were seriously reduced, and their armament was greatly

inferior to that of the enemy. Nor did the ground

offer any protection. Only one French Division

remained available, the 42nd. The flood of attack

might at any moment roll impetuously over us, unless we

succeeded in collecting and regrouping behind some

obstacle those remnants of the worn-out Belgian forces

which were still capable of resistance.

Now, in the direction ofDunkirk, the map showed not

even any high ground, woods or localities susceptible of
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being used as points of support, much less any line or

river capable of being organized and defended. But a

decision had to be made without delay if too iarge a

redrement with decisive consequences was to be pre-

vented, and my thoughts centred on the line of the

railway between Nieuport and Dixmude. This railway

offered at least a condnuous line actually traced on die

ground, and one which the troops in dieir retreat would

have to cross and where they might be halted. It was

therefore an easy base on which to rally and form a new
line of batde.

A railway often runs through cuts or on embankments;

even on level ground the ballast alone affords some

shelter to a firing line. I therefore assumed that this

road would give a little protecdon to the troops forming

up behind it. Moreover, its e.xtrcmides rested firmly

upon Nieuport and Dixmude at either end and, therefore,

it might present a defensive line of considerable value.

Such were the brief but vital reflecdons which I

c.xchangcd—without knowing much more about the

matter—with the Belgian Staff, and by virtue ofwhich it

was decided that the Belgian Army would bring its

retreat to an end on tliis line and take up a defensive

posidon behind it. On the nordi at Nieuport, it would
be strongly held by a Brigade of die 42nd Division

;
in

die centre, towards Pervyse, by the other Brigade of this

Division
;
and at Dixmude by the Brigade ofMarines.

It turned out that the railway lines ran along an

embankment from tliree and a half to four and a half feet

above the level of die plain. Why should we not, dien,

try to flood the shores of the Yser here as we had
successfully managed to do in die west around Dunkirk ?

If this were done, die strip of ground one or two miles

wide which lay between the river and the railway would
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be denied to the enemy, while the water would be
checked at the embankment

;
the latter, moreover,

would afford some protection for the troops. At all

events, in the confusion which always accompanies a
withdrawal under heavy fire, the most essential point is

to have a continuous line traced on the ground. This

furnishes a front upon which the troops can rally and
reorganize, and the men respond willingly ifthe terrain is

ever so little favourable. The railway rendered us this

service and the inundations completed it.

And so, when I left Fumes on the evening of the 24th,

it had been arranged with the Belgian Staff that the

retreat would be stopped and a defensive position

established along the railway line. It was also agreed

with the Belgian Staff that, notwithstanding the serious

damage which the sea water would cause to this beauti-

fully cultivated country for a long time to come, the

inundation would be effected.

As for General Grossetti, he sent me from his Command
Post at Pervyse, the following unequivocal message

:

‘‘ I don’t know how much will be left to-morrow of the

42nd Division, but so long as one man remains the

Germans will not cross the railroad.”

Once more, we were about to offer battle with

exhausted troops. This time it was along the Nieuport-

Dixmude line. It is true that its defence was greatly

strengthened at the two extremities by the presence of

French detachments, as well as by General Grossetti’

s

force in the centre, at Pervyse. It was also soon to be

protected by flooding the approaches. The keys to the

inundations were the locks at Nieuport, and these we

firmly held. But the question was, how long would it

take the water to spread and what extent of ground

would it cover ? There was nothing in previous
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:perience which could answer these questions, for the
^draulic system, which had been designed with the
yect of defending the country from the sea, was now
lout to be called upon to let that sea in upon the very
ound tt was devised to protect. Uncertainty on this
mt continued till the very end, with a correspondin?
ect upon the defence.

* * *

On the agth the Belgian Army was in line along the
ibankment. On the 26th the German bombardment
s renewed with intense violence. It reached the
Iway and again spread anxiety among its defenders,
wever, they put much reliance upon the rising

Ration. On the evening of the 25th the Belgian
ff informed Admiral Ronarc’h at Dixmude that all

angements had been made “ to flood the left bank of
Yser between the river and the line of the Dixmude-
uport railway.” Special measures had to be taken to
vent the water from reaching our troops. The culverts
Sing under the track had to be damned and made
cr-tight, and the banks of certain canals had to be
so as to let the sea-water in.

t Was only on the evening of the 27th that all this

k was finished. Then, at flood ude, the Nicuport
s Were opened. They were shut again at low tide,

this manojuvre went on every day. On the 28th

water had reached the railway in the vicinity of
ryse and spread southwards. Tliis, however, did not
the enemy’s advance, nor cause liim to modify his

'• Thus he delivered on the 29th a succession of
int attacks in the direction of Ramscapeilc, but he
tot succeed in entering the village. On the morning
® 30th, seeing that the water had gained his rear, he
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made a supreme effort, captured Ramscapelle and
reached solid ground. If he could hold on to this place
and succeed in debouching from it, the ground behind
the inundations would lie open to him, the railway

embankment and our whole system of defence would-be
turned. It was therefore necessary at all costs to

recapture Ramscapelle. General Grossetti realized this

immediately, and gave the necessary orders. The
attack was carried out by Zouaves, Ghasseurs-a-Pied and
Senegalese, together with some Belgian units, and the

village, before nightfall, was reoccupied.

On the following day, the 31st, the line of defence was

completely reconstituted along the railway. The water

in front of us continued to deepen and, except at a few

points, the enemy retired beyond the Yser. The
system of locks which controlled the inundations was at

Nieuport, and we were in firm possession of this town.

At the other end of the railway, at Dixmude, our

Marines were putting up a stubborn resistance. From
this moment on, that part of the left bank of the Yser,

lying between these two places, was forbidden ground to

the German Army. The route along the coast toward

Dunldrk and Calais was closed.

The battle had lasted more than ten days. It had

been characterized on the part of the Germans by an

intensity of artillery fire of all calibres hitherto unheard

of. Their infantry had shown itself full of enthusiasm.

Leaving out of account his powerful artillery, the enemy

had used in this attack the III Reserve Corps, XXII

Reserve Corps, one Erzatz Division and one Landwehr

Brigade.

The Belgian Army had put in its six Divisions ;
we had

engaged our 42nd Division and our Brigade of Marines.

The German efforts had ended in complete failure.
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While the invasion along the coast was thus being

swamped in tlic mud of the Yser, a desperate struggle

had already begun farther south, in the neighbourhood

ofYpres and the Lys.

I moved my Headquarters on October 24th from

Doullens to Casscl, that sentry-post of Flanders. Here

I was nearer the front and also closer to British General

Headquarters at Saint-Omer.

On the line of our Second Army, the German attack

had been brought to a standstill
; but on our Tenth

Army front, nordi ofLa Bassec, it had been renewed widi

vigour. However, on tlic left wing of the latter army,

the British II and III Corps were engaged. The
British I Corps, tlien in course of detraining at Haze-

brouck joined them later, and also various troops which

French General Headquarters was sending to Flanders by

rail. iVs these Corps arrived tlicy formed up under the

protccdon of our Territorial Divisions, which had been

pushed fonvard to Ypres on the I4tli of October, and

were later reinforced by the II Cavalry Corps. They
were covered also by the British IV Corps (General

Rawlinson), now reduced to the 7th Division and the
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3rd Cavalry Division, which were returning from the

Antwerp expedition.

On October 20th General d’Urbal, who had dis-'

tinguished himself in command of a Corps at Arras, had
been given command of the Army .Detachment of

Belgium, soon to be called the Eighth Army. He
established his Headquarters at Roussbrughe, taking

under his orders the French forces north of the Lys.

Thus there came under my direction a new force whose

action I had to co-ordinate as soon as possible with that

of the other Allied troops arriving from different parts of

the front.

By the fall ofAntwerp, the adversaryconfronting us had

gained complete liberty of action in Belgium. He had

brought up important forces which as yet had suffered

little loss, and he had formed a week before at Ghent an

entirely new Army, the Fourth. In addition to this, he

had created an Army Detachment (Fabek) at Lille.

It was with a view to facing, the gateway of Ypres, and

being nearer to British General Headquarters, that I

had established myself at Cassel. Apart from affording

splendid observation over the Flemish plain, Cassel was a

point of junction of some most important roads. Our
transports would soon be filling these to their utmost

capacity, thereby transforming the peaceful little town

into a scene of feverish activity.

^ ^ 'I*

To understand the sequence of events which were to

culminate at Ypres, it is necessary to go back to the

middle of October. At that moment, all that was known

of the enemy was that his XIX Corps was on the Lys

between Armentieres and Werwicq, while his III
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Reserve Corps and his .jtli Erzatz Division were along

the coast, engaged against the Belgian Army. Between

the Lys and the country around Thourout stretched a

region which was void of troops. This territory offered

us eonditions that were still favourable for the develop-

ment of the movement tlien in course of evolution,

namely the envelopment of the German right wing

north of the Lys.

Accordingly, in the course of a meeting witli Field-

Marshal Sir John French at rVnvin, on October lytli, it

was decided to push the British forces up to the Lys at

Mcnin and advance the four French Cavalry Divisions,

supported by territorial infantry Divisions, from Ypres to

Roulers. The British Corps made little progress ; the

French 11 Cavalry Corps pushed forward more boldly

and, on the i8th, reached Roulers, Hoogledc and

Cortemark, only to be driven back on the 19th by very

large forces. These turned out to be the XXII, XXIII,
XXVI and XXVII Reserve Corps, all nervly formed and

just entering on die scene. They were advaneing

between Courtrai and Bruges in the direcdon ofYpres.

It was this important informadon diat our cavalry

gained by its reconnaissance towards Roulers. On
October 20th a total of five and a half German corps

(including the III Reserve Corps and the Erzatz

Division which were operadng on die lower Yser) were in

the act ofdeploying between the Lys and die North Sea.

Part of diese forces, consisdng of two and a half corps

(III and XXII Resers’e Corps and .jth Erzatz Division),

att.Tckcd on die Nicuport—DLxmude front and took part

up to the end of October in the Batde of the Yser,

wliich, as has been seen, was brought to an end by the

inundations. The other three Corps were preparing an

attack on Ypres.
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It can thus be seen that from this moment on, the

German front stretched before us without break as far as

the North Sea. Hence there could no longer be any
question of our turning their right before we had pierced

their front. The question was : Would we have the

time, and did we possess the means of effecting a break-

through before the enemy could complete defensive

measures against which we would be more or less

impotent ?

This was the effort we were about to make
;

it was an

attempt to exploit the last vestige of our victory on the

Marne.

The idea dominating our tactics was that, in view of

our feeble armament, notably in artillery and machine-

guns, we were powerless to break through the front of an

enemy who had had time to organize the ground,

construct trenches and protect them with wire entangle-

ments. Our plan, therefore, was to forestall him, assail

him while he was in full manoeuvre, assault him with

troops full of dash before he could organize his defence

and bring his powerful armament into play.

But our attacks undertaken with this idea encountered

from the very start an offensive on the part ofthe enemy.

His plan aimed at breaking through the Allied front at

Ypres, the gateway to French Flanders and the starting

point of many roads that lead from this region to the

Channel ports. The clash of the two forces resulted in a

shock of supreme violence and brutahty as well as of

amazing duration. The enemy was playing his last card

and attempting his last manoeuvre on the western

theatre of operations.

In spite of a desperate struggle lasting more than a

month, his efforts were destined to fail. No more

success was to crown his march on Calais to crush
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England, tiian attended Jus march on Paris to subdue

France.

Not without reason this great batdc has been called

the Flanders melee. The diversity of the races, the

intermingling of the various elements and units wlu'ch

took part in it, their arrival piecemeal upon the scene,

all precluded up to the very last day any systematic

direction of the struggle.

On their side, the Germans first sent against us intact

bodies of troops, perfeedy organized into new Army
Corps and equipped with a formidable ardllcry. When,
however, their initial efforts had been shattered, they

drew on all their armies for divisions with which to feed

the battle.

The nature of the ground was also the source of great

confusion. Ypres is the centre of a rich, well-cultivated

region, covered with comfortable houses, many sur-

rounded by parks. From a military point of view, the

terrain is enclosed and broken, consisting in its poorer

parts of forests, wliile die low flat plain is cut up by fields

bordered svith high hedges that complete the obstruction

of the view. In order to obtain an idea of the nature of

the battlefield, I climbed die towers which surmounted

the Cloth Hall ofYpres. In front ofme stretched a sea

ofgreen, with litde wliite islands marking the positions of

the rich villages, with their fine churches and graceful

steeples. To sec open country in any direction was

impossible. Three undulations slighdy break die flat-

ness of die plain
; the first, nordi-west of Ypres, is from

tivelvc to twenty-five feet high and about two and a half

miles long ; the second, from thirty to forty feet liigh,

lies about sL\ miles cast ofYpres and runs from Passeben-

daclc to Zandvorde, a length of some seven and a half

miles
; die diird, and most accentuated, stretches to the
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south for about three miles, between Wyschaete and
Messines. The Yperle canal, which joins the Yser to the

Ypres-Comines canal, receives through a system of

drainage canals (beekes and watergands), the surface

waters of the region and makes communications,

especially from west to east, very difficult.

As a protection from the water, the roads are paved
and elevated

; they are few in number and for the most

part converge on Ypres.

Such a combination of circumstances resulted in

offering a battlefield broken up into compartments with

difficult communications and where all view is impossible.

This necessarily entailed a parcelling out of the action,

and slowed it down from the very start.

In order to comprehend the sequence of events, it is

necessary to go back to what happened just after October

2 1 St.

On that date, we assumed the offensive. The British I

Corps,* supported on its left by our II Cavalry Corps,

advanced on Roulers. The final objective assigned it

by Field-Marshal Sir John French was Bruges. The

British IV Corps advanced on Menin, while on its right

the British III Corpsf and the British Cavalry Corps

were facing strong German forces from the Lys to the

Ypres canal.

The British I Corps reached the line Langemark

—

Zonnebeke, but could make no further advance in the

face of the German XXVI Reserve Corps. The

other British Corps were heavily attacked by troops

among which were identified four Cavalry Corps

as well as the XXVII Reserve Corps. In this way

the attention of the British Commander was drawn

* Lieutenant-General Sir Douglas Haig.

f Lieutenant-General Pulteney.
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towards the Lys, and he requested that his I Corps

might be relieved as soon as possible by French

troops, so that he could move it from the direction

of Roulcrs to a position astride the Menin road.

In compliance tvith this request, I at once detailed

the French IV Corps* to take over as it came up,

from the British I Corps. The relief of the British

troops under these conditions presented serious dilTi-

culdcs, the least of wliich was a slowing down of the

action already begun. However it resulted in tliis

advantage, that in a short time, each Allied Army had its

own separate zone of action ; the British from La
Bassec canal to the Ypres road at Menin

; the French

from this road to Dbemude, the Belgian from Dixmude to

tlie sea.

It was impossible for us to resume the olfensivc until

tile 25th. We were fighting along an immense semi-

circle, thirty miles in circumference, which jutted out to

the east into a salient twelve miles deep. The forces we
had at our disposal were unfortunately too small. All

the British troops had arrived and the French reinforce-

ments were coming up slowly. Consequently, our flanks

were protected only by troops (mainly cavalry) extended

over considerable distances.

The British I Corps did not succeed in breaking the

German resistance in front ofBccclacre, and the French

IX Corps, engaged against a reinforced and active

adversary, advanced only with the greatest difficulty,

making small headway towards Passchcndacle.

Beginning with October afitli, the fighting became
more and more desperate along the whole front. At
several points the enemy had already erected barbed-

trirc defences. During the three following days the

• Central D-jbolt.
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battle reached its culminating point ofviolence. Imbued
with the same offensive spirit, the two adversaries, night

and day, hurled themselves unceasingly against one
another in a succession of attacks and counter-attacks

that produced no appreciable result. The German
heavy artillery increased in numbers every day, and,

through lack of suitable guns, we were unable to reply to

it very effectively. On the other hand, the Germans
were constantly held in check by the well-directed

barrage fire of oiir 75’s, though here we had to husband

our ammunition. We had very little.

To sum up, after five days of continuous attacks, the

Allied troops found their efforts nullified by an equal

determination on the part ofthe enemy. The shock had

been brutal but barren
;

the opposing forces were

equally balanced. A break-through on our part could

be effected only by bringing into play new and more

powerful means of action.

The inundations along the Yser, which had put a stop

to the fighting below Dixmude, now enabled us to throw

the French XXXII Corps* into the battle of Ypres,

while the French XVI Corps,f which was detraining,

would soon arrive. But these reinforcements, however

precious, were small in comparison with those which the

Germans were concentrating on the Lys. These began

to make themselves felt by the 30th on the British front,

while those brought from the lower Yser, when the

battle ended there, were directed against the French.

This ever-increasing effort of the enemy had to be met

with all our energy if we were to block his march on

Ypres, Dunkirk and Calais.

Our offensive being now definitely arrested, we had to

confine ourselves to consolidating the positions we had

f General Taverna.
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^von. In the low ground around Yprcs, however, the near-

ness of the water to the surface prevented trenches from

being dug. Moreover, ever since the retreat from Char-

leroi a great number ofour troops were witiiout entrench-

ing tools. The organizationofacontinuous lincofdefence,

therefore, was out of the question, all the more so as its

length alone would require more men than we had
available. Finally, a merely passive resistance on our

part would indicate to the enemy that we were abandon-

ing the fight, and would be an acknowledgment of

weakness that could only stimulate him to redouble his

efforts. Our only recourse, therefore, was to maintain

an offensive attitude and to defend ourselves by attack-

ing. Profiting by the broken nature of the country, we
could contest with repeated counter-attacks, all the

enemy’s gains, and by the rapid movement of reserves

from the centre to the circumference of our semi-

circular position, we could parry his efforts and minimize

his advantages.

Nevertheless, we could not contemplate tlte future with

anything but grave atuxicty, for the poverty of our means

and the duration of the battle might end by wearing out

our troops’ power of resistance and triumph over all our

energy.

It was amidst this threatening outlook that tlie British

made an c.\amination into die possibility of organizing

Boulogne for receiving a garrison of 100,000 men, in

spite of the danger to French susceptibilities involved in

such a solid installation.

The day of October 30th passed without serious

incident for our IX and XXXII Corps, and our II

Cavalry Corps, holding die nordicrn face of the Yprcs

salient. On die soudicm face, however, the Germans

launched a powerful attack on the right of the British I
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Corps and on the left of the British Cavalry Corps,
executed by their XV Corps, 48th Reserve and 26th
Infantry Division, debouching from the Lys between
Menin and Warneton.

Following upon an exceptionally heavy bombardment,
the British Cavalry (2nd and 3rd Divisions), greatly

exhausted and without any Infantry support, was
thrown back from Zai^orde and Hollebeke on Klein-

Zillebeke and Saint-Eloi, two miles from Ypres. At the

same time, the British ist Cavalry Division lost a portion

of Messines. The result was that the enemy’s access to

Ypres from the south-east was greatlyfacilitated, while at

the same time this important centre of communication

between the Allied Armies was brought within range of

the German guns. Fortunately the G.O.C. the French

IX Corps' appreciated the seriousness of the situation

thus created, and came at once to the aid of his neigh-

bour. All his available forces, three infantry battalions,

were directed upon Zillebeke, where they arrived in time

to give their support that night to the British front.

Towards the end of the afternoon a first report of these

events was brought to my Headquarters at Cassel by

Captain Berber de Sauvigny, liaison officer attached to

Sir John French
;

but it was impossible for me to

estimate their full significance. Generally speaking,

during a modern battle where nothing is clearly seen,

especially in an enclosed country, the results obtained are

learned only through reports which show what localities

are held by the troops at the end of the day. But when

the line has been pierced, or even merely thrown back,

these reports come in slowly and are not clear and

definite, bnce the touch between units in the field has

been weakened. In fact, it is precisely when the

situation is gravest that a commander gets the least
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information from tJic front and runs the greatest risk of

having no time in which to make dispositions to repair

the harm.

I was awaiting the report of one of my staff officers,

Captain Requin, wliom I had sent up in the moniing to

get informadon on the spot. About to p.m. he in-

formed me that there was certainly a gap in the British

cavalry front, which they could not fill for want of men.

If this breach was not rapidly closed, the road to Ypres

tvould be open. I at once telephoned to British General

Headquarters at Saint-Omer to ask if they had any fuller

information regarding tlic situation at die end of the day,

especially in the direction of Hollebcke and Saint-Eloi.

Upon receiving the reply that nothing more definite was

known, I telephoned that 1 was leaving at once for Saint-

Omer to see SirJohn French.

It was not far from midnight. Ifwe tvaited any longer

we ran the risk ofseeing the enemy push through the gap

the following morning, or at ail events establish himself

firmly a short distance from Ypres. This would prevent

any movement through the town, and bring about a

retreat under the fire of enemy guns of all our troops

fighdng cast of the town
; that is to say, of die greatest

portion of the army. This would amount almost to a

complete disaster.

-Vrriving at Saint-Omer at 12.30 a.m., I saw my
friend General Wilson, and had Sir John French

awakened.

We studied the situadon together. The British had no
forces available for filling the gap. So far as I was

concerned, I would have, on dte morning of the 31st,

eight battalions of the XVI Corps detrained at Alver-

dinghc, some ofwhich had already arrived. I suggested

to the Field-Marshal th.at I'should send them without
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delay to close the breach in the British line, but there was
not a moment to lose if the move was to be carried out
before daylight.

Sir John expressed his gratitude in the warmest terms.

On my return to Cassel at 2 a.m. I ordered the battalions

of the 32nd Division which were being assembled at

Elverdinghe to be dispatched by motor transport to

Saint-Eloi as soon as they arrived. Here they would
attack in touch with the British troops. In this way we
repaired the effects of a surprise which might have had
most serious results.

We were not, however, at the end of our troubles. At
dawn on the 31st, the fighting was renewed along the

whole front with the same violence as on the day before.

Nothing of special importance happened on the northern

face of the Ypres salient, held by the French corps, but a

serious situation arose on the south face held by the

British Army. The enemy had been reinforced here by a

new corps, the II Bavarian, which, stimulated by success

on the previous day, multiplied its attack from Ghelu-

velt to Messines.

The British ist Division, in spite ofa gallant resistance,

was unable to hold Gheluvelt, which fell into the hands

of the Germans. The British line was broken, and in the

middle of the afternoon flowed back upon the woods

between Vedhoek and Hooge.

The Chateau d’Hooge was heavilybombarded, and the

General Officers Commanding the British ist and 2nd

Divisions, together with several officers of the staffs,

were killed or wounded. The situation was critical.

British Headquarters considered it to be of such gravity

that it contemplated a retreat ofthe whole ofthe British I

Corps.' Such a decision would be the acknowledgment

and the beginning of a defeat which might easily turn
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into a disaster, on account of the fact that the troops on

the northern face ofthe salient would be in great part cut

off from their communications. A providential piece of

luck enabled us to forestall tliis disaster.

At the time when the British retreat started, I was in

the Vlamcrtinghc Town Hall. General d’Urbal, the

Army commander, and General Dubois, commanding

the IX Corps, were with me. Here I was informed by

Major Jamet, French liaison officer attached to General

Haig, commanding the British I Corps, of tlie serious

events which had taken place on tlie British front. At

that moment (between 3 p.m. and 4.0 p.m.) Field-

Marshal Sir J. French happened to arrive at Vlamer-

tinghe, having just left Ids I Corps at the Chateau

d’Hoogc. Learning that I was in tlie Town Hall, he came

to sec me there. \Vc at once discussed the situation and

the proposed decision to retreat, which ssns on the point

of being c.xccutcd. The Field-Marshal painted a

particularly black picture of the state of the I Corps.

The troops were in full retreat towards Ypres, the heavy

artillery was retiring at tlie trot towards the west, the

roads were blocked by ammunition nagons and vehicles

of every description, as well as by crowds of wounded
streaming back totvards Ypres. It uas the beginning of

a defeat. IVith troops as c.'chaustcd as these men were,

and who could not be coliccted and reformed, the

British line was definitely broken. If they were asked to

continue the batde. Sir John French said, there was
nothing left for him to do but go up and get killed with

the British I Corps.

Without in any way under-estimating the gravity

die crisis which the British I Corps was facing, I had w
consider above all else the critical situation which

retreat would entail for the Allied Armies
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around Ypres, and indeed for the Allied cause itself. In
face of the tremendous assault which all were sustaining,

any voluntary withdrawal at any point would bring in

its wake a great converging flood of attacks which we
would be utterly unable to stem.

In rear of our front line nature offered no obstacle.

For want of time we had not been able to organize a

position to which we might withdraw. Under these

conditions, a retreat carried out in full daylight by our

comparatively weak effectives over open stretches of

ground, wide indeed but cut up by battle, would be

rapidly converted into a rout. Crippled and dis-

organized, we would be thrown back on the Flemish

plain and rapidly swept to the coast. Moreover, it

was only the British I Corps that was in retreat ; our

other troops were standing firm. The French IX.Corps

could furnish some help with its reserves, and more

. French reinforcements were due to arrive the following

day. I therefore asked that for the moment the British

I Corps be ordered to hold on at all costs, and I under-

took to mount an attack as quickly as possible with the

purpose of extricating it from the enemy’s embrace.

While I was formulating these ideas in my mind, I

wrote out on a piece ofpaper the general principles they

involved. I did this as much to aid in fixing my own
ideas as to furnish them in definite and precise form to

my interlocutor. I there and then handed this informal

scrawl to Sir John French. It read as follows :

“ It is absolutely essential not to retreat ;
therefore the

men must dig in wherever they find themselves and hold

on to the ground they now occupy.

“ This does not preclude organizing a position further in

rear which couldjoin up at Zonnebeke with our IX Corps.
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“ But any movement to the rear carried out by any

considerable body of troops would lead to an assault on

the part ofthe enemy and bring certain confusion among
the troops. Such an idea must be utterly rejected.

“ It seems particularly necessary that the and British

Division maintain itself in the vicinity of Zonnebeke,

keeping in touch with the French IX Corps.

“ The lateness of the day makes this organization

feasible. It is useless to fall back, dangerous to do so in

broad daylight.”

The Field-Marshal had the good sense and straight-

fonvardness to take the paper I handed him. He added

on the back in his own hand a few rvords to the effect

that he concurred entirely in my views. He then sent it

by Major Barry, his A.D.C., accompanied by liis private

secretary, Fitzgerald, to General Haig for e-xccution.

All movements in retreat of the British I Corps were

countermanded and the battle rvas continued on the

ground then held, without any retirement. And the

valour of the British troops proved itself equal to this

capital decision.

By evening the English line was once more established.

The British I Corps, so seriously battered that day, tvas to

be still more tried on the days following. But it never

gave up the positions it had defended at tlie price of

tremendous losses, and on November 15th, when the

battle had been completely and happily ended, this

Corps had every right to feel tliat its heroism had

ensured to Great Britain results of tlie first importance.

On cacli side of tlie Ypres canal tlie rapid intervention

ofFrcncli troops during the day of tlie 31st re-established

the situation, relieving the pressure on the right of

Haig’s Corps and die left ofAllcnby’s ca\alr\'—
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Immediately north of the canal. General Moussy, who
had made up a detachment from the French IX Corps
and troops that had been coming up successively since

the previous day to Zillebeke, launched an attack, in

accordance with the orders he had received, on Hollebeke

park and chateau.

After advancing a few hundred yards he encountered a

powerful enemy olfensive which stopped him dead.

Any further advance was impossible
;

but he held

gallantly on to his position, in spite of a heavy bombard-

ment and very serious Josses.

On the southern banks of the canal, the leading troops

of the XVI Corps, preceded by cavalry, attacked under

the orders of Colonel de Woillemont in the direction of

Houthem. They soon encountered the 26th German
Division which was advancing on Saint-Eloi, and like

General Moussy’s detachment, the most they could do

was to hold their ground. This they did, beating off

several assaults of the enemy. Further to the right.

General Allenby’s Cavalry Corps, which had been driven

out of Messines in the morning, reoccupied that point of

support in the evening.

To sum up, October 31st was characterized by a

desperate and bloody struggle. The retreat of the

British I Corps towards Gheluvelt marked the crisis.

But in spite of all, we had succeeded in arresting every

one of the enemy’s efforts. Nevertheless they were to be

redoubled during the next few days.

In order to thwart these efforts and relieve the pressure

on the British I Corps, I directed General d’Urbal to

make two attacks on November ist, one on each flank of

that Corps. They were to make an effort to outflank and

envelop the German troops engaged in a frontal attack

against the I Corps.
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Oil my return in the evening to my Headquarters at

CasscI, I drew up the following instructions which

summarized this decision. These I sent to General

d’Urbal and to British Headquarters ;

“ The British I Corps and General Rawlinson’s

Division should hold and consolidate tlic position from

the right of the French IX Corps up to Klcin-Zillibcke.

“ On its left the French IX Corps will launch an attack

in the general direction ofBecclacrc and to the cast.

“ Tile French troops under the command of General

d’Urbal will attack from the line Saint-Eloi—Wystchaete

on Hollebckc.

“ Further French reinforcements will arrive in the

course of the morning.
“ The Battalions of the IX Corps which have been

placed at the disposition of Licut.-Gcncral Sir Douglas

Haig should either be launched to the attack or restored

to General d’Urbal.”

This last paragraph emphasized once again the settled n;

view of the French High Command that reinforcements

sent to any threatened point were not to be used to feed

die line of battle, but, on tlic contrary, their arrival

should always be the signal for an olTcnsivc movement— i

this being the only way ofproducing any serious clTcct on

the enemy.

The fighting was renewed at daybreak on November
ist and continued all d.ay with the utmost violence. The
crisis on our front reached its height on the Mcnin road

and also towards Mcssincs. The French troops on the

northern face of the Ypres Salient continued their

clTorts to advance, but witliout success. The British I

Corps held its position with difficulty, but repulsed all of
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the enemy’s assaults
;

two Battalions of Zouaves from
the French 42nd Division were sent to reinforce it.

The same failure attended the attacks of our IX Corps
and of General Moussy’s detachment at the two ex-

tremities of the British I Corps.

The Germans continued to direct heavy attacks on
General Allcnby’s Cavahy Corps, which, for want of

infantiy support, was forced to abandon the strong point

constituted by Messincs. Troops of our 32nd Division,

however, came up in time to check the enemy’s attack on

this side and enabled the Bridsh line to be re-established.

News of these events was brought to me in rapid

succession during the early afternoon at Vlamertinghe.

I immediately asked to see Sii* John French, who was at

his Command Post at Bailleul. He hastened to Vlamer-

tinghe, and I once more urged upon him the necessity of

maintaining the British positions at all costs, making use

once more of the arguments I had employed the day

before.

Sir John, however, continued to manifest great

anxiety, pointing out the extreme fatigue of his troops.

In order to restore the situation in the direction of

Messines, I ordered the French Cavahy Corps to move

to the south-west of Poperinghe, and to send wdth the

utmost speed its nearest troops to reinforce General

Allenby.

November ist had been a particularly hard day, and it

was not to be the last. The Germans had done every-

thing possible to make it decisive, using various means to

stimulate the morale of their troops. The Duke of

Wurtemberg, commanding the Fourth Army, Prince

Rupprecht of Bavaria, commanding the Sixth, and

General von Deimling, commanding the XV Corps, all ^

issued appeals to the men containing significant phrases
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sucli as ;
“ Tiic brcak-tlirougli at Yprcs will iiavc an im-

portance which cannot be ovcr-cslimalcd.”

The entrance of tlic Kaiser into Yprcs was Excel for

that clay. He had arrived at Mcnin during the morning,

coming from Thiclt, and teas due at Gheluvelt at 3 p.m.

The German soldiers fought furiously, never pausing to

count their losses ; but the resistance of the Allied

troops once more destroyed Germany’s hopes.

Meanwhile, at .}. i*.m., I had been summoned to

Dunkirk to receive the President of the Republic and a

number of political notabilities. They left Paris believ-

ing that the battle was nearly over and that our victory

was assured. We were still far from that.

I was delayed by die incidents of the fighting and could

not reach Dunkirk until about 6.30 P.si.
; but my Chief

of Stair, Colonel Weygand, went there at 4 o’clock and

explained the reasons ofmy absence.

With the President were M. Millerand, -Minister of

^Var, General Joffre, Monsieur Ribot, Minister of

Finances, Lord Kitchener, Secretary ofState for War and

Monsieur Paul Cambon, the French ckmbassador to

Great Britain. The two last mentioned had just

crossed the Channel.

The counter clTccts of the hard knocks we had received

during the last few days had already been felt in England.

Lord Kitchener, in particular, was very aiucious. He
accosted me ivith the words :

“ U'cll, so we arc beaten !”

I answered that we were not, and that I greatly hoped

we would not be. I then related in detail the events of

the last three d.ays, which had brought such heavy losses

to the .Vllicd Armies. In finbhing I asked him to send

us reinforcements as soon .as possible. On that first

day of November, tgi-j, whcti each day seemed as long

.as a month, Lord Kitchener replied as follows

;
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“ On July 1st, 1915, you will have one million trained

English soldiers in France. Before that date you will

get none, or practically none.”
“ We do not ask so many, but we would like to have

them sooner—indeed at once,” we all cried as if in pre-

concerted union.
“ Before that date, do not count on anything,” was

all he vouchsafed in reply.

There was nothing, then, for us to do but to look

forward to getting along through many a tiying day as

best we could without any further help.

During my conversation with Lord Kitchener I was

struck by the accuracy of iiis conceptions in what con-

cerned the war, which he already saw would last a very

long time. Indeed, it was Iiis conviction of that fact

which had led this eminent organizer as early as Sep-

tember, immediately after the Marne, to begin to raise

very considerable armies throughout the British Empire.

After finishing my report of events then in progress,

and now feeling fully informed as to what reinforcements

we could count upon, I took hasty leave of the President

of the Republic and his entourage and returned to my
Pleadquartcrs at Cassel. Here I could learn definitely

what had happened during the day, and take the neces-

sary decisions for the morrow.

^

After a night disturbed by bombardment and con-

tinuous rifle-fire, the struggle along the whole front was

renewed on November 2nd.

On the northern face, nothing of importance hap-

pened : but south of the railroad from Ypres to Roulers,

the Germans, now reinforced by a new Division, made
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desperate assaults at several plaees. In the vieinity of

the railway line, towards 2onnebekc, they were stopped

by a Brigade of the French 6th Cavalry Division and

troops belonging to the French i8th Infantry Division.

Further south tliey succeeded in driving back the British

line cast and south of Vcldhock to such an a'ctcnt that

the road to Ypres once more lay open. But this danger

was averted by General Vidal, who launched all the

available troops of die XVI Corps on Veldhock, and
thus halted the enemy’s advance in that direction.

Meanwhile the situadon south of the canal had become

cridcal. Here a detachment under Colonel Ollcris,

wliich had been subjected to severe attacks since dawn,

gave way and was thrown back as far as Saint-Eloi.

To extricate it, General Moussy’s detachment tried in

vain to debouch south of the canal, but could not succeed

in developing its action. The situation remained ex-

ceedingly serious up to 5 P.M., when our ardllcry got the

upper hand, mowed down the ranks of the enemy and

stopped him in his tracks.

November end was one more day of bloody and des-

perate fighting. The prompt action of our detachments

interspersed along tlie front had prevented the enemy
from reaping the fruits of his general assault, which in

certain places had been unusually violent.

The exhaustion of the troops now began to reach its

limit. This was especially the case witli the British I

Corps. Composed of three Divisions, it no longer could

muster more than g,ooo rifles in the line. Everybody

was praying for some respite in the tension, and fortu-

nately there seemed good reason for believing that this

day of November and would mark the end of the

•assaults, at least on the British front. The persistent

breaking up of their attacks during the last few days and
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the heavy losses they had suffered could not have failed

to cripple the enemy forces.

During the early morning of the, 2nd, the President of

the Republic, accompanied by General Joffre and
Monsieur Millerand, came to see me at my Headquarters

at Gassel. He had just left the King of the Belgians at

Fumes, The restricted hospitality which I was able to

offer these distinguished guests at the Hotel du Sauvage,

while doubtless giving evidence of the hard time through

which we were passing, was nevertheless marked by the

imprint of the confidence we felt, and above all of our

determination to oppose the invasion with the utmost

vigour and definitely arrest it.

The night of the 2nd-3rd passed in comparative

quiet. On the 3rd, the Germans, feeling themselves

reduced to impotence, opened a methodical bombard-

ment upon Ypres, which was their habitual practice

under such circumstances. For the rest, they undertook

only partial attacks, with no result. On the 4th, the

same proceeding.

It could now be said that their converging assault upon

Ypres had failed. In spite of the troops and munitions

they had massed, their efforts had broken against the

stone wall which the Allied soldiers, though far inferior

in numbers, had everywhere reared before them. The

effort could be continued no longer, and the German

General Staff found itself obhged to restrict the scope of

its ambitions.

The enemy had found it impossible by mass attacks to

overthrow along its whole length the barrier presented

by the Alhed Armies, seize the important centre ofYpres,

and thus open a road to the coast. He therefore now

proceeded to attempt to force the Salient, which was the
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form tills barrier offered, by attacking its two pivots, the

one to the north and the one to the south of Ypres.

The strategic success he had sought had eluded him,

but he might at least terminate his adventure in Flanders

by a tactical success which would consolidate liis situation

on the Western Front and thus leave him free to turn

against Russia.

He could even achieve this result without capturing

Ypres, since a pronounced advance at the two ends of

the salient would enable him to move his ardllcry so

close to the nordi and south faces as to interfere with our

communications converging on that place, and force the

withdrawal ofour troops from the semi-circle. It was in

this way that, following the violent struggle to the cast

of die town, die two opponents were once more about to

join battle north and south of it.

Commencing on the 5th, the enemy, reinforced by a

new Division, launched heavy attacks south of die

NVyschaiite region, at the same dmc that we were ad-

vancing towards Messincs. On the north, he successfully

brought the III Reserve Corps into acdon against Bbe-

schoote and Langemark. Everywhere else he remained

inaedve.

These assaults were condnued on November 6lh with

the utmost violence. To the soudi they were concen-

trated upon die two banks of die Ypres canal and

brought about a somewhat dangerous situadon ; to the

nordi, on die Bixschootc—Langemark front, they failed,

with appalling losses to the enemy. These were costly

days for the youth of Germany.
The battle was renewed with fury on die ydi, cspeci.illy

to die south, where the crisis became acute in the vicinity

of the canal. ^V e lost Klcin-Zillibcke, and the situation

was not restored until the 8th, when sve drove the enemy
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back to the Ypres—Comines railway. The 9th passed
without anything important happening

;
but the struggle

was resumed in all its violence on the loth, when the

efforts of the enemy were directed mainly to the north

of Ypres.

Definitely immobilized from Nieuport to Dixmude by
the inundations, he was free to concentrate considerable

forces on the lower Yser. These he engaged on ground
which was still passable, at and below Dixmude. Begin-

ning early in the morning, he launched a vigorous

offensive along the whole front of the Yser, his plan evi-

dently being to effect a crossing of the river. The main
effort was directed on Dixmude and Steenstraate.

Our Marines here were forced back from Dixmude and

obliged to withdraw to the left bank of the Yser, where

they occupied a position which had been previously pre-

pared. Part ofour XXXII Corps was also driven to the

other side of the river. We thus lost our points of egress

to the right bank, and the neck of the bottle which Ypres

presented became that much narrower.

What was more serious still, the enemy succeeded in

crossing the Yser at Poesele and pushed some parties over

to the left bank of the river. This constituted an ex-

tremely grave menace. We only succeeded in coun-

tering it and forcing him back to the right bank, by

bringing into action the newly arrived troops of the XX
Corps.*

On the iith, however, the Germans, in pursuance of

their plan, began to attack us heavily in the south. The

bombardment ofYpres redoubled in violence during the

night and was continued the following morning. The

action now developed with fresh troops (amongst which

was a Guards Division) all the way from La Kapellerie

* General Balfourier.
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to Vcichock. At the same time, on the north they,

attempted to extend their gains on the left bank of the

Yscr. Another day ofviolent battle ensued, but in spite

of all his efibrts the enemy was unable to record any

important success. He was held along the whole front

and, at certain points, even obliged to give ground.

On the tath, the struggle continued without any results

being obtained. On die igtli, there was no fighting

e.\cept in the direction of Zonnebeke. This last effort

marked the end of the series of violent combats in front

of Ypres. There was still some fairly brisk fighting to

come, but it was a matter of local actions only.

On the 13th the Battle of Ypres was over. The Ger-

man attempts to smash the Salient by attacking its

nortlicrn and soudiern pivots brought about two im-

portant batdes which lasted several days. Neither

accomplished any result. On November lOth, the

situation of both armies became stabilized.

• 'if' « » «

r\s soon as tlie batdc ceased, we took advantage of tlie

respite offered to reform the larger units and rest tlic

men. This was greatly facilitated by the arrival of rein-

forcements sent by the Commandcr-in-Chicf.

Most of our troops had come to the end of their tether

and their relief was absolutely necessary. I now
commenced negotiations with Field-Marshal Sir John
French, widi a view to a division of the front and its dis-

tribution among the /Mlicd forces. After several days of

close discussion, for both iVrmics were greatly c.xh3usted,

wc reached an agreement as to the zones to be held by

each.

On November 20th, the fronts held by the .Allies in
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the north of France were defined as follows :

(1) Behind the flooded Yser, the Belgian Army,
flanked on the right by the 89th Territorial Division and
on the left by the 8ist Territorial Division, both ofwhich
Divisions had been reinforced by some regular troops.

(2) On the circumference of the Ypres Salient, from

Knocke to Wyschaete, the French Eighth Army, com-
prising, from north to south, the XXXII, XX, IX and
XVI Corps, with troops amounting to a Division and a

half in reserve.

f! In addition to these troops, I kept the Brigade of

Marines, the 87th Territorial Division and the I and II

Cavalry Corps under my own orders.

(3) From Wyschaete to Festubert, the British Army.

It had in the front line, from left to right, the II, III,

IV and Indian Corps. The I Corps and Cavalry Corps

were in reserve.

In the meantime, the organization of second line de-

fensive positions had been actively pushed forward in the

whole Ypres sector.

As we were still in doubt as to the enemy’s situation,

we carried out frequent air and cavalry reconnaissances,

in order to discover whether he was making any move-

ment in retreat. I also asked the naval authorities at

Dunkirk to determine the positions of the German

batteries on the coast north of Nieuport.

From these reconnaissances it appeared that the enemy

trenches were strongly held. Rifle and gun fire

abounded. The naval reconnaissance could not venture

into the minefields which had been sown against sub-

marines off the Belgian roadsteads.

On the whole, the enemy appeared to be solidly con-

solidating his positions.



CHAPTER IV

THE EVENTS ON THE REifAlNDER OF THE FRONT OF

THE ARMIES IN THE NORTH

(From October i^th to November ^oth)

The hRhting in front of Uie Dritub 11 and III Corps. October 17th to November
gth—Tho struggle around Arras—^Tbe attack by the French Second Army—

'

The Franco-Belgian odensive at Nieuport. November 7tli to t2th

The figliting had not been confined to the battlea in

Flanders and around Ypres ; it extended at the same

time to tlie other parts of tlic front of the armies in the

north. Tlicsc actions included :

(l) Fighting on the British II and III Corps fronts

from October lydi to November gth.

(3) Fighting around Arras during the same period.

(3) An attack undertaken farther south by the French

Second Army on October 8th and 30th.

(4) A Franco-Belgian offensive in front of Nieuport,

from November 7th to 12th.

(i) Fighting on the Britiih II and III Corps fronts from

October i-jth to jYovember Qth.

Pursuing their offensive as originally planned, the

British II and III Corps, in conjunction with Conneau’s

Cavalrj' Corps, had continued to attack between

Givenchy and Messincs from October lytli to 20th.

The III Corps took .Armenticrcs, but the II failed at

Basscc.
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Beginning with the 21st, the enemy, now reinforced,

passed in his turn to the offensive. As the result of
several days fighting he slightiy forced back the French
Cavalry Corps, and then, launching a heavy attack

against the British, he drove them from their lines be-

tween Givenchy and Neuve-Chapelle, which he carried

by assault. Everywhere else the Allied front held firm.

He made a final attempt on November 2nd, in the

vicinity of Neuve-Chapelle
;
but here the French XXI

Corps came to the support of the British II Corps and
stopped his advance. After this he gave up all further

attempts south of the Lys, in order to concentrate his

efforts north of that river, where he would be in closer

touch with the operations going on against Ypres. This

brought on heavy fighting near the eastern edge of the

Ploegstreert Wood, on November 7th and 8th, but

without any result being obtained.

(2) Fighting around Arras {October lyth to November ^th).

Meanwhile the struggle was continuing on the Arras

—

La Bassee front. In an effort to improve its positions,

the French Tenth Army tried to capture several sup-

porting points, such as Carency, Ablain-Saint-Nazaire,

and Vermelles, where the enemy was solidly installed.

These attacks continued during the second fortnight in

October, without bringing any appreciable change in

the situation.

On their side, the Germans concentrated their efforts

more especially against the two wings ofthe Tenth Army,

aiming in the south at the Ypres Sahent near Saint-

Laurent, and in the north endeavouring to advance along

the Bassee Canal. After repeated and stubborn fighting

which lasted firom October 22nd until the beginning of

November, they finally succeeded in capturing Saint-
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Laurent, without being able, however, to extend their

success.

The struggle tlien slowly died out on both sides, and

from November gth onwards the Artois front was the

scene of no important event.

(3) The attacks by the French Second Army {October 28th

to 30/A).

Compiying with the Commander-in-Chief’s instruc-

tions, wliich prescribed oflensives on various parts of the

front witli the idea of breaking through the enemy’s

lines, the Second Army, on October 28th, essayed

attacks nortli and south of tlie Somme
;
but very little

ground was gained. By November 3rd these efforts had

died out on both sides. On November .jth, the Second

Army, by order of the Commandcr-in-Chicf, passed from

my control.

(.j) The Allied offensive in front ofMeuport {jVocember yth

to 12/A).

i\s has been previously explained, tlic flooding of the

Yscr valley during the last few days of October had

forced tile Germans to wiUidraw to the right bank of the

river, leaving on die left bank only some advanced posts

in isolated farms. Tlie roads being above water-level,

access to these fanns was still possible. On the other

hand, as tlie inundations only extended a little way
soutli of Nicuport, a slice of free ground remained be-

tween that town and tlie mouth of the Yscr. The
Belgians had even organized a strong bridgehead in from

of Nicuport on the right bank of the river.

I decided to take advantage of tliis situation to deliver

an attack against the German extreme right. Tills

operation, apart from cor.fonning to the Conimandcr-
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Saint-Omer and reports as to Sirjohn French’s intentions

for the following day. We also maintained a close

co-ordination with Belgian Headquarters, which re-

mained at Fumes.

Probably never before had the motto of our Belgian

Allies, U Union fait la Force, found a more happy
and complete application than in this wholehearted

co-operation. What a union of wills, each aiding and
inspiring the other and all giving without stint, did this

battle in common bring about ! Here, without any

doubt, is to be found the explanation of that marvellous

improvised defence which resisted formidable attacks,

powerfully mounted and doggedly repeated for nearly a

month, and saw them to a triumphant conclusion.

I had, of course, remained in close touch with my
Commander-in-Ghief. Although I had not seen him
since November 2nd, we had exchanged views daily.

While he never failed to recognize the importance of the

operations in Flanders, he was not able to give us all

the forces we wanted. His armies were greatly fatigued

by two months ofheavy fighting, and they lacked ammu-
nition. Moreover, he was forced to provide for the

security ofa front which was as yet only poorly organized,

and whose length had rapidly increased until now it

reached from the Vosges to the Lys, a distance of 375

miles.

On such a line, where both sides were everywhere in

close contact, a surprise was possible practically any-

where. This fact explains the more or less piecemeal

arrival of our reinforcements for the battle of Ypres

;

it also explains why the troops which had started the

battie had to be kept in action for so long a time. The

reason was simple—there were no others to take their

place ! But the men proved themselves equal to every
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call made upon their gallantry during the whole bitter

struggle. Two e.\amples out of many will serve as

illustrations ;

The British I Corps had suflered heavily since October

31st, and on that day it had begun to fall back. Never-

theless, it halted, returned to the battle with renewed

ardour, sustained repeated heavy attacks, and finally

left the battlefield only on November i8th, when the

enemy had been definitely repulsed.

The French IX Corps, the .pnd Division and the

Cavalry Corps were engaged without intermission from

October 23rd to November 15th, and they were relieved

only sevenal days later.

^Vhat unshakable tenacity was required for efforts such

as these, and what fadguc did such c-vertions entail 1

The Battle of Ypres e.\tcnded along a front of twenty-

eight miles from Nordschoote to the Lys at Armcnti6res.

The Germans employed the equivalent of fifteen corps ;•

the Allies ten.f On October 31st the French held about

fifteen miles of the front, the British twelve. On
November 5th, tlie French held eighteen miles and the

British nine. It can be seen that the French troops,

both as to length of front occupied and numbers engaged,

had to sustain the major part of the battle. It would

therefore be contraiy to the truth to speak of tlic battle

and victory of Ypres as exclusively British.

On both sides the losses were very heavy. In order to

overcome our resistance, the Germans had brought into

action hc.avy artillery much more powerful than any

possessed by the .Allies, comprising .as it did many very

• lit Uotrvc. It lUvanio, XXII. XXIII. X-XVI. XXVII. XV ar.S XIII
Coxps; |vuU of II. VIl. xiv. IV 111 Corps; Umtx
Daiuca. xsj jSUr l-isjMchr 111 Civilr>* Corps.

t rrcniii—IX, XVI, XX. XXXtl Ccrpi ; II CaviJr^' Corps ; t^oTemX&rixl
DivUivOk. —I Corps {Lhrc« Dnuroa*}, 111 Cor^i. Cav&Ir>' Ccrp>s.
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big guns, some even of 15 inch calibre. The German
units composed of reservists were especially ardent, but
they were surprised and bewildered by the tenacity

shown by their opponents. These troops were thrust,

amidst noise and shouting, into violent assaults in' close

formation, resulting in veritable hecatombs. Their

morale thereby suffered greatly.

This produced a profound effect in 'Germany, and a

year later the Lokal Anzeiger wrote :
‘‘ The anniversary of

Langemarck ! Never have the plains of Flanders been

drenched with such rich blood, blood from the veins of

our best and proudest youth. Never again will Germany
shed such bitter tears as those which fell that day.”

The Frankfurter ^eitung said :
“ Our regiments were

hurled into the jaws of death. Enormous and irrepar-

able sacrifices were made that day. These misty

autumn mornings revive for many ofus terrible memories

and renew an inconsolable sorrow.”

By November 13th I was able to forward to the

Cpmmander-in-Chief a general report in which I

summed .up the events and outlined the results of these

battles. The following is the beginning and the end of

this document :

“ The enemy’s attacks are dying down. He appears

to have given up the idea of capturing Ypres and,

consequently, his plan of outflanking our left.

“ The reinforcements you have been good enough to

send me have for the most part arrived
;

detraining

continues without pause. A certain number are already

in the front line, relieving the troops until now engaged ;

others are moving up. In the meantime, engineer

companies aided by all available troops are organizing

and strengthening the positions. Units which had
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become intermingled are being reorganized.

“ Our situation is tlicrcfbrc improving steadily. The
same applies to the British Army. Should the enemy
renew his attacks, we arc better placed to repulse tlicm

than ever before.

“ The advantage ofour situation for the moment stops

there ; for it will take time for us to prepare a new
advance, and tlte defences in front of us seem to be very

strong. But by carrying out small, well-planned

actions we may hope to recapture certain points Uiat

constitute re-entrants in our line—in a word try to

straighten out our front.

“ I take advantage of the temporary calm to sum up

what we have done and the results accomplished. . . .

“ Altliough we have succeeded in uniting all the tUlied

forces and assuring the safety of our maritime bases, the

tacdcal result we have obtained is as yet purely negative.

We have prevented the enemy from accomplishing his

plan, in spite of the sacrifices he made to that end. We
shall continue to hold him.

“However, under the circumstances now c-tisung,

important decisions favourable to us may result from tlie

powcrlcssncss of the adversary.

“ That is the point at whichwe have now arrived. The
resistance of our troops has been equal to every demand
made upon them. Our losses arc serious

;
the enemy’s

must be heavier still, in view of his attacks in dense and

deep formation.

“ I shall shordy have the honour of submitting to you

recommendations with a view to the rccognidon of the

services rendered by certain of our Officers.

“ Hc.tdquartcrs at Casscl.

“ November 13th, igi.j—10 p.m.”

This document, written under the influence of facts
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then very recent, shows that we had not gained a great

victory over the enemy, but that we had prevented him
from gaining one over us. In doing so we deprived him
of the very considerable results which would have
followed from his success.

By a continuous development of the outflanking

manoeuvre which we had undertaken a few days after

the victory of the Marne, we had been led to extend our

front from Switzerland to the North Sea. This was a

distance 01425 miles—a line of battle hitherto unheard of

in history. Moreover, six weeks after the Marne, we had

been obliged to improvise a new battle—and a decisive

one—on the northern extremity of this front. The
outcome of such an encounter was, naturally, subject at

first to the gravest misgiving, when one took into account

the enormous reserves in men and material which the

enemy had prepared and organized in time ofpeace, and

which gave him from the start a redoubtable advantage.

Faced by a shortage in men, a greater shortage in

material and a still greater shortage in ammunition,

obliged to create an organization for our own forces

as well as one which would embrace those of our

Allies—such were the conditions under which we
approached this encounter. Every difficulty was

surmounted by our united efforts
;
but the result was

mostly due to the vigilance and resolution of the

French Commander-in-Chief, who did not hesitate to

man with his own troops the greater portion of the

Allied front.

The consequences were considerable. The definite

repulse which the Allied Armies inflicted upon the

enemy on the banks of the Yser and at Ypres frustrated

his plan of defeating us first and attacking Russia after-

wards. It rescued the particularly rich provinces of
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northern France from invasion and occupation
; it

saved the Cliannel ports and those of die North Sea,

diat is to say, die coinmunicadons between France and
England. It protected England from German attack

;

it preserved for Belgium a scrap of territory diat main-

tained for her a place upon the map of Europe, audit

established her Government beyond the reach of die

enemy.

The Allied ./Vrmies had shared in a batde which had

lasted for more dian a month, and their close co-

operadon had brought about a victory. It was not

possible that blood shed in common under such circum-

stances could fail to cement the friendship of the three

nations. That alone consdtuted a big asset in the

balance sheet of the Coalition.

The Germans had compensated themselves for their

defeat by redoubling die violence of the bombardment
of Ypres. On November 22nd diey took St. Peter’s

Cathedral and the Cloth Hall as targets for their in-

cendiary shells. These magnificent monuments soon

became a mere pile of lamentable ruins.

The fighdng around Ypres once more proved the

strength whieh the defence had acquired through the

development of fire-power, and espceially that of

machine-guns. The olfensive had not gained in any

similar propordon. Out of this situadon there arose the

long period of stagnadon of the two opposing armies,

during wliich a new sort ofwarfare came into e-vistcncc,

die war of posidon, as opposed to the so-called war of

movement. It was really nodiing but a temporary

crisis in die business of war, an acknowledgment of

helplessness wliich grew out of die fact diat the offensive,

armed widi fairly sadsfactoiy weajions, was powerless to

get die better of the defensive, having at its disposal
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I superior means of action. Some way had to be found
which would enable the offensive to surmount the

obstacle and break through the shield which the ground
everywhere afforded the soldier—some way of dealing at

close quarters with that unreachable weapon, the

machine-gun, which, even when blindly directed,

inexorably swept the battlefield with a rain of bullets.

In other words, munitions had taken on a character of

vital importance in war.

We had failed at Ypres when we tried the offensive,

chiefly because our artillery was not heavy enough.

The Germans had more powerful guns than ours, but

they, in their turn, failed because they did not have

enough of them and did not use them advantageously.

As a matter of fact, the offensive never recovered its full

power until we had increased more than ten-fold the

number of our heavy pieces and the allowance of

ammunition for all kinds. We next learned to regulate

our artillery fire methodically, and finally we perfected

armoured appliances which could seek out and destroy

the hostile machine-guns.

Once an offensive was plentifully equipped in this

fashion, it was no more restricted to a war of position

than in the days ofNapoleon. It could once more make

full use of that power of movement of which it had been

deprived by anaemia—by a sense of powerlessness in the

face of obstacles.

I

Proof was thus again furnished that the aspects ofwar

1 are ever a function of the engines placed at its disposal.

' Man alone, however gallant he may be, cannot change

them
;

for without his machines he is helpless. And

;
since in war machines change constantly and become

. ever more abundant, one of the first duties of the

soldier at the front is to animate and serve them. These
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were tilings we liad learned before the year 1914 elosed.

There seems no limit to what may be expected in

future struggles from the progress of aviation and the

development of chemical warfare. Consequently, in

making preparations for the nc.xt war, we must not fail to

take fully into account the varied and formidable

material which will be employed in batUe, provide a

part of it, at least, during peace time, and create a

military organiaation which will ensure its proper use in

time of war.

And so, at the close of 191.1, it was quite clear that we
should not he able to carry the struggle to ils destination

—Victory—unless we very gready increased the number
of our guns and our machine-guns, together with the

supply of ammunition required for them. Production

in the interior of the country alone could ensure tlic

success of the army. The first duty of the High Com-
mand, therefore, was to make this condition perfectly

clear to the Government. These considerations led me
to send, on November I9lh,a report to the Commandcr-
in-Chief, which dealt with this subject. At the same

time I g.avc him my views regarding the prospects

which the war seemed to reveal :

“ The situation remains unchanged ; the enemy is

making no further serious attacks. W'c arc refitting.

“ A study of the situation here and on the Russian

front leads me to the following conclusions :

“ The Germans’ fundamental plan included the

destruction of the western adversary by turning his left

flank from Ypres to the sea, before marching agaiiut the

eastern adversary, the Russian Army. The first part of

this programme has been brought to nought. Tlie

Germans were not able cither to turn our left wi''" or
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to destroy us. Better still, we ourselves are in perfect

condition, both materially and morally, for attacking

them.
“ On the whole, after three month’s fighting, they have

arrived at a grievous state ofimpotency in the west. On
the east, their whole task still lies before them, and they

have to undertake it with a greatly weakened army.

Whatever solution they may apply to the problem—and
there are many to choose from—they cannot help

withdrawing troops from the western front and so

reducing the length of that line. The first front on

which they will make a serious resistance will doubtless

stretch from Strasbourg through Metz, the Meuse at

Mezieres, Namur, Brussels and Antwerp.

‘‘ I. Characteristics ofthe War.
“ Before arriving in front of this line, we will doubtless

have other defensive positions to carry. In any case, the

attack , of fortified fronts is sure to become more and

more our portion. It seems to me that the organization

of this war has got to be carefully studied. What are its

requirements ? A large number of siege guns, with

plenty of ammunition, heavy enough to break down the

obstacles opposed to them. Naturally the attack of

concrete fortifications requires a different weapon from

earthworks.

“It is also evident that the existing phase of trench

warfare requires the use of bombs. Therefore bomb-

throwers or other apparatus must be provided ;
and

again, ammunition in plenty.

“ Apart firom artillery of this description, provision

must be made for engineers having special competence in

sapping operations—mining warfare. On this subject

I am not so well informed, but I have an idea. Has not

the experience gained in boring artesian wells and
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constructing tlic Paris underground railway (Berlier

tubes) brought to liglit mcclianical means mucli more
rapid than the old ones, for running mine-galleries and
shoring them up, so that heavy charges could be ex-

ploded under certain points ofthe enemy’s defences ?

“ 2. In regard to the place to choose for our attacks, I

say this :

“ The fate of Europe, up to the time of Waterloo, has

always been decided in Belgium. It seems diflicult to

escape from this idea. In Belgium we can always count

upon the collaboration of the British and Belgians,

provided tliat we continue to stimulate tlicm. Else-

where, and without that stimulation, their collaboration

may be unproduedve. As far as the Meuse there is no

serious natural obstacle, and the German defensive

organizadons in this region, being of more recent date,

may prove less strong than those in other regions.

“ All the above-mentioned considerations lead me to

the conclusion that a strong attack should be carried out

in the north, directed in die first place against the space

between Antwerp and Namur (which will doubdess be

supplemented by temporar)’ fordficadons around

Brussels), and dicn against the Meuse between Namur
and Liege. We would certainly encounter strong

resistance there, as also along the Meuse from Namur to

Mezicres, Sedan, Mouzon. . . .

“ We could probably overcome this resistance only by a

manotuvre on die right bank, siardng from Verdun and
its approaches.

“ -A strong attack with our left to begin widi, a strong

attack with our right to finish—diat is die sum and

substance of my idea. Our centre would advance by
t.aking advantage of die results obtained on the wings

;

as closing in took place, tills movement would be made
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first towards our left and subsequently towards our
right.

“3. It may be argued that this plan would not at

once give us possession of the territory we desire and
need. I remain faithful to pure theory—that which
asserts that it is the destruction of the enemy’s forces,

which will settle everything. Hence I hold that our

operations should be continued in a direction purely

military, that it is this direction which will gain for us the

greatest amount of territory and enable us best to

support our claims, provided of course that we pursue

our military efforts without respite or pity.

“ 4. Reverting to the beginning of my argument, I

consider the German offensive as definitely blocked in the

West. With troops of inferior quality, the Germans

cannot resume the attempt on Ypres with the violence

they displayed on November ist. If they begin again,

they wfil fail. They are necessarily condemned to the

defensive on the Western Front. They can no longer

manoeuvre except on the Eastern Front
;
and even there,

can they ? Preparation for manoeuvre requires con-

siderable time and is sure to be preceded by much
hesitation.

“ After they had halted our pursuit along the line of

the present front on September 15th, it was only on

November ist, a month and a half afterwards, that they

launched the attack on Ypres. They would have made

things very difficult for us if they had directed as great an

eflfort by the loth or 15th of October on Arras, when the

British had not yet been moved up. The conclusion I

arrive at is that we can anticipate their being very slow

in turning to the East—^in the withdrawal of their forces

from this side, in modifying the fagade they keep up in

front of us. It seems to me, however, that they are
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withdrawing units from their rear, arc sending up
reinforcements to those they arc keeping licrc, are moving

good troops from places such as Metz and Strasbourg to

garrison towns they now consider front line strongholds

—

Antwerp, Brussels, Namur.
“ All this convinces me once more that our offensive

has got to be organized with a view to operations against

fortified positions—in otlicr words sicge-warfarcon a vast

scale.

“ I have written down these ideas as they came into

my head during moments of comparative leisure.

Please pardon any incoherence they may present, and
believe me to be, etc., etc.

“ (sgd) Foch.”

On November igtli, the day following the serious

events I have been relating, Field-Marshal Earl Roberts

came to see me at my Headquarters at Cassel, accom-

panied by liis daughter. Lady Ailcen Roberts. He was

a fine figure of a soldier and patriot, a great Englishman

in the best sense of tire word. Notwitlistanding his

age, which was more tlian eighty, he was still wonder-

fully active and in keen possession of all his faculties. FIc

could not help but be interested botli in Uic war on

which was staked the existence ofour two countries, and

in the soldiers who were engaged in it. I had known
him for several years and I had always been filled with

admiration for die clearness of his vision and the great-

ness and uprightness of his character. I realized this in

igia when, moved by a profound an-xicty, he had made
those spccclics in whicli he urged upon his countrymen,

dicn asleep and dreaming comfortable dreams of peace,

die necessity of obligatory military service.

For over an hour we talked of die battle. I shoivcd
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him our maps, on which were marked up daily the

successive moves of our troops and the positions won or

lost. These maps constituted the only possible picture

of this subterranean warfare in a country which was
necessarily much enclosed. He was good enough to talk

to the officers ofmy staffand to listen to their descriptions

of the various events of the last few days. His keen way
of looking at one and the vivacity of his observations

made him seem younger perhaps than any of us.

This was the last time I was destined to see him. At

two o’clock he left us and went over to visit the Indian

troops, for whom he had always retained an especial

attachment. They had just come out of a severe battle

and were being given a rest. Confident in his seemingly

inexhaustible youth and braving the rigours of the

season, he took off his overcoat in order to pass them in

review. In this way he caught a chill which obliged him

to take to his bed on returning to Saint-Omer in the

evening, and on the following day he died. But he had

seen his faithful Indian troops in the moment of their

victory, and he had walked over the battlefield where

they had given freely of their blood to defend Great

Britain from her enemy. It was an end well worthy of

his glorious past.

Like Lord Kitchener, whose anxiety on November ist

I have described, the British people had followed with

apprehension this long Battle ofYpres, which threatened

to carry the war into their island. Its result had been

for them a real relief, and the King crossed the Channel

to express his satisfaction to his Army.

On December 2nd, accompanied by Generals d’Urbal,

de Maud’huy, Conneau, de Mitry, Grossetti and Maistre,

and by some ofmy staff, I went to meet him by appoint-

ment at Saint-Omer. Sir John French had fully
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explained to him tlic events which had taken place,

and he took me apart to thank me. He expressed in die

kindest way his appreciation ofwhat I had done for his

Army and the powerful and continual support I had

given his troops, and wliich had ensured for us the great

results of tlie Battle of Ypres. In my turn, I con-

gratulated him upon tlic gallantry of his Army which,

subjected to most violent assaults, had stubbornly held

their ground for over three weeks.

The King terminated my visit by bestowing upon me
the Grand Cross of the Order of the Bath, which he had
desired to bring me, although—as he said—this dignity

was of a lughcr grade tlian what was appropriate to my
present functions. He then received and decorated the

French Generals. He was good enough also to have the

olliccrs ofmy staffpresented to him. These he decorated

and honoured widi most gracious words, in particular

Colonel W'eygand and Major Dcstickcr.

Our relations widi the British Army, which tvere

already very frank and cordial, had grown even closer

during the battle which we had fought together and won
by our entire and perfect union. The stout fricndsliip

that reigned on the batUc-ficld of Ypres had spread to

die two nations, as the King had just made evident;

in proportion as dieWar went on, it became stronger and
stronger, unul at hast our common victory crowned it.

Its m.-unlcnancc will for a long umc be a guarantee of

world-peace.

* « * •

The two Battles ofthe Yscr and Ypres had been won by

the closely co-ordinated efforts of three severely tried

Armies. The component parts of each nadonal force

had been suddenly and unexpectedly assembled. Each
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was commanded by its own chief : the King of the

Belgians, Field-Marshal Sir John French and myself.

And yet, in spite of this situation, no more perfect unity

of will and of action was ever realized than in this

improvised assemblage of units, hastily brought together

to save the common cause from the assaults ofa powerful

adversary in the act of striking a decisive blow with

fresh troops and very powerful accessories. If it had
been my lot to play an important part in these two

battles, to inspire certain decisions and stimulate a number
of acts, together with two such commanders as a King

and a Field-Marshal ofEngland, both ofproved capacity,

my position did not depend in any degree on my having

the right of command over Allied troops, but rather was

it the result of the confidence in me manifested by these

highly placed persons, and the authority accorded me in

their councils.

This must necessarily be the attitude between allies in

any coalition. Each army has its own spirit and

tradition
;
each has to satisfy the requirements of its own

government, and the latter, in its turn, has its own
particular needs and interests to consider. Moreover,

each army has its own characteristic pride, and each

rates very high the weight of the burden which the war

has brought upon it and shows a corresponding hesitation

in the face of new efforts and new sacrifices demanded

of it by battle. It follows that common direction is

created and maintained above all by the confidence

which governments and allied Commanders-in-Chief

bestow upon some chosen individual.

What later on was known by the term “ unified

command ” gives a false idea of the powers exercised by

the individual in question—that is, if it is meant that he

commanded in the militaiy sense of the word, as he
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would do, for example, in the French Army. His orders

to Allied troops could not have the same characteristic of

absolutism, for these troops were not hb, especially in the

sense that he could not inflict punishment in ease this

became necessary. But by persuasion he could stimulate

or restrain their Commandcrs-in-Chicf, decide upon the

policy to follow, and thus bring about those concerted

actions which result in victory, even when the armies

concerned are utterly dissimilar.

If, at some appropriate moment, .an oflicial mand.atc is

drawn up which clearly specifics for all the allies the

functions of tliis person, nothing is morO to be desired.

But it must be on condidon that the man thus designated

can quickly justify the concession. For the greatness

of a title will not long protect him from criticism,

opposidon or divergence of views and of eflbrts, on the

part of armies which, in spite of cverydting, remain

foreign armies for him. But they will willingly re-

cognize his .authority once diey have seen and favourably

judged Ids manner of exercising it.

Supreme command narrowly exercised divides the

efforts of a coalition ;
confidence unites and strengthens

them. Neither at the Yscr nor at Ypres did I have any

written authority to command.
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CHAPTER VI

FIRST ALLIED ATTEMPTS AGAINST THE FORTIFIED GERMAN
FRONT. REGROUPING OF THE ALLIED FORCES IN FLANDERS

December

j

1914

—

April, 1915

The reason for attacking; plan of the offensive—^Attack by the French
Eighth Army in the region of Ypres—^Attack by the French Tenth Army
north of Arras—Deductions to be drawn—Attack by the II Cavalry Corps
on Nicuport—General Joffre's motor-car accident—^Relief of the Eighth Army
by the British—General dispositions of the Allied forces in the North in April,

1915—^The Belgian Army and its King.

While the enemy offensive on the western front had been

checked and the AUied armies given a chance to enjoy a

comparative rest, the Germans would be obliged to

launch an offensive on the Eastern Front, where the

progress of the Russian Armies was very disquieting,

if they were not to run most serious risks. To do this,

they would have to take a considerable part of their

forces from the West. This imposed upon the Allies the

obligation of operating in such a way as to retain, on the

Western Front, the greatest possible number of these

forces.

The offensive to be undertaken by the French Armies

to carry this out must be executed in those sectors which

offered the greatest advantages both as to the area of

attack and the possibilities of exploiting a success. In

order to force the enemy to disperse his efforts, the

offensive should also cover as wide a front as possible.

I had in view the following operations :

—
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( 1 )
By the Eighth Amiy, an attack in tlic region soutli-

east of Ypres, in conjunction with the British rkrmy.

(2 )
By tlie Teutlt Aimy, an important attack north of

Arras, directed on La Folic ridge, between Souchez and

Givcnchy-cn-Gohcllc.

By Uic end of November these armies had begun to

study tile necessary problems actively. On December

6th, I went to General Headquarters at Ghantilly to

submit this programme to the Commandcr-in-Cliicf.

On December 8th, General JolTrc issued general

instructions to die army of which the following is a

summary :

The moment has arrived to resume the offensive “ in

order to tlirow tlic enemy back to the north-cast and

prepare further operations on our part against his

communications.”

With this end in view, the following main attacks

will be carried out

:

“ (i) One, starting from the region of Arras, in the

direction of Cambrai and Douai, to be c-xecuted by the

Tenth Army reinforced.

“
(2 ) The other in Champagne, in the direction

of Attigny, by the Fourth Anny.”
In addition, secondary operations will be carried out

on various parts of the front, more particularly :

By the Eighth Anny and the left oftlic British Army,
attacking in a convergent direction on Wcrvicq.

By the Second Anny, attacking in the direction of

Comblcs.

Etc., etc . . .

• « • •

Tf.t cUcik ofthe Eighth Army

When the right ofthe Eigbtli .Vnny r^as relieved by the
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British, General d’Urbal was enabled to withdraw a
considerable number of troops from his front. These
were returned to the Tenth Army, from which they had
been taken during the Battle of Ypres. Moreover, the

Belgians had agreed to extend their line to the south, and
this made it possible for General d’Urbal to relieve the

whole ofthe XXXII Corps from that front and place it in

resei've.

This being the situation, the G.O.G. the Eighth Army
could start his preparations for executing during the first

fortnight in December the prescribed offensive in con-

junction with the British Army.
The attacks launched on December 14th, 15th and

1 6th failed as a whole or did not gain sufficient ground.

Not only was the enemy discovered to be fully prepared

and strongly organized, but still greater difficulties were

created by the marshy state of the ground into which the

men sank up to their thighs
; wheeled vehicles could not

leave the roads.

Our troops then undertook to run saps and mines

under the front of our objectives, hoping in this way to

reduce the vital points of the enemy’s defence
;
but the

work was greatly hampered by the almost insurmount-

able difficulties in the sodden ground.

In the northern part of the Ypres salient we en-

countered similar obstacles and effected very little

progress. The same fate befell the British attempts in

the south, where the results were confined to a few local

advances.

The difficulties of the ground proving altogether too

great, we halted our offensive on the 19th. On the

24th, seeing that there was nothing further to hope from

the British attacks on the Lys, we reduced the density of

the front line and built up our reserves. We thus
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resumed our defensive attitude in the region nortli of tlie

Lys.

* * * •

The attack of the Tenth Arniy

As early as tlic end ofNovember tlie Tcntli Army Iiad

studied the possible advantages wliich attacks effected on

botli sides of Arras miglit bring. It was thouglit tliat if

successful the very least result would be to straighten the

salient at Arrtts and thereby render the defence of the

town c.Tsier and less costly.

In order to concentrate our available resources, we
limited our designs to the attack north of die town, which

alone was capable of producing important and perhaps

decisive results. The long ridge which, starting from

Souchez, runs by La Folic and Thtilus and rejoins the

plateau of the Point du Jour cast of Arras, constitutes an

almost perpendicular cliff dominating the villages of

Givcnchy-cn-Gohcllc, Vimy, Farbus and Baillcul, and

commanding the vast plain up to Douai.

If we seized this ridge and established artillery and

observation posts there, the enemy would be prevented

from maintaining any important organizations in the

plain and he would be forced to make an extensive

withdrawal up to die line of the Scnscc and the upper

Deulc, thereby modifying the front to our advantage.

The ridge w.as die objective of our attack ;
we hoped

to break through the Gennan line at and to the south of

Souchez, seize die high ground wliich commands
Givenchy and Vimy, and exploit these results. The
offensive was to be carried out by the XXXIl Corps,

commanded by General Pctaiii, and the XXI Corps

commanded by General Maistre, operaung concentric-

ally on the objccuve.
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The date was to be between December i6th and 20th.'

In the meantime, the ground from which the troops

would take off was to be improved and several pre-

liminary operations were to be carried out, namely, by
the XXI Corps against Notre Dame de Lorette, by the

XXXIII Corps against Carency and La Targette, and

by theX Corps against Saint-Laurent and Blangy.

Experience had shown us the necessity of not attempt-

ing to go too fast, but rather to advance steadily from one

result to another, and such a method precluded our

drawing up a plan in which the final operations would be

defined. For this reason, the main attack of the XXXII
Corps could not be fixed at the start, for the time of its

execution depended on the success of the secondary

attacks and on a thorough artillery preparation.

In pursuance of these plans, the XXI Corps launched

an attack on the 17th against the Lorette plateau, and

succeeded in capturing the first German line, between

the northern slopes of the plateau and the main road

leading from Bethune to Arras. However, the rain soon

rendered the ground impassable, holding up the advance

of the infantry and interrupting the supply services.

We could|not even occupy the captured ground, for a

sea of mud rendered its organization impossible. Only

infantry as good as that of the XXI Corps could have

retained possession of the position it had captured.

In the meantime the XXXIII Corps was encountering

great difficulties. Its two attacks, to the north on

Carency and to the south on La Targette, failed in the

face of the well-made defences and sound dispositions of

the adversary. For we had no means ofdestroying them.

The main attack against the Vimy ridge was therefore

postponed.

Thus on December 23rd our offensive operations in
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the Norlli had citlicr failed, or yielded insignificant

results. New methods of attack aided by powerful

engines of destruction would have to be employed if

fonnidablc defences such as tliosc now facing us were to

be overcome.

The war of movement had already demonstrated the

immense value of the machine-gun to the defence,

especially when combined with entrenchments. The
enemy had now time to reinforce tlie latter with barbed

wire entanglements, with concrete shelters for machinc-

guits and with flanking guns, as well as underground or

armoured communications. The quarters of the men
were often veritable citadels which an opponent was

obliged to destroy before launching any infantry attack.

This destruction required artillery powerful enough to

demolish these shelters, as well as the trenches and their

fields of protecting wire. Lack of suitable maUricl had

already halted our oifensive in the war of manccuvrc
;

the want of it was even more strongly felt in tliis war of

position which arose so suddenly.

Since maii-powcr alone could not capture positions

organised by modem methods, it was imperative that our

factories be asked to furnish as quickly as possible

machines capable of reducing them. The Commandcr-
in-Chief had to turn his attention to tire question of

production. Here and here only could be found the

means of pushing forward the War, at all events on die

Western Front.

But duiing die time which must ensue before it was

possible to realise diis development in our tacdcs, we
could not forget our Allies on the Eastern Front, the

Russiait Araiy, which, by iu energetic intervendon, had

drawn ujxin itself a large portion of the enemy’s forces,

ar.d had thus enabled us to acliicvc the victory of the
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Marne. Itwas our duty, so far as was possible, to go to its

assistance. Herein lay the reason for operations, how-
ever fruitless they may now seem, such as those we had
already undertaken, and for continuing along the same
lines with others. If we were not yet in a position to

achieve victory, we could at least force the enemy to

retain on the Western Front all the forces which he had

accumulated there, and thus prevent him from moving

them to the Eastern theatre. A decisive offensive on the

latter front might be the prelude to his complete victory.

But in all that concerned the correlation to be

established between the operations on the two fronts,

I was entirely dependent upon the instructions of the

Gommander-in-Ghief of the French Armies. It. was not

therefore my initiative which inspired our offensive

operations in the north. My functions consisted in

seeing that they were carried out in accordance with

General Joffre’s views and in the closest possible co-

operation with our British and Belgian Allies. It must

be remembered that toward the close of 1914, an

offensive had been started in Ghampagne, and its

beginning (December 20th) had been quite satisfactory.

My formula for the time being was this : activity in all

the staffs and rest for the troops until an improvement in

the weather might permit a resumption of operations

with chances of success. The Commander-in-Chief

approved this plan and issued instructions that all

troops not absolutely needed in the trenches be rested.

However, as the duration of the operations in Cham-

pagne necessitated the formation of large reserves, the

armies in the north were instructed to furnish their

share.

As time went on and these operations assumed still

greater importance, the Gommander-in-Chief, on
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February aytli, directed that all enterprises contemplated

by the Tenth Army be halted. Nevertheless, an active

study of various operations was to be pursued, so that

they might be set in motion without delay when the time

came. In this way, the winter ended without any new
moves being undertaken on our part, c.\ccpt at Nicuport.

Many of our troops were leaving the northern theatre,

having been ordered to rest camps or placed at the

disposal of the Commandcr-in-Chicf. I had taken

advantage of these circumstances to visit them in

succession. I alwa)^ assembled the olTiccrs and had a

talk. I cannot say enough in praise of the splendid

spirit which animated them all, olTiccrs and men alike,

and that following a winter of unmitigated hardship.

They fully realised the important results which tiicy had

obtained at Ypres and on the Yscr, where they once

more had brought the enemy’s plans to nought. They
had no doubts .as to being able to get the better ofhim in

the attacks that lay ahead. The confidence which filled

them all was impressive.

* • «

The attachs by the II Cazalty Corps east ofPiieuport

The Belgian coast on the North Sea w.as of special

interest to the enemy on account of the works which he
could place there to support tlic subm.arine warfare

agaiiut England and interrupt the Channel com-
munications. Ostend was nearer to us llian any other

jxirt he held, and its defence would certainly im-

mobilise important German forces. This oficred good
rc.ison for any attacks which we might be led to under-

take in that direction. The coast itself comisicd of

faiily high sand dunes which had escaped the inun-
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dafions along the Yser and thereby offered certain

facihties for our action.

Early in December I had caused General de Mitry,

commanding the II Cavalry Corps, to make a study of

an offensive launched from Nieuport. The Military,

Governor of Dunkirk had prepared the necessary means
for crossing the Yser above Nieuport, and a considerable

naval equipment, including dorys and motor-boats, had
been assembled and placed at General de Ivlitry’s

disposition. But we had no guns except field artillery.

On December 15th the attack was launched in the

general direction of the line Westend-Ostend. We
obtained a footing in the first houses ofLombartzyde and

Le Polder but were unable to make any appreciable

advance along the coast itself, on account of the powerful

works which the enemy had constructed in the sand-

dunes. We got to within 600 yards of Saint-Georges,

while the French sailors and Belgian soldiers in dories

took several farms to the south-west of it.

The operation was continued for the next few days.

In vain the enemy launched vigorous counter-attacks
;

they were all repulsed. Indeed, on the 19th we cap-

tured and consolidated a strong bridge-head on the

right bank of the Yser. We moreover made numerous

crossings over the river.

When, on the 25th, we proceeded to resume the

attack, all our efforts from Lombartzyde to the sea were

broken by the enemy’s defence and especially by his

barbed-wire entanglements, which our poverty in

artillery had made it impossible to demolish. On the

28th we captured Saint-Georges, while the Belgian 5th

Division, after crossing the Yser south of Dixmude,

estabhshed a small bridge-head on the right bank.

Before making further attacks in force, we had to
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iiutal ourselves firmly where we stood. That required

considerable time, for to organkc ground such as this

was a question not ofdays but of tvccks, the atmospheric

conditions alone constituting a most serious difficulty.

Water and sand made inroads into our support and
communication trenches, frequent storms damaged our

telephone lines, and the bridge of casks we had thrown

across the mouUr oftheYscrwas continually being broken

by German artillery fire.

In spile of all these difficulties, our troops displayed

wonderful activity. For a whole month, from December
27th to January 27th, they toiled without pause,

constructing works of approach for carrying out an

offensive against Lombartzyde and Lc Polder.

On January aOdi this new attack was launched, and

we captured the first German line. At nightfall,

however, after having sustained heavy losses, and on

account of llie water which prevented any work of

consolidation in die captured trenches, the troops

svithdrew to their original positions. Othcnvisc tiicy

would have been at the mercy of tlic slightest counter-

stroke.

Wliile Uiis operation was going on in front of Le
Polder, a sm.all reconnoitering patrol succeeded, by a

sudden dash, in capturing a small fort in front of the

Great Dune. But, caught by enfilade fire, and counter-

attacked with the bayonet, the little detachment was

almost wiped out. Sue men and a non-commissioned

officer resisted all d.ay and part of the night ; they were

all killed at their posts.

These deeds showed clearly the e.\ccllcnt spirit and
d.ash animating the troops of tlie Frcncli detachment at

Nicui»tt. But no amount of courage and enterprise

was sufficient to overcome the physical difficulties of
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every description which the elements piled up before

them. It was not humanly possible to succeed, and it

would have been madness to continue in the middle of

winter an enterprise which obviously was destined to end
in failure. January 28th really marked the end of this

offensive.

It was during the month ofJanuary (on the 17th) that

General JofTre was the victim of a motor-car accident

which might have had serious results. We were

travelling together in the same car along the road from

Rousbrughe to Dunldrk, when the way was suddenly

blocked by a heavy lorry, the steering gear ofwhich had

broken. A collision between the two vehicles resulted,

in which the Commander-in-Chief received such serious

contusions that he was obliged to give up the round of

inspections he intended to make and return by rail to his

Headquarters at Romilly. I emerged unhurt from the

accident, but I was very anxious about my chief, and

this feeling increased after I had left him at the Dunkirk

station. Fortunately, he recovered completely in a few

days.

A little- while after this incident I wrote a letter to the

Minister ofWar which I believed myfunctions as Assistant

to the Commander-in-Chiefjustified. In it I asked him

what course I should have taken if this accident had

rendered General Jofifre incapable of exercising com-

mand
;

also supposing such a case to occur, upon what

officer at the front would devolve the duty oftaking steps

to meet an emergency which some action of the enemy

might precipitate that very moment ? In reply, I was

informed that I need not concern myself about this

contingency, since the Government had already pro-

vided for it.

As a matter of fact, during the month of August,
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General Gallieni had been nominated to command the

French Armies in case of this happening. In spite of his

great intelligence and undisputed ability, General

Gallieni, at this date, had taken only a small part in the

war and especially in the war of trenches. Politicians

arc too quick in forming opinions about soldiers. The
only place where officers can be judged is on the field

of battle, and here their ability may be measured by

their accomplishments.

* * * *

The reliefofthe French Eighth Army by the British

At the beginning ofDecember the British Government
had indicated to the French Government its wish that the

British forces in Flanders should be transferred further

north. Here they could hold a part of the Allied front

nearer to the coast, and, more especially, rest their left qn

the sea. It was diought that such a move would give

great satisfacdon to public opinion in England.

From Ostend to Zeebrugge on the Belgian coast.

Great Britain was c.\poscd condnually to an enemy
threat which could best be met by having the British

Army attack along the coast toward the naval base at

Ostend. This idea was especially dear to the British

First Lord of the Admiralty, Mr. Winston Churcliill.

It was much less dear, however, to the Commandcr-
in-Chief of the British Army, Field-Marshal Sir John
French, and even less dear to the Commander-in-Chief

of the French Armies, General Joffre.

Both these saw a serious disadvantage in devodng the

main effort of tlic British Anny to an object wliich

conccnied the naval struggle alone, and which diverted
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it from action against the most important factor in the

enemy coalition, the German Army, at a spot which
would determine the fate of the war. Under these

conditions, and after much discussion, it was arranged

during the latter part of December that the British

Army, while maintaining its right on La Bassee, should

successively reheve the corps of the French Eighth

Army, availing itselffor this purpose ofreinforcements as

they arrived from home. The French Army would

keep in Nieuport the troops which were there, but would

progressively evacuate the Ypres salient, retaining only a

detachment at Elverdinghe, interspersed between the

left of the British and the right of the Belgians.

As it turned out, the plan of relief thus arranged met

with great delay in execution, due in the first place to the

slow arrival of the British reinforcements. Lord

Kitchener was anxious to dispatch to the Continent only

troops which had been completely organized into

Divisions or Ai'my Corps, while Sir John French would

have been glad to have received them by Battalions.

Penury of munitions also proved a matter of embarrass-

ment to the Field-Marshal in planning the extension of

his front. Indeed, the slow progress being made for

organizing their manufacture in England caused him

considerable anxiety.

Meanwhile, the British First Lord of the Admiralty

tried to have his plan for an attack on Ostend re-

considered by offering to provide a reinforcement of

3,000 marines for the French detachment at Nieuport.

General Joffre maintained his opinion that a battle

having land objectives was more important, insisting

moreover that it was on the left of our Tenth Army,

in the La Bassee region, that the efforts of the British

Army could best be directed. He endeavoured there-
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fore to obtain from Sir John French his agreement on

two points, the extension of the British front and his

active co-operation in tire French attacks.

As has been seen, the progress of the war had been

checked by the Allies’ lack of munitions and -war

material. The prolongation of this inactivity and the

anxiety it produced in public opinion, had led the

Cabinet of a certain Government to intervene in the

conduct ofoperations, push tliem into false channels, and

tlius render the task of the High Command more

difficult. Once more our poverty in munitions was

leading to serious consequences.

Troop, equipment and munition supply have become

a question of capital importance in modem war, and

they are bound to take a prominent place in the pre-

occupations of the High Command, not only in what

concerns the prosecution ofoperations against tlie enemy,

but in order that the continuance of these operations may
be ensured at times when public opinion or the govern-

ment is agitated.

As a result of these various complications, the British

Army by the end of January had only relieved the

French XVI Corps, which was less progress than had

been jointly agreed upon. The French IX and XX
Corps had not yet been replaced. This situation

continued without any appreciable change up to tlie

middle of March. But on tliat date the preparations of

tlie British First Army for an attack in the La Basscc area

were completed, and the negotiations then going on were

interrupted and could not be resumed until tlie result

of tlie enterprise was known.

The British First ;Vmiy, commanded by General Sir

Douglas Haig, was entrusted witli this offensive. The
troops were sent forward on March loth. At tlie
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beginning they had some success, but this could not be
extended or even wholly maintained during the following

days.

On the niglit of March I2th-i3th General Haig
issued orders for the offensive to be stopped, but the

troops were directed to establish themselves firmly in the

positions they had captured on the loth. The decision

of the G.O.C. the British First Army is explained by his

fear of running short of ammunition as well as by the

losses his forces had suffered.

It was now possible to return to the plan of relieving

the French Army corps around Ypres. At a conference

held at Chantilly between Sir John French, Lord

Kitchener, General Joffre and M. Millerand, it was

decided that the British Second Army should relieve the

French IX and XX Corps before April 20th, that two

new British Divisions should be sent to France, and that

the French offensive in Artois should take place at the

end of April. These operations were carried out

rapidly, and by April 7th the IX Corps had been with-

drawn from the front, and directed toward the zone of

the Tenth Army. Then, on April 19th, the XX Corps

followed suit. Thus, by the end of April, a new dis-

tribution ofAllied forces in the north had been effected.

The British forces stretched from La Bassee canal to

the Ypres road ^ Poelcapelle. They were grouped into

two armies. On the south, the First, under the command

of Sir Douglas Haig ;
on the north, the Second, under

the command of General Smith-Dorrien.

The French Eighth Army, which, on April 4th, had

been broken up, had been replaced in Flanders by “ the

Army Detachment of Belgium,” under the command of

General Piitz. This detachment consisted of two

groups, one at Elverdinghe, between the Belgians and
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the British
;

tlic other at Nicuport, on the extreme left

of the Allied line.

The Belgian Army wliich, at my request, had agreed

to a fresh extension, from now on lay between Nieuport,

which was held by a French force, and Steenstraaet.

Its morale had continued to improve ever since its

arrival on the Yser. The King was still animated by the

same intentions, and if operations on a large scale were

out of the question for his troops, they could at least be

counted upon to display a profitable activity. And
this they did from the beginning of March onward.

The divisions in line prepared and carried out operations

of detail almost without pause, taking a whole month,

from March nth to April iith. Although these

attacks did not achieve any results of great importance,

they at least developed in the Belgian soldier a spirit

of enterprise and proved the desire he had to do his

part. This activity, moreover, did not fail to provoke

quite sharp replies from the enemy.

We had established close and frequent relations with

the Belgian Generals and Belgian Officers of all ranks.

The consequence was tliat the two armies became one in

spirit, and a comradeship in arms was created wliich was

to have a most happy influence in the hour of need.

In January, Belgian General Headquarters evacuated

Fumes. i\s this place was frequently and heavily

bombarded by tlie enemy, it moved to Houtlicm, a very

unpretentious locality. The King was quartered rvitli

tlic Queen and tlic Princes in La Paimc, a town on the

sea coast, not far from Houthem. He went to liis

Headquarters every day, staying at tlic Presbytery of

Houthem, where some of his officers were billeted.

The Presbytery was not at all imposing. It was a

solid square building, surrounded on all sides by water
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and reached by a narrow bridge. In this modest

corner, the heart of Belgium continued to beat. Here

burned the generating fires of that energy which for four

long years unflinchingly faced a formidable enemy, and

which went forth to reconquer the native land in 1918.

I’his little house remains for me a monument that will

testify to future generations more adequately than any

other, the greatness of a little countiy, which, led by

her chivalrous King and defended byher valiant children,

triumphed over a most brutal and iniquitous aggression.

END OF BOOK I
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PREFACE TO BOOK II

iL\RsnAL Foch did not Iiave time to write all his

recollections of the war and his observations on its

conduct. He confined himself to reeiting tliose events

between 1914 and igi8 in wliich he took an active part.

The events of 1914 are related in the first Book, those

of 1918 in the second. In each case they comprise those

acts which best illustrate the role played by the Marshal

during the war, those concerning which his opinion has a

special importance. Before resuming the Marshal’s

narrative, which now deals with the year 1918, it seems

useful to give a brief account of his acuvitics in 1915,

igifiand 1917. This recital tvill enable the reader to sec

by what successive and almost uninterrupted steps he

rose to the supreme command of tire Allied Armies, and

how he prepared liimsclf to meet tliis formidable task.





I

IN COMMAND OF THE ARMES OF THE NORTH

[January ^lli, 1915—Dtcember ujth, 1916)

On January 5th, 1915, General Foch was assigned to the

command of the Northern Group of Armies ; tlie order

giving liim these functions merely confirmed a state of

fact which had existed for three months.*

Preparation of the Artois offensive .—The first task which

fell to this group of armies was the preparation of the

oiTensive for the spring of 1915.

The place chosen was tlie Vimy Ridge, north ofArras.
“ The svide extent of ground it commands,” wrote

General Foch on March 24th, 1915, “ and tlie practic-

ability of tlie ground it commands, as well as the im-

possibility for the enemy to make any addition to Iiis

defensive works, would give the occupation of tlte ridge

an immense value and lead to tlie piercing of the

enemy’s line.”

* For the non-culiUry reader it nuv bo useful to Rive the proRressioa of

1 • \

I" *. , j,’ . ..T ll
to sometimes*as the Comnand.
The Frcoch terms commandimtnt, kAvX containdinunS, comtnanitttunt

uKtjur. are translated so as to avoul aojr coafimon of ideas; but suitable

EsRlish terms seem oot to exist, unlM* tt be for c^mnuxndttntai uNiau/. This
Is usually readered as uniJUd camstuind or Atlu-i CcMouna. meaning
thereby the lusctioos coaferred upoa Marshal Foch is Apnl, 191S.

Is u-ritlng of the Italian Army, the Marshal generally used the Itahan tern.
Cemaxia Suptmo ; his terminology has been foUoir^.—T. U. M.
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I’hc preparations were pushed forward with the

greatest activity, and by the middle of April the move-
ment of troops and munitions toward Arras was nearly

completed—when suddenly a fresh alarm starded all

Flanders.

First German Gas Attack .—On April 212nd, 1915, at

5.30 P.M., after a perfectly calm day, the Germans
suddenly launched upon the northern part of the Ypres

salient a dense cloud of suffocating gas, the effects

of which were felt over a depth of more than a

mile.

Surprised and partly asphyxiated, the French

territorials and Algerian riflemen poured back in dis-

order and a part of our artillery fell into the enemy’s

hands. The Bridsh left (Canadian Division) reti*eated to

Saint-Julien. The route to Ypres lay open.

In the midst of this general confusion, the enemy
advanced without striking a blow. Ypres was at his

mercy, since the few local reserves that could be thrown

across his path were wholly inadequate to oppose him.

Fortunately, after going two or three miles, he stopped at

nightfall of his own accord. The fleeting opportunity

passed; we were saved.

Informed by a brief report of what had taken place.

General Foch once more gave proof of that quickness of

decision and marvellous activity which never failed him

in hours of peril. In order to get precise information, he

sent a staff officer during the night to the spot where the

surprise had taken place, ordered reinforcements to be

sent from Nieuport, and aroused some of the numerous

French units then assembled around Arras.

At 4.30 A.M., his liaison officer reported to him that the

Yser had been crossed in several places by the enemy,

that a breach two and a halfmiles wide had been made in
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our lines and that along tills space the road to Ypres was

wide open.

The danger called for immediate and extensive

measures. First of all, tlic enemy must be halted, and to

do tills, the continuity of our front must be restored.

Then, by counter-attacks, he must be thrown back from

the positions he had conquered. Such was die pro-

gramme which General Foch oudined during the night

to General Putz, commanding die French troops in

Belgium. He completed these arrangements during the

early hours of die 23rd by bringing from Artois a

Division of infantry and by asking Sir John French to

reinforce the British troops in die region of Arras.

Thanks to dicsc measures and to those taken on the spot

by General Piitz, as well as to the aid furnished by the

British and Belgians, the breach made by the Germans
was closed during die morning ofthe 23rd and Ypres was

once more saved.

Nevertheless, die taedcal results obtained by the

Germans were not negh'gible : one of the most important

lay in the fact diat die Bridsh, whose line was now
advanced too far fonvard In a point, were obliged to

evacuate a part of die Salient.

The attacks in Artois {Afaj, June, September, 1915)

The Artois ofrensive was originally luted to begin on

May ydi, but unfavourable weather caused it to be

postponed until the gth. After a preparadon by heavy

ardllcry lasung six days, and by field ardllery for two

days, the new cliicfof the Tenth Army, General d’Urbal,

launclicd the attack against die Vimy Ridge on May
gth at to A.M.

In the centre the success was immediate. In less than
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an hour on a front of four miles and for a depth oftwo or
three, the enemy’s positions were captured. More than
6,000 prisoners, 20 guns, and too machine guns,

remained in our hands. The crest at its culminating

point, Hill 140, was reached and even passed. The
German artilleiy ceased firing and we had the im-

pression we had broken through. Unfortunately, this

satisfaction was of short duration.

Our reserves were too far in rear to follow up our

success or to widen the breach while there was yet time.

The very slight progress accomplished on the right and

left of this rapid advance also hindered it. Important

points, such as the village of Carency on the left, and of

Neuville-Saint-Vaast on the right, remained in the

hands of the enemy. On the Lorette plateau and further

along, toward Pont-a-Vendin, we had gained little or no

ground, while to the north of La Bassee the British had

all but completely failed.

Profiting by the fact that these places still held firm,

the enemy concentrated upon Hill 140 aU the troops he

could assemble. Out of breath and unsupported, our

men were driven from the crest and the German line

reformed in front of them.

A new attack, which we undertook on the nth,

failed under flanking fire coming from the villages of

Carency, Souchez and Neuville-Saint-Vaast, and it was

evident that these points of resistance must be captured

before trying to carry the ridge.

By minutely prepared operations, Carency was taken

on May 12th, Ablain-Saint-Nazaire on the 13th, and

Neuville on June 9th. Souchez alone resisted every

effort, and it was decided to leave it to be cut off and

enclosed in the general attack decided upon for June

i6th at 12.15 P.M.
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That day, as on May gth, we succeeded in pushing

some units to the lop ofthe crest ; but being isolated in a

narrow salient and subjected to cross fire as well as the

counter-attacks of the enemy, tlicy could not hold on

very long, and on the 21st they were driven back. The
enemy artillery and infantry fire tvas most severe along

the whole front. Except on the Lorettc plateau the

ground gained was insignificant,and on the e-^th General

Foch, in obedience to the orders of the Commander-in-

Chief, suspended the operauons.

At this time General Jolfrc was planning another

manoeuvre, having for its object the combining of the

Artois attacks with a large offensive in Ghampagne. A
new grouping of French forces was therefore carried out

in July, August and the first three weeks of September.

During this period, army corps and divisions were rested,

the training of troops resumed, and Uieir equipment

improved.

At this time. General Foch wrote a paper setting fordi

the conclusions he drew from the recent offensives.

This he sent to the Coramander-in-Cliief on July igth.

\Vc find in it the following observations :

“
. . . Under the circumstances now prevailing and

in the presence of an enemy defensive system long since

established, it seems wise not to base all our hopes upon

the possibility of breaking tlirough, or risk all our

available reserves in die attempt to effect a victorious and

decisive piercing of the line by mere force of numbers.

On the contrary, our plan should be directed toward the

conquest of certain dominant points of the line ;
each

one ofour attacks should have a distinct object, and one

whose accomplishment would lead to some further

result.
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“ In former times, the capture ofsuch an objective Wc
the necessary and sufficient condition of success. Th
condition remains nccessaiy to-day

; but while it is n
longer sufficient to guarantee a complete success, it a

least brings us a step nearer that end. Any othe

combination is likely to leave us with empty hands after

costly effort. , . .

" An attack merely launched forward without

definite and precise objective is incapable of producing

,

result, especially the result constituted by penetration

unless surprise has been effected.

The greatness of the reward which any attack cai

bring depends upon the importance ^vhich the objectivi

aimed at has in the enemfs system of defence or in hi

general situation.

The assignment of forces to our various attack

should be based upon the following principles : make

sure of taking this chief objective by assault; facilitatf

this main action by secondary ones.”

In General Foch’s eyes, the principal objective

remained the Vimy Ridge and he considered that the

principal effort should be directed to its conquest, since

its loss would be a heavy blow to the enemy’s defensive

system. Attacks such as those then being prepared in

Champagne were in no sense unimportant, but they

should be considered solely as accessories, an aid offered

to the Artois offensive.

In this opinion he differed from that held at General

Headquarters, where it continued to be maintained, long

after General Foch has ceased to believe in it, that a

break-through was possible. But since General Head-

quarters was founding its hopes chiefly upon the Cham-

pagne offensive, where a large and decisive rupture ofthe
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enemy’s front was counted upon, the Commander-in-

Chief, logical witli Iiimsclf, assigned to this attack the

major part of tlie French forces available. On Septem-

ber 25th the ttvo attacks were launched simultaneously,

one in Champagne and one in Artois.

In Artois, the Tenth Army had the benefit of a double

e-xtension of its field of action. On tlic one hand, to the

south of Arras, where it put a new army corps in line
;

on the other, between the Lorette plateau and the La
Basscc Canal, where the British First Army sent into

action a mass of twelve divisions supported by eight

hundred pieces of artillery.

ikftcr a powerful emission of gas, the British attack

started at 6.30 a.ji., advanced rapidly, took Loos and

Hulluch, captured i,.ioo prisoners and sb: guns. On its

side, the Tenth Army assaulted the Vimy Ridge at

12.25 progress was not uniform
; on the right

it was checked
;

in die centre there was some success ;

on the left it gained ground distinedy.

The enemy now concentrated his efforts against the

menace presented by die British advance. He rc-took

Flulluch and fought furiously in front of Loos, but

without obtaining on diis side appreciable results. He
also muldplied his counter-attacks in the dirccuon of

Souchez in an effort to disengage tliis village, on which

the French were closing in ; but, checked everywhere,

he was obliged to evacuate it on the morning of the 25th.

In spite of these results, and influenced by the success

ofdie first day’s fighting in Champagne, the Commander-
in-Chief deuded to restrict the amplitude of the

operations in ikrtois
; he notably ordered a severe

economy in die expenditure of ammunition. General

Foch dicn dedded to concentrate the efforts of the

Tenth Army upon the region where they had met with
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success, namely toward Givenchy. Moreover, in order
to aid Sir John French, whose reserves were being
rapidly used up in the face of the violent counter-

attacks of the enemy, he decided to move the French
Army Corps, ^vhich had failed in its attack south of

Arras, towards Loos.

During the afternoon of September 28th, a French

Division moved up the slopes of Hill 140 and reached its

crest. This was a success which had not been repeated

since May 9th and which General Foch wanted to

exploit 'without hesitation. Early the next morning,

therefore, he \vent to see Field-Marshal Sir John French

and obtained his consent for a joint action of British and

French troops to be launched on October 2nd against the

front Pont-a-Vendin—Givenchy.

But, through a variety ofcircumstances which brought

about a succession of delays, this joint attack was put off

from day to day. Finally it was given up ; for, toward

the middle of October, in order to aid the Serbian Army
in the Balkans, the Allied Governments decided to send

to Salonika an expeditionary force whose troops would be

taken from the Western Front. Contributions to the

formation of this army obliged both General Joffre and

SirJohn French to halt the Artois offensive.

The teachings to be drawnfrom the 1915 attacks in Artois

The offensives in 1915, those in Champagne as well as

those in Artois, clearly demonstrated the insufficiency of

our means of attack, above all in hea-vy artillery. On

November loth, 1915, General Foch set down his

opinions in a report to the Commander-in-Chief. The

following are some extracts from the memorandum :

. Whatever may be the direction chosen for an
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attack, what is more important than all else is to endow
it with every means necessary for its success. The
campaign of 1915 did not accomplish any results

because we did not have enough heavy artillery am-
munition. Our attacks were not sufficiently prepared

and supported by the fire ofheavy guns. . . .

“ Trench artillery ought to be developed, made
mobile and given more instruction.

“ Our incendiary and asphyxiating shells yield but

feeble results. Our gas projectors only emit substances

whose efiects are most uncertain. Up to the present our

chemical laboratories have turned out very little that has

proved useful.

“ In what concerns gas, asphyxiating and incendiary

shells, we must see that no more tlian a few montlis are

taken to get a complete solution for problems already

partially solved.

“ In our attacks across ground fortified in depth, we
must above all spare our infantry, in order tliat it may
last through the time inevitably necessary for tlie battle

to be finished.

“ After artillery, call chemistry to our aid ; but it must

not be allowed to take a whole year to evolve its

products.”

General Foch definitely condemned tlie concepdon of

a break-through. He substituted for it tlie idea of

successive efforts, made against a wide front, wiUi tlie

purpose of breaking up and separating live enemy’s

system ofdefence.

He wrote

:

”... The succession of obstacles wliich an offensive

cneounters in iu advance leads to an inevitable succession

2 -
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of attacks. This requires that the offensive, if it is to

accomplish its purpose, must last and be continuous for a

certain length of time. Instead' of a short, sharp and
violent action, \vc must prepare for a continuous action,

that is, a scries of efforts following each other as closely as

possible.

“ Wc must give up the idea of an assault undertaken

with more or less deep and dense masses, the reserves

following closely on the heels of the first line, with the

idea of candying in a single bound a whole series of

obstacles and thus breaking through. This method has

never succeeded.
“ It is afact that the infantry attack always halts andfails at

that point where the preparation has not been sufficient.

“ Once more we see that the power of organization is

stronger than the bravery of troops. . . . We can

launch infantry only against obstacles wliich we have

with entire certainty prepared for this action.”

On December 6th, he again wrote :

“ The offensive draws its strength :

" I. From its power of destruction (artillery, gas),

increasing all the time, directed against each line for the

benefit of the attacking troops.
“

2 . From its ability promptly to renew its successive

action against each succeeding line.

“ Destruction, repetition
;

these are its essential

characteristics. The one, sought for and therefore to be

reinforced
;
the other forced upon us and therefore to be

abridged.
“ In any case, enterprises of long duration cannot at

this time be avoided ;
and yet they threaten to exceed

our resources in men. Such efforts cannot be sustained
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to a conclusion, or even shortened, except by a new
development ofour destructive power tlirough tlie use of

matlriel, which is the only way in which our infantry can

be economised.
“ The offensive we ought to prepare is one capable, as

far as ground is concerned, of penetrating deeply ; and
as far as time is concerned, of lasting longer than any

so far undertaken.”

On January 2ist, 1916, he added :

“ In short, it is a series of successive acts, each one

necessitating a great deal of artillery and very little

infantry. This form of attack applied in the battle of

the future opens up tlie possibility of wide and repeated

offensives, provided we have at our disposal many guns

and much ammunition.”

Preparationsfor a Franco-British ojfensioe between Arras and the

Oise in 1916.—The British effectives in France had so

increased tliat, by the beginning of 1916, they constituted

three Armies, deployed between the region around

Ypres and the Somme. This increase of force made it

possible for General joffre to plan an Allied offensive on

a scale liithcrto never attempted. His idea was to

attack along die whole front from Arras to the valley of

the Oise. The operation would begin during tlie early

days of July, 1916, tlie British advancing north of the

Somme, tlie French south of that river. The general

plans for tlie offensive were agreed upon in the course of

an Inter-Allied Conference held at Cliantilly on February

i.jth.

The French sliarc in the attack, extending from the

Somme to the Oise, was confided to the Northern
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by a single Army—the SLxtli, operating astride the

Somme. Its main function would be to support and
cover on the south the British offensive, now to become
the principal one. However, in order to be ready for

some future eventuality. General Foch decided to

continue the preparations already begun all along his

front.

On June 3rd, the Corps of the Sixth Army which were
to make the assault took over their sectors

;
the placing

of the heavy guns and their ammunition was over by the

15th. On July 1st the Franco-British offensive began.

The Somme OJfensive {July ist—November i^th^ 1916)

The fortified system against which seventeen Allied

Divisions were now launched consisted of two principal

positions in echelon over a depth of from two to three

miles. In some places there was an intermediate

position. From the start the French Sixth Army and the

right and centre of the British penetrated well into the

German first position, in many places passing beyond

the objectives assigned. The left of the British, running

up against more powerful points of support, alone made
little progress.

The advance was pursued during the days following.

South of the Somme, in particular, it met with scarcely

any resistance on the part of the enemy, being in reality

only checked by the necessity of keeping within the

general limits of the manoeuvre. The principal action

lay to the north of the Somme, where it was being

pursued in conjunction with the British forces, the

action south of the river having for its essential object to

,

cover and support the one on the north. Its strength and

objectives had been intentionally fixed as a part of this
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plan
;

it would have been a mistake therefore, to allow

it to be pursued in a direction which would have

prevented its fulfilling this duty. And, in the opinion of

General Foch, all the more so, since the principal

offensive nortlt of the Somme was making but slow

progress in the face of the increasing enemy resistance

and violent counter-attacks.

However, between July end and 20th, the Francc-

British attacks managed to effect some progress in the

sector which runs from tlie valley of the Somme to the

Amiens-Bapaume liigh road. They captured all the

intermediary positions established in this region and got

within assaulting distance of the enemy’s second position.

The British centre even carried it for a length of four

miles, during tlie attacks ofJuly t4tli, 15th and i6th.

Unfortunately, after die successes ofjuly dicrc followed

a regrettable slowing up of operations. The British

Commandcr-in-Chiefwas anxious to increase his artillery

and his ammunition, put in die line new Divisions

arrived from England and augment the number of liis

new offensive weapons, the tanks. Therefore, during

die mondi of August, he limited himself to attacking a

few special points, which resulted in but insignificant

gains, or repulses. In vain die French Commandcr-in-

Chief urged upon him the necessity of not delaying the

resumption of attacks over an e.xtcndcd front. Sir

Douglas, wliilc declaring his agreement in principle,

subordinated the undertaking of any large enterprise to

first obtaining local results. This decision meant diat

the French Army would have to mark dme, since its

essential mission was to aid the British iVrmy. Never-

theless, our Sksdi Army distinguished itself by cariying

die German second posidon from Maurepas to the

Somme. The French Tenth Army, on the right of the
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Sixth, made ready to prolong to the south of the Somme
the Franco-British front of attack and to enter into

action at the beginning of September.

On September 3rd the Allied attacks began again with

an amplitude and a co-ordination which had been
unknown in August. The results followed suit. On the

left, the British, for the first time making use of tanks,

captured powerful points of support such as Guillemont,

Ginchy, Fiers, Morval, Thiepval. While in the centre,

the French Sixth Army, by a series of efforts, got as

far as the Bapaume-Peronne road, which it reached at

Bouchavesnes and Rancourt. The enemy tried to

extricate himself by a powerful counter-attack launched

against Bouchavesnes on September 20th. This failed,

and six days later he was forced to evacuate the im-

portant centre of Combles.

South of the Somme, the Tenth Army captured

villages whose defences the Germans had been improving

for two years—Chilly, Soyecourt, Deniecourt, Ver-

mandovillers. It was, unfortunately, limited in its

efforts by the insufficiency of its offensive powers.

Since the consequences of the Verdun battle continued

to make themselves felt, it was not yet possible for the

French command to feed at one and the same time the

two fronts of attack north and south of the Somme. All

available means were reserved for the Sixth Army,

north of the river, which was acting in support of the

British forces.

However that may be, the month of September was

marked by undoubted success. On a front of nearly

twenty miles the Franco-British forces had, in the

course of this month, taken three successive enemy

positions, advanced on a depth ofmore than three miles,

and made impressive captures of stores and prisoners.
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In order to arrive at this result, General Foch had been

led to reinforce the three French Corps which were

operating north of tlie Somme with two new Corps.

The presence of five Corps concentrated in this narrow

space created an accumuladon of troops whose move-

ments and supply were cficctcd with the greatest

difficulty in the face ofa numerous and watchful German
artillery. It became csscnual to thin out this area and
reduce the number of Divisions in the line.

Having in view the operations in progress at the

Franco-British point of junction, this reduction could

only be effected on the right of the Sixth Army. For

this reason, General Foch decided to abandon pro-

visionally any attackon the centre, between Bouchavesnes

and the /Vmiens-Peronne road, and to pursue his

attacks on the left and right in appropriate rhythm and
with the necessary amplitude.

On the left, the efforts of the British Armies and the

French SLxtli Array were pursued in the direction of

Bapaurac-Bcrtincourt. On the right, the French Tenth

Anny, taking advantage of tlic rectangular shape of its

front, continued its attacks southwards.

The month of Oetober was employed in the develop-

ment of Uiis two-fold acdon.

On the 7th, a combined Franco-British attack was

launched nortli of tlie Somme, on a twelve mile front.

It obtained some success, but was unable to reach the

ohjectives wluch had been assigned it. The enemy’s

means of defence had been remarkably strcngtliencd.

Nests of macltine-guns, often established in shell-holes

and other places hard to discover, checked the attacking

troops, producing piece-meal attacks and slowing up any

concerted advance—which alone could produce useful

results. To tlicsc difficulties of a tactical order ihac
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were soon added unfavourable weather conditions.

The rain, which began falling in the second half of
October, soon rendered impassable the ground which had
already been cut up by shells and trench-work. It

brought in its wake all sorts of difficulties and increased

the fatigue of the troops. On the 30th, for example, an
exceptionally violent storm demolished the trench

systems and put supplies and equipment temporarily out

of use.

In spite of this precarious situation, our Sixtla Army
succeeded in capturing Sailly-SailUsel on October i8th,

while the Tenth Army extended its positions appreciably

in the direction of Pressoire and Ablaincourt.

The French High Command continued to stimulate the

morale and encourage the ardour of the troops. It was

determined to pursue its offensive plan in spite of every-

thing, and it proceeded to prepare, for the beginning of

November, a concerted attack by the Tenth and Sixth

Armies between Chaulnes and Sailly-Saihisel.

On November 5th, the Sixth Army and the right of

the British Armies advanced, but they gained no great

success. November yth, on the contrary, saw the Tenth

Army reach all its objectives—Pressoire, Ablaincourt,

Genermont. It was then in an excellent position for

preparing the more important operation which General

Foch’s instructions considered should bring it to the

railway line between Mazencourt and Happlincourt,

and to the Somme above Peronne.

Unfortunately, after several days of fine, cold weather,

the rain began again to fail heavily, destroying com-

munications and trenches. It became impossible to

attack, and it was decided to postpone the opening ofthe

proposed offensive until the month of December.
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On November 13th and 14th, tlic British Fifth Army
gained another brilliant success on both sides of the

Ancre valley. This success marked the end of the battle.

The French Commander-in-Chiefhad, in effect, drawn
up his plan of action for 1917. He explained it on

November 15th in tlic course of an inter-Allied mccu'ng

held at Chantilly.

The Nortliem Group, composed of four Annies, was

to attack between the Somme and the Oise. At the

same time, tlie British Armies were to carry out a com-

bined operation between Bapaume and Vimy (north of

Arras). The olfensivc was to be ready for February

1st. In order to organize tliese forces suitably, it was

decided that, as from December ist, the British should

relieve the French up to die vicinity of Bouchavesnes.

On December i6th General Nivelle took command of

the French Armies and adopted a new programme for

the 1917 offensives.

The Northern Group of Armies was to take part in

these operations under the orders of a leader other than

General Foch. The latter, relieved of this command,
quit tile Headquarters ofthe Armies ofthe North at noon

on December 27tli, 1916, and took up his station at

Senlis.

II

In disfavour {Dtcembtr 1916—May lyl/i, 1917)

The results obtained in lire BatUe of the Somme had

been far from negligible. The number of prisoners and

the quantity ofmallnel captured from die Germans, .as

also lire amount of territory reconquered, exceeded by
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iar anything that had been seen up to that time. On
the enemy’s side, to the disappointment caused by the
check at Verdun there was added the uneasiness aroused
by the une.xpected strength in munitions which the

Allies had just revealed, and which was certain to in-

crease. This anxiety liad already been manifested

several times in the communiques issued by the German
staff during the battle. Other indications were seen in

the replacement ofFalkenhayn at General Headquarters

by Hindenburg and Ludendorfl', as well as in the peace

offers made at the end of 1916 and the retreat towards

the Hindenburg position efiected in the spring of 1917.

However, these results were considered insufficient.

Esteeming that the war munitions furnished had been

amply sufficient both as regards quantity and quality,

the French Government laid the blame upon the

methods of attack prescribed and upon the generals who
had devised them. There had to be victims, and

General Foch was one of them. No account was taken

of the warnings he had given at the time when, following

on the events at Verdun, he was obliged to reduce his

front of attack on the Somme to such a degree that any

decisive success was rendered impossible. It was asserted

that his methods of conducting a battle had seen their

day and were now out of date. These methods were

contrasted \vith the fruitful counter-offensives carried

out in front of Verdun during October, 1916. But no

account was taken of the fact that the success of the latter

was, in great measure, due to the enemy’s necessity of

sending his reserves to the Somme battlefields and of

keeping them there.

The chief command of the French Army, and that of

the Armies of the North, tlierefore passed into other

hands.
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With splendid abnegation, General Foch withdrew.
“ To measure tlie greatness of his soul, one must have

seen him in these sad moments. To the regrets, even to

the indignation, he heard expressed around him, he con-

tented himself with saying :
‘ Let tliem go ahead,’

accompanying the words with that gesture we all knew
so well and with wliich he dismissed everything tliat he

did not wish to see or know. Never, during the wliole

of tlie period when his great faculties were left almost

without employment, did he let fall a single word of

recrimination or discontent.”*

Sitilis-Mirecourl

The new Commandcr-in-Chief, General Nivcllc,

having ofTcred to retain liim in the zone of the armies.

General Foch established himself with a small group of

oiTiccrs at Scniis.

He was entrusted with the task of drawing up a plan

of operations to meet the possible case of die violation of

Swiss neutrality by the Germans. This plan was for-

warded to the Commander-in-Chief on January tatli,

1917, and was approved by him.

Ten days later General Foch was sent to Mirecourt to

assume temporary command of the Seventh and Eighth

Armies, in the absence of die titular ehief. General dc

Castelnau, who was then in Russia. Tliis situadon

lasted until March 30th.

During dicse wo mondis in the Vosges, he displayed

the utmost energy in improving the defensive positions

of the Armies under his command, and in pcrfccung

certain plans ofattack the preparation of whicli had been

prescribed by General Headquarters.

He also occupied himself to a considerable c.xtcnt ssith

• i/)’ Ctfccfil Wej-jisJ. <rin=ia-I>;Jcl. Pith,
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the practical realization of his plan of operations in

Switzerland in case the Germans made them necessary.

His Chief of Staff, General Weygand, was sent to Berne
to concert measures with the Swiss Staff for this

eventuality.

Shortly afterwards he received orders to proceed to

Italy. On April 8th, 1917, he met General Gadorna at

Vicenza and together they examined the condidons

under which British and French units might best inter-

vene in Italy in case of a very heavy attack by the enemy.

The transport, concentration and employment of these

units were the object of a prolonged study, whose excel-

lence and usefulness were demonstrated by the events

which occurred six months later on the Italian front.

On April 15th, General Foch found himself again at

Senlis, in an atmosphere of almost complete calm. He
suffered greatly from this heart-breaking inaction

;
but

the period of rest was not without some value, for it

enabled him to meditate upon the lessons and the future

problems of the War, and thus prepare liimself for the

tasks awaiting him. These, growing constantly in im-

portance, at last brought him to the chief command of

the Allied Armies.

Ill

Chief of the General Staff'

On May 15th, 1917, M. Painleve, Minister of War,

appointed General Foch Chief of the French General

Staff.

As technical adviser to the French Government, he

now entered into the councils ofthe Allied Governments j

his field of action comprised not only the Western Front
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but that of the East as well.

At the moment he assumed this post, the cause of llic

Entente was passing through a critical period. On the

West, the hopes founded on the plan ofc.ampaign for 1917

hadjust been crushed. The French Army, disapiiointcd

by the barren results ofits efforts, was alTcctcd by a grave

moral crisis which, for a considerable time, comlcinncd

it to a strict defensive. Deprived of its suppoit, tlic

British attacks could no longer hope for decisive results.

On the East, the Russian Army, fallen a prey to revo-

lutionary propaganda, sdll held its ground, but seemed

decided upon a purely passive attitude. Rouinania was

still in a period of convalescence, after the trials of the

previous autunm. Greece, svhich bad come in with us

after Constantine’s abdicauon, had a v/hole army W
create. America was furnishing the Entente v/ith large

supplies ofmen and material, but the lorma vrouid rM
be available for batUe before the sprmg of 1918.

On the side of the Central Pov/er:, aitt.--,-rgh At-rvia

and Turkey showed signs of v.'carmess, Gtrmaa.y

regained a freedom of action 01 v.'cacn tee year rots, s-ac

gradually deprived her. Her .Army, tv a

sidcrabic extent on the East, v.oscc xca i>e ac-e '-0

centrate v/ith imposing magnitude on ts.e • • •s: ana oa—

take advantage of a superiority m nusalem -ssc—

had not been able to realize in tEze t-.en— e -ne

beginning of the v<ar.

Plat rj ulv.nj'.r

On Jur.e 8lh,

Ocneral Ror/ertio.o, Cass'

for the purpose ofcczaaag
of actl.'.r; :o fe: ec. a
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Upon the Western tfieatre, as well as tlic time it would
take before the American Army could come into action,

tile two Generals decided tliat military operations in

France must be limited to a policy of attrition, until such
time as American aid, by rc-'cstablishing a superiority

in our favour, would permit decisive results to be once

more entertained.

In the meanwhile, the Italian Army, reinforced by
heavy guns and ammunition supplied by France and
Knglund, and aided if possible by a concerted action of

the Russians, was to attack the Austrian Army, with a

view to putting it out of action. In this way it was

hoped that, with the aid of diplomacy, Austria might be

detached from her powerful ally.

But it soon became clear that no help could be ex-

pected from Russia, and that even her total defection

must shortly be expected. General Foch’s task, there-

fore, was now to study die arrangements which would

enable the Entente to face the German armies in France

when reinforced by the units coming from the Russian

front. On July 27th, 1917, he drew up a memorandum
which he communicated to the representatives of the

Allied Governments assembled in Paris. The following

^verc his conclusions :

“ In case Russia’s defection enables the enemy to

transfer to the Western Front all the German and Aus-

trian forces now employed on the Russian front, it would

seem that the Coalition ought to be able to assemble the

resources necessary to resist the enemy’s onslaught until

such moment as America can put into line enough troops

to re-establish the balance to our advantage.

“ But this relatively favourable military situation can

onlybe obtained bythe adoption ofthefollowingmeasures:
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“ (a) Confine ourselves to the simple defence ofsecond-

ary fronts, and reduce tlie eficctivcs on these fronts to a

minimum consistent with this defensive attitude.

“ (4) Hasten in every possible way the creation of an

American Army and its transport to France.

“ (c) Prepare the tonnage necessary for moving the

forces to be taken from secondary fronts.

“ (d) Obtain unity of action on the Western Front by

means of a permanent intcr-Allied military organ, whose

function would be to prepare the rapid movement of

troops from one theatre to another.”

The solid foundation on which these conclusions

reposed was proved by events a fetv montlis later ; but

they were received with little favour by the meeting.

Mr. Lloyd George, in pardcular, declared that Russia’s

defection was not very probable, that military men lacked

imagination, and that what must above all be sought was
“ to modify the situation to our advantage by detaching

one of Germany’s allies.”

./\sscmblcd anew in London on August yth, the heads

of the Allied Govenimcnts requested tltcir Chicis ofStaff

to study the preparation of a powerful offensive in Italy

for the beginning of igi8. General Foch, therefore,

arranged witli General Robertson and General Cadorna

for the despatch to Italy, at the appropriate time, of ten

Divisions and four hundred pieces of hcasy artillery, half

to be furnbhed by England and half by France.

The Russian Defection

Meantime, while making arrangements for sending

future support to Italy, the Mlicd Governments c.\erted

themselves to hold the Russi.ansin the line. But the morale

state ofthisArmy, undennined by Bolslievast propaganda,
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was getting worse every day. On November 6th, Leninas

seizure of power marked the collapse of Russia and
proved her desire to put an end to the War. On Novem-
ber 2ist, Lenin ordered the Commander-in-Chief of the

Russian Army to negotiate an armistice and draw up
terms of peace with the enemy.

The French Government protested. General Foch
telegraphed to General Niessel, Chief of the French

Military Mission attached to the Russian Army, that

France counted on the patriotism of the Russian High
Command to repulse all criminal negotiations and keep

the Russian Army facing the common enemy. He in-

formed General Berthelot, our representative attached

to the Roumanian staff, that the French Government

appreciated the gravity of the situation which a total

defection on the part of Russia would entail for Rou-
mania, but there must be no thought of disbanding the

Roumanian Army. If events necessitated the evacu-

ation of Roumanian territory, the struggle must be

pursued in Bessarabia and in the Donetz.

Thus, placing its reliance upon the Russian High

Command and upon Roumanians fidelity, the Govern-

ment in Paris endeavoured to thwart the politicians of

Petrograd. This attempt did not succeed. Krylenko’s

nomination as Commander-in-Ghiefofthe Russian Army
deprived the Entente of the support on which it had

counted.

However, the beginnings of national resistance now

seemed to take form in Southern Russia. In agreement

with the French Government, General Foch endeavoured

to aid and encourage the movement. During the

months ofDecember, 1917, and January, 1918, his effor^

were concentrated upon the organizadon of these and-

Bolshevist centres and the formation of Polish, Czecho-
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Slovakian and Ukrainian Divisions. General Bertliclot

carried on the work in southern Russia, and General

Nicsscl in central and northern Russia. The inter-

vention of General Foch was in no way an ciTort to break

up the newly-established government in Russia. \Vliat

he sought was the continuation, under any fonn, of the

struggle against the Central Empires and the main-

tenance of a war-front in tlie East.

Thus, having failed, in spite ofall his efforts, to prevent

the conclusion of the Russo-German peace, he endea-

voured, by every possible means, to prevent its ex-

ploitation.

Accordingly, he made recommendations to the French

Minister for Foreign Affairs for the immediate organiza-

tion of inter-Allicd action in eastern Siberia, where

anarchy was making rapid progress, and where tlic

Trans-Siberian railway was tlircatcncd. He requested

that this action should be entrusted to the United States

and Japan, and he indicated its objects. These were to

prevent tiie despatch to Russia, and thence to the Central

Powers, of munitions and raw material accumulated in

Vladivostock ;
and also to enable the centres of resist-

ance which might c-xist or be created in Russia to be

encouraged and supplied. And, at all events, they could

deny the enemy access to the Pacific, and thus deprive

him of the possibility of developing submarine warfare

in tliese waters.

Tht Amtro-Gaman attack in Italy

The grave events in Russia were not long in producing

ilicir effect on the Western theatre of war, tlirough the

freedom ofaction which in a large measure they procured

for the Central Empires.
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On October 24thj 1917, an Austro-German offensive

on the Italian front, taking advantage of a very thick

fog and a torrential rain which completely paralysed the

active organs of the defence, broke through the Italian

lines on the Upper Isonzo, in the region of Caporetto.

The breach opened by the enemy on the front of the

Italian Army forced the Gommander-in-Ghief, General

Cadorna, to withdraw the whole of his forces towards

the Tagliamento.

On October 26th, the French Government offered to

send reinforcements to the Italians. The telegram

crossed a message from General Cadorna, requesting the

despatch of British and French Divisions in accordance

with the agreements of 1915—1917. General Petain at

once made preparations to send a force of four Divisions

and a corresponding proportion of heavy artillery.

The British Chief of Staff, General Robertson, at first

displayed less eagerness to despatch British troops, and

it was upon the formal advice of the French Chief of

Staff that he decided to put in movement an Army Corps

of two Divisions, “ It is indisputable,” wrote General

Foch, “ that General Cadorna has all that is necessary

in the matter of munitions, troops and lines of resistance

for repulsing the enemy. . . . But events are more

powerful than arguments. It is to the Allies’ interest to

prevent the Italian disaster from growing larger at any

cost. We must, therefore, without any delay, support

the Italian Army both morally and materially.”

It was possible, indeed, that the danger which hung

over Italy might become serious. If the enemy pene-

trated far into the country, it would give him the possi-

bility of considerably disturbing the Allies’ communi-

cations with northern Africa, Egypt, Palestine and

Greece. The matter was therefore of the highest im-
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portance. Tlic French Govcnimcnt so well appreciated

tliis fact that it did not hesitate to dcspalcli its

Chief of the General Staff across the Alps with full

powers.

On the 28th, while the first French troops were en-

training, General Foch left Paris. He arrived at Treviso

on the 30th at daybreak, saw General Cadorna imme-
diately, and learned the exact situation.

The Italian Army was retiring through the Frioul

region towards the Tagliamcnto. Would it be able to

establish itself behind this river ? Cadorna dared not

vouch for it. The Second Army had been so badly

shaken at Caporetto that its powers of resistance seemed

for the moment compromised, and it appeared probable

that the retirement would have to be continued to the

Piave.

Under this hypothesis. General Foch decided that tlic

first French troops should detrain at Vicenza. But that

very day, the 30th, informauon that was apparently

reliable caused the Comando Supremo to apprehend a

strong enemy offensive nortli of the Lake of Garda.

General Foch, therefore, modified his original dis-

positions
;

he placed two French Divisions north of

Brescia and two around Verona, in which place General

Duchesne, commanding tlic French forces, established

his Headquarters.

On the 31st, General Robertson in his turn arrived at

Treviso and consulted witli General Foch. Both

Generals considered that the Italian Armies had not

been beaten. One only, indeed, had been attacked.

Provided that order was rc-establislied, tlicsc Annies

represented a force wliicli should make it possible to

dispute the line of die Tagliamcnto and establish a firm

resistance on the Piave and in the Tretitino.
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On November ist General Foch saw the Duke of
Aosta, paid a visit to the King at Padua, and proceeded
to Rome with the Italian Prime Minister, Signor

Orlando. The latter took an intelligent and calm view
of the situation. He was ready to fight to the bitter

end, and if it were necessary, he declared, even to retreat

to Sicily. There is no question of retreating to Sicily,”

replied General Foch. “ It is on the Piave that we must
resist.”

It was in similar terms that he had addressed Field-

Marshal French under the walls of Ypres. Five months

later he would be found repeating them as he paced up
and down in front of the Town Hall of Doullens.

On November 2nd and 3rd he had numerous inter-

views in Rome with members ofthe Italian Government,

and he emphasized the necessity of reorganizing the

Comando Supremo with a view to making it more

vigorous.

On the 5th the heads ofthe British, French and Italian

Governments met at Rapallo. General Foch retraced

for them the sequence of the recent events. The Italian

Second Army was broken, the three others were intact

;

all were withdrawing from the line ofthe Tagliamento to

the line of the Piave, which was stronger and shorter.

They should be able to hold it easily with their 700,000

men, provided the Comando Supremo clearly announced

its determination and supervised the execution of its

orders.

The conference was resumed on November 6th. The

British Prime Minister, fortified by “ the high authority

of Generals Foch and Robertson,” declared that he could

not entrust Allied troops to the Comando Supremo as it

then existed. M. Orlando replied that the reorganiza-

tion ofthe Italian High Command and the appointments
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to be made in it were to be submitted at once to tlie King
for Iiis apjiroval.

A further question was raised, tliat of effectives. The
Italian Prime Minister requested the despatch of fifteen

Allied Divisions to Italy. Generals Foch and Robertson

considered tliat this number was c.'caggeratcd. “ More-
over,” added General Foch, “ one of the noticeable

events of this war is the strcngtli of the defensive. In

certain circumstances numerical superiority may ensure

victory, but in others tliis may not be so. The best proof

is the resistance of the Allied Armies behind the Yscr

against a vastly superior German strength. This same
truth was demonstrated at Verdun, where the enemy,

although he attacked many times, was repulsed by forces

distinctly inferior. With the use of barbed wire and

other obstacles, it is possible to cstabibh a very clfectivc

resistance on the Piave. . . . Behind tliat river there

stands an organized rVrmy well commanded and well

supplied wiUi ammunition ; it can resist greatly superior

forces.”

The events in Italy ako drew attention to a point

which had occupied tiie minds of Allied statesmen and

generals for several montlis. In face of the numerical

superiority, of the liberty to manoeuvre and ability to

efi'ect surprise which had been acquired by the adversary

through the defection of Russia, the Allies could not

fight under favourable conditions reccept by rapidly

throwing in their reserves at any given point on their

front. To effect this it was necessary in tlic first place

to have information concerning the enemy’s intentions,

and in the second place to possess an organ wliich could

immcdLatcly give the necessary orders for the movement

of these reserves to the Uircataied quarter. This

pointed to the creation ofan intcr-.Mlicd body capable of
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exercising a comprehensive supervision over the conduct
of operations in all the various war theatres. To speak
plainly, a Commander-in-Chief of the Coalition was
needed

;
but general opinion, especially in England, was

as yet little inclined to accept this view.

The solution which, in the month ofNovember, 1917,

carried the day, was the creation of a Supreme War
Council, composed of the Prime Minister of each of the

Allied Governments represented at Rapallo, assisted by
one cabinet minister. This council had its seat at Ver-

sailles. It was assisted by a Staff which included a

military representative ofeach Power. But this military

- representative was prohibited from exercising any other

function. This provision was directed more particularly

against France, whose selected representative. General

Foch, was at the same time Chief of the General Staff.

It was necessary, therefore, for the General, on his return

from Italy, to resign one or the other of these posts.

The other members appointed to serve with General

Foch were, for England, General Wilson
;
and for Italy,

General Gadorna. The latter was replaced at the

Comando Supremo by General Diaz. Later on, the

United States were represented by General Tasker Bliss.

As soon as they took up their work, the military repre-

sentatives were requested to examine the general situa-

tion on all the fronts, and especially that existing in the

Italian theatre.

On November 9th Generals Foch and Wilson met

General Diaz, the new Italian Commander-in-Chief, at

Padua. They found him quite resolved to defend the

line of the Piave, but at the same time he expressed fear

of being turned by an Austrian attack debouching from

the Tonale Pass.

In order to allay this anxiety, General Foch once more
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modified the dispositions of the Frencli forces in Italy.

One of the Divisions svas moved to the Val Canonica,

and tile other to Brescia, where General Duchesne cslab-

Ibhcd his Headquarters. In addition, General Foch

proposed, with the assent ofthe Comando Supremo, that

General Duchesne be given command of the sector be-

tween the lake of Garda and die Swiss frontier.

ShorUy afterwards, General Diaz regretted the de-

cision tvhich placed the French troops at such a distance.

On November 1 1 th he c.xprcsscd considerable an.\icty in

regard to the Montcllo point of junction between the

valley of the Piave and the mountain region. On thb

occasion he also informed General Foch that “ public

opinion in Italy was unfavourably impressed by the

Allied Armies being kept so far from danger.” He there-

fore requested Uiat the French Divbions be directed

successively to the Piave front.

General Foch refused to be induced by any matter of

sentiment to move French troops along encumbered

roads into a region already crowded with Italian troops,

where conditions made their presence of little real help,

and where tlicy ran die risk of being involved in the

Italian retreat. Moreover, ever since hb arrival in

Italy, he had always upheld the idea that it was essential

to avoid a premature and piecemeal engagement of the

Allied forces. They would have melted assay in local

operations and svould have been ssanting in die event of

anodicr pcnctrauon of die Italian front.

Hosvcvcr, in order to give cscry possible satblacdon to

the Comando Supremo, he decided to place the main

body of the French forces betsveen Valdagno and

Vicenza, one Divbion being temporarily left svest of the

Lake of Garda, llic Britbh Anny svas to be concen-

trated on the French right, south of Vicenza.
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On November 15th, General Foch found it possible to

telegraph to Paris that “ the situation on the positions

now held by the Italian Army appears to have appre-

ciably improved/' and morale seems to be getting

generally better.”

On the 16th he forwarded the. report called for by the

Supreme War Council as to the extent of the assistance

to be furnished Italy. This report recommended that

twelve Divisions, six French and six British, with a pro-

portionate amount of heavy artillery, be sent imme-
diately. After the first contingent arrived (presumably

about December 12th), events would show whether it

was necessary to increase these figures.

On the 1 8th, in spite of the fact that the situation was

improving every day, the Italian General Staff sent

General Foch a series ofdocuments having to do with the

organization of the retreat to the Mincio and the Adige.

General Foch refused to contemplate any such even-

tuality.

Moreover, by November 20th, the Allied forces were

in position to afford serious support to the Italian Army.

On the 22nd and 23rd, heavy fighting took place on the

Asiago plateau, as well as in the region ofMonte Grappa

and Monte Tomba. The Italian soldiers put up a

splendid resistance everywhere.

On the 23rd General Foch was able to leave Italy

;

the crisis was past. The first demoralization once over,

the Gomando Supremo rapidly recovered itself and,

under its direction, the Italian Army re-established with

its own forces a continuous front in the valley of the

Piave, without the British and French units having to be

engaged.

General Foch had aided and supported the Gomando

Supremo ;
he had helped it to take the energetic deci-
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sions which the gravity of the situation exacted. Here,

as in the Battle of Flanders three years earlier, he was

listened to by reason of die clearness of his vision, his

buoyancy, his promptness to act and his unrcscivcd

devotion to the common cause of all the jVllics.

The events of Caporetto had justified the General’s

predictions, and they clearly proved tlie accuracy of his

conclusions presented in the note of July efith, 1917.

These were, essentially, two ; to e.\pcdite the arrival oftlie

American Army in France so as to overcome the enemy’s

numerical superiority, and to create an inter-Allicd mili-

tary organ to direct Entente strategy.

Co-opiralion of the American Amiy

The general arrangements for the constitution of the

American Army and its transport to France had been

drawn up in the United States by agreement between

Marshal Jolfre and the American Government. When
General Foch assumed tlie functions of Chief of the

General Staffof the French Army, he, in accord with the

French Government and the French Commander-in-

Chief, proceeded to take the necessary measures for the

debarkation of tlie American forces in France and dieir

installation in camps. A section of his staff dealt

especially with these matters. He was also charged widi

the quesuon of the employment of the .Vmcrican con-

tingents on die French front.

At the time .-Vnicrica entered die war, cvcrj’body—in

Europe as well as in the United States—was ofone mind

as to the udlizadon of the American Anny, in large units

under its own chiefs. It had been agreed diat, once

dieir period ofinstrucuon in France was temiinatcd, die

.Vniericaii Divisions would be progressively cstablislied
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in ail Anicricaii sector astride the Moselie.

But in November, 1917, following on the events in

Russia and because of the delays foreseen in the matter

of putting American Divisions in the line, the Allies

modified their point of view. Preoccupied by tlieir

numerical inferiority and tlie crisis in man-power which
menaced them on tlie eve of a German offensive, whose

extent and duration no one could predict, they now en-

visaged, as the only remedy for a very grave situation,

the employment of American troops one month after

their arrival in France, that is to say, the moment their

elementary instruction was finished. The idea was to

place them by regiments or even by battalions in British

or French Divisions.

This system ofamalgamation in reality satisfied neither

the United States, wdiich saw in it a serious delay in the

constitution of the self-contained army desired, nor

General Foch, who considered that troops never fight so

well as under their own flag. It was a passing necessity

to which both parlies would resign themselves.

To the propositions made in tliis sense, both President

Wilson and General Pershing answered that, if necessary

and because of the interests at stake, they would consent

to the amalgamation. As a proof of their willingness,

they immediately placed four negro Regiments at

General Petain’s disposal.

As a matter of fact, it demanded a great effort to form,

equip, instruct and transport the American Army to

France.

“ The problem presented,” to quote Marshal Foch,

“ was of huge dimensions, since it was a question of

putting on a war footing a country of over a hundred

million inhabitants. Everything had to be created.
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Tiic Regular Army, maintained on a scale sufiicient for

the narrow requirements of peace time, could only

fumbh a small fraction of what was necessary for the

mobilization of the numerous Divisions which America

had decided to raise. These had to be constniclcd from

the ground up—their stalls, tlicir olHccrs and non-com-

missioned ofliccrs, tlieir troops, as well as the large supply

of munitions without which nothing can be done in

modem war. zVn entirely new instmment had to be

forged. And not only was it necessary to forge on a vast

scale, but to forge quickly. The war had been going on

for three years
;
no one could doubt that its very ampli-

tude and intensity rendered its continuance for any great

length of time impossible. If America was to make her

weight felt in die final decision, she must hurry her forces

to Europe with the utmost speed.”*

But, however energetic had been the efibrts made to

place the American Anny on the battle-fields of Europe,

the results obtained so far were rather poor. rVrrivals on

the average did not c.\cecd 30,000 men a month. In

March, 191O, a year after Amcric.Vs entry into the War
and at the moment die German olfcnsive was launched,

the American effectives in France did not reach nioic

than 300,000 men ; of Divisions, there were only sL\.

The forecasts made at the end of 1917 showed that no
,

useful help from the United States could be counted
j

upon before die summer of 1918, and no ]KJWcrful help*

before 1919.

Tkc Allies' pliiii of action for 1918; tke q-^citionof

rcscrccs aiij tkc irJa-AlticJ High CcnaKcrJ

These delays in putting the .-Vincricaii forces into the

• WnsSfa ty ^ !tw ^
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field luid to be added to the many difilculdcs confronting

the Allies at the end of 1917. It was certain that the

Germans would exert every effort to bring the whole

weight of their armies to bear in the Western tiieatre, so

as to complete their victory before the arrival of the

American Annies could decisively alter the situadon.

During the first half of 1918, the Allies would be reduced

to opposing the adversaiy^s masses with their own un-

aided resources. In face of the enemy’s numerical

superiority and the possibilities presented for his acdon,

what was the line of conduct to follow ?

On November i8tli, 1917, General Petain, in a state-

ment before the French War Committee, declared him-

self in favour of a waiting policy on the Western Front.

Sucii tactics, he said, demanded a solid organization

of the front, and the constitution of strong reserves

ready to intervene at the point of danger. But it was

also necessary that a Supreme Chief should be appointed

for preparing plans and controlling the reserves. “ Unity

of command,” he added, '' is one of the conditions of

success,”

On January ist, 1918, General Foch, in his turn, pre-

sented the following views on this subject to the Military

Representatives at Versailles :

“We must prepare ourselves for a veiy serious offensive

on the part of the Germans any moment after the begin-

ning of this year. It will be combined as a function of

space and of time
;

that is to say, it will be directed upon

different portions of the Anglo-French front, perhaps of

the Italian front, at various intervals of time.

“We will meet this attack by defensive dispositions

which at this moment- are being carried out on the

British and French fronts, and we have reason to hope
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tliat they will be suliicicnt to arrest the enemy before he
can obtain decisive results.

“ But SVC ought also to meet it by an altitude which,

far from being passive, should be inspired by the deter-

mination of the Entente Armies to seize every oppor-

tunity to impose their will upon the adversary. This

can only be achieved by assuming the offensive the

moment it is possible ; for by no other means can victory

be attained. . . .

“ Witli this object in view, the Allied Armies should :

" (a) In cast of attack by the enemy : Not only stop him
and counter-attack on tlic ground he has used in attack-

ing us, but also pronounce powerful counter-olTciuivcs

by way of diversion. These should be prepared before-

hand and launched against points chosen in advance and

permitting rapid c.Nccution.

“ (i) If the adeersaty does not attack : Be ready to take

the initiative and operate ag-ainst limited objectives, tvith

the purpose ofdominating the enemy, wearing him down
and maintaining tlic combative spirit of our troops.

“ (c) In both of the above cases

:

Be ready to develop

these actions under the form of a combined offensive ivith

decisive objectives, the moment the tvearing doivii process,

or any other favourable circumstance arising in the

general situation, offen the hope of success.”

This programme of January ist, tgtS, was tlic one

which General Focli was to execute a feu- montlis later.

In it can be seen the germ which he developed into ulti-

mate victory : first, defensive action imposed by the

situation ;
then partial counter-offensives, and finally

the general offensive which ended in victory. Tlie

General’s sagacity was once more slioitn in tliis docu-

ment.
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However, in order to determine the condidons for

undertaking a counter-offensive that would break the

existing clinch, as recommended by General Foch, the

General Staff stated in a note of January 6th, 1918:
There must be a higher organ of command, which can

at all times defend the general plan adopted as against

personal inclinations and individual interests, and take

rapid decisions and get them carried out without any loss

of time. To make this possible, it is esscndal—at least in

what concerns the front between the North Sea and

Switzerland—that some military authority be appointed

which, acting on behalf of the Coalition and in accord-

ance with the views of the Supreme War Council, can

exercise a directive action on the \vhole front, handle the

common reserves, prepare the disengaging counter-

attack, and launch it at the proper moment.”

Thus was brought up once more the question of inter-

Allicd reserves and the supreme command, for which

General Foch had unsuccessfully pleaded at the hands

of the Entente Governments on July 26th. But this time

conditions were no longer the same
;

serious events had

occurred in Italy, the Rapallo agreement had been made
and the Supreme War Council created.

Nevertheless, while this last institution represented a

great improvement on the past, it was as yet far from

meeting the requirements of the situation. A war

council is an organ of consultation and study
;

it is un-

fitted for rapid decision and execution ;
it has no instru-

ment of action at its disposal. With what could such a

body oppose the approaching German attacks—in what

way reply to them ? As soon as the action was engaged,

would it not be reduced to accepting decisions already

taken by others ? Would these decisions respond to the

interests of the Coalition taken as a whole, or would they
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be dictated by individual interests and immediate

necessities ?

The Frcncli and American Governments botli desired

a single supreme command. Mr. Lloyd George, person-

ally, seemed to favour it, but public opinion in England

and tile British High Command were frankly hostile.

England had adopted as her own the instructions given

by Lord Kitchener to Sir John French at the outbreak

of hostilities in August, 1914 :
“ I wish you to distinedy

understand that your command is an entirely indepen-

dent one, and that in no c.tsc will you place youiself

under the orders of an Allied general.”

Still more serious was die fact that the formauon of a

general reserve and its employment also encountered

opposidon. General Weygand, the French military

representauve at Versailles, as well as General Focli, did

his utmost to overcome diis.

OnJ.anuary 2ist General Weygand submitted General

Foch’s plan ofacdon for igiB to his colleagues. Inliu-

enced by General Wilson, die British representauve, they

e.'cprcssed die opinion that no advantage in the French

theatre could be obtained by either of the opponents

during the year 1918. Therefore, under these con-

ditions, the .Mlics would be better advised to adopt tlie

idea recommended by Mr. Lloyd George of an acdoii

against Turkey, “ with a view to destroying the Turkish

armies and crushing the resistance of that country."

General Weygand’s influence and sagacity fortunately

brought his collaborators back to a more opportune

cxaminaUoa of the situadon on the West, and secured

dicir adherence to General Foch's point of vicis".

On the other hand, die question ofa provisional unity

of command, proposed by die French staff, met with

uncompromising opposition, and the military repre-
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scntativcs confined themselves to the creation ofa general

reserve, “ for ah the Allied forces on the Western Front,

both in France and in Italy.”

In fact, faced hy these vague aspirations which were

substituted for practical action, General Weygand was

obliged to write to the Prime Minister on January 22nd :

Wiiile we stand under the menace—and perhaps on the

eve—of the most powerful effort which the enemy has so

far attempted against us, there exists no general plan for

the operations of the Coalition in 1918.”

In fact, no preparations were made for mutual sup-

port, nor for common action on the part of the Allied

Armies In the course of a conference held on January

2.|.th at Compiegne, at which General Robertson (coming

from London) and the Commanders-in-Ghief were

present, General Foch pointed out tliis situation. Taking

his stand against a purely defensive attitude, he preached

activity. Citing as an example the Battle of the Somme,
which loosened the grip on Verdun, he demonstrated

that the best ’way to stop a persistent enemy offensive was

to pronounce in your own tux*n a powerful attack. But,

he added, such an operation is only possible if it has been

anticipated and prepared.

And with what should it be made up ? Of eveiy

British and French Division that could be mustered.

Therefore, the whole of the Franco-British front must be

kept in view
;
and not merely the French front on one

hand, or the British front on the other. We ought to

have “ a general plan envisaging an offensive action, and

we ought to be prepared to launch it at any given

moment on a common battlefield with every available

man in the Allied forces.”

The Gommanders-in-Chief agreed with General Foch

on the principle of a disengaging counter-offensive. But
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Ulcy held that tlic cfTccdvcs they could oppose to the

German masses (and which wastage must still further

decrease) would not enable them to execute it.

“ In that ease,” Foch replied, “ we have only prepared

palliadvcs to meet the enemy’s offensive ; we have no
ample, vigorous counter-stroke ready.”

He again took up the question before the Prime

Ministers of the Allied Governments when they met at

Versailles, January 30th to February and, igi8 :

“ Circumstances oblige us to maintain a waidng atd-

tude during the early part of 1918. From this fact there

results die necessity of having a defensive plan for the

whole line from Nicuport to Venice ; but this plan must

be capable of being transformed, according to circum-

stances, into an oifensive plan, pardal or complete.
“ Our olTcnsivc plan should be established with the

idea of meeting the various enemy attacks which may be

pronounced against the diflerent Allied Armies
;
from

this there results the necessity, for these Arnues, ofcom-

bining amongst themselves the means of ensuring their

common defence. Each Army must have its own de-

fensive sj’stcm
;

also its own reserves ready to throw in

at any menaced point of its front, but there should be,

in addidon, general reserves which can be transported

from one part of die endre front or any other that may
be in danger. These reserves must also be capable of

being united and used m a countcr-oifcnsivc launched

as a diversion to relieve one of the .-Mlies from a concen-

trated assault directed against his lines.

“ It is therefore csscndal dial at die same dmc we pre-

pare for defensive acdon we also concert dicsc offensive

manoeuvres."

The two questions of iVlIied rcicncs and a plan of
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delay and remove all difliculties.”

Thus, thanks to a mutual understanding, agreement
was established between the Committee and French
General Headquarters,

It was otherwise with the British. On March 2nd Sir

Douglas Flaig wrote to General Foch that he had already

assigned all his troops for meeting an enemy offensive,

that he was unable to modify their disposition or his plan,

and that he regretted his inability to associate himself

with the proposals of the Execudve Committee.

The refusal of the British Commander-in-Chief made
it impossible for the Executive Committee to accomplish

its mission. On March 4th, seventeen days before the

German offensive broke, the. Committee placed on

record the following conclusion :

“ The Executive Committee finds it impossible to con-

tinue its task of organizing an inter-Allied general reserve

in conformity with the instructions which it received on

February 2nd from the Supreme War Council on this

subject. The Executive Committee requests that each

military representative inform his government of this

decision and ask for its instructions.’’

The matter was then brought before the Supreme War
Council on March 14th and 15th in London.

At the beginning of the meeting, Mr. Lloyd George,

although once more proclaiming the necessity for an

inter-Allied reserve, defended Sir Douglas Haig’s point

of view. The French Prime Minister ranged himself

with Mr. Lloyd George. He declared that : “on

account of the attack now imminent, it is impossible to

withdraw Divisions from Sir Douglas Haig or General

Petain. Furthermore, a complete agreement, endorsed
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by the two Governments, exists between Ficld-Marslial

Haig and General Petain, who have made all dispositions

for affording each other mutual assistance in case of

need.”

Tile representatives of the United States and Italy

were of a different opinion. In an effort to give them
satisfaction, but without abandoning in any way the

special arrangements made for the Franco-Uritish front,

it w.as decided that the British and French Divisions then

in Italy, and a number of Italian Divisions to be fexed

by the Executive Committee, should form the nucleus

of the general reserve. As time went on, this reserve

would be progressively increased by new Divisions

coming from America.

General Foch protested ag.Tinst these decisions, the

tc.xt of which, moreover, had not been communicated to

him before the session. “ The question before the meet-

ing," he said, “ was apparently to organise an Executive

Committee
;
but it looks as tliough the first thing done

was to deprive that Committee of all power to execute.”

To which M. Clcmcnccau replied that, in his view, the

powers of the Executive Committee had not been de-

creased by the resolution adopted but, on the contrary,

they had been c.xtcndcd.

General Foch reverted to the quistion the following

day, March 15th. Lifting the debate above the simple

matter of fonning an inicr-.Mlicd reserve, he took up the

general conduct of operations ; “ You s.ay that there

cxbts perfect agreement between the various Gtrn-

mandcrs-in-Cliief ; that c.ach army knows what to c.xpcct

from its neighbour. Very well; but if the Supreme War
Council docs not know c-xactly the situation ofeach .\rmy

or the magnitude of this mutual assutance, how can it

i.ikc the decisions which events will doubtless demand.
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and }iuv.‘ will ii gel them rxccuicci If the Supreme
War CWuiu il h lo jcnclrr any .service, its powers must be

cs'-aeiKled/’

Mr. Lloyd (Jeorge was impressed by General Foch's

reasoning
; biu he did iK>t touch the heart of the matter

;

ho lausiined himsrdfio having it decided that the agree-

ment arrived at between the C‘f)imnanders-in-Chief of

the Allied annie.T in France, with a view to mutual sup-

will form the .subject <)ran oliieial communication

to tiu' permanent iniliiaiy representatives at \'crsailles.'’

With this, the London Cionferenee broke up, having

achieved pra.clieaily nothing.

*rhe .solution hjiutd for the (juesiion ofa general reserve

wa.s entirely inadccpiaic, while that of the unified com-

mand wa,s not even touched upon.

it recpiired a disaster to retrieve the error committed

in Lund(m on March I5lh, 191B.
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THE GERMAN OFEENSIVE OF MARCH 2IST, I918, -VND

THE UOULLENS AGREEMENT

1 he German Stuck i « « i .It. lU sim»—
ItuJc^uAC)* of the

,
• cnee of *<fsrch

15th—The Uriuih r I
, ^

by the Umuh
aud French Commsndcrvia>Chtcf~ntIoft» made by GcucrXl Foch m Fan* and
by F^cld•^tanhaI Sir Douglas Haig in London—The conference* at Comj.iigne

and Abbeville. March 35th—'Fhe Doullcns Conference of 5Iarch rCth.

On March 21st, 1918, at 4 a.m., the Gennan artillery

suddenly opened a violent bombardment along the whole

of the front included between the valleys of the Scarpe

and the Oise. At g o’clock, under cover of a tliick fog,

tile enemy’s infantry reached tiic positions which the

British Armies had occupied since the spring of 1917,

namely, on the north, the Third Anny (General Byng)

between Arras and the region of Lc Catelct, and on the

south, the Fifth Army (General Gough) from the region

of Lc Catelct to Barisis-aux-Bob.

The Third Army, covering a front of twenty-five miles,

had ten Divbions in the front line and six in reserve.

Tile Fifth Anny, on a front of thirty-seven miles, had
eleven Divbions in the front line, willi tiircc infantry and
three cavalry Divbions in reserve. Opposing tlicse, die

German attacking forces were grouped into tlirce annics.

On the north, in the Arras region, was the Scvcntcaith

Anny (Otto von Below), and in die centre, between

Crntbrai and Lc Catelct, die Second Anny (von der

Manvitz). Both belonged to the Group of rVrmics of
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the Crown Prince of Bavaria. To the south, resting on
the valley of the Oise, was the Eighteenth Army (von
Plutier), forming part of the Group of Armies of the

German Crown Prince.

At the time these Armies made their assault on the

British positions, the Allies were unaware of their exact

strength, but they had an approximate idea. A study

made three months previously at French General Head-
quarters had shown that the Germans, now relieved of

all menace coming from Russia, would have available

on March ist, 1918, for the Western Front, some two

hundred Divisions. These could furnish an offensive

mass of eighty Divisions with one thousand heavy bat-

teries. It was to be presumed that at least fifty of these

Divisions would be employed for the initial actions, thus

giving the Germans in the zone chosen for attack a

numerical superiority of two to one.

The ability of the generals who would direct these

operations Avas equally well known, for it had been-fully

tested. General von Below had gained a high and well

deserved reputation in the course of the attacks made
on the Italian front in October 1917. General von

Hutier, at about the same period, had achieved im-

portant results at Riga, in an attack which he had pre-

pared with perfect secrecy and carried out suddenly and

with the utmost vigour.

The methods which had succeeded at Gaporetto and

at Riga were employed without change on the French

Front in the spring of 1918. They may be summarized

as follows :

I. Effect a surprise by secretly transferring the

manoeuvring mass to the scene of action (movements

conducted by night, absence of lights in billets and

camps, concealment from hostile aircraft, etc. . . .), and
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by placing tlic aitackiiig units in position only at the last

moment.
2. Siiort and violent artillery’ preparation throughout

a depth of from two to three miles, with plentiful use of

ga.s shell, then the assault by infantry which has been

assembled during the artillery preparation to within two

or three hundred yards of the first lines to be carried.

3. Rapidity of c.\ccution, obtained by a swift advance

of the infantry, first preceded by a rolling barrage laid

down by the artillery and then protected by accompany-

ing guns, trench mortars in close support and above all

light machine-guns.

.j. The breach having been made, seek to widen it by

attacks directed against the flanks.

5. Endeavour to secure a rapid penetration of the

enemy’s positions by means ofa resolute advance of the

troops on distant objectives futed bcforeliand, so as to

disorganize the hostile defence by seizing the points

essential to it.

G. Initiative on the pan of all leaden, the role of

Commanding Oflicers in every arm and unit being the

decisive factor ;
for, once the battle h;»s begun, special

orders no longer reach those to avhom they arc addressed

and everyone must act upon his own rcsi>onsibility.

7. Employ rcscAcs, not against centres of resistance

which entail useless losses, but at points where the attack

is m.aking progress and where its ads-ance may be best

ftcilitatcd.

Such were the general principles which were drilled

into the Gennast Divisions during weeks of practical

exercises previous to the attack. In fact, the tool

which Hiitdcnburg and Ludendorff wielded in the

spring of 1918 seemed to be, both from the point of view

of munitions, ir.cU'ntl and of the training of ll'.e troops,
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ofa condition and temper that left nothing to be desired.

Every German soldier was convinced that he was about
to win the great campaign which would bring peace.

Confident in this e.xcellent instrument, the German
Supreme Command proceeded to employ it against a

strategic objective from which it hoped to obtain

results which would be not only swift but decisive.

To this end, the Germans selected one of the most

sensitive parts of the Allied front, namely the junedon

between the British and French Armies. By aiming a

well prepared and vigorously executed blow in the

direction of Amiens, it might be possible to separate

these Armies. Then, by exploiting the initial success and

widening the breach, the British would be thrown back

on the sea, the French on Paris, and the two principal

adversaries \vould thus be put out of action and the

Coalition broken before the American Army could

effectively intervene. Such were the possibilides

which presented themselves to the German Supreme

Command.
In the north of France, moreover, special facilities for

this manoeuvre were already at hand, due to the existence

there of a dense and conveniently oriented railway

system which led to Amiens, one of the vital points of the

Allied communications. On the greater part of the

front of attack selected, the resistance would be in all

probability less firmly organized than anywhere else
;

for the Allies had only been in possession of these

positions for a year, that is since they had been voluntarily

abandoned by the Germans. Behind them and stretch-

ing up to Amiens, the ground was like a desert, having

been devastated by the systematic destruction carried

out by the enemy in the spring of 191 7, or else churned to

pieces during the Battle ofthe Somme in the summer of
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igiC. Tile Ccniian SupremeCommand believed, ilicrc-

fore, dial all tlic inimps were in its Iiands.

* « « «

However, neither British nor French General Head-
quarters w as unaware of the enemy's intentions. Ever

since the month of February reports had indicated that

the Germans Iiad settled upon the region betsveen the

Oise and the Scarpe, and upon die Champ.Tgnc country

lying on cither side of Uheims, .as their principal zones of

attack. But whcrc.is the British judged that the enemy's

main blow would fall in Champagne, General I’et.Vm

thought that it would be directed against the British

front north of the Oise. In this latter e.ase, the point of

junction between the British and French forces seemed

to him to be inevitably the (xiint of Ic.Tst resistance, and

one where it would be “ more didicult to fight a battle

than anywhere else.”

The Chief of the French Gencr.d Stalf* and the

military representatives at Versiiillcs had done their

best during the winter to remedy this weakness, but their

endeavours had been practically fruitless. On .March

13th, i-ith and 15th, thc.-Mlicd GovcniineiiLS had met in

conference in London in order, more particularly, to

decide the question of forming the Allied General

Reserve, which fell to ray ch.Trgc .-es president of the

Versailles E.\ccutive Committee. At the meeting on the

t-ith, Field-.Marshal Sir Douglas ILaig, who took jiari in

the Conference, declared that he was unable to promiic

the help rerpicstcd of him lor the formation of this

reserve, or to furnish the nutnlicr of Diiisions which it

would require. In spite of my protcit, the B.-ithh

• Fa-S.— Tia-Ca:.^.
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Government supported him in his stand and the French
Government accepted the British view without qualifi-

cation.

At tlte muciimj; f»n the tolh, .since this solution on the

part oi the two governments was still causing me much
anxiety, I asked to he heard, and I pointed out the

defijcts existing in ihcorganizationof the Allied command
at the Very moment the Goalitionwas about to engage in

a defensive battle of the utmost importance and which all

were agreed could not be far off.

Experience justified me in saying what I did. From
the beginning of the War wc had fought numerous

battles in which the various Allied armies had taken a

share : in iqi.]., on the Marne and at Arras, French and

British
;
on the Yscr and at Ypres, French, British and

Belgians
;
on the Piave in 1917, Italians, French and

British. None of these battles could have succeeded

without a centralizing organ which made it possible to

obtain concerted action amongst the various Allied

forces. Without it, our efforts, instead of being in

concord, would have been dispersed and the common
cause would have suffered.

Under the circumstances now existing, this organ

would have been the Commander of the Allied General

Reserve, had it been formed. In the absence, however,

of this Allied instrument, it was much to be feared that

the French and the British Armies, on which the enemy’s

blows were about to fail, would each be governed by the

considerations of its own particular interests and

dangers, and would each lose sight of the common weal,

although that ’was more important than anything else.

In a word, the Allied battle might be seriously com-

promised, under existing conditions, because unity of

view and of action would be lacking.
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My remarks and predictions arc conlaincd in (lie

minutes of llie London Conference of March I 3 tli.

They greatly impressed the iicad of one government,

Afr. Lloyd George, though without causing the Con-
ference to modify ilic decision it liad taken on the

previous day. Six days later they were to receive ample
justification on tlic field of battle.

Be that .as it m.Ty, on the eve of the great German
ofTcnsivc, die Allied Governments had decided to

depend solely upon the understanding between Sir

Douglas Haig and General Pet.iin lor meeting a situation

w’hicli loomed dark with peril. As a matter of fact, the

two Commanders-in-Chief had taken special measures

to meet the thrcatcri.'.g danger. General Petain placed

in reserve at CTemiont the Tliird Army (General

Humbert), compesed of five Infimtiy Divisions, a

Cavalry Corps and three Regiments of artillery, for

action in the British zone, either between the Oi-a:

and the Somme, or to the north of the So.r..ooe- On
the part of the British, their Co.T..T.ar.der-Lo-C'.ief

engaging to send, in the event ofan atiaci c.-3 the

front, a force of six to eight DKisioas wim hom io-sr to

six groups of field artillery and two rrsop: of h^-.y

artillery, on the understanding, howr.er, ohh oo.-oe

would not be forthcoming if aa

offensive were directed against theB.'oo_

These arrangements, however cseLo^
^

nevertheless presented grave

omissions, if they were to meet the

capable ofstriking at several pomn~-

snccess in some one direction prroo.

fhe promises ofmutual supponfc-'tne-> -

ia-Chief, moreover, were hedged
Ijl”—

-

avowed by Sir Douglas Haig, tu: cn

.jR-
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iitj '.n,'4«nu. or marshal roon

snisui ft! OciR'i'a! Petain. flic latter, ahhougli lakini^

Uic {jut'i,h Ijfint into ren aci<Mauion, contemplated die
t’Vcr incrcatiii'^ pfodlnliiy o! a (linnian oOriLsivc directed
at oiu' and dir .aunr time a'^aiiot uur from in Champagne
and again >t the BrinMi front.”

I nder th.r.r circnm 4anceJ, wiicn die thick and
nirmu’ing tog nt battle areoe and apread across a limitless

Ituii/am, V. Inch ot’ liie i*.vu commanders would dare to

p.ut witii the rciervrs he h.ul promised Of what
valm* Would Mu:h engagements i;e in the presence of

tl’.o-.c unlfU-.reabie bajipenings which inevitably accom-
p.my, in their form t#r in their e.xccution, tiic develop-

ment of a great hostile operaiioiij and which might

c;<cecd or niodifv the conditions wliich dictated the

arrangement between the two Allied Commanders?
Would either of them have the temeriiv to look beyond

the limited held of action of his own Army, when each

was re.^pfinsible to his Government for the proper

interests of his own conmrv, bearing in mind the

sacrihccs entailed and the reinforcements he might be

obliged to call for ? When the time arrived to take vital

decisions, would cither be able to shake off this sense of

responsibility, in order to bring to his threatened neigh-

bour succour that would be appropriate, rapid and

suhicient, and which might have to be sent a considerable

distance ?

Even if he siiould be willing to do all this—and it must

be remembered that it was here a question of fighting a

decisive battle whose violence was sure to be as great as

its extent was undetermined—^would he be able to

bring his reinforcements into action rapidly, when staffs

and regimental officers were sdll strangers to each other,

ignorant each of the other’s needs, means and methods,

and ivhosc intercourse was based on convendons and
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protocols, naturally rigid and inevitably slow ?

For these reasons the agreement bettseen the Com-
maiiders-in-Chier, when they were discussed in London,

had seemed to me full of weaknesses and absolutely

inadaquale. Events were soon to prove it. The Allied

Governments assumed a heavy responsibility in so

readily placing their trust and risking their tranquillity

upon this simple agreement between two chieCs, each

having his own interests to guard.

On March eisi, the plan of the Gcrm.an Stall w.xs

carried out in all its amplitude. The actual force of

attack, fifty Divisions, and its c.vtcnl, fifty miles, were far

greater than anything seen since stabilization had t.'ikcn

place on the Westent Front. The results obtained were

not less.

On the north, the Uritish Third .\rmy maintained in

general iu positions, but it was quite otherwise with

General Gough’s Fifth Army. Along almost the whole

of its front it was swept away, its right in particular

being thrown back west of Saint-Qiientin, up to the

edge of the Crozal canal.

On the following day, the eend, this badly shakcit

Army retreated towards the Somme. .An evtra-

ordin.ary incident here took place—one only to be

c.\plained by the contagion which sprc.id from the

confused and shaken troops, driven in by the heavy

attacks on the front lines. The Somme, ilowing several

miles in rear, was captured by the enemy practically

without a blow being struck. The same phenomenon

occurred on the .Aisne, two months later, during the

attack of May e7lh.

Despite the intervention of the Uritish iciiv cs, the

general tctiicmcnt of the Fifth .\rmy prixectied at such a

pace as to show that its power of icsisuncc had Ijecn
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seriously weakened. Sir Douglas Haig, becoming
anxious, requested General Petain to relieve the British

contingents distributed between the Oise and the

Somme at Peronne as quickly as possible by French
troops. But General Petain was considerably pre-

occupied by his own front in Champagne, and for the

moment he could do no more than adhere to the

arrangements previously made, that is to say, dispatch

the French Third Army to the British zone. However,

in view of the time rccpiired to effect the move, the

action of this Army could not be fully felt before the

27th. Until then, the British ^vould have to be left more

or less to themselves.

In order to lessen in part the gravity of their situation,

the French Commander-in-Chief, in agreement with

Sir Douglas, decided to entrust General Fayolle, com-

manding the Reserve Group ofArmies, with the conduct

of the battle between Barisis-aux-Bois and Peronne.

General Fayolle therefore had under liis command the

BriUsh Divisions which were fighting in that area, the

French Third Army on its arrival, and ultimately the

French First Army, which was at that moment being

withdrawn from the region of the Woevre. He was

instructed to establish at all costs a solid defensive front

on the line Peronne—Guiscard—Chauny—Barisis-aux-

Bois, or at the very least on the line Nesle—^Noyon.

However, events marched with a rapidity that defied

all calculations. On March 23rd, the Germans extended

their front of attack to the east of Arras. The British

Third Army, apart from a slight withdrawal west of

Croisilles, successfully repulsed all the enemy’s assaults,

but in order to maintain contact with the Fifth Army, it

was obliged to draw back its right in the direction of

Bapaume.
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The liritish Fifth Army coiiiiiiucd its retreat without

imerruption. On tlic 23ttl, it abandoned the bridge-

head at Peronne and tlic next day the line of the Somme
from Peronne to Ham. In vain the French V Corps

(Third -Army), hurrying into action, tried to defend

Noyon and the Can.il du Nord ; it w-is outflanked and,

on the 05th, Noyon fell into the hands of the Gcrmaiu.

What had happened was that General Gough’s right,

iiulcad of retiring in the direction of Royc—Montdidicr,

which would h.avc kept it in touch with the French left,

retreated toward Ncslc and Amiens, thus drawing away
from the French and moving in the direction of the

British b.ascs. In this way there w.ts created between

the British right and the French left a gap some twelve

miles in width. Our II Cavalry Corps, in spite of .all its

efforts, w.as unable to close this breach, and through it

the enemy poured. General Fayolle counted on ihroiv-

ing into it the units of the Third Army as they detrained ;

but the question w.as, would he have time to do so, anti

ifthe brc.aking upofCough’s Army continued, would not

these arriving units themselves be carried .away by the

torrent before they could re-establish the continuity of

the front ?

'File French Commandcr-in-Chicf, who had seen

Field-.Marshal Sir Douglas Haig at Duryon the a3td, .and

had declared himself in accord with the latter as to the

necessity of maintaitiing .1 close Ihtison between the

British and French ariiiics, now doubled whether tliis

contact could be re-established. In view of tl;e dr.clojs-

ments of the a [th, he dcsp-tiicd of the British resisting

sufiicicnily 10 enable the French divisions to come into

action under favourable conditions on the right of the

British Fifth .\rmy, and he considcicri tfiat frail dis-

jxisitious were noss' icquired to meet the siliution.

-'J'
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I’hcsc views lie communicated the same day, March
24th, to the Commandeis of the various Army Groups,

ill tile followiiit^ irislruction :

“ It is above all essential,” he wrote, that the

alii^ninent of the French armies taken as a whole be

solidly maintained
;

in particular the Reserve Group of

Armies must not be cut off from the remainder of our

forces. I’liis beini( assured, maintain contact with the

British forces if possiI)le . .

I'his was a grave decision, one which appeared to

guard the interests of the Allies only imperfectly.

Moreover, it threatened to deal a fresh blow at the

morale of the British troops, already so gravely affected.

The following day, March 25th, Field-Marshal Sir

Douglas Flaig, at Abbeville, handed General Weygand a

note in which he set forth his requests and his intendons.

Flis requests had for their object the immediate

concentration “ astride the Somme, west ofAmiens, of at

least twenty French divisions for the purpose of aedng

against the flank of the German attack on the British

Army.” This was equivalent to a decision to transfer

the British resistance to the west of Amiens. His

intentions were expressed in tliis simple sentence

:

“ The British Army will have to fight falling back slowly

and covering the Channel ports.”

As can be seen, the moment a violent and sustained

crisis suddenly arose, each of the two Commanders-

in-Ghief found himself faced by the responsibility he

owed Iris own country, and precisely what was to be

feared, happened. Each was concerned most of all with

preserving and maintaining his command
;
he therefore

moved it to cover its bases, the direction best calculated
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to protect his own n.Ttiou's interests. I'or tlic liritiili,

tins direction w.ts the Channel [xsrts ; for the I'rench it

was Paris and the interior of rrance ; and to each tills

appeared as the essential task. The rc.siilt perhaps

would be a divergent manoeuvre, but to help his ncigli-

hour was no longer anything but a contingent duty to be

fullilled if possible.

jVs opi>oscd to a single German battle, two distinct

battles were being fought by the .Mlies : a llrilish battle

for the Ports, and a I'rench battle for Paris. These were

carried on separately, farther and farther away frotn one

another. The Allied commanders thus tended to

emphasize the separation of their Armies, which was the

primary object of the Gcrmati operations. And they

risked making the separation absolute. Unless the

Allied governments, upon svhom rested most of the

responsibility for what was happening, imcrvcticd

quickly and cttcrgclically, we were marching towatils

certain defeat. It w;is their duty to m.Tkc it quite clear

that the interests of the Coalition came before c\ crything

else
;
and the only way to do this was to create atul pl.icc

over their .Armies in the field an organ which would t.ikc

in hand the safeguarding of the conimon interests atid

direct the united resources of both partners.

On Sunday, March e.jth, alKiut 3 r-.u., even before

General Petain had issued his orders which were to put

the seal ujxin the divergence between his views and

those of Sir Douglas Haig, 1 had, on my own resixui-

sibility, asked to see Monsieur Clcnicnceau, the Prime

.Minister, .md had handed him .1 note in which 1 called

his attention to the evolution of the battle then going on.

1 c-xplained the milit.Tty dispositions which should at

once be taken and the necessity for " an organ to direct

the war—one c-ijiable of giv-ing orders and seeing t.'iat
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they were executed. Otherwi.s-e the i*isk remained for

tile C.oalition of entering a battle entailing the gravest

consequences, inadequately prepared, inadequately

equipped,.and inadequately directed.”

Ills hrsi words, wlicn I gave him my note, were :

“ you arc not going to desert me, you ! I am in agree-

ment with Haig and Petain, what more can I do ?
”

Xo, Mr. President,” I answered, “ I am not going to

desert you
;

but each one of us must shoulder his own
responsibilities and without delay. That is why I have

handed you this note.”

As Clhiefof Sialf of the Army, I was military adviser to

the Trench Government.'^* Grave events were happen-

ing and I could not remain passive when disaster was

imminently threatening. The time had come for each

man to shoulder his responsibilities, and it was most

important for the French Government to understand

that the patriotic fervour of its Prime Minister,!

unsurpassed activity and his frequent conversations with

General Petain or Field-Marshal Sir Douglas Haig

were not sufTicicnl liaison for the Allied Armies to fight an

immensely long and difficult battle. To solve the

problem it was essential to set up at once a directing

organ, which ^vould be wholly and solely concerned with

the conduct of the Allied war, and which would be

selected by and be responsible to the Allied Governments.

It must be possessed of the necessary experience, prestige

and ability, and be aided by an appropriate staff.

Failing that, the struggle would end in division of efforts,

impotence and disaster.

This organ could be neither the Versailles Executive

^ General Foch was then Chief of the War Department Staff. The chief of

staff of the armies in the field is known in France as " le major-general."

—

Translator.

f Jil. Clemenceau.—^Translator.
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Coinmiucc, which, on March j-nh, had been deprived of

all i(s means of action and thcrcibrc of all its authority,

nor the Supreme War Council of the Allied govcmnienLs,

for its decisions would inevitably be abs-ays too late to

meet an emeigency.

Sir Douglas Haig that very day recognised tlic

necessity. On M.arch a-ith, .about li r.M., when he

could no longer h.avc any doubt as to the intentions of

the French High Command, he telegraphed to the

Chiefof the Imperial General Staff in London to come at

once to Fnuiee, in order that a Supreme Command for

the whole Western Front might be created .as quickly as

possible.

Its response to this appeal. General Wilson* landed at

lloulogtie on the morning of the 25th. He had been

preceded by Lord Milner, a member of the british Wat
Cabinet, wlto had arrived at Versailles the day before,

under orders frotn Mr. Lloyd George to “ send the

Cabinet a penonal re]X)rt on tlie situau'on."

Taking advantage of the presence in France of these

tsvo Uritish olTici.als, M. CIcmcnccau arranged .a meeting

for the aftenioon of the 25U1 at Compifgnc—French
General Headquarters. Unfortunately, neither General

Wilson nor Sir Doughas Haig were able to attend, both

being dct.aincd at Abbeville. The result was tlicrc were

really two meetings on tliat day : one at Co.mpifgne,

at svhich I assisted with the President of the Republic,

M. CIcmcnccau, M. Louclicur, I./>td .Milner and

General Petain ; tltc other at .Abbeville, svlicrc Gatcral

Sir Henry' Wilson, Field-Marshal Sir Douglas H.a!g and

my Chiefof Staff, General Weygand, were astemblcd.

At the Cotnpiegne meeting. General Petain described

• Grr-ffii Jlctry ‘•VJt.jo Li.! »i.i£.nh5nj Cta'iU juLa
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ihc greatly disorganized condition of the British Fifth

Army and the steps he had taken to come to its help,

namely, the dispatch of fifteen Divisions, of which six

were already heavily engaged. Fie asserted also that he

could do no more for the present, in view of the necessity

which faced him of defending the road to Paris, now
threatened from the valley of the Oise, and perhaps from

the direction of Champagne.
Being asked to give my views, I showed, as in my note

of the previous day, that the urgent danger lay in the

direction of Amiens, where the German offensive had

broken through the Franeo-British front, and produced

a large gap, the first result ofwhich was the separation of

the British and French Armies. It was essential at all

costs to re-establish this front and restore touch between

the two Armies, even should that entail some risks

elsewhere. Bring up the number of Divisions required

to close the breach, and bring them up quickly ! Such,

in my opinion, was the line to pursue, the direction

indicated for all our efforts.

To what extent were the British able to co-operate in

this plan ? In the absence of his militaiy advisers. Lord

Milner was unable to reply to this question put to him

by Monsieur Clemenceau. He suggested, however, that

another meeting be held the following day, the 26th,

when the British generals could be present. We
therefore separated at Compiegne about 5 p.m., having

arranged the conference for 1 1 a.m. the following day at

Dury..

At the moment this discussion at Compiegne was

proceeding without any decision being taken. Sir

Douglas Haig was holding a conference with General

Wilson at Abbeville. Fully alive to the peril to which

the Entente was exposed through the separation of the
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Britbli and French Annies, and convinced iliat il must al

all cosu be prevemed, Sir Douglas proposed to the Chief

of die Imjicrial General Staff that Genend Foch be

innncdiatciy named Connnandcr-in-Chicf. llis advice

was as yet only partly heeded.

General Wilson readied Versailles dial same evening,

and after having a talk with Lord Milner, he came to see

me in Paris about 1 1 o’clock. He suggested assigning to

M. Cleincnccau, whose technical adviser I would be, the

t.Tsk of “ ensuring a doscr co-ojicration between the

Armies and a belter utilisation of all available reserves.”

I had no difiiculty in [loinling out to him how little the

rc.Tlization of this plan was to be desired, since far from

simplifying matten, it was likely to make them still more

difficult. The arguments I developed at diis meeting

arc dearly summarized in Lord Milner’s memorandum

:

“ Foch himself did not wish to command anything. All

he wanted was to have the same sort of position which he

had held once before at the time of the Battle of Ypres,

when General Joffre sent him to try and get the British

and the French to work more closely together—only he

now wanted to be placed in that jiosiiion with a more
distinct and higher authority, that of both the Allied

Governments. ”

Lord .Milner and General Wilson agreed in thinking

that, in the existing drcunulanccs, this would be the

best solution.

Such, roughly, was the situation on the morning of

.March cGth, as the Conference at Doullais opened.*

When I .arrived in that town, about ii.go.wu., Field-

Marshal Sir Dougl.as Haig, shortly joinal by land

• ]{.&.£ V 1.9 4'> t.3 ». Lf t i-r-ii-d-r'i 5-»

iL-kt iL.* To.-*» 3 «• Vi vsitwlt 1 ti

l<tdj J t--? »* -ivf.
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Milner, was receiving the reports of his Army Com-
manders in the Town Hall. The meeting was a

protracted one, so that I had time to make a visit to the

little schoolhouse in which I and my Staffhad established

ourselves on October 6th, 1914, when I arrived at

Doullcns to take part in the manoeuvre which was

then carrying the opposing armies northwards. This

manoeuvre, as we have seen, brought about the Battles of

the Yser and of Ypres, with the definite repulse of the

enemy. As my thoughts went back to this already

distant period and I compared our numbers, organization,

armament and supplies as they were in 1914 with what

existed now, I could not permit myself for a moment to

admit that, powerfully reinforced as we were, we could

allo^v ourselves to be beaten in 1918 ^vhen, with means so

reladvely meagre, we had conquered in 1914.

The wise employment of our combined resources and

an inflexible determinadon to win—here was still the

formula for success. With the means at our disposal, the

question of stopping the enemy was in the first place a

matter of will power on the part of the High Command.
There ^vas no doubt in my mind as to the outcome of the

enterprise, provided the Allied chiefs, with eyes wide

open to each succeeding danger, should meet and

dominate it in a spirit ofclose and energetic co-operation.

That is what we had done on the Yser and at Ypres—and

under what conditions !

I developed these fundamental ideas to the members of

the French Government while we waited in the garden of

the Town Hall of Doullens for the Allied Conference to

begin. It opened at 12.45 the Town Hall.

There were present on the French side, the President of

the Republic, MM. Glemenceau and Loucheur, and

Generals Foch, Petain and Weygand
;

on the British
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side, Lord Milner, KieJd-MarsInU Sir DougLu Haig and
Generals Wilson, I^wrciicc and Monigomcr)".

From the oulsciall \icrc unanimous in recognizing that

Amieiu had to lie saved at all costs, and that the fate of

the War depended on it. I made some strong remarks in

Uiis sense. Our front had already been driven back to

ilray-sur-Somme, behind the lines of igiG. It was

essential not to retreat any further, not to yield .an inch

ofground without fighting, to hold on at all costs where

we were and with the utmost energy. Such was the

first pHnciple to be clearly defined .and communicated to

ail ; tlien it must be put into c-accution without a

moment's delay, especially by hurrying up reserves and

using them to weld together the Allied .’Vrinics.

Now the llritish had no more troops available to send

south of the Somme, unless they were taken from the

zVrras sector, which was being heavily attacked and

which no one could think ofweakening. Help dicreforc

could come only from die French.

On being questioned. General I’ct.ain explained his

programme. He had decided to incrc.xsc the number of

Divisions to be sent into Picardy : instead of tile fifteen

specified the presious day at the Compiegne meeting

he now proposed to move twenty-four on to .Montdidicr.

In this svay he hoped to prolong his front U|> to the

Sonmie, but he could not guarantee it. This extemion,

however, would only be gradu.d and slow, because

moving the divisions at die rate of two a day would

requite considerable time.

At this point of the pnoccedingj. Lord .Milner had a

private intcrsiciv ssitli .M. Clenirnccau, in the couisc of

which he ptopened that i should be cntruitcd with the

conduct ofopcratiur.s.

llic Ftcnch I’ti.T.c Mitilttrrcor.cutrcd in this idea and
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at once drew up a text according to which I was charged
with co-ordinating the operations of the Allied forces
“ around Armens.” Sir Douglas Haig, perceiving at

once the narrowness and insufficiency of this com-
bination, declared that it did not correspond with the

end he was seeking. He then asked that the arrange-

ment should be extended to include the British and
French forces operating in France and Belgium. In the

end, the formula was still further expanded so as to

comprise all the Allied forces operating on the Western

Front. Agreement was reached on the following text

which was signed by Lord Milner and Monsieur

Glemenceau.

“ General Foch is charged by the British and French

governments with co-ordinating the action of the Allied

Armies on the Western Front. To this end he will come

to an understanding with the Commanders-in-Chief,

who are requested to furnish him with all necessary

information.”

At 2.30 p.M. the Doullens Conference came to a close

and we went for a hurried lunch at the Hotel des Qtiatre

Fils Aymon, which I remembered from 1914. As we sat

down. Monsieur Glemenceau turned to me with these

words :
“ Well, you’ve got the job you so much

wanted.”

It was not difficult to answer him—and Monsieur

Loucheur joined in my reply—that to assume the

direction of a battle which during seven successive days

had been largely lost, could hardly be the object of any

great desire on my part, but rather constituted, by

reason of its rislcs, an act of duty and sacrifice in the

service ofmy country.
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UdUih rrvcr\’r»--0(ncrAl ItKh cstiLluhra hlnu<lf at Ik-autaik^-A grr.rfal

iaatrjction ii Marcb sglh—Laat ctlufta o! ibc CctmaQi on ta.^ tiii

ol ilosUlulIcr. March ^olh—A{-nl 4tb, and on iho Atlrtto canal, AprU 6th

.\f(ircA 361/1.

I.MMCBIATEUY after being invested witli iltc mission

wliieli (lie two Allied governments had confided to me,

I fixed my platt of action along the lines wiiich I had

communicated to the French Prime Minister two days

before. It c.an be summed up .as follosss ;

(i) The French and British troops miut keep close

together in order to cover Amiens.

(j) With this object in view, the forces already iti

action must tnaintain their positioiu at all costs.

(3) Covered by them, the French Divisions sent as

reinforcements ssill finish detraining and will then be

used, first to consolidate the British Fifth .\rmy, and

second, to constitute a m.ass of maincuvre for employ-

ment under conditions to be fixed later on.

Imtead of a British battle to cover the Clunr.el jsorts

and a French battle to cover Paris, sse wuuhl tight an

.-\ng!o-Frencl) b-stile to cover .Viniens, the co.'inecting

link bctssccn the tsso arnsies.

I drew up the slciailed arrangements for Carrying out
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this general plan and, as time pressed, I went myself to

explain them to those principally concerned. Accord-
ingly, by 4 P.M., I was at Dury with General Gough,
commanding the British Fifth Army. I instructed him
to maintain himself at any cost on the front he then
occupied. He must halt his troops where they were until

the French forces arrived to relieve a part of his Army,
starting from the south.

At Dury I also met General Barthelemy, Chief of Staff

to General Fayolle, commanding the Reserve Army
Group, and handed him similar instructions

“
with a

view to ensuring the protection ofAmiens at all costs.”

I requested Major Moyrand, liaison officer from

French Headquarters, to inform General Petain of these

orders. I then telephoned General Debeney, command-
ing the First Army, giving him my instructions as to

what he was to do.

The role of this Army, which was still in course of

formation facing Montdidier, was particularly important,

for upon it depended, at that moment, the re-establish-

ment of a continuous Franco-British front. I therefore

followed up my telephone message by proceeding from

Dury to Maignelay to see General Debeney personally

and define his mission. This was to employ all the

units he had available to relieve the troops of the

British XVIII Corps on their actual positions, turning

over the units of this corps, as they were relieved, to

General Gough, who would employ them as reserves
;

also to hold his own line at all costs, joining up on the

left with the British towards Rouvroy.

Before the close of this same day, the 26th, I had thus

explained my intentions to all the commanders whose

troops were in action. In the evening, moreover,

General Petain cancelled his instruction of March 24th,
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and ordered General Kayollc fo cover Amieiu and to

maintain contact with ricId-MarsIuI Sir Douglas Haig’s

forces. In addition, be directed that ten Divisions and
four Uegirnents of artillery be wilhdrasvn from other

Army Groups and moved totsards the Reserve Group.

.Match

After spending the night in Paris, I left again on the

morning of the a7th for the front, still accomjjaiiicd by

General Weygand and Colonel Dcstickcr. Before leav-

ing, however, I wrote a private letter to General Petain,

iiuisting upon the line of action we should follusv and

asking him to c-vplain its necessity to the I'rcnch .Vnny.

It is superfluous to say that, on die part of General

Pift-iin, as of all his subordinates, I found the fullest co-

operation in framing our resistance along the lines I had

indicated, and upon those which still remained to be

organized.

I fust went to Clermont, the headquarters of General

Humbert, commanding the Third .Army. Here I met

General Fayolle. I repeated my instructions, always

inspired by the same idea :
“ Hold on at all costs,

organize our posiuous, relieve no unit until the flist

result is acliievcd."

-At 12.30 P.U., I left for Duty to see General Gough.

The liaison between the British right and I'rcnch left

seemed to be insecure, due to die too hasty lettcat of

certain units of the British XVHl Corps. 1 ihcrc.‘"orc

prescribed ncwmcasurcs tuGcncral .Mcsple, comm-itiding

on the left of the French I'irst .Anny, and I aa’icd

General Gough to make {xnonally sure dut the Biitish

XVHl Cotps received my iiatmctiuns aiai cariicd them

out.

From dicie 1 went to Beauqueme to see Gen^' '
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Somme and the Avre. The ground was easy to traverse,

and the Germans succeeded in gaining ground in the

direction of Amiens, forcing back the right of the

British Fifth Army which was still shaky
; moreover.

General Debeney had not yet been able to bring up
enough troops to support it properly. In fact, the deep
drive of the enemy towards Montdidier had forced

General Debeney to send his first available troops in that

direcdon. These had thrown themselves into the action

with great vigour and had even retaken several localities

—Mesnil-St.-Georges, Le Monchel, and Assainvilliers.

The fighting, however, was still fierce and the danger

was not entirely past. In order to meet it, the G.O.C.

the First Army had to postpone the relief of the British

forces south of the Somme. For the time being, in any

case, the British Fifth Army had to remain in line and

reorganize on its positions.

But no matter what happened, the resistance along the

whole front must be intensified, and I continued to

impress upon everybody that there must be no ex-

ceptions to this inflexible principle.

General Petain, renouncing all idea of a possible

separation ofthe British forces from the Reserve Group of

Armies, which would have brought about the loss of

Amiens, instructed the latter to “ hold on to your present

positions at any price . . . drive the enemy back as

soon as possible from in front ofMontdidier and Amiens,

and in every event maintain contact with the British

Army.”
General Fayolle moved his Headquarters from Ver-

berie to Beauvais, so as to be nearer the danger point of

the battle, the left of the French First Army, the place of

junction with the British.

Meanwhile, the concentration of French reserves went
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on in tlic Beauvais region. In order to provide for their

organization and command. General i’etain had already

withdrawn die staff of die Fifth Anny from the Cliam-

pagne front, and at a mcedng held at Clermont on the

afternoon of tltc 28th between General Petain, M.
CIcmcnccau, M. Loucheur and myself, it was also

dccidal to recall the staff of the Tenth .'Vrmy from Italy.

A few hours before this meeting. General Penhing h.td

come to see me and, with magnificent spirit, s|X)ntanc-

ously offered to throw immediately into the battle all the

trained American divisions. General Bliss, the .Ameri-

can repicscntativc on the Vcnerillcs Committee, anim-

ated by a similar sentiment, also arrived, exchaiming,

“ We have come over here to get ourselves killed
; if you

want to use us, what arc you waiting for ?
"

• • * •

Miiich

On Marcli 29th the range of the German attacks grew

still narrow er, embracing .as they did only that part of the

front between .Montdidicr and the .Amiens—Peronne

ro.id. .AlUiough the attack failed almost entirely in the

Montdidicr region anil only gained a little ground north-

west of die town, a more appreciable advance w.is made
between die Avre and the .Amiais—Pcronnc road, where

the British right wing and Gcncntl Mcsplc's detachment

were forced back to the line Marcclcavc—Villcrs-sur-

Erahlcs.

In spite of this retirement, the situation of the -Mlics

continued to improve. Five fresh Divuior.s had reached

the First .krtny, ami the hitter had .dicady been able to

relieve the whole of die Biitish Will Corps fihc tight of

the Fiftli .\imy). nic units of ihc Biiihh III Cor|«

attached to the Ficncli Third .\rniy v.ac now rejoining
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ihc i^riush Army, except one Division (the 58th) which
\v'as temporarily kept south of the Oise.

Sir Douglas ffaig was thus enabled to reconstitute his

reser\-cs, and thereby to reorganize his Fifth Army
without w'ilhdrawing it from the line. We had a
coiu'crsation at Abbeville as to the vital importance of

this last point
;

as a result General Rawlinson was
instructed to maintain liis front south of the Somme at

ail costs which, in view of its reduced length, would not

present any difficulty.

On the evening of the 29th, I established my Head-
cjuarteis at Beauvais, where General Fayolle’s Head-
({uariers liad been functioning since morning, and
wliore General Petain himself established a Command
Post four days later.

The end of the Montdidier-Arniens Battle.

Fver since March 26th I had been attending to the

most pressing needs, going from place to place, visiting

the various Plcadquartcrs and laying down for all the

immediate course of action which seemed indicated for

reconstructing the broken front. But no^v that a

systematic organization existed which could be counted

upon to direct the resistance of the Allied forces, the

time had come to lay down the general rules by which

our battle should be conducted.

With this end in view, I forwarded to the Commanders-

in-Chief a general instruction which constituted a

summary of the detailed directions I had given since

March 26th. The essential object to which the com-

bined efforts of all were to be addressed remained “ a

close liaison between the British and French armies, to

be ensured especially by keeping possession of Amiens
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and then by irgaining the tmliainpcrcvl itse of that

centre."

'lliij object tvaa to be pursued firstly, by holding and

org.miiing a strong dcrcusivc front on our present

[Xisitions, and secondly, by the formation, north ofAmiens

for the British forces, and north-west of Beauvais for the

Krencli forces, of strong reserves datmd (a cnunlir an

cr.tnr ctlack, cr wJalaie an ojjenskt.

In order to form this mass ofmanccuvic ;is rapidly and

in .IS great strength as (jossiblc, fronts not under attack

should be unhesitatingly dr-iwii ujxnt.

But at the moment this instruction reached its

destinations, the enemy liad begun to rctloublc his

elforts. On March 3otb he resumed ami ettended his

attacks on both sides ofMontdidicr between the .Amiens—

Piromie highway and Ltissigny. He w.ts thus startitig .a

second battle before we had bceome firmly established

on our [lositious. However, in spite of his numbers and

the munitions he put into play, the results he achieved

were even less than those of the previous d.ay. It was
only in the valley of the Avre, towards Morcuil, and
around Rollot and Roye-sur-Malz, cast of Montdidicr,

that he gained any ground.

On the following day, March 31st, he renewed his

attacks, but he teas nailed to Ins ground by the resistance

and counter-attacks of the Allies, and he was only able

to maik a slight advance in the bend of the Luce,
between Morcuil and Marcclc.avc. This, it is true,

ihicatencd a particularly sensitive point in the direction

of .Amiens itself, where the Franco-British touch was as

yet by no means secure. Tlic situation was met by
Kiiding the British Inftli r\miy enough reinforcements to

make sure of its holding last to the positions it occupied,
and, in addition, by ordering the French Fiist .Army to
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extend its front up to Hangard.
1 he Battle of Montdidier—Amiens appeared to be

coming to a close. On the evening of April ist it was
possible to write to the Prime Minister that :

“ the

enemy’s initiative seems now blocked and paralyzed.”

But, as a matter of fact, after a short respite, on April

.'[th, the Germans again delivered violent attacks on the

Britisii Fourth Army^*' and the French First Army
between the Somme and Montdidier. The centre of

the British Fourth Army was forced back on Villers-

Bretonneux, and the Frencli First Army, on its part, was
driven in for a considerable distance on the Rouvrel

plateau. This loss was partly retrieved by counter-

attacks carried out on the following day, April 5 th.

But, the fact of vital importance was that the liaison

between the two Armies in the region of Hangard had
been firmly maintained, and in order to ensure it

definitely. General Ra^vlinson was requested to employ

all available reserves and artillery to support the French

left. For the purpose of emphasizing our determination

not to give ground, I asked Sir Douglas Haig to suggest

to General Rawlinson that his Headquarters should

not be moved further in rear as his predecessor had

arranged.

In die course of this day, Glemenceau, Loucheur,

Winston Churchill, and finally the President of the

Republic, all came to see me at Beauvais. This shows

some measure of the anxiety which reigned amongst the

Allied governments.

From diis time on the Germans could no longer hope

for important results from the batde. In face of the

• The British Commander-in-Chief had decided that the Fifth Army,

reorganized under the command of General Rawlinson, should be called the

Fourth Army.
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iiicrc.L^al siren,i;ili prcsciilcd by the Allies, their aiMcks

became more and more difficult and costly, and they

finally found themselves forced to stop tliem without

having been able to achieve the strategic results aimed

at. The French Army had not been separated from the

Urilish Army.

In order to finish on a note ofc.asy success, the Germans
on April Gilt undertook the capture of the strip of

ground occupied by the French Shtlh Army to the west

of the St. Gobain Forest, between the Oise and the

Ailetle C.mal. This action on the part of the enemy,

however, had been so clearly foreseen that the Sixth

Army, which \s-.as here very far advanced, had only

maintained weak outposts north of the Can.il. The
German attack encountered merely scattered units

which rvilhdrew fighting. Nevertheless, the attack was

made with great caution and took four days to reach the

Ailclte (April Gth—gth).
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CHAPTER III

THE BEAUVAIS AOKEEMENT

IiiadcijuAcy oi the powers granted to General Foch by the Doullens agree-
ment—The Bcauvai:> ngrccincnt entruita him with the strategical direction
of the opcraliona on tlic Vvcsicru Front, April 3rd—Italy adheres to the
Doullens agreement, .May zml—The King of the Belgians, fettered by the
constitution of his country, remains iit theory outside the agreements, July
3rd—General Foch is named Commamier-in-Chief of the Allied Armies,

•May i.jUj.

An examination of the situation wiiich resulted from the

temporary check given to the German offensive and

from the reinforcement of the Allied troops south of the

Somme, as well as a study of intelligence reports con-

cerning the enemy, all led to conclusions having as their

base the following facts :

(1) The enemy, held up between the Oise and Arras,

might rcnc^v his attacks. He could do so with difficulty

south of the Somme, more easily north. Between this

river and Arras, therefore, a particularly strong defence

should be provided. Tliis was a matter for the British

G.H.Q^. to undertake. It was also important that the

French reserves assembled in the Beauvais region should

be able to come into action north of the Somme, and that

means for their transport be prepared beforehand.

This was a question concerning the French G.H.Q,.

(2) No matter what attitude the Germans assumed,

we should act as soon as possible south of the Somme, in

order to drive the enemy away from the Paris—Amiens

railway and the Amiens rail centre, both essential for our

communications and supply. With this end in view,
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ihc French troops should mate an olTcasivc in the

Momdidicr arci, with die object of throwing die enemy

back on Royc, and llic Drilish troops an attack on bodi

sides ofthe Somme, in order to free rVmiens.

This reasoning implied oflensive acuon on the part of

the Allied Armies. The purely passive attitude, and the

work of consolidation to which events had condemned

them since March 31st, would come to an end and be

replaced by an aedve initiauve.

Now to plan this ofTcirsivc action, to inspire and

direct it, to ensure its being carried out by the Com-
manders-in-Chief, and also to arrive at an equitable

distribution of forces, the powers conferred upon me
by the Doullens Agreement were plainly inadequate.

They were iwulTicicnl to cover even the present defensive

operadons ; they would necessarily be all the more
inadequate when, in the not far distant future, it became

my duly to decide upon the strategic employment of die

Allied Armies, renewed and strengthened by tlic co-

operation of the Americans ; to determine, according to

circumstances, the point against which these forces

should be applied
;

to distribute the olfcnsive and
defensive tasks, and possibly to clfcct exchanges between

the Frcncli and Italian fronts.

Tlie simple rdle o( co-ordirxlor was not suflicient for ilie

larger programme which would certainly have to be
undertaken shortly. It gave far too little play to the

of the olliccr who filled it, if he was to react

rapidly and forcibly to contingcticics brought about by a

defensive battle, or to organire and launch important

oifeiuive operations. The role should be changed into

one cf diuit::!). If die intcr-.\llicd organ created at

UouUctu by an effort of mutual confidence was to

produce all tliat was expected of it, its powers must at
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once be widened, and the strategic direction of the war
on the Western Front entrusted to it. Its authority over

the Allied Commandcrs-in-ChicfshouId be affirmed, and
this authority extended to include all tlic troops in line

from the North Sea to the Adriatic.

A few days’ experience had been sufficient to expose

the inadequacy of the DouIIens Agreement. The
present as well as the future interests of the Coalition

required that it be amended without delay. I placed

the question before the French Prime Minister in this

light and requested that the decision touching me, taken

on March 26th by the British and French governments,

be supplemented. Monsieur Clcmenceau discussed the

matter with me on April ist and decided to assemble a

new Conference. To this he invited the American

representatives as well as the Bridsh and French. The
meeting was held at the Beauvais Town Hall two days

later, April 3rd, and the following resoludon was

adopted :

“ General Foch is charged by the British, French and

American Governments with the co-ordinadon of the

acdon of the Allied Armies on the Western Front. To
this end all powers necessary to secure effeedve realizadon

are conferred on him. The British, French and Ameri-

can Governments for this purpose entrust to General

Foch the strategic direcdon of militaiy operations. The
Commanders-in-Ghief of the British, French and Ameri-

can Armies have full control of the tactical employment

of their forces. Each Commander-in-Chief will have

the right of appeal to his Government if, in his opinion,

the safety of his Army is compromised by any order

received from General Foch.”

Mr. Lloyd George came from London for this Con-

ference, landing at Boulogne and driving by motor-
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car to Beauvais, where M. CIcmenccau had already

arrived. He crossed die roads by which the Briusli

troops witlidrawn from the batde were moving to the

rear, and it seems evident that the order and morale of

these units did not furnish him with a pleasant picture of

the situation. For, apart from arriving very late, he

seemed to bring with him a most gloomy impression.

He was not long, however, in shaking this off and

recovering his characteristic animation and energy.

While the session was in progress he made this statement

regarding myself. “ The English people have confidence

in you. Your nomination as Commander-in-Chief of

the Allied armies has nowhere been so well received as in

my country.” Then, as the meeting broke up and we
left the room, he asked me, with his habitual gay

manner :
" iVnd now wliich must I bet on, Ludendorff

or Foch ?
”

I answered liim very calmly :
“ You can back me, and

you will win. For Ludendorff has got to break

through our lines, and this he can no longer do. As
for us, our present business is to stop him, which we
shall certainly accomplish. Later on, when our turn

comes to break through his lines—tliat is another matter.

Then it will be seen what we can do.” With this

c.\changc, our conversation came to an end.

The Beauvais agreement did not entirely meet my
proposition, since it did not extend my authority over die

whole of the Western Front from die North Sea to the

Adriatic, or over all die Allied troops fighdng there.

Nevertheless, it did contain die essence of what was
necessary for conducting the battle on the French front

(wliich was the main theatre of operadons) widi the

American, Briush and Frcncli rVrniics, die principal

forces of the Entente. But as M. CIcmenccau was now
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assured of the adherence of the Britisli and American
Governments to the new formula, he doubtless preferred,

in order to gain time, hrst of all to limit tlic sphere of the

inter-Allied Generalissimo’s action to this theatre and to

these Armies. Once such a result was obtained, he

reserved to himself the possibility of seeking a future

extension of the agreement so as to include the Italian

theatre and Army on one hand, and the Belgian Army
on tile other.

The question of Italy’s adherence was examined by

the Supreme War Council on May and at Abbeville.

Signor Orlando and Signor Sonino declared, in the

name of the Italian Government, that they could not

unreservedly agree to the Beauvais text, but they

proposed, by \vay of compromise, a formula which

established a distinction between the Italian front and

the command of the Italian Army. This formula, to

which the other Governments agreed, was as follows :

—

(i) The Italian front from now on is subject to

General Foch’s co-ordinadng authority as defined in the

Doullcns agreement.

{2) The command of the Italian Army, on the other

hand, will be accorded to that officer only when circum-

stances lead to die presence beyond the Alps of other

Allied Armies fighdng there subject to his orders under

the same condidons as in France.

The restriction thus imposed by the Italian Govern-

ment, none the less, left to the inter-Allied Commander
the right of scrudny over the Italian front, and furnished

him with the power, if he esteemed it advisable, of using

the trans-alpine theatre of operations for the realization of

his strategic plans.

With regard to the Belgian Army, the question was

discussed by the Supreme War Council at Versailles on
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July 3rd, at the moment theAllied Armies were preparing

to resume the ofiensive in France. As it was to be pre-

sumed tliat tlic Belgian Divisions would be called upon

to participate in tliis action, it trould have been prefer-

able to have them placed at my disposal, the same as the

other Allied Divisions. But no agreement could be

arrived at in this sense, Lieutenant-General Gillain, tlie

Chief of Staff of the Belgian Army, invoking the con-

stitution of his country in formal opposition to the

suggestion.

As a matter of fact, this uncompromising attitude,

which arose more from a matter of principle than

anything else, was not final ;
for a few weeks later tlie

King of the Belgians accepted without hesitation the task

of conducting in Flanders the operations of tlie united

Belgian, French, British and American troops, in

accordance with the directions ofthe Allied Commander-
in-Chief.

In terminating Uiis discussion of the Allied High
Command, it may be well to add that a decision of the

Allied governments, dated May and, abolished the

executive committee which had been created three

montlis previously, and lor which there was now no
longer any necessity. On May i.jth, I received the

official title of Commandcr-in-Chicf of the Allied

Armies in France.

But all this was merely the formal proceeding which

established my rights on paper
;

it remained to be

seen how the Allied Command thus created would
work in practice. I beg to repeat here what I said

after Ypres, namely, that if tliis organ was to live,

it must derive its strengtli solely from the confidence

which the various .\rmies under its orders felt in it,

and front the good understanding it maintained with
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and between these Armies. This understanding it

must develop and strengthen at any price with a single

object in view—the triumph of the common cause.

In any case, during the first days of April, 1918,

there was no time to lose, if a situation still essentially

precarious was to be improved by w’orn-out troops,

and over a front considerably lengthened by the enemy’s

successes.
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CHAPTER IV

THE RESTORATION OF THE ALLIED SITUATION ON THE

SOMME AND THE OERMvVN EFFORT IN FLANDERS

GcDcrM Foch's instructions \i-jth a vievr to a FrancoDritisb oflcnsive to
Fresch

\ 'ont of

- 15th:
s to the

north of Y{)rcs, Apnl iSU>»-Gcnnio attacks on the Flanders hills, capture

of Uailleul, April ijth; more French forces sent north, Apn! t6tb ; the

British contemplate a retreat. General Foch intervenes, Apnl >6tb, 17th and
iSth^Formation of a French army detachment in Flanders

.
general move'

ment of French resen'es toward the north. Apnl i7lh to ajrj—Capture of

VdlerS'Dretonncux, Apnl 33rd : successful countcT'attack by the Australians
—Fresh enemy edoru in Flanders : capture of Mount Kcromel. Apnl a^th

:

important French forces moved up ; Bntisb withdrawal in the Ypres salient,

Apnl 37^—Fresh intervention oy General Foch and further despatch of

French Divisions—End of the BatUe. May 8th->'CencraJ survxyof tne Battle

and its consequences—Appeal made for American Divisions.

After having obtained this first result by rapidly

stopping up, with any means at Iiand, the serious breach

in tlic Franco-llritish front which the German offensive

of March 21st had brought about, the next thing to do
was to consolidate tlie new front by systematically

organizing its defence aird forming a reserve. It then

remained to ensure tlic needs of the troops and of the

civil population by regaining certain portions of the

ground which the enemy had seized and which, in his

hands, tlircatcncd their safety.

To cover tlicsc points I drew up my instructions of

•Ipril 3rd to Field-Marshal Haig and General Petain.

These prescribed, on the one hand, die organization of a

strong defensive front north of the Somme, and on the
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Other, an offensive south of that river, in order to

disengage Amiens :

“ The enemy is now held up from Arras to the Oise.

On this front he may resume the offensive {a) with ease,

. north of the Somme, and particularly in the Arras

region, where numerous railway lines are at his disposal

;

(b) with greater difficulty on the south, since the railway

lines \vhich he has captured are here less numerous, are

in bad order and lie partly within range of our guns.”

We may then expect

:

“ On the front north of the Somme, an offensive, and

even perhaps a strong offensive
;
on the south front, a

weaker or less early offensive.”

Our own interests require that we push the enemy back as

soon as possible :

“ (i) From the Saint-Just—^Breteuil—^Amiens railway,

“ (2) From the Amiens railway centre.”

We must therefore :

“ (i) Attack him south of the Somme in the Mont-

didier region.

“ (2) Attack him astride the Somme, from the Luce

to the Ancre.”

By doing this, moreover, we would be furthering the

realization of the fundamental ideas which had so far

governed our operations
;

namely, to strengthen the

liaison between the French and British armies and cover

Amiens. Again, while not anticipating decisive results,

nevertheless, thanlcs to the right-angled formation of our

front, we might cause the enemy a serious check by an

offensive on and to the South of the Somme. This
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would be the best parry to lus possible attack nortli ofthe

river.

“ These considerations lead me to fix as follows the

task ofthe Allied Armies for die approaching operations :

“ (i) As soon as possible, an offensive by the French

Armies in die Montdidicr region, with the object of

clearing the Saint-Just—^Amiens railway, while also

taking advantage of the shape of our front to drive the

enemy eastwards to the Avre, and northwards towards

Roye.

“ (2) An offensive by the British Armies, astride the

Somme, in an easterly dirccUon, from the Luce to the

Ancre, with the object ofdisengaging Amiens.
“ It would be of die greatest advantage if these two

offensives, whose directions fortunately harmonize, could

be carried out simultaneously.

“ The Coramanders-in-Chief are therefore requested

to be good enough to communicate the date on which

they judge it possible to undertake these operadons
; it

is important that they start with the least possible

delay.”

As it tvas essential also to guard against any netv

designs on die part of the enemy north of the Somme

;

me.Tsurcs touching both ground and reserves must be
taken for their protection. I Uicrcforc requested the

British and French Commandcrs-in-Chicf to organize

without delay the front between Arras and rUbert.

Similarly, General Petain was asked to “ mamtain a
Frcncli rcscrs'c in the region north of Beauv.Tis and to

make preparations for its move toward die north . .
."

I had already spoken to General Petain about these

matters on the afternoon of April and, and we had
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attack in the Arras region.

In what concerned the preparation of tlic Franco-

British offensive south of the Somme, its main lines were

already decided upon. I merely laid down the im-

mediate objeedve, namely, the recapture, at the earliest

possible date, of the line Morcuil—Demuin—Aubencourt
—^Warfusce. I charged General Fayolle with establish-

ing the necessary agreement to this end between the

French First Army and the British Fourth Army.

On the following day, April 8th, General Fayolle saw

Generals Deheney and Rawlinson at Brcteuil, and drew

up with them the plan of attack. This had to take into

account the reduced resources at the disposal of the

British Fourth Army. The attack was fuced, in principle,

for April tath ; but we were forestalled and it did not

take place. For, on the gth, die Germans opened a

powerful ofiensive in Flanders, and this absorbed die

British reserves and a good pordon of the French.

On the loth. Sir Douglas Haig informed me that I

must no longer count on the British Fourdt Army for die

attack south of the Somme ; and General Petain, on
being requested to proceed with the preparation of a

French attack on thcMorcuil—Demuin front, prolonging

it if necessary toward die norUi, reported that General

F.Tyollc did not now have sulTicient forces at his disposal

to ensure a success. He was forced to confine himself to

a local operation in the Moreuil region
;

tliis was
carried out successfully on April i8di by die Frencli

First Anny.

• « « «

The German ojjensice in Flarjers {April g/A)

On April gth, another big battle was begun in

Flanders. That day, the German Fourth j\tmy (von
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Qiiast), nine Divisions strong, delivered an attack on the

positions between La Bassec and Armentieres, held by
three British Divisions and a Portuguese Division

belonging to the British First Army (General Horne).

Surprised at the moment when reliefs were being

efTected, the Portuguese Divisions was thrown back and a

breach made in the British front. The enemy pushed

straight through the centre towards Laventie, passed

beyond that place and reached the Lys between Estaires

and Sailly.

On the loth he pursued his efforts and extended them

northwards towards Messincs by bringing in five new
divisions. In this way he included the right of the

Second British Army (General Plumer) in his attack.

Armentieres and Messincs fell into his hands, and he

crossed the Lys on a front of fifteen miles, from Le

Touquet to Estaires, and advanced ^vest in the direction

of Plazebrouck—Saint-Omer.

On the first day of the German attack I made pre-

parations to thrust the French reseiwe then being formed

west of Amiens into the Bridsh sector. With this

end in view, it had been decided with Sir Douglas Haig

that the rcseiwe should be allotted the bridges at

Montieres, Dreuil-les-Amiens, Ailly-sur-Somme and

Picquigny, so that, if the necessity arose, it might

debouch north of the Somme.
This decision did not wholly sadsfy the Field-Marshal,

who, being still under the influence of the blow he had

received in Picardy, imagined the Germans already

pouring in on top of his troops, and he counted upon

more immediate and direct support from the French.

But however anxious I might be to restore confidence

in the British, I could not, for all that, throw into acdon

French divisions that were just being assembled, without
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being more certain than I was of tlic real intentions of

the enemy. The attack in Flanders up to the present

had accounted for only a small part of tlie forces he had

available. The numbers he Iiad engaged in tire attack,

its new direction and its extent, gave reason to suppose

that, for the moment, he had in view not so much a

decisive ofiensive as a diversion designed to draw away
tlic Allied reserves and cover a more important action in

another place. Our reserves must therefore be engaged

sparingly. Sir Douglas for the moment would have to

depend on his own resources.

These comprised nearly all the second line British

Divisions which the British Commandcr-in-Chicf had

asked to have sent him. It was therefore permissible to

believe that the German irruption would be quickly

dammed and tliat, in any case, no territory not actually

attacked by the enemy would be voluntarily given up.

I drew the attention of General Headquarters at

Montreuil most particularly to tliis latter point.

However, it was also to be anticipated that the

enemy’s effort in Flanders, in the direction of Saint-

Omcr and Dunkirk, might finish by absorbing all the

troops the British had, and that then, reverting to their

original plan, the Germans might develop a powerful

offensive against Arras in the direction of Abbeville.

In this case it was evident that tire French reserves, at

that time assembled soutli of tlic Somme, would be too

distant from their ultimate field of action, and that they

ought to be moved up without delay. Accordingly,

after discussing this point with General Petain at his

Command Post on the afternoon ofApril lolh, I issued

instrucuons for the Tenth Array* to be disposed astride

* Ccoi-oxU Ci{ Oivaucfii, "Ant ni u&itr the
ci General Mautie. iuj rcturccJ troa iLi)}*.
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the Somme, from Picquigny to Amiens, facing the line

Doullens—Acheux, \vhiie the Fifth Ai’my was to move
up behind it to tiic line Beauvais—Breteuil.

This arrangement provided for a two-fold eventuality,

in that it made it possible for the French reserves to

intervene, as the case might be, on the Artois front in

twenty-four hours, or on the Flanders front in forty-

eight.

Sir Douglas Flaig, however, impressed by the enemy’s

furious onslaughts against the British lines, considered

these measures inadequate, and on the evening of the

loth he wrote to me asldng urgently that the French

take an active part in the battle by relieving a portion of

the British front.

The anxiety which this letter revealed caused me to

leave at once for Montreuil. In a conversation during

the night with Sir Douglas, it was recognized that a

relief of British troops would entail a delay which, in the

circumstances, was not possible. On the other hand, it

was agreed that a German attack was still to be feared in

the Artois district, and that, to provide against this

possibility, a French force should be assembled north of

the Somme as soon as possible, so as to be within

striking distance ofArras.

To accomplish this. General Petain was requested to

push the column heads of the Tenth Army as far as

Villers-Bocage on April loth, and, with a view to

giving material support to the British in the north, he

would send a French Division (the 133rd) by rail to

Dunkirk.

^

The British Gommander-in-Ghief’s fears were not

without foundation. In order to exploit his success of
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ihc gtli immcdialcly, the enemy had widened his front of

action. On tlic iitli, the battle c.\tcndcd from La
Dasscc canal to Comines, on the Ypres canal, a distance

of eighteen miles. The sector had, moreover, been

reinforced by new enemy divisions. On April i.ph,

there were twenty-five German Divisions in action.

This increase of strength was marked by an appreciable

hostile advance in the direction of Hazcbrouck.

After crossing the Lawe canal. General von Quast’s

troops seized Locon and Estaircs, and, further north,

Hollebeke. On the rath, Merville and Aferris fell into

their hands and their advanced guards were already on
the edge of the Nieppe Forest. In dcptli their gain thus

amounted to eleven miles. Faced with this development

of the battle, Field-Marehal Haig saw his resources

being rapidly used up, and he deemed it more titan

ever essential that the French should co-operate in

Flanders.

On the evening of tltc i itli, he sent General Davidson,

the chiefofthe Operations branch ofhis stafiT, to see me at

Sarcus. He bore a letter in which Sir Douglas described

the c-xliaustion of the British forces and emphasized tlie

necessity of “ immediately concentrating a mass of at

least four French Divisions between Saint-Omer and
Dunkirk."

In the course of our conversation. General Davidson
and I agreed that by using the whole of tlic British

reserves, including those still on the right of tlic British

Army, seventeen Divisions in all, plus the reinforcement

furnished by the Freneh units tlien movhig north, tlie

Field-Marshal would be able to restore the situation in

front of Hazebrouck, provided :

(i) That tlie enemy be held by a minimum of forces

in the first line.
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(2) That he be definitely stopped on the line Mount
Kemmel— Bailleul— Nieppe Forest— Valley of the

Clarence—Mount Bernenchon—^Hinges.

(3) That the troops be supported by a systematic

organization of the artillery defence, directed more
particularly against the flanks of the attack.

However, in calculating the number of units wliich

would be at Sir Douglas Haig’s disposal on the Lys, I had

included the British Divisions which up to this time had
been held in reserve in the Arras region. This made it

necessaiy to entrust the defence of this region, in case it

was attacked, to the French reserves. I was therefore

led to move the Tenth Army up to the line Doullens

—

Vauchelles, which it reached on April 13th, thus passing

into the British zone.

General Petain, on his side, moved the Fifth Army
further north, abreast of Amiens. This army was

reinforced by taking troops from the Reserve Group of

Armies, as no offensive task was contemplated for this

force at the moment. He also moved the Oise Group

to the westwards. This was composed of two Divisions,

and part of this force proceeded to the right bank of the

river. He also despatched the I Cavalry Corps from

Les Andelys towards Aumale.

General Fayolle was requested to concentrate the

reserves on his left wing in such manner as would best

enable them, in case of need, to support the Fourth

British Army in the Luce—Somme sector.

Finally General Maistre, commanding the Tenth

Army, was given instructions regarding his mission on

the Arras front. The principal line of resistance,

which, in the event of a hosdle attack, must be held at all

costs, was prescribed for him as well as for the British

Third Army. His initial dispositions and the method ofhis
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imcn'cmioii in tlic battle were likewise indicated tohim.

While making these general arrangements in pre-

paration for tlic possible intervention of the Frcncli

Divisions between Arras and the Somme, my intention

tvas also to give as much support as possible to the

British Commandcr-in-Chicf, beset as he was by the

material and moral dilTicultics of tlie Flanders battle.

On the lalh, I decided to increase the direct support

with which tsvo d-ap before I had already begun to

furnish him.

To carry out this intention I ordered the II Cavalry

Corps, whieh was in reserve in die Aumale region, to

march to S.Tint-Omcr, arriving on the 13th, and then to

hold itself in readiness to co-operate widi die French

133rd Division as a reinforcement to the Bridsh Second

Army.
General Robillot, commanding the Corps, came to

Sarcus* to receive my instructions. IVhile indicadng his

mission in the general framework of the battle, I laid

particular stress on the duty devolving upon him of

ensuring the liaison between the First and Second

British Armies.

.i\s to the general trend of die manoeuvre, I conceived

it as follows :

(t) Hold the two flanks ofthe breach at all costs :

(a) On the north “ by die successive occupation of

die general line Mount Kemmcl—Cassel, facing soudi.”

(A) On the south “ by die successive occupadon of

the general line Bcdiune—Saint-Onicr, facing north-

c.rst."

(2) Between these two finnly-hcld flanks, to slow up
and then slop the enemy squarely “ by the occupation,

* My tcca At Sutut cilc* ci CnxA-
\^:t) tj;;* Aftil jih.
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facing east, of the successive points of resistance offered

by the ground.”

Up to this time the British reserves, thrown into action

at the most threatened points, had been put into line

between La Bassee canal and the Lille—^Hazebrouck

railway, that is to say on the southern flank of the

breach. It was now necessaiy to secure the northern

flank, which was of the utmost importance to us. For if

the enemy succeeded in capturing the Monts de Flandres

and Mount Cassel, he would threaten the Allied troops

established between Ypres and the sea. The defence of

this flank was entrusted to General Plumer’s British

Second Army, and it was necessary to furnish it with

means adequate to the task. With this object in view, I

sent up the 133rd Division and French II Cavalry Corps.

But as tills help might soon become insufficient, I

requested General Petain to make preparations for

moving to the north another French Division, taken if

need be from units in course of reconstitution. The
28th Division was selected.

I also requested the Chief of Staff of the Belgian Army
to place at General Plumer’s disposal all the Belgian

units which were not absolutely necessary to hold his

front. Unfortunately, the Belgian High Command, for

constitutional rather than military reasons, was not able

to accede to this request. Finally, I sent Colonel

Desticker, my assistant Chief of Staff, to convey in-

structions to General Plumer at Cassel, and co-ordinate

the action of the French units that had been moved
north to ensure the execution ofmy orders.

The defence of the southern side of the breach being

assured and that of the northern side well on the way to

improvement, the next question was to organize the
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resistance of tlic centre. Provision could be made for

tliis, in tlie first instance, by moving the Britisli Cavalry

Corps to the vicinity of rVire, from which place it would

be “ in a position to help the troops in this sector to

check tlic advance of tlie Germans in the direction of

Hazcbrouck.”

Furthermore, in order to halt the enemy’s advance

towards Dunkirk and Calais, if it should become more

pronounced, as well as to guard Dunkirk against any

surprise. General Paufiin de Saint-Maurcl, the Military

Governor of the town, was requested to c-Ktend die fresh-

water inundations from Saint-Omcr to the Dunkirk

—

Fumes road, including ^Vattcn and Bcrgucs.

On the afternoon of die 13th, I went to Ranchicourt,

Headquarters of die British First Army, and discussed

with General Horne the measures taken (and about to be

taken) to hold up the German advance in the direcdon of

Hazcbrouck and protect the Bcthunc mining district.

On the following day, the i.}th, in a note addressed to

Colonel Dcsticker, I insisted that the defence of Hazc-

brouck be clfcctcd “ as near as possible to the eastern

edge of the Nieppe Forest.”

In the presence of my cautious atutude, the British

Staff was much preoccupied by the following question :

‘‘ Supposing we arc again driven back,” they asked,

which base will you cover? Arc you going to protect

Paris and France before cvcrytliing else, and thereby

abandon the defence of the Channel Ports, the bases of

the British .-Vrmy ? Or will you, in order to cover the

Channel ports, sacrifice the protccdon of Paris ?
”

My answer was this : “ I do not intend to abandon

or to uncover in any way citlicr the road to Paris or the

road to the Ports. The first is indispensable to the

French Army, the second to the British Army and also
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to the safety of the Belgian Army.”
“ All very well/’ they replied, “ but suppose you are

forced to concentrate your forces in one or the other of

these two divergent directions, which one will you
sacrifice ?

”

I answered : “I count on sacrificing neither one nor

the other direction, neither that of the Ports nor that of

Paris. If either is lost, our men and our resources would

be reduced by half. 1 am striving to save both, and I

shall do my utmost to succeed. The thing seems to me
possible, provided that we do not use up all our available

troops to ward off the present attack, namely the one

against the Ports.”

There was no denying that very great difficulties con-

fronted us, in view of the danger of engaging the last

remaining French troops on a pordon of the British front,

when other hostile enterprises were to be feared on other

parts of the line. In the course of a meeting on the

morning of the 14th at Abbeville, at wliich Lord Milner

was present, Sir Douglas Plaig reverted once more to

the exhausted state of the British Army and the poverty

of reinforcements. He again asked that the French

relieve the British on a portion of their front.

In reply I had to limit myself to repeating the argu-

ments against this course : To relieve units while the

battle was in progress would immobilize both the re-

lieving troops and those relieved during the time required

for the operation, and this at the very moment when the

Allied reserves were scarcely sufficient to man the whole

front. Furthermore, since a powerful German attack on

some other part of the front might readily take place, we

would be making a very bad use of the French reserves

still available ifwe definitely condemned them to a more

or less passive role. At present they were distributed and
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placed SO aa to be able to intervene actively and power-

fully at any point wliich die vast battle might disclose

as dangerous.

Nor could I as yet, in spite of the Field-Marshal’s

request, move the Tenth Army up to die line Bethune

—

Lillcrs and bring the Fifth jVrmy up behind it. It would

have been dangerous to strip the Artois region ; and,

besides, it seemed that for the moment Sir Douglas was

suBicicntly strong in Flanders. In addidon to the

French units wliich had been sent liim (two infantry and
three cavalry Divisions), he ii.ad, as a matter of fact, two

or three British Divisions just disengaged through the

reduction ofthe front, following on the voluntary cvacua-

don of the Ypres salient to die cast of the line Bixschootc

—Langemark—Hollcbcckc (April igdi— 15th).

However, being amtious to support the Britbh Com-
mandcr-in-Chief, I made arrangements to shorten die

dmc required for the French to intervene in the north,

if this became necessary. The Tenth Army was in-

structed to echelon one of its Divisions to the north of

Fnivent, and to study a similar disposidon for another

Division, enabling it to support the British First Army
rapidly, either on the front La Bassec Canal—Arras, or the

front Bethune—Hazcbrouck.

Besides diis, in order to enable die Field-Marshal to

increase his reserves, I requested Lieutenant-General

Gillain to envisage and make preparadons for an exten-

sion of die Belgian front towards Vpres. On .April iBdi

a Bclgi.!!! Division relieved a British Division and a
British Brigade north of tliat town.

While we were strengthening the defence in Flanders

by these dlspositioiu, the aiemy was making preparadons

to deal fresh blows.

.After a respite of two days, during which his efibrts
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were appreciably relaxed, he renewed the attack in a new
direction. He had doubtless seen that by continuing his

advance west without having first captured the line of

the Flanders hills, he would be e.xposing his right flank to

serious risk. Fie therefore decided to attack that line

before pursuing his march on Flazebrouck and Dunkirk.

On the evening of April 13th, therefore, he launched

heavy attacks in a northerly direction against the British

Second Army and succeeded in capturing Bailleul and

Wulverghem. On the i6th he continued his efforts on

a still wider front, seized Wyschaete and Messines and

arrived almost within assaulting distance of Mount
Kemmel.
The Battle of Flanders was moving northwards, and

this German offensive, by reason of its extent, its power

and, above all, its new direction, now constituted, as we
have already indicated, a serious threat to the Allied

forces established north of Ypres. These, including as

they did the whole of the Belgian Army, ran the risk of

being cut off from their communications and reduced to

helplessness. Danger threatened the Coalition and the

northern extremity of its front, and no time must be lost

in parrying it.

Our available railway lines had been reduced by the

attack ofMarch 21st, and the difficulty ofmoving troops

was considerably increased. Nevertheless, French re-

serves must be hurried to Flanders. I therefore sent

instructions to General Petain to make ready the move-

ment of a new Division to the region ofBergues, taken, if

need be, from units in course of reconstitution ;
and to

General Maistre (Tenth Army) to push the artillery and

trains of the 34th Division to Norrent-Fontes, on the

afternoon of the i6th, at the same time making ready to

move the infantry of this Division by motor transport
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in the early hours of tlic lyth.

Once this move was carried out, the XVI Corps (at

the head of the Fifth Army) was to cross the Somme and

come under the orders of die Tenth Army, whose mission

remained as previously defined.

Tlien, in order to e.\aminc for myself the situation in

Flanders, after stopping to see General Wilson and Lord

Milner at Abbeville, I proceeded to Blcndcqucs, Head-

quarters of the British Second Army. I met General

Plumcr at Cappcl near Cassel on the evening of the iCth.

It was night, our lights were extinguished and die bom-
bardment resounded with violence all around us. The
enemy’s activity in Flanders had become intense. Here

I also found General Robillot, commanding the French

II Cavalry Corps, and Colonel Dcsticker, whom I had

sent on ahead to make an csdmatc of what troops the

British had available. At ten o’clock we returned with

General Plumcr to his Headquarters at Blcndcqucs, and

from there I telephoned General Weygand at my Head-

quarters at Sarcus to issue orders for die 3.1th Division to

move the following day by motor transport to Stccn-

wordc.

On the morning of die 17th, at a mccUng with Lieu-

tenant-General Sir Henry Wilson, Cliicf of the Imperial

General Staff, who agreed with the opinion held by

Field-Marshal Sir Douglas Haig and General Plumcr in

diis respect, the British Staff proposed diat the Allied

Armies in Flanders should be withdrawn successively to

the line of the inundadons running from .-Virc to Saint-

Omcr and Fumes. I refused to adopt such a measure

and I could not share Sir Douglas’ fears in regard to the

port of Dunkirk, the evacuation and destruction of

which he already envisaged.

In my opinion, there was no course open for the
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moment but to organize and maintain our resistance

where we were, calling upon the French reserves as it

became necessary, and making the best possible use of

the Belgian forces in their own sector. This same point

of view I expressed to the King of the Belgians and the

Cliicf of Staff of the Belgian Army, whom I saw during

the 17th. This spirit also inspired the instructions I left

with General Plumcr on the i8th, before leaving Blen-

decques to return to Sarcus. It was this way of looking

at the matter which formed the basis of the letters I wrote

some hours later to Lieutenant-General Gillain and to

Sir Douglas Haig. For I wished to make clear to them

again the line of conduct to be followed in the present

circumstances by both the Belgian Army and the British

Second Army. It was the same wliich was developed in

the memorandum I had issued to the Allied Ai'mies,

treating of the general principles which should govern a

defensive battle.

The idea of a vigorous resistance where they stood

should not, however, relieve commanders from the duty

of selecting and organizing one or more lines on which

to retire in case of retreat, or of improving existing de-

fences, such as those of the British First Army running

from the neighbourhood of Arras to the vicinity of

Saint-Omer.

At a meeting of the Belgian and British Staffs, held at

this time, we arranged for a study to be made “ of the

measures necessary to adjust the successive British (de-

fensive) dispositions with the existing or anticipated

dispositions of the Belgian Army,” as well as the best

line of demarcation between the two Armies. Finally,

in the case of an enemy offensive directed from Ypres

on Poperinghe, the use to be made of Allied reserves,

whatever their nationality—British, Belgian or French

—
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was prescribed in a general scheme fixed jointly by the

Stafis concerned.

It was not long before all these precautions bore fruit.

From April 17th to aolh the enemy multiplied liis

efibrts against the Allied front south of the Flanders hills

in vain. He reaped nothing but sanguinary losses. But

if the drain on the Germans was heavy, that on the

British was no less so, and a letter from Sir Douglas Haig,

dated April i8th, set forth its extent. Fortunately, other

resources were about to become available for continuing

the struggle
;

these were the French reserves.

We have seen that the 34th Division was moved for-

ward on April 17th. On die i8th, the iS-tth and 3gth

Divisions were brought up, and the 27th Division arrived

on April a3rd. With the Divisions already assembled,

they were formed into the “Army detachment of the

NorUi,” under the command of General dc Mitry. The
siec of these French forces, five infantry and dircc cavalry

Divisions, taken witii the extension of the Belgian front

to the north of Ypres, enabled the British Second Army
to withdraw seven Divisions and sixteen Brigades from

the battle. It w.is thus placed in a position to fulfil its

mission.

Nevertheless, in c.isc the enemy continued his cfforLs

without respite, it would be necessary to bring other

French Divisions to Flanders. I therefore directed die

Tenth Army to advance the column heads of the XVT
Corps (gistand 32nd Divisions), up to the line Heuchin

—

Bernes without delay, and while remaining always ready

to give support in the Arras region, to be prepared also

to intervene widt a part ofits forces on die front Canibriii

—Bethune—llobccq. At the same time, die .}6th and
•1^7111 Divisions of the Fifth Army were to be brought up
as far ;is \’ilIcrs-Bocage.
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Thus there was produced a general movement of ex-

tension of French reserves toward the north, jusdfied by
the threefold necessity of supporting the British in

Flanders, of acting with them, if need arose, in the Arras

region, and of being properly distributed for intervention

on the Somme.
All menace in the latter directions was far from being

removed, and the struggle miglit flare up there again at

any moment. For according to the calculations of the

French Staff, tlie enemy still had available some sixty

Divisions with whicii to make another try at separating

the French and British forces. So far he had failed to

accomplish it.

))e ^ 5}c

For three weeks comparadve calm had reigned on the

front to the south of the Somme
; but on April 23rd the

alarm was suddenly sounded. A German attack, carried

out by eight Divisions advancing under cover of the fog,

captured Villers-Brctonneux from the British Fourth

Army and Flangard from the French First Army, and

then pushed forward to the outskirts of Cachy.

The establishment of the enemy at Villers-Bretonneux

\vas bound to have most unfortunate consequences for

us. It provided him with observadon posts and gun-

positions which would enable him to bombard, attack

and capture Amiens under excellent condidons. In

other words, by following the line ofthe Somme, he could

greatly advance his plan of cutdng the communications

of the Allied Armies, and he might even separate them.

Villers-Bretonneux was a fairly large place and would

constitute a point ofsupport of great value to the enemy

if he were given time to organize it. It was necessary

that we recapture it immediately and at all costs.
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Accordingly, 05 soon as the news reached me, I wrote

to General Rawlinson to make preparations to retake

Villcrs-Bretonneux, Uie possession of wliich was vital to

ns, and to arrange witli General Dcbcncy for the

counter-attack. General Rawlinson without hesitation

fell in with these views.

The counter-attack, c.\ccutcd during the night of tlic

o.ph—25th was entrusted to some Australian Battalions.

They carried the high ground and tlic village by assault,

whilst, on the right, the Moroccan Division of the French

First Army regained some ground north of Hangard.

In order to consolidate the re-established situation.

General Debeney continued his fortvard movement,

while at the same time General Fayollc sent two Divisions

northwards, so as to be in a position to intervene between

the Somme and the Luce.

All the British reserves on tlicir right had been engaged

in tlie struggle around VilIcrs-Brctonneu.\. They had

suffered fresh losses there, an addition to a casualty list

already enormous. Sir Douglas Haig drew my atten-

tion to this point on the evening of the a-ith, and satis-

faction was given him, not only by the assurance of the

eventual co-operation of the French reserves, distributed

as h;ts just been c.'tplaincd, but abo by tlic relief of the

Briush III Corps, on General Rawlinson’s right, by the

Fraich First Anny.
At die same time I requested General Fayollc to make

preparaUons as rapidly as possible for an attack by the

Third .-Yrmy in the Montdidicr region. Thb attack, if

it was pushed bc)ond the Avre, would have the effect

of cutting the enemy’s communications south of the

Somme, and, subsequently, ofclearing the ground in the

direction of .Amiens.

In fact, the German effort against Villcrs-Brctonncux
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extreme limit of endurance.

Furthermore, I requested General Petain to make
arrangements to keep three fresh French Divisions in rear

of the front occupied by the Army Detachment of the

North, as long as the violence of the German attacks

made it necessary. At the same time, the Tenth Army
was to be maintained at four Divisions and held in the

region Doullens—Saint Pol, in order to meet unforeseen

emergencies.

On April 29th the enemy attacked Mont Rouge and

Mont Noir and the Scherpenberg, but was repulsed.

On May 8th he carried out still another attack on a front

of two miles south-east of Dickebusch
; but this was an

isolated action and was not followed up.

The Battle of Flanders had come to an end. It had

occupied more than a month of violent and highly sus-

tained efforts. That the German advance represented

a less deep penetration than that effected on the Somme
at the end ofMarch, was due to two facts : His objective,

the Channel coast, was in this case much closer, while

we, by rapidly moving up troops, succeeded, as it was

our duty to do, in repulsing his rush. The danger of

being thrown back on the sea forced the Allied Armies

to fight on their front lines, and resistance in depth was

out of the question owing to lack of space to manoeuvre.

On account of the difficulty of reinforcing the northern

extremity of the vast and seriously shaken Allied front,

in time, it was more than once in grave danger.

However, while the battle had not obtained for the

Germans the strategic results they had aimed at, nothing

could prevent it from being begun again. The enemy

might find it to his interest to resume his advance with

the intention of gaining the Channel coast at any price,

and by intensifying his submarine warfare in the adjoin-
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ing waters, hamper communications with England and

isolate the power of Great Britain. The battle had

.already produced tactical results which, on balance, were

unquestionably .against the Allies.

Our appreciable loss of ground left die Flanders hills

(Rouge, Noir and Scherpenberg), those buttresses of the

northern Allied line, under the close maiace of the

Germans, already masters as they were of Mount
Kcmmcl. Our retention of these hills must be ensured

at all cost, if tlie security of our front was not to be

dangerously compromised. 1 tlicrcfore drew General de

Mitry’s attention to the necessity not only of strongly

organizing the defence of the hills themselves, but of

extending his works to the ground at tlie foot of tlie

slopes, so as to prevent tlie enemy from surrounding the

summits and penetrating to tlie saddles between them.

Local operations, undertaken on May .jth by the Army
Detachment of tlie North, enabled some progress to be

made in this sense.

I continued to emphasize the necessity of holding on
where the men stood and never making a voluntary

retirement. I once more laid down the line of conduct

to be followed, and gave instructions that, in the future,

if any important withdrawal was contemplated, it must
be submitted beforehand for my approval. I also drew
up a note dealing witli general principles, prescribing

the guiding policy of a defensive battle, in order tliat

unity of doctrine among the Allies might bring about

unity of action.

•Vnothcr result of tlie Battle of Flanders svas to expose

the Bethune coal basin to bombardment by German
arlillcrj'. This produced a serious disturbance in the

working of Uicse mines and affccicd die output of the

munition Cictorics and railways whidi dicy supplied.
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We were able to remedy this situation by certain

measures whose execution was admirably assured by the

British Army and the French Militaiy Mission attached

to British General Headejuarters.

The Battle of Flanders had been a great drain upon
Allied man-power. The British reserves had melted in

the struggle and the calls upon the French reserves on

behalf of our Allies amounted already to ten Divisions.

To enable General Petain to reconstitute these reserves

without weakening his front line, I had arranged with

Sir Douglas Haig that the British Divisions which had

been withdra\vn from the battle sliould be placed in a

quiet sector of the French front. In this way they set

free a simihu* number of French units for reconstituting

our reserves. But the movement could only be carried

out slowly. At lirst General Petain received four

British Divisions, constituting the IX Corps. They were

assigned to the French Sixth Army, and towards the

middle of May they were put into the Craonne—Loivre

front.

These battles, which had been waged incessantly for

a month, brought about another result which has already

been referred to—the equilibrium in the distribution of

French forces had been upset. At the beginning of

May, forty-seven French Divisions were north of the Oise

(twenty-three in the front line and twenty-four in

reserve). There remained only fifty-five Divisions to

hold the fi'ont from the Oise to the Swiss frontier, namely,

forty-three in line and twelve in reserve. General

Petain drew my attention to the danger presented by

this situation.

The great wastage suffered by the British Army had

to be taken into account ; but a renewal of the German

attack between the Oise and the Lys was always possible
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and niiglit have serious consequences for tlie Allies, on

account of the proximity ofdecisive objectives. I there-

fore maintained a group of four Divisions north of die

Somme, and another group of the same strength south

of that river. This did not prevent the despatch of

units to Flanders to feed the Anny Detachment of the

North.

At the same time, I did all that was possible to facili-

tate the t.Tsk of the French Commandcr-in-Chicf by

making use of die American troops, requesting that their

Divisions be put into action as soon as possible or

assigned to quiet sectors. The American First Division

had already been placed on the front of the French First

Army, on April 26th, and it soon gave proofof its military

qualides by taking the village of Cantigny by assault

(May 28th). I asked General Pershing to send the 2Gth,

.12nd and 2nd Divisions as soon as possible to the battle

front, and to permit the infantry of the 32nd, 3rd and 5th

rVmerican Divisions to be employed as reinforcements

for the French Divisions which were coming out of battle

much reduced in numbers. This would enable them to

be rapidly employed again in quiet sectors. I abo sug-

gested to him that American pilots might be sent to

French air squadrons, where they could pursue their

training and, incidentally, lighten the work for their

French comrades.

At the same time I reduced the requiremenu of the

.Anny Detachment of the North, and diminblicd its field

of action. The hc.ivy losses which it was incurring

seemed to be out of all proportion to the tactical results

obtained. .After making allowances for the severe con-

ditions sshich obtained in the Flanders fighting, and
especially die imetisc borabatdinems by gas shell, it was
evident that these losses s»crc in great part due to the
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inexperience of the men and a lack of vigilance on the

part of those in command.
General de Mitry was therefore instructed to hasten

the readjustment of his front, with the object of estab-

lishing a solid defensive situation, the general lines of

which were traced for him.

Furthermore, General Petain was requested to resume

the training of the smaller infantry and artillery units,

selecting for this work General and Field officers who
were thoroughly familiar with war and had already

practised, especially in the early days of the conflict, the

sort of operations with which the troops should now be

familiar.

Nevertheless, in spite of all the ingenuity displayed by

the High Command to meet the exigencies of battle, one .

vital problem dominated the general situation of the

Allied Armies in France in mid-spring of 1918—the

problem of numerical strength.
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THE QUESTION OP THE STRENGTH OF THE ALLIED

ARMIES IN FRANCE
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April 3jUi, and Abbeville, May iti and 2od-~Mca£utcs adopted by the Alixt
to exp^ite the arrival in France of the Amerreau forcce^-Co^pcration of

the UrltUh Kav*y ; the results obtained-^r^anixation and training in France
of the American divisions.

I. Tht British Antiy.

SaMiCELY recovered from the heavy losses brought about

by its oiTcnsivcs in tgiy, tlie British Army sustained, in

tile spring of igi8, two tremendous blows one after the

other : tlie German attack on the Arras—^imicns front,

begun on Marcli 3ist, and tlie German attack in

Flanders, begun on April gtli. Tlie first liad cost tlic

British Army 120,000 men, the second increased tliis

figure to nearly 300,000, iiiciudiiig 14,000 ofiicers.

Tlie rcinforccincnts sent from England were far from

making good tlicsc losses, especially among tlie ofiicers

and non-commissioned officers. It is true that by July

and August tile return of many men wlio Iiad been

wounded in tlie first battles could be counted upon. It

was also possible to foresee that before the expiration of

this time the military laws recently passed by the English

I’arlianiciit would have borne eficct. Tlie question,

liowcver, was how to provide until then for the aiomious

shoitagc ill British cncctives,
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Failing to find any other solution for the problem. Sir

Douglas Haig resigned himself to abolishing the Divi-

sions he was unable to keep up to strength
;

namely,

five after the German offensive on the Somme, and four

after the Battle of Flanders. The British Army was thus

reduced to fifty-one fighting Divisions.

The disappearance of so many Divisions caused, in

addition to other serious consequences, a reduction in

the Allied reserves at the very moment when the number
of available German troops was augmented.* On May
nth, I intervened with the Field-Marshal in an effort

to secure the retention of all the British Divisions, point-

ing out to him certain measures which, in my opinion,

would enable this result to be achieved. He declared,

however, that they were impossible of realization. I

then requested him to reconstitute at least some of the

Divisions it had been decided to suppress, if only to show

his Government the importance attached to maintaining

in France the highest possible number of British

Divisions.

In face of this insistence. Sir Douglas urged the War
Office to send him, in the absence of men capable of

standing active operations, contingents of an inferior

quality but capable of being employed in quiet sectors.

In this way the general reserve would not be impaired.

Although I appreciated the value of this proposal, I

at once pointed out the danger it presented if, instead of

being considered as a temporary expedient, it established

for the future a separation of the British Army into two

classes of Divisions, one for battle and the other for

holding the line. A like notion, it is true, was in con-

siderable favour with the Germans
;

but that did not

* According to th.e calculations of the French Staff, these amounted to

69 Divisions on April 25th, 70 Divisions on May loth, and 81 on May 19th.
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make it any the more sound. On die contrary, the

diing to be desired w.as to h.avc Divisions of approxi-

mately die same quality and equal fighting capability.

By dcpardiig from this policy, certain governments

would be encouraged not to put forth their best efforts.

In order to bring the matter to a head, I requested the

French Government to take it up immediately with Mr.

Lloyd George.

I miself talked to General Wilson regarding the ques-

tion on May 20th at Abbeville. I urged upon him the

imperative, two-fold necessity of rccompleting all the

Bridsh Divisions and of excluding any definite distinc-

tion amongst them. General Wilson expressed himself

as in entire agreement with me, and shordy afterwards

he informed me that the British Government had decided

to send to France 70,000 more men than had been

previously provided for.

Meanwhile, the German attack of M.ay 27th on the

Chemin dcs Dames made a new hole in the British

strength. Five British Divisions were involved in this

attack and suffered heavy losses. I at once wrote a per-

sonal letter to General Wilson, asking him to hurry the

filling up of the British units.

On his part, Sir Douglas Haig forwarded me, on June
loth, the programme for the reconstitution of his Divi-

sions. In expressing my satisfaction at seeing now-

settled a question to which he hiinsclf attached so great

an importance, I drew the Field-Marshal’s attention both

to the advisability of havuig it understood that the em-
ployment of die “ B " contingents was a purely tem-

porarj- measure, and to die necessity of supplying the

Divisions which had been filled up by these contingents

with l.-irge numbers of m.acliinc-guns and mudi artillery.

However, it would have been nish to count on the
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British Army being put in proper condition again in the

near future. Indeed, it took a good many weeks to

reforge it as a fighting instrument and put it into proper

shape. The last weeks ofJuly arrived before it had re-

gained its battle value, and it was not until the beginning

of September that it got back all its units, excepting

always two Divisions which were definitely skeletonized.

Thus, from the middle ofApril to the middle ofJuly, the

situation of the British Army remained extremely pre-

carious.

*1̂

a. The French Army.

Without having suffered as much as the British, the

French Army, which had hastened to the latter’s aid,

had undergone many ordeals since March 21st, which

could not but have an influence upon its effectives. The
front entrusted to it had been increased by seventy-five

miles
;

in all, its Divisions had been engaged ninety-six

times and their losses had been considerable, especially

during the Battle of Flanders.

Thus General Petain was also confronted by great

difficulty in filling up his ranks. The resources he had at

his command for this purpose did not make it possible to

wait for the incorporation of the conscripts of the 1919

class, as these recruits would only be ready during the

month of October. He therefore requested the Govern-

ment to return him 200,000 men employed in munition

factories in the interior ; but only 40,000 were forth-

coming.

Consequently, towards the close of the spring of 1918,

France and England were finding the greatest difficulty

in obtaining from their national resources the men
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necessary to make good the losses wliich Uieir Armies

had sufTered.

However, Uierc was one possible remedy for tliis trying

situation, namely, an appeal to tlic United States, wliosc

immense reservoir of men was still untapped. To wliat

extent was America, at this period, capable of bringing

to tile Allies the inwudiaU help of which tlicy stood in

need ?

* * • * •

3. The American Arniy.

During the middle of April, at a time when tlic crisis

in both French and British cncctivcs was particularly

acute, the American Army in France comprised only five

fighting Divisions. One of these, the ist, was about to

join the French First Army, three others (and, aCtli and

.pnd) were holding quiet sectors of the front, and the

remaining one (gand) had temporarily distributed its

infantry among French Divisions to complete its training.

This infantry force constituted, therefore, the only

direct help which tlic American Anny was furnishing to

fill the gaps in tlic French x\tmy. Counting the black

troops which were serving with our Divisions, the total

amounted to 33,000 infantrymen, which, as can be seen,

was far from meeting such pressing needs as ours.

During the month of April, the infantry of two otiicr

American Divisions (3rd and 5th) w.-is due to arrive in

France, but these troops could not be incorporated in

French units witliin less than from tlirce to five weeks.

In as far as die British Army was concenied, the help

afforded by America was limited, for the moment, to the

infantr)' of one Division (77di) thai on the ocean.

We thus see dial to replace their very licavy losses in

infantry, the French and British .Annies could not count
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on the immediate or early help of more than 70,000

American infantry.

The evident feebleness of this result demanded that

the mistakes which up to the present had been made in

the matter of transporting the American Army to

France be corrected. What was needed above all was

that for several months the United States should send the

Allies only infantry, to the exclusion of all other arms.

By this means only could the British and French Armies

procure the 300,000 to 350,000 infantry which were

needed to weather their existing crisis in effectives. In

a detailed memorandum to the French Prime Minister,

I presented these views and asked him to appeal to the

American Government to put them into effect.

This Government, in fact, was already informed and

seemed disposed to accept the proposition of the Gom-
mander-in-Chief of the Allied Armies. It remained to

convince General Pershing, who was keen on the idea of

commanding a great American Army as soon as possible,

although he was not, it is true, fully aware of the urgency

of our present necessities.

He and I readily fell into accord regarding this point,

in the course of a Conference held at Sarcus on April

25th, which was also attended by General Bliss. After

a close discussion, it was decided that the American

troops to be brought over in May and June should, in

principle, consist primarily of infantry. For the month

of May, the question was settled there and then. For

the month ofJune, it was agreed that a definite decision

would be taken a little later. But from then on it was

understood that the Government at Washington would

prepare to send the infantry of at least six Divisions to

France.

This meeting at the same time disclosed the urgent
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necessity of directing and co-ordinating to tlic advantage

of tlic Coalition the effort being put forth by the United

States, of directing it so as to adapt it to necessities as

they arose, of co-ordinating it so as to prevent personal

arrangements, such as that concluded between General

Penhing and Lord Milner, and revealed in the course of

the Conference on April agtii, and which had the effect

of frittering away that effort. In a word, what ought to

be done was for die Allied Governments to study the

(|Ucslion ofAmerican effectives as a whole and whatever

decisions were taken, to take them together.

This w.TS done at Abbeville, on May tst and and, when
the following arrangements were agreed to :

I. The British Government undertook to fumbh the

tonnage necessary to transport from the United States to

Prance 130,000 men in May, and 150,000 in June, con-

sisting sotily of infantry and machitu-gun dctacluncnts.

3 . The American tonn.agc would be used for the trans-

port of artillery, engineers, services, etc.

3. A further c.'camtitation of the situation tvould be

made at the beginning ofJune and the programme for

the future decided upon.

It can be seen that these decisions tverc of the highest

importance. They proved to be perfectly satisfactory,

for, thanks to the magnificent co-operation of British

shipping, by July tst nearly .150,000 .•\mcrican infantry

and machine-gunners were landed in France to fill the

gaps in the British and French Armies. On his side.

General Penhing proceeded with tiic transixnt of the

other anns and services, using for this purixjsc .Xmerican

tonnage. He w.as thereby enabled to constitute in a

short time self-contained .American Divisions in France.

Special interests .as well as tliose of the Coaliiio.n were

thus safegu.ardcd.
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Confined to her own resources, America had trans-

ported only GOjOOO men in March of 1918 and 93,000

men in April
; with British help these figures rose to

24O5OOO in May and 280,000 in June.

However, the rapid arrival of these large contingents

caused other problems to arise. Time had been lacking

to complete the training and organization of troops in

America, and it had to be continued and completed in

France. Now, while the problem of training was com-

paratively easy to handle, that of organization and the

supply of all the implements ofwar needed by a modern

army—such as equipment, arms, horses, material of

every description—^was much more complicated. All

this had to be closely watched if mistakes, omissions and

loss of time were to be avoided.

To this end a section was created on my Staff in Paris,

under the orders ofan Assistant Chiefof Staff, whose task

it was to centralize and co-ordinate all questions relating

to the completion of the organization of the American

Divisions.
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CHi\rrER VI

Tllli CEUMAN ATTACK FROM UHElilS TO MONTDIDIER

{May ‘2’}th—June 13/A)

I . The Attack on the Chemin des Dames {May 27/A—June .^A)

A pAu>o»Tha AUiej uiiVo prepuiUoa (or couater-ittACkr bctuern the Ouo
and tho Sonin^r. and in tbs Lj-a rcgioo*-GcnnaQ attack on the Chemm dcs
namely 2>Iay 37th; the cneoy capturca Somont and erotics the Veale, May
33th : raeaauics taken ty CcaeroU 1-och and Pdta4o->The Cemuna, coo-

tinuinft thetr oUenaive. reach the Marne . General Toch aendi Uie Tenth Army
< • " 1 (

' ‘
' the French

I I • I . 0 }d meoaurca

,
’

; , *
. - . tat—The

enemy attacks ore stopped 00 June 4th

Till: Gcrniait attacks in Flanders came to tut end on May
gill, and on the i8tli, as \vc liavc seen, General dc Mitry

received orders to reduce his forces in the front line, so

as to increase his rcscrscs. The Military Governor of

Dunkirk had also been iiutructed to lower the level of

the inundations in order to lessen the inconveniences

imposed upon the inhabitants.

To the battle period, the opening of which had been

marked by the Gcnnan guns on March 21st, there had
succeeded a sc.ison ofcalm which we had not experienced

for nearly two montlis. What was hidden behind this

silence ? We knew that the enemy had large numbers
of troops at his dbjwsal. According to the Intelligence

branch of General Headejuarters the figures ran from

seventy-five to eighty Divisions; that is, more ilian what
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and British Divisions detrimental to the exercise of

command.

* * *

Such was the situation when suddenly it was learned

that a new German offensive was on the point of being

launched, and that this time it would be directed against

the French front. On the afternoon of May f26th, Ger-

man prisoners declared that an attack on the Chemin-

des-Dames would take place the following night after a

short artillery preparation which would begin at i a.m.

This information was correct.

At the hour named, the German artillery opened an

extremely heavy bombardment, including an immense

employment of gas-shells, along the front Rheims

—

Goucy-le-Ghateau, and reaching to a depth offrom seven

to eight miles. In certain places more than thirty^

batteries to a thousand yards were counted.

At 3.40 A.M. the enemy’s infantry advanced to the

assault on a front of thirty-three miles between Brimont

and Leuilly. Preceded by a dense creeping barrage and

supported at various points by tanks, it penetrated by a

single rush far into the French positions. The surprise

had been practically complete and the results were most

important.

Thirty German Divisions (Seventh Army, General von

Boehn, and the right of the First Army, General von

Below) had been concentrated and transported to the

point of application without being observed by the ad-

versary, and now hurled themselves against the Ghemin-

des-Dames. This mighty mass of attack found in front

of it only seven Allied Divisions in the first line, four

French and three British, supported in rear by one

British and two French Divisions.
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Their resistance was easily overcome. In the centre,

more particularly, tiic French 2and Division and the

hritislt 50th Division were literally submerged under the

German flood. Rapidly gaining possession of tlic

plateau along which runs the Chcmin-dcs-Dames, tire

enemy pushed right up to the Aisne. At to a.m. he was

in possession of the river, from Vailly to Ocuilly.

Unfortunately, die G.O.C. the Sixth Army, at the very

beginning of the attack, sent almost the whole of the

ijytli Division, whicli was back on the Aisne, to the

support of the first position, tlius leaving along a wide

front the important position of security offered by the

Aisne almost wholly unguarded. By a fatal chance, the

Germans made tlicir main effort in this direction, and

they thus reached the river without striking a blow.

Here, tiianks solely to tlie rapidity of their advance, they

were able to seize all the bridges betsveen Vailly and
Pontavert before even tlic demolition charges could be

prepared.

Prom lliat moment on, our situation was serious.

At 1 1 A.si. no furilicr illusion was possible. The three

Divbions still available in reserve were employed against

the two wings of the German attack, in an endeavour at

least to dam it. In tlic centre, however, the enemy,
moving freely in a breach ten miles wide, pressed on to

tlic Vcslc, whicli he reached in the evening between
Couriandon and Brainc. The possession ofPismes alone
w.TS still disputed by tlic leading units of a prcnch
Divbion (131I)) wliich had been rushed up in motor
lorries.

Hie error whicli we Iiad already seen produced on the
Somme on March 23rd was here repeated.
A river as wide as die Abnc or the Somme, lying some

sLx or more miles from our original position, constitutes
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an obstacle which holds up any successful attack of the

enemy and forces him to recommence a methodical

artillery action, provided the defence has taken suitable

measures for security on this line—such as leaving a

company, or even a section or squad, at each bridge,

whose sole duty it would be to cover and defend the

passage.

7 Under cover of this standing protection, the first-line

troops, thrown back in disorder by the violence of an

attack, can move across the bridges and reorganize

behind the obstacle which the river presents
;
and, since

they are not being pursued, they can completely regain

their order. The enemy, on arriving in front of the

stream, is obliged to prepare a fresh artillery action in

order to force it, which means for him a completely new
operation.

It cannot be pretended that the absence of detach-

ments maintained on a river will be felt by the troops in

the front line during the battle. They are too small to

constitute, of themselves, a perceptible weight whose

influence in the struggle would be felt, even if unex-

pectedly engaged. On the other hand, in spite of their

small strength, established as they are on the stream, they

draw a special importance from their clearly defined role

at these prepared points of the battlefield. They bring

the enemy’s pursuit to an end, and enable the troops

which have been driven back to re-establish their resist-

ance behind a clearly traced line.

For a commander who wishes to keep his freedom of

action on the far side of a river or on its banks, it is an

indispensable precaution that its bridges be guarded by

a carefully organized system of defence, so that they may
be always at his disposal. This precaution was lost sight

of on the Aisne as it had been on the Somme.
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During tlic aflcrnooii of tlic 27th, General Pclain in-

formed me of tlic measures he had taken to meet the

grave situation. Headquarters of the Fifth Army, six

infantry Divisions, the I Cavalry Corps, composed of

three Divisions, four regiments of horse-drawn 75’s,

three regiments and six groups of tractor-drawn Heavy
Artillery, as well as an Air Force detachment, were

already on tlic move. One half of the infantry Divisions

and two of the cavalry Divisions would be thrown into

the battle the following morning.

On tlic 28th, the enemy brushed aside the isolated

units opposing him in the vicinity of Fismes, crossed tlic

Vcsle on a wide front and established himselfon the high

ground south of the river, without, however, seeking to

push further forward. Moreover, taking advantage of

the breach in the centre, he combined frontal attacks

widi attacks in (lank, and thus overcame the resistance

encountered on the two wings. On the cast, advancing

rapidly along die valleys of the Vcsle and the Ardre, he

forced the British IX Corps back upon the heights of

Chatcau-Thierry and Savigny ; on the west he captured

from our XI Corps the high ground commanding
Soissons from tlic nortli-cast, and at nightfall even pene-

trated into that town.

In vain did the G.O.C. the French Sixth Army fling

infantry battalions, as they detrained, in front of the

Germans. Four infantry Divisions and two cavalry

Divisions brought into action in this way on tlic a8th

were powerless to fill a breach which was hourly growing

wider.

It was urgently necessary to bring up reinforcements,

and General Petain informed me on die 28th at Provins

that, in addidon to the reserves whose departure he had

reported to me the previous day, he had given orders to
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send ten infantry Divisions, four regiments of Heavy
Artillery and three regiments of horse-drawn 75’s to the

Northern Army Group. He had also instructed General

Fayolle to withdraw four infantry Divisions from his

front, and to send the 11 Cavalry Corps towards Greil

and Chantilly.

In fact, nearly every available French unit was moving

towards the battle.

The decision thus taken by General Petain met the

most urgent needs confronting him, and, at the outset,

I could only give my approval. But from a general

point of view, his action induced consequences which

had to be provided against at once and as fully as

possible.

For example, the whole of the Fifth Army, with its

Staff and its four Divisions, had been sent south of the

Oise. Consequently there disappeared one of the two

French groups constituting the general reserve in the

British zone. As a result of this, Sir Douglas Haig, being

now obliged to rely almost wholly upon his own forces

to parry a possible German offensive, had to form a

British general reserve capable of being thrown in at any

time and place, as required. This I requested him to

do in a letter dated May 28th.

I also instructed the G.O.G. the Tenth Army to make
preparations to ensure that, in case of need, the four

Divisions to which his Army was now reduced could

intervene on any part of the British front.

Finally, in order to facilitate General Petain’s task of

getting together all the troops that could be made avail-

able, I ordered General de Mitry to place the Corps and

Divisional troops of the XXXVI Corps as soon as pos-

sible at the disposal of General Headquarters, and to

make arrangements for withdrawing one Division from
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his front by extending the otliers.

* « * « *

On tlic 28th the enemy deliberately halted on the high

ground south of the Vesle, instead of furtlier pursuing his

advance across country ;* but on the 29th he resumed

his attack even more violently than during the previous

days. On that day his centre directed a powerful thrust

toward Oulchy-le-Cliateau, Fcrc-cn-Tardenois, Villc-en-

Tardenois. Encountering notliing but feeble French

units which had already suffered heavily and were

powerless to check him, he advanced rapidly on a front

of from fifteen to twenty miles, and, in tlie evening,

reached the heights commanding the northern bank of

the Marne between Chatcau-Thierry and Dormans.

Similarly, he made a vigorous effort in the region of

Soissons with his right ; but here he encountered a much
more solid resistance. He succeeded, nevertheless, in

forcing back tlie French to tiic west ofSoissons and to the

high ground south of that town.

On their left, the German attacks were much less

strongly organized. Profiting, however, by the advance

effected in tlie direction of tlie Marne, they forced the

Allied troops to retire towards tlie high road from

Rheims to Ville-cn-Tardenois.

* The expUoation ol this wu (umbhed ihorU)' aftcnrudi. In the
pteviout atUcLi asaintt the Untuh (March 3Ut to April ^tb) the Gcrma&t.
alter aa taiual succc&s. had each time lound themMivts held up hy the mtet-
>eatioa o{ French rcaervea. Ueiote cukiss another attack agahut the
nntivh front ia Flander4< they decided to draw avtay axul contain there
rcrer\'cs. Hence the attack of May a 7th oa the Chcmm-dn-Dania.

This attack 'waa originally planned with a limited cbjccUre. namely, the
high ground iouth of the Ycue. Ttiis e.xplained the halt made cn the after-

noon of the rfth. lo the c\ ezxag of that uy. in the presence of the unhojxd-
for iucccas ottaised in two da)**, the Supreme Command modihcd ita plans
and ordered the adxance to be sesamed. on the one hand, bouth'we^twards
va as lo I'-ars hcjxnJ Soiuons and gam as much ground as poauUle toward
Paris : cn the ether, acuthwatds. so as to reach the ^larne rapully, cut the
Paris—Nancy railway and eatahlish a strong taidge*h£ad south ol the titrr.
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Thus ground was yielded along the whole of the line.

The Divisions sent to the Sixth Army melted away as

fast as they were flung into the battle, and this Army,
consequently, remained in such a disquieting state of

inferiority that General Petain began to wonder if he

would succeed in the object at which he now aimed,

namely, to hold the Marne, the Montagne de Reims and

the high ground south of Soissons. At mid-day on the

29th, in face of the ever-increasing development of the

German offensive, he requested me to put the Tenth

Army at his disposal and to arrange for the British and

Belgians to relieve the Army Detachment of the North.

I was unable to comply entirely with this request.

Notwithstanding the magnitude of the attack south of

the Aisne, the enemy still had sufficient troops available*

for another offensive in the Somme area and in the north.

In view of this eventuality, it would have been premature

to remove the Tenth Army from the British zone. But

while maintaining the units of this Army in the regions

where they then were, they were moved nearer to places

where they could be quickly entrained.

Furthermore, I arranged with General Gillain that the

Belgian Army would relieve the British left and extend

its front to the immediate neighbourhood of Ypres, so as

to increase the British reserves. To facilitate this

arrangement, the British Second Army placed a certain

number of batteries at General Gillain’s disposal and

undertook, in the event of need, to furnish him with

strong support from its reserve.

Finally, I warned Sir Douglas Haig that the French

Tenth Army might be called upon to leave the British

zone. At the same time I notified him that, should the

• On. May igth. it was estimated that the Crown Prince of Bavaria had

some thirty fresh Divisions in reserve.
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enemy biing all his available forces against the French

front, I might have to call on the British general reserves

which the Field-Marshal had just constituted.

Meanwhile, in order to provide the Northern Group
of Armies with the necessary Divisions, General Petain

had been obliged to draw on the Reserve Anny Group.

In spite of the danger of such an expedient, he had

ordered General Fayollc to place seven or eight Divisions

in reserve. The latter could do this only by denuding

his front and depriving himself of his own reserves—in

a word, by weakening that particularly sensitive point,

the junction between the British and French Armies.

In order to remedy this source of weakness as far as

possible, I confided to Field-Marshal Sir Douglas Haig

the duty of supporting the right of the British Fourth

Army south of tlie Somme, and of ensuring its junction

with the French First Army.
It can thus be seen how strained was the situation and

how the lack of clTcctivcs, already described, was so

cruelly felt.

On May 30th, moreover, the German attacks con-

tinued with the same violence. Their main efibrt was

still being aimed toward the centre
;
on the one hand,

in the direction of tlic Marne, which they reached along

the ivholc of the front from Chatcau-Thierry to Dor-

mans ; on the other, in the direction of the Ourcq and
the Forest of Villers-Cottercts, where the French Si.xth

.•\rmy marked a serious retreat.

Similarly, north of Soissons the Germans made pro-

gress, forcing the French back to the Nouvron plateau.

It was only in the direction of Rheiras that the situation

tended to become stabilized, as a result of the attiy into

action of die Fraich Fifth Anny, and this success ren-

dered the organization of the defence much easier.
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The enemy’s field of action appeared to be limited for

the moment to the ground between Dormans on the

Marne and Noyon on the Oise. But on this front, more
than sixty-two miles long, the battle raged furiously.

The German Supreme Command now put in its reserves.

Six new Divisions from the Crown Prince of Bavaria’s

Army Group were identified on the 30th, and our air

force reported heavy German columns moving west in

the general direction of Paris.

Therefore, it was in this direction that General Petain,

after firmly organizing the defence of the southern bank

of the Marne, decided to direct all his efforts. To
further them, I ordered the Tenth Army with its four

Divisions to be moved at once from the British zone

towards the Marne.

This move was rendered all the more imperative in

view ofthe numerous and detailed reports which reached

French General Headquarters, foreshadowing an exten-

sion of the German attack to the west of the Oise, from

Noyon to Montdidier. There remained no doubt that

the Supreme Command intended to open up the road

to Paris at all costs.

In fact, on May 31st, there had been desperate fighting

between the Marne and the Oise. The French troops,

still too few in numbers, retreated for a considerable

distance in the Oureq valley, and were driven back to

the edge of the Villers-Cotterets Forest
;
while north of

Soissons they were obliged to abandon the Nouvron

plateau.

General Petain now urgently requested that there be

placed at his disposal some of the Divisions belonging to

the Army Detachment of the Nortli, and some of the

American Divisions undergoing training in the British

He also asked that a few of the available British
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Divisions be moved to the rear of the Reserve Army
Group. But immediate satisfaction could not be given

to tlib request since die possibility of a German attack

on the British front remained. The reported presence

on the Manic of several units belonging to tlic Crown
Prince of Bavaria’s Army Group was not sufficient

c.\cusc for rejecting this hypothesis.

Moreover, the immediate addition of the Tenth Anny
and of two more trained American Divisions (3rd and

5th) to the Northern Army Group, added to the Divi-

sions which General Petain had withdrawn from the

reserve and from the Eastern Army Group, enabled the

situation in my opinion to be restored, provided alw.ays

that a clear line of action was laid down for each and all,

that orders in this sense be drawn up, and that they be

c.xccutcd with the greatest energy.

In my view, this was tlic predominating factor in the

situation, and tlius alone could the crisis be overcome.

I stated it plainly to General Petain and to Gcncr.al

Duchesne* at Trilport, on tlie afternoon of the 31st.

However, it was not enough to invite the attention of

commanders to an essential task ; it was necessary to

continue to search for new resources with which to fur-

nish them. In die course of the same day, the 31st, Sir

Douglas Haig came to see me at Sarcus. I spoke to him
regarding die possible employment in French sectors of

the American Divisions undergoing training widi the

British Army, likewise of the possible withdrawal of two

Divisions from the Army Detachment of die Xordi, and

the assistance which the British Aimy might be called

upon to funiish in die event of a powerful offensive

against the French front. I spoke of the preparauons

• CodsuaiiSj ti.c .Ursjr *hich 1-j4 beo oicmLclAoi ca tb#
Checaia-Jcs-DiSiei.—Tfiailitia.
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which should now be made for sending this assistance if

it became necessaiy.

On June ist the enemy continued his attacks without

a pause and made further important progress, both be-

tween the Marne and the Ourcq, and towards the Forest

of Viilers-Cotterets, whose eastern edges he reached.

General Petain considered that urgent measures were

more and more necessary, in view of the gravity of the

situation. He wrote to me again, reiterated the diffi-

culty he was experiencing in sustaining the battle, and

renewed his requests of the previous day regarding the

American and British Divisions.

He forwarded with this letter a report from General de

Gastelnau informing him that, if the Germans attacked

in force on the front of the Eastern Group of Armies,

at this moment denuded of all reserves, he would have no

other course open to him but “ to retire the Divisions

which were not attacked as rapidly as possible, regroup

them, and manoeuvre to contain the enemy while

awaiting a turn of fortune.”

All this clearly showed a want of confidence, such as

I had called attention to especially during my talk at

Trilport on May 31st—the same symptoms I had already

observed during the preceding weeks, and under similar

circumstances, in the British. It once more became

necessary for me to stimulate our energies.

On June 2nd after an interview with General Petain

at Pomponne, I left him the following note which sum-

marized our conversation :

“ (i) The line ofconduct to be followed by the French

Command is to stop the enemy’s advance on Paris at all

costs, especially in the region north of the Marne.

“ (2) The means consists in a foot by foot defence of
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(he ground in this direction, pursued witit die utmost

energy.

“
(3) To accomplisli diis it is essential Uiat orders be

drawn up saying c.\actly what the troops must do, and

it is essential to see that these orders are strictly carried out,

by removing any commander who shows signs of weak-

ness.”

And, in order to restore confidence, I added :

“
(.j) All the rUlied troops arc facing in the same

direction and they will be put into the battle .as resources

of transport become available.”

Moreover, I took important steps to carry out thi.s

promise.

In agreement with General Pershing, it was decided

that five American Divisions, then in training with the

British Army, should be sent to the French front to

relieve French units in quiet sectors, thus making the

latter available for the battle, while Field-Marshal Sir

Doughas Haig was requested to move three Divisions of

his general reserve by route march to the west of.‘Vmiens,

where they would be in a position to act either in support

of the British Army, or, if need be, in support of the

French Army. Finally, in order to be nearer French

General Headquarters, I established myself first ai

.\Iouchy-lc-Cliatcl (June ist) ; then at Bomlion (June

51b).

In announcing these decisions, I once more empha-

sized the necessity of giving organization to the battle,

and of making an immediate appeal to “ the energy,

activity and resolution of ail commanders.”

Moreover, the arrival of large French reinforcements,
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a judicious redistribution of our command on the field

of battle, added to the adversary’s fatigue, tended more
and more to stabilize the situation between the Oise and

the Marne. As early as June 2nd and 3rd the Germans
had been advancing only with difficulty south of

Soissons, and on June 4th, upon encountering a solid

front, they ceased their attacks.

Another battle was being prepared west of the Oise,

between Noyon and Montdidier.

II.—The German Attack between Jlqyon and Montdidier

(June 9//1)

German preparations \%'cst of the Oise—^llie preparatory measures to meet it,

prescribed by General Foch, give rise to a protest from Field-Marshal Sir

Douglas Haig—^"rhe Paris conference, June 7th—Dispositions taken by the

Supreme Command on the eve of the enemy attack—the German attack on
June Qth ; its advance in tlie valley of the Matz—General Mangin's counter-

offensive, June lith ; the German offensive stopped, June 13th.

The battle which the Germans were preparing was in

reality part of a plan of operations, the execution of

which had been begun on May 27th.^'', Originally tliis

aimed at a combined action along the whole front

between Rheims and Montdidier. Lack of heavy

artillery and trench mortars had prevented the Germans

from carrying out this operation all at once, and they had

been obliged to resign themselves to two successive

operations : one, east of the Oise, effected on May 27th

on the Ghemin-des-Dames, and the other to be launched

west of that river. The latter could not be begun until

the artillery that had been used in the preparation of the

.first attack had been shifted.

But in the second operation the Germans- no longer

benefited by the same; advantages as in the first. The
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necessity of making haste forced them to neglect the

minute precautions that had enabled tlicm to conceal

their preparations with perfection for the attack ofMay
27th. Consequently their new intentions were quickly

discovered by the French Aviation and Intelligence

service. By May 30th, General Pciain knetv the lines of

the enemy’s plan ; one point alone remained obscure,

the strength of the forces that he would employ. In

theory these might be very considerable, for, according

to the calculations of the French Staff, the German
Supreme Command iiad some sixty Divisions in reserve

and could launch an ofTcnsive between the Oise and the

Somme composed of forty-five Divisions, a stronger

force consequently than he had used on M.Ty 27th

against the Chcmin-dcs-Damcs, and in any ease one

greatly exceeding die total of cvcrydiing we had
available.

In reality, the German Eighteenth Army (General von

Huticr), to which the operation was entrusted, placed

only thirteen Divisions in the first line, on a front of

twenty-one miles. This Army was confronted by, in the

first line, the seven Divisions of die French Tliird .tVnny

(General Humbert), supported by five Divisions in

second line or in reserve. Further support was possible

by seven other infantry Divisions and dirce cavalry

Divisions, assembled farther hi rear, between Beauvais

and Scniis.

r\s can be realized, diis force was sufficient, certainly

at the outset, to check die German assault. But, in

view of the uncertainty prevailing during die days

preceding die attack, as to its possible development, we
were obliged to provide largely for die future.

Accordingly, on June .jth, I warned Sir Douglas Haig

diat if “ die enemy pursued Ids manoeuvre widiout pause
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ill the direction of Paris between the Marne and the

Oise, or if he developed it on a wider front—between

Chatcau-Thierry and Montdidier, for example—all the

Allied forces in France would have to give their aid to a

battle which, in all probability would decide the fate of

ilie 'W'ar.” To provide for this eventuality, I requested

him to make detailed preparations for moving towards

the front all his available troops, general and local

resciwes, and also to prepare for a reduction of his

forces in the front line in case of necessity.

This request caused a misunderstanding to arise with

British General Headquarters.

Field-Marshal Sir Douglas Flaig who, in accordance

with previous instructions, had ordered three of his

Divisions (XXII Corps) towards the Somme west of

Amiens, and who, at the same time, was still appre-

hensive of an attack between the Lys and the Somme*
formally protested against my withdrawing from his

command any part whatsoever of the British Army, so

long as the threat of an enemy attack hung over him,

and he appealed to his Government in conformity with

the Beauvais agreement.

A meeting was held in Paris on June 7 th in the Prime

Minister’s office at which \vere present Monsieur

Clemenceau, Lord Milner, Sir Douglas Haig, Generals

Wilson, Lawrence, Weygand and myself.

Lord Milner stated that tlie British Government, as

much disturbed as Field-Marshal Sir Douglas Haig had

been by the call made on the British reserves, had

requested the convening of this Conference. Nothing

was more easy for me than to point out that I had in no

way touched the British reserves, that all I had done so

• On June 4tli the available troops of the Crown Prince of Bavaria w'ere

estimated at 49 Divisions, 26 of which were fresh ones.
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far ivai to request tlic Field-Marshal to consider

eventualities and make preparations for them, and that,

moreover, I had not the slightest intention of depriving

him of his reserves until the necessity for doing so should

really be felt.

The incident was easily settled. But it illustrates the

unexpected difficulties which the commander of the

armies of a Coalition encounters at times, by reason of

the difficulty one army has of understanding another.

A great orchestra always takes a certain time to put its

instruments in tune ;
and when it is composed of

diverse elements, a tuning-fork sometimes has to be

employed to bring tlicm into unison.

At the end of tliis same meeting, where other

eventualities were discussed. General Wilson reverted to

a question which had been raised at the time of the

Battle of Flanders. He asked me, among other tilings,

what my line of conduct would be in respect to the

British Armies if the development of the German
offensive should threaten Paris and the British sea bases

at one and the same time.

I repeated what I had said once before, that it was my
intention to ensure touch, at one and the same time,

between the British and French Armies, tlie defence of

Paris and the protection of the Ports, since each w.ls

csscnti.al to the success of tlie war.

Indeed, leaving out of consideration the uneasiness of

the people, and consequently of tlicir Governments, it

was a fact tliat the enemy was very near to die attain-

ment ofone of his main objectives, Paris or the Channel

[xirts. The Allies for the moment were condemned to

the defensive, with all its perplexities, its more or less

unexpected blows, the anxiety it causes to everybody and

the uneertainty it brings to army commanders, who arc
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cither being attacked (or waiting to be attacked) and
each of whom always thinks that the most ominous
danger is the one directly threatening him !

All these were moral factors tending to weaken forces

already worn down and shaken by nearly four years of

violent war. Fortunately, the soldiers fighting under

our colours were ready to sacrifice themselves in order

that the world might be saved from a repetition of the

abominations to which it had been subjected. Glemen-

ceau and Lloyd George, at the head of their respective

Governments, displayed a fine ardour in support of the

struggle
;

President Wilson, a long time coming into the

war, now asked nothing better than to devote to it the

immense resources of his country. It devolved on the

Supreme Gommand to gather together every possible

means that would shorten the crisis, watch over the weak
spots, avoid fresh commotions and reverse the march of

events as soon as possible.

Meanwhile, in anticipation of the impending attack

between Montdidier and Noyon, on June 5th, I placed a

Division from the Army Detachment of the North (the

14th) at General Petain’s disposal. I requested Field-

Marshal Sir Douglas Haig to study the question of

relieving another Division of this detachment by British

troops, and proposed that I send him back in exchange

the Staff of the VIII Gorps and two British Divisions

withdrawn from the Aisne battle.

I took every precaution to avoid being at the mercy

of any partial attacks which the enemy might attempt as

diversions in these regions, by moving into Lorraine and

the Vosges the French Divisions which were to be refitted

and the American Divisions which had come from the

British Army, and by making preparations for sending if

required a certain number of French Army Gorps
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towards liic British front, so as to be able, if the necessity

arose, to meet a German ofTcnsivc, which was always

likely to occur in tlic Somme—/Vrras—Lens sector.

I also ordered a study of possible small olfcnslvcs north

of the Somme, and on the front of the French Fifth

Army, since it might become necessary to contain tlie

enemy forces during the defensive battle on the Oise.

Finally, on the eve of a battle which might be decisive,

I wrote a letter to the French Commander-in-Chief,

reminding him of the strategic results to be pursued, the

general line of conduct to be followed, the duties of

commanders and the spirit which should be insullcd

into ail die parucipants.

On June gth, after a bombardment beginning at mid-

night, and to which our counter-batteries immediately

replied. General von Huticr’s infantry, at 3..J5 a.h.,

reached our lines between Aycncourt and Thiescourt.

At 6 A.si., the enemy’s attack c.'itcndcd up to the

Oise.

The German Divisions were not uniformly distributed

over the front of attack. Spread out on the wings, dicy

were hc.avily massed in die centre, between Rollot and

Thiescourt, where nine of the thirteen Divisions took

part in the attack.

It w-as here diat die rupture occurred. The gOdi and
125th French Divisions gave way under the shock, and
shordy after 7 a.m. they were driven back beyond

Gury. At to a.m. die enemy entered Rcssons-sur-

Matz and at it a.m. he was master of our second

position on a front ofseven and a half miles, from Mery
to Marcuil-L-aiiiothc. His rapid adviuicc along die

valley of the Matz then enabled him to turn the defences

established between Ribecourt and Lassigny
;

the
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SaiiiLc-Ciaudc plateau and the Thiescourt wood fell into

ills hands.

The intervention of six French Divisions which had
been held in reserve, fortunately slowed up his advance

in the course of the afternoon, and by the end of the

day he was stopped along the line Mery—Belloy

—

Marqueglise—Vandelicourt.

In short, General von Fluticr’s attack, apart from the

right wing which gained little ground, had made a fresh

and important bulge in the French line. Compiegne

was directly threatened.

In my opinion, ho\vever, the strength of the Reserve

Army Group ^vas still adequate to deal ^vith the situation.

Moreover, the fact that the Crown Prince of Bavaria’s

forces did not seem to have taken part in the fighting on

June 9th, determined me to leave untouched all of

Flaig’s forces. As a matter of precaution, however, I

requested him to move the southern Division of the

XXII Corps on the morning ofthe loth to the neighbour-

hood of Conty, and to replace it south of the Somme by

another Division. This was to enable General Petain to

bring down the whole of the French resei*ves which were

then in rear of his First Army.
On the loth, the enemy’s attack was continued, but

without his obtaining anything like the same success as

on the previous day. Although he brought a new
Division into action, he gained only a small amount of

ground west of the Matz. His only important success

was to the east of this place, where the retreat of a

French Division (the 53rd) opened up the road to

Ribecourt and enabled the Germans to establish

themselves on the right bank of the Oise between

Montmacq and Sempigny. The effect of this movement,

however, was to force our troops on the left bank
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(XXXVIH Corps) to withdraw to tlic old igi.j. positions

at Bailly, Tracy-Ic-Val and Puisakinc.

In spite of this unfortunate occurrence, the results of

tlie toth, taken as a 'whole, remained satisfactory.

“ The adversary had been unable to advance with the

same facility as had marked all his attacks since the

month of March. Our Divisions were defending their

ground foot by foot ; the various echelons of command
became rapidly organised ; reinforcements arriving

rvcrc economically and methodically employed.” The
French defence, organized in depth in accordance witli

the latest instructions, had deadened the dash of the

start, that is to say, the sudden and violent onrush of an

attack prepared by powerful artillery.

Better still. General Fayolle was about to take advan-

tage of this situation to deliver a counter-attack on the

enemy's (lank, using five fresh Divisions, four being in the

first line.

General Mangin, who at that time was without a

command, had been given tlie task of organizing and

directing this attack. He took it in hand at once, and,

on the afternoon of the loth I found him at Noaillcs

in the midst of a conference with General Fayolle, who
commanded this .Army Group. He avplaincd to us the

result of his reconnaissance, his intentions and the

dispositions he had already made, with the most perfect

clarity. Although the greater part of his troops,

particularly the artillery, could not arrive before night,

he undertook to cany out a properly concerted attack the

following morning. To this end, before the day finished,

he assembled hb principal commanders on the ground,

and allotted them their objectives and tlieir lines of

attack. The troops were to take up tlieir allotted

positions, during the night as they arrived.
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In the evening and during the night General Mangin
issued his orders to Divisional Commanders, fixing the

hours for the artilleiy preparation and the ‘‘ zero hour ”

of the attack.

Such rapidity in drawing up a general plan involving

complete dispositions for the harmonious action of men
and means still scattered and distant, was of a nature to

astonish minds which several years of trench-warfare

had accustomed to a much slower method of procedure.

It engendered some doubts as to the result, for to certain

methodical intellects, it did not seem possible that

General Mangin could be ready to operate properly

with his five Divisions before the 12 th.

For my part, I emphasized the necessity of counter-

attacking as soon as possible
;
we should thus find the

enemy’s defences less well organized than if we allowed

him more time. If the counter-attack should be

launched on the 12 th, it would find him better prepared

than on the i ith.

This insistence of General Mangin and the clearness of

his views finally convinced General Fayolle, and he

drew up his orders, dated 4 p.m., the loth, for the attack

to be carried out as soon as possible on the 1 1 th. These

orders, which were communicated to the troops, con-

cluded with these words :
‘‘ To-morrow’s operation

should be the end of the defensive battle which we have

been fighting for more than two months. It should

mark the definite check of the Germans and the renewal

of the offensive on our part. It must succeed. Let

everyone understand this.”

The attack did, in fact, begin the following day, the

I Ith, at II A.M. The effect was astonishing. The

villages of Mery and Belloy were taken, the valley of the

Aronde was cleared, and more than a thousand prisoners
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with several guns were captured.

On the 12th I met General Petain at Chantilly and
arranged with him for General Mangin’s operation to be

pushed only to the point where it would produce a

definite clTcct, so as to avoid losses that brought no
corresponding profit. Indeed, it was necessary to

husband our available Divisions as much as possible.

They might be useful elsewhere
;

for c.xamplc on the

Somme, where the enemy threat remained undiminished.

Consequently, no more serious attacks were carried

out. Further action was limited to the local actions of

June t.ith, undertaken to rectify the line to our ad-

vantage.

On his side, the enemy, after improving his position on

the nth, by seizing the left bank of the ^Iatz below

Chevincourt, definitely halted his ofiensive west of the

Oise.

It might have been thought for a moment tliat this

pause on the west of the river was only for the purpose of

renewing the attack with greater intensity to the cast,

for on the following day,June I2th, two or three German
Divisions delivered a vigorous assault nordi of die

Villcrs-Cotterct Forest. Cutry and Dommiers were

captured and the French troops driven back on Cocuvres

and Saint-Pierre—Aigle. But diis turned out to be a

purely local operation and was not followed up.

On June igih quiet once more reigned on the whole of

the French front.
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CHAPTER VII

THE PERIOD OF WAITING

{June i^th—July i^th)

Following the third offensive executed by the Germans

in the spring of 1918, an important duty devolved on me.

This was to consolidate the existing situation, and in the

light of what had been learned from recent events, to

prepare the future operations of the Allied Armies.

I. Teaching derivedfrom the battles of the spring q/'ipiS.

Note by General Focb on the line of conduct to be pursued to meet the
German methods of attack ; his instructions regarding the occupation of

second positions give rise to objections on the part of French General Head-
quarters.

In the three offensives which the Germans carried out

between March 21st and June 12th, their methods of

attack had not varied. Their characteristics were

surprise, violence, rapidity of execution, manoeuvring to

widen the initial breach, and an effort from the start to

penetrate deeply into the adversary’s defensive system.

To these methods it was essential for the defence to

oppose appropriate measures. Its duty was to prevent

surprise by obtaining information promptly from all

possible sources
;

to counter the violence and rapidity of

the hostile attack by occupying the first and second

positions in sufficient strength before the launching of

the attack (the sole task of the troops occupying these

positions being to resist where they stood)
;

to frustrate
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the opponent’s manoeuvre for widening tlic brcacli and

effecting a deep penetration, by reinforcing tlic flanks of

the pocket with tlic greater portion of the farces in

reserve, and by employing the remainder to contain the

enemy in front and check him. .And this once achieved,

to effect counter-attacks as soon .as possible, more
particularly on the flanks, by using all the troops that

remained or had been rendered available on both sides

of the breach.

Indeed, the sudden and violent method of attack used

by the enemy could have been easily defeated if the

commander on the defensive “ had fneed beforehand

upon a rational line of procedure, if he had drawn up a

plan capable of an execution that was rapid and as

certain as possible, and ifhe then had firmness enough to

persevere in this plan and push the battle forward un-

remittingly.”

These considerations were made the subject-matter of

a note which I addressed on June iGth to Commanders-
in-Chief under my orders, with the request that they

communicate it to their armies unless they had ob-

servations to offer.

Following a battle in whicli, without striking a blow,

we had lost the Aisne in May, and the Somme in March,

it seemed appropriate to call the attention of Com-
manders and their staffs to the value of second lines,

how they should be occupied and the use to be made of

them.

My instructions gave rise to some objections in what

concerned the simultaneous occupation of the first and

second positions “ in sufficient strength.” French

General Hcadquarten considered that it should not

transmit these instructions and appealed to the Prime

Minister.
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It was not clifilciilt for me to explain what a prudent

Commander should understand by the occupation in

advance of second positions. In no sense was it a

question of a uniform and vague occupation along the

whole extent of these lines. That would entail an

exaggerated expenditure of men
;
what was meant was

the occupation, in comparatively small numbers, of the

most important and clearly indicated points of these

positions. If these points were securely held, they would

constitute a framework sulTicient to ensure resistance

until the arrival of reinforcements from troops held in

reseiwe.

I took occasion to clear up this question, first in the

course of an interview I had with General Petain at

Bombon on June i8th and again in a note which I

forwarded to the Prime Minister at the latter’s request.

Let us repeat that the most important lesson to be

learned from the successes obtained by the German
offensives of the spring of 1918 was the necessity for

Allied Commanders of all grades to draw up judiciously

prepared plans, persevere in their execution and insist

that the men display the same energy and determination

as was expected from themselves. Shortcomings in this

respect had been noted in the course of the last enemy
attacks, leading to disciplinary measures and changes

amongst the French High Command.
But however great the interest attaching to past events

might be, the exigencies of the present situation came
first. It was evident that the enemy could not rest upon

the check he had received on the Matz. He still had

strong reserves available : fifty-four Divisions on June
15th, it was said

;
sixty-one Divisions on June 20th ;

seventy-five on June 30th, of which fifty-five were fresh.

On the Somme, in Flanders, in Champagne and on the
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Oise, the clTorts ofthe enemy had resulted in unquestion-

. able gains of ground. He had inflicted heasq’ losses on

his adversary, and it would seem diat in his own interest

he must employ these superior numbers widiout delay.

For on the one hand, he could not doubt tliat America

would soon bring a crushing weight to bear upon the

struggle, and on the other hand, he must sense the

approach for him of the same dangerous crisis in

effectives which the British and French Armies were

already feeling.*

A new offensive was therefore to be expected on his

part. Where would it take place ? While inclined to

believe that it would be directed against the British

front, it none tlic less had to be conceded that die German
mass of manccuvre might be utilized in any part of the

French theatre of operadons. I diercforc came to the

conclusion that the Allied reserves ought to be ready to

intervene anywhere on our front, from the Nordr Sea

to the Vosges, and in support of eidier the British or the

French Army.
These consideradons indicated the necessity of holding

bodi armies in a state ofcomplete readiness.

• • • •

II.

—

Placing the Allied armies in a slate of readiness.

,
* ' i; isculrat vtth Fie&ch General

• • I • I dcfrnce tikro by Ccscml Foch.
, 9cii fotbuis aoy \o!u&Ury

rctt»t: locitloa o( tbo Fxench jcMn-r* on July lotb—Ccacril Fucb'i
iostructiona in reapcct to the Use of conduct to be folloucti in tbe otst of
ia eaeay »tUck. July lit—Tbe iraiscdute defence of . confeTcr.ee it

Uomboo. June ijib.

The first problem to solve was to arrange for the rapid

intervention of French reserves in the British zone and of

* Dunsg ibe month of June. I9l9, the Cenoan Suj'rrmc Co.T.taa.r..3 had
been ob^LSed to drav largdy the 1919 cfaas. The 19:0 c1ju.i Lkl been
partLdly vnconscaiiicl Ln ^y. and mimaud that the mo «nsU
UTtve tn the erpeu &t the fiut dense the a^onth of July.
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portant decisions I took in the common interest were

liable to discussion eveiy time that they disadvantage-

ously affected individual interests. Determined to do

all in its power to prevent fresh difficulties, the French

Government decided tliat the clause in the Beauvais

agreement giving Commanders-in-Chief the right to

appeal to their governments would no longer apply to

the Commander-in-Chief of the French Army.

Nevertheless, it was imperative to react against a state

ofmind which tended to make comparisons between the

reciprocal efforts furnished by the various Allied

Armies. This state of mind, which was to be explained,

especially on the French side, by the nervous tension

following the arduous weeks of the last battle, was none

the less disturbing.

Accordingly, some changes were effected in the

personnel, and—the German attack not taking place—

a

regrouping of the Allied forces was undertaken with a

view to replacing them in their normal zones of action.

Thus, I proposed to Sir Douglas Haig that British units

should relieve the troops of the Army Detachment of

the north, the latter being returned to General Petain,

while, in exchange, British General Headquarters would

get back the British IX Corps and the four British

Divisions employed on the French front. The Field-

Marshal readily accepted the principle involved in this

operation, but it was necessary to press him to expedite

its execution, so as to have it completed during the first

days ofJuly.

Certain questions were at this time taken up con-

cerning the defence of the French front
;

for a similar

state of mind had prevailed there in anticipation of a

defensive battle.
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Instructions wliicli French General Headquarters sent

on June 23rd to the Headquarters of tlie Eastern Army
Group contemplated, among other contingencies, “ tlic

partial or total withdrawal ’’ of tile forces of tliis group

of armies in the event of an enemy olTcnsive on its front

or in a neighbouring region. I recalled, and with

formal insistence, that in any eventuality “ any part of

our line wliich was not attacked was to be held by our

troops whatever might happen.”

Moreover, as the junction between the French and

British Armies was always a point of great importance, I

requested French General Headquarters to instruct

General Debeney to prepare a fortified line in front of tlic

Cachy plateau, including the village of Cachy, and

joining up with die works constructed by the British

souUi-wcst of Villcrs-Brctonncu.'c.

Ai a consequence of these changes, French General

Headquarten informed me about July 10th that its

reserves would be constituted in two prineipal nuasses :

(t) Nordi of die Oise (the Beauvais region) : ten

Infantry Divisions and a Cavalry Corps.

(2) Between the O'lsc and the Marne : eleven

Infantry Divisions.

There would be in addition :

South of the Marne ; ten Infantry Divisions and a

C.av.Tlry Corps.

Between lUieims and the Aigonnc : three Infantry

Divisions.

Between the rVrgonnc and die Meuse ; two Infantry

Divisions.

* * * *

Under these coiidiuons, it was to be andeipated that

before July 15th die rcotganizalion, regrouping and
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readiness for battle of the Allied Armies would be

completely effected.

What was the line of conduct to follow if the enemy
attacked about that date ? I explained this in General

Instruction No. 4, dated July ist.

Should the Germans advance on Abbeville, from

which they were not more than thirty-seven miles distant,

or on l^aris, from which they were separated by a

similar distance, they would, in either case, obtain

results more considerably affecting the fate of the War
than they could achieve in any other direction. Their

advance in these two directions therefore must be

stopped at all costs and as quickly as possible. Now, to

operate against Paris and Abbeville, the Germans were

obliged to start from the front Chateau-Thierry—Lens.

Consequently, it was facing this front, and in the greatest

possible depth, that the Allied Armies should make their

dispositions for defending the territory foot by foot.

Solid defensive positions must be organized, duplicated and

interlaced
;
battery positions must be strongly established

and ranges carefully registered
;

clear and definite

instructions must be given to all troops charged with

holding positions or counter-attacking.

These dispositions once made, it was then essential

when the time came for the Divisional and Corps

commanders to act with energy, exercise their initiative

to the full, and direct the battle on the ground itself.

Finally, the Allied reserves should be distributed and

organized so as to be able to intervene where necessary.

The French reserves would operate in support of the

British Army if it were heavily attacked, and similarly,

British reserves would support the French Armies, if the

enemy concentrated his masses in the direction of Paris.
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At the same time that the Allied Armies were placed in

a position of readiness with a view more particularly (o

the distant defence of Paris, in order to provide for every

eventuality, there was organized tfie immediate defence of
the Capital. General Guillaumat, recalled from the East,

was especially entrusted with this latter task.

On June ijlh a conference was assembled at General

Headtiuarters of the Allied Armies at Bombon. Mon-
sieur Clemcnceau presided, and the powers ofeach ofthe

military authorities concerned were defined and de-

limited.*

The principle was fust of all laid down that the

defence of Paris was to be elTcctcd by the armies to

which General Foch had entrusted the task of defending

the territory and the Capital step by step and with the

utmost energy. It was then decided that if the enemy
advance on Paris reached the general line Meau.s-,

Crcil and Vallcy-of-the-Therain, the Military Governor

commanding the annics of Paris would, under the

orders of the French Comroandcr-in-Chicf, tissumc

command of the armies defending the valleys of the

Oise and the Marne, as well as the country included

between these valleys.

In the meanwhile, this olficcr was to prepare the

immediate defence of the Capital tltroughout the whole

extent of the entrenched camp, from Lcs Andclys to

Nogent-sur-Scinc, by constructing and anning trenches,

by providing communications, and by establishing

plans for the entry of the troops into line and their

action on arrival.

In order to afford him every facility for the accom-
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pllshmcnt of his task, it was further decided that Paris

should be placed in the “ Zone ofthe Armies,” and that, by

means of a liaison to be established and maintained with

French General Headcpiarters, General Guillaumat

should keep himself fully informed of their situation.

III .—Allied preparations for the counler-ojfensive.

Ccncr.il Eoch's plan of attack on SoEsonu. June 14th—Instructions issued to

prepare the Allied troops for u renewal of the offensive.

These various measures, embracing as they did the

zones of the front and of the rear, were intended as a

reply on the part of the Allies to the enemy’s new
offensives and as a preparation for the great defensive

battle which we were expecting to fight.

However, by drawing up plans by which it was hoped

to arrest the German attack, I did not lose sight of the

offensive task for which the Allied Armies must at once

get ready and which ought to be undertaken as soon as

possible
;

since it was only by offensive action that they

could bring the War to a victorious conclusion.

It has been seen that two fields had been originally

selected with this object in view and that the essential

preliminary work had been done by each of the armies

concerned, the British in the Lys region, the French

between the Oise and the Somme. But the profound

penetration which had just brought the Germans from

the Aisne to the Marne at Ghateau-Thierry opened up a

new perspective and suggested a new field of activity for

the Allied arms.

In fact, it was easy to see that in this deep but com-
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parativcly narrow pocket where tlie enemy was operat-

ing the railways constituted tlte only suitable lines of

supply for his troops, and these all passed tlirough

Soissons. Therefore, the day this vital centre of

communications came under the fire of our artillery,

“ any German olfensive in the direction of Chateau-

Thierry would be deprived of its life-blood.”

iVs the line of our front then lay, only very long-range

guns could reach Soissons. While these might interfere

svith the enemy’s supply services, they could not hope
to interrupt them completely. This could only be

accomplished by the fire of mobile heavy artillery and
field anillcry—the sole weapons capable of effecting

and maintaining permanent results. It was tliercfore

necessary to place this arullcry witliin striking range.

These considerations led me, on June i.jth, to request

General Petain “ to prepare an offensive action svhose

objeedve would be the capture of die high ground

commanding Soissons on the west, in order definitely to

deny the enemy possession of this place, so seriously

important to him.”

The Fifth Army, in conformity with a previous

instruction dated June 7th, had already prepared an

attack against the eastern flank of the Chatcau-Tliierry

pocket
;

but die German attack on Compiegne had

considerably reduced its scope. The enemy having

been stopped on the Matz, this attack no longer presented

an immediate profit, and, consequently, could be reduced

or postponed. It was for this reason that, again c.'C-

plaining my idea, I requested General Petain to direct

all his efforts towards die preparation ofan attack by die

Tenth Anny with a view to recapturing die Dommiers
plateau up to the ravine of Missy-au.\-Bois. This

operation was to be executed as soon as possible, in
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order to profit by our adversary’s lack of time to com-
plete his defensive dispositions.

General Petain at once issued the necessary orders,

and fixed as a minimum advance for the Tenth Army,
“ the line marked by Pernant, Missy-aux-Bois, Long-

pont.” A few days later, on June 20th, General

Mangin, commanding this Army, drew up his plan of

operations and the French Commander-in-Chief

approved it.

Thus, by the end of June, the Allied Armies had at

their disposal tliree localities in which an offensive was

being prepared. They lay in very different regions—the

Lys, the Somme and the Marne. It was in the last, as

has been seen, that we proposed to direct the first effort,

and that as soon as possible. But these plans did not

prevent anticipadng and studying a more general

resumption of tlie offensive, and it was important that

Higher Commanders and men alike should be prepared

when the hour for it arrived.

The form to be given to this offensive and the time for

launching it had to be chosen with considerable nicety.

The fact could not be ignored that the Allied Armies,

since March 21st, had been subjected to enemy blows of

tremendous violence and strength. These, at the start,

had been crowned with incontestable success and had

been repulsed only at the cost of most serious sacrifices.

This had resulted in very heavy losses on our part and a

distinct appreciation of the enemy’s power.

To overcome this impression, it was essential that our

first initiative be crowned with success, and if checked in

course of development, our attacks at least must not

leave us in a perilous situation.

It was, moreover, in view of these considerations that
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tile projected attack on the line Soissoiis—Cliatcau-

Thierry was to have its left flank continually covered by

the Aisne. If it should be held up in course ofexecution,

its advance would not constitute a “ pocket ” with

dangerous flanks.

Finally, although we wished to attack at the outset at

one point only, our successive enterprises ought to be

prepared as a part of one and the same scries, so that

each of them could, without delay, take advantage of the

moral ascendancy gained by the previous one and the

disorder brought about in the enemy’s dispositions.

Also the direction to be given to each must be fixed in

such a manner as to arrive finally at one single end.

This would notably increase the effect of our operations

taken as a whole.

After three years of trench tvarlare, it was likewise

important to consider reviving in our Armies die notion

of the power tvhich lies in movement, as also in its

practice and the physical aptitude it requires. It was

desirable to disseminate these ideas in language tvhich

would be understood not only by the men who had been

fighting since the beginning of the W'ar, but by those

which were now making their entry into die struggle.

Accordingly, on June 27th, General Pe'tain was

requested to formulate, in a General Instruction lor the

use of all the .\llicd Armies, the main principles that

should govern the organization and conduct of an
offensive action. He was furthermore requested to

arrange periods of imtrucdon in camps which would
complete the training of the larger French and American
uniu intended to take part in the offemive.

Finally, it tvas pointed out to him that the offensive

battle might at certain moment involve a mass cl
French, American and British 5>rces and that their
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preparation for this task should be completed “ in two
months at the latest.” Calculations could be based on a
minimum of twelve American Divisions and about a

dozen French Divisions, to which would be added seven

or eight British Divisions
;

in all, a total of some thirty

units.

In this forecast, therefore, a whole-hearted co-

operation on the part of the Americans was counted

upon. This co-operation, indeed, though still in its

opening phase, was beginning to weigh in the balance.

The confidence which, from the start, the Allies had

placed in its future eflbrts, found new reason each day

for increasing. It was therefore all the more important

that the Allied Commander-in-Chief, who had to

utilize American forces on the battlefield, should take

pains to see that those who were entrusted with the task

of preparing them for their work were at all times in

sympathy with his intentions and his plans. This he did.

^ ije

IV .—Establishing a programme for American co-operation.

Programme for the transport of .American Divisions in July—The Allies

request that one hundred Divisions be constituted by August ist, 1919

—

Material difhculties encountered in the organization of tlie American Army

—

President Wilson states that in spite of any obstacles there will be one hundred
Divisions in France on July ist, 1919—It is tire lack of artillery above all

that delays the formation of an autonomous American Army—Plan for the

intervention of xtmcrican forces in Siberia—The field of action of the Allied

Supreme Command becomes more and more extended.

At a meeting at Abbeville on May ist and 2nd, tlie

Allied governments had fixed a general programme for

the transport of American troops to France during the

months of May and June.

At a new meeting on June 2nd at Versailles, they

requested Lord Milner, General Pershing and myself to
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submit a sclicdulc for American transport during the

month ofJuly. An agreement was accordingly reached

between us which confirmed tlie absolute priority to be

given to the transport of infantry during the month of

June and proposed that tlic same priority be observed

for July. It was requested that i.jo,ooo infantry and

machine-gun^ units be conveyed to France in that month.

The Supreme War Council not only ratified this

agreement, but c.\prcsscd the further desire that the

Government of the United States, in order to ensure the

numerical superiority of the Entente and consequently

its victory, should constitute an army of one hundred

Divisions for August ist, 1919, entailing a monthly levy

of at least 300,000 men.

To this appeal of the Allies to America, General

Pershing very shortly look occasion to respond in an

indirect but particularly expressive manner. On June

9th, at die moment when die German Eightcendi Army
was launching its attacks in the direcuon of Compifgne,

the Commander of the American Expeditionary Forces,

renewing his gesture of March 28th, came to see me at

Bombon. He assured me that he associated himself

entirely with the common cause and that more than

ever he fervently desired to sec all his Divisions t.aking

part in the battle. At the same umc he constituted

liimself the intcqirctcr ofdie unanimous sentiment of the

American nation which, he said, was absolutely deter-

mined to throw its whole force into the contest without

counting die cost.

It can be understood how greatly the expression of

such sciuimcms was calculated to facilitate the task of

die Allied Govcmnienls. Indeed, material obstacles

alone placed a limit on American co-operation. Un-

fortunately, these were serious, and I eniphaiiacd dicir
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importance in a note I addressed to the Prime Minister

onJune 14th.

In this note I discussed the basis on which should be
established the programme for the transport of troops

from America to France during the second half of 1918.

I brought out, along with my legitimate desire to see the

greatest possible number of men sent to France, the

causes 'which might hinder its realization. I mentioned,

among others, the amount of tonnage available, the

possibility of finding in France, or near-by, horses

necessary for the organization of the American units

disembarked each month, the resources in the matter of

armament to be procured in France or furnished by
American factories, in short all the ever-increasing

demands for supplying the American Expeditionary

Forces. The complexity of the problem necessitated

“ careful preliminary studies in many different depart-

ments, as well as agreements to be arrived at between the

Governments, in order that exact data might be

established.”

With the consent ofthe Prime Minister, I directed these

studies and, in collaboration with Monsieur Tardieu

who was at that moment in France, I framed a pro-

gramme on the following basis :

To place the Entente in a position to make with

certainty a decisive effort in 1919, it must have an

undoubted numerical superiority over the 220 or 240

German Divisions ; this means the presence of eighty

American Divisions m the month of April and one hundred

Divisions in the month ofJuly^ 1919-

In order that these Divisions might have three months’

training before embarkation, the last of those to arrive in

April, 1919, must be composed of men called up in

December 1918, The formation of each Division,
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taking into account tlic corresponding proportion

tissigncd to scr\'iccs, army troops, corps troops, etc.,

entailed the incorporation of 41,060 men. Con-

sequently, including reinforcements, a minimum of

300,000 men must be enrolled during each of the last six

months of igi8 and die first four montlis of igig.

This programme was approved by General Pershing at

a conference held in Chaumont on June 23rd. It svas

then submitted on July and to the members of the

Supreme \Var Council at Versailles, who likewise

adopted it and transmitted it to President Wilson. He
replied immediately that diere would be one hundred

American Divisions in France on July 1st, tgig, and

that other Divisions would follow if necessary.

The principal difficulty, that of tonnage, was next

solved—thanks in the first place to the tremendous

impetus given to the American merchant fleet*, and in

the second to the help of die British Admiralty, which

undertook to make good any unforeseen shortage.

However, the rapid growth of the .American forces!

rendered all the more pressing General Penhing’s

desire to form them into an autonomous army. On
July loth, he came to see me with a request to expedite as

much as possible the formation into army corps of

American Divisions then in die French zone ; he also

asked me to furnish artillery for diose Divisions which

had none, drawing it if need be, from French units.

I was emphatic on this occasion in once more assuring

General Pershing that no one desired more fcrsently

than myself the constitution of .American corps, annics,

• \l ;Le oi .i.B tLs .Vtsjy »»».» j Uzi
of ifiir.it 4I the

t la the ci.‘ r.e cf Juse the Aaiei«iAa Arrsf 43 D.r.ura*.

X toul I.747.0J3 tira. ia tie Sute* ii4 ta l-3iaoe
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and sectors in which American troops would fight an

American battle, and that my best efforts were being

directed to this end. I was, indeed, firmly convinced

that the soldiers of any country only give of their best

when fighting under their own leaders and under their

own colours. National self-esteem is then engaged.

General Pershing’s experience and character, more-

over, %verc a guarantee that, whenever he might engage

American troops, he would only halt when success had

been achieved. Unfortunately, the lack of guns still

prevented the furnishing of artillery to all the American

Divisions or Army Corps which it might have been

possible to form.

Plowevcr, the object of the Entente was to obtain an

indispensable superiority in numbers, and it would

scarcely have accorded with its interests to deprive

French units of their artillery for the benefit ofAmerican

units. On the contrary, the American Divisions which

had no artillery could be very advantageously used to

relieve French Divisions in quiet sectors, and so make the

latter available for battle.

The collaboration of the American Army was not

confined solely to the Western Front.

On June 17th General Bliss came to Bombon to see

me concerning Lord Milner’s request, addressed to

President Wilson, in regard to the despatch of an

American contingent of 4,000 men (three Battalions and

two Batteries) to Murmansk and Archangel.

President Wilson, as much for reasons of prudence as

through his unwillingness to reduce the number of

American troops and the corresponding transportation

destined for the French front, was little inclined to

accede to Lord Milner’s suggestion.
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However, sLx days later, having learned that the

Germans had transferred a certain number of Divisions

from Russia to France, I, in my turn telegraphed to

President Wilson that this fact could be regarded as “ a

decisive military argument in favour of an inters-ciuion

by the Allies in Siberia.” On June 27th, in a second

telegram to the President of the United States, I again

stressed the point, and requested him to send two .Anteri-

can regiments as soon as possible to Siberia.

On July and the question was submitted to the

Supreme War Council during its meeting at Versailles

:

the whole matter was taken in hand by the heads of the

Allied Governments.

As can be seen, in order to ensure the formation or the

maintenance of the troops under its direction, the

Supreme Allied Command was called upon to c-ttend

its field of action more and more, until it reached the

interior of each Allied country and embraced the whole

theatre of operations in which Allied interests were at

slake. The Doullcns formula had been singularly en-

larged.

But, while the War in all its aspects and on all its

theatres claimed attention, it was still on the Western

Front that the decisive game was being played ; and the

Western Fiont comprised all that vast territory which

stretched from the inoutii of the Yscr to the mouth of die

Piavc. In spite of the preoccupation svhich the opera-

tions in France inspired, tlic importance and interest

presented by the Italian theatre could not be lost sight

of. For events on one side of the Alps necessarily

hadjts' effect upon the other.

In the first place, it was important that the .Allied anus

should suffer no hann in Italy, and then, as toon as
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possible, they must be given the possibility of achieving

victoiy. It was with this end in view that, at the

Abbeville conference, I had been entrusted with a
mission of co-ordination in what concerned the Italian

theatre of operations.

K— The opmiiions on the Italian front.

General Focli gets into touch with Italian Headquarters and follows its plans
for an offensive. May 7th— enemy's threatened attack causes these to be
postponed—General Foch approves General Diaz’s line of action ; Monsieur
Clcmcnccau is perturbed by it. May aSth to June rath—The Austrian attack
and its complete repulse, June X5th to June 23rd—General Foch then requests
General Diaz to resume his projected offensive and to expand it, June 37th.

In virtue of this mission, I had tmtten to General Diaz

on May 7 th, asking him to inform me as to the general

lines of the offensive which Italian Headquarters

contemplated in the Melettes region, the participation

he contemplated on tlie part ofAllied forces (French and

British) in this action, and the date on which pre-

parations for it ^vould be completed.

The arduous battles engaged on the Franco-British

front in France, the inaction and indecision displayed by

the Austrian armies since the winter, and the superiority

of the Allied forces in Italy constituted so many decisive

factors in favour of beginning an important Italian

offensive in the near future.

The object aimed at should be to shatter the resistance

of the Austrians, or, in any case, to draw to their side a

portion of the German forces which were then engaged

on the French front.

With the idea of presenting these considerations more

precisely to General Diaz, as also of being kept informed

regarding his intentions, I sent an officer of my staff,

Lieutenant-Colonel Lepetit, on a temporary mission to

the Comando Suprerno.
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This was ihc situation when, on May aDtli, General

Graziani, commanding Uic French troops in Italy,

reported by telegram that Italian Hcadquartcis, fearing

an enemy attack on the Piave, was postponing the

execution of the oITcnsivc which had been planned in the

i\siago region.

This decision was confirmed tMo days later by Colonel

Cavallero, chief of tlic operations staff, tvhom General

Diaz had sent to Sarcus witli a personal letter for me.

In this letter, the Chief of the General Staff of the

Italian Army explained in detail the reasons which

rendered it impossible for liim, in face of the Austrian

tlircat, to consider for the moment the execution of any

offensive project.

Under these conditions, I was led to concur in his

appreciation of the situation. While approving the

decision he had taken under the circumstances, I

expressed die hope that the Italian Anny tvould be held

in constant readiness to resume, at an appropriate time,

the offensive operations, preparations for which had

already commenced.

On June gth Colonel-Brigadier Calcagno, who had

been dcLoilcd by General Diaz as permanent liaison

ofiicer at my Headquarters, arrived at Bombon. He
confirmed the information from tlic Comando Supremo
regarding this .Austrian attack, but gave no definite nc^^s

as to its imminence. He added tltat the offensive

programme of the Italian Staff svas limited for the

moment to a series of local operations which would be

carried out shortly in tlic region of the Tonale.

Meanwhile, the Prime Minister, Monsieur Clcmcnccau,

informed me of a conversation whicli Monsieur Camille

Bancre, our Ambassador in Rome, had just had with

Signor Orlando, and from which it appeared that
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General Diaz had only postponed his offensive after

having consulted me and obtained my agreement.

Monsieur Clemenceau, greatly perturbed, asked me to

explain. Nothing was easier than to point out im-

mediately that, although on May 30th I had indeed

approved of General Diaz’s attitude, I had at the same

time advised him to attack as soon as conditions should

alter. It seemed to me, moreover, that the Austrian

indecision on the Italian front, combined wdth the

persistence of the Germans on the Franco-British front,

ought to justify an early change of attitude on the part

of the Comando Supremo.

After again studying the situation with Colonel-

Brigadier Calcagno, I wrote to General Diaz on June

1 2th asking him to proceed at once with the realization

of his plans for an attack. In this letter I laid stress on

the fact that an extensive and vigorous Italian offensive

could w'ell be expected to prove a powerful support for

the troops on the Franco-British front in the heavy

fighting they had been engaged in for more than two

months.

In reporting to the Prime Minister the despatch of this

letter, I requested Monsieur Clemenceau to notify

Monsieur Barrere of its contents, so that the latter might
be in a position, if necessary, to make representations in

the same sense to the Italian Government. But I had
hardly done this when tire great Austrian offensive was
launched.

On the 15th of June, the Sixth, Seventh and Third
Italian Armies were attacked on a front extending; from
the headwaters of the Brenta to the mouth of the Piave.

They held their positions firmly, however, and the

enemy only succeeded in crossing the Piave at a few
points. The battle continued for several days, without
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the Austrians being able to increase their small gains.

On June 23rd they were even forced to retire to tlie left

bank of tlie Piavc. Their offensive had met with

complete failure.

It was important for the Italians to take immediate

advantage of the undoubtedly favourable opportunity

thus presented.

Accordingly, on June ayth, I wrote again to General

Diaz. After having congratulated him on the great

success achieved by his Armies, I requested him to

resume his offensive plans and e-vccute them as soon as

possible, at the same time extending them so as to

capture the massif of Mclettes, and Mount Lisser. This

advance would bring the Italian Army close to the

Fcltre road, and thus provide it with a favourable base

from which to undertake further operations in the

direction of Trente when the moment arrived for die

Allies to make a general concerted oflensive on all

fronts—that is to say, in all probability during September

next.

Lieutenant-Colonel Lepetit was directed to hand this

letter to General Diaz and to develop its conclusiom.

Moreover, as the French Government, on July nth, had

declared itself ready to furnish the Comando Supremo

with certain material of which it might stand in need,

notably tanks and hj^rite shells, tliere was reason to

hope that the Italian offensive would begin very soon.

At Uiis moment, however, our whole attention

became again concentrated on the French front, where a

fourth German offensive was on the eve of being

launched.
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of the greater part of the German reserves.

On the following day, July 13th, I drew on the

British resei^ves by asking Field-Marshal Sir Douglas
Haig to dispatch four of his Divisions at once toward the

French front and to make preparations for sending four

more in case of need. These moves were dictated by the

wide development which the approaching battle in

Champagne promised to assume.

In preparation for this battle we constantly made new
dispositions for repulsing the enemy, while at the same

time extensive measures were being prepared for

launching the counter-offensive we contemplated to the

south-west of Soissons. As the plans took shape, this

latter action was given wider and wider development

;

it was to constitute a counter-thrust in the Tardenois

answering the enemy’s attack in Champagne.
Indeed circumstances seemed to favour the success of

our enterprise. Between the Marne and the Aisne, it

menaced the flank of the enemy, and this flank would

grow longer and weaker if he should attack between

Chateau-Thierry and the Argonne, and direct the mass

of his forces towards the Marne, that is southwards.

In order to play this double game effectively, all the

French units available had to be concentrated between

the Oise and the Argonne. Rested and filled up to

strength, they constituted, with the addition of some

American and British Divisions, an imposing mass of

thirty-eight Infantry Divisions and six Cavalry Divisions.

This was enough to meet the requirements of our

defensive front in Champagne, and of our offensive

operations in the Soissons region.

Moreover, these reserves were certain to be increased

in the near future, for the American Army, which already

counted twenty-seven Divisions in France, was con-
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tinually receiving reinforcements.

On the contrary, the Germans gave evidence of the

difiiculty tlicy were encountering in maintaining tlic

strength of their units, and it was clear tliat numerical

superiority would very soon pass to the Allies.

By tire middle ofJuly it could be seen that the time was

fast approaching when the opposing forces would be

practically equal. If the enemy did not attach, the hour

had come for us to take the offensive
;

ifhe did attack, to

accompany our parry with a powerful counter-stroke.

In order to give still more force to tlris counter-blow,

I instructed General Petain on July gth to combine the

olTcnsive of the Tenth Army with another one to be

carried out at the same time between the Marne and

Rheims. It was to be directed against tlic eastern flank

of the " pocket,” and executed by the French Fifth

Army; under the command of General Bcrdiclot.

Finally, on July 13th, I summarized tlicse designs in a

letter to the French Commandcr-in-Chicf, who w.as

tabulating the distribution of liis forces for the coming

battle.

The first operation—blocking tlic enemy’s advance

—

required forces which, for the most part, were forth-

coming, but which it was still possible to incrc.asc. In

regard to tire second—the countcr-atuick—which,

” apart from its own inherent advantages, would

constitute an extremely cflicacious method of defence,”

it was essential to devote all tlie requisite forces to it

witliout delay and to tlic fullest extent possible.

On the afternoon ofJuly i.}th I proceeded once more

to General Pciain’s Headquarters, where it was definitely

decided that the French counter-offensive would be

launched as a reply to die German attack in Champagne.

The latter showed signs ofbeing very near at hand.
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The studies in preparation for this counter-attack had
been going on for several weeks. The business would
recpiirc four days, more especially for assembling and
placing in position the various reinforcements coming
from different parts of' the front. If the sectors from

which they were withdrawn were attacked during this

period, these troops might be seriously missed. There

was therefore a risk, perhaps a grave one, which must be

run during the four days, when all useful action was out

of the question.

Nevertheless, in order to hasten the march of events, I

gave instructions for the preparations to be commenced
on July i.'ph

;
and as, on this date, the German attack in

Champagne appeared to be quite imminent, it was

settled, in the course of an intcr\'iew at Provins with

General Petain, that the counter-attack, the preparations

for which would be completed on the i8th, should be

launched as a reply to the enemy’s offensive when it took

place.

While our arrangements were proceeding, there

occurred, in the course of a meedng of the Supreme War.

Council held at Versailles on July 4th, one of those

displays of uneasiness which soldiers invested with wide

authority excite in the breasts of certain politicians.

Late that day, just as the afternoon session was about to

close, Mr, Lloyd George presented a resolution, drafted

in English, which was inserted in the minutes of the

session and which Monsieur Clemenceau, President of

the Council of Ministers, declared that he accepted in

the name of the French Government. By the terms of

this resolution the Versailles Committee made its re-

appearance on the scene, and the military representatives

who formed the Committee resumed their right of

control, if not of initiative, over the plans for the
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operations of the Allied Armies. The result was to

deprive the commander of these armies of all indepen-

dence in laying plans for them and ofall freedom in their

execution.

M soon as the document could be translated and I

could study its import, the gravity of which appeared to

h.Tve escaped the notice of the members of the Council, I

went to Paris to see Monsieur Clemenceau. I told him
tliat I could not accept it or continue to command the

Allied Armies if it were maintained in its e.xisting form.

We returned together to Versailles to find Mr. Lloyd

George, who was preparing to dine with the representa-

tives of the Dominions. In spite of the resulting

inconvenience for this reunion, we immediately em-

barked upon a discussion with the British Prime Minister.

A new draft was made, by the terms of which I retained

entire latitude in the matter of drawing up plans of

operations, being responsible for them to heads of

Governments only. The military representatives, on

their side, were under the obligation of coming to an

agreement beforehand with me respecting any projsosals

they might wish to submit as to the conduct of the War.

Meanwhile tltc enemy had been pursuing his pre-

parations and had greatly advanced them. On July

i.jtlt, a raid carried out by the French IV Corps brought

in twenty-seven prisoners. Interrogated at once, they

disclosed the fact that the German attack anticipated by

the Allies would be launched tliat same night of July

I.jth-I5th, and that the artillery preparation would

begin ten minutes after midnight.

Before the Gennan guns opened, our counter-pre-

paration and counter-battery fire svas begun along die

whole front of the Central tSrmy Group. Tlie enemy
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was forestalled in opening fire and surprised by the

number of our batteries, the majority of which were un-

masked for the first time.

Nevertheless, he proceeded with the execution of his

plan. At the hour fixed his artillery opened, and between

4.15 and 5.30 A.M. the German infantry moved to the

eissault along the whole front of fifty-six miles between

Chateau-Thierry and Massiges, with the exception of the

Rheims salient. East of Rheims, thanks to General

Gouraud’s careful dispositions, it sustained a complete

check. Before the enemy’s columns could reach the

main line of resistance, where the French Fourth Army
was solidly established, they were broken up by the

dense and accurate fire of our batteries, as well as by the

fire of machine-guns distributed along the line of our

advanced posts. It was in vain that the Germans
endeavoured several times during the day to take this

position by assault
;
they did not succeed in encroaching

upon it anywhere.

West of Rheims, the day did not go so favourably for

us. On the front of the Fifth Army the enemy made
rapid progress between the Marne and the Ardre in the

general direction of Epernay, forcing the centre of this

army (French V Corps and Italian II Corps) back up on

its support lines. At the same time, he crossed the

Marne east and west of Dormans, drove in the advanced

posts holding the south bank of the river, and established

a bridge-head following the general line Mareuil-le-Port

—Comblizy—Saint-Agnan—Fossoy, where the left of the

French Fifth Army and the right of the Sixth were

posted.

In order to meet these attacks, the reserves of the

various Armies and almost all the Divisions in general

reserve had been engaged during the day of the 15th.
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By evening General Petain had only one Inranuy and

one Cavalry Division left in rear of the Fourtli Army, and
one Division in rearoftlie Fifth.

Thus the German ofiensive, though definitely repulsed

along the front of our Fourth Army, had gained un-

doubted successes on the front of the Fifth Army, and at

itsjunction with our Sixth Army. Here it had succeeded

in breaking our front and even in crossing the Marne at

Dormans. Was this partial advantage going to be the

precursor of an advance sulficicntly deep and e.xeeuted

rapidly enough to bring trouble to our adjacent lines of

defenee and prevent us fromearryingout ourprogramme?

Was it going to divert us from our counter-offensive,

whose preparation still required Itvo more days ? These

were llie burning questions of the hour on July 15th.

However, indecision was no longer justified if one

compared the paucity of the results obtained by the

enemy witii the magnitude of his effort and the mighty

forces which his initiative had unchained—if the total

e.\tcnt of his check w.ts considered.

He had failed in Champagne on a front of more than

twenty-five miles. He had crossed the Marne at

Dormans on a front of nearly twelve miles. The tsvo

fronts were some eighteen miles apart and separated by

the powerful bastion presented by the town of Rheims

and the adjoining Montagne dc Rheims, both of which

remained in our hands. In the forty-eight hours still

required to complete the preparations for our counter-

offensive, he wovild be unable to widen and augment his

advantages on the Manic sufficiently to bring about a

decision of tfic battle lie had engaged.

On the other hand, once this delay was ended, we
could attack him in flank from tlic Aisne to the M.anie,

on a front oftw enty-five miles, in a new' direction and on
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fresh ground, uiicxpectcdiy and in force
;

i.a a word,

under conditions calculated not only tc|' neutralize his

advantages, but even to render them, /disastrous. To
eflect tiiis, we had only to maintain our inexorably

and execute tliem in accordance wit'fih our previous

intention of seizing the initiative ancvl launching an

oflensive Ijetwccn the Aisne and the MiFarne, Without

ceasing our eiforts to penetrate the enein^a\y*s designs or

guard ourselves against dangers which f.
might be im

S ‘idjfncedbc,mediate, the wisest course was to pursue, ah

intensify the line of action decided upon. V

It was to this task that I devoted myself the 15th.

Although he shared my confidence, the C^Poinmandor-

in-Chief of the French Armies, in more dirt! contact

with the events of the battlefield, was espec?^ iaUv pre-

occupied by the German advance south of the P^^Marnc in

the direction of Epernay, and to cope with it,\^^^ h.e con

tcmplatcd drawing on the troops designated for the

counter-attack and thereby postponing its preparl xilon.

Wfiiilc on my way to Mouchy-lc-Chatel, where v.as to

meet Sir Douglas Haig, I took occasion to at

Noailles, the Headquarters of General Fayolle. ^ l

was informed of these dispositions. I at once sf ciu a

message to General Fleadquarters which ensured? Oj

thnecessary correction, and the preparations for

countci^-attack were pursued without any delay b[cec

occasioned. bed

However, in view of the legitimate anxiety ofF^^

French Commander-in-Chief, I requested Sir Dou|^^ ^ 9
Haig to dispatch the two British Divisions whi-£5^/^

following the instructions contained in my letter of the
'

13th, would bring the number of British units on the

French front up to four. Notwithstanding his fears of

seeing a secondary offensive, similar to the one directed
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against tlic Cliampagnc front, started in Flanders in

conjunction with a main attack to be undertaken

between Clialcau-Thicrry and Lens, the Ficld-Manhal

yielded to my arguments, and two new British Divisions,

the i3ih and 3|t!i, were moved to tlic French front.

Under these conditions, the two British Divisions

constituting the British XII Corps, and already cn route,

were placed at General Petain’s disposal for reinforcing

the front of tlte Ccntr.al Group of Annies, which, for the

time being, was on the defensive. The two Divisions

just starting were to detrain in the Oise region ;utd

remain there at my disposal. They were to be employed

ultimately either olfensivcly to reinforce our Tenth or

our Sixth Army, or defensively in support of our Third

Army.
In this way immediate needs in the matter of defence

were met, while the preparation of our counter-ofrensive

was pursued and die forces assigned to it incrc.ascd.

The iCth passed without fresh incident. The German
attack, smitten with failure the previous day, did not now
succeed in obtaining any better results. On the

Champagne front it degenerated into unconnected and

inclTcctual local acuons.

South of the Marne, the enemy tried in vain to widen

his bridge-head. He encountered not only a stubborn

defence, but vigorous counter-attacks on the part of the

French Sixth Army, which stopped him everywhere ;

and certain points ofsupport were even rct.ikcn. If it be

added that “ our artillery and air service bombarded the

passages over the Marne uncettsingly and rendered

dilTicult the arrival of reinforcements, ammunition and

supplies,” it can be seen how precarious was the cnc.my’s

situation at the bottom of the Clutcau-Tliicrry

pocket."
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The sole progress he was able to register during the

1 6th was to the south-west of Rheims, between the

Vesle and the Marne, particularly along the latter river.

But these advances were so localized that they could have

no influence on the situation as a whole, and so costly

that they could not be renewed without serious prejudice.

After two days of fruitless efforts to improve the

already precarious advantages gained on the Marne, it

was only natural that the German Supreme Command
should hesitate. What indeed had been the results of

this “ Friedensturm ’’ which, it had been so loudly

proclaimed, was to bring peace by one victorious rush ?

Nothing but bitterness and deception, forerunners of

defeat. The moral state of the whole army could not be

otherwise than profoundly affected by this outcome.

On July 17th the Germans had been reduced to

impotence
;
on the i8th, the guns of the Allies were in

turn to make their thunder heard at the time and place

which had been fixed upon.

As already related, attention had been drawn as early

as the month ofJune to the importance which Soissons

had for the enemy, since it was here that railways

converged which were absolutely indispensable for the

adequate supply of his troops, engulfed in the deep but

comparatively narrow pocket of Chateau-Thierry. The
preparation of an offensive against this place, situated so

short a distance from our lines, had been undertaken

in accordance with my notes ofJune 14th andJune i6th,

and General Mangin’s plans were all ready by June

20th. But since then I had been led to anticipate that

an attack moving from west to east could achieve greater

results than a simple disturbance of the enemy’s com-

munications, provided its base of departure was widened

and the assault conducted with larger forces.
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Accordingly, General Mangin had gradually extended

his plan so as to embrace the fifteen miles which separated

his positions on the Aisne from those on the Ourcq,

where he joined up with the left ofour Sixth Army. His

forces liad been correspondingly incrctucd until, for the

Initial operation, he disposed of eighteen Infantry

Divisions (among whieh were die American ist and and
Divisions, forming the American III Corps), three

Cavalry Divisions, a.jo Batteries of 75’s, 231 Heavy
Batteries, 41 Air Squadrons and 375 Tanks.

General Degoutte, commanding the Sixth Army, had
reported that he might be able to operate in a similar

sense, prolong the Tenth rVrmy to the right and extend

the contemplated action beyond the Ourcq. He had

drawn up a plan “ for the resumption of the offensive
”

by the Sixth r\rmy, which would continue along the

front Ourcq-Clignon, the attack to be made on its left by

the Tenth Army. He requested tliat a regiment of

Tanks and one or two Infantry Divisions be placed at his

disposal. IVith these additional troops, bringing his

attacking force up to eight Divisions, he could c.\tend the

front of the offensive by sixteen miles.

On July gth I had also contemplated a simultaneous

attack by the FifUi Army on a front from Rheims to the

Marne, moving in a westerly direction ; but since tlicn

the situation of the Fifdi v\rmy had completely changed

and its action could now be only secondary.

Meanwhile die Tenth and Sixth Armies had improved

their base of departure by a number of successive opera-

tions. Thus, west of Soissons tlic TcnUi .Vrray estab-

lished itself on the plateau from Cutry to Dommicn
;

furtlicr south it had captured die villages of Longpont

and Corey, adjoining the Forest of Villers-CottetcLS, and

pushed its advanced posts cast ofthe Saviercs brook. On
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its side, the Sixth Army had recaptured several im-
portant positions west of Chateau-Thierry, such as the

villages of Vaux, the Bois-des-Roches, and the Bois-

BelleaUj where the American 2nd Division had conducted
itself brilliantly.

These local operations, prepared with the greatest

care, had cost us very small losses, in comparison with

the moral and tactical results obtained. In any case

they had disclosed a certain decrease in the adversary’s

resistance in this region, indicated also by the large

number of prisoners captured.

In order to meet the crisis in man power which now
prevailed, the German Supreme Command had evi-

dently divided its Divisions into two categories, those

entrusted merely with the task of holding on to the

ground facing west, and those charged with conquering

new territory to the south. Their value appeared to be

clearly unequal.

Such was the outlook and the point reached by our

preparations, when the German attack fell with all its

tremendous force—^rapidly attenuated, it is true.

Whatever the uneasiness it had produced, I could not

admit that this attack ought to prevent the completion

of the preparations going on in our Tenth and Sixth

Armies for an enterprise between the Aisne and the

Marne, which seemed full of promise. The momen-

tarily weakened situation in front of the Fifth Army and

south of the Marne could, in the meantime, be met by

fortuitous measures.

At daybreak onJuly i8th, the Tenth and Sixth Armies

launched their offensive. At 4.35 a.m. on the front

running from the valley of the Marne to the plateau of

Nouvron, the heavily reinforced artillery of the two

Armies suddenly opened, while the infantry, without
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furtiicr preparation, emerged from its trenches, and,

preceded by tanks and accompanied by numerous aero-

planes, advanced against the enemy.

North of tile Ourcq, the Tenth Army penetrated

deeply into the enemy’s main position
;
by lo a.m. it had

captured Chaudun, Vierzy and Villcrs-Hclon. On the

soutii, the Sixtli Army first seized the line of German
advanced posts, and then, conforming to its programme,

carried out an artillery preparation of one and a half

hours on the enemy’s line of resistance. It then success-

fully resumed its advance, and by midday it had seized

the line from Marizy-Saint-Mard to Torcy.

In view of the important results thus obtained, I sent

the following instructions to General Petain the same
day ;

“ (i) The region north of the Marne at Chatcau-

Thierry appears die most favourable ground for a fruitful

ofiensivc. It is therefore advisable fint of all to intensify

the acUon undertaken to-day by our Sixth and Tcndi

Armies, and dien to make preparations for its develop-

ment northwards.

“ (2) With this two-fold object in view, it is necessary

to concentrate without delay all available fresh units dtat

arc now south of the line Chatcau-Thierry—Rheims

—

M.assigcs, which line will doubtless become for us merely

die scene of demonstradons.

“ (3) The units 10 be considered, among odters, arc :

The British XXII Corps, whicii should go to join die

British 15th and s idi Divisioiu
;

die American 42nd

Division, also French or .iVmerican units brought fiom

the cast.

“
(.[) This new distribution of forces must not in any

way abate the ofiensivc actively demanded of the Ninth.

-P7
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Fifth and Fourth Armies. It is by the reorganization of
the forces already engaged and not by the introduction

of new forces that the action must be sustained.”

At the same time I notified Sir Douglas Haig that “ in

order to be in a position to exploit the results already

achieved/’ the British 15th and 34th Divisions had been

moved to the region of Villers-Cotterets where, while

remaining in reserve, they would be able to make pre-

parations to enter the battle.

The results obtained on July i8th were, indeed, con-

siderable. Apart from the ground gained, our advanced-

guards had reached the line Pernant—Neuilly-Saint-Front

—Torcy, and the Sixth and Tenth Armies had captured

10,000 prisoners and several hundred guns. The adver-

sary had been surprised and in general he had not put

up a very stout resistance. The use of the railway lines

centering in Soissons was henceforth denied him.

On the 19th our advance was continued on the whole

of the front without undue difficulty, while at the same

time our air squadrons bombed the passages over

the Marne and the enemy concentrations reported

at Oulchy-le-Chateau and Fere-en-Tardenois. These

concentrations seemed to indicate that the German
Supreme Command had decided to defend the valley

of the Ourcq
;

for an Allied advance there would

gravely compromise both the possession of the Soissons

plateau and the bridge-head south of the Marne.

It was therefore to be anticipated that a big battle

would take place in the Tardenois country. Accord-

ingly, after seeing General Petain on the morning of the

19th, I addressed to him the following Instruction :
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“ Tlic battle notv in progress sliould aim at tlie de-

struction of the enemy’s forces south of die Aisne and the

Vcsle.

“It must be pursued with the utmost energy and with-

out any loss of lime, so as to exploit the surprise tve liave

eifcctcd.

“ It will be conducted by :

“ The Tenth Army, covering itself by the Aisne and
subsequently by the Vcsle, and seeking to conquer the

high ground north of Fcrc-cn-Tardenois, its right on
Fcrc-cn-Tardenois.

“ The Sbclh Army, supporting the advance of the

Tenth Army, and pushing its left to Fcrc-cn-Tardenois.
“ The Nintli and Fifth /Vrmics, resuming a vigorous

olTcnsivc as early as possible : the Ninth Army in order

to drive the enemy to die north of die Marne ; die Fifth

Army in order first to recapture the front Chatillon

—

Bligny, and subsequently die road from ViJlc-cn-

Tardcnols to Vcrneuil,”

On July 20th the enemy’s resistance hardened. On
that day the Tenth Anny remained pinned to the high

ground west and south-west of Soissons. Its right alone

gained some ground in die dirccuon of Ou!chy-lc-

Clutcau. The SL\di Army, likcwbc, encountered serious

ditliculdcs between die Ourcq and die Marne, and

only clTcctcd a trilling advance. The Fifth Army, pass-

ing in its turn to the olfciisivc, managed, widi the support

oftwo British Divisions, to move slightly forward bciMccn

Marvainc and Bclval.

The Gcmiaii Command, surprised at first, necessarily

grasped’at once the seriousness of the blow delivered on

July 1 0th an'tTiyJ.h by our Tenth and Sixth Armies, and

the danger to whiai'-iheif uoops on and !ic>oiid die
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Marne were exposed as a result of our drive along the

Aisne and the Ourcq in the direction of Fere-en-Tar-

denois. The communications of the troops massed on
the Marne for the attack ofJuly 15th, as well as their

supplies, were threatened to the point of being com-
promised. He realized that he must withdraw these

troops as rapidly as possible and to do so he must at. any

cost halt or at least retard the march of our Tenth and

Sixth Armies from the west, and the advance ofour Fifth

Army from the east, whatever the sacrifices to his flanks

might be.

The Germans, therefore, on July 19th and i20th

effected the withdrawal of all troops and materiel south

of the Marne, and in the next few days, they abandoned

on the line of the Ourcq the supplies of every sort which

they had accumulated in the wooded regions north ofthe

river.

From this moment the interest of our operations was

transferred to the north of the Ourcq, and on July 21st

I gave General Petain instructions accordingly :

“ In order that the battle now in progress may
yield all the results possible, the action ofthe Tenth Army
on the high ground north of Fere-en-Tardenois must be

intensified to the highest conceivable degree. To this end,

all available resources should be furnished it, in addition

to the constant support which the left of the Sixth Army
must bring and the aid to be realized through continuing

the offensive on the fronts of the Ninth and Fifth

Armies. . .

Two days afterwards, on July 23rd, I again.Au?>^ted :

r-

—

“
. . . It is important to resumfj the mastery ofopera-
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tions vigorously and without delay, if we arc to obtain

from this battle all possible results. . . .

“ Everything available should be given to the Tenth
Army. This Army should concentrate these resources

on one part of its front so as to execute a powerful attack

in a particularly important direction, viz. : die region

of Ferc-en-Tardenois.
“ Supported on its right by the Sixth Army, and with

all available troops concentrated on its left wing, this

attack would force the enemy to evacuate the whole

region south of Fere-cn-Tardenois under difficult con-

ditions.

“ As a consequence of assigning all means now avail-

able to the Tenth Army, the Fifth Atmy will have only

limited forces at its disposal. Therefore it should carry-

out a series ofsuccessive operations, concentrating all its

available strength for each, and so arranging their

sequence that each will create a favourable situadon for

the following one. For c.xamp!c, an advance on the liigh

ground north of the Ardre will facilitate a subsequent

attack south of Uiat river, and tliis, in its turn, will force

the enemy to evacuate die region north of the Manic. .
.”

\Vhilc thus occupied with directing and intensifying

the battle in progress, I could not neglect the possibility

of another Gennan offensive in some other field. The
Supieiiie Command of the Central Empires, in order to

escape fiom the net which was now closing uixjn them,

might be templed to employ their reserves in a diversion

north of the Oise, or agaiiut the British front. To be in

a position to deal widi such a move, I requested General

I’elain to re-group in tear of the French Icrialluorii-out

Divisions withdrawn from die battle, and 1 restored to

Field-Marshal Sir Douglas Haig’s own coniniaiid die two
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British Divisions which on July 12th I had caused him
to move south of the Somme.
The Sixth and Tenth Armies, having concentrated the

greater portion of their strength on the two sides of the
Ourcq, on July 25th launched an attack in the direction

of Oulchy-le-Ghateau. Oulchy-la-Ville and Oulchy-le-

Ghateau were captured by a brilliant assault, and a
footing was obtained on the eastern slopes of the high

Ghalmont Hill that dominates the valley of the Ourcq.

This was an important success which deprived the enemy
of any hope or possibility of re-establishing himself on

the line of the Ourcq.

On the following day the Germans carried out their

retreat towards the high ground north of the river, and

at such speed that in some places our advanced guards

could- not keep touch with them.

On the evening of the 29th, the French Tenth, Sixth

and Fifth Armies were halted in front of these heights

along the general line Grand Rozoy—Fere-en-Tardenois

—Gierges—^Ville-en-Tardenois—^Vrigny.

Here the enemy resolutely opposed us. On July 30th

and 31st, our efforts to dislodge him remained fruitless.

The villages of Seringes, Sergy and Villers-Agron,

furiously disputed, changed hands several times. The

battle had once more reached a dead-lock.

But continuing the struggle in conformity with my
directions ofJuly 27th and General Petain’s instructions

of July 29th, the Tenth Army resumed the attack on

August 1st at 4.45 AM. The French 25th, 41st and 68th

Divisions and the British 34th Division, supported by

tanks, assaulted the heights of Grand-Rozoy, and in

spite of furious resistance on the part of the enemy, they

carried the German position between Grand-Rozoy, the

Signal de Servenay and the village of Gramaille at the
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point of titc bayonet. Here llicy hung on in the face of

numerous and powerful counter-attacks. This decisive

action compelled the Germans to make a new with-

drawal.

At day-break on August and die Tenth, Sixtli and
Fiftli Armies found there was nothing in front of tliem,

and by evening diey had reached the higli ground south

of the Vcslc without striking a blow. Soissons w.as

rcoccupicd.

On the 3rd the advance was continued. Reaching die

left bank of the Vcslc, our troops regained contact widi

the enemy, and at certain points even pushed units

across the river.

However, on the -tth we found that die Germans were

strongly entrenched along the line of the Vcslc, and they

seemed determined to defend it. To dislodge them, it

would have been necessary to organize a new attack

and bring up reinforcements ; even then decisive results

could not be c.s'pcctcd for a long umc. Moreover, at

this moment, we were making preparations for another

battle which might well produce very important results

—the Baltic of Picardy and the Samerre. The number of

troops now available did not permit of our undertaking

this battle and an attack against the Vcslc at one and

the same time. Acconiingty, the Central and Reserve

Groups of .Annies were imlructcd " to establish them-

selves on their jiosidons south of the Vcslc, while con-

dnuing to give the enemy the impression that they were

making prcpar.iiions for a vigorous attack. . .

Thus, after three weeks of fighting, die second Hattie

of the .Manic came to an end. .After having been un-

profitahly started by the Germans on July 15th, it had

been turned into success by the Allies on the i8th and

coiiiimicd ever since. .A fortunate combimitioti of cir-

gag
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cumstances had caused American, British, Italian and
French Divisions to take part in it. Its results were
important

: 30,000 prisoners, more than 600 guns, 200

mine-throwers and 3,000 machine-guns captured
;

the

front shortened by twenty-eight miles
;

the Paris

—

Chalons railway line re-established, and the menace
against Paris removed.

But, above all, the morale of the German Army had

been lowered, and that of the Allies raised. After four

months on the defensive, imposed upon us by the enemy’s

numerical superiority, a victorious counter-offensive had

once more placed in our hands the initiative of opera-

tions and the power to direct the progress of events in

this long, vast war.

It was essential to retain this mastery by accelerating

the phases of the struggle and developing our efforts in

a series of well-ordered actions. We must therefore

bring all the Allied resources into play as rapidly as

possible, so as to prevent the enemy from recovering

before we could effect his definite destruction.



CHAITER IX

THE MEMORANDUM OF JULY S-jm

OusESSED \viili tlicsc ideas, and especially so after the

German ofTcnsive had been halted, the more our victory

in tile Tardenois assumed definite shape, tlie more I

decided to apply them.

The immediate application would have to depend

upon the means we now had at our disposal
;

later on it

could be b.ascd upon what had become available. It

was essential not only to pursue tactical successes but to

seek results such as ntiglit increase our resources and
facilitate tlieir employment. I'inally, for the purpose of

obtaining general approval, it was important that I set

forth svhat I proposed to do in such fashion as to induce

the conviction that our concerted efforts would bring

decisive results, provided we gained time by hastening

and co-ordinating thent. With these purposes in view,

I dress’ up the following memorandum :

“ I. The fifth German offensive, halted at its very

start, was a failure.

“ The olfcnsivc taken by the French Tenth and Sutli

Annies has lunicd it into a defc.tt.

“ This defeat must first of all be c-xploited thoroughly

on the field ofbatde itself. 'ni.at is why we are pursuing

our attacks without pause and with all our energ)'. but

die consc<luenccs go far beyond the battle itselt

“11. The atensy’s defeat forms a basis on sshich
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should rest the general attitude to be adopted by the
Allied Armies.

“ As matters now stand :

“ We have already attained equality in the number of

Battalions at least, and, in a more general sense, in the

number of combatants, though superiority in the total

number of Divisions is not yet on our side.

“ The Germans have been compelled to throw so many
Divisions into action that, for the first time, we have a

superiority in reserves
;
also, owing to the large number

of exhausted Divisions they will be compelled to relieve

from the battle-front, we shall likewise have a superiority

in the number of fresh reserves.

“ Moreover, all available information is in agreement

as to the enemy being reduced to the state of being

compelled to have two armies : an army for occupying

the line, reduced in strength and condemned to be sacri-

ficed
;

and a shock army, manoeuvring behind the

flimsy protection of the other. This shock army, though

trained with the utmost care by the German Supreme

Command, has been already greatly weakened.

In addition, the Allies have a material superiority '

in aviation beyond dispute
;

also in tanks. In artillery

our advantage is bound to be increased when and as the

American artillery arrives.
“

Finally, in the rear ofthe Allied armies, the powerful

reserve of the American forces pours 250,000 men every

month upon the soil of France. While on the enemy’s

side, we know the urgent measures which he has been

forced to take in order to meet the crisis in the supply of

men for the month of May
;
and it is apparent that,

owing to the difficulty which the Germans find in keeping

up the strength of their various units at the front, a new

crisis is now asserting itself.
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“ In addition to all these indications that the factor of
‘ material force ’ is veering around in our favour, there

can be added the moral ascendancy which has been

maintained on our side from the beginning of the battle,

owing to the lacl that the enemy, despite his unprece-

dented efforis, has been unable to bring about the de-

cisive result he needed to attain. And this moral

ascendancy has been increased by tlic victor)’ just won
by the Allied armies.

“ These annics, Uicrcforc, have arrived at die turning-

point of the road. They have recovered in full tide of

battle the initiative ofopcratioiu
;

their numbers permit

and the principles of war compel them to keep this

initiative.

“ The moment has come to abandon the general dejensice

attitude forced upon us until now i)' numerical inferiority and

to pass to the ojfensize.

“ III. This offensive—while not seeking a decision

—

should consbt of a series of movements to be undertaken

immediately, and having for their object results favour-

able to :

“ I. The further development of the operauons, and
“ 2. The economic life of die country.
“ They will abo serve to keep the fighung initbuve on

the side of the Allies.

" These movements should be c.\ccutcd widi such

rapidity as to inflict upon the enemy a succession of

blows. Thb condition necessarily limits their extent,

which will further be curtailed owing to the small

number of units now at the dbposal ofthe Allies fur these

oircmives, after four mondis of battle.

“ Keeping these cortsidcrations in mind, the pro-

gramme ufcfrcnsivc actions to be executed without delay

-}-:7
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can be established as follows :

“ I. Operations having as their objective the clearing

of the railway lines that are indispensable for, the later

operations of the Allied Armies, viz. :

“
(<2) The freeing of the Paris—^Avricourt railway line

in the Marne region. This is the minimum result to be

obtained from the offensive movement now going on.

” (d) The freeing of the Paris—^Amiens railway line by
a concerted action of the British and French Armies.

(c) The clearing of the Paris—^Avricourt railroad in

the region around Commercy, by reducing the Saint-

Mihiel salient. This operation should be prepared

without delay and executed by the American Army as

soon as it has the necessary means.*

“2. Operations with a view to clearing the mining

region of the North and to driving to the enemy once

and for all from the vicinity of Dunkirk and Calais.

“ These operations pre-suppose two attacks, which may
be carried out separately or conjointly.

As previously stated, these actions must succeed each

other at brief intervals, so as to embarrass the enemy in

the utilization of his reserves and not allow him sufficient

time to fill up his units.

“ The attacks must be provided with everything

necessary to make their success certain.

‘‘ Finally and above all, surprise must be effected.

Recent operations show that this is a condition indis-

pensable to success.

“ IV. It is impossible to foretell at present where the

different operations outlined above will lead us, either in

* In addition to shortening the front (to the advantage of both sides), this

operation would bring us within striking distance of the Briey region and put

us in a position to operate on a wide scale between the Meuse and the Moselle,

which might one day become necessary.
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the matter of time or space. Nevertheless, if the objects

they liavc in view arc attained before the season is too far

advanced, Uicrc is rc.ason for assuming now that an

important oifensive movement, such as will increase our

advantages and leave no respite to the enemy, will be

launched lotvard the end of the summer or during the

autumn.
“ It is still too early to be more precise in regard to

this offensive.

" V. Finally, it must be bonic in mind that, either for

the purpose of freeing hinueif from our pressure or for

economizing man-power, in the course of these opera-

tions the enemy may be compelled to execute a series of

retrograde movements to shorter lines prepared in ad-

vance. If this should happen, the /Ulied Armies must

not be taken by surprise.

“ Therefore it is the duly of each Army :

" I. To determine svhat retrograde movements arc

possible by studying the form presented by the enemy's

organization in rear of his line.

" 2. To keep up a close observation in order to take

note of any signs of contemplated retreat.

“ 3. To make preparations ithich ivill prevent the

enemy from executing such retrograde movements un-

molested.”

On July 2.}th, while the victorious battle of Tardenois

was still in progress, the Commandcrs-in-Cl>icf of the

.\llicd .Armies—Sir Douglas Haig, General I’clain and

General I’crshing— ss ere assembled at my Headquarters

at llombon in order to examine svith me the possibilities

presented by the future. I requested my Citicfofitalf,

General Wesgand, to read diem the ttsc.-i.orai.dum
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quoted above
;

and I must admit that it seemed to

excite in them a considerable surprise, by reason of its

ambitious nature, its magnitude and the number of

operations it contemplated.

Each officer, looking at the matter from his own point

of view—which, I acknowledge, did not lack justifica-

tion—replied in turn :

Field-Marshal Haig :
‘‘ The British Army, entirely

disorganized by the events of March and April, is still

far from being re-established.”

General Petain :
“ The French Army, after four years

ofwar and the severest trials, is at present worn out, bled

white, anzemic,”

General Pershing : The American Army asks no-

thing better than to fight, but it has not yet been

formed.”

How, then, under such conditions, were we to con-

template the possibility of carrying out a succession of

offensives, each on a considerable scale ?

While recognizing the justice of each of these observa-

tions, I insisted that I had given due weight to the tem-

porary weaknesses mentioned, and I urged the fact that

a proper combination of our forces would make the

contemplated programme practicable, especially as we
could carry it out at a pace which I would fix as

circumstances arose—my idea being to hasten it or

slow it up according to the success obtained as we

went along.

The Commanders-in-Chief offered no formal objec-

tions. When they left me, they took with them the text

of this note ofJuly 24th, and the following day they gave

it their full approval, accepting in principle the pro-

jected operations.

Another subject discussed at this conference was the
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necessity for the Allies of finishing the War in 1919. In

a letter to Monsieur Clemenceau, dated a short time

before, I had asked him to call the class of 1920 to the

colours, beginning with the month of October, t9i9. I

gave him the following reasons :

“ The decisive year of the conflict will be 1919. By

the spring of that year, America will have reached the

climax of her effort. If it is desired to shorten the War,

we must wage it with the greatest possible intensity from

that moment on. Consequently, we must see that our

Armies are given all the resources we can muster. And,”

I said in conclusion, “ the stronger we are, the sooner

we shall be victorious and the more we will be listened

to.”
”

I wrote along the same lines to the Commanders-in-

Chiefon July 24th, asking them to draw up a statement

of the resources upon which each of them could count at

the beginning of igig—in large units, in men, in artil-

lery, in aircraft, in tanks and caterpillar transport.

I laid particular stress on the necessity not only of

maintaining but of developing our superiority in tanks,

and I requested the Commanders-in-Chief to bring the

requisite pressure to bear on their respective Govern-
ments for speeding up the production of these engines

of war which we so greatly needed.

On July a6th General Petain sent me liis written

agreement to the contemplated programme of opera-
tions, adding that he was of the opinion that an attack

on the Saint-Mihiel salient, taken “ in conjunction with
operations to clear the Armentieres pocket, should be the

main offensive envisaged for the end of the summer and
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the autumn. It will probably exhaust French resources

for 1918, but in doing so, it will accomplish useful and

definite results.’^

The other Uvo Commanders-in-Chief sent no written

answers to the memorandum laid before them, but they

gave their acquiescence verbally.
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CHAPTER X

PARTIAL ALLIED OFI'ENSIVES

{August—September, 1918)

I—^The disengaging of Amiens and of tho Paris-Amfens railway Jino—
Preparations for the attack—The Battle of the Sanlerre, August 8lh to 12th—
Stiffening of the enemy's resistance; measures taken in consequence.

II;—Extension of the Frauco-British front of attack—The offensive from liie
Aisne to the Scarpe begins, August 20th to list—Results obtained since July
i3th—^The mining region of the north cleared of the enemy without a blow—
Future prospect.

Ill—The freeing of tho Paris-Avricourt railway line In the nclghbourhockj
of Consmercy—Autonomous American Armies arc formed—Ftrst conception
of the Battle of SambMihiel—Changes made in it late in August owing to the
combined programme of Allied offensive operations—Battle of St. MihieJ,
September 22th.

1.—Disengaging Amiens and the Paris—Amiens Railway,

As a consequence of the decisions just related and the

measures taken for carrying them out, we were now
about to launch, starting on August 8th, a second great

Franco-British offensive—the Battle of the Santerre. It

started on August 8th and its consequences were destined

to be of exceptional importance.

Ever since the 3rd ofApril I had cniertaincd the idea

of driving the enemy from the salient at Montdidier, as

his proximity prevented our using the Paris Amiens

railway line- Later on the Germans got a foothold

around Villers-Bretonneux, and thc^ v.'erc nov/ so close

as to threaten the last rail communications bctv*cea the

French and the British. The enem/s cannon er.cii

reached the network of railroads centering at .-.mienx,
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The region around Amiens and the Amiens—Paris rail-

way must therefore be cleared as soon as possible.

This, necessity had struck Sir Douglas Haig and on

July 17th he had written :

The most important operation, as I see it, and one

which I suggest should be executed as soon as possible,

is the advancing of the Allied front east and south-east of

Amiens, so as to disengage this Town and the railway line.

The best way of accomplishing it would be by a com-

bined Franco-British operation, the French to attack

south of Moreuil, the British north of the Luce.”

This proposal was so perfectly in harmony with my
previous instructions and with my way of looking at the

matter—especially since our successes south of Soissons

and in the Tardenois region—that I wished to follow it

up immediately and increase its scope as much as

possible. Therefore, on the 20th, I wrote to the Field-

Marshal ;

“ Having reached the point where we now are, it

is indispensable to seize the enemy and attack him

wherever we can do so to our own advantage. I am
extremely glad therefore to get your letter of the 17th, in

which you inform me ofthe various plans which you have

in view for operations on your front.

“ The combined attack of the British Fourth and the

French First Armies for the purpose of clearing Amiens

and the railway should, it seems to me, be carried out at

once, owing to the prospect it offers of most profitable

results.

" I suggest that the generals commanding the

British Fourth Army and of the French First Army be at
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once asked to arrange bclwccii them a plan vcgauling

whicli we could come to a dermite imdcrstamUng later

on.”

And I said in conclusion ;

“ The enemy seems at present to be reduced to having

two Armies. One, an Army for occupying the line,

condemned to be sacrificed and consctiucntly of no great

value—as is proved by the complete success of tlic

multiple minor operations recently undertaken by us :uul

by the large number ofprisoners captured in these opera-

tions
;
and thesecond,ashockArmy, trained wilhspecial

care but already seriously weakened.
" This situation presents an clement ofwcakue.ss wliicli

we can exploit by carrying out immediately several

attacks along those parts of the front held solely by
inferior troops.

“ The check administered to the last enemy oifensive

—

a check whose importance each day confirm.s—olfcrs

an opportunity to be seized. We must not fail to grasj)

it.”

This Franco-British oifensive, having as an objective

the disengaging of Amiens and the railway, formed part

(as has been seen) of the plan outlined in the memoran-

dum communicated to the Commandcrs-in-Chicf at

Bombon on July 24th.

On the afitb, during a conference at .Sarcus with

Field-Marshal Sir Douglas Haig, General Rawlinmn and

General Debcney, sve drew up the general plan of tlic

attack. It wa.s to start from the line Sornrne—Hargi-

court. The British Fourth Army,* twelve Divirions

* Cnaeral Ravtluvv.rfi.
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Strong, was to move in the direction of Chaulnes. The
French First Army,* four to six Divisions strong, in the

direction of Roye.

On July 28th the operation was prescribed in detail in

the following instructions :

I. The object ofthe operation is to clear Amiens and
the Amiens—Paris railway as well as to defeat and throw

back the enemy between the Somme and the Avre.

“II. For this purpose, the offensive, covered on the

north by the Somme, is to be pushed forward as far as

possible in the direction of Roye.

“ III. It will be executed by :

“ (i) The British Fourth Army, composed at the start

of twelve Divisions of infantry and three Divisions of

Cavalry supported by
“ (2) The French First Army reinforced by four

Divisions.

“ The first will operate north, the second south, of the

road to Roye, as soon as the possibility of debouching

south of the Luce and east of the Avre is assured.”

It could be assumed that by the time this operation

took place our victory in the Soissons region would have

yielded most of the results to be expected from it.

Therefore good reasons existed for hurrying forward the

offensive south of the Somme, so as not to allow the

enemy any respite. Finally, for the purpose of ensuring

perfect co-operation between the British Fourth Army

and the French First Army, which were to act together,

and of securing the greatest possible energy in execution,

I asked Sir Douglas Haig to take personal command of

General Debeney.
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the two Armies. It was with this idea that I sent my
second communication of the above date, handed by

General Weygand to tlie Field-Marshal at Montreuil.

It ran as follows :

“ To-day, the 28th, our progress towards the Ardrc

and the Aisne is being rapidly accentuated. The enemy
in the Marne region is retreating toward the north.

There, beyond doubt, he will take up, behind some river,

a defensive position which we shall not be able to attack

immediately and which will probably enable him to

reorganize his forces and in a short time restore his

strengtli.

“ Under tlicse conditions, it seems in our interest to

hasten the combined operation ofyour Fourth Array and

our First Army. They would certainly be met by an
enemy less able to cope with them.
“ 1 ask you, .therefore, to push forward as much as

possible the date of these operauons. I shall hasten

proportionately the return of your XXII Army Corps.
“ Finally, since this attack of two Allied Armies re-

quires unified direction, I request you to take the

command yourself.”

On the Qgth Sir Douglas sent his instructions to

General Debeney, and on the 31st the latter in turn gave

his orders to the three French Army Corps which were to

operate to the southward of the British Fourth Army.

To facilitate the outflanking ofMontdidier, the left Corps

of the Third Army, in position south of the town, was

attached to the First Army.
Local operations that had been carried out during the

preceding weeks had already secured for the Annies a

better base of deparmre. Thus, on July .jth, the British
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Fourth Army had captured the woods ofVairc and the

village of Flamel, south of the Somme, while the French
First Army, after taking the Anchin farm and Gastel on

July 1 2th, had, on the 23rd, gained possession of the

villages and plateaux ofMailley-Raineval, Sauvillers and
Aubvillers, capturing nearly 2,000 prisoners and several

guns.

This last combat, in particular, had brought very

advantageous results. Threatened in his posidons on the

left bank of the Avre, the enemy had withdrawn to the

right bank, keeping only some outposts west of Mont-
didicr (August 3rd and 5th). If in addition it be borne

in mind that the Germans facing the British Third Army
were crossing to the east of the Ancre, between Saint-

Pierre and Dernancourt, and that in Flanders they were

abandoning to the British Second Army a part of their

posidons south of the Lys, it will be realized what signs

of exhaustion the enemy was showing in these first days

of August, and under what favourable auspices the

Franco-Bridsh attack in Picardy was being inidated.

:ic ^5 sit

On August 8th, at 4 a.m., hidden in a.mist which con-

tinued to shroud the preparations of the preceding night,

our artillery opened an intense fire which demolished the

enemy’s batteries. Immediately afterwards, the infantry

and tanks ofthe British Fourth Army opened the attack ;

that of the French First Army, whose point of departure

was at right angles to the British, was launched after an

artillery preparation lasting forty-five minutes.

The enemy, wholly surprised by the violence and

rapidity of the attack, fell back in great confusion, aban-

doning a large quantity of stores. Our advance during
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the day amounted to more than six miles on a front

over twelve miles wide. Wc gained a firm foothold on
the plateau ofthe Santerre, reaching the line Morlancourt
—^Morcourt—Harbonnieres—Caix—Hargicourt. The
capture ofmore than 13,000 prisoners and 300 guns gave

evidence of the importance of the day’s work. Now was

tlie time to push our advantage vigorously by keeping up
the action. It was with this end in view that Colonel

Desticker, in compliance with my instructions, delivered

the following note to General Debeney on the morning

of the pth ;

“ You undentand, of course, that the French First

Army should reach Roye as quickly as possible, and there

make contact with the Third Army.
“ When this result is obtained, the situation alone can

indicate the next step, whether to halt or to continue

to move fortvard.

“ It is precisely because we cannot to-day determine

exactly what is to be done that we must leave no possi-

bility out of consideration.

“ With this in view, it is absolutely imperative that no

Divisions should be sent to the rear. Those that can advance

no further arc to be passed, relegated to the second line,

and used as supports until the results expected have been

accomplished.
“ Therefore, move fast, march hard, manoeuvre to the

front, reinforce firmlyfrom the rear with all the troops you

have until tlic desired result has been obtained. If these

three tilings are done, losses will be avoided a few days

later.”

Shortly aftenvards, I sent anotlier message to General

Debeney, whose attention seemed to have become ab-
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sorbed by the diilicultics encountered by his right wing
in crossing the Avre below Montdidier :

“ Having assured the pivot of his manoeuvre on the

other side oi Montdidier, General Debeney must not

lose sight of the fact that his marcliing wing is on the

right bank of the Avre along the Roye road, the point of

contact with the British Army, the stronger force. It is

here that he should take personal charge, especially with

a view to pushing the XXXI Corps with tlie utmost

vigour toward Roye, without losing a minute, beadng down
all hesitation and delay.

“ It is here that the big decision will be obtained, and

here must be his post and point of action.*’

During the 9th a considerable advance was again

made on the Franco-British front, reaching as far as

the line Morlancourt—Chipilly—Rosieres-sur-Santerre

—Bouchoir— Pierrepont— Assainviilers— Le Troquoy.

Surrounded from the north and from the south, Mont-
didier was evacuated by the enemy during the following

night.

On the loth the attacks w'ere continued
;

they gained

considerable ground north ofthe Somme, in the direction

ofBray, and southwards in the direction of Ghaulnes and

Roye.

The French Third Army in its turn now entered the

action in obedience to the orders of General Fayolle.

For, ever since August 5th, he had “ foreseen the advan-

tages to be obtained from the Franco-British offensive,

and had made preparations for the Third Army to par-

ticipate to the right of the First, with the idea of causing

the entire Pedte Suisse south of Noyon to fall as a

secondary effect.” The Third Ai'my moved on Las-
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signy, and by the evening of the loth had reached

the line of Conchy-les-Pots—Rcssons-sur-Matz—Mache-
mont.

In view of this result, the Allied Supreme Command,
on August loth, addressed to its subordinates the

following general instructions for the purpose of co-

ordinating and orienting their efforts ;

“ I. The movements of the British Fourth Army and

the French First Army will be continued eastward in the

general direction ofHam—the object ofthe British Army
being to reach tlie Somme below Ham, so as to prepare

the passage of the Somme, while at the same time con-

tinuing its movement astride of this river from Bray to

Peronne. The French First Army will support this

advance, taking as an objective the Guiscard—Ham
road.

“ II. The French Third Army is now moving toward

Lassigny—Noyon, for the purpose of exploiting tlie

advance of tlie French First Army, clearing the region

of Montdidicr, and eventually that of Noyon.

“ III. The attention of Field-Marshal Haig is invited

to tlie unquestionable interest which attaches to pre-

paring as soon as possible operations of the British Third

Army in the general direction ofBapaume and Peronne,

in order to shake tlie enemy’s line and immediately

exploit any break.”

While our victorious advance was being pressed for-

ward on the left bank ofthe Somme, it was to be foreseen

tliat a time would arrive when it would be forced to halt

for lack of breatli, or because it found itselfconfronted by

some serious obstaele strongly defended by the enemy.
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When this moment came, an operation should be all

ready for immediate execution on the right bank of the

Somme and in Artois. This consideration inspired the

third paragraph in my Instruction of the loth.

On the morning of the loth, I went to see Field-

Marshal Sir Douglas Flaig for the purpose of explaining

to him this idea of preparing an extension of Iris attacks

to the north of the Somme and in the direction ofArras.

By doing so we should avoid any frittering away of our

gains in local actions, wc should profit by the confusion

caused to the enemy’s plans by our successive victories,

and we should continue to shake his power of resistance

by directing new blows at points where it could be

assumed that this power had been weakened. And
preparations for these operations should begin at

once.

But now, after three days of incessant attack, the

Franco-British Armies suddenly encountered serious re-

sistance. The enemy had reached, at numerous points

of the line, his old 1914 positions, and he seemed deter-

mined to make a stand there.

This is what happened, for on August 1 1 th the British

Fourth Army and the left wing of the French First Army
were unable to advance, except with great difficulty,

between the Avre and the Somme, although the French

Third Army and the right wing of the First made con-

siderable progress toward Lassigny.

I strongly urged Field-Marshal Sir Douglas Haig to

push the advance toward Bray energetically. On the

evening of the 1 1 th I went to see him personally in order

to ask him once more to put all possible force into his

attacks. But on the day following it had to be admitted

—as I set forth in a letter to the Gommanders-in-Chief

of the British and French Armies—that new tactics were
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required to ensure the results we were seeking between
the Somme and the Oise, viz. : the repulse ofthe enemy
on the Somme, and the seizure of all the passages of the

river at (and below) Ham. My letter read :

“ In the presence of the resistance offered by the

enemy, we must not try to reach him by pushing forward

simultaneously along the whole front. Such a course

would result in our being weak at all points. Instead of

this we must make concentrated and powerful attacks

against the important points of the sector—^in otlier

words, against tliose whose capture by us will increase

the disorganization in the enemy’s ranks and will more
especially jeopardize his lines of communication. These

operations should be prepared promptly and in great

strength, by assembling and putting rapidly into their

places whatever means are at hand best suited for over-

coming the resistance now being encountered—that is :

Tanks, artillery and infantry in good condition. . .
.”

Therefore, what should be undertaken was :

(a) As quickly as possible, a combined attack of the

French First Army and the right wing of the British

Fourth Army, having as objective the carrying of the

nettvork of roads around Roye. This attack should be

supported towards the south by the French Third Army,
witli a view to clearing the Noyon region.

(4) Without delay, an attack to be carried out by the

centre of the British Fourth Army, starting from the

vicinity of Lilions—Herleville, and moving north-west-

wards, with a view to capturing, or at least bring within

range of field guns, tlie liigh-road from Amiens to Brie.

Tills attack should be combined with the left wing of the

British Fourtli Army in an easterly direction.
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But, moved by the desire of giving our offensive

greater scope, I added :

“ These results can be enormously amplified by an
extension of the attacks on the two flanks of the battle

now in progress—north of the Somme, on the one hand,

and east of the Oise on the other.”

With this in view, I prescribed :

(a) North ofthe Somme, an attack ofthe British Third

Army in the general direction ofBapaume—Peronne.

(b) East of the Oise, an attack of the French Tenth

Army in the direction of Ghauny and the Chauny

—

Soissons road.

In conclusion, I added :

‘‘ The results obtained by the French Third Army,

unaided, show what may be expected from the extension

of offensive actions on the flank of a victorious attack.

“ Since July 15th the enemy has thrown one hundred

and twenty Divisions into the battle. We now have an

opportunity such as will not occur again for a long time,

and that calls for an effort which the results in sight

fully justify. Our interests demand that the attacks

above outlined be executed as soon as possible and at the

shortest possible intervals.”

During the afternoon ofthis same 12th ofAugust I met

Sir Douglas Haig and General Petain at Flixecourt, near

Amiens, where they had been summoned, with myself,

for an audience with H.M. the King of England. They

both assured me of their complete agreement touching

the Operation Orders just cited. We were therefore
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about to Start on a new basis witli a series of powerful

attacks.

The re-grouping and concentradon of forces in the

various armies began on the 13th. On die Ljth, the

preliminary artillery preparadon was begun by the

British Fourth and the French First Armies. General

Humbert (Third Army) and General Mangin (Tenth

Army) were preparing to support the action on the

south. The renewal of the combined offensive against

Roye, Noyon and Chauny was fixed for August i6th.

During the afternoon of the 14th I repaired to Provins

to discuss the projected operations with General Petain.

While on the way, about four o’clock in the afternoon,

I was overtaken by an English officer, who arrived in an

aeroplane bearing a letter from Sir Douglas Haig. The
latter reported that during the preceding forty-eight

hours the enemy’s artillery fire along the front of the

British Fourth and French First Armies had increased

considerably, that the German posidons on the Chaulnes

—Roye line were solidly held, and that for these reasons

he had decided to postpone the operadon fixed for the

i6th “ undl an adequate preparation enabled it to be

undertaken in the best conditions.” He added :
“ This

attack might be made conjoindy with the action on the

front of the (British) Third Army, which is being made
ready as rapidly as possible.”

While fully realizing that troops must not be launched

to the attack without an effective ardllcry preparadon,

I could not see die necessity for “ subordinadng the date

of the attack by the British Fourth Army and the French

First Army to that of the Bridsh Third Army,” and I

immediately replied in this sense. “ On the contrary,”

I added, “ there is good reason for hastening the action

of the British Fourth and the French First /Vrmies as
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much as possible, and having it speedily followed by an
attack from the British Third Army.”
As soon as I had returned to my Headquarters at

Bombon, and had received information regarding the

situation on the French side, I completed the expression

of what was in my mind by another message to the

British Commander-in-Chief, in which I stated that

:

“ In view of the dispositions now taken by the French

First Army and of the artillery preparation already under

way, any postponement of the movement against Roye,

decided upon for the 1 6th, would have the most serious

consequences.” Therefore, I stated, the date agreed

upon should be adhered to and the British Fourth Army
should " give its support to the French First Army on the

1 6th up to Hattencourt, unless this was utterly impossible

on the part of the troops forming the right wing of the

former Army.” If this were impossible, Field-Marshal

Sir Douglas Haig was requested to inform me without

loss of time.

As can be seen, the enemy had pulled himself together

west of the Somme, and had consolidated his resistance

by using his old defensive lines of 1916. To what degree

might this situation influence us ?

On the morning ofAugust 15th, I proceeded to Sarcus,

where General Debeney came to see me. He told me
that the projected attack on Roye would certainly be

difficult, and he felt that even assuming his forces to be

suflacient for making it, they would be too weak to keep

it going. During the afternoon of the same day, I had

still another conversation with Sir Douglas. He re-

peated his reasons for believing that the attack south of

the Somme would be hard and success doubtful, even

at the price of considerable losses. He thought that the

result sought might be obtained through means which,
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though indirect, were more sure, that is by liaving the

British Third Army attack north of tlic Aiicrc, on tile

front Aliraumont—^Monchy-Ic-Prcux, in a south-easterly

direction, thus turning the line of tlic Somme south of

Peronne.

I definitely came around to the opinion of Picld-

Marshal Sir Douglas Haig, and I modified my orders of

August I2th for the Somme operations. But I made it

a condition that the impetus given to tile attack of tlie

British Third Army should be such as to ensure llie re-

sumption of the drive south of the river vdtii a viev/ to

attaining the objectives previously assigned to it, I Cf/ti'

firmed these various points in a letter v/hicb X tent Sir

Douglas that same evening.

And now the time had come for considering an action

of the British Fourth and Third Armies, woMri'i ht

conjunedon, and an action of the French First Army
combined nith the attacks of the French Third arai

Tenth Armies. ThereXore^ on this day, August rjth,

the First Army -was returned to its Croup C'jmiratjLKr,

General Faycllc, acting imder the orders of Loe Co.m-

mander-in-Chiefi General Petarm

At the same time, I inmrmed the latter hy teiegrap.h

that the attacks on Koye artd Chauir.ee .had i/eerr post-

activcly creuamtg tne enteerdees or merr optratserts o.v

the Aire-^-pi "ont, and rimJ they stpeotod these

operations to rtacn

20th. General Fen

nen-t aryort A.grst

rteuented to oorr.-
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Armies, were meant to force the \vithdrawal of German
troops in position west of the Somme, it was important
to maintain strong pressure in this region.

11.—Extension of the Franco-British Front of Attack.

Ever since the middle of the month of August I had
been worried bv the fear that the German Commander-

4

in-Chief might extricate his Armies from our grip and

abruptly break off the combat in order to resume it some

distance in the rear. Here he could select better posi-

tions on a shorter front, behind obstacles and on ground

more favourable to the defensive, and make a new distri-

bution of his forces such as might enable him to launch

an advantageous counter-attack. In short, I feared that

he might attempt some manoeuvre in this position

similar to that by which GeneralJoffre had prepared and

won the first Batde of the Marne.

From a strictly militaiy point of view such a solution

would enable him to take and keep the initiative, and

miofht sfive him a chance to restore tlie fortunes of liisO O
Army. The manoeuvre might consist in slipping from

our grasp as quickly as possible, breaking the close con-

tact we were maintaining eveiywhere, and then re-

forming on some line further back, such as that of

Antwerp—^Brussels—^Namur—the Meuse—tlae Ghiers

—

Metz-Strasbourg. He could do this by taking advantage

of the necessaiy slowness which must mark our advance

through the devastated regions.

On this new fine the Germans might mass their forces

and offer a fresh resistance, calling for most strenuous

efforts on our pai't just as the winter -was setting in.

This line would be litde more dian half as long as die

front extending from die North Sea to die Vosges, and
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most of it would run through country offering serious

natural obstacles, while its two ends would rest upon
fortifications providing the strongest kind of support.

Such a line could not be assaulted by the Allied Armies

under proper conditions in less than a fortnight, a period

of time which would certainly be used to advantage by

the German General Staff. And that would be for us

the beginning of a hard battle, necessitating long and

serious preparation. The battlefield would embrace

Lorraine, already powerfully organized, the Ardennes

region, most difficult to penetrate, and for a short dis-

tance, the plains of Belgium. We might even be com-

pelled to spend the winter facing this line.

But the retreat necessitated by such a manoeuvre—the

only one offering the possibility of restoring the fortunes

of the German Armies—would be tantamount to an

acknowledgment by the German General Staff of an
appreciable military defeat, and might dangerously

influence German public opinion. It would mean the

evacuation ofa part ofFrance, and most ofBelgium, and

of Upper Alsace. It would bring about a considerable

modification of the War map at a moment when peace

proposals were being thought of, and, finally, it would

entail the immediate risk involved in removing or aban-

doning an enormous quantity of war material.

But whatever ideas on this subject the Germans may
have had, tire Allied General Staff, by unremittingly

continuing its operations, proceeded to deprive them of

all possibility of carrying out any such manoeuvre.*****
As a consequence of the disposiuons made, the Franco-

British offensive was henceforth to reach from the valley
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of the Aisne to that of the Scarpe. .The resumption of
this offensive was set for August 20th.

On the right wing, the French Tenth Army had, on
the 17th and i8th, prepared its principal operation by
some local actions which gave it possession of the heights

between Tracy-le-Val and Morsain, and enabled it to

push forward a part of its artillery.

On the 20th it assaulted the enemy’s main position,

drove him from the Vouvron plateau and hurled him
back toward the wooded region of Mont de Choisy and
Garlepont. On the 21st we took those places and, pur-

suing the beaten Germans, reached the banks ofthe Oise

and of the Ailette on the 22nd and 23rd. Simultane-

ously, the French Third Army occupied Lassigny and the

right bank of the Divette.

Thus the first task entrusted to these Armies—the

clearance of the neighbourhood of Lassigny, Noyon and

the forest of Garlepont—^had been successfully accom-

plished within three days.

On the left, the British Third Army, under General

Byng, in its turn entered into action. Owing to delay in

the arrival of certain units—^which Field-Marshal Sir

Douglas Haig reported—the attack had been postponed

until the 21st. To avoid any further delay, on the 19th,

following the successful results obtained by the Tenth

Army, I addressed the following urgent appeal to Sir

Douglas :

.
“ The enemy has everywhere been shaken by the blows

already dealt him. We must repeat these blows without

losing any time, and to increase their effect we must use

every Division that can be put into hne without delay.

Therefore I assume that the attack ofyour Third Army,

postponed already until August 21st, will be launched on
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that day with the utmost violence, carrying along with it the

Divisions of the First Army lying next to it and your

Fourtli Army in its entirety. After your brilliant suc-

cesses of the 8tli, gth and loth, any hesitation on their

part would not accord widt the situation of the enemy
and the moral ascendancy wc have obtained over him.”

The British Third Army did not fail to do all that was

expected of it. On August 21st, after a rapid penetra-

tion of the German lines, it threw the enemy back to

beyond the Arras—^Albert railway, between Moyenne-
ville and Beaucourt. It resumed its advance on the

23rd, and on the 25th, reaping the fruit of its efforts,

arrived at the gates of Croisilles and Bapaume.
Profiting by this advance, the British Fourth Army

pushed fonvard north of the Somme and arrived on the

plateau of Mametz and the heights of Bray.

But while perfect success was attending the attacks of

the two wings north of the Somme and on the Oise, the

Franco-British centre was fighting hard between the

Somme and the Oise, in the direction of Roye, without

obtaining any appreciable results.

It seemed more and more certain that German resist-

ance in tliis central region could be broken only by the

action of our wings, which were being constantly ex-

tended and reinforced. I had no difliculty in bringing

the Commanders-in-Chief into agreement with me on

tliis point. As early as the 22nd ofAugust, Sir Douglas

Haig, in particular, with accuracy of vision and ad-

mirable ardour, informed me in the course of an inter-

view at Mouchy-lc-Chatel that the attack of the British

Third Army would be pushed ivith the utmost energy,

supported to the north of the Somme by the British

Fourth Army. The commanders of these two Armies,
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Generals Byng and Rawlinson, were given the mission

to reach as quickly as possible the line Queant—Vein—
Peronne. At the same time, the British First Army, in

its turn, was to attack about the 26th beyond the Scarpe
and try to pierce the Drocourt—Queant line.

These dispositions, prescribed in a general Operations

Order from British Headquarters, dated August 24th,

corresponded entirely with my way of looking at the

situation and my wish to precipitate events and widen

the front ofour attacks. Therefore, on the 26th, I wrote

to Field-Marshal Sir Douglas Haig :

“ Things are going very well with you. I can only

admire the resolute manner in which you press the busi-

ness forward, giving no respite to the enemy and con-

stantly increasing the scope of your action. It is this

persistent widening and intensifying of the offensive

—

this pushing vigorously forward on carefully chosen

objectives without over-preoccupation as to alignment or

close liaison—that will give us the best results with the

smallest losses, as you have so perfectly comprehended.

No need to tell you that the Armies ofGeneral Petain are

about to recommence their attacks, using similar

methods.”

The combative ardour animating Sir Douglas even led

him to desire to take along the American Divisions in his

victorious career. On August 27th he wrote :

“ I am convinced that it is desirable for the American

Divisions to take an active part in the fighting without

delay, and I have the honour to submit to your con-

sideration the suggestion that the distribution of these

Divisions be arranged in such a way as to make possible
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the launching ofa concentric movement against Cambrai
and, starting from the southwards, against Mezieres.

“ The actual direction taken by my attacks will bring

me to Cambrai, provided the pressure exerted against

the rest of the enemy’s front be constantly maintained.”

The hour was thus approaching for the “ important

offensive ” envisaged in my memorandum ofJuly 24tli.

The clearing operations north of the Oise had
thoroughly succeeded. Before it was possible to pass to

a concentric advance on Cambrai—Mezieres, it was im-

portant to undertake first the operations already planned

for the Meuse region and reserve for them a large force

of American troops. Therefore, in answering Sir

Douglas, I observed :

"... The final objectives which you mention to me
in your letter are exactly those 1 have in mind and

toward which I am directing the operations of tire Allied

Armies.
“ These operations arc now being conducted in several

different regions, each in its own style, and at short

intervals one from the other. So all that is needed now
is to develop them as actively as possible. That is what

I am doing.

“ Approaching events, witli their results, can alone

form the basis for a new distribution of the forces now
available. They must also decide whctlicr additional

American Divisions should be assigned to the British

Army. For the time being, all we have to do is to push

hard and get forward as far as possible.”

And we were pushing hard. On August afitlr the

British right wing, under General Home, attacking east
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of Arras, brilliantly carried the heights of Monchy-le-
Preux, and seized the crossing of the Sensee below
Groisilles next day. But after capturing this place

on the 28th, the British ran against the fortified line

Drocourt—Queant, which proved a serious obstacle to

its further advance as well as a strong base for the enemy.

The latter availed himself of this position for launching,

on the 29th, violent counter-attacks against the British

First Army. Although these failed to shake the British,

they gained for the enemy the time needed for the retro-

grade movement being carried out further south.

For the Germans, menaced by General Horne’s rapid

advance, and under constant pressure from the British

Third and Fourth Armies and the French First Army,

now proceeded to retreat along a wide front between the

Sensee and the Oise, during the whole of August 27th,

28th and 29th. They established themselves on the

heights east of Bapaume, behind the Somme above

Peronne, and behind the Canal du Nord, thus aban-

doning to the Allies important centres such as Combles,

Chaulnes, Roye and Noyon. West of the Somme they

now held only one bridge-head, established in front of

Peronne, and from it they had to be dislodged by main

force.

On August 30th the British Fourth Army captured the

railway bridge south of the town, and during the night

of August 31st—September ist it stormed the hill of

Saint-Quentin, key to the defence of Peronne. At dawn

next day the old city was free from Germans.

While the British First Army, continuing its advance

on the extreme left of the battle-line, was preparing to

attack the Drocourt-Queant line, and the Franco-

British centre (British Third and Fourth Armies, French

First and Third Armies) was turning and carrying the
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line of tlic Somme, the French Tenth Army, on the right

of tile battle-line, was engaged in very hard fighting

between the Aisne and tlie Ailette, on the plateaux north

of Soissons. Here the enemy, strongly entrenched,

otfered a desperate resistance. For the Germans must

at ail costs prevent the turning from the south of the

Saint-Gobain massif, which for four years had been the

buttress of tlicir defensive system. Despite this resist-

ance, the French Tenth Army, fighting foot by foot, was

gaining ground daily, and to such an extent that on

September and it had surmounted the heights of Crouy

and reached the high-road from Soissons to Coucy-lc-

Chateau.

At the other end of the battle-fine, the British First

Army, continuing its broadly conceived operations,

recommenced its attacks. On September and, after

violent and stubborn fighting, it broke through the

Drocourt—Qpcant line and passed on for several miles in

the direction of Marquion. After this smashing blow,

the enemy began to retreat along the whole front be-

tween the Somme and the Scnscc, reaching new positions

behind the Tortille and the Nord Canal, in front of the

Hindenburg Line. Thus, at the beginning ofSeptember,

victory had passed to the Allied banners, thanks to the

rapid and sustained development of the operations

following the German olfensivc of July tsth. The
results envisaged in tlie memorandum ofJuly aqtli were

being attained.

On July i8th tlie Reserve Group of Armies (Sixth

and Tenth) attacked between the Aisne and the Marne,

followed shortly by tlie Centre Group of Armies (Ninth

and Fifth), advancing between the Marne and the Veslc.

In three weeks the enemy had been pushed back to the

latter river and the Paris—Chalons railway cleared.
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On August 8th the Franco-British attack was launched
between the Ancre and the Avre and soon extended to

the Oise. In three days the enemy was relegated for the

most part to his 1 914 positions. Amiens and the Paris—
Amiens railway line were entirely relieved of danger.

These results being obtained, the offensive was con-

tinued by three British Armies (First, Third, Fourth) and
three French Armies (First, Third, Tenth) operating

simultaneously along the whole front between Arras and
Soissons. After two weeks’ fighting the enemy, badly

shaken, fell back towards the Hindenburg line.

Now, the incessant attacks which the Germans had

been obliged to meet since July i8th, the serious losses

which these attacks had occasioned them in men and

stores and munitions, the necessity of feeding a battle

which widened out each day—perhaps also worry as to

whether they ought to expose themselves any longer in a

salient where they ran the risk of being attacked under

unfavourable conditions—all combined to decide them

to shorten their front in the north and voluntarily give

up the gains they had made in April in the direction of

Hazebrouck. Between August 8th and September 4th,

the German Supreme Command withdrew its troops

from the salient south of Ypres, and placed them on the

line of Wytschaete—^Armentieres—La Bassee, abandon-

ing important positions like Mount Kemmel and raising

the heavy hand which for four months had weighed

upon the coal basin of Bethune. This was one of the

advantages—and not the least—obtained by the Allies

from a victory which, despite its extent, was still only at

its beginning.

To sum up, in six weeks the enemy had lost all the

gains he had made in the spring. He had lost heavily in

men, munitions and stores. Most important of all, he
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had lost the initiative of operations—he liad lost his

moral ascendancy. Material and moral confusion must

inevitably reign within his ranks. All we now needed

to do was to continue tlic execution of our programme

—

push forward the disengagement of the Paris-Avricourt

railway line, in the vicinity of Commercy by using tlic

.'\mcrican Army, just as we had cleared the Paris-

.\micns and the Paris-Chalons lines by using the French

and British Armies. In short, the time had come to

extend further eastward the scope of the general

operations in which we were engaged and—as had been

provided for in the memorandum of July 24th—bring

into tile batde as soon as possible the Army which had

been the last to enter the struggle, that of the United

States.

Furtliermore, in view of the retrograde movements ol

the enemy, giving evidence as they did of e-xhaustion and

lack of reserves, I called the attention of Field-Marshal

Sir Douglas Haig and of Lieutenant-General Gillain to

the fact that the situation in the north offered favourable

opportunities for exploitation. “ What particularly

strikes me,” I wrote on September and, “ is that it

might be possible to undertake an operation by tlic

Belgian Army and the British Second Army which

could at small cost, seize tlic heights of Clercken, the

forest of Houthulst, tlic Passclicndaele ridge, tlic heights

of Ghcluvelt and Zandwordc, and Comincs. Besides

the immediate advantages which such an action would
bring to our present offensive by the une.\pccted ex-

tension of our front of attack to the north of the Lys,

the attainment of the objectives mentioned would give

an excellent base of departure for subsequent operations

toward Roulers and Courtrai.”

In asking the Commandcr-in-Chief of the British
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Army and the Chief of Staff of the Belgian Army to

make an immediate study of these projects, I was

furthering the preparation of the general offensive
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sity of forming with the least delay a great American

Army under tlie orders of its commander, since I knew

perfectly well that soldiers of a national army never

fight so well as under the orders of tlie officers their

country has given them—who speak the same tongue,

fight for the same cause, have the same sort of ideas, and

act in a manner familiar to tlie men under them. I

greatly desired to satisfy General Pershing’s wish as

soon os possible ; but to do so it did not seem advisable

to stop or slow down, at the end ofJuly, operations so

successfully begun and then being continued in the

Tardenois country, and in which Divisions of the

American First Army were pardcipating. It was also

necessary to consider the possibility of unforeseen

emergencies arising, which im'ght necessitate engaging

American troops under some command otlicr than that

of their own Commander-in-Chief. That is what I

wrote General Pershing on July 28th. So well did he

seize the meaning of my letter in its application to the

French front, tliat, on July 29th, he informed me of his

anxiety in connection svith the sending of American

reinforcements to Italy. He asked me to adhere to my
opinion in the matter (of wliich he was fully cognizant),

viz ;
“ That it was necessary to concentrate our military

effort on tlie Western Front and impossible to deflect to

some other territory any part whatsoever ofthe American

forces.”

It was to this same effect that I answered our Minister

ofWar* when, shortly afterwards, he transmitted to me a

message from M. Noulens^ suggesting that rkmerican

reinforcements be sent to tlie Allied contingents operat-

ing in northern Russia. I declined to sec the necessity

iloasieur dcmcnceau.—TnosUtor.

I French Ambassador to Russia.—Translator.
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of increasing these forces beyond the total fixed by the

Supreme War Council, and I added that, in any case, no
troops should be taken from the French front.

At this moment I was pushing forward as rapidly as

possible the preliminaries for the Woevre attack.

With this object I asked General Petain, on August 4th

at my Pleadquarters at Bombon, to finish these pre-

parations by the end of the month, and I urged General

Pershing to speed up the formation of the American

Army of the Woevre. On August 9th, in view of the

magnificent development of the operations on the

Somme, it seemed advisable to make the Woevre attack

as soon as possible. Therefore, to gain time, it was

decided, at a meeting at Sarcus between General

Petain, General Pershing and myself, to form the

American First Army in this region instead of in the

Aisne territory as had been previously contemplated,

since the front along the Aisne was now stabilized.

For the time being, as will be noted, we were confining

ourselves to the formation ofonly one American Army.

On August 17th General Pershing received my
general instructions for the projected attack. After

reminding him of its purpose, the disengaging of the

Paris—^Avricourt railway line by the reduction of the

Saint-Mihiel salient, I described for him the objectives

to be attained, viz : the line running roughly through

Bouxieres-sous-Froidmont (four miles north-east of Pont-

a-Mousson)—Mars-la-Tour—Parfondrupt—Bezonvaux.

I also indicated the general procedure of the action,

which was to consist of three attacks : One, on the east of

the Saint-Mihiel salient, starting from the Lesmenils

—

Seicheprey front and moving in a northerly direction

;

the second, on the north of the salient, starting from the

entrenched front of Calonne—^Haudimont, and moving in
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an easterly direction ;
the third, flanking the second on

the left and starting from die front Chatillon-sous-ies-

C6tcs—Bezonvaux.

A total of eighteen or nineteen Divisions would be

necessary.

If the objectives tlius defined were attained, the result

would be to clear far more thoroughly tlian was essential

the railway from Paris to Avricourt. These operations

in the Woevre would, moreover, have other results

besides the one immediately sought—such as hitting the

enemy as hard a blow as possible, obtaining the maxi-

mum benefits to be expected from a major operation,

conquering an advantageous base of departure for

subsequent offensives.

General Pershing was given all material aid possible.

At his request, three American Divisions (33rd, 78th,

Both), drawn from those under Field-Marshal Sir

Douglas Haig, were transferred from the British zone of

operations to the Meuse. The American First Army
received from the French Army a certain amount of

supplementary artillery, ammunition trains, tanks, avia-

tion, etc., and finally the French forces (three Army
Corps) which were to co-operate in the American
attack, were placed under General Pershing’s command.
On August 24th, the Commander-in-Chief of the

American Expeditionary Forces came to Borabon and
explained to me the general plan and the command
organization for the Woevre operation. We also reached

an agreement regarding the employment of certain

iVmerican Divisions in the Allied Armies. Two Divisions

(27th and 30tli) were to remain under the orders of Sir

Douglas Haig and take part in the operations in the

British zone
;
dating from September 8th, two other

Divisions of General Pershing’s reserve (over and above
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the fourteen American Divisions earmarked for the

Woevre operation) were to be held in readiness to

participate, as circumstances might dictate, either in the

attacks of the French Armies or in the American Army’s
attack.

:{;

These matters being arranged, I decided (as we shall

see later) that, in view of the successful development of

the Allied offensives sinceJuly i8th and the increasing

disorganization of the enemy, I would now begin

the grand oflensive operation foreshadowed in the

Memorandum ofJuly 24th for the end of the summer or

for the autumn.

At the end of August our series of victories made it

possible to contemplate a far more important result than

the mere disengaging of the Commercy railway line by

the capture of the Saint-Mihicl pocket. We were now
justified in contemplating the Battle of Mezieres,

provided we brought all the Allied Armies into the

battle, and provided especially that we did not permit

the American Army to get carried too far in an offensive

of its own, and headed in a wrong direction—which

might well happen if it made too great an advance in the

Woevre region.

Therefore, on August 30th, after apprising General

Petain in the morning of this new programme, I re-

paired to Ligny-en-Barrois and saw General Pershing

that same day. I explained to him the broad lines of

the projected manoeuvre which "would consist of com-

bining with the Franco-British attack, already under way

around Cambrai and Saint-Quentin, a Franco-American

attack towards Mezieres, along both banks of the Meuse.

This attack was to be entrusted to an American Army
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disposed astride the Meuse, with tlic French Fourth

Army on its left, and later on the French Second Army
on its right, the two latter being reinforced by from

twelve to sheteen American Divisions. It was to begin

between tlie t5th and 20th ofSeptember.

In the meantime, both in order to deny respite to tlie

enemy and also to facilitate the ndthdrawal and transfer

of the American troops destined for the attack on

Mezicrcs, the WoeVre operations were to be begun about

September loth by forces reduced to some nine Divisions

and with their objective limited to the mere clearing of

the Paris—Avricourt railway line—that is to say, to the

conquest of the line Vigneulles—Tiiiaucourt—Regne-

villc. In other words, to enable me to direct against

Mcziires an offensive from which I expected very great

results, I was led to reduce the Woevre operation to a

far smaller scope than I had had in mind when I wrote

my instructions of August lydi ; and in addition I was
led to ask General Penhing to undertake a new offensive.

Before quitting Ligny, I left the General a note

summarizing and c.xplaining in detail the various points

touched upon in our conversation. This note elicited

from tlie Commander-in-Chief of the American Army
some observations wliich he developed in a letter he sent

me on August 31st.

To smooth out any difficulty and avoid loss of dmc,
General Persliing, General Petain and I assembled on
September and at my Headquarters. We took as a
basis for our conference the answer to the letter which I

had sent General Pershing the day before. It was as

follows

:

“My note ofAugust 30th and my verbal explanations

of die same date contemplated organizing immediately a
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general battle of the Allied Armies :

“ (i) In a predetermined direction,

“ (2) With the maximun of Allied forces,

(3) In the shortest possible time,

“
(4) Under the best conditions ofsupply and hence of

communications.'

“ To accomplish this, I had in view as the American
Army’s part :

“ (a) An operation against Saint-Mihiel, on a more or

less reduced scale.

“ (b) An attack west of the Meuse.

“ The attack west of the Meuse will be maintained at

all costs

" as regards direction,

“ as regards the importance of the forces engaged,
“ as regards considerations of time.

“ If you think, as you state in your letter of August

31st, that you cannot undertake the Saint-Mihiel

operation previously or simultaneously, even if its scale

be reduced, I consider that this operation should be

abandoned.
“ In any case, with a view to organizing at once and

without any loss of time the operations west of the

Meuse, I request you to meet General Petain and me
to-morrow, September 2nd, at 2 p.m. atmy Headquarters,

in order that the broad lines of these operations may be

then and there definitely drawn up.”

In the course of this meeting which took place under

the conditions stated. General Pershing, after going over

the list of American Divisions then in a condition to

undertake an offensive, admitted that the Saint-Mihiel

operation and the offensive against Mezieres did not, by
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any means, each cancel the other’s importance, provided

they followed in rapid succession and that the dates were

arranged with this end in view.

Under these conditions, it was decided :

(1) That the attack on Saint-Mihiel, limited to the

occupation of the line Vignculles—Thiaucourt—Regne-

villc, would be prepared for execution on September

loth, using from eight to ten Divisions.

(2) That the attack west of the Meuse would be made
between September 20th and 25th by the American

Army (twelve to fourteen Divisions, not counting tliose

which had refitted after the previous battle) between the

river and the Argonne, supported on the left by an

attack of the French Fourth Army, the whole under the

command of General Petain.

The decisions thus arrived at were incorporated in a

note which was handed immediately to the two Com-
manders-in-Chief as a preliminary to the General

Instruction sent them on the next day, September 3rd.

And so, after the changes and negotiations just

explained, the Saint-Mihiel operation was at last got

under way. But even then it had to be put off forty-

eight hours after die time first arranged, owing to “ the

extreme complexity of the movements of concentration.”

On September 12th, after an artillery preparation by
nearly 3,000 guns lasting four hours, the principal attack

(American IV and I Army Corps), starting from the

front of Seicheprey—Limey,was launched at 5 A.M.inthe

direction of Vignculles—^Thiaucourt. This attack was so

violent and was carried out with such resolution that the

enemy succeeded nowhere in slopping it. The tlrick

wire entanglements were crossed, tlic centres ofresistance
were ovenvhelmcd and passed over, and by evening all
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the objectives had been reached.

Meanwhile, the secondary attack (AmericanV Corps),

having debouched at 8 o'clock from the Eparges front,

moved forward with the same rapidity as the main
attack, and, pursuing its advance throughout the day,

reached Vignculles-les-Hattonchatel in the course of

that same night. There, on the morning of the 13th,

touch was established between the secondary and the

principal attacks.

A few hours had sufficed for disengaging this Saint-

Mihicl salient, where the enemy had been established for

four years. The Germans did not have time to evacuate

the pocket completely, and 13,250 prisoners with 460

guns were taken.

It was a splendid success, and I hastened to send my
congratulations to General Pershing. To complete it,

all that had to be done on the days following—September

t3th, 14th and 15th—was for the troops to install them-

selves in front of the new positions occupied by the

enemy and build a solid defensive line to face him.

For the American First Ai'my would now be called

upon to withdraw a considerable part of its forces and

send them to the west of the Meuse. Here new tasks and

new fortunes awaited them.



CHAPTER Xr

TilE GENERAL OFFENSIVE OF THE ALLIED ARMIES, SEPTEM-

BER 26th to OCTOBER I 5TH. BREAKING OF THE HINDEN-

BURG LINE

lastrucUona givca by tbo Ortminandcr-iD-Cbief of the Allied Annies for

carrj’iQg out general odeasive from the Meuse to the North Sca->-Figbting
around the advanced works of the Hindenburg line—Franco-American
offensive between the Suippe and the Meuse—Franco-Britisb offensive against
the Saint-Quentin—Cambrai front—Offensive oI the Flanders Group of

Armies north of the Lys.

WmtE the American Army was preparing and fighting

in the Woevre region a battle whose usefulness for the

future development of operations was evident to ail, the

advance of the Franco-British armies between the Aisne

and the Scarpe continued without pause.

Shaken by the piercing of the Drocourt—Queant line,

driven from the valley oftheSomme by the loss ofPeronne,

and hard-pressed on the plateaux north of Soissons, the

enemy, as we have already seen, had been compelled

to fail back toward the Hindenburg line. Tliis retreat,

begun on September and, was continued until the gth,

and brought tlie Allies to the general line Arleux

—

Marquion— Vermand— Tcrgnier— Vailly. On this

enormous front wc had advanced from twelve to tliirty

miles in a montli.

Wc now had to attack the formidable defensive

system erected by the enemy during the winter of

1916-1917 on the front Cambrai—Saint-Quentin—La
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operations on each side of the Argonne, to the line of
Stenay—Le Chesne—Attigny, and afterwards to occupy
the region of Mezieres, manoeuvring to the eastwards, so

as to overcome the resistance of the Aisne.
‘‘ The successive stages of tins operation are marked by

the lines : Dun, Granpre, Challcrange, Somme-Py,
Stenay, Le Chesne, Attigny.”

In tracing this outline of operations, I by no means
gave up the idea of urging vigorous and direct acdon by
the iiritish Armies against the Plindenburg line. On
September 8th I wrote asking Sir Douglas Haig “ to

undertake at once the preparation of an offensive

having for its purpose the capture of this line and the

advance beyond it towards certain indicated objectives

(Valenciennes, Solesmes, Le Gateau, Wassigny). In

order to catch the enemy as ill-prepared as possible, it is

advisable to launch this offensive without delay.”

With the object of increasing to its extreme limit the

scope of the operations, I went next day, September 9th,

to La Panne, the residence of the ICing of the Belgians.

I pointed out to His Majesty how, owing to the fact

that the Germans were shaken and exhausted and that

their forces were largely concentrated in France, a

most favourable opportunity was presented for defeating

them in Belgium and reconquering the province north

of the Lys. We discussed the general lines of an

operation which might be undertaken with this end in

view by the Belgian Army, aided by the British and

French armies.

King Albert was in full accord with these views and

gave them his approval in principle. I then went to

Cassel for a conference with Field-Marshal Sir Douglas

Haig, General Plumer and Lieutenant-General Gillain.
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Here I discussed the project more in detail, and we
worked out a plan of operations suitable for giving it

effect.

The first requirement was to prepare a base of

departure for the capture ofthe following line : Clercken

ridge—Houthulst wood—Passchendaele ridge—Ghelu-

velt heights—Zandworde—Comincs canal ;
then march

resolutely on the one hand towards Bruges, in order to

liberate tlie Belgian coast, and, on the other, in the

direction of Thielt and Ghent. The first operation

would require nine Belgian and two British Divisions
;

the second would be executed by the bulk of the Belgian

Army, the British Second Army, three French Infantry

Divisions and three French Cavalry Divisions.

At the close ofour conference I handed those participat-

ing in it a written note setting forth the decisions arrived

at.

Naturally, General Petain was kept informed of these

plans, as also of my intention of placing General De-
goutte in charge of them, if occasion arose.

The King of the Belgians having come to Bombon on
the morning of September iitli, I requested him to take

tile command, not only of the Belgian Army, but of tlie

British and French forces designated for these operations.

He agreed to do this and personally asked tliat a formal

order to tliis effect be made out. Since His Majesty also

requested that a French General be assigned to him.

General Degoutte was definitely detailed for tliis service

and immediately assumed his duties as Chief of Staff of
tlie Allied Army in Flanders, under the orders of King
Albert. Lieutenant-General Gillain, Sir Douglas Haig
and General Petain were nodfied of these decisions. At
the same time I asked that pains be taken to see that Uicy
were kept absolutely secret.
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Sir Douglas had thoroughly entered into rny views,

lor, on the 14th, he answered my letter of September
8th by stating that it was his intention shortly to launch a

heavy attack between Vermand and Gouzeaucourt, so as

to capture the enemy’s defences west of the Saint-

Qiicntin canal and the river Scheldt, thus bringing the

British Fourth Army within assaulting distance of the

Hindcuburg Line.

'Fo aid this action, I ordered General Debeney to

support with his left the right wing of the British Fourth

Army— this to be henceforth his essential and per-

manent task. The order stated that “ during the period

now approaching, the left wing of the French First Army
must constantly support the right wing of the British

Fourth Army and remain in close liaison with it . .

On September i8th, the British Fourth Army,

supported by the left of the French First Army and the

right of the British Third Army, successfully attacked the

line tiolnon—Fresnoy-le-Petit—Hargicourt—Lempire

—

Gouzeaucourt. Every objective was taken : more than

10,000 prisoners and 150 guns fell into its hands. Above

all, we achieved our principal object, for our troops

were now within attacking distance of the Hindenburg

Line. This became all the more important in that

Field-Marshal Sir Douglas Haig’s intention was to

direct his main attack precisely against that portion of

the line which lay between Saint-Quentin and Cambrai.

Preparations were at once made with this in vie^v.

On September 22nd, Sir Douglas gave orders to his

First, Third and Fourth Armies for a general attack on

the Hindenburg Line, and, though he still refrained

from communicating the date for this attack to his sub-

ordinates, he decided in his own mind to launch it on

about the 25th.
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Meanwhile, General Petain had been apprised of tlie

intentions of the British Commander-in-Chief, and was

asked to reinforce the French First Army without delay,

especially with artillery. For tliis purpose he was in-

structed to obtain what was necessary, chiefly from

the centre of the Reserve Army Group, “ where no

operations ofimportance were contemplated for the time

being.” It was easy for General Petain to comply with

this request, for the front of the Rcsci-ve Army Group, as

a result of the advance made during the last two months,

had become considerably shortened—to such an c.\tent,

indeed, that during the first halfofSeptember, two of the

Armies composing it, the Sixth and Third, had been

placed in reserve.

While the Allied forces designated to make the breach

in the German fortress were being concentrated (and in

order to conceal these movements as much as possible by
turning the enemy’s attention away from the storm

preparing on our left), I made a tour of inspection, from

the igth to the aand of September, along the Lorraine

and Vosges front. I stopped successively at Chaumont,
Saint-Mihicl, Nancy, Lure, Masscvau.x and Belfort,

inspecting our advanced positions and prescribing the

immediate preparation of important attacks along this

front, as well as the c.\cculion ofmovements preparatory

to them.

I returned to my Headquarters at Bombon, and after a
conference with tlic Commanders-in-Chief, I definitely

fi.xcd the time schedule for die general offensive from the

Meuse to the North Sea, viz

:

September 26th .—^A Franco-Amcrican attack between
the Suippe and tlic Meuse.

September sytli .—An attack by the British First and
Third .Armies in the general direction of Cambrai.
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September 2Bth .—An attack by the Flanders Group of

Armies between the sea and the Lys, under the command
of the King of the Belgians.

September 2Qt/L—An attack by the British Fourth Army,
supported by the French First Army, in the direction of

Busigny.

The plan for this offensive comprised :

(1) An operation, named “ B,’^ to be carried out

between the Meuse and the Argonne by the American
First Army in the general direction of Buzancy—Stonne.*

(2) An operation, named “ C,” to be carried out

between the Aisne and the Suippe by the French Fourth

Army, taking as a general axis the Chalons—Mezieres

road.

A mixed Franco-Amcrican detachment was to

manceuvre on the right bank of the Aisne, to ensure

liaison between the two operations.

Meanwhile, General Petain had decided to extend the

front of attack of the Central Army Group. This was

to be effected by “ Operadon D ”—prescribed for the

Fifth Army—“ for the purpose of capturing the Rheims
forts and the Monts dc Champagne in conjunedon with

the lateral exploitation of the first successes of the

Fourth Army.”
Operations “ B ” and “ G ” were scheduled for

September sGth
;
operadon “ D ’’ was to be ready for

noon of the 28th.

Finally, in order to profit by the eventual success of the

last named operadon and to dislodge the enemy from the

Chemin-des-Dames, where he might decide to re-

establish himself, the Tenth Army had received orders to

* The Woevre operation (reduction of the Saint-Mihiel Salient) had been

denominated “ Operation A,”
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“ prepare an action on its right wing in the direction of

Chavignon and La Malmaison.”

Thus, tile Franco-American manoeuvre was so pre-

pared that it could be extended, according to the march

of events, from the Meuse to the Ailettc. These orders,

as now perfectly worked out, satisfied me, except for the

parts which limited the advance of each Army with tlie

purpose of assuring better liaison bctivccn them. This

restriction offered the risk of preventing a priori the

favourable exploitation of opportunities that might

arise, and of damping the ardour of the troops, which

must at any cost and under all circumstances be upheld.

My preoccupation over this point led me on September

25th to draw up the following note ;

“ The nature and importance of the operation

undertaken for the 26th requires that all its advantages

be followed up without tlic slightest delay
;

tliat the

rupture of die line of resistance be tutploitcd uninter-

ruptedly to as great a deptli as possible. For this

reason, halts in the development of the action must be

.avoided. This applies especially to the advance of the

/American Army bctivccn the Meuse and tlie French

Fourth rVrmy. As the strengtli of tliis ^\rmy relieves it

from all risks, it must, withoutfurther instructions, and upon
the initiative of its Commander, push its advance
fonvard as far as possible.

“ The American Army tlicrcforc must endeavour
before all else to press its advantage as far and as

promptly as possible in the direction of Buzancy.
“ The French Fourth Army is to cover the American

Army by an advance toward tlie Aisne near Redid, and
this must be executed with similar speed, resoludon and
iniuative. The Fourth Army must in all cases endeavour
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to maintain liaison with the American Army, but under

no circumstances must it retard the latter's advance, which

remains the deciding factor.

“ Hence there must be no c|uestion of determining

limited objectives for these Armies which they are to

reach but not pass unless they get further orders.

Such restrictive instructions would tend to prevent full

exploitation in the favourable circumstances which may
arise, and impair the enthusiasm of the attack—a thing

to be maintained above ail else.

“ Under the conditions now c.xisting, the main thing

is to develop before anything the shock power of the

Allied Armies.
“ The Marshal Commanding-in-Ghief the Allied

Armies counts upon a spirit of decision and initiative in

each of these Armies.
“ The General Officers Commanding-in-Ghief the

Armies of the North and North-east will please make
the strongest possible appeal to this spirit.”

This message was followed by a second, dated the

27th, dealing with the principles which, under the

conditions then existing, should guide the decisions of all

responsible executive officers :

“ At the point which our affairs have now reached,

surprise and extensive attacks launched by us on the

enemy compel him to parry our blows immediately when

and as he can, in order to support his troops occupying

the line. They prevent him from bringing up units in

proper form, capable of waging a well-ordered batde,

and from assembling artillery and infantry in a defensive

position of any considerable extent and prepared in

advance—^in short, they prevent him from conducting
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any battle on a large scale, even a defensive one,

“ Hence, if we do not give him time enough to pull

himself together we shall be confronted everywhere with

nothing but disorganized units, mixed-up together, or in

any event, improvisations hastily made.
“ The use ofnumerous machine-guns can undoubtedly

retard or cover the enemy’s retreat. But they do not

suffice to create a solid defensive system. And at all

events, small units properly manoeuvring can get the

better ofany such methods.
“ Tills being the situation, our attacks must con-

stantly seek to break through. For this purpose

attacking groups composed of infantry and artillery

should be formed for advancing against objectives the

capture of which will break down the enemy’s front.

“ Therefore, it is important

:

" In Army Corps, to decide upon and point out distant

objectives of capital importance ;

“ In Divisions, to chose intermediate objectives ;

“ In smaller bodies of troops, to manoeuvre with precision

and rapidity against points which hold up their advance,

especially machine-gun nests.
“ From now on, the progress of the battle depends

upon the spirit ofdecision evinced by Corps Commanders
and the initiative and energy shown by Divisional

Commanders.
“ The issue once more hinges upon the activity of

Commanders and the endurance of the troops ; the

latter is never found wanting whenever an appeal is

made to it.”

The .(kllied offensive operations “ B ” and “ C ” were

started by die .‘Vmcrican First Army at 5.30 a..\/, on

September 26th, and by the French Fourth Army at
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5.25 A.M., following a violent artillery preparation.

Appreciable gains were at once obtained between the

Meuse and the Suippe
;
along the entire front of attack

the enemy’s first line was captured, and at several

points passed. The average advance of our troops was
from two to three miles.

In order to follow more closely the development of the

operations, I had installed myself, on the afternoon of the

26th, at the Chateau de Trois-Fontaines (north of

Saint-Didier), and remained there throughout the 27th.

In the course of the day I paid visits to General Petain,

who was temporarily at Nettancourt, and to the Head-

quarters of General Gouraud at Chalons-Sainte-Memmie.

During the 271!! and 28th the enemy’s resistance

stiffened and became more active. The Fourth Army
soon came up against defences which the Germans had

erected in the valley of the Py, while the American First

Army, hampered by flanking fire in the Argonne, was

brought to a standstill around Apremont.

However, on September 29th, the French Fourth

Army, concentrating its efforts on the centre, succeeded

in over-running the line of the Py and driving the

enemy back upon a second position between Somme-Py
and Monthois. But on its side, the American Army,

squeezed into the narrow corridor between the Meuse

and the Argonne, opposed by a resistance which was all

the stronger because favoured by difficult and broken

country, and hampered in its advance by flanking fire

both from the Argonne and from the east bank of the

Meuse, continued to mark time. It tried to overcome

these difficulties by increasing its forces in the front

line
;

but this only intensified these difficulties, and

resulted in a complete blocking of its rear and the

bottling up of its communications.
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To remedy tliis situation, I decided, in agreement with

General Petain, to witlidraw a certain number of

Divisions from the American sector of attack, and to use

tlicm in part east of the Meuse, and in part west of the

Argonne. To avoid all loss of time, it rvas proposed to

incorporate them in French Army Corps already in line.

General Pershing was then to take under his orders the

Franco-American forces operating on both banks of the

Meuse, while a new Frcncli Army Commander (Second

Army) would take command of the Allied forces operat-

ing on each side of die Argonne.

General Weygand was instructed to communicate

these measures to General Pershing, who accepted them

as a whole, but refused to agree to the placing of another

French Army in die Argonne region. In order to

sadsfy liim, I agreed to maintain the organization of the

command as it was, “ provided the American attacks

should be resumed, and, once started, continued without

pause . .
.”

1 While the American First Army was restoring order in

its units before recommencing operadons in the direcdon

of Meziercs, the centre and left of the French Fourdi

Army added the efforts of its centre and left to the

attacks of the Fifth Army, aiming at the reduction of the

Afonts de Champagne and the massif of Rheims
(Operadon “ D ”). On September 30th die Fifth

Army made a surprise attack between die Vesle and the

Aisne and, despite strong enemy resistanee, forced the

Germans back. Condnuing its offensive on October

1st, it obtained even more valuable results than the day
before, compelling its adversary to cross to the east bank
of the iVisne-Mame canal, from Berry-au-Bac to La
Reuvilette, leaving behind 2,500 prisoners and some
diirty guns.

.
Simultaneously, the Fourdi Army aided by
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the American 2iid Division, attacked and carried the

strong German positions on the heights south of Orfcuil,

capturing such solid points of support as Notre-Dame-
des-Ghamps and Blanc-Mont, and between October ist

and 3rd taking 18,000 prisoners with 200 guns.

This double success was not long in bearing fruit.

During October 5th, 6th and 7th, the Germans carried

out an e.Ktensive retrograde movement north-east of

Rheims, establishing themselves behind the Suippe and
the line oflhe Arnes.

Meanwhile, on October 4th, the American First Army
resumed its attacks. Its left and centre, advancing

through the Argonne, reached Apremont, Exermont and

Gesnes. Its right, hampered by the German flanking

positions on the heights cast of the Meuse, advanced only

slightly. It became absolutely necessary to suppress

these flanking positions by capturing the ridge from

Dun-sur-Meuse to Damvillers. During the days

October 8th to lOth, the French XVII Corps, aided by

two American Divisions (33rd and 39th), began

operations on the right bank of the river, and, after

heavy fighting, got possession of the line Sivry-sur-

Meuse—Beaumont.

Flowcver considerable the results obtained by the

Franco-American offensive, they seemed, nevertheless,

“ inferior to what it was permissible to expect against an

adversary assailed eveiywhere and resisting at certain

points with only worn-out, heterogeneous and hastily-

assembled troops, and in a region where his defensive

positions had already been captured.” Through not

having been adequately conducted the battle under way

presented some confusion. Those in command,* too

* The French words are " le coinraandement," which is here translated by
“ those incommand.”—^Translator,
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distant from tlic action, did not scorn
"

to (lusli it

personally with the utmost energy, themselves supervis*

ing the execution of their orders.”

Therefore, General Petain was asked to give to the

High Command (Armies and Groups of Armic.s) in-

structions “with a view to ensuring, at the present stage

of the war ofmovement, a personal and active direction

of the battle upon the field itself. To encourage, inspire, ami

supervise, still remains a chief's principal task."

In issuing these instructions. General Petain again

specified the objectives to be attained ;

"By the Fourth Army, march straight to the Aisne in the

direction of Reihel.

"By the Fifth AmyypushloicardsB’eufchcitel andHobsons, in

ordtr to aid the moiement ofthe Tenth Army upon Loon,"

Thus placed, the attacks along the v/ljolc front v/cre

resumed on October 8th. While the shTneristun Firtl

Army, having cleared the Argonne, reached the defilct

south of Grandpre and captured the hd-ghts ofKomagne

and of Cunel, the Frerxh Fourth Army, attacking in

force in the direction of Cauroy

—

Hfachault, 'gdneri a

footing on the north bank of the Arrjss ar.d on tin;

heights ofMonthois. On its left, the FLfih A-rmy assaulted

and forced the passage ofthe Suip^ betweenAg -ihxu/t

and Saint-Etienne, v/hile north ct me --mne, the Tenm

Army, pushing forward in :a tam. czmt.1 t-nr

.Ailctte and gained the hetghir c: Cerr.y-en-la.-:

ofjumigrt}'.

These threatening advances Kr_ci one emm",

Mow. On October iJth, ram an.'C ;icn

,r,; „

oeavy

himself obliged to execute a weir esc.

along the entire front inclui™

Voiudcrs and the One at f-Z-rere,^.

she strong cocilio.n tliur£r.g

at,- .iitx cr.

4?..'
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Siellung) established along the general line La Fere—
Crecy-sur-Scrrc—Sissonnc—Chateau-Porcien, and the

valley of the Aisne below Grandpre.

On October 15th the Franco-American Armies
established touch with this position and made immediate
dispositions for assaulting it.

vi- -ic -X-

Franco-Britis/i offensive against the Cambrai—Saint-

Qiientin front.

On September 27tli tlic British First and Third

Armies (Generals Plorne and Byng) moved in the

direction of Cambrai and attacked the German positions

between the Sensec and Villers-Guislain at dawn. They
crossed the Canal du Nord and with magnificent dash

captured the celebrated points of support of Marquion,

Bois-Bourlon and Flcsquieres, piercing the enemy’s lines

to a depth of four miles and taking over 8,000 prisoners

and 100 guns. On the 28th they followed up their

advance, seized Fontaine-Notre-Dame and Marcoing,

crossed the Scheldt north of the last-named place, and,

the next day, September the 29th, they reached the very

gates of Cambrai. The whole of the Hindenbm’g line

that lay in their sector ofattack was in their hands.

The British Fourth Army (GeneraJ. Rawlinson) re-

sponded to tills brilliant victoiy by an equally successful

advance farther south. On September 29th3 in its turn,

it attacked the Plindenburg position between Vendhuille

and Holnon, carried the front lines and, advancing

resolutely upon Bohain, crossed the Saint-Quentin canal

between Ballicourt and Lahaucourt.

On its right, the French First Army (General Debeney)

attacked south .
of Saint-Quentin, and, after heavy
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unywiicrc else. The Field-Marshal therefore ordered

his Third and Fourth Armies, still covered on the right

by the French First Army, to make a general attack, on

October 8th, in the direction of Bohain—Busigny and

capture the heights south of Cambrai. This object

having been achieved, the British First Army was to try

to force tlie passage of tiic Scheldt north of the latter

town in the vicinity of Ramillies,

In execution of these orders, the assault of the British

Third and Fourth Annies was made on October 8th

between Cambrai and Sequehart. It met with complete

success, carrying at one blow the Hunding Stellung along

the whoh; front prescribed. General Debeney’s Army,

having seized (as already noted) the high plateau of

Fontaine—U terte, extended and effectively supported the

British advance. On October 9th the British First

Army, in its turn, forced the passages of the Scheldt at

Ramillies and further south.

This victory, succeeding those of the preceding days,

was a serious disaster to the Germans, obliging them to

efiect a wide movement in retreat between the Sensee

and the Oise. On October 12th, the] Allied advanced

guards, pressing the enemy hard, reached the left bank: of

the Sclle between Flasprcs and Le Gateau, tire western

edge of the forest of Andigny, and the northern bank of

the Oise below Bernot.

Their left now came in contact with a third position

which the enemy had erected along the general line of

Bouchain—La Gapelle—Le Gateau—Hirson—^Mezieres,

while their right faced that part of the Hunding Stellung

which runs along the western bank of the Oise between

Mont d’Origny and the mouth ofthe Serre.



TaE XIEWOESS v'5' M-VSNitAi UVW
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The Flandcxs Group of Armies wus owierwl U' in'

formed, as we have seen, on Scpiembei' Uth, ’I'ho

work was pursued witli the j>iv.\tesl iwpiiliiy, il.vxU'

u-as essential, for here in the low-hmds of h'latuhuv

wholly dev-astated by the war, if the h.ul se.ivou slumhi

overtake us while we were still ciiitai'eil in men' pte
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the Belgian Army from the ground it oeeupled, oi‘ lliul

consolidated, on the left bank of the Y.ser, and linnw It

across to the right bank. I'or both banlt!i of the liver

were nothing but quagmires, and foiif yeiiiii of battle and
bombardment had transformed the adjaeeiil land Into

an almost continuous marsh, which bad weatber would

make absolutely impassable.

After ensuring a suitable tliicclion lin' ibn )'‘)aii(lei'i

Group of Armies (H.M. the King of Ilia Delgliilei,

assisted by General Dcgoutlc and lii.i Dlalf), it beiante

necessary to provide it witli the lioops neiesi.iiy to

accomplish the mission wliicli fcil to it iis p.'ii) ol llie

generi Allied offctrsivc. Besides llie Belgla/i Ann'/,

there was the British .Second Army tOeoeod I'lnni'l),

the French Second Cavalry Oiii/t and Ivn/ i'inii ll Ann/
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take tile necessary steps with General Plumer
; and, in

order to avoid any mistaken interpretation, I requested
him to specify that the entire British Second Army was
placed at the disposal of its Commander from the very
first day. Its attacks to the north-east of the Gomines
canal aimed at reaching Zandworde and the heights of

Kruisecke as soon as possible.

It was under these conditions that, after an artillery

attack lasting three hours, the offensive of the Flanders

Army Group was launched on September 28th at 5,30
A.M., in the gap between Dhonude and the Lys. It

immediately obtained a great success, capturing the

entire German first line and greatly weakening the

second.

Next morning, I was in Flanders. I saw in turn

General Plumer at Gassel, King Albert at La Panne, and

Lieutenant-General Gillain at Houthem. I urged them

to push forward rapidly toward Roulers and Thourout,

Not that enthusiasm was lacking ! On the 29th

Dixmude was reoccupied, and the whole Passchendaele

ridge, as well as the strong position of Messines

—

Wytschaete, fell into the hands of the Allies. In two

days nearly 10,000 prisoners and 200 guns were taken.

The advance was continued on the 30th, but hampered

by bad weather, progress became slower. The British

Second Army, nevertheless, drew nearer to Menin and

reached the left bank of the Lys from Warneton to

Wervicq.

On October ist and 2nd, after some unimportant

progress had been made, it was decided to call a halt in

order to prepare a new and powerful attack, after re-

establishing communications with the rear.

For the difficulties of the ground had become only too

apparent. While the troops had rapidly pushed forward
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across this country—which presented nothing but a

succession of more or iess continuous siicii-hoies filied

witii water—and iiad eomc to soiid soii, farther to the

rear, eommunications on tiic right bank of the Yser iiad

been cut in many piaces and it became ciear that it

wouid be impossibie to make repairs with earth taken

from neighbouring ground, since the piace was iittie

more than a marsh.

To suppiy the troops in battle, both in the matter of

food and ammunition, was becoming impossible in

certain zones. For a time we were reduced to having

tliousands of rations transported by air. To make it

possible for the convoys to move, it was necessary first of

all to repair our lines of communication thoroughly.

This required the construction at certain places of miles

of roadway supported on piles.

Notwitlistanding these dilficulties, the result of our

incontestable success in Flanders was already becoming

noticeable. Menaced by the advance of tlie Flanders

Army Group north of the Lys and by the simultaneous

advance of the English Armies south of the Sensee, the

Germans again fell back before the British Fifth Army
(General Birdwood), operating to the right of the British

Second Army, and also in touch with the First.

On October and La Bassiie and Lens were rcoccupicd.

On the 3rd, Armcnticrcs ; on the .jth, the advanced
guards of General Birdwood were on the railway from
Armcnticres to Lens and had reached the Hautc-Dcule
canal. Here they established contact with the advanced
guards of General Home, whose left wing likewise was
following up the retreating enemy.

Since the i8th ofJuly, we had dealt the Germans blow
after blow, and now he was being shaken in Flanders as

well as along the rest of the front. This process had
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prevented him from re-establishing his resistance at any
point, and the favourable situation resulting for 'our
Armies could be maintained or even enlarged, provided
we exploited it immediately and left him no time for

recuperation.

This seemed the more certain since, according to all

information received, the Germans had no line of

defence in Belgium further back than Douai, to which
they might withdraw. Therefore, in letters dated

October 6th and pth, I urged the Flanders Army Group
to huriy the resumption ofits attacks as much as possible

by expediting the repair of its lines of communication.
“ The defeat which the enemy has just suffered on the

British front,” said the last of these letters, “ as well as

the development of our attacks on the Franco-American

front, create at present an exceptionally advantageous

situation for the continuation of the offensive in Belgium.

“ This state of affairs makes it .particularly desirable

for you to hasten your attack, and consequently it is

most urgently suggested that you push forward your

preparations to the utmost.”

Nevertheless, despite the good will of everybody, the

Flanders Army Group could not be got ready for another

attack until October 14th. But on that date, with its

troops operating on territory that had not been de-

vastated, and with communications now assured across

a region torn by four years of conflict, it was able to

resume the battle. If material resources of sufficient

power were forthcoming, it would now be in a position to

continue its attacks, in no matter what season, until the

enemy’s resistance was entirely overcome.



CHAPTER XII

THE PROBLEM OP EFFECTIVES, COMMUNICATIONS AND
MANUFACTURE OP MONITIONS IN THE AUTUMN OF I918

Would it indeed be possibicto keep up this uninterrupted

effort, daily becoming more extensive, which tlic Allied

Armies had furnished since July ? Tliis grave question

presented itself to the Allied High Command and to the

Entente Governments as the autumn of iQiO opened.

The problem particularly involved these three points :

The maintenance of the strength of the armies in the

field, the assurance of the ammunition supply and the

restoring of means of communication in reconquered

territory. *

It must be added that upon the solution given to these

problems, both as to extent and time, depended the

possibility of the Allied Armies following up their

successes and attaining a definite victory by means of an

offensive pursued without pause. Delay in meeting

material requirements might render our success in part

sterile, and might impose upon our forces severe and

bloody fighting to overcome a recuperated enemy.

The fact of having mapped out a scheme ofoperations

on July 24th was not sufndcnt ; it was necemary to

provide means for keeping them going.

(i) EJectizes.

From July 1st to September I5ih the Frerxh jirmj had

lest 7,000 ofneers and neariy 272,000 men. At tia:

begiiming of Oaober rrmst of hi Divisicni were some-
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thing between i,ooo to 2,500 men below full strength, all

available reinforcements having been incorporated.

The situation became even worse during the subsequent
Avceks, because it was now necessary to add to our losses

in battle those occasioned by having to divert men for the

repair of communications in the rear.

Nevertheless, we were maintaining the same number of

Divisions, the momentary deficits in their strength were
being met by various devices adopted in the internal

structure of the component units. It was for that

reason that General Petain had decreased the theoretical

strength of the Divisional centres of instruction, reduced

the strength of infantry companies to 175 men and

ordered the General Officer Commanding the Tank
Corps to rectify his deficiencies in men, munitions,

material and stores by similar methods.

To replace our losses in the matter of horses also

presented serious difficulties. France’s resources having

been almost exhausted, we were obliged, in and after

September, to import from America some 10,000 horses

monthly, and this had the disadvantage of absorbing

part of the tonnage required for transporting American

ti'oops. Moreover, long delays ensued before these

horses were ready for service. To meet the emergency,

General Petain was obliged to adopt certain temporary

expedients, such as ordering those responsible Generals

to send forward only a number of units or batteries pro-

portional to the available horses
;
or else to decrease by

one gun per battery all horse-drawn formations.

The BrziM Army had lost, from July ist to September

15th, 7,700 officers and 166,000 men; and, as with the

French army, it was unable to fill the gaps in the ranks.

The Government in London, being inclined to give

aviation and tanks a perhaps exaggerated importance in
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relation to the combatant forces as a whole, favoured the

suppression ofsome infantry Divisions. At a conference

held on October 7th at Versailles, with Mr. Lloyd

George presiding, I was compelled to protest against this

intention, and I succeeded in obtaining a decision that

the number of British Divisions would be maintained

intact, even if it should become necessary to reduce

temporarily tlic number of men in each. I also sug-

gested to General Sir Henry ^Vilson that some of the

fresh British Divisions in Italy be substituted for some of

the eshausted Divisions in France, sending tlic latter for

recuperation across the Alps.

The Italian II Corps was 13,000 men short, following the

attacks in which it participated during the summer on

the French front, and the Government in Rome wanted

to make good the reconstitution of this Corps by having

all the labourers lent to France by the agreement of

January 13th, 1918, sent back to Italy.

Fortunately, M. Clemenccau arranged that this

repatriation should be discussed by the Commanden-in-
Chief concerned. I succeeded in convincing General

Diaz that the recall ofall the Italian labourers would be a

great hindrance to the French Army
;

it was therefore

agreed that only 4,000 of the labourers should return.

Moreover, in order to justify the retention in France of

the Italian auxiliaries. General Petain was asked to

establish an organization “ guaranteeing tire rational and
full-time employment of the labourers under his orders,”

and to c.\crcise a rigid control over the work performed.

Finally, the Italian II Corps was brought up to

strength by drafting a certain number ofmen from among
the best of the labourers and by reinforcements arriving

from Italy.

Even the Ainrrican Armjf showed a deficit in men. For
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a total of thirty Divisions at the front on October loth,

go,000 were lacking. This shrinkage, it must be ad-
mitted, was merely temporary, since the transport of
men from America to France was being pushed forward
most energetically. Nevertheless, it might have some-
what hampered the projected operations for the moment.
General Pershing thought it his duty to inform me of the

situation, and he asked me whether there did not seem
cause to change my programme. Naturally, I main-

tained the full programme ofattack decided upon.

Another difficulty was presented by the necessity of

furnishing the American Army with the numerous

horses required for the organization of its Divisions.

The policy ofsending at first only infantry and machine-

gun units had caused the postponement of shipment of

the necessaiy horses from the United States to France.

This particularly affected artillery units. Purchases of

horses in Spain and some drafts on the French and

British stocks had made it possible to meet the first

requirements, but, from September onwards, reliance

had to be placed solely on importations from America.

This—as we have already stated with regard to the

French army—^\vas attended with considerable in-

convenience.

These few points show the efforts which, during the

autumn of 1918, were demanded of commanders of the

various armies and their staffs to keep up the strength of

the Allied forces. .
Though it was found impossible to

obtain the complete solution desired, nevertheless the

emergency measures I was obliged to adopt were always

inspired by the two-fold purpose of seeing that the

progress of the operations was not retarded, and that the

number ofAllied Divisions was at all costs maintained.

Arm and munitions. Though not quite so difficult a
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problem as keeping up the strength of the various armies,

that of munitions also caused a certain degree of worry.

Towards the end ofJuly, Monsieur Loucheur, Minister

of Munitions, told me tliat tlie average consumption of

shells for the 75 mm. gun amounted, in the French army,

to a8o,ooo a day, whereas only 220,000 were being

manufactured. Therefore he was being forced to draw

the surplus needed from stocks on hand. During

August the situation became actually critical, owing to

the delays in receiving steel from America. I had to ask

General Pershing to take action with his Government in

order to hasten the shipments.

On his side. General Petain gave orders on several

occasions and in very severe terms to liis subordinates,

demanding the exercise of a close supervision over the

expenditure of ammunition.

The crisis was not entirely overcome until October,

when the United States began sending completely

finished shells to France.

The French war muniuon service had to make a

considerable effort to construct and keep in order the

numerous machines needed for fighting—guns, aircraft

and tanks, to mention only a few. But we had not only

our own needs to meet, but also most of those of tlie

American Army, since American factories were not yet

able to supply all the material required. I often

received visits at my Headquarters from officials occupied

with these questions—MM CIcmcnccau, Loucheur,

Tardicu, General Bourgeois, General Le Rond, etc. I

discussed with tlicm die progress being made in manu-
facture, both in France and /Vmerica ; what supplies

were to be turned over to the Americans ; how much
metal W.TS to be asked from them in exchange

; ivhat

purcliascs were to be made in England, and so forth.
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In order to decrease our importations of coal and thus
ncrease the ocean tonnage available, I discussed with
iir Douglas Haig, at the request of M. Loucheur, the

Dossibility of getting the British Army to turn over 4,000
prisoners ofwar for labour in the mines in central France.

>ir Douglas, however, found it impossible to accede to

Bis request.

Communications. The systematic devastation effected

Dy the Germans in the areas which their defeat forced

Bern to evacuate is well known. Much of the destruc-

ion was in no way justified by the exigencies ofwar, but

vas due solely to that “joy in wreaking damage”
Schadenfreude) which our enemy had made into a

veritable dogma, and which he employed as a war

nstrument.

On September 6th I asked M. Glemenceau to demand
)f the Germans that they “ refrain from these barbaric

lets, under pain of incurring the gravest responsibilities

ind the severest reprisals.” In spite of this threat, they

continued their acts ofwilful damage in northern France

ind in Belgium, up to the very day of the Armistice.

In addition to this destruction which nothing could

ustify, there was also more which conformed to the

lecessities of war, such as damaging railways, navigable

waterways and roads. This seriously retarded the

idvance of the Allied Armies. The restoration of these

ines of communication was one of the most important

problems which I and my staff had to solve during the

mtumn of 1918. It required simultaneously active

direction, experienced personnel and a considerable

amount ofmaterial.

The management of this work was reorganized in

A-ugust, 1918, and turned over to the Commander of the

Allied Armies. At its head was placed a French
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General Officer* charged primarily wiffi the duty of

meeting the general necessities of the Allied Annies in

wliat concerned supplies and communications, more

especially in reconquered territory. Hence his tide :

Director General ofArmy Supplies and Communications.

To recruit die necessary personnel for restoring and

maintaining the lines ofcommunicadon destroyed by the

enemy was no easy matter. Despite the diminished

effectives from which the Allied Armies were already

suffering, diey were obliged to furnish a large part of

diis special labour force. For instanec, the French

Army supplied nearly 100,000 men for railway work.

For the remainder, we were forced to take anydiing we
eould find : civilians who had been held by the Germans,

workmen replaced in factories by prisoners of war,

civilian prisoners, etc. At one ume, Belgium furnished

personnel for service in Northern France.

The material required for repairing railways was

supplied pardy from French, partly from British or

American mills. From the United States 70,000 tons of

rails arrived each month, making it possible to repair

about 120 miles of lines. Most of die engines were

repaired by the efforts of the Ministry of Munidons.

I also had to devotemy attendon to the organization on

the liberated Belgian coast,ofharbourand marine services,

concerning which I gavcinstruedons to General Degouttc.

The hasty sketch just given ofdie problem presented by
munidons, communications and man power is made with

the sole purpose of showing how it weighed upon the

development of operadons during die autumn of 1918,

and of indicating, in a general way, its magnitude, the

difficuldes attending its soludon, and the efforts made to

that end.

• CtscrU Viyot,
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CHAPTER XIII

GENERAL OFFENSIVE OF THE ALLIED ARMIES FROM OCTOBER
I5TH TO NOVEMBER IITH, I918

Combined manceuvre of the British Armies and the Flanders Group of Armies
between the Oise and the North Sea—Combined manceuvre of French Armies
and of the American First Army between the Oise and the Meuse—^Manceuvre
prepared east of the Meuse—General retreat of the German Armies on the

whole line from the Meuse to the sea.

In their advance along a front 200 miles wide, from
the North Sea to the Meuse, the Allied Armies, each

launched in its own direction, were destined to meet
various enemy positions more or less strongly organized

and more or less strongly manned. It was difficult to

estimate beforehand what degree of resistance these

various positions were capable of offering, except by

taking into consideration the nature of the ground lying

in front of each Army, and the rate of progress it had

already attained. But speaking generally, the ground

became lower and flatter as we moved from the right to

the left of the Allied line—^from the hilly banks of the

Meuse to the great plains of Flanders, where, from the

earliest days to Waterloo, the destines of Europe had

been so often decided.

It was in the region north of the Oise that it was

easiest for us to accumulate and employ our superiority

of numbers, a superiority which in our day consists

chiefly of having more stores and larger supplies of

ammunition than the enemy. The marked advance

made in this region by the British Armies was an illustra-

tion of this. The advantage of pushing it was already

apparent. Moreover, by reason of the convergent
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direction of our movements, the blows successfully

delivered on one part of the enemy’s defensive system

must be made to react upon neighbouring parts, turning

them and thus causing their fall, even though they were

still capable of offering resistance.

On October loth I invited Sir Douglas Haig’s

attention to this situation and at the same time I

instructed General Petain to reinforce tlie French First

Army operating on the right of the British. My letter

was as follows :

“ To day, October loth, operations are being pursued

in three converging directions :

“ (i) In Belgium.

“ (2) Along the Solcsmes—Wassigny front.

“
(3) Along the Aisne—^Mcusc front.

“ Of these, the one most advantageous to exploit

—

thanks to the success obtained by tlie British Armies—is

tliat of Solcsmes—Wassigny. Therefore operadons along

this direction must be pursued in die greatest possible

strengdi, in order not only to advance towards Mons and

Avesnes, but also to develop :

“ (a) A manoeuvre in combinadon svidi the Belgian

offensive, having as its objeedve the clearing of the Lille

region ; to be executed by the British forces in a north-

easterly direcdon, between the Scheldt and die Sambre.
“ In order to make possible this extension of the

British attacks nordiward, the limit of the zones ofacdon

between the British and French Armies is hereby

prolonged to the General line, soudi of Wassigny

—

south ofAvesnes.
“ (i) A manoeuvre in combinadon with the Aisne

—

Meuse offensive, with a viesv to turning the line of the

Serre
; to be executed by die French First .rVrmy.

“ Therefore, the first available French rciirforcemcnts
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are to be given to the First Army, in order that it may
carry out this manoeuvre. Forces which may later

become available are to be used for feeding either the

attack in Belgium or that ofthe Aisne—Meuse.”
On October 15th the Franco-American Armies

between the Oise and the Argonne, headed toward
Mezieres, came into contact with a strong German
position {Hunding Stellung and Brunnhilde Stellung) estab-

lished along the general line La Fere—Crecy-sur-Serre
— Sissonne—Chateau-Porcien—Vouziers— Grand-pre.

North of the Oise, the British Armies, marching on
Mons and Avesnes, reached that same day the front

Wassigny—Le Gateau—Solesmes—Douai. They had
thus, from the south, turned the region of Lille, which

was likewise threatened from the north by the Flanders

Group ofArmies between the Lys and the sea.

For, on October 14th, this Army Group arrived on

firm ground and, free from all worry as to its lines of

communications (now completely restored), had re-

sumed the offensive between Zarren and Werwicq under

excellent conditions. Two American Divisions, taken

from those which had already participated in attacks, had

been sent to support its action. In addition, for the

purpose of assuring to the Flanders command an

organization commensurate with the increase of

French forces in that region, General de Boissoudy was

placed at the head of the Sixth Army, while General

Degoutte, under the direction ofthe King ofthe Belgians,

devoted himself exclusively to conducting the operations.

Thus reinforced, the Flanders Army Group un-

interruptedly continued its movement toward Thourout,

Courtrai and Menin, gaining ground rapidly. On the

14th, it took possession of Hooglede, Roulers and

Moorseele
;
on the 1 5th it marched beyond Cortemarck,
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reached the gates of Courtrai, and entered Menin and

Wertvicq. On tlic iGth, Thourout, Lichtcnvelde,

Ardoyc and Iseghem fell into its hands.

Then tlic enemy gave tvay. He evacuated the entire

Belgian coast, including his armoured batteries and

submarine bases, which, for months and years, had

threatened England and the English lines of com-

munication with France.

On the 17th the Belgian Army re-occupied Ostend, and

on the 19th, Blankenbcrghe and Zeebrugge. On the

20th it reached the Dutch frontier and the Shipdonk

canal, at the moment King Albert was making his

triumphal entry into liberated Bruges.

The Flanders Army Group had accomplished the task

prescribed for it five weeks before by the Commandcr-
in-Chiefof the Allied Armies, viz : “To defeat the enemy
in Belgium and reconquer tlie province north of the Lys."

On October 22nd I came in person to congratulate

tliosc who had won this victory, and, making a new ap-

peal to them, I asked them to resume their forrvard march
at once, as soon as they had reorganized their units, and
had put their communications in order, especially the port

and marine services along the liberated Belgian coast.

During this advance of tlic Flanders Army Group
between the North Sea and the Lys, the right of the

British Armies continued its attacks toward Wassigny

and Solesmes, according to plan. On October 17th,

the British Fourtli Army took Lc Gateau in the face of

very strong resistance from tlie enemy. On tlic 1 8th and
19th, having captured Wassigny and the Andigny
woods, it tlircw the Germans back to the c.Tstern bank of

the Sambre—Oise canal. Then, pusliing its left wing
beyond tlie Sclle, in conjunction witli the British Third
Army, it gained possession of Solesmes (October aotli)
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and advanced to the edge ofLandrecies and the Mormal
Forest (October 24th)

.

On its left, the British Third Army, clearing the ground
south of the Sensee, forced the passages of the Ecaillon

and reached the gates of Le Quesnoy and Valenciennes

(October 24th and 26th).

While the double manoeuvre in the north was thus

being developed by the Flanders Group ofArmies on the

left and by the left wing of the British Armies on the

right, the centre, composed of the British First and Fifth

Armies, pressing the enemy in front, gave the finishing

touch which compelled him to execute a general

retreat. This retirement, begun on October 1 7th on the

front between the Lys and the Scarpe, lasted ten days.

On October 17th, Lille and Douai were reoccupied
;

on the 1 8th, Tourcoing and Roubaix
;

on the 19th,

Marchiennes and Bouchain
; on the 20th, Denain

;
on

the 2 1st, Saint-Amand. By the 27th, the British lined

the left bank ofthe Scheldt from Tournai to Valenciennes.

The right wing of the Flanders Group of Armies,

thrown anew into the attack, crossed the Lys between

Courtrai and the Roulers—^Audenarde railway line, cap-

tured Gourtrai on October 19th, and pressed forward

immediately towards the Scheldt, which it reached

between Avelghem and Tournai (October 20th-26th).

Profiting from this success, the left and centre of the

Flanders Army Group attacked again on October 31st,

and after four days of battle threw the enemy back to the

right bank of the Scheldt.

Thus the manoeuvre prescribed in my order ofOctober

loth was being developed north of the Oise under the

best possible conditions.

Indeed, by the 19th ofOctober I was able to direct the

efforts of our Armies on this part of the battlefield
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towards frcsli objectives, while constantly pushing those

on the right wing toward their common goal, hleziircs.

I therefore ordered :

“ For the purpose ofcxploidng the advantages already

gained, the operations of the Allied Armies will be

continued as follmvs ;

“ (i) The Flanders Group of Armies will march in the

general direction of Brussels, its right towards Hal,

reaching the Scheldt at Pccq, the Deader at Lcssincs.

“ During this march, important watenvays such as the

Scheldt and the Dender will be forced by combining, if

need be, with a flank movement on the part of the British

Armies, so as to turn these streams.

“ (2) The Brilish Armies (FifUi, Third, First, Fourth)

will advance south of the line Pccq—Lcssincs—Hal,

their right marching via Froidchapelle and Philippevillc,

upon Agimont, north of Givet.

“ The mission of the British Armies continues to be to

throw tile enemy back upon the almost impenetrable

massif of the Ardennes at the point where tliis obstacle

cuts his principal transversal line. At the same time, tire

advance of tlic Flanders Army Group must be aided in

cflecting a crossing of the various water courses (Scheldt,

Dender), which might lie across its march.
“ The British Armies will be supported by the French

First Army.
“

(3) The Freiuh Armies (First, Tenth, Fifth, Fourth)

and the American First Army will operate south of the

abovc-mendoned line.

“ Their r61cs will be as follows :

“ For the French FirstArmy, to support the attack ofthe

British Armies by marching towards La Capelle, Chimay,
Givet, and to manoeuvre by its right in order to turn die

enemy resistance presented on the line -
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“For the French Fifth and Sixth Armies and the
American First Army, to reach the region Mezieres,

Sedan and the Meuse above that place, causing the line

of the Aisne to fall, through a manoeuvre on both wings

—

the left (French Fifth Army) directed towards Ghateau-
Porcien, the right (French Fourth Army and American
First Army), towards Busancy—Le Ghesne.”

As will have been noted, the French First Army was to

continue in support of the British Armies, and at the

same time turn the enemy resistance on the Serre

—

Sissonne line. It is this second part of its task which will

now be examined by giving it its place in the general

plan of the Franco-American offensive under way
between the Oise and the Meuse.

Attacking in liaison with the British right, and profiting

by the latter’s advance on Wassigny, the French First

Army captured, between October i8th and 26th, the

entrenchments of the Hunding Stellung between the

Oise at Mont d’Origny, and the Serre below Assis.

This success gave the Tenth Army an opportunity to out-

flank the lines of the Serre and the Aisne. Attacking

with its right north-east of Laon, it captured Verneuil-

sur-Serre and Notre-Dame-de-Liesse and crossed the

drainage canal between Vesle and Pierrepont.

Under .the pressure of this double action, the Germans,

on the 27th, evacuated a wide band of territory between

Guise on the Oise and Grecy-sur-Serre.

The French Fifth Army, conforming to its orders,

attacked at the same time west of Ghaumont—Porcien,

and succeeded, on the 25th, in capturing, together with

the heights of Banogne—Recouvrance, the last portion

of the Hunding Stellung remaining in German hands

that lying between Saint-Quentin and the Aisne.
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Thus, at the cud of October, the mancKuvre prescribed

for die left wing of the French Armies on October tgth,

and having for its object the capture of the line of die

Aisne, was moving as smoothly as possible.

Let us turn now to the right wing and see what the

French Fourth Army and the American First Army were

doing at this same moment.

By the middle ofOctober, after three weeks ofbittcrand

costly fighting, the American First Army had reached

the defile of Grandpre on its left, and, on its centre, the

heights of Romagnc-sous-Montfaucon.

The advance through the Argonne from south to

north had presented undeniable dilTiculties to the

American Staffs. Most of the roads in this region run

from west to cast, and the hilly nature of the country

makes easy organization of new lines of communication

impossible. Hence the varied dilficultics encountered in

supplying the numerous rVmcrican troops engaged in the

battle
;
and yet their cndiusiasm had to be kept up at

any price, and their violent efforts sustained.

Instead of supplying the aid of French direction,

which might surely have smoothed over some of the

difliculties, it seemed to me that the most efficacious way
of facilitating the American task was to rely upon the

spirit of initiative of the American High Command
itself and, for that purpose, to establish direct relations

—

on the same footing as those c.\isting with the Com-
mandcr-in-Chiefof the French Armies, the Commandcr-
in-Chiefof the British Armies and the King Commanding
the Belgian Army—between die /Vllicd High Command
and General Pershing, Commandcr-in-Cliicf of the

American Armies, of which tlic First was operating

on die Argonne front, and the Second in die Woevre
region, not to mention the odicr American troops dis-
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tributed along the front. At the point which American
cooperation had now reached, I believed that this was
the arrangement which would enable the Americans,

working side by side with the other Allied Armies engaged
in the battle to strike the heaviest blows at the enemy.
The American Armies would be fighting with the Stars

and Stripes floating over them, under a leadership which
had always given evidence ofmagnificent authority, and
with Staffs bringing their talents to the aid of soldiers

animated by an incontestable ardour.

In order to augment the effort demanded of the

American Army, I did not hesitate to increase the scope

of its command. The autonomy of this force had been

fully established, and now, in order to effect a concord-

ance between operations in the Argonne and those in

Champagne, as well as a close union of efforts, General

Maistre, who commanded the Central French Army
Group, was. charged with assuring co-ordination between

the operations of the French troops on the right of his

group, and those of the American First Army.

The delay in the Argonne operations had been other-

wise interpreted in certain quarters less acquainted with

the difliculties encountered by commanders in handling

the masses of modern armies. It was thus that M.
Clemenceau, impressed by the marking time ” of the

American Army, wrote me on October 21st the letter

which I quote below, and which had inview nothing less

than to effect a change in the chief command of the

American Army :

“ I have postponed from day to day writing you about

the crisis existing in the American Army. It is not that

I have anything to tell you regarding a state of affairs

which assuredly you know better than anybody else,

since, as Commander-in-Chief of the Alhed Armies, you
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arc necessarily llic first to sufTcr from its consequences.

We have talked loo often and at too great a length con-

cerning the employment of the American troops for it to

be necessary to revert to the subject to-day, even in the

most summary fashion.

“ You have watched at close range the development of

General Pershing’s c.vactions. Unfortunately, thanks to

his invincible obstinacy, he has won out against you as

well as against your immediate subordinates. To go

over all tills again can only lead to useless regrets.

“ You arc in die midst ofthe action, so that past events

and mere words are out of place here. What matters is

the immense balde now going on, a batdc which you

have conducted in such a way as to place you in the front

rank of great captains. It is diis batdc in its present

stage that I am now dunking of, in the hope offurnishing

you with the military means ofbringing to a magnificent

conclusion the succession of glorious feats of arms with

which your name will be for ever associated.

“ ConsdtuUonally, I am the head of the French Army.
“ The interests of diis Army lie only too obviously in

die parallel organizadon of all the troops under your

command.
“ I would be a criminal if I allowed the French Army

to wear itself out indefinitely in batdc, widiout doing

cvcrydilng in my power to ensure that an Allied Army
wliich has hurried to its aid was rendered capable of

fulfilling die military role for which it is desdned.
“ The French /Vmiy and the British Army, without a

moment’s respite, have been daily fighdng, for the last

three months, battles wliich arc using them up at a time

when it is impossible for us to reinforce them imme-
diately with fresh cifccdvcs. These two /Vrmics arc

pressing back the enemy widi an ardour that excites
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world-wide admiration
;

but our worthy American
Allies, who thirst to get into action and who are unani-

mously acknowledged to be great soldiers, have been
marking time ever since their forward jump on the first

day ; and in spite of heavy losses, they have failed to

conquer the ground assigned them as their objective.

Nobody can maintain that these fine troops are un-

usable
;

they are merely unused.
“ One does not have to be a technician in order to

understand that the immobility ofyour right wing cannot

possibly be a part ofyour plan and that we have lost—no
matter how favourably other things may have turned

out—the benefit of movements which, through lack of

organization, have not been effected. I am aware of all

the efforts you have made to overcome the resistance of

General Pershing
;

indeed, it is because you have

omitted nothing in the way of persuasion that I cannot

shirk the duty of asldng myself whether, after the failure

of fruitless conversations, the time has not come for

changing methods.
“ When General Pershing refused to obey your orders,

you could have appealed to President Wilson. For

reasons which you considered more important, you put

off this solution ofthe conflict, fearing that it would bring

reactions of a magnitude which you thought it difficult

to gauge.
“ I took the liberty of differing with you. You had a

right to think that I was resorting too hastily to a radical

solution of the problem. You wished to prolong the

experience.

“ Now that I have learned, however, that you have

taken in hand the direct command of General Pershing’s

troops, I cannot refrain from feeling that this trial should

be the last of those we have been compelled to undergo.
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I ardently wisli you success, and it may come, provided

it is possible for you, through some miracle, to combine

the separate direction of one Army with the general

conduct along comprehensive lines of the Allied Armies

as a whole.

“ I think that it will not take long for you to make up

your mind on this subject. If General Pershing finally

resigns himself to obedience, if he accepts the advice of

capable Generals, whose presence at his side he has until

now permitted only that he might reject their counsels,

I shall be wholly delighted.

“ But if this new attempt to reconcile two contrary

points of view should not bring the advantageous results

you anticipate, I must say to you that, in my opinion,

any further hesitation should be out of the question.

For it would then be certainly high time to tell President

Wilson the truth and the whole truth concerning the

situation of the American troops. Indeed, neither you

nor I have the right to conceal it from him.
“ The President of the United States has frequently

declared that he was ready to conform to yourjudgment

in all military questions. He will undoubtedly appraise

at their true value, as he ought to do, both the patience

you have so long shown and the decision to which you
have finally been led.

“ ^Vhcthcr you share my opinion or form a dificrent

one, you will certainly agree with me in recognizing that

this state of affairs cannot continue any longer. For
this reason, I would be glad if you could find it possible

to send me an early answer.
“ The reason why I have deemed it my duty to offer

you these observations is that, in die present circum-

stance, the rcsjMnsibility of the French Government and
of the constitutional head of the French .Annies is no less
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directly involved than is your own. I feel sure that you
cannot misinterpret the sentiment which inspires me and

I hope you will do justice to my motives, as I do to

yours.

“ (Signed) Clemenceau.”

Having a more comprehensive knowledge of the diffi-

culties encountered by the American Army, I could not

acquiesce in the radical solution contemplated by

Monsieur Glemenceau. Not wishing, however, to start

a discussion of this subject with the French Prime

Minister, I confined myselfto maintaining my orders and

to answering him, on October 23rd, as follows :

“ The American Divisions, on October 20th, were thus

distributed :

Infantry Divisions Fit for Battle.

In the French and
British Armies.

Under the
orders of
Gen.

Pershing.

On the French front

:

In the Vosges
With the French Fourth
Army

With the French Army in

Flanders ,

.

Distributed among various
French Divisions

On the British front

:

Under the orders of General
Pershing

:

In the Argonne and Lor-
raine :

In the first line .

.

In the second line

3

2

2

I

2

14
6

Total 10 20 30

30

At bases
Being disembarked

• • • • .

.

9
4 13

Grand Total ... .

.

' 43
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“ As shown by tlic above table, of the thirty Divisions

fit for battle, ten arc distributed among the /Mlicd

Armies (French and British) and twenty arc under

General Pershing’s orders, constituting the self-contained

American Army.
“ I count upon maintaining these two categories,

differing in their nature and the existence of wliich I

consider necessary for various reasons.

“ I also contemplate varying die proportion between

the two according to circumstances, increasing the ten

and diminishing die twenty, whenever operations being

prepared permit it.

“ It is by manipulation of this sort that I expect to

diminish the weaknesses of the High Command, rather

than by orders. These I shall give, to be sure, but the

High Command may not perhaps be in a posidon to have

them executed, since to do so would require Corps and
Divisional Commanders and Staffs having the necessary

experience. Moreover, this erbis is of the sort from

which all improvised Armies suffer, and which always

considerably impairs dicir effectiveness at the start.

“ But there is no denying the magnitude of the effort

made by the /kmerican i\rmy. After attacking at Saint-

Mihicl on September ladi, it attacked in the Argonne on
the afith. From September 26th to October aodi its

losses in battle were 54,158 men—in c.xchangc for small

gains on a narrow front, it is true, but over particularly

difficult country and in the face of serious resistance by
the enemy.”

In die meandme, widi a view to hastening as mucli as

possible the resumpdon of the combined offensive of the

French Fourdi ^Vrmy and die American First Army, and
in order to render their progress easier, I drew up, on
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October 21st, a General Instruction, setting forth the

objectives to be attained and the methods to be employed
in reaching them :

“For the purpose of assuring close co-operation be-

tween the American First Army and the French Fourth

Army, it is advisable to observe the following :

“ The general aim of the combined operations of the

American First Army and the right wing of the French

Fourth Army is to reach the region of Buzancy (for the

American First Army), and Le Chesne (for the French

Fourth Army), in order to liberate the line of the Aisne

from the east.

“ The operations which these Armies have been con-

ducting up to the present in the region of Olizy—Grand-

pre, north of Saint-Juvin, have resulted in assuring

complete liaison between them through the defile of

Grandpre and permitting the American Army to de-

bouch from the wooded region which had hampered its

first movements.
“ Now that this first indispensable result has been

obtained, the combined attacks of these Armies should

have as their object the capture of the goal fixed forthem

(Buzancy—^Le Chesne) by turning, from the west and

from the east, the wooded heights of the Argonne, by

movements ofwider scope ;
this will obviate exhausting

the troops by fighting in the woods, which is costly, and

of little value.

“ To accomplish this, the following is necessary :

“ (i) That the American First Army prepare and

execute without the least delay a powerful attack in the

direction of Boult-aux-Bois, Buzancy and the Bois-de-la-

Folie, and thus take advantage of the wide opening

so gained by it north of the Bois-des-Loges and of
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Romagnc, wliilc avoiding direct engagements in actions

in Uic woods of thcArgonncandofthcBantlicvillcrcgion.
“ Nothing but an attack of this amplitude will enable

it to reach its objectives.

“ (2) That tlie French Fourth Army, maintaining

through Grandpre its touch witli the American Anny,

should act rapidly and in strong force through Vouziers

against Quatre Champs, and, by way of Vandy and

Terron and farther nortlt, against Les Allcmc
;

likewise

towards Le Chesne, resolutely widening its attacks.

“ The attention of the G.O.C.-in-C. the American

Army and of die G.O.C. the Centre Group of Armies

is invited to the above instructions, which have as their

purpose both to enlarge the sphere of action of each of

these Armies and to assure the convergence of their

efforts upon the objectives assigned.

“ They are requested to be good enough to inform me
as to the measures they each intend to take to carry out

these orders, as well as the arrangements they arrive at

for co-ordinating their efforts.”

My intention was thus to launch an enlarged Franco-

Amcrican offensive on both sides of die Argonne, over

territory for the most part easy to traverse.

The preliminary plans drawn up by the French

Fourth Army and the American First Army for the exe-

cution of this manoeuvre did not entirely correspond with

my conception ofits conduct. The movements they pre-

sented gave evidence of a rigidity which might con-

ceivably hamper die rapid cxploitadon of any success

achieved. They indicated a return to the mediod of
attack which consisted in marking beforehand on the

map successive lines to be reached, and betrayed an
exaggerated solicitude in the matter of alignment.
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In my opinion, this was by no means the style which
should characterize operations at this moment, because :

“ Important results such as we are pursuing in the

present stage of the war, when we are confronted by an
enemy whose exhaustion increases every day, can only be

achieved by progress as rapid and as deep as possible.
“ Troops launched upon an attack need not think of

anything except the direction of their attack. In that direc-

tion they must go as far as they can, attacking and

manoeuvring against the resisting enemy with no pre-

occupation as to alignment
;
units which have got the

farthest forward working for the advantage of those

temporarily delayed. They must operate not against

lines indicated a priori^ and suggested by the nature of the

ground, but against the enemy ;
and once they have

seized him, they must never let go their grip.”

Though he shared this point of view in principle, as

regards " direction of exploitation along which the ad-

vance is to be resolutely pushed, with no preconceived

notions and without thinking about alignment,” General

Petain thought that in practice it was impossible to escape

from fixing successive objectives to be attained. In his

opinion, “ whether one is breaking through a fortified

zone or attacking in open country, this procedure is indi-

cated. For, in the face of an opponent who defends

himself, it is always necessary that efforts succeed each

other as a function of: (i) The amount of support which

this or that fortified point, this or that peculiarity of the

ground, may give or seem to give to the enemy ;
and

(2) the possibility ofbringing to bear fire action (artillery

or infantry)

.

However, on November ist. General Petain sent out
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to his troops a General Instruction reconciling the two

points of view

:

“ The designation ofsuccessive lines of objectives,” he

wrote, “ must never be allowed to hamper the dash of

attacking troops nor diminish the chances of pushing

forward as far as possible. . . .

“ It follows that to lay down such objectives is justified

as a general procedure only during the phase when the

rupture of a fortified line is being clTcctcd.

“ As soon as pursuit begins, speed becomes the

principal factor ofsuccess, and the idea of direction must

take precedence over everything else in the mind of a

Commander. Once the enemy has been seized, the hold

on him must not be relaxed. . . .

“ When tills moment arrives, the only thing which

need concern any unit is the direction of exploitation

assigned to it, and along which it must boldly push for-

svard, without stopping to regulate its advance with that

of its neighbours. . .
.”

Complete identity of views thus existed between the

Commandcr-in-Chicf of die Allied Armies and the

Commandcr-in-Chief of the French Armies.

It SV.TS now important to pass from theory to action.

For that reason General Pershing was urged to hasten the

launching of his ofTcnsivc west of the Meuse :

“ It is of the highest importance,” tire Allied Com-
mandcr-in-Chicf wrote him on October 27tli, ” that the

iVmcrican First Army be ready to begin operations on the

date decided upon, nanrely November ist, and that it be

able to continue them until important and certain

results have been attained.”
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I therefore prescribed that the attacks to be undertaken
by the American First Army on November ist should be
pushed forward and continued without any pause until

this Army was in possession ofBoult-aux-Bois—^Buzancy,

and the ground further to the east, and had assured

the occupation of this region, as a first result to be
obtained.

These attacks were facilitated by successive actions

which the French Fourth Army had been developing

since October 13th east of Vouziers. These attacks,

having assured a bridge-head on the right bank of the

Aisne between Vandy and Falaise, now enabled it to

draw upon itselfa considerable part ofthe German troops

in the Argonne, thus relieving the pressure on the

American Army.

It was under these conditions that the American

offensive was carried out on November ist. From the

beginning it achieved brilliant success, capturing the first

day the enemy positions as far as the Buzancy—Stenay

road, while on the left the French Fourth Army extended

its foothold east of the Aisne.

Orders were now given to develop the advantages

obtained without delay by continuing the combined

Franco-American operations in the direction of Sedan

and Mezieres.

Severely shaken, the enemy, between the Aisne and

the Meuse, was not long in beginning a retreat. On
November !2nd, Croix-aux-Bois, Buzancy, Villers-devant-

Dun and Doulcon fell into our hands. On the 3rd the

entire northern part of the Argonne was cleared, the

heights of Belval were occupied and our troops lined the

left bank of the Meuse as far as Dun. On the 4th, the

Franco-American advance was continued beyond Stenay

and Le Chesne, penetrating into the wooded region south
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of IScaumoiu and progressing along the Meuse almost to

Stenay.

I warmly congratulated General Pershing on the very

important results obtained, “ tlianks to tlie ability shown

by Commanders and tiic energy and bravery of the

troops.” I urged lum to continue hU operations “ in the

direction of the Meuse around Bazeilles and up-stream

from there,” and to c.xtcnd them as much as possible on

the right bank of that river.

In view of the withdrawal of die Austrian Divisions

from France, as a consequence of the Armktice con-

cluded with Austria, General Pershing had been asked

a few days before to have the American Second Army
execute, with the means at its disposal, “ local operadons

sulftciently vigorous to reconnoitre the enemy posidons

.and develop whatever pardal success may be obtained.”

But what was now happening cast of the Meuse ?*****
Mention has already been made of die action of the

French XVII Corps, reinforced by tsvo /Vmerican Divi-

sions (33rd and agth), in prolonging, from October

8th to loth, along the right bank of die Meuse, the

offensive being conducted on the left bank by the main
body of the .iVinerican Army, and how, after hard

fighting, this force had reached the line Sivry-sur-Mcusc

—Beaumont.

Continuing these operadons on the ensuing days, it

had met widi constandy increasing resistance from the

enemy, and the means at its disposal were insufficient to

overcome die obstacles wltich its advance encountered.

Its gains became more and more modest. The enemy
seemed firmly resolved to hold die right bank of the

Meuse at all costs—an assumpdon whidi was all the more
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plausible since this was his sole chance of covering and
assuring , the retreat of his beaten Armies on his right

wing and centre.

With the idea of frustrating this scheme, by taking the

Meuse defences in rear, tlie Allied High Command
decided that the time had come to make an attack along

both banks of the Moselle in the general direction of

Longwy—Luxembourg on one hand, and of the Sarre on

the other.

On October 20th, the following instructions were

given General Petain :

“ The operations now under way are intended to

throw the enemy back on the Meuse at Stenay and below

that place. To overcome his resistance on this river, by

turning the position, attacks should be prepared west and

east of the Moselle, moving in the general direction of

Longwy—Luxembourg on one side, and of the Sarre on

the other.

“ The chance of a rapid success for these attacks will

be in proportion to the promptness with which they are

made, since the enemy has at present in line 127 Divi-

sions west of the Meuse and only thirty-two Divisions

east of that river.

“ Their chances are also increased by the fact that the

enemy will soon be deprived of his principal lateral rail-

way line from Mezieres to Sedan.

Therefore, it would be well to utilize French troops

released by the shortening of our line, in those parts of

the Lorraine front, west and east of the Moselle, where

our accumulation of munitions and the nature of the

ground permit immediate action.

“ It would also be useful to examine in what way the

American forces available, or rendered in part available
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by tlic advance being made on Uic left bank of the

Meuse, iniglil best participate in tlicsc operations as

soon as they can be directed in a new direction.”

This decision to attack in the Moselle region seemed

all the more justified in view of the fact that a survey

recently made by the Intelligence Branch of French

General Headquarters Imd shown not only the lack of

equilibrium c.\isting between the German effectives on

the two sides of the Ardennes, but also tlic impossibility

which would exist for tlic German Supreme Command to

re-establish this equilibrium Uic moment it lost possession

of tlie railway between Hirson and Mczicrcs.

The decision mentioned above was not such as to sur-

prise those whom it concerned, who, having been sta-

tionary on this part of tlie front for a long time, were fully

prepared for the chance of a march fonvard.

1 had taken up this matter personally with the G.O.C.

the French Eighth Anny (General Gerard) during my
trip to the cast on September 20th, and on his side

General Petain, more than a montli before, had charged

General dc Castclnau with the elaboration of a plan for

an attack along the front of tlie Eastern Group ofArmies.

It was thus possible to draw up rapid plans for the

action.

On October aist, the Commandcr-in-Chicf of the

French iVrmies sent me his proposals covering the general

organization of the projected att.Tcks in Lorraine.

Though judiciously conceived, tliis study nevertliclcss

had the draw back ofmaking a sufficiently rapid execu-

tion dillicult. The action proposed west of tlic Moselle

was such as to require, for various reasons, a delay tliat

w,TS imcoinpatiblc with the need of quickly seizing the

favourable opportunity presented by tlic weakness of the
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enemy and his lack ofreserves in this region. East ofthe

Moselle, on the other hand, conditions seemed better,

and it was for this reason that I decided to utilize in that

quarter first, and without delay, such forces as were

immediately available.

I therefore gave up for the moment the action against

Luxembourg, and restricted the scope ofthe original plan.

But I still counted upon obtaining, even with relatively

reduced resources, important results. “
. . . From the

military standpoint,” I wrote, “ by penetrating at small

cost the entire depth ofthe defensive zone through a wide

exploitation of our attacks
;
and from the moral stand-

point, by making our first entry upon territory con-

sidered by the enemy as part of his own country and

which we therefore ought to conquer.”

General Petain was asked to prepare an attack which,

starting from the line Nomeny—^Arracourt and covered

on the side of Metz, would move in the general direction

of Saint-Avold—Sarrebriick. On October 25th he re-

ported that this attack could be made on about Novem-
ber 15th, and he explained from what sources he ex-

pected to draw the Divisions required.

On the 27th he sent General de Castelnau, command-
ing the Eastern Army Group, instructions fixing the

objectives of the offensive and designating the resources

on which he could count for making it. The execution

was to be entrusted to two Armies—the Eighth (General

Gerard), already in position, and the Tenth (General

Mangin), which would be removed from the Aisne front,

transported eastward and placed between the American

Second Army and the French Eighth Army. Twenty

Divisions (of which four or five were American), ten or

twelve Brigades of field artillery, 180 to 200 Heavy

Batteries, three regiments of light tanks and two groups
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of nicdiuin-sizcd tanks, one Cavalr>' Corps and an Air

Force detachment, were to constitute tlic attacking

forces. As c-xplaincd in General Petain’s orders, these

operations were to constitute “ not an assault delivered

without pause against a fortified line, but a manoeuvre.”

In addition, the Commandcr-in-Chief of the French

.Armies asked that “ a certain number of American

Divisions ” be placed at his disposal. Even under the

most favourable circumstances he could not count upon

the co-operation of more than she or eight American

Divisions, over and above the forces to be employed in

covering Metz. This was to be entrusted to the Ameri-

can Second Army.

On October 30th, General de Castclnau issued his

orders. He assigned similar missions of rupture and

exploitation to the Tenth and Eighth Armies, one to

operate north of the Grcmcccy Forest and the slopes of

Delmc, the other south of the Bezange Forest. In

making this arrangement, General dc Castclnau sup-

posed that these two Armies would be nearly equal in

strength
;
but the High Command made certain modifica-

tions in his plan, induced by the belief that exploitation

would probably be much easier for the Tenth Army, and
that this Anny, in addition, would be obliged to cover

itself on the sensitive flank towards Metz. Therefore it

was deemed wiser to assign to this .Army the major part

of the troops available.

On November 5th General Petain transmitted these

obsers auons to tlic G.O.C. the Eastern Army Group and
asked him to make the required changes in his original

arrangcinaits. This svas done on die next day.

Meanwhile, the .Allied forces were being concentrated

in Ixtrrainc, and on November 6th General Mangin and
his Stair arrived on the scene of preparations.
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In spite of the desire expressed by General Petain to

have ten or twelve American Divisions assigned to him
(four to cover the Tenth Army from the direction ofMetz
and six or eight for the attack itself), it turned out that

such a large American participation could not be hoped

for. Moreover, it was added :
“ There is an obvious

interest in beginning the Lorraine offensive as soon as

possible, since the size of the force is less important than

the moment chosen for action.”

However, efforts to provide General Petain with the

greatest possible number of American units went on

actively. Some were obtained by reducing the length

of the American First Army’s front as soon as it arrived

on the Meuse. I also wrote to General Pershing asking

the co-operation of six of his reserve Divisions, and I

wrote him again a few days later to reassure him :

“ The G.O.C. the French Tenth Army, who will have

these Divisions under his orders, will take measures to

see that they operate as much as possible on his left, and,

on my side, I will give orders to have them promptly

replaced under American command. It is a case before

everything else ofmoving quickly. That is why I again

insist.”

I also asked General J. Haller, Commander-in-Chief

of the Polish Army, to authorise the participation in the

approaching offensive of the Polish ist Division which,

after serving on the front in a quiet sector, was now
capable of taking an active part in the battle.

Thus, thanks to everybody’s activity, the Lorraine

attack was quickly prepared. It was to start on Novem-

ber 14th with “ twenty-eight Infantry Divisions and

three Cavalry Divisions, supported by a considerable

mass of artillery and by about 600 tanks. It was to
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cover a front of twenty miles, which would be added to a

battle already being victoriously pursued along a 200

mile front. It was to be launched in a new direction,

where there rvas ito possibility of its encountering strong

enemy forces. For tliis reason it was permissible to

c.Npcct from it a brilliairt start, and a rapid conquest of

a dozen or so miles. After this, it would undoubtedly

encounter devastations such as were already retarding

elsewhere the progress of our other Armies. It would

add its cITorts to theirs, augment them, reinforce their

effeet, without changing tlrcir nature.

It w.as the march toward die Rhine, in the direction

of Berlin, once more confirmed for die ensemble of the

Allied forces by a convergence ofrepeated elforts growing

greater every day. Such a march along such a route

could not fail to bring about the definite decision of

the War.

At the beginning of November the line of the Scheldt

below Valenciennes and as far as Ghent constituted an

obstacle in front of the left wing of the Allied Armies,

while in Champagne the strong defences of die Serre

were soon to confront a poruon of our centre.

By pushing fonvard the actions confided to the Ameri-
can First Army and die French Fourth Anny on the left

bank of die Meuse, we would be outfianking die line of

the Serre from the cast. On the west we were turning

it by advancing the French First Army and the British

right iiordi of die Oise. This last movement would also

turn the line of the Scheldt front die south, while the

Flanders Army Group would soon be facing it further

iiordi in front of Ghent. All diat was needed, then, was
to intensify these various movements.

Forcscchig die important events desuned to occur in
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the north, I had transferred my Headquarters on Octo-

ber 1 8th from Bombon to Senlis.

It was in accordance with the manoeuvres just de-

scribed that I intended to push without interruption the

advance of the Allied Armies. The halt we had been

forced to accept toward the end of October had ended.

From November ist to the 5th, the American First

Army and the French Fourth Army, by continuous wide

attacks, had successfully pursued their outflanking

manoeuvre, and on the last-named date had reached the

line Le Ghesne—^Beaumont—Stenay.

Similarly, the British right, supported by Debeney’s

Army, had advanced towards Avesnes—Philippeville.

Thanks to this double effort, we were masters of the line

of the Serre on November 5th and 6th.

To make this possible, it had been necessary to arrive

at a new arrangement with Sir Douglas Haig. As I had

asked him especially to push his right wing forward, he

sought to have restored to him the British Second Army,

which had been temporarily attached to the Flanders

Army Group. This Army would have formed his left

wing and, at the same time, would have enabled him to

make a new distribution of his forces. I had no trouble

in showing Sir Douglas that, if the Flanders Group was

to do the work expected of it, the British Second Army
must remain with it until it had conquered Belgium as

far as the Scheldt.

As a matter of fact, the Flanders Army Group reached

the Scheldt above Ghent on November ist, and the

British Second Army, on November 4th, was restored to

the direct command of Field-Marshal Sir Douglas Haig.

This was effected by a note dated November 2nd :

‘‘ The Flanders Group of Armies, by a series of suc-
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ccssful operations, has now readied tlie Scheldt above

Ghent.
“ Since the principal manoeuvre for clTccting tlic fall

of the Sclicldt defences must now be executed by the bulk

of the British Annies soutli of Valenciennes, it is neces-

sary tliat all his British forces be placed at the disposal

of the British Commander-in-Chief.
“ Marshal Foch, therefore, has the honour to request

H.M. the King of the Belgians to be good enough to

consider the British Second Army as under the direct

command of Field-Marshal Haig from noon of Novem-
ber qth.”

Meanwhile, the success achieved by the French First

Army between October a.itli and ayth prompted me to

write as follows to Sir Douglas on the ayth ;

“ The advance made by General Dcbcncy makes it

possible to resume, under most favourable conditions, the

offensive of the main force ofthe British Armies, in touch

with the French First Army, in the direction of Mons,

Avesnes and La Capcllc, the objectives designated for the

Mlicd Armies in this region.”

On October agth, the Field-Marshal, in conformits

with these directions, ordered his Fourth, Third and
First Armies to be ready to resume their attacks begin-

ning on November 3rd.

As a matter of fret, they resumed them on the qtlr

—

and with complete success—strongly supported by the

French First Army's movement on Guise. This was
another coup dc gjnce for the German .Army.

Keeling under th'ts blow and shaken by the unintcr-

niptcU advance of the Franco-.American Annies on his
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left, the enemy, on the 5th, began a vast movement in

retreat between the Mons canal and the Aisne at

Rethel
;
during the following days the retreat extended

to the Meuse.

On the 8th the Franco-Belgian troops of the Flanders

Army Group captured the passages of the Scheldt be-

tween Ecke and Audenarde, accelerating the retirement

of the enemy, who now, from the Dutch frontier to the

G6tes-de-Meuse, was in full retreat.

c.
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would soon confront our advance in this direction—the

Rhine. Here the Germans would be in a position to

stop our progress for a long time, and, under the pro-

tection of the river, they could reconstitute their Army.
It was to prevent this contingency that the Allies

sought to reach and cross the Rhine as soon as possible,

by pushing forward the battle and exploiting without a

moment’s halt the enemy’s increasing demoralization.

Once the barrier of the Rhine was conquered, Ger-

many would be at the mercy of the Allies, even should

they have to go as far as Berlin to prove it. These were

the higher considerations which dictated the movements
of the Allied Armies as long as political action did not

intervene to retard or modify the course of operations.

Already on October 6th, 1918, through the intermedi-

ary of the German Minister at Berne and the Swiss

Government, the Government of Germany had ad-

dressed a note to the President of the United States. It

requested Mr. Wilson “ to take into his hands the cause

ofpeace, to inform all the belligerent nations that he had

done so, and to ask them to send plenipotentiaries to

open, negotiations.” It declared itself ready to enter

into these negotiations on the basis of the programme
announced by President Wilson in his message to Con-

gress ofJanuary 8th, 1918, and in his subsequent utter-

ances, particularly that of September 27th, 1918.

Finally, urged by its state of pressing necessity, the

German Government asked for the immediate con-

clusion of a general Armistice on land, on sea and in

the air.”

President Wilson replied to this note on October 8th,

stipulating as a condition preliminary to the conclusion

of an armistice that the German Armies be withdrawn

immediately from all invaded territory.
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Tlic same day (October 8tli) I took the initiative of

sending M. Clemenceau a resume of tlic obligations

wliich, in my opinion, sliould be imposed upon our foe

“ in case tlic question arose of stopping hostilities, even

momentarily.” These obligations were based on three

essential principles :

There must be no question ofhalting hostilities in what

concerns the armies operating in France and Belgium

unless the following conditions arc fulfilled :

I. Liberation of the countries which, in violation of all

law, have been invaded, viz. : Belgium, France, Alsace-

Lorraine, Luxemburg, with die return of their in-

habitants.

Therefore, the enemy should evacuate these territories

within fifteen days and repatriate their inhabitants

immediately.

First condition of the Armistice.

‘1. Assure a suitable mitUary base of departure permitting

us to pursue the war until the enemy's forces arc

destroyed in ease peace negouations fail.

For this we need two or three bridge-heads on the

Rhine : Rastadt, Strasbourg and Ncu-Brisach. (The
bridge-head would be a semi-circle traced on the right

bank, with a radius of eighteen and three-quarter miles,

taking the edge of the right bank as a centre.) This also

to be eficctcd within fifteen days.

Second condition of the Annistice.

3. Take securities for reparations, to be exacted for

d.Tmagc done in die /Miied countries, the bill for which
to be presented at the time of the peace negouations.

For this purpose the territory on the left bank of the
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Rhine must be evacuated by the enemy’s troops in not

more than thirty days
;

this territory will be occupied

and administered by Allied troops in concert with the

local authorities until such time as peace shall have been

signed.

Third condition of the Armistice.

In addition, the following supplementary conditions

should be exacted :

4. All the war material and supplies of every kind that

cannot be removed by the German Armies within the

time-limit prescribed, must be left on the spot
;

their

destruction is forbidden.

5. Troops which have not evacuated the territory

specified within the time-limit fixed shall be disarmed

and made prisoners of war.

6. All railway material, including track and operation

equipment, must be left where it is, and none of it

destroyed. All seized Belgian and French material (or

its numerical equivalent) shall be immediately returned.

7. Military establishments of all sorts intended for the

use of troops—camps, barracks, ammunition dumps,

arsenals—must be left intact, it being forbidden to take

away or destroy anything therein.

8. The same applies to industrial establishments and

factories of all sorts.

9. Hostilities will cease twenty-four hours from the

day on which these conditions shall have been approved

by the contracting parties.

During the first two weeks of October, to be sure, we

were still too far from the northern Rhine to consider its

occupation under the terms ofan immediate Armistice ,

but we could assure to ourselves the possession of the
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southern Rhine, which was much nearer to our Annies.

This would guarantee for us the certainty of manceuvring

the obstacle, should hostilities be resumed. Therefore,

in the note of October 8th, I demanded the bridge-heads

of Neu-Brisach, Strasbourg and Rastadt, which gave us

the possibility of turning the defences afforded by the

central portion of the Rhine, in case it should become

necessary to take up arms again after a suspension of

operations at this moment.
As will be noted, there was considerable difference

between these proposals and the sole condition of

evacuation announced up to that time by the President

of the United States. To be sure, it was apparent that

President Wilson, in fixing a minimum without which

there could be no Armistice, had not thereby excluded

such other stipulations as might seem necessary to tlie

Allies. It was this additional set of conditions that I

developed before the representatives of the Allied

Governments, assembled in Paris at the Ministry of

Foreign Affairs on the afternoon of October gth.

In spite of the opinion held by M. Clemenceau, who
preferred to take no part in the debate begun between

Berlin and Wasliington, Mr. Lloyd George, in order to

avoid any subsequent misunderstanding, convinced his

colleagues of the urgent necessity of sending President

Wilson a message calling his attention to the insufficiency

of his conditions. These, said the British Prime
Minister, would not prevent the Germans “ from draw-

ing such advantages from a suspension of the fighting as

to be in a better military situation at the expiration of an
Armistice not followed by peace, than they were at the

moment when hostilities had been interrupted. The
chance would be given them to extricate themselves from

a critical situation, save their war material, re-form
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their units, shorten their front and retreat without loss
of men to new positions which they would have time to
select and fortify.”

And he added :
“ The conditions of an Armistice

cannot be. fixed until consultation has been held among
the military experts and after consideration of the
military situation at the moment when negotiations are
begun. . .

.”

Mr. Lloyd George was well advised in urgently de-

manding that this message be sent
;

for the Germans, as

might be expected, did not fail to seize the unhoped-for

opportunity offered them to extricate themselves honour-

ably from their dilemma.

On October 12th Prince Max of Baden hastened to

inform Washington that he was ready “ to conclude an

Armistice in conformity with the evacuationproposals

sented by the President.”

But Mr. Wilson, warned meanwhile by the Allies of the

danger into which he risked being dragged, brought the

pourparlers back to firmer ground. On October 14th,

he telegraphed the German Chancellor :

“ ... It should be clearly understood that the con-

ditions of the Armistice are matters that must be left to

the judgment and advice of the military counsellors of

the United States and the Allied Governments, and that

no arrangement could be accepted by the Government

of the United States which did not secure, by means of

absolutely satisfactory safeguards and guarantees, the

maintenance of the present superiority of the Armies of

the United States and of the Allies on the battlefield.”

It would have been presumptuous to suppose that a

German Government, whatever its complexion, would
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accept witli good grace these new exactions coming from

the White House. The conditions imposed for the con-

clusion of an Armistice having suddenly struck it as too

severe, it proceeded to ignore them. The Government

of Berlin had been referred to the Allied Generals. It

could not object ; but what it could do was to endeavour

to lead them on to ground which it hoped might prove

more favourable. Why speak of military advantages, it

asked ? These are difficult to estimate; would it not

be better, for casting up the balance sheet of the War’s

profit and loss, to take a basis, figures easy to establish

—

for instance, the total number of troops now confronting

each other on the battlefield ? . . .

“ The German Government,” wrote the Chancellor on

October aoth, “ in accepting the proposals relating to

the evacuation of occupied territories, assumed that the

methods to be pursued in this evacuation, as well as the

conditions of the Armistice, were to be left to the judg-

ment of military advisers, and that the proportion now
e.xisting between the troops at the front would serve as

a basis for the arrangements which would assure and
guarantee these conditions. The German Government
leaves it to the President to draw up the conditions

necessary for regulating details. It is confident that tlie

President of the United States will countenance no de-

mand that would be irreconcilable witli the honour of

the German nation and the making ofajust peace. . .
.”

The trap set by tlic Prince ofBaden could not fool the

Allied Governments. It was high time, nevertheless,

tliat the conversations which for two weeks had been
under way between Berlin and Washington should come
to an end.
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All they could accomplish would be to create con-

fusion. Moreover, it was undesirable that the Germans
should come to consider President Wilson as a sort of

arbitrator between the Entente Governments and the

Central Powers. In such a game the Entente had
everything to lose and nothing to gain. It was advisable,

therefore, that without delay the militaiy counsellors be

given the floor.

When the Supreme War Council was created in 1917,

the heads of the Allied Governments had at their dis-

posal as technical advisers their militaiy representatives

installed at Versailles. The creation, four months later,

of a Commander-in-Chief for the Allied Armies had

somewhat diminished the importance of these advisers,

but theoretically they remained none the less the normal

counsellors of their Governments. It was in their

capacity as such that they were called upon, on October

8th, to draw up a project for an Armisdee with Germany.

However, while it was natural that the Allied Govern-

ments should seek the advice of their military repre-

sentatives, it was still more appropriate that, first of all,

the Generals in command of their Armies should be con-

sulted. They knew better than anybody else the state

of the troops, the efforts of which they were sdll capable,

and the conditions under which they could halt their

operations without losing the benefit of the victories

gained, and be assured of an advantageous situation in

case hostilities were resumed. Their responsibility,

therefore, was as much involved in granting an Armistice

as it was in conducting the fighting
;
and this I brought

out in a letter to the French Prime Minister dated

October i6th. It was as follows :
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“ In my letter of October 8th I had the honour of

informing you concerning the principal conditions under

which, in my opinion, we might consider a cessation of

hostilities at that date.

“ The first and second conditions named are those

imposed by military exigencies ; and in his answer of

October 14th to the German proposals. President Wilson

states that the matter of fixing the terms ofan Armistice

should be referred to the military counsellors of the

Governments.
“ This phrase ‘ military counsellors,’ already fre-

quently employed in the course of previous conversa-

tions, is ambiguous and demands elucidation. As a

matter of fact, the only military counsellors qualified to

deal witli the conditions of an armistice are the Com-
manders-in-Chief. They alone are responsible to their

Governments for the safety of their armies and the con-

ditions under which hostilities should be resumed in case

of rupture. They alone are thoroughly informed as to

the state of their armies and of the enemy forces con-

fronting them.
“ In what concerns tlic French and Belgian tlieatres, I

consider tliat tlie Marshal Commanding-in-Chief the

Allied Armies, after agreement with the Commanders-in-

Chief of the French, British and American Armies, and
the Chief of Staff of tlie Belgian Army, should be the

Governments’ counsellors.

“ The third condition deals with taking guarantees

for obtaining reparation for damage done in Allied

countries, which is to be demanded at the time the peaee

treaty is negotiated. This guarantee consists in the

occupation of die territory on the left bank of the Rhine,

to be evacuated by the troops of the enemy svithin a

specified time, and to be occupied and administered by
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Allied tioops ill concert with the local authorities until
the treaty of peace is signed.

“Will these guarantees suffice for ensuring the
reparation to be demanded by France and her Allies,

especially Belgium?
“ If so, after reparations shall have been paid, what

is to be the fate of these territories ? Are we to continue
in occupation ? Are we going to annex a part of this

territory, or to lavour the creation of neutral, autono-

mous, or independent states, forming a buffer ?

“ Should the Armistice make complete reservations at

this time as to the fate of these territories ?

“ Tiiesc arc questions concerning which it is important

that the military commander, whose duty it will be to

sign the Armistice, and discuss its terms when a request

for it has been presented, be informed, after a study

of them made beforehand with the Governments con-

cerned. For it is certain that the Armisdee should give

us full guarantees for obtaining, in the course of the peace

negotiations, the terms that we wish to impose upon the

enemy
;

and it is evident that only the advantages

secured to us by the Armistice will remain to us
;

that

only the sacrifices of territory agreed to by the enemy at

the time of signing the Armisdee "will be final.

“For these reasons, it seems necessary that I be placed

in close and continuous touch with a prominent member

of the Ministry ofForeign Affairs, whose duty it would be

to keep me informed as to your views and those of the

Allied Governments regarding the terms of the Armis-

tice. In this way, it would be possible for me to deter-

mine what conditions would secure, in addition to military

guarantees, the necessary diplomatic guarantees, recon-

cile these conditions widi the military situation of the

moment, and, consequently, be always in a position to
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meet without loss of time my responsibilities, not only

to the French Government but to the Governments
which have entrusted me with the command of their

Armies.
“ If you share this point of view, I request you to

inform me with which member of the Ministry of

Foreign Affairs I am to collaborate.”

In this letter, as will be noted, I emphasized die matter

of territory to be held as security for reparations due to

the Allies, and the situation which was expected to arise

for these territories. In short, I brought up a scries of

questions of a political nature, demanding immediate

study, and concerning which the Government ought to

make up its mind and announce its decision to the

military commander upon whom would devolve the

duty of communicadng it to the enemy.

What was obviously needed was a careful preliminary

examination of the political terms to be put in the

Armistice, as a guard against being surprised by future

events. The Armisdee involved haldng the operations

of enormous armies, and it ought to contain within itself

the germ of the principal condidons of die definidve

treaty ofpeace in such a way that whatever was decided

upon later could involve no serious modificadon of the

situadon established at the moment hosdlides were

arrested.

The Prime Minister, however, wishing to preserve the

Government’s freedom of acdon, in a letter dated

October agrd, rejected the suggesdon that some im-

portant official of the Foreign Affairs be placed at my
disposal.

The condidons of the Armistice were, in fact, to be
established by die Allied Governments. Tliis meant
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that the preparation of the terms would naturally be
conducted by the most active of these Governments.
The question had just been placed before them by

President Wilson. Gutting short his correspondence
with Berlin, he referred the German Government to the

tribunal composed of the Allies, leaving to the latter,

however, full latitude to conclude (or not conclude) an
Armistice, and to dictate to the enemy conditions such

as would fully protect the interests of the peoples con-

cerned and assure to the associated Governments un-

limited power for the purpose of safeguarding the peace

to which the German Government has consented and

of causing its details to be executed.’’

The Allied Governments had no reason to reject the

principle of the Pourteen Points as a basis of peace,

except that, if deemed advisable, they might ask that

some of them be modified or elucidated. They also

had no reasons for objecting to a cessation of hostilities,

provided the conditions which they intended to impose

were accepted by the enemy.

They asked me, tlicrefore, to prepare a detailed pro-

posal from the military standpoint. M. Clemenceau,

their spokesman, made an appointment with General

Petain and myselfon October 24th in Paris. We agreed

verbally upon the conditions which would assure full

security to the Allied Armies and the guarantees to be

exacted to that end. The blockade was to be main-

tained and the duration of the Armistice was to be short.

The progress made by our Armies since October 8th

permitted us to reinforce and make more definite certain

points in the note drawn up on that date.

With a view to learning their opinion, on the afternoon

of the next day I called together at my Headquarters

at Senlis the Commanders-in-Chief of the American,
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British and French Armies ; also the Chief of Staff of

the French Navy, Vice-Admiral de Bon.* I requested

them, in turn, to state what they thought should be the

Armistice conditions.

Sir Douglas Haig, speaking first, declared that, in his

opinion, the German Army as a whole was not so broken

that it could not still offer serious resistance ; that it was

capable of retiring to the German frontier and of de-

fending it against equal or even superior forces. On the

other hand, the British Army was under strength to tlie

extent of 50,000 infantry, the French Army was c-x-

hausted and the American Army incompletely organized.

Therefore he thought that the conditions to be imposed

upon Germany should be moderate and demand nothing

further than

;

1 . Evacuation of Belgium and the occupied portions

of France.

2. Evacuation of Alsace-Lorraine
;
Metz and Stras-

bourg being delivered to the Allies.

3. Return of rolling-stock taken from France and

Belgium and the repatriation of their citizens.

Without going into a discussion of tliese conditions, it

did not seem that the reasons supporting them were well

founded. In the course of a few months the German
Army had lost an enormous amount of ground,

prisoners and war material. It was a beaten Army
and must assuredly be badly shaken and greatly de-

moralized. In what concerned the Allied Annies, it had

to be recognized that victorious forces are never fresh.

Ours had just emerged from a successful battle, but a

battle ofthe sort in which the victor often loses as heavily

* Tbo Chid of Stall of the Belgiaa Army was unable to arrive in time on
account of the distance that he to cover. He came to Senlis the next
day and gave hu approval to the text which 1 presented to him.
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as the vanquished. This, however, did not imply that

the Germans were anything but thoroughly disorganized.

Hence there was no reason to anticipate serious resistance

from them.

Questioned in his turn. General Petain declared that

it must be made impossible for the Germans to resume
hostilities. To ensure this he proposed :

1 . Allied occupation of tlie left bank of the Rhine from

the Dutch to the vSwiss frontiers, including bridge-heads

on the riglit bank. Limit to be fixed at fifteen days.

2. Surrender by the Germans of5,000 locomotives and

100,000 railway trucks in perfect condition.

When asked for his opinion. General Pershing stated

that he considered the military situation most favourable

for the Allies, and that it justified imposing upon Ger-

many severe conditions.

Pie therefore proposed :

1. Immediate evacuation of all territory occupied by

the enemy.

2. Occupation of Alsace-Lorraine by the Allies.

3. Withdrawal of the German Armies to the right bank

of the Rhine and occupation by the Allies ofbridge-heads

on that bank.

4. Transportadon by sea of the American Army and

its supplies not to be interfered with.

5. Immediate repatriation of all the inhabitants of

territory occupied by the Germans.

6. Delivery of all submarines and submarine bases to

the Allies, or to some neutral power.

7. Return of all rolling-stock seized in Belgium and

France.
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At the close of this meeting to which the Commandcrs-
in-Chief had thus been summoned for the purpose of

giving their views on the subject of the Armistice, a draft

was made of the military conditions to be submitted to

the Allied Governments. They were in substance :

1 . The immediate evacuation of lands unlawfully in-

vaded—Belgium, France, Alsace-Lorraine and Luxem-
bourg—and the immediate repatriation of their in-

habitants.

2. Surrender by the enemy of 5,000 guns, 30,000

machine-guns and 3,000 minenwerfer.

3. Evacuation by the German Army of all territory

on the left bank of the Rhine
;
occupation by the Allies

of bridge-heads on the right bank, drawn with a

radius of eighteen and three-quarter miles, at Mayence,

Coblence, Cologne and Strasbourg, and the creation on
the right bank of a neutral zone twenty-five miles wide

running cast of the river.

4. Prohibition of any destruction or damage by the

enemy in the area evacuated.

5. Delivery of 5,000 locomotives and 150,000 railway

trucks in good condition.

6. Delivery of 150 submarines, withdrawal of the sur-

face fleet to Baltic ports, occupation by the Allied fleets

of Cuxhavcn and Heligoland.

7. Maintenance of the blockade during tlic period

fixed for the fulfilment of the above conditions.

I took this paper myself to Paris on the afternoon of

October 26th, and I handed the te.xt to both the Presi-

dent of the Republic and the Prime Minister. During

my conversation with M. Poincare, when he remarked

tliat these conditions might be judged inacceptablc and

refused by the Germans, I replied ;
“ Then we will
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continue the War
;

for at the point the Allied Armies
have now reached, their victorious march must not be
halted until they have rendered all German resistance

impossible and seized guarantees fully ensuring peace—

a

peace we will have obtained at the price of inestimable

sacrifices !

”

The prosecution of our march toward Berlin ought
not to be interrupted until we were masters ofthe obstacle

presented by the Rhine, for it barred the road to Berlin

along the space between Cologne and Mayence.

On the other hand, in a letter dated October 29th, I

warned M. CIcmcnceau against the tendency ofsome of

our Allies to show too great a severity in the matter of

naval terms they might wish inserted in the Armistice :

“ I had the honour of sending you, on October 26th,

the military conditions of the Armistice.

“It seems probable that naval conditions will be

added. These cannot be accepted without examina-

tion
;

for if they are too exacting, it would result in the

continuance by the land forces of a costly struggle for the

purpose of obtaining advantages of doubtful value.

“ I ask you therefore to give me a hearing before the

final draft of the terms of the Armistice is agreed upon.”

On the morning of October 31st the heads of the

Allied Governments held their first meeting. It took

place at the Paris residence of Colonel House, who had

been sent expressly to France by President Wilson. At

the opening of the meeting it was learned that Turkey

had just signed the Mudros Armistice, and that Austria

bad collapsed. This news made it all the easier for me,

when asked to give my opinion as to the general military

situation, to point out how distinctly favourable events

were for the Allies.
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During more than three months the Germans had
been steadily beaten in France and Belgium and forced

continuously to retreat. They had lost over 260,000

prisoners and 4,000 guns. The military situation of

their country was seriously disorganized, whereas we
were in a position to keep up the fighting all winter, if

need be, and along the whole 250 mile front. We could

readily go on fighting until the enemy was destroyed, if

that became necessary.

After I had concluded my statement, Colonel House
asked if I considered it preferable to continue tlic War
against Germany or conclude an Armistice with her.

I answered :
“ I am not waging war for the sake of

waging war. If I obtain through the Armistice the con-

ditions that we wish to impose upon Germany, I am
satisfied. Once this object is attained, nobody has the

right to shed one more drop of blood.”

During the afternoon of the same day (October 31st),

a plenary session of the Supreme War Council was held

at Versailles. At the opening of the meeting, which was

to be devoted to e.xamining the terms of the Austro-

Hungarian Armistice, I was again asked to express my
opinion and I repeated my statements of the morning,

to the effect that the Allied military situation was be-

coming more and more favourable.

On November ist the detailed examination of the

terms to be imposed upon Germany commenced.

In tlic morning a first meeting of the heads of the

Allied Governments was held in Paris at the Ministry of

War. The conditions I had proposed concerning the

occupation of the left bank of tiie Rhine were read. A
discussion was tlicn begun in order to give Sir Douglas

Haig an opportumty to develop his point of view once

mote and to repeat his statements ofOctober 25th, which
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evidently expressed the opinion ofMr. Lloyd George and
his colleagues.

This proposal which, for the purpose of suspending

hostilities, would halt the Allied Armies at the frontiers

of Belgium, Luxemburg and Alsace-Lorraine, that is to

say, on the left bank of the Rhine and some distance from
the river—in other words, with this obstacle in front of

our vci*y noses—was militarily inacceptable. It would
leave to Germany, protected as she would be by the

Rhine, the possibility of re-forming her Armies while the

conditions of peace were being discussed and the possi-

bility, if she refused those terms, of resuming the fighting

under conditions disadvantageous to the Allies. The
latter might thereby lose much of the benefit of their

hard-won victories. If the Armistice did not give the

Rhine to the Allied Governments, there would be a risk

ofjeopardizing the peace they were seeking. My thesis

was accepted.

The reading and examination of the document con-

tinued at Vcrsaillcs that afternoon. It was decided that

clauses concerning the Russian front should be added to

the convention and that my Staff should draft them.

On the afternoon of November 2nd there was another

session at Versailles, during which the naval conditions

and those dealing with the Russian front were discussed.

At that very hour the Austrian High Command was

receiving from General Diaz the text of the Armistice

terms offered by the Entente. What was the Vienna

Government going to do ? Would it accept or not ?

And if it accepted, ^vould not the disruption of the Dual

Monarchy render it incapable of fulfilling its promises ?

All these questions preoccupied the thoughts ofthe Allied

leaders, and so heavily did they weigh upon the dis-

cussion of the afternoon, that Mr. Lloyd George aban-
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doned his naval experts and a considerable part of their

demands relative to the delivery of tlie German ivar fleet.

But as soon as Vienna’s capitulation was known, he

resumed these exigencies in their entirety. They de-

manded more especially the disarmament of the German
war fleet, the surrender of many ships, botli submarine

and surface, along with considerable naval material—in

short, terms so heavy that they might prove inacceptablc

to Germany, and thus prevent the signing of an Armis-

tice convention which, in the matter of land conditions,

would be entirely satisfactory to us.

Faced with the fact that these naval clauses might be

so severe as to make Germany reject our Armistice, thus

necessitating the continuation of the War on land for the

purpose of acquiring at the cost of much blood naval

material of no value for our operations, I called the

attention of the Allied Governments to the responsibility

they would be incurring if more of our men had to be

killed for so litde profit to the common cause. In reply

to this, I was told to insert the naval clauses in the

Armistice conditions. Then, if the enemy found them

inacceptablc, tlic matter ofwhat modifications to admit

would be taken into consideration. As a matter of

fact the Germans accepted everything.

The propositions regarding tlieRussian and Roumanian

fronts were approved without discussion. In connection

with this point. Monsieur Pichon, the French Minister of

Foreign Affairs, raised the question of Poland’s re-

storation, which was one of the /Vllicd aims in the War

;

but it was decided that this matter lay outside the

scope of the Armistice and that for the moment it was

sufficient to make Germany withdraw to her eastern

boundaries as they e.\isted in

Finally, on November 4th, after a last reading, the
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definitive text ofthe Armistice was agreed to by the heads
of the Allied Governments and immediately cabled to

President Wilson. In addition, it was decided that,

aided by a British Admiral, I should be charged with the

duty ofcommunicating this text to envoys duly accredited

by the German Government and of treating with them
on the basis ofits terms.

In transmitting to Washington the conditions they had
just agreed upon, the Allied Governments, at the special

request of Great Britain, made all due reservations as to

the principle of the freedom of the seas, which figured

amongst the Fourteen Points of President Wilson. The
latter was careful to point this out in the message he sent

Berlin on November 5th, referring the Germans to

Allied Headquarters. This was sufficient proof that the

Allied Governments, however little they seemed to

think so, were free to set aside at this moment all

formulas' that might embarrass them in the coming

negotiations.

I immediately gave orders for receiving any German

envoys who presented themselves at our front lines.

And, as I intended, if warned beforehand of their

coming, to direct them along the line Givet—^La

Capelle—Guise, I sent special instructions to General

Debeney. At the same time I warned all the armies

against false rumours which the enemy might circulate

prematurely regarding the conclusion of an armistice.

It was the night of November Gth-yth, at half past

twelve, that I received the first wireless message from the

German Supreme Command. It gave the names of the

plenipotentiaries designated by the Berlin Government

and asked me to fix a place of meeting. It added :

“ The German Government would be glad if, in the
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interest ofhumanity, the arrival ofthe German delegation

before the Allied front might cause a provisional

suspension of hostilities.”

I replied at once in tliese simple words :
“ If the

German plenipotentiaries wish to meet Marshal Foch to

ask him for an armistice, they should present themselves

at the French outposts on tlic road Cliimay—Fourmies

—

La Capelle—Guise. Orders have been given to receive

and conduct them to the place selected for the meeting.”

On the morning of the yth, I was informed that the

German plenipotentiaries would leave Spa at noon and
arrive before the French lines between 4 and 5 o’clock

in the afternoon. Measures were taken, both by the

French and German commanders, to stop tlic firing on

each side during the passage of the enemy delegation.

Accompanied by General Weygand, three ofilcers of

my staff* and the British naval delegation headed by
Admiral Wemyss, First Sea Lord of the Admiralty, I left

Senlis at 5 o’clock in the afternoon and went by special

train to the place chosen for meeting the German
plenipotentiaries—a spot in the Compiegne Forest,

nortli of and near tlie station of Rethondes. My train

was there run on to a siding built for railroad artillery.

The German delegation, having been constantly

halted by the blocked condition of die roads behind tlic

German front, reached the French lines only at 9 p.m.,

and arrived at their destination twelve hours late. It

was not until seven in tlic morning of November 8tli

that the train bringing them drew up near mine.

Two hours afterwards, at 9 o’clock, the first meeting

took place in the o(ficc-car of the French train.

The report reproduced below, sent by me to tlic

• Major lUcdingcr, Captain de Mictiy, loterprelfr-OCiccr I-aperchc.
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French Prime Minister and to the President of the
Republic after the signing of the Armistice, gives in

detail what occurred at Rethondes between the Allied

and German plenipotentiaries.

Let me add that, on the 9th, in order to show the

determination of the Allies to put an end to all German
resistance, I sent the following telegram to the Gom-
manders-in-Chief

:

‘‘ The enemy, disorganized by our repeated attacks, is

giving way all along the front.

“ It is urgent to hasten and intensify our efforts.

“ I appeal to the energy and initiative ofCommanders-
in-Chief and their Armies to make the result achieved

decisive.”

And all of them, feeling the wind ofvictory that played

upon their standards, sent word in answer :
“ Count

upon us to keep on as long as need be.”

Report

The pourparlers leading up to the conclusion of the

Armistice with Germany took place in the office-car of

Marshal Foch’s special train. The Marshal’s train, and

the one which the German plenipotentiaries had taken at

Tergniers were lying on sidings built for heavy railway

artillery in the Foret de FAigle, near the station of

Rethondes.

Pfovember Qth .—The special train bearing the German

plenipotentiaries arrived on November 8th at 7 a.m.

The Marshal informed the German delegates that he

would receive them on or after 9 o’clock. They asked to

be received at 9, and at that hour they proceeded to the

Marshal’s train.
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Marshal Foch, accompanied by Admiral Sir Rosslyii

Wemyss, General Weygand and Admiral Hope, asked

the delegates to show him their credentials. These were

produced and handed to the Marshal. They read as

follows :

“ (i) FULL POWER ;

“ The undersigned, Chancellor of the German Empire,

Max, Prince of Baden, hereby gives full power :

“ To Imperial Secretary of State, Matthias Erzberger,

(as President ofthe delegation),

“ To Imperial Envoy Extraordinary and Minister

Plenipotentiary, Count Alfred Oberndorff, and
“ To Major-General Dedev von Winterfeldt, Royal

Prussian Army, to conduct in the name of the German
Government with the plenipotcndarics of the Powers

allied against Germany, negotiations for an armistice

and to conclude an agreement to that effect, provided

the same be approved by the German government.

“ Berlin, November 6th, 1918.

“ (signed) Max, Prince of Baden.”

“ (a) FULL POWER :

“ The undersigned. Chancellor of die German
Empire, Max, Prince of Baden, hereby appoints as

additional plenipotentiary for the armistice negotiadons

with the Powers allied against Germany,
“ Captain Vanselow, Imperial Navy.

“ General Erich von Gundcll, Royal Infantry, has

been relieved of his post as plenipotendary ;
con-

sequendy his name has been stricken from die power

enclosed herewidi.
“ Berlin, November 6di, 1918.

“ (signed) Ma.x, Prince of Baden.”
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After withdrawing with Admiral Wemyss and General
Weygand to examine the above credentials, the Marshal
returned to the place of conference and asked the head
of the German delegation to announce the names of its

members. They were :

Secretary of State Erzberger,

Major-General von Winterfeldt,

Minister-Plenipotentiary Count Oberndorff,

Naval Captain Vanselow,

Staff Captain Geyer,

Cavalry Captain von Helldorff.

The Marshal then announced the members of the

Allied delegation, viz :

Admiral Wemyss,

General Weygand,

Admiral Hope,

,

Captain Mariott, R.N.

And, as interpreters :

Commander Bagot,

Interpreter-Officer Laperche.

Places were now taken at the conference table.

Marshal Foch asked the German delegates the purpose

of their visit.

Herr Erzberger replied that the German delegation

had come to receive the proposals of the Alhed Powers

looking to an armistice on land, on sea and in the air, on

all the fronts, and in the colonies.

Marshal Foch replied that he had no proposals to

make.

Count Oberndorff asked the Marshal in what form he

desired that they should express themselves. He did
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not Stand on form ; he was ready to say that tire German
delegation asked tlie conditions of the armistice.

Marshal Foch replied that he had no condidons to

offer.

Herr Erzberger read the text of President Wilson’s

last note, stadng that Marshal Foch is autliorizcd to

make known the armisdee condidons.

Marshal Foch replied Uiat he was authorized to make
these known if the German delegates asked for an

armisdee.
“ Do you ask for an armisdee? If you do, I can

inform you of the condidons subject to which it can be

obtained."

Herr Erzberger and Count Obemdorff declared drat

they asked for an armisdee.

Marshal Foch then announced diat the armisdee

condidons would be read ; as the text was rather long,

only the principal paragraphs would be read for the

present ; later on the complete text would be com-

municated to die plcnipotcndaries.

General Weygand read the principal clauses of the

armisdee conditions (text agreed upon at Versailles on

November 4th).

The reading terminated, and Herr Erzberger requested

diat military operadons be immediately suspended. He
gave as a reason the disorganizadon and lack of dis-

cipline which reigned in the German Army, and die

spirit of revoludon diat was spreading dirough Germany
as a consequence of the people’s sufferings. He de-

scribed the difliculdes which he and Ids fellow delegates

had encountered in passing dirough the German Armies

and in crossing dieir lines, where even die order to cease

fire was executed only after considerable trouble. All
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these circumstances led him to fear that German
might soon fall into the grip of Bolshevism, and one
Central Europe was invaded by this scourge, Wester
Europe, he said, .would find the greatest difficulty i

escaping it. Nothing but the cessation of Allie

attacks would make it possible to re-establish disciplin

in the German Army, and, through the restoration c

order, save the country.

I immediately answered i"*' “At the moment -whe]

negotiations for the signing of an armistice are just bein

opened, it is impossible to stop military operations, unti

the German delegation has accepted and signed th<

conditions which are the very consequence of thos(

operations. As for the situation described by Hen
Erzberger as existing among the German troops and th(

danger he fears of Bolshevism spreading in Germany,

the one is the usual disease prevailing in beaten armies

the other is symptomatic ofa nation completely worn ou1

by war. Western Europe will find means of defending

itself against the danger.”

When I had finished my statement regarding the

impossibility ofmy acquiescence to the verbal request oi

Herr Erzberger, General von Winterfeldt asked to be

heard. He had a special mission to fulfil on behalf of

the German Supreme Command and the German

Government.

He read the following statement, prepared in advance

:

“ The armistice terms which have just been brought

to our knowledge require careful examination by us.

As it is our intention to come to a decision, this

examination will be made as promptly as possible.

* It will be observed that this report is mitten partly in the third pMson

and partly in the first. No attempt has been made to change the Marshal s

method of dealing with the subject.—^T. B. M.
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Nevertheless, it will require a certain amount of time,

especially as it will be necessary to consult our Govern-
ment and the military Supreme Command.
“ During this time the struggle between our Armies

will continue and it will result, both among soldiers and
civilians, in numerous victims who will die in vain at the

last minute, and who might be preserved to tlreir

families.

“ Therefore, tire German Government and the Ger-

man Supreme Command have the honour to revert to

the proposal made by them in their wireless message of

the day before yesterday, viz : that Marshal Foch be

kind enough to consent to an immediate suspension of

hostilities on the entire front, to begin to-day at a certain

fixed hour, the very simple details of which could be

decided upon without loss of time.”

To this. Marshal Foch replied :

“ I am the Commander-in-Chief of the Allied Armies

and representative of the Allied Governments. These

Governments have decided upon their temrs. Hostilities

cannot cease before the signing of the Armistice. I am
likewise desirous ofreaching a conclusion and therefore I

shall help you as far as is possible toward this end. But

hostilities cannot cease before the sigrring of the

Armistice.”

At the end of the session the German delegates asked

the Marshal if it would be possible to extend the time-

limit for a reply by 24 hours, on accoimt of the time

required for informing their Government of tite terms.

The Marshal replied that, in view of the fact that tlic

limit set had been fixed by the Mlied and Associated
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Governments, it was impossible for him to change it.

After conferring amongst themselves, the German
delegates asked that the following message be sent by
wireless :

“ German armistice Plenipotentiaries to the Imperial

Chancellor and to the German Military and Naval High
Commands :

“The plenipotentiaries received the armistice con-

ditions on Friday morning at Allied General Plead-

quarters
;

also the ultimatum that they be accepted

or refused within seventy-two hours, expiring on Monday
morning at ii o’clock (French time).

“ The German proposal for an immediate agreement

to suspend hostilities provisionally was rejected by

Marshal Foch.
“ A German courier bearing the text of the armisrice

conditions has been sent to Spa, there being no other

practical mode of communication. Please acknowledge

receipt and send back the courier as soon as possible with

your final instructions.

“It is not necessary for the time being to send new

delegates.

“ (signed) Erzberger.”

This message was forwarded at 1 1 .30 a.m.

The German delegation decided to send Captain von

Helldorf as courier, in order to transmit the text of the

terms to German General Headquarters.

The Marshal’s Staff took measures to assure the safe-

conduct and passage through the lines of this courier,

who left at i p.m.

Count Oberndorff, General von Winterfeldt, and
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Captain Vanselow then requested that personal con-

ferences between them and General ^Veygand and
Admiral Hope might be held in order to obtain certain

explanations desired by the German delegates.

These conversations took place in the afternoon.

Count Obemdorff and General von Winterfeldt with

General Weygand
;

Captain Vanselow with Admiral

Hope.

Below is a resume of these conversations :

Count OberndorlF first asked whetlier the Allies had

drawn up such severe terms with the object of having

Germany refuse them.

The answer was that the ikllies were making known
the conditions under which they would grant an

armistice, and that there was nothing hidden in their

intentions.

Count Obemdorff then asked whether the Allies did

not intend to cause the armistice to fail in order to

proceed immediately with peace negotiations.

The answer was that Marshal Foch had come here to

negotiate—and he wished to negotiate—nothing c.xcept

the conditions governing an armistice.

Later on in the conversation rvith Count Obemdorff,

as well as in the subsequent one with General von

Winterfeldt, questions were asked concerning the various

armistice conditions. During these conversations the

principal ideas or arguments advanced by the German
delegates for the purpose of softening the terms may be

summarized thus

:

Germany wishes for an armistice. The fact that her

delegates were here proved that no other course was

open to her. Hence, it might be assumed that the

delegates were sincere.

The Gemian Army was beset by unimaginable
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difficulties : exhaustion among the troops who have
been fighting without pause for four months; the

consequent relaxation of discipline
; the blocking of

roads and railways, which paralyzed all movement.
To enforce upon this Army any rapid movement would
prevent it from being put in order.

Even should it so desire, the German Army would be

incapable of recommencing the fight, once the Armistice

was signed. Hence there was no point in imposing too

severe terms.

No protest was made against the military clauses

concerning the surrender ofarms, except as to delivering

30,000 machine-guns. If this were done there would

not be enough left to fire on the German people, should

this become necessary.

Germany’s internal situation was extremely serious.

The country was in revolt, infected with Bolshevism.

Order must be maintained. This was to the interest of

the Allies, so as to prevent Bolshevist infection and assure

the solvency of their debtors—for very heavy demands

for reparation were expected.

Consequently it was to the advantage of everybody

that the German Army should march back to Germany

in orderly fashion. To do this the time-limit fixed for

the evacuation must be extended. It is not a case of

allowing merely additional days, but weeks.

Moreover, Germany was threatened with famine.

The Armistice clauses touching blockade and railway

material were inhuman, because they would paralyze

the work of feeding the population and would cause the

death ofwomen and children.

To sum up, Germany must be left with an Army in

good order, so that she might suppress revolts
;
and she

must be provided with food.
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The answer given was, in general terms, this : The
state of disorganization in the German Army was the

result of the victorious advance of the Allied Armies

during the last four months. It was the duty of the

Allied High Command to secure by the terms of the

Armistice, as a minimum, the continued possession of all

advantages won.

In terminating tliese conversations General Weygand
clearly specified ;

(t) That private conversations such as those that have

just taken place arc merely exchanges of opinion im-

plying no engagements whatever for those participating.

Their sole object is to give the German delegates the

explanations which will enable them to make their

requests svith full knowledge of tlie situation.

(2) That questions or requests from the German
delegates must be made in writing.

This was agreed to ;
likewise that a confidential note

would be sent to General Weygand so that he could

study whatever questions it was desired to have sub-

mitted to Marshal Foch (tliis to avoid examining these

questions for the first time in plenary session).

J^oumber gth.—At 3.45 p.m. on tlic gth the German
delegation handed General Weygand a text entitled

“ Observations an the Conditions of an Armistice with Ger-

many."

This text was brought by Count Obemdorff and

General von Winterfeldt, who reverted to tiic arguments

of the day before, witiiout saying anytliing new worth

recording.

Ai'ovember loth.—^A paper headed “ Answer to the

Observations on the Conditions ofan Armistice with Germans
”
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was handed to the German delegates on November
loih at 9.30 F.M.

That same day at (3.30 p.m.. Marshal Foch had the
following note delivered to the German plenipotentiaries:

General Staff

Headquarters of the Allied Armies,

November loth, igi8.

“ According to the terms of the text handed to Marshal

Foch, the powers of the German plenipotentiaries for

concluding an armistice are limited by the fact that the

approval of the Chancellor is necessary.

“ As tile time allowed for coming to an agreement

expires at 1 1 a.m. to-morrow, I have the honour to ask

whether the German Plenipotentiaries have received the

acceptance by the German Chancellor of the terms

communicated to him, and if not, whether it would not

be advisable to solicit without delay an answer from him.

“ By order :

“ (signed) Weygand
“ Major-General, Chief of Staff.”

In reply, the German delegates sent the following

note at 9.30 p.m. :

“November loth, 1918.

“ The German Plenipotentiaries have the honour to

inform the Allied High Command, in reply to^ the

question asked them on November loth, that no decision

from the Imperial Chancellor has as yet reached them.

“ The plenipotentiaries have already taken steps to
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liavc instructions sent them as promptly as possible.

“ (signed) Erzberger
“ Secretary of State.”

Meanwhile, between 7 and 8 p.m., the following two

messages arrived by wireless ;

“ I. The German Government to the plenipotentiaries

at Headquarters of the Allied High Command :

“The German Government accepts the conditions ol

the Armistice communicated to it on November 8tli.

“ The Chancellor of the Empire—3,084.”

“ II. The German Supreme Command to the Pleni-

potentiaries at Headquarters of the Allied High Com-
mand :

“ The Government of the Empire transmits to the

High Command the following for Under-Secretary of

State Erzberger :

“ Your Excellency is authorized to sign tlic Armistice.

You will please, at the same time, have inserted in the

record the following

:

“ The German Government will do all in its power

to fulfil the terms agreed upon. However, tlie under-

signed deems it his duty to point out that tlie execution

of some of the conditions will bring Ermine to the

population of that part of the German Empire which is

not to be occupied.
“ If all the provisions which had been accumulated

for feeding the troops arc left in the regions to be

evacuated, and if the limitation (equivalent to complete

suppression) ofour means of transportation is maintained

and the blockade continued, to feed the population and

organize a food service will be impossible.
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“ I'lic undersigned requests, therefore, to be authorized
to negotiate with a view to modifying certain points, in

order that supplies may be assured.
‘‘ (signed) The Chancellor of the Empire.

“ P.S.—The Supreme Command likewise draws
atteiuion to the points transmitted at noon to-day to

General von \Vinterfcldt. Advise by wireless when the

Armistice is signed.”

Then, about 9 p.m., a veiy long telegram in cipher

Irom Marshal von Hindenburg began to arrive.

When he handed these telegrams to the German
delegates, General Weygand asked Herr Erzberger

tvhether he considered that they gaye sufficient

authenticity to the expected acceptance, fi'om the

Chancellor. Herr Erzberger replied in the affirmative,

pointing out that the number 3,084 added to the

signature of the first of these telegrams was the number

agreed upon to vouch for authenticity.

The Gorman delegates were then asked at what time

tliey w'ouid be ready to assist at a plenaiy session for

drawing up and signing the definitive text of the

Armistice. I’lic delegates asked to be given the' time to

decipher the Elindenburg telegram and to examine the

Allied High Command’s answer to their observations.

They were rccj[uested to state as soon as possible the

hour at which this plenaiy session could be held, so that

bloodshed might be stopped as soon as possible, now that

the signing of the Armistice has been decided upon.

Moveviber iith ,—On November iith at 2.5 a.m., the

German delegates stated that they were ready for the

session. It was opened at 2.15 a.m.
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Marshal Foch declared that tlie definitive text of the

Armistice would now be approved and He asked General
Weygand to read it, substituting the new text set down in

the “ Answer to Observations ” for the text ofNovember
8th, wherever the latter had been changed.

The text was read, discussed and adopted, article by
article. It reads as follows ;

Between Marshal FOCH, Commander-in-Chief of the

Allied Armies, representing the Allied and Associated

Powers, assisted by Admiral WEMYSS, First Sea Lord,

parties of the first part

;

and Secretary ofState ERZBERGER, President ofthe

German delegation
;
Envoy Extraordinary and Minister

Plenipotentiary Count von Oberndorfif
;
Major-General

von Winterfeldt, and Naval Captain Vansclow, duly

empowered and acting with titc approval of the German
Chancellor, parties of the second part

;

an Armistice has been concluded, embodying the

following conditions

:

CONDITIONS OF THE ARMISTICE CONCLUDED WITH OERStANV

• A—Clauses Relating to the H'estern Front

1. Cessation of hostilities by land and in the air sLx

hours after tlic signing ofdie Armistice.

2 . Immediate evacuation of the invaded countries

—

Belgium, France, Luxembourg as well as Alsace-

Lorraine—so ordered as to be completed within fifteen

days from tlie signature of the Armistice.

German troops which have not left the above-

mentioned territories witliin tlie period fixed will be

made prisoners ofwar.
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Occupation by the Allied and United States Forces
jointly will keep pace with the evacuation in these areas.

All movemenl.s of evacuation and occupation will be
regulated in accordance with a Note (Annexe i)

determined at the time of the signing of the Armistice.

3. Repatriation, beginning at once, to be completed
W'ithin fifteen days, of all inhabitants of the countries

above enumerated (including hostages, persons under
trial, or condemned).

4. Surrender in good condition by the German
Armies of the following equipment ;

—

5.000 guns (2,500 heavy, 2,500 field)

25.000 machine-guns

3.000 Minenwerfer,

1,700 aeroplanes (fighters, bombers—firstly

D 7’s—and night-bombing machines).

The above to be delivered in siiii to the Allied and

United States troops in accordance with the detailed

conditions laid down in the Note (Annexe i) determined

at the time of the signing of the Armistice.

5. Evacuation by the German Armies of the districts

on the left bank of the Rhine. These districts on the left

bank of the Rhine shall be administered by the local

authorities under the control of the Allied and United

States Armies of occupation.

The occupation of these territories by Allied and

United States troops will be assured by garrisons holding

the principal crossings ofthe Rhine, (Mayence, Coblence,

Cologne) together with bridge-heads at these points of a

thirty kilometre (about nineteen miles) radius on the

right bank, and by garrisons similarly holding the

strategic points of the area.

A neutral zone shall be reserved on the right bank of

the Rhine, between the river and a line drawn parallel to
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the bridge-heads and to the river and ten kilometres

(sk and a quarter miles), distant from them between
the Dutch frontier and the Swiss fronder.

The evacuadon by the enemy of the Rhine districts

(right and left bank) shall be so ordered as to be com-
pleted within a further period of sixteen days, in all

thirty-one days after the signing of the Armistice.

. All movements of evacuation and occupation will be

regulated according to the Note (Annexe i ) determined

at the rime of the signing of the Armistice.

6. In all territories evacuated by the enemy,

evacuation of the inhabitants shall be forbidden
;

no

damage or harm shall be done to the persons or property

of the inhabitants.

In the case ofinhabitants no person shall be prosecuted

for having taken part in any military measures previous

to the signing of the Armisdcc.

No destruedon of any kind shall be committed.

Military establishments of all kinds shall be delivered

intact, as well as military stores of foods, munidons and

equipment, which shall not have been removed during

the periods fixed for evacuadon.

Stores of food of all kinds for the civil population,

cattle, etc., shall be left in situ.

No measure of a general or ollicial character shall be

taken which would have, as a consequence, the

depreciation of industrial establishments or a reduedon

of their personnel.

7. Roads and means ofcommunication of every kind,

railroads, waterways, roads, bridges, telegraphs, tele-

phones, shall be in no manner impaired.

All civil and military personnel at present employed on

them shall remain.

5,000 locomotives and 150,000 wagons in good working
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order, with all necessary spare parts and fittings, shall be
delivered to the Associated Powers within the period
fixed in Annexe 11 (not exceeding thirty-one days in all).

5,000 motor lorries are also to be delivered in good
order within thirty-six days.

The railways of Alsace-Lorraine shall be handed over

within thirty-one days together with all personnel and
material belonging to the organization of the system.

Further, working material in the territories on the left

bank of the Rhine shall be left in situ.

All stores of coal and material for upkeep of per-

manent way, signals and repair shops shall be left in situ

and kept in an efTicient state by Germany, so far as the

means of communication on the left bank of the Rhine

arc concerned.

All lighters taken from the Allies shall be restored to

them. The Note attached as Annexe II, defines the

details of these measures.

8. The German Command shall be responsible for.

revealing tvithin forty-eight hours of the signing of the

Armistice, all mines or delay-action fuses disposed on

territories evacuated by the German troops. and shall

assist in their discovery and destruction.

The German Command shall also reveal all de-

structive measures that may have been taken (such as

poisoning or pollution of wells, springs, etc.) under

penalty of reprisals.

9. The right of requisition shall be exercised by the

Allied and United States armies in all occupied

territories, save for setdement of accounts with

authorized persons.

The upkeep of the ti'oops of occupation in the Rhine

districts (excluding Alsace-Lorraine) shall be charged to

the German Government.
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10. The immediate repatriation, without rcciproci

according to detailed conditions which shall be fixed,

all Allied and United States prisoners of war, includ

those under trial and condemned. The Allied Pow
and the United States of America shall be able

dispose of these prisoners of tear as they think fit. T
condition annuls all other conventions regard

prisoners of war, including tliat ofJuly, 1918, now be

ratified. However, tire return of German prisoners

war interned in Holland and Switzerland shall contii

as heretofore. The return of German prisoners of t

shall be settled at the conclusion of the Peace prelii

naries.

11. Sick and wounded who cannot be removed fr

territory evacuated by the German forces, will be ca

for by German personnel, who will be left on tlie s

with the material required.

B—Clauses relating to the Eastern Frontiers of German

12. All German troops at present in any territ

which before the War formed part ofAustria-Hunga

Jloumam'a or Turkey, shall withdraw witJu'n the front:

ofGermany as they existed on ist August, igi-J, and
German troops at present in territories which before

War formed part of Russia must likewise return to wit

tile frontiers ofGermany as above defined, as soon as

Allies shall think the moment suitable, having regard

the internal situation of these territories.

13. Evacuation by German troops to begin at or

and all German instructors, prisoners and civilians,

well as military agents now on the territory of Rir

(frontier as defined on ist August, 1914) to be rccallet

14. German troops to cease at once all requisitions r
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seizures and any other coercive measures with a view to

obtaining supplies intended for Germany in Roumania
.and Russia (frontier as defined on ist August, 1914).

15. Annulment of the treaties of Bucharest and Brest-

Litovsk and of the supplementary treaties.

16. The Allies shall have free access to the territories

evacuated by the Germans on their Eastern frontier,

either through Danzig or by the Vistula, in order to

convey supplies to the populations of these territories or

for the purpose of maintaining order.

C—Clause Relating to East Africa

17. Evacuation of all German forces operating in East

Africa within a period specified by the Allies.

D—General Clauses

18. Repatriadon, without reciprocity, within a maxi-

mum period of one month, in accordance with detailed

condidons hereafter to be fixed, of all interned civilians,

including hostages and persons under trial and con-

demned, who may be subjects ofother Allied or Associated

States than those mendoned in Clause 3.

• Financial Clause

19. With the reservation that any future concessions

and claims by the Allies and United States of America

remain unaffected, the following financial conditions are

imposed ;

—

Reparation for damage done.

While the Armistice lasts, no public security shall be

removed by the enemy which can serve as a pledge to the

Allies to cover reparation ofwar losses.
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Immediate rcsuiulioii of the cash deposit in the

National Bank of Belgium, and, in general, immediate

return of all documents, specie, stock, shares, paper

money, together with plant for the issue thereof, aficeting

public or private interests in the invaded countries.

Restitution of the Russian and Roumanian gold

yielded to Germany or taken by that Power.

This gold to be delivered in trust to the Allies until

peace is concluded.

E—Naval Conditiom

20. Immediate cessation of all hostilities at sea, and

definite information to be given as to the position and

movements of all German ships.

Notification to be given to neutrals that freedom of

navigation in all territorial waters is given to the Navies

and Mercantile Marines of tlte Allied and Associated

Powers, all questions of neutrality being waived.

21. All Naval and Mercantile Marine prisoners ofwar

of tlic Allied and Associated Powers in German hands to

be returned, without reciprocity.

22. To surrender at the ports specified by the Allies

and the United States all submarines at present in

existence (including all submarine cruisers and mine-

layers) with armament and equipment complete. Those

that cannot put to sea shall be deprived ofarmament and

equipment and shall remain under the supervision of the

Allies and the United Stales. Submarines ready to put

to sea shall be prepared to leave German ports im-

mediately on receipt ofwireless order to sail to the port of

surrender, the remainder to follow as early as possible.

The conditions of this Article shall be completed within

fourteen days of the signing of the Armistice.
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23. The following German surface warships, which
shall be designated by the Allies and the United States of

America, shall forthwitli be disarmed and thereafter

interned in neutral ports, or failing them, Allied ports, to

be designated by the Allies and the United States of

America, and placed under the surveillance of the Allies

and the United States of America, only care and

maintenance parties being left on board, namely :

6 battle cruisers

10 battleships

8 light cruisers, including two minelayers

50 destroyers of the most modern type.

All other surface warships (including river craft) are to

be concentrated in German Naval bases, to be designated

by the Allies and the United States of America, com-

pletely disarmed and placed under the supervision of the

Allies and the United States of America. All vessels of

the Auxiliary Fleet are to be disarmed. All vessels

specified for internment shall be ready to leave German
ports seven days after the signing of the Armistice.

Directions for the voyage shall be given by wireless.

24. The Allies and the United States ofAmerica shall

have the right to sweep up all minefields and destroy all

obstruedons laid by Germany outside German territorial

Avaters, and the positions of these are to be indicated.

25. Freedom of access to and from the Baidc to be

given to the Navies and Mercantile Marines of the

Allied and Associated Powers. This to be secured by

the occupation of all German forts, fortifications,

batteries and defence works of all kinds in all the routes

from the Cattegat into the Baltic, and by the sweeping up

and destruction of all mines and obstructions within and

without German territorial waters without any questions
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of neutrality being raised, and the positions of all such

mines and obstructions arc to be indicated by the

Germans.

26. The c.\istitig blockade conditions set up by the

Allied and Asspeiated Powers arc to remain unchanged,

and all German merchant ships found at sea arc to

remain liable to capture. The Allies and United States

contemplate the provisioning of Germany during the

Armistice as shall be found necessary.

27. All Aerial forces arc to be concentrated and

immobilized in German bases to be specified by the

Allies and the United States of America.

28. In evacuating the Belgian coasts and ports,

Germany shall abandon in situ and intact, the port

material and material for inland waterways, also all

merchant ships, tugs and lighters, all Naval aircraft and

air materials and stores, all arms and armaments and all

stores and apparatus ofall kinds.

2g. All Black' Sea ports are to be evacuated by
Germany

;
all Russian warships of all descriptions

seized by Germany in the Black Sea are to be handed
over to the .(Ulics and the United States of America

;
all

neutral merchant ships seized in the Black Sea arc to be

released
; all warlike and other material of all kinds

seized in those ports are to be returned, and German
materials as spedfied in Clause 28 are to be abandoned.

30. z\ll merchant ships at present in German hands

belonging to the zVllied and Associated Powers are to be

restored to ports to be specified by die Allies and the

United States ofAmerica witliout reciprocity.

31. No destruction of ships or of materials is to be

permitted before evacuation, surrender or restoration.

32. The German Government shall formally notify

tlie neutral Governments, and particularly the Govem-
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mclUs of Norway, Sweden, Denmark and Holland, that

all restrictions placed on the trading of their vessels with

the Allied and Associated countries, whether by the

German Government or by private German interests,

and whether in return for special concessions, such as the

export of shipbuilding materials or not, are immediately

cancelled.

33, No transfers of German merchant shipping of any
description to any neutral flag are to take place after

signature of the Armistice.

F—Duration of Armistice

34. I’lie duration of the Armistice is to be thirty-sLx

days, with option to extend. During this period, on

failure of execution of any of the above clauses, the

Armistice may be repudiated by one of the contracting

parties on forty-eight hours’ previous notice.

It is understood that failure to execute Articles 3 and

18 completely in the periods specified is not to give

reason for a repudiation ofthe Armistice, save where such

failure is due to malice aforethought.

To ensure the execution of the present convention

under the most favourable conditions, the principle of a

permanent International Armistice Commission is re-

cognized. This Commission will act under the supreme

authority of the High Command, Military and Naval,

ofthe Allied Armies.

The present Armisdee was signed on the 1 1 th day of

November, 1918, at 5 o’clock a.m. (French time).

Signed :

F. Foch Erzberger

R. E. Wemyss Oberndorif
WiNTERFELDT

Vanselow
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At 5.5 A.M., agreement was reached as to the final

text. In order that hosdlitics might cease as soon as

possible, it was decided to have the last page of the text

typed immediately and the signatures attaclicd thereto.

At 5.10 A.M., the Allied and German plenipotentiaries

affixed tJicir signatures. Five o’clock was agreed upon as

the time of signing.

Tlic Allied High Command, in view of political

events in Germany, asked to have added to the text the

following clause (at the end of “ Answ'cr to Obser-

vations ”) :

“ In case tlic German vessels arc not delivered

within the periods agreed upon, the Governments of the

Allies and the United States will have the right to

occupy Heligoland in order to assure such delivery.”

The German delegates stated that they could not sign

this clause, but they agreed to urge its acceptance by the

German Government. These matters were embodied

in a separate document.

Herr Erzberger then asked to be heard. He read the

following declaration, the text of which, signed by the

four German plenipotentiaries, he handed to Marshal

Foch :

“November nth, 1918.
“ StaUmcni of the German Plenipotentiaries on the occasion of

signing the Armistice

“ The Gennan Government rvill naturally make
every effort within its power to see that the terms im-
posed arc fulfilled.

“ The undersigned Plenipotentiaries acknowledge that
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on some points, upon their representation, a certain

degree of benevolence has been shown. Therefore they
feel that they can consider that the observations made by
them on November gth regarding the Armistice terms

with. Germany, and the answer made them on November
loth, constitute an integral part of the agreement as a

whole.
“ But they cannot allow any doubt to exist as to the

fact that the shortness of the time allowed for evacua-

tion, and the surrender of indispensable transport

equipment, threaten to create a situation such as may
render it impossible for them to continue the fulfilment

of the terms, through no fault of the German Govern-

ment and people.

“ Referring to their repeated oral and written state-

ments, the undersigned plenipotentiaries also deem it

their duty to insist strongly on the fact that the carrying

out of this agreement may plunge the German people

into anarchy and famine.

“ In view of the discussions which brought about the

Armistice, we might have expected terms which, while

assuring our adversary complete and entire military

security, would have terminated the sufferings of non-

combatants, ofwomen and children.

“ The German nation, which for fifty months has

defied a world of enemies, will preserve, in spite of

every kind ofviolence, its liberty and unity.

‘‘ A nation ofseventy millions suffers but does not die.

“ (signed) Erzberger, Oberndorff,
“ WiNTERFELDT, VaNSELOW.”

Marshal Foch then declared the meeting closed and

the German delegates withdrew.

The following telegram was immediately sent along
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the wliolc front by radio and by telephone to the

Coninianders-in-Chief

:

“ I. Hostilities will cease on the entire front on

J^ovanber iilh at i; A.st. French time.

“ 2. Allied troops arc not to pass until further orders

beyond the line reached on that day at that hour.

“ Exact report must be made as to this line.

“ 3. All communication with the enemy is forbidden

until receipt of instructions by rVrmy Commanders.”

(signed) Weycand
Major-General, Chief of Staff.

In the course of die morning the various documents

were handed to the German plenipotentiaries. Their

train left the Rcthondes station at 1 1 .30 a ..m . for Tergnier,

where they were to take their automobiles.

At their request every facility was afforded Captain

Geyer of the German Army for his journey by air to

German Headquarters bearing the texts and maps.

This officer left the Tergnier landing-field at about

12.30 P.SI.

On November ttdt at it a.m., firing ceased along the

whole front of the Allied armies. An impressive silence

followed upon fifty-three montlis ofbattlc. Thenations

could now look fonvard to seeing a world once more
restored to peace.

The next day I issued the following General Order :

“ Olficers, non-commissioned officers and soldiers of

the Mlicd Armies :

“ After resolutely repulsing tlic enemy for montlis, you

confidently attacked him with an undring energy.
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“You have won the greatest battle in History and

rescued the most sacred of all causes, the Liberty of the

World.

“You have full right to be proud, for you have

crowned your standards with immortal glory and won

the gratitude of posterity.

“ F. Fogh
“ Marshal of France

“ Commander-in-Chiefofthe Allied Armies.”
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CHAPTER XV

THE MARCH TO TJIE RHINE

DiJ the Allied Armies completely fulfil tlieir duty toward their respective
countries on Noveml>er nth ?

—
'Fhc March to the Rhine—The renewals of

the Armistice

In accordance witli the protocol which accompanied the

Armistice, the Allied Armies a few days later were put in

movement towards the Rhine for the purpose of taking

possession ofthe three bridge-heads at Cologne, Cobicncc

and Mayence, and occupying the German territory on

the left bank of the river.

Uefore following them on this victorious march, it may
be well to ask whether, in accepting the Armistice of

November nth, they had entirely done their duty

toward their countries.

The Annisticc signed by the Commandcr-iu-Cliicf of

the Allied Armies did not constitute a peace treaty or

even tlic preliminaries of peace. It was a suspension of

hostilities which intervened in the course of a conflict

for tlic purpose of stopping bloodshed and giving the

belligerent countries the time required for drawing up a

treaty of peace. Though its tc-xt embodied certain

political and financial clauses calling for immediate

fulfilment, it did not determine the situation of the

belligerent states at tlic close of the war
;

the .(\llicd

Governments had reserved to themselves the important

task of drafting the treaty which would fix this situation.

To guarantee to these Governments the possibility of
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fully carrying out this task, the Allied Armies and
their commanders agreed to halt their operations

under conditions which rendered the military situation

sufficiently advantageous to prevent any resistance on
the part of the enemy to the intentions of the Allied

Governments and to the peace terms they might dictate.

The Rhine was an obstacle under the protection of

which Germany might have jeopardized the victories of

our Armies, reconstituted her forces and then proceeded

to discuss conditions of peace. But now the Allied

Armies were going to hold the Rhine. They were even '

going to hold both banks. Here they were in a position,

if need arose, to resume their advance and put a stop to

any difficulties which the German Government might

seek to create. Proof of this fact was furnished later

when, on June 28th, 1919, at Versailles, the treaty of

peace, in the exact form which the Allied and Associated

Governments had decided to give it, was signed by the

Germans without demur.

In addition, the occupation of the Rhineland by
virtue of the Armistice constituted a mortgage in the

hands of the Allies such as would guarantee the payment

of the indemnities they had decided to claim.

By making it possiblej if necessity arose, to resume the

War from dominating positions, and by exacting this

mortgage—both assured in the very text of the Armistice

and thus representing a consolidation ofour victory—the

Allied High Command had placed in the hands of the

Allied Governments the means of making whatever

terms of peace they might decide to be desirable, and of

ensuring their execution by the enemy.

Moreover, it must not be imagined that the signing of

the Armistice was premature on our part, or that we

might have derived advantage from delaying it some
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rifles, and, thanks to these rapid-fire .weapons, they were
unapproachable and impenetrable until such time as we
could bring up more guns and more machine-guns
than they had. These armed hordes, moving like a

great scourge, left behind them a devastated land. On
all sides there was nothing but destruction. Roads and
bridges were made impassable and abandoned war
material littered every practicable line ofadvance.

Hence it was most difficult for the heads of columns

launched in pursuit to bring up forces with sufficient

speed to throw this retreating mob into even greater

confusion, and break through or surround it. Only

with the aid of powerful artillery could they move
successfully.

But as the victorious columns advanced, they had to

be supplied with food and munitions. This again

greatly retarded their rate ofmarch, owing to the lack of

railways and the condition of the roads. In short, it was

a case of well-ordered armies pushing before them troops

in ever increasing disorder, gathering in prisoners and

material as they went, the daily proof of a steadily

growing success.

We could have continued the campaign along these

lines up to the Rhine, where we should have started

anew after having established a strong base on the

river and repaired the indispensable lines of communi-

cation—if, meanwhile, some cataclysm had not taken

place among the German masses. But the disorder our

Armies had created in the ranks of the enemy, and the

cruel suffering they had inflicted upon him, rapidly

increased and finally brought on insurrection. This

feeling was spreading through the country, where the'

sufferings of the people and the conviction that further

resistance was impossible developed into revolution.
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Famished by four years of war, llicrc remained lo

Germany nothing but a disorganued army, incapable

of staying the victorious rush of the Allies, and in

revolt against its commanders. The country lay at the

mercy of the victors. Germany signed the Armistice

without discussion in order to save from the destruction

of war what remained of her institutions.

On November 1 1 th, I sent the Commanders-in-Chief

general instructions prescribing the conditions under

which Allied territory ev.acuatcd by the enemy was to be

occupied by their troops.

On November 17th, the Allied Armies crossed the

lines tliey held at the moment hostilities ceased. On
the 30th, all the invaded territories (in France, Belgium,

Linicmbourg and Alsace-Lorraine) had been entirely

le-occupied. On the 25th I entered Metz and on the

26th Strasbourg.

During this time I was malting ready the approaching

occupation of the Rhineland. It was to be divided in

four zones, Mayence, Coblence, Cologne, /Vbc-la-

Chapelle, placed respectively under a French, American,

British and Belgian command. In each zone, the

troops were, in principle, to be of the same nation-

ality. At the bridge-heads, hojvcver, as well as in the

territory on the left bank of the Rhine lying between die

Cologne bridge-head and the Dutch fronuer, it was

stipulated that the garrbons would be composed of

troops belonging 10 several Allied nations. This ivas

done in order to maintain the Allied character of die

occupation.

The total force of the Allied Annies initially holding

the Rhineland, including those in the first line and

those in reserve, consisted of sixteen Array Corps,
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composed of forty Divisions,- plus five Divisions of
cavalry. The maintenance of these troops was to be at

the expense of the German Government.
In practice, the inter-Allied character of the

occupation of the bridge-heads could not be entirely

maintained. Thus, the one at Cologne was handed
over wholly to the British, since the French Division

which was to have been assigned to it was, through

needs of the moment, attached to the Belgian zone

around Aix-la-Ghapelle.

On December ist, the march of the Allied Armies

brought them into Germany
; on the gth, they were on

the Rhine
;
on the 13th, they crossed it

;
on the 17th,

the bridge-heads were completely occupied.

From that date onwards the Entente Armies mounted

guard on the Rhine. From its shores they beheld

vanquished Germany at their feet
;

at the slightest

attempt on her part to lift her head and cause trouble,

they had but to make a move to stop it. Posted there,

they enabled the Allied Governments to dictate to the

Central Powers whatever conditions of peace they

might consider it proper to impose. The Allied Armies

had accomplished their task.

However impatient the world might be to see the

definite conclusion of this peace for which it thirsted, the

negotiations leading up to it were destined to be long-

drawn-out. The tardy arrival of President Wilson in

France, the scope of the problems demanding solution,

the necessity of reaching a preliminary agreement

among the Allies, who often held divergent opinions on

almost all of the questions, all required such a long time,

that, despite the good will and arduous labour of the

treaty’s architects, four months were required to shape it,
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and five to obtain Germany’s acceptance.

Now, tlie Armistice signed at Rcthondcs was only

valid for tlrirty-six days. It e-vpited on December 17th,

and on this date the Allied plenipotentiaries were only

beginning to reach Paris. The convention ofNovember
nth, therefore, had to be renewed. The negotiations

for tills purpose took place on December letii and igtii,

1918. The same delegates as at Retiiondes met in the

same railway car, tiic office car of my train. It is

unnecessary to go into the details of these negotiations

which ended in the following agreement

:

1. The duration of the Armistice was prolonged one

month, vi2 ; until January tyth, 1919-

2. The Allied High Command reserved the right to

occupy the neutral zone on the right bank of the Rhine,

north of tiie Cologne bridge-head and up to the Dutch
frontier, whenever it might consider this additional

guarantee was required.

It was hoped that the new convention would cover tiic

time necessary for handing the preliminaries of peace to

tile Germans—a result desired by tiicm as much as by

ourselves
;

and, indeed, this would have been tiic

natural solution if the large armies still cecisthig were

to be cut down.

Unfortunately, the Council of Four could not solve its

problems in time. Thcrclbre, I again went to Treves

and, on January I5tii and i6tb, negotiated witii the'

German delegates a second extension of the Armistice.

The principal clauses covered the following points :

I. Extension of tiic Armistice for one month—until

February lytli.
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2. Germany to furnish agricultural machines and
implements.

3. Establishment at Berlin of an Allied Commission
for supervising Russian prisoners ofw^ar in Germany.

4. Details for executing clauses of the agreement of

November 1 1 th regarding the surrender of German
vessels and the restitution ofmaterial taken out ofFrance

and Belgium.

5. The entire merchant fleet of Germany to be placed

under the control and under the flag of the Allies for the

duration of the Armistice
;

this measure was intended to

assure the feeding of Germany and the rest of Europe.

6. The Allied High Command reserved the right to

occupy the sector of the fortified zone of Strasbourg,

consisting of the forts on the right bank of the Rhine,

together with a strip of land in front of these forts from

three to six miles deep, whenever it might consider this

additional guarantee to be required.

The second extension of the Armistice, like the first,

was concluded in the hope that it might cover the time

required for the conclusion of the preliminary terms of

peace. But these remained unformulated—in. fact, the

Allied Governments gave up the idea of formulating

them
;

therefore .the Armistice was renewed a third

time. But it was now understood that this extension

was to be the last and that no date was to be fixed for its

expiration. The Allied Powers merely reserved the

right of terminating it on three days’’ notice. No new

dispositions were made. Supervision of the execution

of clauses incompletely carried out was confided to the

permanent Armistice commission.

However, the Germans were at once required to

give up all offensive operations against the Poles in the
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Posen region' and everywhere eisc, and a line of de-

marcation was drawn beyond which their troops were

not to advance.

On June 28th, tgig, peace was concluded and signed

in the Hall ofMirrors in the Palace of Versailles.

THE B.*®
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Flangard, 310, 340 (held by enemy)
Hanotaux, General, 149 (Belgian

Chief of Staff)

Haut de Koking, 22 (nth Division)
Hazebrouck, 154 (British troops),

327 (enemy advance), 331, 333
Hclldorff, Captain, 548 (peace envoy)
Herpont, 106 (French Cavalry)
Hindenburg, 252 (in command Ger-
man Armies), 283, 558 (peace
terms)

Hindenburg Line, 455, 456, 467, 470,

472, 483 (final assault)

Hollebeke, 175 (British danger), 180
(French attack), 181, 327 (enemy
capture)

Hooge, 176 (shelled)

Hope, Admiral, 547 (peace envoy)
Horne, General, 324 (attacked), 331,

453. 454 (rapid advance), 482. 487
Horses, 490
Hostilities Cease, 571
House, Colonel, 540 (representing

President Wilson)
Houthem, 227 (Belgian H.Q.), 486
Humbert, General, liv, 58 (Moroc-
can Div.), 88 (attacked), 120
(increased command), 120 (in

action), 127 (in command Ninth
Army), 172 (Ypres), 287, 303, 371,

445
Hunding Stellung, 483. 484 (carried

by British), 498, 502 (captured by
Allies)

Flutier, General von, 282, 371, 375,

376

Imperial, Prince, xxiv
Indian Troops, 20S (Lord Roberts)
Italian Army, 263, .266 (heavy

fighting), 279, 316, 399. 402
(heavily attacked), see also Italy

ItMy, 254 (Foch's visit), 256, 260
(enemy assault), 261 (army retir-

ing), 491 (British troops). See

also ItMian Army
Italy, King of, 262 (Foch visits)

Japan, 259
Jesuit College, St. Etienne, xxi

Jofire, 41 (Foch meets J.), 48 (high

praise), 78 (attack approved), 103

(German retreat), 108 (great victory

on Marne), 114 (orders for the

Aisne attack), 119 (shortage of
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anuQUQition), 134 (txa^c&horUge).

J35 (sends for I'ocb). >40 (and

185 (at Duokirk), iSC (at Cuadh
19& (and I'ocii), 303 (Fochs
report), 313 (at ClianUU)*. 217
(sbortaga o( arullcry), 333 (motor

accieJentJ, 233. 33d, 238 (Foch'a

opinion). 343 (AUi^ odtiiaive]. 233
(retired irom command), 367 (now
Marahai), 367 (American Arm)*)

Jopp6. CenenU. 73 (on Somme)

Ksuuel. Mount, 334. 340. 436
King ol Belgians, Aib^ King oi

Bugians
Kitchener. Lord, 183 (at Dunkirk).

334 (rccruiU), 226. 273
KlcinxiUebcke, xSt. 187 (lost aixd

rrtikrni
iost).

La Uasscb. 171 (British Army). X9t

(Ggbung). 193. 224 (DntUhArmy),
236. 236. 239. 314. 337, 333.

487 (Allied success)

LaCapdle, 333
Laadfccies, 300 (British advance)
Langtols. xxuc
Laon, 302 (iMlied attack)

La Panne, 470 (residence King
Albert). 486

Lassigny. 442
Laurence, General. 399 (at DouUcns).
37a

Le Cbcsne, 314 (Albcd advance). 322
Lei^vre. Ccnci^. 6x (uith Focb)
Lenlun^c, 77 (attacked), 78. Bo

(French retreat)

Lenin, 238 (scucs pouci)
Lens, X37 (slow progress), 383. 487

(occupied by AUics)
Le Petit, Colonel, 400 (Italy). 403
Le I'older. 321
Le Quesn^*. 300
Le Kond. Gacral. 493
Lescot, CencraL 3
L'Espee. CcnrrM de. 31 (uith Focb)
Liige. 305
Licny. 403
Lille. X39 (French occupation), 243

lUsxiuraUe iur attack), 166 (CeS'

man uoorsj. 498. 3cx> (occupicsl by
.Miles)

Lisdrr. Lake. 9 (dam cut)

Unguct. 133 (slight advance)
Lissen. 403
Lloyd George, at George, Lloj'd

London. 237 (allied conference), 378
(Supreme War Council), 385. 2S7

Loos. 339 (taken by British)

Lorette. 2x6 (enemy line captured).

2J6. 237. 239
Lorraine, xxui, 13 (importance to

xoS (Frends' Wvaocc), 374, 449,
473. 316. 319

Louebeur. M,, 29S (at DouUens), 300
(supports Focb). 307-3*0. 493
(Minister o( Muutions)

Ludcndorl7,252 (incommand German
Armies), 283

Lun^vnile, 37 (enemy advance). 39
(Foch advances), 40 (\X Corps)

Lure. 473
Luxemburg, zlv (violation), 8 (Ccr>
man invasion). 316, 5x8

Lys. X39 (French cavalry). 143
(German advance), X34 (German
repulse). 155, 163 (heavy pgbtiog),

272 (enemy in force). 197. 324,
(enemy reach). 328. 336, 392. 438.
470. 486. 487. 498. 499. 300
(crossed by Allies)

Maillako, axis
MaiUy. 73 (Ninth Cavalry), 79, 86. 97
Mairy, 103
Maissio. jq (heavy fighting)

Maistre. General, xxxiv, 1x3. X36
(XXI Corps), aoS (King George),
*»$. 3*3. 328 Arras). 334

Maiziix^, >7 (advance). 28 (retreat),

3a (IX Corps forced back)
Maogio. General. 377, 378 (stiikisg

success). 392. 4x4. 445. 3*8. 319
ManteuQcl. General, xxvu
Manoo. Captain ILK .

34S (Bnush
peace dclrgauoa)

3Ume. 97 (Ninth Army), xox (to be
crossed), 106 (cioss^ by Focb).
loS (Jodre's great \iclory). 363.

3^4 (in danger). 363. 306. 3£,$

(enemy progress). 393. 404, (second
tug battle), 406, 410, 413. 414. 42f>.

419. 421. 424. (German disaster)
Marsal. x9 (XX Corps), so. a8 (XV

Corps)
Mattbd. 23 (occupied)
MaTMtU, C^cral \ ca. 381
Massesanx. 473
Masugn, 4x0

589
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375 (enemy auccess), 376, 379,
3^^ 39 J

Maucl’IIuy, General tie, xxxiv, 126,
^3“. 135. J-r-N “0^ (Wng George)

Maurienne, 90 (retreat)
Maycncc. 573. 577
aleiettca, .joo, 403
Mcnin, lyx, iSt, 183 (Kaiaer present),

,
-iS6, .,98. .,99

Mcjple, Ourieral, 303, 307
Mcasinca, 179 (Ijritiali ioshcs), 180

(lo.^t and retalcen), iSt (heavy
ligliting), 1S2 (abandoned), 187
(French ativance), iQi (fighting by
IJritiah), 33.J (enemy capture), 334
(fresh attack), 4S6

Met3, xxiii, xxiv, 4 (mobilucd), 7
(German force, xa. 35 (dangerous
advance), 204, 518, 5x9, 577 (Foch
enters)

Meurthc, 7, 34 (French retreat), 35
(bridges bloam up) 36 (enemy
advance), 40 (Frencli held up)

.Meuse, 49 (French retreat), 55 (attack
planned), 204, 205, 453, 4O1, 462,

473 (new offensive), 478, 496, 502.
5x3 (American offensive), 5x4
(enemy in retreat), 520, 521, 524
(full enemy retreat)

Mc2icrcs, 54 (French danger), 462,

470. 479. 498 (French advance).

514. iifi. 517 (importance of
railway)

Millcrand, M., 50 (Minister of War),
1S3 (atDunldrk), x86, 226

Millet, Major, xxLx
Milner, Lord, 295 (at Versailles), 297,

299. 300. 332. 335. 353 (and U.S.A.),

372. 394. 398
Mirccourt, 253 (Foch in Command)
Miribel, General de, xxxi
Mitry, General de, 220, 337, 341, 343

(important work)
Mondemont, 70 (Ninth Army), 76

(Moroccans), 78, 85 (enemy attack),

88 (captured by enemy), 89
(recaptured), 91 (heavy fire)

Mons, 498, 523 (Allied advance), 524
(Canal)

Montdidier, 399, 302, 304 (enemy
attack), 306, 309, 310 (close of

battle), 321. 339. 366. 370. 374. 433.

437" 440 (abandoned by Germans)
Montgomery, General, 299 (at Doul-

lens)

Monthois, 481 (French success)

Montreuil, 322, 325 (French G.H.Q.),
'

326 (Foch arrives)

Morains, 72 (abandoned), 80

(attacked), 8x
Moreuil, 323 (French success)
Morhaye, 43 (important fighting)
Moroccan Division, 339
Moroccan Infantry, sx, 58, 68, 70, 71,

7<>. 77. 83. 85. 88, 89, 91, 93, 1x8,
xxg, 120. 121

Moronvilliers, 116 (attacked by Foch),
ixS

Morval, 248
Moselle, 12, 15 (advance), 40 (enemy

advance), 44 (enemy • advance),

316 (new Allied offensive), 518, 523
Mouchy-le-ChAtcl. 412
Mount Cassel, sea Cassel

Mount Kemmel, sea Kemmel
.\rount Lissen, see Lissen
Mount Noir. see Noir
Mount Rouge, see Rouge
Moussy, General, 180, 182, 185
Mouthois, 56 (Foch's visit)

Moy, 48 (Fifth Army)
Murmansk, 398

Nancy, xxvii, xxxvi, Ivi (outbreak of

war), 3 (Foch returns), 6 (strategic

points), 31 (Army H.Q.), 35 (Foch
goes to H.Q.), 39 (further advance),

473
Napoleon, xxiv
Naulin, ^iajor, 30 (Foch’s staff)

Naval Conditions of Peace, 542, 543
(German Fleet)

Negro Regiments, 268
NcufcMtcau, 3 (Second Army)
Neuvc-Cbapelle, 192 (enemy success)

Nicholas, Emperor, xxxvii
Nieppe, 327 (enemy advance)
Niesscl, General, 258 (attached to

Russian Army), 259
Nieuport, 146 (Belgian Army), 157,

158 (German attack), 158 (French
destroyers), 159, 161, 162, 163
(locks opened), 164, 188, 191
(Belgian attack), 193 (Allied offen-

sive), 219 (cavalry attacks), 224
(French troops), 227 (Belgian

troops), 275
Ninth Army, 61 (under Foch), 62 (to

hold Sdzanne), 70 (at Mondemont),

72 (violent attack on Somme). 75
(dangerous gap), 79 (enemy held).

Si (heavily attacked), 85 (wide gap)

86 (heavy assaults), 89 (holding

Champagne), 92 (heavy losses), 93
(forced back), 96 (successful ad-

vance), 97 (at the Marne), 98
(further advance), 103 (bridges

destroyed), 104 (to attack German
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centre), no (details oi German 428. 456. 529 (meeting of Allies),

forces), 112 (on tlie Suippe), XI3 540 (Peace terms)

(at Suippes), 113 (XXI Corps Parker, General. 105
added). 113 (towards the Aisne). Passchendaete, 169. 171. 486
ns (pursuithcld up), n6 (attacks Pau, General, 145 (attached to

enemy), 117 (XII Corps added), Belgians)

119 (strongGerman entrenchments) Payot, General. 495
121 (strong attack on Berm). 122 Peace Signed, 581
(attacked by enemy), X23 (Herman P^ronne, 290. 291 (abandoned),
offensive fails), 124 (on the de* 307, 309, 434 (free from Germans),
fensive), 127 (General Humbert in 4C7
command) Pers^g.Geaeral.xiit,xvi.26S(U.S.A

)

Nivelle, General, 251 (in command 307, 345. 352, 353. 369. 394, 397.
French armies) 429 (at Bombon), 45S, 462, 463.

Koir. Mount, 342 479, 492. 305 (Clemenceau com«
Komdny, 8 (serious alarm), 79 (r8th pl^s of his obstinacy). 5x3, 316,

Div.) 538 (Peace conditions)

Nordscbootc. 197 Perv^'Se, 162 (General Grossetti). 163
Normde, 72 (positions held) (flooded)

North Sea, 148, lOS, 2ox, 219. 496, Pdtaln. General, xiii, xxxiv, 213, 260.

499 268. 270, 283. 2S7. 290, 291, 293,
Noulcns. M., 459 (French Ambassador 295. 298, 302, 306. 307. 319, 311, 323.

to Russia) 326, 328. 334. 340. 344. 361, 362
Nouvron. 366 (abandoned), 416 (hasty action), 366, 36S. 371, 382.
Novion Porcicn. 34 (enemy advance) * 393,403. 407. 41J, 429 (at Bombon)
Noyou, 132 (French held up), 291 444 (meets King George), 460. 463
(enemy capture), 3O6, 374, 443, (American troops), 474, 479, 490.

430. 434 (enemy abandon) 312. 5x8. 336 (Peace terms), 53S
(bu conditions)

Obsrndorff, Count. 347 (peace Iriave. 263. 264 (to be defended). 265.
envoy) 266, 401, 402

Officers and Politics, xlix Picardy, 299. 324 (British attacked),
Oise. 48 (Fifth Army), 49 (retreat). 423. 438
34 (retreat), 124, (French attack IHenre'Morains, 78 (attacked)
planned), 281 (German olTcuuvc), Pierrepont. 302
283. 3x1, 320, 344. 35G. 366. 375 Plancy, 64 (Foch's H.Q.), 74, 86, 88,

(fresh enemy attack). 376, 383. 450 98
(French success), 453, 496, 49S. Flantey, General. 148 (Dunkirk)

499 (German retreat), 300 (Allied Fleurs, 80 (advanced H.Q.)
success) Plumcr, General, 324. 330, 335, 34t.

Orfeuil, 4S0 (captured by Americans) 470. 485
Orlando, Signor. 262 (Italian Prime Pocscle, i83 (enemy advance)

Mimstcr), 316 (NVar Council), 401 Pomcaie, M.. 339 (Peace terms)
Ostcod, 146, 14S (British Nav>'). 219 Poison Gas St« Gas.

223. 224. 499 (occupied by Belgians) Poland, 343 (peace conditions)
Oulchydc-Ciutcau, 419, 422 (Freneb PoUgoaix. xxi

success) Pohsh Troops. 520
Ourcq, 75 (Germans held), 103 Pootk.Vendin. 237 (held)

(French ad%*ance), 363, 366, 368 Poperinghe. 182
(enemy progress). 4x3, 4x7, 419, Portuguese Troops, 324
420 Prcuoire. 230

0>cs, 83 (enemy retreat) Prisoner Labour, 494 (British refusal)

Prosnes, 123 (Foch is attacked)
Padua. 264 (Foch arrives] Prussia, xl

Painlevd, M., 254 ^Iteney. General, 170
Pambet, General. 7a (on Somme) Py. 47S (enemy resutanee)
Paris, xxvi. 47 (German ads'ance), I^tz, General, 226. 233

X09 (saved), 293, 296, 30X. 36^,

372 (AUied conlcrcnce), 3S8, 389, " Rack to tux Sxa," X31

59 '
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Kadiguet, (Joncral, 7^ (on Somme)
Uambelant, 3
Kamj.capcUe, i6.[ (held by Germans),

16.} (captured by Grossetti)
Hapallo, :;6 j: (Allied conference), 272

(Agreement)
Kawlinson. General, i.}5, i,)6. 148.

165, iBi, 305 (succeeds Gough).
30B. 309 (reinforcements), 310
(another attack). 323, 339, 435.
452, 402 (further advance)

Keading, Lord, 155 (tour of Front)
Kcchicourt. 371 (liritish II,Q-)
Itefugees, 61. 135, 149
Keparations, 535
Uc«iuin. Captain, 175 (with Foch)
Kethcl, 52 (bridges lost). 53 (Foch

retreat;,). 524
Hethonde ;, 579 (where Armistice was

signcsl)

Holreat, French, 48
Kevange, 22 (nth Division)

Kheims, nS (bombarded by enemy),
n8 (Cathedral in llaincs), 123, 283,
35t‘, 85 ^. 363. 365. 370. fo?. fio.

4tr, 4x4, 474. 480 (German retreat)

Rhine. 52;, 320. 54X, 373. 574. 377
(occupied)

Ribot, M.. 183 (at Dunkirk)
Roberts, F. M. Lord, 207 (at Cassel),

20S (Indian Troops), 208 (his death
at St. Oracr)

Robertson, General, 255, 257 (in

London). 260, 261 (visits Treviso),

263, 274 (at Compiegne)
Robillot, General, 329 (at Sarcus),

335
Rocroy, 51 (enemy movements). 31
(Foch in charge)

Rodez, xxi
Romagne, 503
Rome, 262 (Foch arrives)

Ronarc'h, Admiral, 145, 146, 151 (at

DLxmude), 163
Roques, General, 1x7
Roubaix, 500 (occupied by Allies)

Rouge, Mount, 342
Roulers, 167 (French advance), 170

(Haig advances), 486, 498 (Allied

advance), 500
Roumania, 255, 25S (danger from

Russia), 543 {peace terms)

Roussebrughe, 166
Rouvroy, 302
Roye, 439. 440, 445, 446, 451, 454
(enemy retreat)

Rupprecht, Prince, 182

Russia, xxxviii, xliv (War/declared),

109. 459, 542 (peace terms). See

also Russian Armies
Russian Armies, 212 (slow progress),

217, 255 (pcissive). 255 (default),

257 (morale undermined). 238
(Armistice required), 259 (Russo-
German peace). See also Russia

SAi:.-T-AM.tND, 500
Saint-Eloi, X76 (French troops), x8i
Saint-Georges, 220
Saint-Gobain, 455
Saint-Gond, 64 (to be seized). 66

(favourable for defence), 70 (to be
held), 71 (fighting), 74 (to be held),

76 (German defeat), 83 (fresh

advance)
Saint-.Maurel. General de, 331

(Military Governor Dunkirk)
Saint-Mihicl, 431, 438, 460, 462, 463,

473
Saint-Omcr. 142, 148 (French's H.Q.),

X65, 173 (Foch arrives), 196, 208
(death of Lord Roberts), 208 (King
George)„ 324, 325, 327, 329, 336

Saint-Pol, 135, 155 (Foch)
Saint-Prbe, 71 (attacked), 77
Saint-Quentin, 462, 467, 472, 482,

4S3
Salines Canal, 20
Salonika, 240
Sambre, 499 (German retreat)

Sanon, 37 (French attack), 39
(further advance)

Santerre. 137 (ground lost)

Sarcus. xiii, 327 (Foch's H.Q.), 333.

352 (Foch and Lf.S.A.), 367 (Haig
visits Foch), 401, 435, 4.^6

Sarrail, General, no
Sane, 12, 316
Sarrebruck, 2X, 518
Saussie, Father, xxiv, xxvii

Sauterre, 305, 423. 439
Sauvigny, Captain de, 174 (Sir John

French)
Saverne, xlii

Saxony, Cro\vn Prince. 106, in
Scarpe, 281 (German Offensive). 285,

452. 467, 500 (enemy retreat)

Scheldt, 144 (French advance), 472,

482, 483. 500, 521, 322 (reached by
Allies), 524 (Germany in full

retreat)

Schnoebele. xlii

Schorbake, 159 (Belgians attacked)

Second Army. 40 (heavy fighting)

Sedan, 514, 516
Seille, 9 (Cavalry advance), 9 (flooded)

18 (held), 28 (XX Corps), 32 (Foch

retires)
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ScUe, 499
Sctnomc. 82 (Ninth Cavalry)
Senlis, 351 (Foch in command).

353. 3J4 . 333 (Foch’s IJ Q.). 336
Sens^c, 482, 484, 487 (British ad>

vancc), 500
Serbia, xliii (Ultimatum), xliv (War)
Serbian Army, 240
Serres, 16 (XX Corps)
Serre, so2. 521, 522 (Allied sue*

cess)

Sdzanne. 62 (Foch to hold). 64
(attack), 93 (42nd Div.)

Siberia. 259, 399
Signy L'Abbayc, 53 (French attacked)
SiUcry, 58 (F<xh’a H.Q.)
Sissonne, 302
Smith-Dorricn, General, 226
Sobsons, 104 (German forces). 361.

363. 363 (enemy progress), 370.
391, 40O, 414. 410. 423 (recaptured
by Foch)

Soby, 77 (attacked)
Solcsmes, 497, 498 (British capture)
Somme, xx, 47 (enemy advance). 49

(crossed by Germans), yr (heai^
nghting), 72 (enemy attacu),
(line lost), 78 (further attack). 138
(Second Army), 193 (more ^ht*
log). 243 (British troops), 245 (F«xb
to attack), 246 (attack starts). 247
(four milo advance), 249 (AIUm
attack), 2S9 (Gough's retreat), 305
(further fighting), 310. 3x9, 321,

338 (3 weeks quiet), 364. 382, 392,
4 <’3 > 438 (French advance). 440,
446

Sommesous, 82 (abandoned), 87
Sompub, 80 (XXI Corps), 97, tor

(Fourth Army)
Sonino, 316 (War Council)
Souain, 114 (captured by Foch). xi8

(seized by enemy)
Souchei, 2x5, 236, 239
Strasbourg, X2, 204, 377 (Foch

enters)

Submaitncs, 342
Suippe, 57 (positions prepared), na

(Ninth Army), XI3 (heavy fight*

^8)>478. 4S0. 481
Swiss Neutrality, 253
Switzerland, 526

TacuAMEifTo. 260. 261
Tangier, xJu
Tanks, 248. 35S (German), 415

(French), 417. 422. 438. 461, *90,
5*9

Taxbes, xxi

Tardieu, M., 50 (interpreter to Foch),

^ 398. 493^
Taiema. General, 10, 172
Tchcrbatchc0, Cener^, xxxvil
Temtorials, 13S (at DouUcns), X37

(at Yser)
Thiancourt, 4O5
Thiclt, 471
Thiepval, 248
Thicscourt, 376 •

ThlonviUe, 12

Thourout. 498 (Allied advance), 499
(captured)

TUloy, 106 (French Cavalry)

Torcy, 417 (French success)

Toul, xliv

Toulon-la*Montagne, 69 (held by
Foch)

Tourcoing. 500 (occupied by Allies)

Toumoi, 500 (held by British)

Touts, 61 (Army H.Q.)
Ttives, 579 (Foch’s arrival)

Trcvbo, 261 (Foch amves), 261

(Robertson amves)
Turkey. 255. 273, 540 (signs

armistice)

Unitcd States. See America

Vaxrb, 438
Valdagno, 2O5 (French Forces)

Valenciennes, 500 (held by Britbb),

521. 523
Vannay. 93 (enemy retreat)

Vaaselow, Captain, J47 (peace envoy)
Vassimont, 78 (enemy capture)

Vaure, 93 (enemy attack)

Velcboek, 189
Verdun, sliv, 48 (Third Army),

205. 245 (grave events), 263
Versailles. 264. (lUlied War Council).

270, 275 (Conference), 295. 3X6.

394. 397. 399. 408. 409. 491
(Conference). 541 (AlUed mccUng).

574 (Treaty of Peace), 591 (Peace

signed)
Vesle, 359, 3O1, 363 (enemy halt).

4x4.419,423.479. 502
Vertus. 61 (refugees)

Vicenza, 265 (Bntbh Army)
Vidal, General, 185
Villeneuve, La. 70 (attacked), 71
(uken and retaken). 76. 77. 84

Viilcrs-Bretonneu*. 338 (held by
enemy). 339 (retaken)

Vimy. 215. 2x6. 233. 233, 238. 239.

25*

Viinmont. 39 (passed)
Vitij’.le-Fran^ou. 7 (C.H.Q-). 41,
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(Foch arrives), ,}7 (serious news),

50 (Millcrami's visit), 74 (Fourth
Arivy)

Viviers Wood, 27 (enemy penetration)
Vlalrnertinghe, 177 (Foch arrives). 182
Vosges, ,}7 (German invasion), 253

(Foch's work), 374, 473, 525
Vouvron, 450
Vouziers, 514

War Council, Supreme (Allied), 264,

273, 278, 280 (a grave error), 285,

294, 316 (Italy), 395, 397. 309.
460, 541 (peace terms)

Wassigny, 499 (British advance). 502
Wemyss, Admiral, 545 (peace envoys)
Werwicep 498, 499
Weygand, Gencraf, xiii, xiv, 41 (Cfn'eiT

of Staff to Foch), 52 (at Machault),

94 (in • charge at Fere-Cham-
penoise), 152 (Foch's Chief of Staff),

183 (at Dunkirk), 209 (decorated

by King George), 254 (visits Berne).

273 (at Versailles), 274 (his protest),

292 (at Abbeville). 295, 29S, 303,

322, 335, 372. 429 (at Bombon).
470. 545 (peace envoy)

Willemans, General, 194 (Belgian
Chief of Staff)

Wilson, Sir Henrj’, xxxvii, 141, 175
(and Foch), 195 (at Cassel), 264
(War Council), 264 (at Padua), 273
(supports Foch), 295, 297 (at

Versailles). 299, 335, 349, 372, 491
Wilson, President, 268, 374, 397, 398,

526 (Germany asks for peace), 529,

532 (not arbitrator), 536. 544, 57S
(i\rrival in France)

Winterfeldt, General, 547 (peace
envoy)

Wirbel, General, 15 (advance), 21
(covers flank). 22 (beyond ChAteau
Salins), 25 (attacked), 27 (out-

flanked)
Woevre, 458, 460, 503

Wurtemberg, Duke of, 1S2
Wyshcacte. 187 (heavy assault), 190

(British Army), 334 (enemy seize),

•456, 4SG (captured by Allies)

XX Corps, 21 (advance). 38 (hard
• fighting), 40 (at Lundville), 40

(Foch’s new command), 41 (Fare-

well Order)

Yperlk Canal, 170
Ypres, XX, 132, 146 (Belgian Army),

^47. *51 (French Territorials), 156
(Battle of), 165, 166, 168 (German
attack), 169 (Foch present), 172.

X73, 174 (British driven back), 177
{Uritish retreat), Zfg {Preach
troops), 1S3 (Kaiser appears), 184
(fresh assaults), 1S5 (British driven

• back), 186 (now safe), 188 (attacked
again), 1S9 (battle over), 197. 201
(German vandalism), 234 (poison

gas), 243 (British troops), 327
(further fighting), 330, 333 (Belgian
Front), 334 (threatened), 340, 404,

456 (enemy withdraw)
Yser, XX, 132 (enemy checked). 146

(defensive position), X50 (defended),

157 (Battle of), 158 (German
attack), 159 (crossed by Germany),
163 (to be flooded). 164 (enemy
retired), 172, 188 (fresh attack),

190 (Belgian army), 193 (Foch
attacks), 220 (crossed by Allies),

234 (river crossed by enemy), 483,

525

Zarren, 498
Zeebrugge, 223, 499 (occupied by

Belgians)
Zillebeke, 174 (attacked)
Zonnebeke, 179 (critical situation),

185. 189
Zouaves, 182
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